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ETHNOLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE POINT BARROW
EXPEDITION.

BY JOHN MUITDOCH.

IN rRODUCTION.

The International Polar Expeditiin to- Point Barrow, Alaska, was
organized in 1881 by the Chief Signal Officer of the Arny, for the pur-

pose of cooperating in the work of circum[lpolar observation proposed
by the -International Polar Conference. The exped ition, which was
comnanded by Lieut. P. Hl. Ray, Eighth Infantry, U. S. Army, sailed
froni San Fraucisco July 18, 1881, and reached Cape Smyth, 11 miles
southwest of Point Barrow, on September 8 of the same year.- Here a
permanent station was established, where the party remained itil
August 28, 1883, when the station was abandoned, and the party sailed
for Sari Francisco, arriving there October 7.

Thougli the main object of the expedition was the prosecution of the
observations in terrestrial magnetisn and meteorology, it was possible
to obtain a large collection of articles illuistrating the arts and industries
of the Eskimo of the region, with whom the most friendly ,relations
were early established. Nearly ail of the collection was made by barter,
the natives bringinîg their weapons, clothing, and other objects to the
station for sale. Full notes on the habits and eustoms of the Eskimo
also were collected by the different inembers of the party, especially
by the commanding officer; the interpreter, Capt. E. P. Herendeen; the
surgeon, Dr. George Scott Oldmixon; and nyself, who served as one of
the naturalists and observers of the expedition. It fell to'my share
to take charge of and catalogue all the collections made by the expedi-
tion, and therefore I had especially favorable opportunities for becoming
acquainted with the ethnography of the region. Consequently, upon
the return of the expedition, when it was found that the ethiiological
observations would oc<cupy too muiîch space for publication iii the official
report,' ail thecollections aid iotes were intrusted to mne for the purpose
of preparing a special report. The Snithsoiian Institution, through
the kindness of the late Prof. Spencer F. Baird, then secretary, furnislied

Report of the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska, by Lieut. P. H. Ray, Wash
ington, 1885.
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20 THE POIN'T BARROW ESKIMO.

a room where the work of studying the collection could be carried on,
and allowed me access to its libraries and to the extensive collection's
of the National Museum for the iprposes of coinparison. The Director
of the Bureau of Ethnology, Maj. J. W. Powell, kindly agreed to furnish
the illustrations for the work and to publish it as part of his annual
report, while the Cliief Signal Officer, with the greatest consideration,
permitted me to remain in the employ of his Bureau until the completion
of the work.

Two years were spent in a detailed analytical study of the articles in
the collection, until all the infornation that could be gathered from tie
objects themselves and from the noteof the collectors had been recorded.
Careful comparisons were made with the arts and industries of the
Eskimo race as illustrated by the collections in the National Museuni
and the writings of varions explorers, and these frequently resulted in
the elucidation of obscure points in the history of the Point Barrow
Eskiino. In the form in which it is presented this work contai.us, it is
believed, all that is known at the present day of the ethnography of
this interesting people.

Muchlilinguistie material was also cqllected, which I hope some time
to be able to prepare for publication.

The observations are arranged according to the plan proposed by
Prof. Otis T. Mason in his "Ethnological Directions, etc.," somnewhat
modified to suit the circumstances. In writinug Eskimo words the alpha-
bet given in Powell's "Introduction to the Study of Indian Languages"
has been used, iith the addition o for an obscure a (like the final a in
soda), , for a simnilar obscure e, and ô for the sound of the German ô or
French eu.

I desire to express my gratitude to the late Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, to the late Gen. William B.
Hazen, Chief Signal Officer of the Arny, and to Maj. J. W. Powell, Di-
rector of the Bureau of Ethnology, for their kindness in enabling ne to
carry ou these investigations. Grateful acknowledgment is due for valu-
able assistance to varions nembers of the scientific staff of the National
Musenn, especially to the curator of ethnology, Prof. Otis T. Masoi,
and to Mr. William H. Dall. Valuable suggestions were received fromn
Mr. Lucien M. Turner, Dr. Franz Boas, the late Dr. Emil Bessels, and
Dr. H. Rink, of Christiania.

LIST 0F wORKs CONSULTED.

The following list is not intended for a comnplete bibliography of what
has been written on the ethnography of the Eskimo, but it is believed
that it contains most of the -imnportaut-,'w.orks 1y authors who have
treated of tiese people froi personal observation. Sucli of the less in
portant works have been includedas contain any references bearing
upon the subject of the study.

As it has beeni ny object to go, whenever possible, to'flie original
sources of information, compilations, whether scientific or popular, have
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SITUATION AND SURROUNDINGS.

The people whose arts and industries are represented by the collec-
tion to be deseribed are the Eskimio of the nortlhwesterni extremîity of
the continent of North America, wb iake permanent homes at the two
villages of Nuwùk and Utkiavwlùi. Sniail contriblitions tfo the collec:
tion ,were obtained fromn natives of Wainwright Inlet and froin people of
the Inland River (Nunataliminnt) who visited the northerin villages.

Nuw0k, "the Point," is situated on a slightly elevated knoll at the
extremity of Point Barrow, in lat. 71Ô 23' N., long. 1560 11 W.. anîd
Utkiavwlii, "the Cliffs," at the beginiing cf flie higli Iand at Cape
Smyth, 11 miles soutlhwest froin Nuwùk. The niame Utkiavwlii was ex-
plained as meaning "the higli place, wlheice one can look out," ai 1was
said to be equivalent to lkplk, a cliff. Tlhis naine appears oi lie various
maps of this region uiider several corrupted fornis, due to carelessness
or inabilitv to catch the finer distintions of sound. It first appears on
Capt. Maguire's map' as "Ot-ki-a-wing," a forn of the word very near
the Eskimo pronunciation. On Dr. Simpson's nap2 it is changed to
"Ot-ke-a-vik," which on the admiralty chart is misprinted "Otkiovik."
Petroff on his mal) calls it "Ootiwakh," while lie gives an imaginary
village "Ootkaiowik, Arctic -Ocean," of 55 inhabitants, in his census of
the Aretic Division (op. cit., p. 4), which does not appear 1pon bis map.

Our party, I regret to say, is responsible for the name "Ooglaanuie " or
"Uglaamie," wh ici hias appeared on many mnaps since our return. Strictly
speaking this naine siould lbe used only as the official nime of the United
States signal station. It arose from a misunderstanding of the nanie as
heard the day after we arrived, and was even adopted by the natives in
talking witl us. It was not until the second year that we learnied the
correct form of the word. which lias been carefully verified.

The inhabitants of these two villages are so widely separated from
their neiglibors-the nearest permanent villages are at Point Belcher
and Wainwriglt Inlet, 75 miles sonthwest, and Demarcation Point, 350
miles east4-an( so closely connected with each other by intermarriage
and common interests, tlhtî;i.thley may be considered as a single people.
In their hunting and trading expeditions tlhey lhabitually range froi the
neighborhood 1 ofiRefige inlet along the coast to Barter Island, going
inland to the upper waters of tlie large rivers wlich flow noi-thward
into th Aretic Ocean east of Point Barrow. Smîall parties occasionally
travel as far as Wainwriglt Inlet and'more rarely to Point Hope, and

'Pari. Reports, 1854,val. 42, p. 186.
2Further Papers, &e., Pari. Rip. (1855).
' Report on the population, etc., of AI.iaka.
4Capt. E.'E. Snith: who in comi and of a steang whaler penetratei as far east asileturn Reef in the

snmmerof 1885, saya that the natives told him there was ig )permanent village west of Herschel Island.
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some timiés as far as the Mackenzie River. The extent of their wander-
ings will be treated of more fully in connection witlh their relations to
the other natives of the Northwest. They appear to be unacquainted
with the interior except for about 100 miles south of Point Barrow.

The coast from Refuge Inlet runs nearly straight in- a generally north-
east direction to Point Barrow, and consists of steep banks of clay,
gravel, and pebbles, in appearance closely resemibling glacial drift, bor-
dered by a narrow, steep beach of pebbles and gravel, and broken at
intervals by steep gulleys which are the chanrels of tenporary streams
running only during the period of nelting sow, and by long, narrow,
and shallow lagoons, to whose edges. the cliffs slope gradnally-down,
soietimes ending in low, steep banks. The months of these lagoons
are generally rather wide, and closed by a bar of gravel thrown up by
the waves during the season of open water. In the spring, the snow
and ice on the land mxelt months before the.sea opens and flood the ice
on the lagoons, which also melts gradually around the edges until there

. is a sufficient head of water in the lagoon to break througli the bar at
the lowest point. This streamn soon ents itself a channel, usually about
20 or 30 yards wide, through which the lagoon is rapidly drained, soon
cutting ont an open spaee of greater or less extent in the sea ice.
Before the sea opens the lagoon is drained down to its level, and the
tide-ebbs and flows thronu the clianiiel, which is usually fron knee-
dee) to waist-deep, so that the lagoon becones more or less brackish.
When the sea gets sufficiently open for waves to break upon the beach,
they in a short time bring. in enougli gravel to close the outlet. The
cliffs gradually decrease in height till they reaci Cape Smyth, where
they are about 25 feet high, and terminate in low knolls slo)inig down
to the banks;of the broad lagoon Isûtkwn, which is made by the con-
fluence of two narrow, sinuous gulleys, and is only 10 feet deep in the
deepest part.

Rising from the beach beyond the iouth of this lagoon is a sliglit ele-
vation, 12 feet ,above the sea level, which was anciently the site of a
small village; called by the same naime as th lagoon. On this elevation
was situated the United States signal station of Ooglaanmie. Beyond
this the land is level with the top of the beach, which is broad and nearly
flat, raised into a slight ridge on the outer edge. About liaif a mile
froi the station, just at. the edge of the beach, is the sn1l lagoon
Imérnyn, about 200 yards in diameter, and nearly filled up with narsh.
Fromt this point the land slopes down to Elson Bay, a shallow body
of water inclosed by the sandspit which forus Point Barrow. This is
a continuation of the Une of the beach, varying in breadth fron 200 to
600 yards and running northeast for 5 miles, then turning sharply to the
east-southeas1t and running out in a narrow gravel spit. 2 miles long,
which is continued eastward by.a chain of narrow, low, sandy islands,
whih extend as far as Point Tangent. At the angle of the point the
land is slightly elevated into irregular turf-covered knolls, on which the
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village of Nuwk is situated. At various points along the beach are
heaps of gravel, soinetinies 5 or 6 feet iii heiglit, which are raised hy the
ice. Masses of old ice, bearing large quantities of gravel, are ushed
up on the beach during severe storms-and nelt rapidly in the suinner,
depositing their load of gravel and pebbles in a heap. These iasses
are often pushed up out of reach of the waves, so that the heaps of
gravel are left theneeforth undisturbed.

Between Imernyn and Elson Bay (Ti'syûk) is a series of large shal-
low lagoons, nearly circular and close to the beach, which rises in a regu-
lar sea-wall. All have low steep banks on the land side, bordered with
a narrow beacli. The first of these, I'kpillii ("that which las high
banks"), breaks out in the spring through a narrow channel in the beach
in the manner already described, and is salt or brackish. The next is
fresh and connected with Ikpiliñ by a small streanm running along be-
hind the beach. It is called SI'n-nyù, and receives a rivulet froin a
small fresh-water lake 3 or 4 miles inland. The third, Inê'kpûîl ("great
water"), is also fresh, and has neither tributary ior outlet. The fourth,
Imêkpû'niglu, is brackish, and enipties into Elson Bay by a small stream.
Between this stream and the beach is a little fresh-water pônd close to
the bend of Elson Bay, which is called Klkyûkti'ktoro, from one or two
little islands (klkyû'kti,) near one end of it.

Back from the shore the land is but slightly elevated, and is marshy
and interspersed with many small lakes and ponds, sometimes con-
nected by inconsiderable streams. This marsh passes gradually into
a sonewhat higher and drier rolling plain, stretching back inland from
the eliffs and growing gradually higlier to the south. Dr. Simpson, on
the authority of the Point Barrow natives, describes the country as
"unifornly low, and full of small lakes or pools of fresh water to a dis-
tance of about 50 miles from the north shore, where the surface becorhes
undulating and hilly, and, farther sonth, mountainous."' This descrip-
tion lias been substantially verified by Lieut. Ray's explorations. South
of the usual deer-hunting ground of the natives he found the land decid-
edly broken and hilly, and rising gradually to a considerable range of
mountains, running approxinately east and west, which could be seen
from the farthest point lie reached.2

The natives also speak of lhigh rocky land "a long way off to the
east," which sone of them have visited for the purpose of hunting the
mountain sheep. The low rolling plain in the immnediate vicinity of
Point Barrow, which is all of the country that could he visited by our
party when the land was clear of snow, presents the genîeral appear-
ance of a country overspread wili glacial drift. The landscape is
strikingly like the rolling drift lills of Cape Cod, anid this resemblance
is increased by the absence of trees and the occurrence of ponds'in al
the depressions. There are no rocks iii situ visible in this region, and

Arctic papers, p. 233. -

Report U. S. International Polar Expedition to loint Barrow, p. 28.
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large bowlders are absent, while pebbles larger than the fist are rare.
The surface of the grournd is covered with a thin soilsupporting a rather
sparse vegetation of grass, flowering plants, creeping- willows, and
mosses, which is thicker on the higher hillsides and forms a layer of
turf about a foot thick. Large tracts of coinparatively level ground
are almost bare of grass, and consist-of irregular humnîocks of black,
niuddy soil, scantily covered with light-colored lichens and full of snall
pools. The lowlands, especially those back of the beach lagoons, are
marshes, thickly covered with grass and sphagiuin. The whole sur-
face of the land is exceedingly wet in summer, except the higher knolls
and hillsides, and for about 100 yards back fron the edge of the cliffs.
The thawing, however, extends down only about. a foot or eighteen
inches. Beyond this depth the ground is perpetually frozen for an
unknown distance. There are no streams of any importance in the in-
mediate neighborhood of Point Barrow. On the other hand, three of
the rivers emptying into the Aretic Ocean between Point Barrow and
the Colville, which Dr. Simpson speaks of as "small and hardly known
except to persons who have visited themI,"I have been found to be con-
siderable streams. Two of these were visited by Lieut. Ray in his ex-
ploring trips in 1882 and 1883. The first, Kua'ru, is reached after trav-
eling about 50 miles from Point Barrow in a southerly direction. It
has been traced'only for a small part of its course, and there is reason
to believe, from what the natives say, that it is a tributary of the sec-
ond nanied river. Lieut. Ray visited the upper part of the second
river, Kulugrua (named by him "Meade River"), in Marci, 1882, when
he wen't out'to join the native deer hîunters encamped on its banks, just
on the edge of the hilly country. On his return lie visited what the
uati'ves assured him was the mouth ofthis river, and obtained observa-
tions for its geograhl)ical position. Early in April, 1883, lie again vis-
ited the upper portion of the stream, and traced it back sone distance
into the hilly country. The intermediate portion has never been sur-
veyed. At the time of each of bis visits the river was, of course, frozen
and the ground covered with snow, but lie was able to see that the
river was of considerable size, upwards of 200 yards wide wlhere he first
reached it, about 60 miles fron its nouth, and showiug evidences of a
large volume of water in the spring. It receives several tributaries. (See
inaps, Pls. I and i.)

The third river is known only by hearsay from the natives. It is
called I'kpîkpûù (Great Cliff), and is about 40 miles (estinated from
day's journeys) east of Kulu'grua. . It is (lescribed as being a larger and
more rapid stream than the other two, and so deep that it does not
freeze down to the bottom on the shallow bars,-as they say Kulu'grua
does. Not far fron its mouth it is said to receive a tributary from
the east flowing out of a great lake of fresh water, called Tâ'syûkpûii
(Great Lake.) This lake is separated from the sea by a eomparatively

'Op. cit., p. 235.
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narrow strip of laid, and is so large that a man standing on the north-
ern shore ean not see the "very highl" land on the southern. It takes
an umiak a day to travel the length of the lake under sail with a fair
wind, and when the Nuatañiun coming fron the south first saw the
lake they said " Taxaio!" (the sea).

-On Capt. Maguire's map' this lake is laid. down by the name
"Taso'kpoh " "frot native report." It is represented as lying between
Smith Bay and Harrison Bay, and connected with each by a streaIn.
Maguire seems to have heard nothing of Ikpikpûiñ. This lake is not
mentioned in the body of the report. Dr. Simpson, however12 speaks of
it in the following words: "lThey [i. e., the trading~ parties when they
reach Smith Bay] enter a river which conduets them to a lake, or rather
series of lakes, and (lescend another stream which joins the sea in Har-
rison· Bay." They are well acquainted with the Colville River, which in
their intercourse with us they usually called "lthe river at N'gal1k,"
Nf'galek beinig the well known name of the trading camp at the mouth.
It was also sometimes spoken of as the "river of the Nunataümiun."
The Mackenzie River is knowu as "Kupîlfi" (great river). We found
them also acquainted with the large unexplored river called "Kok" on
the maps, which flows into Wainwright Inlet. They called it "Ku" (the
river). The river "Cogrua," which is laid down on the charts as empty-
ing into Peard Bay, was never mentioned by the Point Barrow natives,
but we were inforned by Capt. Gifford of the whaler Daniel Web8ter,
who traveled along the coast from Point Barrow to Cape Lisburne after
the loss of his vessel in 1881, that it is quite a considerable stream. He
had to ascend it for about a day's journey-20 miles, according to Capt.
Hooper 3 -before he found it shallow enough to ford.

CLIMATE.

The climate of this region is thoronghly arctic in character, the mean
annual temperature being 80 F., ranging fron 650 t -520 F. Such

temperatures as the last nentioned are, however, rare, the ordinary
winter temperature being between -200 and -300 F., rarely'rising
during December, .January, February, and March as high as zero, and
still more rarely passing beyond it. The winter nerges insensibly by
slow degrees into snumer, with Occasional -Icold snaps," and -frosty
nights begin again by the lst of Septenber.

The sun is entirely below the horizont aftoint Barrow for 72 days in
the winter, beginining Noveiber 15, thougi visible by refraction a day
or two later at the beginninîg of this period and a day or -two earlier at
the end. The midday darkness is niever complete even at the winter
solstice, as the sun is sucl a short distance below the horizon, but the
tine suitable for outdoor employmenuts is limited to a short twilight
from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m. Thete is, of course. an equal time in the summer

àPari. Rep., 1854, vol. 42, opp. p. 186. 'Op. cit., p. 265.. 'Corwin Report, p. 72.
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when the-sun is*eontinually above the horizon, and for about a iouth
before and after tliis period the twilight is so bright all nightthat no
stars are visible.

The snowfall during the winter is eonparatively small. There is
probably not more than a foot of snow on a level anywhere on the land,
thougli it is extrenely difficult to measure or estimate, as it is sO fine
and dry that it is easily noved by the wind and is constantly in motion,
forming deep, heavy, liard drifts under all the banks, while many ex-
posed places, especially the to) of the sand beach, are swept entirely
clean. The snow begins to soften and melt about the first week in
April, but goes off very slowly, so that the ground is not wholly bare
before the middle or end of June. The grass, however, begins to turn
green early in June, and a few flowers are .seen in blossom as early as
June 7 or 8.

Rain begins to fall as early as April, but cold, snowy days are not un-
common later than that date. There is a good deal of clear, calm weather
during. the winter, and extremely low temperatures are seldom accom-
panied by high wind. Violent storms are not unconmmon, however,
espeèially in November, durintg the latter part of January, and in Feb-
ruary. One gale from the south and southwest, which occurred January
22, 1882, reached a velocity of 100 miles an hour. The most agreeable
season of the year is betweenî the middle of May and the end of Juily,
when the sea opens. After this there is muli foggy and cloudy weather.

Fresh-water ponds begin to freeze about the last week in September,
and by the first or second week iii October everything is sufficiently
frozen for the natives to travel with sledges to fisi througli the ice of
the inlandrivers. Melting begins with the thawing of the snow, but the
larger ponds are not clear of ice till.the niddle or end of July. The sea
in Most seasons is permanently closed by freezing and the moving in of
heavy ice fields fronm about the niddle of October to the end of July.
The heavy ice in ordinary seasons does not move very far fron the shore,
while the sea is more or less encumbered with floating masses ail sunmmer.These usually ground on a bar which runs from the Seahorse Islands
along the shore parallel'to it and about 1,000 yards distant, forming a
"barrier" or "land-tloe" of high, broken lhaminocks, inshore of which

the sea freezes over smooth and undisturbed by the pressure of the
outer pack.

Sometimes, however, the heavy pack, tuider the pressure of violent and
long-continued westerly winds, pushes across the bar and is forced up
on the beach. The ice sometimes comes in with great rapidity. The
natives intformed us that a year or two before the station was establislhed
the heavy ice came ini against the village cliffs, tearing away part of the
bank and destroying a house on the edge of the cliff so suddenly that
one of the inmates, a large, stout man, was unable to escape through the
trap-door and was crushed to death. Outside of the laid-floe the ice is
a brokenx pack, consisting of hummocks of fragmentary old and new ice
interspersed with comparatively level fields of the former. During the
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carly part of* the winter this paek is mlîost of the timle ii motion, somne-
tines mîoving northeastward with the prevailing eurrent and grinîding
along the edge of the barrier, somiietimes movinig off to sea before an off-
shore wind, leaving "leads' of open water, whieb iii calmn weathei are
immediately covered with new Î ic (it the rate of 6 inches ii 24 hours),
anid agai comig ii with greater or less violence against the edges of
this new ie, crushing and erumpling it Up against the barrier. Portions
of the land-floe evenm float off and iove away witlh the pack at tlhis seasoi.

The westerly gales of the laiter winter, however, bring iii great quan-
tities of ice, whielr; pressing against the Imd-tloe, are pushed up iinto
hummocks andground firmly iii deeper water, thus iniereasing the breadth
of the fixed land-floe until the line of separation between the land-floe
and the noving pack is 4 or 5or sometimes even 8 miles from land. The
hununîocks of the land-floe show a tendency to arrange thenselves in
liues parallel te the shore, and if the pressure lias inot been too great
there are often fields of ice of the season not over 4 feet thick between
the ranges of hummocks, as was the case in the winter of 1881-'82. In
the following year, however, the pressure was so great that there were
no. suclh fields, and even the level ice inside of the barrier was crushed
into humnmocks ii nmany places.

After the gales are over there is generally less motion iii the pack,
until about the middle of April, when easterly winds usually cause
leads to open at the edge of flie land-floe. These leads now continue to
open and shut, varying in size with the direction and force of the wind.
As the season advances, especially in .JuIly, theii melting of the ice on
the surface-loosers portions of the lanîd-floe, which float off ai joinî the
pack, bringing the leads nearei to the shore. li the meantimne the level
shore ice has been eut away froin the beach by thë warm w'ater ruining
down fromi the Land and lias grown "rottei" and full of holes froi the
heat of the sunt. By the time the outside ile lias imoved away so as to
leave only the tioes grounîded on the bar the inside ive breaks up inito
loose asse, mnoving up aiid down with wind and current and ready
to move off through the first break tii the barrier. Portions of the re-
maining barrier gradually break off and at last the whole fially floats
and moves out with the pack, sometiies, as ii 1881-a very remnarkable
season-ioving- out of sight froin the lanîd.

This final departure of the ice may take place at any tine between
the middle-of July and the h middle of August. East of Point Barrow
we lad opportunities oiily for hasty aid superficial observations of the
state of the ive. . Tlie land flou appears to form somuie distance outside
of the sandy islands, aid from the account of the natives there is much
openx water along shore early in the season, causedlby the breaking up
of the rivers. Dr. Simpson' learnîed froin the natives tlhat the trading

parties which left the Point about the Ist of July found open water at
Dease Inlet, This is more (lefiniite informîîation. than we were able to
obtain. We only learned that they conted on finding open water a
few days' journey east.

I -~
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THE PEOPLE.

IIYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Ini stature these people are of a mîediiîui lieheight, robust and mtutuscular,
incliiiing ratier to spareness tian corpuleince," 2 thoigh the fullness

of the face .and the thick fur elothing often gives the im1tpression of
the latter. : There is, however, considerable individual vai jation amiong
them in titis respect, The women are as a ride shorter than the nien,
occasionally ahnost dwarfish, tlhoigh somte wonen are taller than nany
of the men. The tallest man observed measured 5 feet 94 inches, and
the shortest.4 feet 11 inches. The tallest woman was 5 feet 3 inches in
height, and the shortest 4 feet inch. The heaviest man weighed 204
pouinds and fthe lightest 126 pounds.- One woinan weighed 192 pounds
and the shortest wonan was also the lightest, weighing only 100 pounds.3

The hbands and feet are smnall and well shaped, though fthe former soon
become distorted and roughened by work. We did not observe the

peculiar breadth of hands noticed by Dr. Simpson, nor is the shortnîess
of the thumub which lie mentions sufficient to attract attention. 4  Their
feet are so snall that only one of our party, who is much below the
ordinary size, wias able to wear the boots mnad1e by the natives for themt-
selves. , Small and delicate hands and feet appear to be a universal
characteristic of the Eskimo race and have beentnentioned by most
observers fronm Greeulnd to Alaska.5

The features of these people have been described by Dr. Simpson,6

and are distinctively Eskimo in type, as will be seen by comiparing
the acconpanying portraits (Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, from photographs by
Lieut. Ray) witli the many pictures brougltt from the.eastern Arctic

'op. cit., p. 264.
.

2
Sinpson, op. cit., p. 238.

3
see Report of Point Barrow Expedition, p. 50, for a table of measurementa of a numbher of indi-

viduals sleocted at random fron the natives of both villages and their visitors.
.
4 0p. cit., p. 238.
&Davis (1586) speaks of the "mall, slender bands and feet" of the Greenlanders. Hakluyt't Voya.

ges, etc. (1589), p. 782.
"Their bands and lfeet are little and soft." Crantz, vol. 1, p. 133 (Greenland.t
Handa and feet "extrenmely diminutive," Parry lst voy., p. 282 (Raffin Landa.
"Their bands and feet are sinall and well forned." Kminilien <cuntrib., p. 15 (Cumberland Gulf).
"Feet extraordinarily snall." Eli, voyage, etc., p. 132 (Hudsonjtrait<.
Franklin (lst Exp., vol.12, p. 180) mentions the mill bands and f.eeof'the two old Eskimo that he

met at.the Bhlixly Fall of the Coppermine River.
boots purchased on the coast were seklonm large enough for our people." Richardson

Searc'hing Exp., i, p. 344 (Cape Bathurst).
"Theirlbands and feet are amall." PetrofiYRe-port, etc., p. 134 (Kuakoquima River).
Chappell (Hudson Bay, pp. 59, 60) has a remarkable theory to account for the snialliness of the

extremities among the people of Hudson Strait. He believes that "the sane intense cold which
restricts vegetation to the. formn of creeping shrub. hias also its efect upon the growtU of mankind.
preventing the extrexmities fron attaining their due proportion"

Op. cit., p. 238.
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

regions by various explorers, soine of whicl niglit easily pass for por-
traits of persons of our acquaintance at Point Barrow.-

The face is brôad, flat, and round, with high cheek boues and rather
low forehead, broad across the brow and narrowing above, while the
head is somewlat pointed toward the crowii. The peculiar shape of the

FiG. 2.-Mûmùtlina, woman of Niwtlk.

head is somewhat masked by the way of wearing the hair, and is best
seen iii the skull. The nose is short, with little or no bridge (few Eski-
mo were able to wear our spring eye-glasses), aud broad, espeeially
across the ahe nase, with a peclliar ruided. somewhat bulbous tip,

1One young man at Point Barrow looks remarkably like the well known Eskimuo Joe," as I remew-
ber him ini Boston in the winter of 1862-'3,

I

I
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and large nostrils. The eyes are horizontal,' witli rather full lids, and
are but slightly siunkeni below the level of the face.

The iouthi is large and the lips full, especially the under one. The
teeth are naturally large, and in youth are white and generally regular,
but by middle age they are generally worn down to nlat-crowned stumhps,
as is usual among the Eskimo. The color of the skin is a light yellowislh

0 liI

Fio. 3.-Akahiana, a yoith of Utkiarwii.

brown, with often considerable ruddy color on the cheeks a1nd lip.
There appears to be much natural variation in the complexionu, somie
women being nearly as filir as Eturopeans, while other individuals seeu
to have nattirally a.coppery color.2 ln most cases the complexion ap-
pears darker than it really is from the effects of exposure to the weather.
All sunburn very easily, especially in the spring when there is a strong
reflection from th -s-nOw.

The expression of obliquityin thet eyes.,ne7t.ioned by Qr. sripso TIror. cit., p. 339), seens to mue to
have arisen from the shape of the cheek boues. I may e nistaken, however, as no careful compari-
sons were inade on the spot.,

2 
Frobisher says of the people-of Baffin Land: " Their colour is not mzuch unlike the sunburut countrie

man." Hakluyts Voyages, etc. (1589), p. 627.

j
'i
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The old are mucli wrinkled, and they frequently suffer from watery
eyes,- with large sacks unider them, whieh begin to forni at a compara-
tively early age. There is conisiderable variation in features, as well as
complexion, among the'n, even in cases where there seems to be no sus-
picioln of mixed blood. There were several men among them with de-
ci(led aqutilinîe noses and somnething of a Hebrew cast of countenance.

Flo. 4.-Puka. a young mun of Utkiavwi3.

The eyes are of varions siades of dark brown-two pairs of light hazel
eyes were observed-and are oftenî Ihanîîdsomne. The hair is black, per-
fectly straight, an d very thick. With the men it is generally coarser
thian with the wollen, who sonetines have*very long and silky hair,
tiougli it geierall does inot reac Imuclh below the sioulders. The eye-
lbrows are thin and the beard scanty, g-owinîg mostly upon the iupper
lip ald chin), and seld(om appearing unîder the age of 20. Ir. this they
resemîble iost Eskiino. Back,' however, speaks of the "luxuriant

'Jotiriey, etc., p. 289.
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Fa. 5.-Woman stretching skins.

Both men and women have a very fair share of muscular strength.
Some of the women, especially, showed a power of carrying heavy Ioads
superior to most white men. We were able to make no other compariL
sons of their strength with ours. Their power of.endurance is very
great, and both sexes are capable of making long distances on foot.
Two men sometimes spend 24 hours tramxping through the rough ice in
search of seals, and we knew of instances where small parties made
journeys of 50 or 75 miles on foot without stopping to sleel).

The women are not prolific. Although all the adults are or have been
married, many of them are childless, and few have more than two chil-
dren. One woman was known to have at least four, but investigations
of this sort were rendered extremely difficult by the universal custom

1 Op. cit., p. 238. 
2Cf. SiMpson, op. cit., p. 240.
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beards and flowing mustaches-" of the Eskimo of the Great Fish River.
Some of the older men have rather heavy black mustaches, but there is
much variation in this respect. The upper part of the body (as much
is commonly exposed in the house) is remarkably free from hair. The
general. expression is good humored and attractive.

The males, evenwhen very young, are remarkable for their graceful
and dignified carriage. . The *body is held erect, with the shoulders
square and chest well thrown out, the knees straight, and the feet firmly
planted on theground. In walking they move with long swinging elas-
tic strides, the toes well turned out and the arms swinging.

I can not agree with Dr. Simpson that the turning ont of the toes
gives "a certain peculiarity to their gait difficult to describe."' I should
say that they walked like well built athletic white men. The women,
on the other hand, although possessing good physiqlues, are singularly
ungraceful in their moveiments. They walk at a sort of shuffling half-
trot, with the toes turned in, the body leaning forward, and the arms
hanging awkwardly.2

A noticeable thing about the women is the remarkable flexibility of
the body and limbs, and the great length of time they can stand in a
stooping posture. (See Fig. 5 for a posture often assumed in working.)
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of adoption. Dr. Simpson heard of a "rare case" where one woman had
borne seven children.1 We heard of no twins at either village, though
we obtained the Eskimo word for twins. It was impossible to learn
witli certainty the age at which. the women first bear children, from the
impossibility of learning the age of any individuals in the absence of
any fixed method of reckoning time. Dr. Simpson states that they do
not commonly bear children before the age of 20,2 and we certainly saw
no mothers who appeared younger than this. We knew of but five cases
of pregnancy in the two villages during the 2 years of our stay. Of
these, one suffered miscarriage, and of the other four, only two of the
infants lived more than a short time. It is exceedingly difficult, for the
reasons stated above, to form any estimate of the age to which these
people live, though it is natural to suppose that the arduous and often
precarious existence which they lead must prevent any great longevity.
Men and women.who appeared to be 60 or over were rare. Yûksi'lia, -

the so-called "chief" of Nuw0k, who was old enugh to be a man of
considerable influence at the time the Plorer wittered at Point Barrow
(1852-'54), was in 1881 a feeble, bowed, tottering old man, very deaf
and almost blind, but with his mental faculties apparently unimpaired.
Gray hair appears uncommon. Even the oldest are, as a rule, but
slightly gray.

PATIIOLOGY.

Diseases of the respiratory and digestive organs are the most frequent
and serious ailments from which the.y suffer. The former are most
prevalent toward the end of summer and early, in winter, and are due
to the natives sleeping on the damp ground and to their extreme care-
lessness in exposing themselves to drafts of wind wlen overheated.
Nearly everyone suffers from coughs and colds in the latter part of
August, and many deaths occur at this season and the beginning of
winter from a- disease which appears to be pneumonia. A few cases,
one fatal, of hemorrhage of the lungs were observed, which were proba-
bly aggravated by the universal habit of iinhaling tobacco smoke. The
people suffer from diarrhea, indigestion, and especially from constipa-
tion.

Gonorrhea appears common in both sexes, but syphilis seems to be
unknown in spite of the promiscuous intercourse of the women with the
whalemen. One case of uterine Iemorrhage was observed. Cutaneous
diseases are rare. A severe ulcer on the leg, of long standing, was cured
by our surgeon, to whose observations I am chiefly indebted for what I
have to say about the diseases of these people; and one man had lost
the cartilage of lis nose and was marked all over the body with hideous
scars from what appeared to be some form of scrofulous disease. A
single case of tumor on the deltoid muscle was observed. Rheumatism
is ratier frequent. All are subjeet to snow blindness in the spring, and

,op. cit., p. 254. 2op. cit. p. 254.
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sores on the face from neglected frost bites are common. Many are
blind in one eye from what'appears to be cataract or leucoma, but only
one case of complete blindnîess was noticed. Dr. Sutherland states that
ho does not recollect a single instance of total blindness aMong the
Eskimo that he saw in Baffin Land, and expresses the opinion that "An
individual in such a state would be quite unfit for the life of toil and
hardship to which the hardy Esquimaux is exposed. The neglect con-
sequent upon this helpless condition most probably cuts off its aflicted
objeets."'

This seems quite reasonable on a priori grounds, but nevertheless the
blind man at Cape Smyth Iad lived to middle age in very comfortable
circumstances, and though supported to a great etent by his relatives
hie was nevertheless able to do a certain share of work, and had the
reputation of being a good paddler for a whaling uniak.

Injuries are rare. One man had lost both feet at the ankle and moved
about with great ease and rapidity on his knees. All are subject to
bleeding at the nose and usually plug the bleeding nostril with a bunch
of deer hair.2

This habit, as it lias been termed, of vicarious hemorrhage seems to
be characteristic of the Eskino race wherever they have been met with,

.and lias been supposed to be a process of nature for relieving the full-
ness of the circulatory systein causied by tlheir exclusively animal diet.3

Natural deformnities an abnormalities of structure are uncommon,
except strabismus, which is conmon and often, at least, congenital. One
boy in Utkiavwili had his forehead twisted to one side, probably fron
soime accident or difficulty durinlg delivery. His intelligence did not
seem to be impaired. The people aref as a, rule, riglit handed, but that
left-handed persons occasionally occuriis shown by their having a word
for a left-handed man. We also eollectedYa "crooked knife," fitted for
use withl the left haud. 4

PSYCHICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

As a rule they are quick-witted and intelligent, ad1 show a great
capacity for appreciating and learnîing useful thinîgs, especially mechan-
ical arts. In disposition they are ight-hearted andchleerftul, not easily
cast down by sorrow or' mîisfortiune, and thougl sometimes quick-ten-
pered, their anger seldom lasts long. They have a very keen sense of
huinor, and are fond of practical jokes, which they take in good part,

'Journ. Ethnol. Soc., vol. 4, p. 206.
2 Compare what Davis wrote in 1586 of the Greenflanders: "These people are much given to~liteed,

and, thereforce. stoppe theyr noses with deere hayre or the hayre of an clan." lakluyt. Voyages, etc.,
1589, p. 7R2.

2 Egele, Greenland, p. 120; Crantz, vol. 1, p. 234 (Greeiltnd); Soutlirland. Journ. Ethnol. Soc., vol.

Ir. p. 207 (Baflin Land); Chappell. "Hudson Bay," p. 74 (North Shore of Hudson Strait); Lyon,
Journal, p. 18 (Hudson Strait); Franklin, lst Exp., i, p. 29 (Hudson Strait); Parry. 2d Voy., p. 544
(Igluilik); Hooper. Tents of the Tuski, p. 185 (Plover Bay, Siberia).

I have an indistinct recollection of having once seen a left-handed person from Nuwùk.
Holmncallls the East Greenlanders "et meget livligt Fulkefærd". Geogr. Tidskrift, vol. 8, p. 90.
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even when practiced on themselves. They are generally peaceable.
We did not witness a single quarrel among the men during the two years
of our stay, though they told us stories of fatal quarrels in former years,
in which firearms were used. Liquor may have been the cause of these
fights, as it is said to have been of the only suicide I ever heard of
amiong them, which I an informed by Capt. E. E. Snith, the whaling
master already referred to, occurred in 1885 at Nuwik. Disagreements
between man and wife, however, sometimes lead to blows, in which the
man does not always get the best of it.

When the station was first established many of the natives began
pilferinig from our stores, but they soon learned that by so doing they
eut themselves off from the privilege of visiting the station and enjoying
the opportunity for trading which it afforded, and were glad to promise
to refrain from the practice. This promise was very well observed,
though I think wholly from feelings of self-interest, as the thieves when
detected seemed to have no feeling of shame. Somne, I believe, never
yielded to the temptation. There was seldom any difficulty in obtaining
restitution of stolen articles, as the thief's comrades yould not attempt
to shield him, but often voluntarily betrayed him. They acknowledged
that there was considerable thieving on board of the ships, but the men
of Utkiavwlñi tried to lay the blame on the Nuwùk people, and we may
suppose'that the charge was reciprocated, as was the case regartling
the theft ,of the Plorer's sails.1 We also hear(l of occasional thefts
anong therselves, especially of seals left on the ice or venison buried
in the snow, but Meir who were said to be tieves did not appear to lose
any social consideration.

Robbery with violence appears to be unknown. We never saw or
heard of-the "burglar-alarn' described by Dr. Simpson,' which I am i n-
clined to believe was really a "demon trap" like that described by
Lieut. Ray (see below, under Religion).

They are in the main truthful, thougli a detected lie is hardly con-
sidered more than a good joke, and considerable trickery is practiced in
trading. For instance, soon after the station was established they
brouglit ove ithe carcass of a dog, with the skin, head, feet, and tail
removed, and attemptéd to sell it for a young reindeer; and when we
began to purchase seal-oil for the lamps one woman brought over a tin
can nearly filled with ice, with merely a layer of oil on top.

Clothing and other articles Made especially for sale to us were often
very carelessly and hastily made, while their own things were always
carefully finîished.3

Their affection for each other, especially for their children, is strong,

'Simpson, op. cit., p. 248.
20p). cit., p. 247.
2 Compare Nordlen8kild's experienep in Rihria. Thl "Chukches " sold him skinned foxes with the

head anId feet cnt off for hares. (V'ega, vol. 1, p. 448), young ivory gulls for ptarmi; au. and a dog's skull
fora s.-eals (vol. 2. p. 137. ksides, -wiile theiro wn thiings werealways made with the greatest care. al
that thv did especially for us was doue with extrene carelessness" (ibid). The Eskimos at Hotham
lnlet also tried to sel Capt. Beechey tlshakinus sewed together tu represent fish. (voyage, p. 285.)
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though they make little show of grief for bereavement, and their minds
are easily diverted by amusements. I am inclined to believe, however,
from some cases I have observed, that grief is-deeper and more perma-
nent than superficial appearances would indicate.

Their curiosity is unbounded, and they have no hesitation in gratify-
ing it by unlimited questioning. All who have read the accounts of the
Eskimo character given by explorers in other parts of the Arctic regions
will recognize this as a familiar trait. We also found the habit of
begging at first quite as offensive among some of these people as other
travelers have found it, but as they grew better acquainted with us they
ceased to beg except for trifling things, such as a chew of tobacco or a
match. Some of the better class never begged at all. Some of them
seemed to feel truly grateful for the benefits and gifts received, and en-
deavored by their general behavior, as well as in more substantial ways,
to make some adequate return. Others appeared to think only of what
they might receive.

lospitality is a universal virtue. Many of them, from the beginning
of our acquaintance with them, showed the greatest friendliness and
willingness to assist us in every way, while others, especially if there
were many of them together, were inclined to be insolent, and knives
were occasionally drawn in sudden fits of passion.. These "roughs,"
however, soon learned that behavior of this sort was punished by prompt
ostracism and threats of severer discipline, and before the first nine
months were.past we had established the most friendly relations with the
whole village at Cape Smyth. Some of those who were at first most
insolent became afterwards our best friends. Living as these people
do at peace with their neighbors, they would not be expected to exhibit
the fierce martial courage of many other savages, but bold whalemen
and venturous ice-hunters can not be said to lack bravery.

In their dealings with white men the richer and more influential
among them at least consider themselves their equals if not their stipe-
riors, and they do not appreciate the attitude of arrogant superiority
adopted by many white men in their intercourse with so-called savages.
Many of them show a grace of manner and a natural delicacy and polite-
ness which is quite surprising. I have known a young Eskimo so polite
that in conversing with Lieut. Ray he would take pains to mispronounce
his words in the same way as the latter did, so as not to hurt bis feelings
by correcting him bluntly.1

TRIBAL PIENOMENA.

We were unable to discover among these people the slightest trace of
tribal organization or of division into gentes, and in this our observa-
tions agree with those of all who have studied the Eskimos elsewhere.
They call themselves as a race "In'un," a term corresponding to the

'Compare vega, vol. 1, p. 489. The Chukche were ".o courteois as not to correct but to adopt the
mistakes in the pronunciation or meaning of worda that were made on the Vega."
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"Inuit" of other dialects, and meaning "people," or "human beings."
Under this name they include white men and Indians as well as Eskimo,
as is the case in Greenland and the Mackenzie River distiict, and prob-
ably also everywhere else, though many writers have supposed it to be
applied by them only to their own race.

They'have however special names for the former two races. The
people of any village are known as "the inhabitants of such and such
a place;" for instance, Nuwl'îÎmian, "the inhabitants of the point;"
Utkiavwlüimiun, "the inhabitants of Utkiávw1i;" Kuîimiun (in Green-
landie "Kungmiut"), "the people who live on the river." The people
about Norton Sound speak of the northern Eskimo, especially those of
Point Barrow and Cape Smyth, as "Kûñimû'dlïù," which is not a name
derived from a location, but a sort of nickname, the meaning of which
was not ascertained. The Point Barrow natives do not call themselves
by this name, but apply it to those people whose winter village is at
Demarcation Point (or Herschel Island, see above, p. 26). This word
appears in the corrupted form "Kokmullit," as the name of the village
at Nuwtik on Petroff's map. Petroff derived his information regarding
the northern coast at second-hand from people who had obtained their
knowledge of names, etc., from the natives of Norton Sound.

The people of the two villages under consideration frequertly go back-
ward and forward, sometimes removing permanently from one village to
the other, while strangers from distant villages sometimes winter here,
so that it was not until the end of the second year, when we were inti-
mately acquainted with everybody at Utkiavwlñ, that we could form-
anything like a correct estimate of the population of this village.'
This we found to be about 140 souls. As well as we could judge, there
were about 150 or 160 at Nuwük. These figures show a great decrease
in numbers since the end of 1853, when Dr. Simpson2 reckoned the pop-
ulation of Nuwùk at 309. During the 2 years from September, 1881, to
August, 188.3, there were fifteen deaths that we heard of in the village
of UtkiavwFi, alone, and only two children born in that period survived.
With this ratio between the number of biiths and deaths, even in a
period of comparative plenty, it is difficult to see how the race can es-
cape speedy extinction, unless by accessions from without, which in their
isolated situation they are not likely to receive?

SOCIAL SURROUNDINGS.

CONTACT WITII UNCIVILIZEWPEOPLE.

Other Eskimo.-The nearest neighbors of these people, as has been
stated above, are the Eskimo living at Demarcation Point (or Herschel

1See "Approximate Census, etc.," Report of Point Barrow Exp., p. 49.
20p. cit., p. 237.
:Petroff"s estimate (Report, etc., p. 4) of the number of natives on thia part of the Arctic coast is

much too large. He gives the population of 'Ootiwakh" (Utkiavwll) as 225. Refuge Inlet (where
there is.ierely a summer camp of U7tkiavwifmiun ),40, and "Kokmullit," 200. The supposed settle-
ment of 50 inhabitanis at the Colville River is also a mere ammer camp, not oxisting in the winter.
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Island), eastward, and those who inhabit the small villages between
Point Belcher and Wainwrighlt Inlet.- These villages are three in num-
ber. The nearest t-eit Belcher, N'.una'ria, is now deserted, and itsfinhabitants have established the new village of Sida'ru nearer the inlet.
The third village coisists of a few houses only, ai is called A'tûné.

1 The people of these villages are so closely connected that they are some-
times spoken of collectively as Sida'runnmun. At a distance up the
river, which flows into Wainwright Inlet, live the Ku'ñimiun, "the peo-
ple who live on. the river." These appear to be closely related to the
people of the first village below Wainwrighte Inlet, which is named
Kflauwitawiñ. At any rate, a party of them who came to Cape Smyth
in the spring of 1883 were spoken of indifferently as Kuiimiuni or Kil-

Smnall parties from all the villages occasionally visit Point Barrow
during the winter for the purpose of trade and amusement, traveling
with sledges along the land ice where it is smnooth, otherwise along the
edge of the cliffs; and similar parties fron the two northern villages
return these visits. No special article of trade appears to be songlht at
either village, though I)eriaps the southern villages have a greater
supply of skins of the bearded seal, fit for making iumiak covers, as I
knew of a load of these brouglit up for sale, and iii the spring of 1883 a
party went down to the inlet in search of such skins. Single fnnilies
and. small parties like that from Kilauwitawïii, mentioned above, Somle-
times spend the whaling season at Point Barrow, .joinig some of the
whaling crews at the northern villages. The people that we saw fron
these settlements were very like the northern Eskimos but many of
them spoke a perceptibly harsher dialect, sounding the final consonants
distinctly.

The people at Point Hope are known as TIkera'%miun "inhabitants
of the forefinger (Point Hope)," and their settlement is occasionally vis-
ited by straggling parties. No natives from Point HIope came north
during the 2 years of our stay, but a party of them visited the Plorer
in 1853.1 We found sone people acquainted by naine with the Kutwû'ñFl-
miun and SilawViiniun of the Kuwûk (Kowak or "Putnam ") and Sil-
awik Rivers emptying into Hotham Inlet, and one man was familiar with
the name of Sisualliñ, the great trading camp at Kotzebue Sound. We
were inable to find that they had aiy kiowledge of Asia ("Kokhlit-
nuna,") or the Siberian Eskimo, but this was probably due to lack of
properly directed inquiries, as they seen to have been well informed on
the subject in the Plorer's tinie.2

With the people of the Nu'natlk (Inland) River, the. Nunatafimiun,
they are well acquainted, as they meet them every suminer for purposes
of trading, and a family or two of Nunataiiniuni sometimnes spend the

'Maglire, NW. Passage. P. 3.
2
1t is to be reg-rtted tlihat the expdition was not supplied with a copy of Dr. Sirmpson's excelent

paper, as much valuable information was missied for lack of suuggestions as to the directionuof inquiries.
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wiiter at the northern yillages. One family wintered at Nuwük in
1881-'82, and another at ttkiavwïfi the following winter, while a wid-
ower of this "tribe " was also settled there for the same winter; having
married a widow in the village. We obtained very little definite infor-
mation about these people except that they came from the south and
descended the Colville liver. Our investigations were rendered difficult
by the engrossing nature of the work of the station, and the trouble
we experienced, at first, in-learning enough of -the language to make
ourselves clearly understood. Dr. Simpson was able to learn definitely
that the homes of these people are on the Nunatå.k and that some of
them visit Kotzebue Sound in the summer, while trading parties make
a portage between the Nunatàk and Colvileë, descending the latter
riv.er to tle Aretic Ocean.' I have been inforned by the captain of one
of the Anerican whalers that lie lias, in different seasons, met the same
people at Kotzebue Sound and the mouth of the Colville. We also re-
ceived articles of Siberian tamne reindeer skin from the east, which must
have come aeross the country froin Kotzebue Sound.

These people differ froin the northern natives in some habits, which
will be described later, and speak a harsher dialect. We were informed
that in traveling east after passing the mnouth of the Colville they came
to the Kûñrû'dlli ("Kangiali enyainI" of Dr. Simpson and other
authors) and still further off "a great distanceI" to the Kupûñ or "Great
River "-the Mackeunzie-near the nouth of which is the village of the
Kupûîmiun, whîence it -is but a short distance inland to the "great
house " (iglu'kpûk) of the white men on the great river (probably Fort
Macpherson). Beyond this we only heard confused stories of people
without posteriors and of sledges that run by themselves without dogs
to draw them. We heard nothing of the country of Ktiga'ru2 or of the
stone-lamp country mentioned by Dr. Simpson.3 The Kûimûdliñ are
probably, as Dr. Simpson believes, the people whose winter houses were
seen by Franklin at Demarcation Point near which, at lcy Reef, Hooper
also saw a few houses.5

As already stated, Capt. E. E. Smith was informed by the natives
that there is now no village farther west than Herschel Island, where
there is one of considerable size. If lie was correctly informed, this
nust be a new village, since the older explorers who passed along the
coast found only a summer camp at this point. He also states that he
found large, numbers of ruined iglus on the outlying sandy islands
along the coastç especially near Anxiety Point. We have scarcely any
infornatiôn about these people, as the only white men who have seen
themu lad litie intercourse with them in passing along the coast.6  The

8 Op. cit., pp. 234 and 236.
,This was the name of a-girl at Nuwk.,
30p. cit., p. 269.
'sUcond Esp., p. 142.
6"Tents of the Tuski, p. 255.
'Ail the published information there is about them fron personal observation can be found in Frank

lin, Second Exp., p. 142; T. simpson, Narrative, pp.118-123; and Hooper, Tents, etc., pp.2 5 5-257 
and

260.
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. Point Barrow people have but slight acquaintance with them, as they
see them only a short time each surhntier. Qaptain Smith, however, in-
forms me that in the summer of'1885 one boat Joad of them cane back
with the Point Barrow traders to Point Barrow, where he saw them on
board of his ship. There was a man at Utkiavwli who was called "the
Kùiinû'dlli." He camie there when a éhild, probably, by adoption, and

1j:
was in no way distinguishable from the other people.

Father Petitot appears to include these people in the "Tapèopmeut"
division of his "Tchiglit" Eskimo, whom lie loosely describes as in-
habiting the coast from Herschel Island to Liverpool Bay, including
the delta of the Mackenzie,' withodt locating their permanent villâges.
In ariother place, however, he excludes the "Tapèopneut" fron the
"Tehiglit," saying, "Dans l'ouest, les Tchiglit communiquaient avec
leurs plus proches voisins les Tapèop-meut,"2 while in a third place he
gives the country of the "Tchiglit" as extending from the Coppermine,
River to the Colville, and on his nap in the same volume, the "Tareor-
nment" are laid .down in the Mackenzie delta only. According to his
own account, however, he had no personal knowledge of any Ekino
west of the Mackenzie delta. Tiese people undoubtedly have a local
naine derived from that of th'eir winter village, but it is yet to be learned.

It is possible that they do consider themselves the saine people with
the Eskimo of the Mackenzie delta, and call themselves by the general
naine of " Tapèojmeut" (= Taxaiomiun in the Point Barrow dialect),
"those who live by the sea." That they do not call themselves "Kûii-
mû 'dlfiI" or "Kanmali-enyuin " or "Kangmaligmeut " is to my mind
quite certain. The word "Kûimû'dllii," as already stated, is used
at Norton Sound- to designate the people of Point Barrow (I was
called a "Kûimû'dlii" by some Eskinio. at St. Michaels because I
spoke the Point Barrow dialect), who do not recognize the name as be-
longing to themselves, but have transferred it to the people under con-
sideration. Now, "Kûîimû'dli" is a word form d after the analogy of
many Eskimo words from a noun khùimtn and th affix Ii or dliii (in
Greenlandic lik), "one who bas a --. "- The radi I noun, the mean-
ing of which I can not ascertain, would become in the nakenzie dialect
kpagmapk (using Petitot's orthography), which with -li n the plural
would make kpagmalit. -(According to Petitot's "Gram ire" the
plural of -lik in the Mackenzie dialect is -lit, and not -gdlit, as in Green
landic). This is the name given by Petitot on bis nap to the people of
the Anderson River,4 while lie cails the Anderson River itself Kpagmalik.5

The father, however, had but little personal knowledge of the natives
of the Anderson, having made but two, apparently brief, visits to their
village in 1865, when he first made the acquaintance of the E8skimo.
He afterwards became fairly intimate with the Eskimo of the Mackenzie

'Monographie, p. xi.
2
Ibid, p. xvi.

'Bull. de la société de Géographie, 6 sér.. vol. 10, p. 256.
4 Sec also Monographie, etc., p. xi, where the name is spelled Kpamalit
2Vocabulaire, etc., p. 76.
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delta, parties of'whom spent the summers of 1869 and 1870 with him.
From these parties he appears to have obtained the greater part of the
information embodied in his Monographie and Vocabulaire, as he ex-
plicitly states that he brought the last party to Fort Good Hope
"autant 'our les instruire à loisir que pour apprendre d'eux leur
idiome."' Nothing seems to me more probable than that he learned
from these Mackenzie people the names of their neighbors of the Ander-
son, which he had failed to obtain in his flying visits 5 years before, and
that it is the same name, "Kñfimû'dlii,",which we have followed from
Norton Sound and found always applied to the people just beyond us.
Could we learn tie meaning of this word the question might be settled,
but the only possible derivation I can see for it is from the Greenlandic
KarmaK, a wall, which throws no light apon the subject. Petitot calls
the people of Cape Bathurst Kpagmaliveit, which appears to mean
"th real Kûfimû'dlii" ("Kûñmû'dli " and the affix -vik, "the real").'

The Kupûiimiun appear to inhabit the permanent villages which have
been seen near the western mouth of the Mackenzie, at Shingle Point2

and Point Sabine,' with an outlying village, supposed to be deserted, at
Point Kay.4  They are the natives described by Petitot in his Mono-
graphie as the Tapèopmeut division of the Tchiglit, to whom, from the
reasons already stated, most of his account seems to apply. There ap-
pears to me no reasonable doubt, considering his opportunities for ob-
serving these people, that Tapèopment, "those who dwell by the sea,"
is the name that they actually apply to themselves, and that Kupûilmiun,
or Kopagmuut, "those who live on the Great.JBiver," is a name bestowed
upon them by their neighbors, perhaps their western neighbors alone,
since all the references to this name seen to be traceable to the authr-
ity of Dr. Simpson. Should they apply to themselves a name of similar
meaning, it would probably be of a different form, as, according to
Petitot,5 they call the Mackenzie Kupvik, instead of Kupûk or Kupû,

These are the people who visit Fort Macpherson every spring and
summer,6 and are well known to the Hudson Bay traders as the Mac-
kenzie River Eskimo.' They are the Eskimo encountered between Her-
schel Island and the mouth of the Mackenzie by Franklin, by Dease and
Simpson, and by Hooper aiid Pullen, all of whom have published brief
notes concerning them.7

We are still somewhat at a loss for the proper local names of tfe last

· Bull. Soc. de Géog., 6' s6r., vol. 10, p. 39.
2,T. Simpson, Narrative, p. 112.
ulHooper, Tenta, etc., p. 264.
4 Ibid. p. 263.
a Bull. Soc. de Géog., 6 sér., vol. 10, p. 182.
6Petitot, Monographie, etc., pp. xvi and xx.
'Franklin. 2d Exp., pp. 99-101, 105-110, 14-119 and 128; T. Simpson, Narrative, pp. 104-112; Hooper,

Tents, etc., pp. 263-264. There is .also a brief note by the Rev. w. w. Kirkby, in a "Journey to the
Youcan." Smlthsonian Report for 1864. These, with Petitot'a in many respects admirable Mono-
graphie, comprise all the information regarding these people from actual observation that bas been pub-
lished. Richardson has described them at second hand in hia "Searching Expedition" and "Polar
* Regions." The "Kopagmute " of Petroff (Report, etc., p. 125) are' a purely hypothetical people in-
vented to fill the space between "the coast people in the north and the Athabascans in the south."
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labret-wearing Eskimo, those, namely, of the Anderson River and Cape
Bathurst. That they are not considered by the Tapèopmeut as belong-
ing to the saine "tribe" with themselves is evident fron the naines
Kpagnalit and Kpagmalivëit, applied to thei by Petitot. Sir John Rih-
ardson, the first white man to encounter thein (in 1826), says that they
called themselves "Kitte-garr-oot,"' and the Point Barrow people
told Dr. Simpson of country called "Kit-te-gal-ru" beyoiid the Mac-
kenzie.2 These people, as well as the Tapèopnment, whom they closely
resemble, are described iii Petitot's Monographie, and brief notices of
then are given by Sir John Richardson," McClure,' Armstrong,- and
Ilooper.6  The arts and industries of these-people from the Mackenzie
to the Anderson, especially the latter region, are well represented ii
the National Museuin by the collections of Messrs. Kennicott, Ross, and
MacFarlane. The Point Barrow people say that the Kupûfiniiin are
"bad ; "7 but notwithstanding this small parties fron the two villages
oceasionally travel east to the Mackenzie, and spend the winter at
the Kupciiiininrî'village, whence they visit the "great house," returning
the followinig seasoi. Such a party left Point Barrow June 15, 1882,
declaring their intention of going all the way to the Mackenzie. They
returined Aiugust 25 or 26, 1883, when we were in the midst of the cou-
fusion of closing the station, so that we learned no details of their jour-
ney. A letter with which they were intrusted to be forwarded to the
United States through the Mackenzie Rjver posts reached the Chief
Signal Officer in the sumnier of 1883 by way of the Rampart House, on
the Porcupine River, whence we received ait answer by the bearer from
the factor in charge. The Eskimo probably sent the letter to the Ran-
part louse by the Indians who visit that post.

The intercourse between these people is purely commercial. Dr. Simp-
son, iii the paper so often quoted, gives an excellent detailed description
of the course of this trade, which agrees in the main with our observa-
tions, though we did not learn the particulars of time and distance as
accurately as lie did. There have beenî some important changes, how-
ever, since lis time. A small)arty, perhaps five or six fimilies, of "Nu-

ittaiiiun" now cone every sumimer to Point Barrow about the end of

4uly, or as soon as the shallow bays along shore are open. They estab-
lish themselves.at the summer camp ing ground at Pérnyr, at the south-
west corner of Elson Bay, and stay two or three weeks, trading with the
natives and the ships, dancing, and shooting ducks. The eastward-bouind

parties seem to start a little carlier than fiormerly (July 7, 1853, Jily
3, 1854,1 June 18, 1882, and June 29, 1883). From all accounts their rela-

1 Franklin, 2d Exp., p. 203.
2 Ibid., . 269.
3 Franklin, '-d Exp., pp. 193, 203 and L"30; searching Exp., and Polar RZegions, p. 300.

.X . '. w.asage, Pp. ë4-98.

6lPersonal Narrative, p. 176.

e ente., pp. 3338

Cmaewhat Pe-tit(pt has to say-Monographie, etc, 1p. xiii and passim-about the turbulent and

rneful arneter of t le " Tchiglit."
$Dr. Simpson, op. cit., p. 24
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tions with the eastern people are now perfectly friendly. We head
nothing of the precautionary ineasures described by Dr. Simpson,' and
the women talked frequently of their trading witlh the Kûimû'dlIi and
even with the Kupûümiun. 2 We did not learn definitely whether they
met the latter at Barter Point or whether, they went still farther east.

Some of the Point Barrow parties do not go east of the Colville. The
articles of trade have changed soimewhat in the last 30 years, from~ the
fact that the western natives can now buy directly fron the whalers iron
articles, arnms, and ammunition, beads, tobacco, etc. The Nunataîinmiun
now sell chiefly furs, deerskins, and clothing ready made from them,
woodenware (buckets and tubs), willow poles for setting nets, and some-
times fossil ivory. The double-edged Siberian knives are no longer in
the market and appear to be going out of flshion, tlhough a few of theni
are still' in use. Ready-made stone articles, like the whetstones men-
tioned by Dr. Simnpson,3 are rarely, if ever, in the market. We did not
hear of the purchase of stone lamps from the eastern natives. This is
probably lue to a cessation of the deiand for them at Point Barrow,
owing to the falling off in the population.

The Kûiimû'd11hi nolonger furnish guns and annunition, as the west-
ern natives prefer the breech-loading arms they obtain from the whalers
.to the-flintlock guns sold by the Hudson Bay Company. The trade with
these people seems to be almnost entitely for furs and skins, notably
black and red fox skins and wolverine skins. Skins of the narwhal or
beluga are no longer mentioned as iniportant articles of trade.

In return for these things the western natives give sealskins, etc.,
especially oil, as formerly, thoug'l believe that very little, if any, whale-
bone is now -carried east, since the natives prefer to save it for trading
with-the ships in the hope of getting liquor, or arms and amnunition,
and various articles of Amnerican manuiheture, beads, kettIes, etc. I was
told by an intelligent native of Utkiavwli that brass ketties were highly
prized by the Kupûfminu , and tlhat a large one would bring three wolver-
iue skins,' three black foxskins, or five red ones. One woman was anxious
to get all the empty tin cans shecould, saying that she could sell tbem to
the Kûñimû'dlIi for a foxskin apiece. We were told that the eastern na-
tives were glad to buy gun flints and bright-colored handkerchiefs, and
that the Nunataiiniun wanted blankets and playing-cards.

Indian8.-They inforned us that east of the Colville they soumetimes
met 7"Itkû'dllii," people with wlhonm they could not converse, but who
were friendly and traded with them, buying oil for fox skmns. They
were said to live back of the coast between the Colville and the Macken-
zie, and were described as wearing no labrets, but rings in their ears and
noses. Thev wear their hair long, do not tonsure the crown, and are
dressed in jackets of skin with the hair renoved,'without hoods, and

'Op. cit., p. 265.
2In the Plover's time thoy were left a day's .journey in the rear.
30p. cit., p. 266.
4

T. Sirmpsoni saw iron kottles at Camdeii Bay which had been purchased from the western natives
at two wolverine skins apiece. Narrative, p. 171.

9 ETII-'
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ornamnented with beads and fringe. We saw one or two such jackets in
Utkiavwii apparently made of moose skin, and a few pouches of the
samé iaterial, highly ornamented witlh beads. They have long flint-
lock guns, white man's wooden pipes, which they value highly, and
axes-not adzes-with which they "break nany trees." We easily
understood from this description that Indians were ineant, and since
our return I have been able to identify one or two of the tribes with
tolerable certainty.

They seem-better acquainted with these people than in Dr. Simpson's
tiie, anid know the word "kitchin," people, iii which nany of the tribal
inames end. We did not hear the naines Ko'yukan or Itkalya'ruin which
Dr. Simpson learned, apparently froni the Nunatañrmiun.1 I heard one
nan speak of the Ktiltcha Kutchin, who inhabit the "Yukon fron the
Birch River to the Kotlo River on the east and the Porcupine River on
the north, ascending the latter a short distance." 2

One of the tribes with which they have dealings is the "Rat Indians"
of the Hudson Bay men, probably the Vunta'-Kitchin,: fron the fact
that they visit Fort Yukon. These are the people whom Capt. Maguire
met on his unsuccessful sledge journey to the eastward to comnmunicate
with Collinson. The Point Barrow people told us that "Magwa" went
east to see "Colli'k-sina," but did nîot sec him, only saw the Itkûdlïii.
Collinson,' speakiiig of Maguire's second winter at Point Barrow, says:
"[n attempting to prosecute the search easterly, ain armed body of
Indians of the Koyukun tribe were met with, and were so hostile that
lie was compelled to return." Maguire himself, in his official report,5
speaks of meeting four Iidians wlho had followed his party for several
days. He says nothing of any hostile demonstration; iii fact, says they
showed signs of disappointment at his having nothing to trade with
them, but his Eskimo, he says, called thei Koyukun, which le knew
was the tribe that had so barbarously murdered Lient. Barnîard at
Nulato in 1851. Moreiver, each Indian had a nusket, and he had only
two ivith a party of eight men, so lie thought it safer to turn back.-
However, lie seemns to have distributed among them printed4'informa-
tion slips," which they inmediately carried-tïTi1ort Yukon, and return-
ing to the coast with a-letter fixn the clerk iii charge, deliverd it to
Capt. Colliîîson on board of the Enterprise at Barter Island, July 18,
1854. The letter isas follows:

FonT YoCoN, June 27, 1854.

The printed slips of paper delivered by the officers of H. M. S. Plorer on the 25th
of April, 1874, to the Rat Indians were received on the 27th of Jnne, 1854, at the
Hudson Bay Company's establishment, Fort Youicon. The Rat Indians are in the

1 The inland Eskimo also cal] them Ko'-yu.kan, and divide thei into three sections or tribes.
One is called I't-ka-lyi [apparently the plural of Itkfxdliñ], the second It-kal-ya'-ruin [differ-
eut or other Itkûdllil]," op. cit., p. :169.

2Dall. Cont. to X. A. Ethn., vol. 1, p. 30, where thev are identified with Itkalyaruin of Simpson.
bid., p.31.

'Arctic Papers,. p. 119.
b Further papers, etc., pp. 905 et seq.
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habit of making periodical trading excursions to the Esquimaux along the coast.
They are a harmless, inoffensive set.of Indians, ever ready and willing to render
any assistance they can to the whites.

WM. LUCAs HARDISTY,

Clerk in charge.'

Capt. Collinson evidently never dreamed of identifying this "harn-
less, inoffensive set of Indians " with "an' armed body of Indianls of the
Koyukun tribe." It is important that his statement, quoted above,
should be corrected lest it serve as authority for extending the range of
the Koyukun Indians 1 to the Arctic Ocean. The Point Barrow people
also know the name of the U'na-kho-tànà,' or Eu'akotina, as they pro-
nounce it. Their intercourse with all these Indians appears to be rather
slight and purely commercial. Friendly relations existed between the
Rat Indians and the "Eskimos who live somewhere near the Colville"
as early as 1849,4 while it was stillI "war to the knife " between the Peel
River Indians and the Kupûiimiun. 5

The name Itkû'dliñ, of which l't-ka-lyi of Dr. Simpson appears to be
the plural, is a generic word for an Indian, and is undoubtedly the same
as the Greenland word erKileK-plural erKigdlit-whiclh means a fabu-
lous "inlander " with a face like a dog. "They are martial spirits and
inhuman foes to mankind; however, they only inhabit the east side of
the land." 6  Dr. Rink7 lias already pointed out that this name is in use
as far as the Mackenzie River-for instance, the Indians are called
"eert-kai-lee" (Parry), or "it-kagi-ie" (Lyon), at Fury and Hecla Strait;
ik-kil-lin (Gilder), at the west shore of Hudsoù Bay, and_"itkeie'it"
(Petitot) at the Mackenzie. Petitot also gives this--vord as itkpe'lit in
his vocabulary (p. 42.) These words,-incluiding the term Inglik, or
In-ka-lik, applied bythe-nativésof Norton Sound to the Indians,8 and
whichi r. -Dal'was inforned meant "children of a louise's egg," all
appear to be compounds of the word erKeK, a leuse egg, and the affix
lik. (I suspect erKileK, from the form of its plural, to be a corruption
of "erKiliK," since there is no recognized affix -leK in Greenlandic.)

Petitot9 gives an interesting tradition in regard to the origin of this
name: "La tradition Innok dédaigne de parler ici des Peaux-Rouges.

L/yant fait observer á mon narrateur Apriuna: -Oh!' me repondait-il,
'il ne vant Pas la peine d'en -parler. Ils naquirent aussi dans l'ouest, sur
l'ile du Castor, des larves de nos poux. C'ést pourquoi nous les nom-
mons Itkpe'le'it."

CONTACT WITH CIVILIZED PEOPLE.

Until the visit of the Blossom's barge in 1826 these people had never
seen a white man, although they were already in possession of tobacco
and articles of Russian manufacture, such as copper kettles, which they

'Arctic Papers, jI. 144.6 Crantz. vol. 1, p. 208.
2 Koyü'-ku'kh-ot8'nà. Dall, Cont. to N. A. Eth., p. 27. ' Journ. Anthrop. Inst.. 1885, p. 244.
'Ibid., p. 28. .Dall, Alasika, p. 28. and Contrib., vol. 1, p. 25.4 Hooper, Tents, etc.. p. 276. 'Monographie,' p. xxiv.
• Ibid., p. 273.
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had obtained fi-on Siberia by way of the Dioiedes. Mr. Elson's party
laidIed only at Refuge Inlet, and had but little intercourse with the
inatives. ls visit seeiied to have beeni torgottei by the tine of the
Plorer's stay at Point Barrow, tiongh Dr. Simpson foiuid people who
recollected the visit of Thonias Siinpson iii 1837.1 The latter, after lie
lad left the boats aïd was proceeding on foot with his party, first met
the Nuwüùiimiuii at Point Tangent, wlhere there was a simall party Ci-
cainped, from whom lie purchased the umiak iin whih lie ent son to
Point Barrow. He landed there early iii the morninîg of August 4, and
went down to the sunier camp at Perny, where lie stayed tiIl 1 o'clock
in the afternoon, trading with he -natives aid watching thern dance.
On his return to Point Tangent soiie of the natives aceonpanied him
to Boat Extreme, where lie parted frodi themii Aigust 6, so that his
whole iitercourse with theni was confined to Iess:than a week. 2

The .next white men who landed at Poiit Barrow were the party in
te Plorer's boats, nuider Lieuts. Pullen and Hooper, ou their way to the
Mackenzie, and the crew of Mr. Sheddoi's yacht, the Vaney Daicson, in
the summer of 1849. The boats were froim ,July 29 to Aigust 3 gettiig
from Cape Smytli past Point Barrow, when\the crews were ashore for a
couple of days and did a little trading with the natives, whon they
foind very friendly. 'They afterwards hiad ine or two skirmishes wi
evil-disposed parties of NuwDiimiun retturning fromii the east in the neigh-
borhood of Return iReef. The exploring shiips Enterprise aid Investi-
gator also had casual ieetings witli the natives, who received tobacco,
etc., froni the ships.

The depot ship Plover, Commander Maguire, spent the winters of
1852-'53 aiid 1853-'54 at Point Barrow, and the officers and crew, after
some nisunderstandings aid skirmishes, establislied very friendly and
sociable relations with the natives. The oily phlblished aecounts-of the
Plorer's stay at Point Barrow are Commnander Maguire's official reports,
published in the Parliamentary Reports (Blue Books) for 1854, pp.
165-185, and 1855, pp. 905 et seq., and Dr. Simpsoni's paper, already
mentioned. Maguire's report of the first winter's proceediings is also
publishîed as an appendix to Sherard Osbornîe's ")iscovery of the North-
west Passage."

We found that the elder natives remîîeibered Maguire, whoi they
called "Magwa," very well. Thiey gave us the namnes of miany of his peu-
ple and a very correct accouit of the mnost imiîportant proceedinîgs, thouglh
they did not make it clear that the death of the mîîan mentioned iii his
report was accidentai. They described "Magva" as short anîd fat, with
a very thick neck, aid ail seeied very- mucli impressed witl the lheight
of his tirst lieutenant, "1 Epi'aiia ( Vernon,) wlio ad*"lots of g

It was diffieult to sec that the Plorer's visit lhad exerted any perma-
nient influence on these people.Wftact, Dr. Siipson's accoufit of théir
habits and customs would'erve very well for the present time, except

1 Op. cit.. 1p.:4.a pp.4
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in regard to the use of firearns. They certainly remembered no English.
Indeed, Dr. Simpson says' that they learned hardly any. The Plover's
people probably found -it very easy to do as we did and adopt a sort of
jargon of Eskimo words and "pigeon English" grammar for general in-
tercourse. Althougli, according to the account of the natives, there
was considerable intercourse between the sailors and the Eskimo women,
there are now no people living at either village whîo we could be sure
were born fromn sucli intercourse, though one woman was suspected of
being half English. She was remarkable only for lier large build, and
was not liglhter than many pure-blooded women.

Since 1854, when the first whalers came as far north as the Point,
there lias hardly been a season in which ships have not visited this re-
gion, and for a couple of montlhs every year the natives have liad con-
siderable intercourse with the whites, going off to the ships to trade,
while the sailors cone ashore occasionally. We foun 1d thîat they usually
spoke of white men as "kablu'na ;" but they informed us that they had
another word, "tfi'n'-nyin," which they used to enploy anong themselves
when they saw a ship. Dr. Simpson2 says that they lea.rned the word
"kabluna" from the eastern natives, but that the latter (lie gives it
Tan'-ninîg or Tanî'-gin) came frôm ithe Nunata'xmiun. le supposes it to
apply to the Russians, who lhad regular bath days at their posts, and
says it is derived from tan-nikh-lu-go, to wash or cleanse the person.

The chief change resulting from their intercourse with the whites has
been the introduction of firearms. Nearly aill the natives are now pro-.
vided with guns, some of tlhem of the best modern patterns of breech-
loaders, and they usually succeed in* procuring a supply of ammunition.
This is in sone respects -a disadvantage, as the reindeer have become so
wild that the. natives would no longer be able to procure a sufficient
nunber of then for food and clothing with their former appliances, and
they are thus rendered dependent on the ships. On the other hand,
with a plentiful siipply of ammîunnition it is easier for them to procure
abunjdance of food, both deer and they are less liable to famine
than in former times.

There is no reason to fear, as has been suggested, that they will lose
the art of naking any of their own weapons except in the case of the
bow. With firearns alone they would bc unable to obtain any seals,
a imucli more important source of food than the reindeer, and their own
appliances for sealing.are much better than any civilized contrivances.
Althongli they have plenty of the nost improved modern whaling gear,
they are not likely to forget the manufacture of their own inplements
for this purpose, as this important fishery is ruled by tradition and
superstition, whicl insists that at least one harpoon of the ancient pat-
tern must be used in taking every whale. All are now ricli in iron, -
civilized tools, canvas and wreck wood, and in this respect their con-
dition is improved.

221p. cit., p.il.
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They have, however, adopted very few civilized habits. They have
contracted a taste for civilized food, especially liard bread and flour,
but this they are unable to obtain for 10 months of the year, and they
are thus obliged to adhere to their former habits. li fact, except in
regard to the use of firearms and mechanics' tools, they struck me as
essentially a conservative people.

Petroff' makes the assertion that in late years their movements have
been guided chiefly by those of the whalers. As far as we could observe
they have not changed the course or time of their journeys since Dr.
Simpson's time, except that they have given up the autumn whaling,
possibly on account of the presence of the ships at that season. Of
course, men who are rich in whalebone now stay to trade with the ships,
while those who have plenty of oil go east. They are not absolutely
dependent on the ships for anyYhing except ammunition, and even dur-
ing the short time the ships are with them they hardly neglect their
own pursuits.

The one unmitigated evil of their intercourse with the whites has
been the introduction of spirits. Apart fron the direct injury which
liquor does to their health, their passionate fondness for it leads them
to barter away valiable articles which should have served to procure
anmnunition or other things of permanent use. It is to be hoped, how-
ever, that the liquor traffie is decreasing. The vigilance of the revenue
cîutter prevents regular whisky traders froni reaching the Arctic Ocean,
and publie opinion among the whaling captains seems to be growing in
the right direction.

Another serious evil, which it would be almost impossible to check,
is the unlimited intercourse of the sailors witlh the Eskimo women.
The whites can hardly be said to have introdueed laxity of sexual
morals, but they have encouraged a natural.savage tendency, and have
tauglht theni prostitution for gain, which has brouglit about great
excesses, fortunately confined to a short season. This nay have somie-
thing to do with the want of fertility among the vomen.

Ouir two years of friendly relations with these people were greatly to
their advantage. Not only were our hiouse and our doings a constant
source of aihusement to them, but they learned to respect and trust
the whites. Without becoming dependent ont us or receiving any favors
without sone adequate return either in work or goods, they were able
to obtain tobacco, liard bread, and many other things of use to them, all
throuigh the year., Our presence pr-evente-d their procuiring more than
trifling quantities of spirits, and though the supply of breech-loading
ammnunition was pretty well eut off, they could get plenty of powder and
shot for their iuLzzle loaders. The abunidance of (ivilized food was
undoubtedly good for them, and our surgeon was able to give them a
great deal of help in sickness.

li all their intercourse with the whites they have learned very little

'Report, tc., p. 125.
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English, chiefly a few oaths and exclamations like "Get out of here,"
and the words of sucli songs as "Little Brown Jug" and "Shoo Fly,"
curiously distorted. They have as a rule invented genuine Eskimo
words for civilized articles which are new to them.' Even in their
intimate relations with us they learned but few more phrases and in
most cases without a knowledge of their meaning.

There are a few Hawaiian words introduced by the Kanaka sailors on
the whaleships, which are universally employed between whites and
Eskimo along the whole of the Arctic coast, and occasionally at least
among the Eskimo themselves. These are kau-kau,2 food, or to eat; hna-
hana, work ; pûni-pû4n, coitus, and pau, not. Wahine, woman, is also used,
but is less common. Another foreign word now universally employed
among them in their intercourse with the whites,. and even, I believe,
amonig themselves, is "kunfiV" for woman or wife. They themselves
told us that it was not an Eskimo word-" When there were no white
men, there was no kunif"-and some of the whalemen who had been
at Hudson Bay said it was the "Greenland" word for woman. It was
not until our return to this country that we discovered it to be the
Danish word kone, woman, which in the corrupted formI "coony" is in
common use among the eastern Eskimo generally in the jargon they
employ in dealing with the whites. Kuniv is "coony" with the suffix
of the third person, and therefore means "his wife." It is sometimes
used at Point Barrow for either of a married couple in the sense of our
word "spouse.,"

NATURAL RESOURCES.

ANIMALS.

These people are acquainted with the following animals, all of which
are more or less hunted, and serve some useful purpose.

Mamnmals.-The wolf, amàxo (Canis lupus griseo-albus), is not uncom-
mon in the interior, but rarely if ever reaches the coast. 'Red and black
foxes, kaiá'kthtk (Vulpes fulvus fulvus and argentatus), are chiefly known
from their skins, which are common articles in the trade with the eastern
natives, and the same is true of the wolverine, ka'vwlii (Gulo luscus),
and the marten, kabweatyia (Mustela americana). The arctic fox,
térigieiii (Vulpes lagopus), is very abundant along the coast, while the
ermine (Putorius erminea) and Parry's 'spermophile (Spermophilus
empetra empetra) are not rare. The last is called slksiñ. Lemmings,
a'vwïiie, of two species (Cuniculustorquatus~and Myodes obensis) are

'Sec list of "New Words," Rep. Point. Barrow Exp., p. 57.2
The history of this word, which also appears as a Chuckch word in some of the vocabularies col-

lected by Nordenskiiöld's expedition, is rather curious. Chamisso (Kotzebue's Voyage, vol. 2, p. 392,
foot-note) says that this"is a Hawaiian corruption of the well-known "Pigeon-English" (he calls it
Chinese) word "chow-chow" recently (in 1816-'17) adopted by the Sandwich Islanders from the people
with whom they trade. I am informed that the w.ord is not of Chinese origin. but probably came from
India, like mnany other words in "Pigeon-English." Chamisso also calls ptlnt-püni a Chinese word,
but I have been able to learn nothing of its origin.
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very abundant sone years, and they recognize a tiny slrewinouse (Sorex
forsteri). This little animal is called ugrúint, a word correspondiiig to
the name ugssungnaK given to the same aninal in Labrador, which,
accordin)g to Kleinschmidt,' is an ironical application of the niaile of
the largest scal, ugssuk (tgru at Point Barrow), to the smallest manmal
known to the Eskimo. The sanie naine is also applied at Point Barrow
to the fossil ox, whose bones are sonetimes fotund. The most abundant
land animal, however, is the reindeer, ti'ktui (Ianîgifer tarandus groen-
landicus), which is found in winter in great herds along tlh upper waters
of the rivers, occasionally coming down to the coast, and affords a very
important supply of food.

The moose, tr'ktuwriñ,or "big reindeer" (Alec niacllis), is well known
from the accounts of the Nunataiimiuîn, who bring inoose skins to trade.
Somne of the natives have beei east to hunt the inountain sheep, i'mniês
(Ovis canadensis dali),and all are faimiliar with its skin, horns, and
teeth, whichl they buy of the eastern natives. The nusk ox, umliinau
(Ovibos mosehatus), is known only fron its boues, which, are sonetimes
found on the tundra. Inland, near the- rivers, they also find a- large
brown bear, â'kqlak, which is probably the barren ground bear, while
on the ice-pack, the polar bear, nii'nu (Thalassaretos niaritimus), is not
uncomnion, sometimes making raids on the provision storehouses in
the villages.

The most important sea animal is the little rougi seal, nttyiK, (Phoca
fetida), which is very abundant at all seasons. Its flesh is4le great
stapie of food, while its blubber supplies the Eskimo lamps, and its skin
serves countless useftil purposes. The great bearded seal, úgru (Erigna-
thus barbatus), is less common. It is especially valued for its hide,
which serves for covering the large boats and naking stout harpoon
lines. Two other species of sealthe harbor seal, kasigia (Phoca
vitulina), and the beautiful ribbon seal, kaixlli (Phoca fasciata), are
known, but both are uneommon, the latter very rare.

lierds of walrus, ai'bwêk (Odobænus obesas). pass along the coast
in the open season, generally restiing on cakes of floating ice, and are
purs1ed for their hides and ivory as well as their flesh and blubber.
Whales, akbwêk, of the species Balæna mysticetus, most pursued for
its oil and whialebone, travel along the coast in the leads of open water
above descrihed fron the middle of April to the latter part of June in
large niumbers, and return in the autumn, appearing about the end of
August. White whales, kilélua (Delphinapterus sp.), are not uncoi-
mon in the summer, and they say the narwhal, tugàliii (Monodon
monoceros), is occasioually seen. They are also acquainîted with another
cetacean, which they cal áxlo, and wlich appears fron their description
to be a species of Orca.

Birds.-Inî the spring, that is during May and the early part of June,
vast tlocks of migrating ducks pass to the northeast, close to the shore,

Grenlandsk Ordbog. p. 386.
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a few only remaining to breed, and return at the end of the summer
from the latter part of July to the end of September. Nearly all the
returning birds cross the isthmus of Point Barrow at Pernyr where the
natives assemble in large numbers for the purpose of taking them.
These migrating birds are mostly kiig ducks, kialliñ (Somateria spec-
tabilis), Pacifie eiders, anau'lfi (S. v-nigra), and long-tailed ducks,
a'dyigi'a, a'hadlii (Clangula byeiralis), with smaller numbers of the
spectacled eider, ka'waso (4rctonetta fischeri), and Steller's ducks, igni-
kau'kto (Eniconetta stelleri). At the rivers they also find numbers of
pintails, i'vwûgu (Dafila acuta), which visit the coast in small numbers
during the migrations. Geese of three species, the American white-
fronted goose, nû'glûgruu (Anser albifrons gambeli), the lesser snow-
goose, kl'ño (Chen hyperborea), and the black branît, nûglû'gner (Branta
nigricans), are .not uncommon on the Coast both during the migrations
and the breeding season, but the- natives find them in much greater
abundance at the rivers, where they also find a species of swan, ku'gru,

probably Olor columbianus, whieh rarely visits the coast.
Next in importance to the natives are the gulls, of which the Point

Barrow gulil,nau'yr, (Larus barrovianus), is the most abundant all through
the season, though the rare rosy gull, ki'iimaxlu (Rhodostethes rosea),
appears in multitudes late in the autumn. The ivory gull (Gavia alba),
nariyalbwûñi, and Sabine's gull, yûkû'drïgûgi'e (Xema Sabinii), are un-
common, while the Aretie teru, utyuta'kin (Sterna paradisea), is rather
abundant, especially about the sandspits of Nuiwtlk. Ail these species,
particularly the larger ones, are taken for food.

Three species of loons are common: the great white-billed loon, tu'dlifü
(Urinator adamsi), and the Pacifie and red-throated- divers (U. pacificus
and lumne), which are not distinguished from each other but are both
called kî'ksau. They also occasionally see the thick-billed guillemot
a'kpa (Uria lomvia arra), and more often the sea-pigeon, sêkbw-Ek (Ce-
phusinandtii). The three species of jaegers (Stereorarius pomarinus,
parasiticus, and longicaudus) are not distinguished from one another
but are all called isuin. 'They pay but little attention to the numerous
species of wading birds which appear in considerable abundance in the
migrations and breeding season, but they recognize among them the
turnstone, tûl' gwa (Arenaria interpres), the gray plover, kî'raio'n (Cha-
radrius squatarola), the Anerican golden plover, tu'dllfi (C. dominicus),

-the knot, tu'awila (Tringa canutus), the pectoral and Baird's sandpipers,
(T. maculata and bairdii), both called ai'bwfukiu, the red-backed sand-
piper, mêkapii (T. alpina pacifica), the semipalmated sandpiper., niwil-
Twl'ûk (Ereunetes pusillus), the buff-breasted sandpiper, nu'dluayn
(Try-ngites subruficollis), the red phalarope, sabrañi (Chrymophilus fuli-
carius), and the northern phalarope, sabrañint (Phalaropus lobatus).
The last is rare at Point Barrow, but they see many of them near the
Colville.' The little brown crane, tut'frgu (Grus canadensis,) is also
rare at the Point, but they say they find mnany of them at the mouth of"
Kulu'grua.
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Of land birds, the most fainiliar are the little snow bunting, amaulige
(Plectrophenax nivalis), the first bird to arrive in the spring, the Lap-
land longspur, néssau'dligi, (Calcarinus lappon icus), and two species of
grouse, the willòw grouse (Lagopus lagopus) and the rock ptarmigan
(L. rupestris), which are both called akf'dlgin. These two birds do not
migrate, but are to be seen ail winter, as is also the well knowi snowy
owl,u'kplk (Nyctea nyctea). A gerftalcon,kT'drlgûmiii (Falco rusticolus),
is also sonetirnes seen, and skins and feathers of the goldeni eagle, tt'ii-
miekpûk, "the great bird" (Aquila chrysæetos), are brought froin the
east for charns anid ornaments. The raven, tulúv (Corvus corax sin-
uatus), was not seen at Point Barrow, but the natives are familiar with
it and have inany of its skins for ainulets. Several species of small
land birds also occur in small nuinbers, but the natives are not faniliar
with them and call them all "sû'ksaxiín." This name appears to mean
"wanderer" or "flutterer," and probably belongs, I believe, to the dif-
ferent species of redpolls (Aegiothus).

Fishe.-A few species only of tish are found in the salt water. Of
these the most abundant are the littie polar cod (Boreogadus saida),
which is plentiful througli the greater part of the year, and is often an
important source of food, aid the capelin, aiimûgri (Mallotus villosus),
which is found iii large schools close to the beach in the middle of sum-
mer. There are also cauglit soietiies two species of sculpins, kû'naio
(Cottus quadricornis and decastrensis), and two species of Lycodes, kúi-
graune (L. turnerii and coccineus). In the gill nets at Elson Bay they
also catch two species of salnon (Onchorhyncius gorbuseha and nerka)
and a whitefish (Coregonus laurettæ) in small numbers, and occasion-
ally a large trout (Salvelinus imalna). The last-named fish they find
sometinies in great numubers, near the mouth of the Colville.

The greatest quantities of tish are takei in the rivers, especially
Knara and Kulugrua, by fishing through the ice in the winter. They
say there are no fish taken iii Ikpikpûi, and account forthis by explain-
ing that the former two rivers freeze down to the bottoim on the shallow
bars incilosing deep pools in which the tish are held, while in the latter
the, ice never touches the bottoi, so that the fisi are free to run down
to the sea. The species caught are the small Coregonus latiretto, two
large whitefish (C. kennicottii and nelsoni), and the burbot, tita'hiñ
(Lota inaculosa). They speak of a fish, sulukpau'ga (which appears to
mean "wing-fin" and is applied iii Greenland to a species of Sebastes),
that is caught with the hook in Kulugrua apparently only in snnner,
and1 seems fromn the description to be Back's grayling (Thyiiallus sig-
nifer). Ini the river Ku is caught a snelt, itioa'nihIñ (Osmnerus dentex).
In the great lake, Ta'syùkpfûi (see above, p. 29), they tell of an enor-
nions fish -as big as a kaiak." They gave it no nane. but describe it
as having a red belly and white flesh. Onie mai said lie had seen one
18 feet long. but aiother w.as iiore mnoderate, giving about 3 feet as the
lenxgth of the longest le had seein.
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Insects and other invertebrates.-Of insects, they recognize the trouble-
some inosquito, kiktorie (Culex spp.), flies, humblebees, and gadflies
(estrus tarandi), both of which they seen imuc af-raid of, and call i'gu-
tyai, and the universal louse, ku'mek. All the large winged insects,
including the rare butterfiies and moths and crane flies, are called tû-
kilû'kica, or tûkilûkîdja'ksûn, which is also the naine of the yellow poppy
(Papaver nudicaule). We were-told that "by and by" the poppies
would turn into "little birds" and fly away, whicli led us to suppose
that there was some yellow butterfly which we should find abundant
in the later summer, but we saw none either season. A snall spider is
sonetimes found in the Eskimo houses, and is called pidrairu'ru, "the
little braider." They pay but little attention to other invertebrates,
but are familiar with worms, kupidro, a species of crab, kinau're, (Hyas
latifrons), and the little branchipus, iritu'iia (Greenlandic issitôrak,
"the little one with big eyes "), of the fresi water-pools. Cockles (Buc-
cinum, etc.) are called siu'tigo (Gr. sinterok, from siut, ear), and clams
have a naine which we failed to obtain. .Jellyfish are called ipiaru'ru,
"like'bags." They say the "Kîiimudlii" eat then!

PLANTS.

Few plants that are of any service tp> man grow in this region. The
willows, ù'kpïk, of varions species, which near the coast are nothing
but creeping vines, are sometimes used as fuel, especially along the
rivers, where they grow into shrubs 5 or 6 feet high. Their catkins are
used for tinder and the moss, mû'nik, furnishes wicks for the lamps.
We could find no fruit that could be eaten. A cranberry (Vaccinium
vitis-idea) occurs, but produced no fruit either season. No use is made
of the different species of grass, which are especially luxuriant around the
houses at Utkiavwlii, where the ground is richly .manured with varions
sorts of refuse,' though the species of imosses and lichens furnish the rein-
deer with food easily reached in the winter through the light covering
of snow. Little attention is paid to the numerous, and sonetimes
showy, flowering p)lants. We learned but two naines of flowers, the
one inentioned above, tûkilû'kica, tûkllûkidja'ksûn, which seemed to be
applied to al] striking yellow or white flowers, sucli as Papaver, Ranun-
culus, and Draba, and minai'sun, the bright pink Pedicularis. All the
wood used in this region, except the ready-made woodenware and the
willow poles obtained front the Nunataminiun, comes from the drift on
the beach. Most of this on the beach west of Point Barrow appears
to cone from the southwest, as the prevailing current along this shore
is to the northeast, and may be derived from the large rivers flowing
into Kotzebue Sound, since it shows signs of having been long in the
water. The driftwood, which is reported to be abundant east of Point
Barrow, probably cones froin the great rivers emptying into the Aretie

The oil haI acted as a nanure on the soil. ani produced a luxuriant crop of grass from 1 to 2 feet
high " (village at Point Atkinson, east of the Mackenzie). Richardson Searching Exp.,vol. 1, p. 254.

MelRDOCHl.l
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Ocean. This wood is suflleiently abl>îumlant to furnishî the natives with
all they need for fuel- and other puirp>oseS, and consists chiefly of pile,
spruee, and tottoiiwool, mostly in the form oftwater-worn logs, oftei of
large size. Of late years, also, mîîch w-ood of the diftrent kinds used
iii shipbuilding lias drifted ashore front wrecks.

The p(ople> of thlis region are acquaintel witew mineral substances,
excluding tthe mletals which they obtain fromhe whites. The most
important are ilint, slate, soaptone, jade, and al peeuliar form of nassive
pectolite first described by Prof. F. W. Clarke 1fron specimnens brought
hote bym ur party. Flint, áina, was fornerly i- great demand for
arrow and spear lheads and other implements, and according to Dr.
Simpson 2 was obtained fromt the Nuniataiinniir. It is genierally blaek
or a slightly translucent gray, but we collected a nuimber of arrowlheads,
etc., imade of jasper, red or variegated. A few erystals of transparent
quartz, soinetinies snoky, were also seen. and appeared to be ised as
amknlets. Slate, ulu'ksvmaterial for a round kife," wasused,asîits
namne imports, for mnaking the woman's round knifie and for- harplooni
blades, etc. It is a smnooth lhay slate, varying in hiardness, andi lighit
green, red, purple, dark gray, or black in color. All the pieces of soft
gray soapstone, tun'/ktu, which are so conuniôn at both villages, are
probably fragments of the lamps and kettles obtained in former years
fron the eastern natives. The jae is often very beautiful, varying
fron a pale or bright transluent green t) a dark olive, almnost black,
and was fornerly used for nakig adzes, whetstones, and oceasionally
other implenents. The pectolite, generally of a pale greenish or bluish
color, was only found in the tormil of oblong, more or less eylinlrical
imasses, utsed as haummerlheads. Both of these minerals were called
kau'dlo, and were said to eome "fron the east, a long way off," from
high rocky ground, but all that we eould learn ivas very indefinite.
Dr. Simpson was infornied that the stones for niaking whetstonies were
brought fron the Kuwùk River, so that this jade is probably the same
as that which is said to fori Jade Mouintain, in that region.

Bits of porphyry, sycnite, and similar rocks are used for naking
labrets. and large pebbles are used as hammers and net sinkers. They
have also a little iron pyrites, both massive and iii the form of spherical
eoncretions. The latter were said to) (orne fron the mouth of the Col-
ville, and are believed by the hnatives to have fallen fron the sky. Two
other kinds of stone are brought frourthe neighborhood of Nu'esfiknan,
partly. it appears. as curiosities, and partly with soie ill defined mysti-
cal notions. The first are l)otryoi(Ial masses of brown limonite. resemb-
ling bog iron ore. and the other sort durîous coneretions, looking like the
familiar "clay stones," but very heavy, and apparently containing a

U. S. Geol. Surr., Bull. 9. p. 9. 1884. 20p. cit., p. 266. 30p. cit., p. 260.
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great deal of iron pyrites. White gypsum, used tor rbbing tie flesi
side of deerskins, is obtaiied on the seas'hore at a place called Tû'tye,
"one sleep" east front Point Barrow.

Bituminous coal, alu'a, is well kiown, though not used for fuel.
Many small fragnents, which come perhaps fromn the veil at cape Beau-
fort,' are picked Up on the beach. Shaly, very bituminous col, broken
into snall square fragments, is rather abindant on the bars of Kulut-
grua, whence specimnens were brought by Capt. I[erendeen. A native
of Wainwright Inlet gave us to understand that coal existed in a regu-
lar vein near that place, and told a story of a ïiurninîg hill in thîat
region. This may be a coai bed on ire, or possibly "smoking cliffs,"like
those seen by the linestigator in Franklin Bay. 2  We also heard a story
of a lake of tar or bittumen, âdngun, said to be situated on an island a
day's sail east of the point. Blackl ilead, mFñ , aii red ocher are
abîundant and used as pigments, but we did Inot learin wlhere they were
obtained. Pieces of amber are sometimes found on the beach and are
carried as amulets or (rarely) made into beads. Anber is called aúme,

a word that in other Eskimo dialects, and probably in this also, means
"a live coal." Its application to a lump of amber is quite a striking
figure of speech.

CULTURE.

ME-ANS <>F SUBSISTENCE.

Sub8tances u8ed forfood.-The food of these people consists almost en-
tirely of animal substances. The staple article of food is the flesh of
the rougli seal, of which they obtaii more than of any other meat. Next
in importance is -the venison of the reindeer, though this is looked upon
as a kind of dainty. Many well developed foetal regideer are brought
hone fron the spring deer hunt and are said to be excellent eating,
though we never saw theim eaten. They also eat the flesh of the other
three species of seal, the walrus, the polar bear, the "bowlhead" whale,
the white whale, and all the larger.kinds of birds. geese. (Iuks, gulls,
and grouse. All the different kinds of fish appear to be eaten, with the
possible exception of the two species of Lyeodes (only a few of these
were caught, and all were purchased for our collection) and very little
of a fish is wasted except the hardest parts. Walrus hide is sometimes
cooked lnd eatent iiitines of scareity. Mollusks of any kind are rarely
eaten, as it is difficult to procure them. After a heavy gale in the
autumn of 1881, when the beach was covered with marine animals, mostly
lamellibranch mollusks with their shells and softer parts broken off by

1Hooper found coal on the beach at Nuwúk in 1849, showing that this cnal has not necessarilv been
thrown over from ships. Tents of the Tuski, p. 

2
21.

2Discovery of the Northwest Passage, p. 100.
"The Eakimo of Igluik "profer venison to any kind of neat." Parry, _d Voyage, p. 510.
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the violence of the surf, we saw one woman collect a lapful of these
"clam-heads," which she said she was goiîng to eat. The "blackskini"
(epidermis) of the whale is considered a great delicacy by them, as by
all the other Eskimo- who are able to procure it, and they are also very
fond of the tough white skin or gum round the roots of the whalebone.'

We saw and heard nothing of the habit so generally noticed among
other Eskimo and in Siberia of eating the half-digested contents of the
stomach of the reindeer, but we found that they ivere fond of the fæces
taken fron the rectum of the deer. I find that this curioushabit has
been noticed among Eskimo only in two other places-Greenland in
former times and Boothia Felix. The Greenlanders ate "the Dung of
the Rein-deer, taken out of the Guts when they clean them; the Entrails
of Partridges and the like Out-cast, pass for Dainties with them." 2  The
duing of the nusk ox and reindeer when fresh were considered a delicacy
by the Boothians, according to J. C. Ross.3 The entrails of fowls are
also considered a great delicacy and are carefully cooked as a separate
dish. 4

As far as our observations go these people eat little, if any, more fat
than civilized mant, and, as a rule, not by itself. Fat niay occasionally
be eaten (they are fond of the fat on the inside of duck skins), but they
do not habitually eat the great quantîtiesof blubber spoken of in some
other places' or drink oil. as the Hudson Bay Eskimo are said to do
by Hall, or use it as a sauce for dry f eod, like the natives of Norton
Sound. It is ustally supposed and generally stated in the popular ac-
counts of the Eskimo that it is a physiological necessity for them to eat
enormous quantities of blubber in order to obtain a sufficient amount ot
carbon to enable them to maintain their animal heat in the cold climate
which they inhabit. A careful comparison, however, of the reports of
actual observers6 shows that an excessive eating of fat is not the rule,
and is perhaps confined to the territory near Boothia Felix.

Eggs of all kinds, except, of course, the smallest, are eagerly sought
for, but the snaller birds are seldom eaten, as it is a waste of time and
ammunition to pursue theni. We saw this people eat no vegetable sub-
stances. though they inforned us that the buds of the willow were some-
times eaten. Of late years they have acquired a fondness for nany
kinds of civilized food, especially bread of any kind, flour, sugar, and
molasses, nd some of them are learning to like salt. They were very

'Compare Hooper, Tent.,;. etc. "This, which the Tuski call their sugar." p. 174; and Hall, Arctic
Researches, p. 132<Ba#in land).

2
Egede, Greenland, p. 136.
Appendix to Ross's 2d Voyage, p. xix.

'Compare the passage from Egede. just quoted, and also Kiumlien. Contributions, etc., p. 20, at Cura:
berland Gulf.

6For instance, Schwatka says that the Néteillk of King William Land devour enormous quantities
of seal blubber, " noticeably more in summer than the other tribes," viz. those of the western shores
of Hudson's Bay (Science, vol. 4, p. 544). Parry speaks of the natives of-the Savage Islands. Hud-
son's Strait, cating raw blubber and sucking the oil remaining on the skins they had emptied (2d Voy-
age. p. 14).

CSee for example Egede's Greenland. p. 134; Crantz, History of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 144; Dall,
Alaska. passim; Hooper. Tents of the Tuski, p. 170; Norienskiöild, Vega. p. 110.



glad to Iurchase fron us corn-meal "Iliush" and the broken victuals from
the table. These were, however, eonsidered as special dainties and
eaten as luncheons or as a dessert after the regular ineal.. The children
and even some of the women were always on the watch for the cook's
slop bucket to be brouglit out, and vied with the ubiquitous dogs in
searching for~ scraps of food. Meat which epicures would call ratber
"high " is eaten with relish, but they seem to prefer fresh .ineat wlhen
they can get it.

Means ofpreparing food.-Food is generally cooked, except, perhaps,
whale-skin and whale-gum, whiclh usually seeni to be eaten as soon as
obtained, without waiting for a fire. Meat of all kinds is generally
boiled in abundance of water over .a tire of driftwood, and the broth
thus made is drunk hot before eating the meat. Fowls are prepared for
boiling by skinning them. Fish are also boiled, but are often eaten raw,
especially in winter- at the deer-hunting camps, when. they are frozen
hard. Meat is sometimes eaten raw or frozen. Lieut. Ray found one
family in camp on Kulugrua who had no fire of any kind, and were
eating everything raw. They had mn out of oil some time before and
did not like to spend time in going to the coast for more while deer were
plentiful.

When traveling in winter, according to Lieut. Ray, they prefer frozen
fisi or a sort of pemmican made as follows: The marrow is extracted
from reindeer bones by boiling, and to a quantity of this is added 2 or 3
pounds of crushed seal or whale blubber, and the whole beaten up with
the- hands in a large wooden bowl to the consistency of frozen cream.
Into this they stir bits of boiled venison, geierally the poorer portions
of the meat scraped off the bone, and chewed up small by all the women
and children of the family, "each using sone cabalistie word as they
cast in their mouthful."' The mass is made up into 2-pound balls and
carried in little sealskin bags., Flour, when obtained, is made into a
sort of porridge, of which they are very fond. Cooking is mostly done
outside of the dwelling, in the open air in sununer, or in kitchens opehning
out of the passageway in winter. Little, messes only, like an occasional
dish of soup or porridge, are cooked over the lamps iw the house. This
habit, of éourse, cornes from the abundant supply of firewood, while the,
Eskimo most frequently described live in a country where wood is very
scarce, and are obliged to depend ou oil for fuel.

Time and frequency of ating.-Whenl these people are living in the
winter houses they dô not, as far as we eould learu, have any regular
time for meals, but eat whenever they are hungry and have leisure. The
women seei to keep a supply of cooked food on hand ready for any

*one to eat. When the men are working in the kû'dylgi,or "club house,
or when a number of them are encamped togetlier in tents, as at the
whaling camp in 18S3. or the regular suinmer camp at Pe'rnycm, the
wonen-at intervals through the day prepare dishes of meat, which the

I Lieut. Ray's MS. notes.

t
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men eat by theinselves. Wlhen in the (leer-liiunting camps, according
to Lieut. Ray, they eat but little in the iumorning, aud can really be saîd
to take no more than on e fuil meal a day, whiclh is eaten at night wlhen
the day's work is done.' .When on t liiarch they usually t>ake a few
niouthfuls of the pemmican above described before they start out in
the mîoring, and rarely touch food again till they go into camp at
niglt.

W na faily retuirnis froim the spring deer hunt with plenty of ven-
ison they usually keep open bouse for a day or two. The womnen of the
household, withi somnetimes the assistance of a neighbor or two, keep
the pot continually boiling, sendiing in dishes of meat at intervals,
while the house is fuill of guests who stay for a short time, eating,
smoking, and chattin g, and thend retire to make room for others. Messes
are sometimes sent ont to invalids who can not come to the feast. One
household in the spring of 1883 consumed in this way two whole rein-
deer in 24 hours. They use only their lhands, and a knife iii eating meat,
usually filling the mouth and cutting or biting off the mouthful. They
are large eaters, sone of then, especially the wonen, eating all thé time
when they have plenty, but we never saw- them gorge themselves in the
manner described by Dr. Kane (2d Grinnell Exp., passim) and other
writers.

Their habits of hospitality prevent their laying up any large supply
of meat, though blubber is carefully saved for commercial ise, and they
depend for subsistence, alhnost fron day to day, on their success in
hunting. Whenencamped, however, in small parties in the Miminer they
often take more seals than they can consume. The carcasses of these,
stripped of their skins and lubber, are buried in the gravel close to the
camp, and dug up and brouglit home when meat becones scarce in the
winter.

The habitual drink is water. which these people consume in great
quantities when they can obtiniî it, and like to have very cold. In the
winter there is always a lump of cean snow on a rack (lose to the lamp,
with a. tub un1der it to. catch the water. that drips fron it. This is re-
placed in the sunuuînîer by a bucket of freslh water froma sonme pond or
lake. When the men are sitting in their open air clubs at the sunuuer
camps there is always a bucket of fresh water in the niddle of the cir-
cle, with a dipper to drinik fron. Htardly a native ever passed the sta-
tion without stopping for a drink of water, often drinking a quart of
cold water at a tine. Whe-n tramnping about in the winter they eat
large quantities of ice and snow. and on the march the wonen carry
smnai canteens of sealskinu, whichl they till with snow and carry inside
of their jackets, where the lheat of the body melts -the snow and keeps

They havne o set Time for Meals, buit every one eats when he is hurngrv. except wien they go to
sea, and then ftheir ihief Repast is a supper after-fthey. are cone home in the Evening." (Egede, Green-
land. p. 1,5. coumpare also, Crantz, vol. 1, p. 145.)
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it liquid. This great fondness for plenty of cold water has been often
noticed among the Eskimo elsewhere, and appears to be quite charac-
teristie of the race.' They have acquired a taste for liquor, and like to
get ènough to produce intoxication. As well as we could judge, they
are easily affected by alcohol. -Some of them during our stay learned
to be very fond of coffee, "ka'fe," but tea they are hardly acquainted
with, though they will drink it. I have noticed that they sometimes
drank the water produced by the inelting of the sea ice along the beach,
and pronounced it excellent when it was so brackish that I found it quite
undrinkable.

NARCOTICS.

The only narcotie in use among these people is tobacco, which they
obtain directly or indirectly fron the whites, and which has been in use
among them from the earliest time when we have any knowledge of
them. When Mr. Elson, in the Blossom's barge, visited Point Barrow, in
1826, he found tobacco in general use and the most marketable article. 2

This undoubtedly came from the Russians by way of Siberia and Ber-
ing Strait, as Kotzebue found the natives of the sound which bears his
name, who were in communication with the Asiatic coast by way of the
Diomedes, already. addicted to the use of tobacco in 1816. It is not
probable that fobacco was introduced on the Arctic coast by way of the
Russian settleménts in Alaska. Tiere were no Russian posts north of
Bristol Bay until 1833, when St. Michael's Redoubt was built. When
Capt. Cook visited Bristol Bay, in 1778, lie found that tobacco was
not used there, 3 while in Norton Sound, the sane year, the natives "lad
no dislike to tobacco." 4  Neither was it introduced fron the English
posts in the east, as Franklin found the "Kûiinû'dliI" not in the habit
of using it-"The western Esquimaux use tobacco, and sone of our
visitors had smoked it, but thiought the flavor very disagreeable,"5 -.- nor
had they adopted the habit in 1837.

When the Plorer wintered at Point Barrow, according to Dr. Simpson's
account,2 all the tobacco, except a little obtained from the Entglish dis-
covery ships, caie from Asia and was brouglit by the Nunatañimiun.
At present the latter bring Very little if any tobacco, and the supply is
obtained directly from the ships, thougli a little occasionally finds its
way up thue coast from the southwest.

See, for instance, Egede: "Their'Drink is nothing but Wator" (Greenland, p. 134), and, Fur-
therinore, they put great Lumps of Ice and Snow into the Water they drink, to mnake it cooler for to
quench their Thirst" ( p. 135). "Their drink is lear waterwhich stands in the hiouse in a great copper
vessel, or in a woodeu tub. They bring in a supply of fresh water every day * and
thlat their water nay be cool they hoose 14 lay a.piece of ice or a little snow in it" * (Crantz,
vol. 1, p. 144). Compare, also, Parry. 2qd voy., p. 506, where the natives of Iglulik are said to drink a
great deal of water, whict tbey get b*y nmelting snow, and like very cold. The same fondness for water
was observed by Nordenskiild in siberia (Vega. vol. 2, p. 114)

2 Beechey, Voyage, p. 30X.
3 Third Voyage, vol. 2, p. 437.
4 1 bid, 2, p. 479.

Second Exp., p. 130.
6sou T. Simpson.. Narrative, p. 156.
7op. cit., pp., 235,236, 266.
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They use all kinds of tobacco, but readily distinguish and desire the
sorts considered better by the whi tes. For instance, they were eager to
get the excellent quality of "Navy" tobacco furnislhed by the Coin-
missary Departnent, while one of our party wlho lad a large <uiantity
of exceedingly bad fine-cut tobacco coul hIardly give it away. A little
of the strong yellow "Circassian" tobacco used by the Russians for
trading is occasionally brouglit up from the soitliwest, aind perhaps also
by the Nunatain, and is very highly prized, probably because it was
in this forni that they first saw tobacco. Sniff seemns to be unknown;
tobacco is used only for chewing and smoking. The habit of chewing
tobacco is almost universal. Men, wonen, and even children, though
the latter be but 2 or 3 years old and.uniiweaned,l when tobacco is to be
obtaiined, keep a "chew," often oftenormous siz, constantly ini the outl.
The juice is not spit ont, but swallowed withi the saliva, without pro-
ducing any signs of nausea. The tobacco is chewed by itself and nîot
sweeteIed witlh sugar, as was observed by Ilooper and Nordenskiiöld
among the "Chukches." 2 I knew but two adult Eskimo iii Utkiavwlïi
who did not chew tobacco, and one of these adopted the habit to a cer-
tain extent while we were there.

Tobacco is smoked iii pipes of a peculiar pattern called kui'nye, of
which the collection conftains a series of ten specinens.

Of these, No. 89288 [705],1 figured in Ray's Point Barrow* Report,
Ethnology, Pl. i, Fig. 1, will serve as a type.,. The bowl is of brass,
neatly inlaid on the upper surface with a narrow ring of copper close to
the edge, from which iun four converging lines, 900 apart, nearly to the
center. Rouid the unider surface are also three concentric rings of
copper. The wooden stemîî appears to be willow or birch, and is in two
longitudinal sections, held together by the lasliniug of sealskIn thong
which serves to attach the bowl to the stem. This lashing was evidently
put on wet and allowed to slhrink on, and the ends are secured.by tuck-
ing under the turnrs. The whipping at the mouthpiece is of fine sinew
thread. A picker if steel for cleaning ont the bowl is attached to the
sten by a piece of seal thiong, the end of which is wedged u(er the
turns of the lashing. The remiaining pipes are all of the same geieral

patteri, but vary in the material of the bowl aid ln details of execu-
tion. The stemns are always of the same mtaterial and put together in
the saie way, but are sonetimes lozenge-shaped instead of elliptical
in section. The lashing is sormetimes of tliree-l)ly sinew braid. The
bowl shows the greatest variation, both iii fori anud material.

Fig. 6a (No. 56737 [10], from Utkiavwtùi) lias an irontbowl, noticeable
for the ornanentation of the shank. The ietal work lias ail been done
with the file except the fitting of the saucer to the shank. This has

evidently been heatcd and shrunk oi. Three pipes have bowls of

i Compare T. Simpson, op. cit., p. 250, and Nordenskiöldl, Vega, vol. 2, p. 116.

2Tentset.,p.83;. vega, vol. 2, p. 116.
The nu.mbers first given are those of the National Museumn; the numbers in brackets are thome of

the conlectod.
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smoothly ground stone. No. 89289 [1582] (Fig. 6b from Utkiavwlii) is
of rather soft greenish gray slate. No. 89290 [864] is of the saine shape,
but of' hard greenish stone, while the third stone pipe (No. 89291 [834],
fron UtkiaywfIñ), of gray slate, is of quite a different pattern. Three of
the series have bowls of reindeer antler, Iinied with thin sheet brass, '
and one a bowl of walrus ivory, lined with thiii copper. (See Fig. Oc,
Nos. 89285 [954], 89286 [915], and 89287 [1129].)

c

Fm. 6.-Pipes: a, pipe with metal bowl: b, pipe with stone bowl; c, pipe bowl of antier or ivory.

Antler and stonie pipes of .this pattern and rather small are usually
carried by the mcn out of doors, wlhile the more elaborate metal pipes,
which are often very large and handsomne (1 have seen some with a
saucer at least 3 inches in diamneter) are more frequently used in the
house and by the women. The stem is usually 1 foot or 13 inches long,
though pipes at least 18 incies long were seen.

To mnost pipes are attached pickers, as in the tyl)e specimen. The
picker is in all cases of metal, usually iron or steel, but sometimes of
copper (see the 'pickers attached<l to pipes above). When inot in use the
point is tucked under the lashing ou the stem. The pipes are readily
taken apart for cleaning.

- 0 m
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No. 89292 [1752] (Fig. 7) is an extemporized pipe made in) a hurry
by a mati wl wished to smoke, but had no pipe.

It is simply a rougi willow stiek, sligltly whittled into shape, split
anld hollowed out like a pipestem. It is held togetiher by a whipping
of sinew thread anid a lashing of deerskinî thong, fiastened by a slip-

Fia. 7.-Pipe made of willow stick.

knot at one end, the othe' being tucked in as usual. A small funnel-
shaped hole at one eind serves for a bowl, and shows by its charred
surface that it has been aetually used. This pipe was bouglit fromn one
of the "Nunatañmiun," who were in camp at Pernyû iii 1883, and shows
its inlanîd origin iii the use of the deerskin thong. A coast native would
have used seal thonig.

The pipe is carried at the girdle, either witli te stem thrust inside
the brechlies or in a bag attahced te the helt. No..56744 [55] (Utkiavwlii)
is te oiily spIec(iiiiel of- pipe lbag in the collection. It is a long, narrow,
cylindrie bag, made of f'olur wiite ermine skinîs, with two hind legs and
two tails forming a fringe roiuind the bottoim>, wlich isof dressed deerskin,
in one piece, flesh side out. The lbail roiunid the iloiuth is of gray deer-
skinî, runinig onlytwo-thoirds of the way roid. The l)iece wlich fills tle
remaining third riiiis out into the strap for fastening the bag to the
belt. The orinamifeital strips on two et the longitudinal seams and
round the botton are of deerskin. The seans are ail sewed "over and
over " 1on the -wrong"eside with sinew thread. This is an unusually
handsomle bg

Tobac o is carried ii a smtall polh of fiu attahhed to( the girdle, aid
tucked inside of the breeclies. or sometiies Worn minier the jacket,
slung round the nek by a string or the neekhee. The collectiol con-
tains three of thiese, of which No. 89803 [889] (Fig. 8a) will serve as a
tyical speeiieIl.

It is made by sewing together t wo pieces of w-lerine fuir, hair out,
of the saine shape anîd size, anid round the ioutith of this a baud of short-
lhaired liglht-eolored deerskini, also liair out, with the ends mîeeting at
one side in a seam -corresponding to one of the seams of the wolverine
fuir. The miouti is or.nmented with a narrow band of wolverine fur,
the tiesh side, which is ci)olored red, turned out. It is closed by a
piece' (of seal thoiig about 5inches long, One end of which is sewed to the
m-iiddle of the seaum iii the deerskin band and the otliher passed through
a large blue glass bead and knotted. Titis string is wound two or three
times round the nîeck of the bag, and the bight of it tucked under the

-Y'
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turrns. The seans are all sewed "over aind over" on tfi -wroig " side
with sinew thread.

These tobaceo pouchies are usually of a similar pattern, often slightly
narrowed at the ineck, and generally fringed rouind the nouth with a
narrow strip of wolveriiie fùr as above. They are often ornanmented
with tags of wolverine fur on the seams (as in No. 89804 [1341, Fig.
8]), and borders of different colored skin. No. 89805 [13 50] is very
elaborately ornanented. It is miade of brown deerskin, trimined with
white deerskin elipped close and bordered with naITow braids of blie
and red worsted, and little tags of the latter. According tolDr. Simp-
son,' these bags are called "del-la-mai'-yu." We neglected to obtain
the proper naimes for thei, as we ailways imade use of the lintigua franea
"~ tiba' pú~ksak,"~ bag for tiba' (tobaceo). No. 89903 [889]eotains a sp>ee-
inen of tobacco as prepared for smoking b y the Eskimo. This.consists

b a
FI(. 8.-To)bac-co pouche.s.

of common biack Cavendish or " -Navy " tobacco, eut uîp very fine, and
mixed with fliuely elopped wood iii the proportion of about two parts of
tobacco to one of wood. We were infored that willow twigs were used
for this parpose. Perlaps this mutay have somte slight aromatic flavor,
as well as serving to make the tobacco go fIlrter, thtought I did not
recogize auy ellavor in soine tobaco froan Eskimspo-hthat
1 olive suloked antd folind exeee*dilgliy bad. Tule sumell of al Eskinio's

Op. cit., p. 243.
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pipe is different from any other tobacco snoke and is very disagreeable.
It lias somie reseiblance to the snell of some of the cheaper brands of
North Carolina tobacco which are known to be adlulterated witlh other .
vegetable substances. The method of snokinîg is as follows: After
clearing ont the bowl witlh the picker, a little wad of deer hair, plucked
fron the clothes in some inconspicuous place, generally the front skirt
of the inner jacket, is ranned down to the bottoin of the bowl. This is
to prevent the fine tobacco frot getting iit(o the steni and clogging it
up. The bowl is then filled with tobacco, of which it only holds. a very
snall quantity. The mîoutlpiece is placed between" the lips, the tobacco
igniited, and all sm9ked ont in two or three strong inhalations. The
smioke is very deeply inlaled and a.llowed to pass ont slowly froin the
mouth and nostrils, bringing tears to the eyes, often producing giddi-
ness, and almost always a violent fit of coughing. I have seen a inan
alnost prostrated froin the effects of a single pipeful. This mnethod
of snoking las been in vogue since the time of our first acquaintance
with these people.,

Though they smioke little at a time, they smoke frequently when to-
bacco isplentiful. Of late years, since tobacco bas become plentiful, sone
have adopted white men's pipes, which they snoke without inhaling
and they are glad to get cigars, and, since our visit, cigarettes. In con-
versation with us tliey usually called ail means for smoking "pai'pa,ll.
the children sometimes specifying "pai'pa-sigya'" (cigar) or "mûkpara-
pai'pa," paper-piLe (eigarette). The use of the kui'nyu, which nanme
appears to be applied only to the native pipes, seemis to be confined to
the adults. We knew of no children owning thei, though their parents
made no objection to their chewing tobacco or owning or using clay or
wooden pipes which they otaiied from us. They carry their fondness
for tobacco so far that they will even eat the foul oily refuse from the
botton of the bowl, the sinallest portion of which would produce nausea
in a white nian. This habit lias been observed at Plover Bay, Siberia.2

Tobacco ashes are also eaten, probably for the sake of the potash they
contain, as one of the men ut Ultkiavwiii was fond of carbonate of soda,
which lie told the doctor was just like what lie got fron lis pipe.
Pipes of this type, differing in details, but ail agreeing in having very

smnall bowls, frequeitly of metal, iid soii conitri vaice for opening the

stem, are used by the Eskino from at least as far south as the Yukon
delta (as shownî by the collections in the National Museum) to the An-

See T. Simpson: Not content with chewing and smoking it, they swallowed the fumes till they

became sick, andl seemedl to revel ini a moîmentary intihcat ion." Point Banrrow (1$37h. Narrative, p. 156.

Also Kotzebue:" They chew, sntiff, sinoke, and even swallo-w the smioke." Kotzebue souînd (1816)

Voyage, vol. 1, p. 237. Beechey also descriies the peopLe of Hlothan Inlet in 1826 as amoking in the

nianner above described, obtaining tlie hair froum a strip of dogski tiei to the pipe. TIheir tobacco

wa inixed with wood. voyage, p. 300. Petitot (Monographie, ete...p. xxix) describeis a ipreeisely sim-

lar mnethod of smoking among the Mackenzie Eskinios. Tlheir tobacco was "melang6 à de la râcluro

de sauleI "and t he pipe .was called "k w ?iîepk,"1 Vocablaire, p. 54).

2 See Hlooper, Tents, etc., p. 177, and Dall, Alaska. p. 81.

gî
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derson River and Cape Batliiirst,' and have even been adopted by the
Indians of the Yukon, wlio learined the use of tobaceo from the Eskimo.
They are iuidoubte<dly of Siberian origin, as will be seen by conparinîg
the figure of a "Chunkeli" pipe in Nordenîskiild's Vega, vol. 2, p. 117,
Fig. 7, and the figure of a Tugguse pipe in Seebohn's "Siberia in Asia"
(p. 149), with the pipes figured from our collection. Moreover, the
method of smoking is precisely that practiced in Siberia, even to.the
proportion of wood mixed with the tobacco.2

The consideration of the question whence the Siberians aquired this
peculiar method of smoking would lead me beyond the boulids of the
present work, but I can not leave the subjeet of pipes without callinmg
attention to the fact that Nordenskiöiid 3 lias alluled to the resenblance
of these to the Japanese pipes. A gentleman who has spent many
years iii China also informns me that the Cliniiese pipes are of a very
similar type and snoked iiinmuch the same way.' The Greenlanders
and eastern Eskimo generally, whîo have learned the use of tobacco
directly fron the Europeans, use large-bowled pipes, whieh they smoke
in the ordinary manner. In talking witlh us the people of Point Barrow
call tobacco "tiba'" or "tibaki," but among'themselves it is still known
as ta'wak, which is the word found in use among them' by the earliest
explorers.5 I "Tiba" was evidently learned fron the American whalers,
as it was not in use in Dr. Simiipson's tine. It is inerely an attempt to
pronotince the word tobacco, but has beenY lopted into the Eskimo

This is an interesting fact, as it shows that the Eskimo front Deniarcation Point east learned to
smoke fron the people of Point Barrow, and not front the English or, the northern Indians, who use
pipes "niodeled after the clay pips ofI the Hudson Bay cmpany." (Dall. Alaska; p. 81, Fig . A.)
They acquired the habit sonmt, ime betwteen 1837, when T. simpson fod then ignorant of the use of
tobacco (se reference above, p. 65), and 1849, whion they were glad to receive it front Pullen andi Hooper.
(Tents. etc., p. 258.) Petitot (Monographie, etc., p. xxvi) states that the Eskimio of the Mackenzie
informed him that the use of tobacco and the forn of the pip, with blie hends, labrets, and otherthings,
catue through the neighhors fron a distant land called " Nate'povik," which he supposes to mean St.
Michaels, .but which, frotthe evilence of other travelers, is muinich iore likely fo mean Siberia.

The Eskimo geography, on which Fr. Petitot relies so strongly, is extreme'ly vague west of Barter
Island, and savors of the fabulousalnost as ntchas the Point Barrow stories about theeastern natives.
The evidence which leads Fr. Petitot to believe "Nat'povik" to be St. Michaels is.rather peculiar.
The Mackenzie natives call the people who ar neare8t to Nate"povik on the north " the Sedentary."
Now, the people who live ntearest to St. Michaels on the ntorth aré the "st edentary Amnerican Tchu-
katchis '(!): therefore Nate'povik is probably St. Michaels. (" Le notii Vatéporik senble convenir à
l'ancien fort russe MicheanCwski, en ce que la trihu innok la pls voisine de Ce poste, vers le nord, est
désignée par nos Tchiglit sous le non d' Apkw'am.méîut on- de Sédentaires; or telle est la position
géographique qui Convient aix sédentaires Tchukatchesanéricains, dont la limite la puis septen.
trionale, selon le capitaii'în ' Beechev..est la pointe Btrriw.") A slighit acquaintace with the work of
of Dall and other mnodern explorers iii this region wouldi have savei Fr. Petitot froti this and somer
other errors.

2 Sec W'range'll, Narrative of an E:-pedit-ion. etc.. p. 58. "-The Russians here [at Knlymsk, 1820]. 4
smioke in the nanner connmon to all the people of northern Asia; they draw in the tobacco smoke,
swaîlliw- it, and allow it to escape again by he nose and 'ars (!)." The tobacco is said to le mixed
with "fin'eliy powdered larch 1wooi, to m uake if goi futrtier" (ibitd.). S'ee also ibiotpr, Tttiîs, etc.: "Gen-
eraily, i beilitev. about one-third part of wood is used" (pp. 176 and 177: and NordenskiVd, vega, vol.
2, p). 116.)

3vega., vol. 2, p1. 116.
'See also Petitot, Monographie, etc., p. xxix.

See Beechey1. Voyge, p. 323; T. Simpson,.Narrative. p. 156-"tobacco, which thery cal
tawâe, or tawakh. a nanet acqulii-rid of course frnm 1ussian traders:' hoopr, 'T'ent., etc., p. 219; also
Maguire and J. Simupson, lic. cit. passimî. Petitot calls ta'wak "mot français corrompu" rD
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langtage sufficiently to be used as the radic-al in compoid words such
as -"tiba'xutka'ktûi, " " have a supply of tobacceo." There is.no
evidence that anything else was smîoked betoie the ilitro(luctiol of
tobacco, and io pipes seen or (c(ollected appear older than the timte wieni
we know them to have had tobacco. 1

HABITATIONS.

The winter house ( 'glu).-The permaent winter' Ioises are built ofwood 2 and thickly covered with clods of eairth. Ea'I chbouse conîsists of
a single room, nearly square, entered by a iunm derground passage about
25 feet long and 4 to 44 feet higli. The sloping nouînd of earth which

GRouND PLAN.

VCarTicAL SLc-rION.

Fio. 9.-Plans of Eskirimo winter houise.

covers the house, grading off insensibly to the level of the ground, gives.
the houses the- appearanee of )eing uiiderground, espeialy as the land
on which they stand is irreglar and hilly. W titout very carefl
ineasurements, which we were unable to make, it is impossible to telwhether the floor is above or below the surface of the ground. It is
cértainly not very- far cither wa. i ai inclined to thinik that a space

Since the above was written. the word for pipe. " kin-." ha,s been fonitd toI beof Siberian origin.Se the writer's article "On the siberian origii of sone cuistons of the wstrn Eskinos (Amer-ican Anthropologist. vol. 1, pp325-316j.
1a i soie if t h <11mer lîiiset the ri nns oftwiei art still to Ie seen at the soutiwest4,nd of theii vii-intge o 'tkhîr'w1ik. wiîai<' boue s sitriim<'t for t iuirs. CompareiLynurnal, p. 171, wiire thewiuittr h utit at Igi iiiik are dtescribled -tiîtrt:1,4îtîî't.i iotricttthebnsof-wiîais, iUflîeot'us. wal-rus4eq, anîd .snalli'r auins'witlî the ff iitersticî's illeil witii cartiol lnti is.
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at or near the top of a hillock is siriply leveled to receive the floor. In
this case the baek of the house oit a hill side, like somte in Utkiavwlîi,
would be underground.

The passage is entered at the farther end by a vertical shaft about 6
feet deep in the center of a steep nound of earth. Rouid the mouth is
a square frane or combing of wood, and blocks of wood are placed in
the shaft to serve as steps. One or two houses inI Utkiavwlii had ship's
companion ladders in the shaft. This entrance can be closed with a
piece of walrus hide or a wooden cover in severe weather or wheu the
famnily is away. The passage is about 4 feet wide and the sides and

FIG. 1O:-1Int4rior of igin, loioking toward loor.

roof are supported by timbers of whalebone. On the right hand near
the inner end is a good-sized ron opening fron the passage, whieh has
a wooden roof covered with earth, forming a second snall niioind close
to the house. with a smoke hole in the middle. and serves as a kitchen
while variois dark and irregular recesses oi the other side serve as
storeroons. The passage is always iey -anld dark.

At the inner end of the passage a circurlar trapdoor in the floor opens
into the main roon of the house, close to the wall at the middle of one
end. The floor is at suci a heighît fi-om the botton of the tunnel that a
man standing erect in the tunnel has his head and shoulers in the
room. These rooms vary soinewhbat in dimensions, but are generally
about 12 or 14 feet long and 8 or 10 feet wide. The floor, walls, and
roof are made of thick planks of driftwood, dressed smooth and neatly
fitted together, edge to edge. The ridgepole runs across the house and
the roof slopes towardi elach end. The two slopes are unequal, the front,
or that towards the entrance, beimg considerably the longer. The walls

î1
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are vertical, those at the ends being between 3 and 4 feet high, while
the sides run up to 6 or 7 feet at the ridgepole. The wall planks run
up and downi, and those of the roof from the ridge to the ends of the
house, where there is a stout horizontal timber. In some houses the
walls are made of paneled bulkheads from some wrecked whaler.

In the front of the house over the trapdoor there are no planks for a
space of about 2 feet. The lower part of this space is filled in with
short transverse beams, so as to leave a square hole close to the ridge.
This hole has a stoüit transverse bean at the top and botton and serves.
as a window. Wlhen the Ihouse is oceupied it is covered by a transhueent
membrane made of strips of seal entrail sewed together and stretched

Fia. 1.-Interior of iglu. lookingltoward bench.

over two archled sticks of liglit wood-whalebone was used in Dr. Simp-
son's timl-running liagonally across from corner to corner. The win-
dow is closed with a wooden shutter when the house is shut up in winter,
but both, apertures are left open in summer. Just aboye the window,
close to the ridgepole, ii a little aperture for ventilatioi. Across the
back of the room rims a .platforn or banquette, about 30 inches highlin
front and sloping back a little,wwhich serves as a sleeping and lounging
place. It is about 5 feet wide, and the front edge comes nearly under
the ridgepole. It: is mnade of tlick planks running across the house, and
supported at each end by a horizontal beam, the end of which projects
somewhat beyond the bench and is supported by a round post. At each
side of the house stands a lamp, and over these are suspended racks'in
the shape of snall ladders for drying clothing,2 etc. Deerskin blankets

Op. ci t.,p. 256.
2 Compare Hooper, Tents, etc., p. 46: "Small lattice sielves * on which moccasin*

are put to dry." Plover Biay. Sec also plate to face p. 160 P'arry's Second Voyage.



for the bed, which are rolled up and put under the bench wlhen not in use,
and a iumrîber of wooden tubs of various sizes-I counted nine tubs
and buckets in one bouse in Utkiavwlii -complete the furniture.

Two fanilies usually occupy such a house, in which case each wife has
her own end of the roon and lier own lanp, near which on the floor she
usually sits to work. Some houses contain but one family and others
more. I knew one house in Utkiavwlii whose regular occupants were
thirteen in number, namely, a father with lhis wife and adopted dauglhter,
two married sons each with a wife and child, his widowed sister with her
son and his wife, and one little girl. This house was also the favorite
stopping-place for people who came down fron Nuwtk to spend the
night. The furniture is ahv-ays arranged in the sanie way. There is
only one rack on ithe riglit side of the house and two on the left. OT
these the farther from the lanp is the place for th lamp of snow. In this
sane corner are kept the tubs, and the large general clamber pot and
the small male urinal are near the trap door. Dishes of cooked meat
are also kept in this corner. This leaves the other corner of the house

vacant for women visitors, who sit there and sew. -Male visitors, as well
as the men of the house when they have nothing to do, usually sit on
the edge of the banquette.

In sleeping they usually-iie across the banquette with their feet to
the wall, but soietimies, when there are few people in the house, lie

lengthwise, and occasionally sleep on the- floor under the banquette.
Petitot says that in the Mackenzie region only married people sleep with
their heads toward the edge of the banquette. Children and visitors
.lie witlh tlheir lieads the otier wa.y.1(SeeFi , ground plan andsection
of bouse, and Figs. 10 and 11, interior, from sketches by the writer.
For outside see Fig. 12, fron a photographi by Lieut. Ray).

At the back of the house is a high oblong scaffolding, made by set-
ting up tall poles of driftwood, four, six, or eiglht in number, and fasten-
ing on cross pieces about 8 or 10 feet from the ground, usually in two
tiers, of which the lower supports the frames of the kaiaks and the
upper spears aiu other bulky property. Nothing except very heavy
articles. such as sledges, boxes, and barrels, is ever left on the ground.
A man can easily reach this scaffold fron the top.of the bouse, but it is
high enoughu to be ont of reachi of the dogs. The cross pieces are usually
supported on crotehes made by lashing the lower jaw of a walrus to
the pole, so that one ramus lies along the latter. Scaffolds of this sort,
usually spoken of as "eaches" or "cache fraines," are of necessity used
among the Eskiiios generally, as it is the only way in which they can
protect their bulky property.>

I Monographie, etc., p. xiii.
2

See for instance, Crantz, listory of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 141; Franklin, 1st Exped., vol. 2, p. 194
(Coppernine River); 2d ExIedc., p. 121 (Mouth of the Mackenzie, wher they are made of drift logs
atack up so that the roots serve as crotehes to hold the cross pieces); Hooper. Tents, etc., pp. 4 228,
and 343 (PNover Bay. Point Barrew, and Toker Point); J. Sinpson, op. cii., p. 256 (Point 11arow); N-or-
denskiöld, Vega, vol. 2, p. 92 (Pitlekaj). -

MURDOCH.] HOUSES.
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Arounid Norton Sond, however, they use a more elaborate structure,
consisting of a regular little lhouise 6 leet square, raised 6 to 10 feet from
the groIund on foir posts.

Belonginig to eac lh household, and usually near-the house, are low
scafbdls for the large boats, rows of posts for strethiing lines of thong,
andi oe or more siall cellairs or murderground rooms framed with wlales'
bonés, the skull being frequently used for a roof, which serve as store-
houses for blubber. These may be called "blubber roomus."

These winter houses c1ani <onfly be occupied when the weather is cold
enough to keep the groîuînd hard frozen. Durinig the sunîmmer the pas-
sageways are full of water, whieh freéies at the begiingiuu< of winter

Fio. 1,2.-Holm in U'tkiarwifi

and is dug outwith a pipkax. The people of Utkiavwtitbegan to ome

to us to borrow our pickax t cleau ont tieir iglus about Sépteler 24,
1882, and all the houses were vacated before July 1, both seasons.

This partinlar formi of winter house, thouîgh iin general like those
built by other Eskimîuo, nevertheless differs iii mnany respects front anuy
described elsewhere. For instaice, the Greenlanil house ,as a oblong
flat-roofed building of turf and stones, with the passageway ·in the

middle of one side instead of one end, an(1 iot underground. Still, the
door and windows were ail on onme side, and the aiinette or "brix"
0oly on the sideopposite the eitraice. The windows were fomerly
nde of seal entrails, anîd tie passage, though not underground, wýas
still lower: than the floor of the iouse, so that it was iecessary to Stepi
up at eac 11end.2

A detailed description of the peculiar couîummal house of the East

1Dall, Abaska, ). 1I.
2 E e, Green.and, p. 114; Crautz, ili.story o Gren l, vol. 1, p. :39; Rik, Tal and raditions,

p.7.



Greenlanders, of whicli there is only one at each village, will be found
ini Capt. Hlohn's paper ln the Geografisk Tidskrift, v'ol. $,pp. 87-89. This
is the long holîuse of West Greenîlanid, still further elon.gated till it will
accomiilodate "half a score of ffiamiilies, that is to say, 30 to 50 people."
Jolin I)avis (1586) describestie liouses of the Greenlanders "neere the
Sea side,"l which were umade with pieces of wood on both sides, and
crossed over w-ith<poles and thei covered over with carth. -

At Iglulik the perimanent houses were dorne shaped, built of boues,
with the interstices tilled with turf, and had a short, low passage.2 No
other descriptions of permnanenit bouses are to be found until we reach the

Fio. I3.-round plan and section of winter house in Mackenzie region.

people of the Mackenzie regioli, whNo build liouses of timlîbers, of rather
a peculiar pattern, covered with turf, made in the forn of a cross,
of wlichi three or all fouir of the arms are the sleeping roonms, the floor
being raised into aloW banquette.? (See Fig. 13.) Petitot 4 gives a very
excellent detailed description of the houses of the A ndersn River people.
According to his aceolit thie passagewayis built up1 of blocks of ice. He
mentions one house witlh a single alcove like those at Point Bairrow.5

We have no descrition of the liouses at the villages betweenl Point
Barrnow and Kotzehe Sound, buît.at the latter place was foiunîd the

Ilakluyt, voyages tc. (159, p. 788.
2 Lyin, Journal, p. 171.
3,See Fig. 13, ground plan and section, copied from Pet ittt, Itu Mnographie, etc., p. X3:m.
4' Mngraphie, etc., p). xxi.Muee asorani, ed xp p. 121 (Miiuth 'If the Maukenzie, and pp. 215 and 216 (Atkinsoin

ueaso Franklino,'2 -. p ,.
Island, RZichardson. A grounl plan and section closely resciublinig Petitot's are given lhere); and
Hooper, Tents, etc., pi. 243 (Toker Point).
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large triple house described by Dr. Simpson, and compared by him
with that described )y ihardson, thougli in sonie respects it more
closely resembles those seen by Ilooper.' This house really lias a fire-
place in the iniddle, and in this approaclies the houses of the soutiiern
Eskimo of Alaska. According ,to Dr. Simpson, 2 "a modification of the
last form, built of undressed timber, and somnetimes of very snall dimen-
sions, with two recesses opposite each other, and raised a foot above the
m(iddle space, is very common on the shores of Kotzebue Sound," but lie
does not mnake it plain whether bouses like those used at Point Barrow
are not used there also.

This form of bouse is very like the large snow bouses seen by Lieut.
Ray at hunîting camps on Kulugrua. Dr. Simpson describes less perma-
nent structures whieh are used on the rivers, consisting of small trees
split and laid "inclining inward in a pyramidal fori towards a rude
square frane in the center, supported by two or more upright posts.
Upon these the smaller branches of the felled trees are placed, aid the
whole, except the aperture at the top and a smiall opening on one side,
is covered with earth or only sniow." 2 Tiese buildings, and especially
the temporary ones described by Dr. Simpson, used on the Nunatak,
probably gave rise to the statement we heard at Point .Barrow that
"the people south lad no iglus and lived only int tents." The bouses at
Norton Sound are quite difterent from the Point Barrow form. The
floor, which is not planked, is 3 or 4 feet under ground, and the passage
enters one 'side of the liouse, instead-of coming up through-the floor,.
and a small shed is biilt over-the outer entrance to the passage. The fire
is built in the middle of the house, under the aperture i n the roof whieh
serves for chimney and winidow, and there is seldom any banquette, but
the two ends of the room are fenced off by logs laid on the ground, to
serve as sleeping places, straw and spruce bouglis being laid down and
covered with gralífats.3

The houses in the Kuskokwin region are quite similar to those just
described, but are said to be built above ground in the interior, though
they are still covered with so(ds.4 Tiere are no published accounts of the
houses of the St. Lawrence islandIers, but tlhey are known to inhabit sub-
terranean or partly underground earth-covered liouses, built of wood,
while the Asiatic Eskino liave abandonded the old underground houses,
wlhieh were still in use at the end of tteiast century, and have adopted
thec double-skin tent oftthieChukehies.5 In addition to the' cae quoted by
Dall. Capt. (ook speaks of finding the natives of St. Lawrence Bay in
1778 lving in partly underground earti-covered lhouîses.6

1Sce ante.
2Op). cit, p. 2584.
IDall, Alhska. pp. 13 and 14, diagram on p. 13.
4 Petrof , leport, etc., p.15.

Pe >all. Coit. to N. A. Ethn., vol. 1, p. 105.
at East 'ape. Silbria. is composed of real iglas.

6
Third Voyage, vol. 2, p. 450.

Mr. E. w. Nelson tells me, however, that the village

I1 I1
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Arrangement in villagen.-The village of Utkiavwl il occupies a n arrow
strip of ground aîloig the edge of the cliffis of Cape Smîîyth, about 1,000
yards long, anid extenlinig soine 150 yards inlaid. The houses are
scattered amoing the hillocks witliout any attemnpt at regularity and at
different distaices from eaci otler, soitetines alone, and sometimes iii
groups of two contiguous houses, whieh often have a coimmon cache
frame. Nuiwtik, fron Dr. Simpson's accounit' and what we saw in our
hurried visits, is scattered in the saille way over the knolls of Point
Barrow, but lias its greatest extension iin a east and west direction.
Froin Simpson's account (ibid.) double houses appear more common at
Nuwùk than at UtkiavwTii, and lie even spaksof a few threefold ones.
AIl the houses agrue in facinîg south. This is undoubtedly to admit

the greatest anotnt of liglt in winter, and seens to be a tolerably
general custoni, at least amomg the northern Eskimo.2  I

The custon of having the dwelling face south appears to be a deeply
rooted one, as even the terts in suinnier all flce the same way.

The tents on the sandspit at Plover Bay all face west. The saie was
observed by the Krause brothers at East (ape. 4 At Utkiavwlii there
are twenty-six or twenty-seven inhabited louses. The uninhabited are
mostly ruins and are chiefly at the southwest enid of the village, though
the breaking away of the cliffs at the othter end has exposed the ruins
of a few other old houses. Near these are also the ruins of the buildings
destroyed by the ice catastrophe -lescribed above (p.31). "The mounds
at the site of the United States signtal station are also -the ruins of
old iglus. We were told that "long ago," before they had any iron,
five families who "talked like'dogs" inhabited this village. They
were called Isû'tkwamiiiunî. Similar mounds are to be seen at Pernyû,
near the preseit suminer camp. Aot tiese we onfly Iearied that
peo)le live( there 'long ago." We also heard of ruined houses on the
banks of Kuligrua.

Besides the dwellinîgs tliere are in Utkiavwlii tlhree and iii Nuwik
two of the larger buildings used for daneinîg, and as workrooms for the
men, so often spoken of amonig othe Eskimo.

Dr. Simpson states 5 that tlhey are nomîuinally the property of some of
the More wealtlhy nien. W e did not hear of this, nor did we ever hear
the different buildings distinguisied as "So-and-so's," as I amn inclined
to thinîk woldd have been the case had the custon still prevailed. They
are called k'dyigi or kû'drigi (karrigi of Simpson), a*word which cor-
responds, mutatis muîîtandis, with the Greenlandic kagsse, wlich ieans
first, a circle of Itills round a snall deep valley, anid thein a circle of

1 p. rit., p). 256.
2For example, I find it mentiond in oreenland by Kane, 1st Grinnell Exp., p. 40; at Iglulik.by

Parry, 2d Voy., p. 4 :J; and at the mout iof the Ma-kenzio by FranklinlIl'.xp., p. 121, as well L

by Dr. Simpsion at Nuwùk, op. rit., p. .

3 Frobisher says4 tho tents in Muta Inognit. (iii 1577) were "so pitched up. tia tht entranco into
themxu, is alwaies south, or against t l Sunne." ilakluyt's Voyages, etc., (1589) p. 628.

Geogrrapuhischo .Ultter, vol. 5, p. 27.

P0p. cit., p. 259.
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people who sit close together (and tien, curiously etougli a brothel).
At Ultkiavwlii they are situated about the middle of the village, onle
close to the bank anîd the otiers at the other edge of the village. They
are built like the other bouses, but aie broader titan long, with the
ridfgepole iii the middle, so thit the two slopes of the roof are equal,
and are not covered with turf, like the dwellings, being only partially
banked i> with earth.

The one visited by Lient. Ray oit the occasion of the 'tree dance"
vas 16 by 20 feet and'7 feet igh under te ridge, and ield sixty people.

In tIh fall and sprinîg, wlhen it is warmn enough to sit iii the k<'dylgi
without fi and with lithe viidow open, it is ised as a general lounging

place or club rooin by thêimen. Those who have carpentering andI sin-
ilar work to do bring it there and others come simply to lounîge and
gossip andliear the latest news, as the huîînters when they cone in gen-
erally repair to the kû'dylgi as soon a they have put away their
equipments.

They are so.fond of this general resort tihat when iearly the whole
village was encanped at [ kpftii in the spring of 1883, to be near the
whaling ground, they extemporized a club hoiuse by arranging four
timbers large enougli or seats iii a hollow square near the middle of
the camp. The men take turis in eatering ftr the club, cach man's
wife furnishing and ooking the food for the assembled party whient
her h usbands turn comes. The lutb house, however, is not used as a
sleeping place for the menof thîe'village, as it is said1 to be iii the terri-
tory south of Bering Strait, nor as a hotel for visitors, as in the Nor-
toit Sound region2 Visitors are either entertained iii soute dwelling or
build temporary snow huts for themselves.

The kû'dylgi is not used l in the winter, probably on account of the
difficulty of warming it. except ou ithe occasions of the dances, festivals,
or conjuring ceremoinies. Crevices in the waills are then covered with
blocks of snow, a slab of transparent ice is fitted into the window, and
theli ouse is lighted and heated vith Lamps. Buildings of this sort
and used for essentially the saine puriposes bave beei observed niiong
nearly aill knowni Eskimo, except the Greenlanders. who, however,
still retain the tradition of sucl structures Evein the Siberiani Eski-
mîo, who have abanîdoIIed the iglu,still retaied the kåî'dyIgi untttil a
recent date at least. as Ilooper saw at Oong-wy-sac a pertbrmance in a
"large tent, ap >areitlv erected for and devoted to publie purposes
(possibly as a counnil room as well as a theater, ihr in plae of the

1 Petroff, Report, et.. p. 128.
2 Dail. Aiaska, p. 16.
S se R ink, Talean Trdi os p. also Gengrafisk Tidskrift, vol 8, p. 141. speaking of build-

ings of this sort, Dr. inizk says: Men i Groland kijiemiles de vel kun af Sagnet. Paa oer nisko vil

man have paavist lPrinenc af en saadan lygning. som bsynderlig no k srlig sagdes at have va-ret
ixenitei til Fiistiglitedr af erit isk Natur." n1-a.s, "The Ceitral Eskimo," passim; ni , Journal, p.325
(igluik: Rticharidson, in Frank linirs 2d Exp., pp. 215-216 (A tkinson iand): Per-tot, Monographie

etc., xxx; "Eécjhini. 'u 11maison1 des ssmilibls:" cy îvya , p, 25 (Pint in pe): Dall, A laska, p1.

16 and eliewhere; 1'etrol -f, Ep. . 12 and elsewiere.
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usual inner apartments only a species of bench of raised earth ran
roiind it)." 1  These buildings arc nunerous and particularly large and
mucli used south of Bering Strait, where they are also used as steamn
bath houses. 2

Snow houses (apúiya).-IIoises of snow are used only temporarily, as
for instance at the hunting grounds on the rivers,.and occasionially by
visitors at the village who prefer having their own quarters. For
example, a man and his wife who had been living at Nuwûk decided in
the winter of 1882.283 to come down and settle at Utkiavwiii, where.
the woman's parents lived. Instead of going to one of the houses in
the village, they built themîselves a snow house in which they spent
the winter. The inan said l iintended to built a wooden house the
next season. These houses are not built on the dome or beeluive shape so
often described among the Eskimo of the niddle region of Dr. RinkA

The idea naturally suggests itself that this form of building is
really a snow tupek or tent, while the form used at Point Barrow is
simply the iglh built of snow instead of wood. When built on level
ground, as in the village, the snow house consists of an oblong roon
about 6 feet by 12, with walls made of blocks of snow, and high enough
for a person to stand up inside. Beams or poles are laid across the top,
and over these is stretched a roof of canvas. At the south end is a
low narrow covered passage of snow about 10 feet long leading to a
low door 'not over 2½ feet high, above which is the window, made, as
before.described, of seal entrail. The opening at the outer end of the
passage is at the top, so that one climibs over a low wall of snow to
enter the house.

At the right side of the passage, close to the house, is a small fire-
place about 24 feet square and built of slabs of snow, with a smoke hiole
in the top and a stick stuck across at the proper height to hang a pot
on. Wlen the first fire is built in such a fireplace there is considerable
nelting of the surface of the snow, but as soon as the fire is allowed
to go out this· freezes to a liard glaze of ice, whicl afterwards melts
ouly to a trifling extent. Opposite to the door of thehliouse, which is
protected by a curtain' of canvas, corresponding to the Greenlandic
ubkuaK, "a skin which is ung up before .the entrance of the house," 4

the floor is raised into a banquette about 18 inches high, on which are
laid boards and skins. Cupboard.s are excavated under the banquette,
or in the walls, and pegs are driven into the walls te hang things on.

à Tentèi, etc.. p.. 136.
2 See references tiall and Petroff. above.
3 Parry, 2nl Voy., p. 160 and plate opposite; Franklin,l st Exped. vol. 2, pp. 4.3-47. ground plan, p. 46;

Boas, "CEntral Eskimo," pp. 539-553; Knnlien. Contributions, etc., p. 31; Petitot, Monographie. etc.,
p. xvii (a full description with a gronnd plan and section on p. xix), and all the popular accounts of
the Eskimo.

4Gronlandsk Ordhog, p:404; Kane's 1t Grinnell Exp., p. 40, calls it a "skin-covered door." Com.
pare, also, tht skinor matting hunt tver the entrance of the hoistes at Norton sound. Dall, Alaska, p.
13, and the bear-skin doors of the Ntuatainmiun and other Kotzebue sound native, mentioned by Dr.
simpson, op. cit., p. 259.
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82 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

As sucb a house is only large enough for one family, there is only one
lamp, which stands at the right-hand side of the house'.

At the hunting grounds, or on the.road thither in the winiter, a place
is selected for theb ouse where the snow is deeply drifted u nder the edge
of some bank, so that most of the house can be made by excavation.
When necessary, the walls are built up and roofed over with slabs of.
snow. Such a bouse is very speedily built. The first party that goes
over the road to the lhunting grouind usually builds houses at the end of
each day's inarch, and these serve for the parties coming later, who
hat.e sinply to clear out the drifted snow or perlaps make some sliglit
repairs. On arriving at the hunting grounîd they establish themselves
in larger and more comfortable bouses of the same sort; generally for
two families. Lieut. Ray, who visited these canps, bas drawn the plan
represented in Fig. 14. There is a banquette, a, at each end of the room,

b.r d c

c

Fia. 14.-Ground plan of largo snow bouse.

which is much broader than long (compare the formîî of house comion
at Kotzebue Sound, ineiîtioned above,-p. 78), bit only one lamp, on
alow shelf of snow, b, rumiing aeross the back of the room and excavated
below into a. sort of cupboard. There are also similar cupboards, e, atdif-
ferent places iii the walls, and a long tunnel,f, with the usual storerooms,
, and kitchen, l, from whicl a branicl tunnel often leads to( an adjoining

bouse. The floor is marked d. the enîtrance t4 the tunnel g, and the
door e. The bouse is lighted by the seal-gut winidows,'of the iglu
brought from the village.

On going into camp the railed sled is stuck points down into the snow
and net-poles, or ic-picks, thrust througl the rails, making a teupo-
ra¶y cache frame,' on which are hug bulky articles-snowshoes and

1Compare Dr. Simpson's description. op. cit.. p. 259.
42 Compare the woodcut on p. 406, vol. . oftKane's 2d Exp., wher- two sleds are rrpiesented as tfuck

up on end with their upstanders" meeting to forrn a platforru-Smitb Sound.
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guns.' Small storehouses of snow or ice are built to contain provisions.
In the autumn many suchliouses are built in the village, of slabs of
clear fresh-water ice about 4 inches thick cemented together by freezing.
These resemble the buildings of fresh-water ice at Iglulik, describedMy
Capt. Lyon. 2

Other temporary structures of snow, sometimes erected in the village,
serve as workshops. One of these, which was built at the edge of the
village in April, 1883, was an oblong building long enough to hold an
umiak, giving sufficient room to get around it and work, and between 6
and 7 feet bigh. The walls were of blocks of snow and the roof of can-
vas stretched over poles. One end was left open, but covered by a canvas
curtain, and a banquette of snow ran along each side. It was lighted
by oblong slabs of clear ice set into the walls, and warmed by several
lamps. Several men in succession used this house for repairing and
rigging up their umiaks, and others who had whittling to do brought
their work to the saine place.

Such boat shops are sometimes built by digging a broad trench in a
snowbank and roofing it with canvas. Women dig small holes in the
snow, which they roof over with canvas and use for work-rooms in which
to dress seal skins. In such cases there is probably some superstitious
reason, which we failed to learn, for not. doing the work in the iglu.
The tools used in buildin g the snow houses are the universal wooden
snow-shovel and the ivory snow-knife, for cutting and trimming the
blocks. At the present day saws are very much used for cutting the
blocks, and also large iroi knives (whalemen's "boarding knives," etc.)
obfained from the ships.

Tents (tupèk).-During the summer all the natives live in tents,
which are pitched on (ry places upon the top of the cliffs or upon the
gravel beach, usually in small camps of four or five tents each. A few
families go no farther than the dry banlks just southwest of the village,
while the rest of the inhabitants. who have not gone eastward trading
or to the rivers iunting reindeer are strung along the coast. The first
camp below Utkiavwii is just beyond the double lagoon of Nunava,
about 4 miles away, and the rest at intervals of 2 or 3 miles, usually at
some -little inlet or stream at plaees called Sê'kqluka, N!tké'drixo, Kuos-
u'gru, Nunil'ktiau, Ipersua, W'blkpa (Refuge Iliet, according to Capt.
Maguire's mnap, Parl. Rep. for 18,54, opp. p. 186), Er'nlywlii, SI'iaru,
and Sa'kämna. It is these sumnier camps seen from passing ships
which have given rise to the accotints of numerous villages along this
coast. There is usually a snall camp on the beach at SI'nnyù and one
at Imê'kpûii, while a few go to Pernyû even early in the season.

As the sea opens the people fromn the lower camps travel up the coast
and concentrate at Pernyû, where they meet the Nuwuiimiun, the Nuna-

1 Firiarmîs can not e1 cairried iinto a warn room in cold weather, as the moisture inU the air Immedi-
ately condenase on the coll suirface of the uetal.

2 Journal, p. 204; see also the plate opposite p. 358of Parry's2d Voyage.
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84- THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

taFiimiunî traders, and the whalenen, and are joinled later in the season
by the trading parties returning from the east, all of whom stop for a
few days at Pernyû. On returning to the village also, in September,
the tents are pitched in dry places among the houses alnd occupied till
the latter are dry enough to live in. Tents are used in the autuinîal
deer imnts, before snow niioug fais to buil snow houses. In the spring
of 1883, when the hlind floe was very heavy and rought off Ltkiavwlii,
all who weregoing wlaling in the Utkiavwlil boats went into camp
with their families in tents pitched on the crown of the beach at Imuêk
pûñ, whence a path led off to the open water.

The tents are nowadays always mîuade ofv loth, either saileloth obtaiied
from wrecks or drilling, which is purchased from the ships. The latter
is preferred as it makes a lighter tent and both dark blue and white are
used. Reindeer or seal skins were used for tents as lately as 1854.
Elson saw tents of sealskiîn lined with reindeer skin at Refuige Inlet
and Hooper mentions sealskin tents at Cape Smyth and Point Barrow.2
Dr. Simuîpson gives a description of the skini tents at Point Barrow.3

lIndeed, it is probablethat canvas tents were not common until after the
great "wreck seasons" of 1871 and 1876, when so Imainy whlIaleslips
were lost. The Nuniataîiuniii at Pernyû luid tents of deerskin, and I
remnember also seeing one sealskin tent at th same place, which, it is
my impression, belonged to a Ian from Utkiarwiñï. Deerskin tents are
used by tlie Anderso River natives while sealskins are still inII use ii
Greenland and the east generally. The natives south of Kotzebue
Sound (10 not lise teIIts, but have suimier houses erected above ground
and described as "gen uerally log structtures roofed with skins and open
in front."6  That they have not always been ignorant of tents is shown
by the use of the word "topek"ifor a dwelling at Norton Sounl.7

The tents at PIoint Barrow are still constructed iii a manner very sim-
ilar to that described by Dr. Simpson (sec reference above). Four orfive
poles about 12 feet long are fastened together at the top and spread out
so as to forin a cone, with a base about 12 feet in diameter. Inside of
these about 6; feet fronm the grouid is Lashed a large hoop, upon which
are laid shorter poles (sometimes spears, umiak oars, etc.). The canvas
cover, which is now made in one piece, is wri'pped spirally rouînd this

-Beehly's Voyage, p. 315.
2

Tents, etc., pp. 2191, 225.
S'Op. cit., p. 26<).
411 acFarlane MSS. and Ptitot. Monographie, etc., p. xx, des tentes voniq1es (tnppepk) en peaux de

renne."
See Link. Tale, etc., p. 7 ("skins" in this passage uîndoubtedly means sealskins, as they are more

plentiful than deerskins atong the Greenlanders, and were used foirt is pîurpose in Eged's t iue-Green,
land, p. 117; and Kumlien, op.cit., p. 33.). ln east Greenlanue crding to Hl m, " mneren ho Angs-

mia"Saikerne i Telte,derere Ibtruknemned d ebbetskiidi have Tariskinr.F Gor. BOTi,
rol. 8, p. 89. lin Frobi.shetr'. -s e rip)tioni of Aleta Incogntita (in 1577), hie says: " Thetir hiouises are tents
miade of seale skinis. pitched u pii) wit h 4 Firre g ua.rte-rs.:f'oure squiare, imeeting at -flthetpe- n the skinnesq
sewed toehrwthsn e.adlydteepn"Hku ' oaeetc. (158), p.6-18.sealooa
"Central Es-kimio."

Petroff, op. cit., p. 128.
Dealakap. 13.
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framne, so that the edges do not neet in front except at the top, leaving
a triangular space or doorway, tilled iii with a curtaint of vjiici part is a
translucent imiembrane, whiceh ca be covered at night with a piece of
cloth. A striig uis froi tie upper cdrier of tie cloth round the apex
of the teit anid coimies obliquely downî the front to aboIt the mniddle of
the edre of the otier emd of the cloth.. The two edges are also lield
together by a string across the entrance. HeaLvy articles, stonîes, gravel,
etc., are laid on the flap of the tent to keep it downî, and spears, pail-
dies, etc., are laid up againîst the outside. (See Fig. 15, fromi a photo-
graph by Lient. lRay.)

inside of the tent tiere is inuchi less furniture thait in the iglu, as the
lamp is niot needed >or heating aîîd lightinîîg, aid the cooking is done
outdoors ont tripods erected over tires. The sleeping plice is at the

Fn. 15.-Tent on the beach at Utkiavwifi.

back of the tenit, and is uisuîally mnarked off by laying a log across the
floor, anîd spreaîdig boards on the grounîd. Not more thlani one fa nuily
usially ocipy a teiit. The tenits at the whaling camp iieitioied above
were, at tirst, titted ont witl snow passages and tirephlaes like a snîow
luit, ai mîany lad a low w'all of snow arotund thein, but these had all
mnelted befire the camp was abanldoned.

Tlese teiits differ coisiderably iii inilel fron those in use in the east,
tlough ail are made b stretchiing a cover over radiating poles. For
example, the tenîts iii Greland have the fiant inearly vertical,' while at
Cumberlandl Gulf two sets of poles connected by a ridgepole are used,
those lor the frout beiig the shorter.2  The fiashion at Igluîlik is soute-

Egede, Greenland, p. 117: Cranttz, vol. 1. p. 141; Rink. Tales, etc., p. 7.
2 Kumlien, op. cit., p. 33.

M"!Me.loml - - à , -1ý1- W 9



86 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

what similar.1 Small rude tents onily large enough to 1hok1 one or two
people are used as habitations for women during confinement, and for
sewing rooms when they are working on deerskins' in the autumn.
Tents for the latter purpose- are called "su'dliwlii," the place for
working.

HOUSEHOLDI UTENSILS.

FOR HOLDING AND CARRYING FOO), WATER, ETC.

Canteenr(i'mutin).-None of the canteens,tie use ofwhich lias been
described above (under "Drinks"), 'were obtained for the collection.
They were seen only by Lieut. Ray and Capt. Herendeen, who made
winter journeys with the natives. They describe them as made of seal-
skins and of small size. I find no published mention of the use of such
canteens among the Eskimo elsewhere, except in Baffin Land.2

Wallets, etc.-Food and such things are carried in roughly made bags
of skin or cloth, or sometimes merely wrapped up in a piece of skin or
entrail, or whatever is convenient. Special bags, however, are used for
bringing in the small fish which are cauglit through the ice. These are
flat, about 18 inches or 2 feet square, and made of an oblong piece of
sealskin, part of an old kaiak cover, doubled at the bottom and sewed up
each side, with a thong to sling it over the shoulders.

Buckets and tubs.-Buckets and tubs of various sizes are used for
holding water and other fluids, blubber, flesh, entrails, etc., in the house,

and are made by bending a thin
plank of wood (spruce or fir) round
a nearly circular bottom and sew-
ing the ends together. These are
probably all obtained fron the Nu-
natañimiun, as it would be alnost
impossible to procure suitable
wood at Point Barrow. The col-

- - lection contains four specimens-
two tubs and two buckets.

- No. 56764 [370] (Fig. 16) will
serve as a type of the water bucket

- (kûtau'v). A thin strip of spruce
s inches wide is bent round a circu-
lar bottom of the sanme wood 101

I .1.--w ooden hkckt. inches in diaieter. The edge of
the Latter is slightly rounded and

fits into a siallow croze one-fourth inch fromi the lower edge of the strip.
The ends of the strip overlap 3 inches and are sewed together with
narrow strips of whaleborne in two vertical seams of short stitches, one

1see Parry's 2nd Voyage, p.271 îand plate opposite. Compare also Chappell, " Hudson Bay," pp.75-
7

7
, ligure on p. 75.
2 When out traveling, thev umostly carry tlîcir water supply in a seal's stomach, prepared for the

purpose." Kuilien, op. cit., p. 41. Compare also Hall, Arctic Researches, p.584.
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seain close to the outer end, which is steeply chaimfered off and paiînted
red, andi the other 1.6 inches from this. Both seans are countersunik in
shallow grooves on the outer part. The bucket is orllainented viti a
shallow groove rulnning round the top, and a vertical groove between
the seans. Tiese grooves and the sean grooves are painted red. The
bail is of stout iron wire fastened on by two. cars of white walrus ivory
cut into> a rude outline of a whale, and secured by neat lashings of wh1ale-
bone passing through corresponding lioles in the ear and the becket.
The bicket has been sone time in use.

No. 56763 [369] is a bucket with a bail, and very nearly of the saine
shape and dimensions. It lias, however, a bail mnade of rope yarnls
braided together, and the ccars are plain flat pieces of ivory. Buckets
of this size, with lails, are especially used for water, particularly for
briiging it fron the ponds and streamus. The naine "kftaute" corre-
sponds to the Greenflandic kátauaK, " a water-pail with which water is
brouglht to the house."

No. 89891 [1735] (Fig. 17), w1ich is nearly new, is a very large tub
(ilulkpii, whieh appears to inean "a capacious thing ") without a bail,
and is 11 inches higl and 20 in' diamueter.
The sides are made of two pieces of )laiik
of equal length, whos ends overlap alter-
nately aid are sewed together as before.
The bottom is in two pieces, one large and
one s mall, neatly fastened together with
two dowels, and is not only hield in by hav-
ing its edge claifered to fit the croze, but
is pegged in with fourteen snall treenails.
The seans, edges, and two ornamental
grooves around the topi are painted red as F1. 1 Large tub
before.

No. 8989() [1753] is sialler, 9-7 inches higli and 14.5 in diameter. It
has no bail, and is ornamînented with two grooves, of which the lower is
painted with blaek lead. The botton is in two equal pieces, fastened
together with three dowels. This is a niew tub and has the knotholes
neatly plugged with wood. There are a number of these tabs in every
house. They are known by the generic înamne of imnusiûru (which is ap-
pflied also to a barrel, aid which meaus literally " an unusual cup or
dipper," snall cul)s of the sane shape being called i'musycî), but have
special namnes signifving their use. For instance, the little tub about 6
inchies in diamîeter, used by the males as a urinal, is called kúvwiù
("the place for urine.") One of these large tubs always stands to
catch the drip fron the lump of snow in the house, and those of thle
largest size, like No. 89891 [1735]. are the kind .used as chamnber pots.

Xessels of this sort are ini use throughout Alaska, and have been ob-
served anong flie easterin Eskimo where they have wood enough to

1Grenl. Ordbog., p. 135.
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make them. For instance, the Eskimo of the Coppermine River
"form very neat dishes of fir, the sides being made of thin deal, bent
into an oval form, secured at the ends by sewing, and fitted so nicely
to the bottom as to be perfectly water-tight." 1 There are specimens in
the Museum from the Mackenzie and Anderson Rivers, described in the
MacFarlane MS. as "pots for drinking with, pails for carrying and
keeping water, and also as chamber pots. Oil is also sometimes carried
in thein in winter."

In some places where wood- is scarce vessels of a similar pattern a
made of whalebone. Vessels "made of whalebone, in a circular form
one piece being bent into the proper shape for the sides," are mentioned
by Capt. Parry on the west shore of Baffins Bay,2 and "circular and
oval vessels of whalebone" were in use at Iglulik.? This is thé same
as the Greenlandic vessel called pertaK (a name which appears to have
béen transferred in the form pïtúiîio to the wooden meat bowl at Point
Barrow), "a dish made of a piece of whalebone bent into a hoop, which
makes the sides, with a wooden bottom inserted." 4 Nordenskiöld
speaks of vessels of whalebone at Pitlekaj, but does not specify the

. pattern.5 Whalebone dishes were used at Point Barrow, but at the
present day only small ones for drinking-cùps are in general service.
One large dish was collected. (Fig. 18. No. 89850 [1199]).

A strip of whalebone 4j inches wide is bent round a nearly circular
bottom of cottonwood so as to for m a small tub. The edges of the bot-

tom are chamfered to fit a
shallow croze in the whale-
bone. The overlapping ends
of the whalebone are sewed
together with a strip of
whalebone in long stitches.
This. dish is quite old.and
impregnated with grease.
Vessels of this kind are un-
common, and it is probable
that none have been made
-since whalebone acquired its

present commercial value.
They were very likely in much more general use formerly, as when there
was no such market for whalebone as at present it would be cheaper to
make tubs of this material thn to buy wooden ones. In corroboration
of this view it may be noted that Dr. Simpson does not mention wooden-
ware among the articles brought for sale by the Nunataîimiun.6" The
small whalebone vessels will be described under drinking cups, which
see.

'Franklin, 1st Exp., vol. 2 p. 181. 'Gron. Ordbog., p. 293.
2First Voy., p. 286. 6 Vega, vol. 2, p. 124.
asecond Voy., p. 5w3. $Op. cit., p. 266.
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Meat bowl.-(Pltñfio, see remarks on p. 88.) Large wooden bowls

are used to hold meat, fat, etc., both raw and cooked, whichi are gen.
erally served. on frays, These are of local manufacture and carved
from blocks of soft driftwood. The four specimens collected are ail
made of cottonwood, and, excepting No. 73570 [408], have been long in
use and are thoroughly impregnated with grease and bloôd.

'No. 8986 [1322] (Fig. 19) will serve as the type. This is deep andj
nearly circular, with flat bottom and rounded sides. The brim is orna.:
mented with seven large sky-blue glass beads imbedded in it at equal
intervals, except on one side, where there is a broken notch in the place
of a bead.

Another, No. 89863 [1320], is larger and not flattened on the bottom,
and the brim is thinner.
It is also provided with
a bail of seal thong, very
neatly made, as. follows:-
One end of the -thong
is knotted with a single
knot into one of the holes
so as to leave one long
part and one short part
(about 3 inches). The
long part is then carried .19.-Mea how.
across and through the
other hole from the outside, back again through the first hole and again
across, so that there are three parts of thong stretched across the bowl.
The end is then tightly wrapped in a close spiral round all the other
parts, including the short end, and the wrapping is finished off by
tucking the end under the last turn. The specimen shows the method
of mending wooden dishes, boxes, etc., which have split. - A hole is
bored on each side of the crack, and through the two is worked a neat
lashing of narrow strips of whalebone, which draws the parts together.

In No. 89865,{1321], which has b een split wholly across, there are six
such stitches, nearly equidistant, holding the two parts together. This
bowl is strengthened by neatly riveting a thin flat "strap" of walrus
ivory-along the edge across the end of the crack. These three bowls
are of nearly the same shape, which is the common one. The newbowl
(No. 73570 [408]) is of a less common shape, being not so nearly hemis-
plierical as the others, but shaped more like a common milk pan. It is
ornamented with straigit lnes drawn in black lead, dividing the sur-
face into quadrants. These were probably put on to catch the white

. man's eye, as the bowl was made for the market. Dishes of this descrip-
tion are common throughout Alaska (see the National M4Luseum collec-
tions) and have been noted 'at Plover Bay.1

Hooper, Tenta, etc., p.147.
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FOR PREPARING FOOD.

Pots of stone and other materials (u'tkuzïi).-In former times, pots of
soapstone resembling those employed by the eastern Eskimo, and
probably obtained from the same. region as the lamps, were used for
cooking food at Point Barrow, but the natives have so long been able
to procure metal kettles. directly or indirectly from the whites (Elson
found copper kettles at Point Barrow in 1826)' that the former have
gone;wholly out of use, and at the present day fragments only are to be

7- found. There are four such fragments in' the collection, of which three
are of the same model and one quite different.

No. 89885-6 [1559] (Fig. 20) is sufficiently whole to show the pattern
of the first type. It is of soft gray soapstone. A large angular gap is
broken'from the-middle of one side, taking ont about half of this side,

and a small angular
piece from the bot-
tom. From the cor-
ner of this gap the
pot has been broken
obliquely across the-
bottom, and mended
in three places with
stitches of whale-

o. e.-stone pot. bone made as de-
scribed under No.

89865 [1321]. Oue end is cut down for about half its height, and the
edge carried round in a straight line till it meets the gap in the broken
side. This end appears to have been pieced with a fresh piece of stone,
as there are holes for stitches in the edge of the whole side and in the
upper edge of the broken side. There are also two "stitch holes" at
the other side of the gap, showing how it was originally mended.A
low transverse ridge across. the middle of the whole end was probably
an ornament. Iloles for. strings by which the pot was hung up are
bored one-fourth to one-half inch from the "brim. Two of these are
bored obliquely through the corners, which are now broken off. The
holes in the sides close to the corners were probably made to take the
place of these. The pot is neatly and smnoothl1y made, and the brim is
slightly rounded. It shows sigus of great age, and is blackened with
soot and crusted with oil and dirt

Nos. 89886 [680] and 89868 [1096] are much-less complete. They 'are
the brokén ends of pots slightly sinaller than the above, but of pre-
cisely the same pattern, even to the ornamental transverse ridge across
the end.: The string holes are bored through the corners as before, and

Boechey's Voyage, p. 572.
2
This specimen was broken in transportation, and the pieces received. different Muîsoum numbers.

It is now mended with glue.
Compare these pots with the two figured in Parry's 2d Yoyage (plate opposite p. 160). The smaller

of these has a ridge only on the end, but on the larger the ridge runa all the way round. The plate
also shows how the pots were hung up. See also Fig. 1, plate opposite p. 548.
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in both pots are holes showing where they have been mended by whale-
bone stitches, fragments of which are still sticking in one pot. This
method of mending soapstone vessels by sewing is mentioned by Capt.
Parry as practiced at Iglnlik.'

No. 89883 [1097] (Fig. 21) is a small pot of a quite different shape,
best understood.from the figure. Round the edge are eight holes for
strings nearly equidistant. The oitside is rough, especially-the
bottom.- One of the sides ismucih gappedrand the éute tip has been
broken off obliifièly~ai'nmended with a stitch of whalebone. The care
used in mending these vessels shows that they were valuable and not
easily replaced. I can
find no previous mention
of the use of stone ves-
sels for cooking on .the
western coast, and there
are no specimens In the
National Museum collec-
tions. The only Eskimo
stone vessels are a couple
of small stone bowls from
Bristol Bay. These are - IG. 21.--sa tom e.
very much the shape of
the wooden bowls above described, and appear to have been used as oil
dishes and not for cooking,as the.inside is crusted with grease,·while the
outside is not blackened. -On the other hand, stone cooking pots are
very generally employed even now by the eastern Eskimos, and have
been freqnently described. 2  The close resemblance of the pots from,
Point Barrow to those described by Capt. Parr, taken i connection
with Dr. Simpson's statement 3 that the stone lamps were brought from
the east, renders it very probable that the kettles were obtained in the
same way. The absence of this utensil among the southern Eskimo of
Alaska is probably due to the fact that being inhabitants of a well
wooded district they would have no need, of contrivances for.cooking
over a lamp.

I obtained three fragments of pottery, which had every appearance
of great age and were said to be pieces of a kind of cooking-pot which
they used to make "long.ago, when there were no iron kettles." The
material \was said to be earth (nu'na), bear's blood, and feathers,
and appears to have been baked. They are irregular fragments (No.

12d voyage, p. 502.
II need only refer to Crantz, who describes the "bastard-marble kettle," hanging "by four strings

fastened to the roof, which kettle is a foot. long and half a foot broad, and shaped like a longish box".
(vol. 1, p. 140); the-passago from Parry's 2d Voyage, referred to above; Kumlien, op. cit., p. 20 (Cum-
berland Gulf); Boas, "Central Eskimo," p. 545; and Gilder, Schwatka's Search, p.260 (West Shore
of Hudson nay).

2op. cit., pp. 267-269.
dCompare the cernent for joining picces of soapatono vessels mentioned by Boas ("Central Eskimo,"

p. 526) consiating of "seal's blood, a kind of clay, and dog's hair."

I î
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89697 [1589], Fig. 22) of perhaps more than one vessel, which appears
to have been tall and cylindrical, perhaps shaped like a bean-pot, pretty
smooth inside, 'and coated with dried oil or blood, black fron age.
The ontside is rathèr!oughi, and marked with faint ròunded transverse
ridges, as if a large cord had been wound round the vessel while still
soft. The largest shard has been broken obliquely across and mended
with two stitches of sinew, and all are very old-and black.

Beechey (Voyage, p. 295) speaks of "earthen jars for cooking" at
Hotham Inlet in 1826 and 1827, and Mr. E. W. Nelson has collected a

Fia. 22.-Fragments of pottery.

few jars from the Norton Sound region, very like hat those used at
Point Barrow niust have been. Choris figures a si nilar vessel in bis
Voyage Pittoresque, Pl. i (2d), Fig. 2, fron Kotzeb e Sound. Metal
kettles of various sorts are now exclusively used for cooking, and are
called by the same naine as the old soapstone vessels whieh it will be
observed corresponds to the name used by the eastern Eskimo. Light
sheet-iron camp-kettles are eagerly purchased and th y are very glad
to get any kind. of small tin cans, such as preserved eat tins, which
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they use .for holding water, etc., and sometimes fit with bails of string
or wire, so as to use them for cooking porridge, etc., over the lamp.
They had learned the value of these as early as Maguire's time,' as had
the people of Plover Bay in 1849.2

Bone crushers.-In preparing food it is often desirable to break the
large bones of the meat, both to obtain the marrow and to1lafitate the
trying out of the fat for making the pemmican already described. Deer
bones are crushed into a sort of coarse bone-meal for feeding the dogs
when traveling. For this purpose heavy short-handled stone mau]ls are
used. These tools may have been formerly serviceable as hammers for ,
driving treenails, etc., as the first specimen obtained was described as
"savik-pidjûk-nunamisinl'ktue-kau'tc" (literally "iron-not-dead-ham-r
mer"), or the hammer used by those nowdâead, who had no iron. For
this purpose, however, .they are wholly superseded by iron hammers,
and are now only used for boue crushers. The collection contains a
large series of these implements, namely, 13 complete mauls and 13
unhafted heads. Al are constructed on the same generaI plan, con-
sisting of au oblong roughly cylindrical mass of stone, with flat ends,
mounted on the expanded end of a short haft, which is applied to the
middle ofone side of the cylinder and is slightly curved, like the handle
of an adz. Such a haft is frequenty made of the "branch" of a rein-
deer antler, and the expanded end i. made by cutting off a portion of
the "beam" where the branch joins it. A haft so made is naturally
elliptical and slightly curved at right angles .to the longer diameter of
the. ellipse, and is applied to the head so that the greatest thickness
and therefore the greatest strength comes in the line of the blow, as in
a civilized ax or hammner. Tlhe head and haft are held together by a
lashing of thopg or three-ply braid of'sinew, passing through a large
hole in the large end of the haft and round the head. This lashing is
put on wet and dries hard and tight? It follows the same general
in all the specimens, though no two are exactly alike. The material of
the heads, with three exceptions (No. 56631 [222], gray porphyry; No.
89654 [906], black quartzite, and No. 89655 [1241], coarse-grained gray
syenite),is massive pectolite (see above, p.60), generallyof a pale greenish
or bluish gray color and slightly translucent, sometimes dark and opaque.
No. 56635 [2431will serve as the type of these implements.4  j
. The head is of light bluish gray pectolite, and is lashed with a three-
ply braid of reindeer sinew to a haft of some soft coniferous wood, prob-
ably spruce, rather smoothly whittled out and soiled by handling. The
transverse ridge on the under side of the butt is to keep the hand from j

slipping ôff the grip. The whole is dirty and shows sigus of consider-
able age.

1 Sec Further Papers, etc., p. 909.
* Hooper, Tenta, etc., p. 57.
2 We saw this done-on No. 56634 [83], the head and haft of which were brought in separate and put

together by an Eskimo at the station;
*Figred in Ray's Point Barrow Report,,Ethnology, Pl. n,: Fig. 6.

ri
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These mauls vary considerable in size. -The largest is 7-1 inches long
and 25 in diameter, and the smallest 2-1 inches long by 2-4. This is a
very small hammer, No. 56634 [83] 'having a hafte only 4-7 inches long.
The haft is usually about 5 inches long. . The longest (belonging to one
of the smaller heads, 4 inches by 2) is 7-2 inches long, and the shortest
(belonglng to a slightly larger head, 4-7 by3-1 inches) is 45 inches. The
largest two heads, each 7-1 by 2-5 inches, have hafts 5 inches long.

The lashing of alWis put on inthe same general way, namnely, by se-
curing one end round the head and through the eye, then taking a varia-

ble number of turns round
the head and through the
hole, and tightening these
up by wrapping, the end
spirally round all the parts,
where they stretch froim
head- to haft on each side.
Sealthong,narroworbroad,
is more generally used than

sinew braid (only three specimens ont of the thirteen have lashings of
sinew). When broad thong is used the loop is made by splicing, as
follows: A sit is cut about 1 uinches from the end of the thong, and
thé endis doubled in a bight and passed through this slit. The end is
then slit and the other
end of the thong passed
through it and drawn
tant, making a splice
which holds all the
tighter for drawing on
it. A simple loop is tied
in sinew braid.

The. following figures
will illustrate the most
important variations in
the form of this imple-
ment. Fig..23,No.56634
[83] fromUtkiavwïf, has
a .head of light gray
pectolite, slightly trans-
lucent, and evideiitly Fxo. 24.-Stonc maul.
ground flat on the faces,
and the haft is of reindeer antler, with a slight knob at the butt. A
square piece of buckskin is doubled and inserted between the head and
haft. The lashing is of fine sealskin twine, an d the spiral wrapping is
carried wholly round-the head. This was the first stone maul collected,
and ,was put together at the station, as mentioned above. It is rather
smaller than usual. Fig. 24,-No. 56637 [196], from Utliiavwïfi, has the
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head of grayish pectolite, rough-and unusually large. The haft is of
some soft coniferous wood soaked with grease. It is nearly round, in-
stead of elliptical, with an irregular knob at the butt, and not-curved,
but fastened obliquely to the head. The loop of.double thong attached
to the haft is probably to go round the wrist.

Fig. 25, No. 56639 [161], from. Utkiavwii, is of pectolite, the upper
and lower faces almost black and the sides light gray. The haft is of

FrG. 25.-Stone maul.

hard wood and unusually long (7-2 inches). It is noticeable for being at.
tached at right angles to the head, by a very stout lashing of thong of
the usual kind, and further tightened by a short flat stick wedged in

below the head on one side. There appears to have been a similar" key"
on the other side. This is an unusual form.

Fig. 26, No. 89654 [906], is from Nuwùk. The head is an oblong,
nearly cylindrical, water-
worn pebble of black
quartzite,7·1inches long;
thehaft isofreindeer ant-
1er, andthelashingofseal
thong.

Fig. 27, No. 89655 3
[1241], from Uitkiavwlu.
The bead of this maul is
a long pebble of rather
coarse-grained gray sy-
enite, and is peculiar in
having a shallow groove,
roughly, worked out
round the middle to keep
the lashing from slip-
ping. It is 4-7 inches Fio. 26.-Stone maul.
long and 3-1 in diameter.
The haft is of reindeer antler 4-5inches long, and the lashing of seal thong
peculiar only in the large number of turns in the spiral wrappings.

|s.
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FIG. 28.-Stone maul.

hole in the haft. Among~ the "Chukches " at Pithkaj, however, Nor-
denskiöld found stone mauls of precisely the saie model as ours and
also used as bone crushers. He observed that the natives themselves
ate the crushed bone after boiling it with blood and water.' Lieut. Ray
saw only dogs fed with it in the interior. Nordenskiöld does not men-

1 Vega, voL 2, p. 113'; fgures on p. 112.

Fig. 28, No. 89657 [877], from Nuwilk. This is peculiar in having the
haft fitted into a deep angular groove on one side of the head, which is
of pectolite andth-omiboñarn. The haft of reindeer
antler and the lashing of broad thong are evidently newer than the head
and are clumsily made and put on, the latter muaking several turns

about one side of the
haft as well as through
it and round the head.

None of the unmount-
ed heads, which are all
of pectolite, are grooved
in this way to receive
the haft, but No. 56658
[205] bas two shallow,
incomplete g r o o ves
round the middle for
lashings, and No.~56655

square in section, bas
shallow-notches for the same purpose. One specimen of
the series comes from Sidaru, but differs in no way from speciniens from
the nlorthern villages.

Stonemauls of this type have previously been seldom fýound among
the Améerican Eskimo. The ouly specimens in the Museum from America
are two small unhafted maul heads of pectolite, one froi lothan Thlet
and the other from Cape Nome, and a rouglily made maul from Norton
Sound, ail collected by Mr. Nelson. ,The last is an oblong piece of dark-
colored jade rudely lashed to the end of a short thick stick, which has a
lateral projection round which the lashing passes instead of through à
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tion the kind of stone used for these tools, but the two in the National
Museum, collected by Mr. Nelson at Cape Wankarem, are both of
granite or syenite and have a groove for the lashing. (Compare No.
89655 [1241], fig. 27.)

In addition to the above-described stone mauls, there are in the col-
lection flive nearly similar mauls of heavy boue, which have evidently

P1. 29.-Bone mail.

served the same purpose. They were all brought over for sale from
Utkiavwliñ at about the same time, and from their exceedingly oily con-
dition were evidently brought to light in rummaging round in the old
"blubber-rooms," where they have long, lain forgotten. Four of these
differ in no respect froi the stone mauls except in having the heads
made of whale's rib; the fifth is all in one piece.

The following figures will illustrate the general form of these imple-

Fio. 30.-Bone maul.

ments: Fig. 29, No. ý9847 [1046]; The head is a section of a small rib,
4-8uinches long, and has a deep notch on each side to receive the lashing.
The haft is probably of spruce (it is so impregnated with grease that it
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is iIII)ossible to be .sur albt it), and is rough and sonewhat knobby,
with a roinded knob on the biitt and<1 two shallow finger notclhes on the
under side of the gril). It. is attachîed by a lashing of stotit thong of tie
ordinary pattern. Fig. 30, No. 89849 [1047]: The head is a straigiht
four-sided block of whale's rib, 6 inches long. The deep notches for the
lashing, one on ecwh side, are 1 inch behind the middle. The haft is a

Fig. ::1.--Ikmo mnaul.

roughly whittled knotty piece of spruce, and instead of a knob lias a
thick flange on the lower side of the butt. The lashîing is of fourteen or
fifteen turns of seal twine, and keyed upon each side by a roiuglily split
stick thrust in under the head. Fig;31, No. 8984; [1048]: This is pecul-
iar in having the haft not attached at or near the niddle of theliead,
but at one end, wlich is shouhleed to reçeive it. The haft is of the com-
mon pattern and attacled as usual, the lasJuing being made of very stout

Fig. 32.-Bono maul.

sine3 braid. The head is a section of a snuá ri b 6 inches long. Fig.32,
No. 89845 [1049]: This is nade in oe piece, andl(l roughly carve(i with
broad cuts from a piece of whale's jaw. The grooves and hofes iii the
bone are the natural canals of blood vessels. All these inmls are bat-
tered on .the striking face, showiig that they have been used.

At the first glance it seerms as if we hîad here a series illustrating the
development of the stone haniner. Fig. 32 would be the first form, wh1ile-

j
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the next step woutld be to increase the weight of the head by lashing a
large piece of bone to the end of the haft, instelad of carving the whole
laborioitsly out of a larger piece of bone. The substitution of theostill
heavier stone for the bone woild obviously suggest itselfnext. The weak
point in this argument, however, is that the advantage of;the transition
fron the first to tTeiext form is niot sniufliently obyious. It seems to me
more natural to suppose that the hafted stone hammer las been de-
veloped here, as is believed to have been the case elsewhere, by simply
adding a h dle to the pebble which had already been used as a hammer
without ote. Tihese bonte implements are then to be considered as mnake-
shifts or substitutes ftor the stone haumier, when stones suitable -for
making the latter coul not be procured. Now, such stoes are rare at
Point Barrow, and must be brought fronm a distance or purchased from
other natives; hence the occasional use of such makeshifts as these.
This view will account for the rarity of these bone htanners, as well as
the rudeness oftheirionstruction. No.89845 [1049] would thus be merely
the restilt of individual fancy and not a link in the chain of development.

FOR SERVING AND EATING FOOD.

TIIAYS.

Cooked food is generally served in large shallow trays more or less
neatly carved froin idriftwvood and nearly circular or oblonig in shape.

f

4
1j
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F1. 33.-Meat dish.

The collection coutains two specimiens of the circular form and three ob-
long ones. Ail but oe of these have beeni long in use and are very
greasy. No. 73576 [392] (Fig. 33) has been selected as the type of the

~f.
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circular dishes (i'libiii). This is very snoothly carved fromn a siigle piece
of pinle wood. The brin-is rounded, with a large rounded gap in one
side, where a piece has probably been broken ont. , The brim is slightly
cracked and chipped. The vessel is very greasy and shows inarks in-
side where meat lias been cut up in it. No. 89867 [1323]-is a very simi-

lar dish, and made
of the sane mate-

-_ _._-rial, but elliptical
instead of circular,
and larger, beirig

Fia. 34.-oblong iieat dish. 225 .uches longI15

broad, and 2.1 deep.. It bas been split in two, atd mended with whlîe-
bone stitchesÀin the manner previously described.

No. 73575 [223] (Fig. 34) is a typical oblong dish. It is neatly hol-
lowed out, having a broad margin. painted with red oeber. It measures
24 inches in length, is made of pine, rather roughly carved on the out-
side, and is new and clean. This is a common form of dish. Fig.35, No.

Fia. 35-Oblong meat dih ; very old.

89868 [1377, is an old traîy-of an unusual fori. It is rudely hewn
out of a straigit piece of plank, 34-8 inches long, showing inside and out
the marks of a dull adz, called by the seller " kau'dlo ti'nai," "the foot-
priits of the Stone (scil. adz)." The excavation is shallow and leaves a
mnargin of 2 inches at one end, and the outside is roughly beveled off
at the sides and ends. The holes near the ends were evidently for
handles of thong. The material is spruce, discolored and somewhat
greasy. Fig. 36,. No. 89866
[1376], was said by the native
who brouglt it over for sale to
be especially inîtended for fish.
It is much the shape of No.
73575 [223], but broader, - . 36.-Fish dih.

sliglitly deeper, and more
curved. The brim is narrow and roun ded and th botto snoothly
roupded off. ifiàeasures 2-3 iches iii lenîgtlh, andL is made of pine.
It has been deeply split in two places and stitchbed together with whale-
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boue in the usual way. Trays and dishes of this sort are in general use
among all Eskimnoé and are somnetimes made of tanned sealskins.f

DRINKINo VESSELS.

Wtalebone Cup (IFmu#ji).-Onte of the commonest forms of drinking
vessels is a little tub of whaleborie of precisely the sanie shape as the
large whalebone dish described above (p. 88). Of these there are five
specfieis in the collection, all fron Ut-
kiavwiñi. No.89853 [1302](Fig.37) will ,
serve as the typJe. it is 4·6 inches long
and made by binding a strip of black
whalebone round a sprucc ottom, and-
sewing together the ends, which over-
lap each other about l M inches, with
coarse strips of whalebone.

There are two vertical senams three-
fourths inch apart. The bottom is held - c
in by fitting its slightly chamfered edge
into a shallow.croze cut in the whalebone. AllIIthese cups are made
almost exaetly alike, and nearly of the saine size, varying only a frac-
tion of an inch in height, and from 4-2 to 5-5 inches in length. The
only variation is in the distance the ends overlap and the number of
stitches in the seans. Such cups are to be found in nearly every house,
and one is generally kept conveniently near the water bucket. Though
the pattern is an ancient one, they are still mannfactured. No. 56560

[654] was found among the
débris of one of the ruined
louses at Utkiavwlfi, and
differs from the modern
cups onfy in having the
ends sewed together with
one seam instead of two,
while No. 89851 [1300];
though ·it has been in ac-
tual use, was made after
our arrival, as the bottom
is made of a piece of one of

noG. as.-rorn aipper. our cigar boxes.

Dippers of horn are in very general lise for drinking water. These
are all of essentially the saime shape, and are made of the light yellow
translucent horn of the inountain sheep. There are three specimens in
our collection, of which No. 56534 [28] (Fig. 38) bas been selected as the
type. This is made of a sinigle piece of pale yellow translucent horn,

see for exarnplo, Crantz, vol. 1, p. 144, Greehnlad; Parry. 2d. Voy., p. 503, Iglulik; and Hooper.
Tent, etc., p. 170, Plover Bay.

Bessels,4 Naturaist, Sept. 1884, p. 867.
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apparently softened and nolded ifito shape, eut only on the edges and
the handle. A stout peg of antler is driven through the handle, 1 inch
from the tip, and projects behind, serving as a hook by which to hang
the dipper on the edge of a bucket. The other two are similar iii shape
and size, but No. 89831 [1293]hIas no peg, and bas one side of the handle
cut into a series of slight notches t) keep the hand from slipping, while
No. 89832 [1577] is rather. straighter and bas a snaller, shallower bowl,
and the grip of the handle roughened with transverse grooves. Fig.
39, No..89739 [774, is a horn dipper, but one that is very old and of a

pattern no longer in use. The bowl,
which is inuch broken and gapped,
is oval and deep, with a thick handle
at one eid, running out in the line
of the axis of the bowl. This handle,
which is the thick part of the horn,

Fîo. 39.-Hon dipper. near the tip, is flat above, rounded
below, and has its tip sliglhtly rounded, apparently by a stone tool.
Just where the bowl and handle ineet there is a deep transverse saw-
cut, inade to facilitate bending the handle into its place. The material
is horn, apparently of the inountain sheep, turned brown by age and
exposure. The specimen had been long lying neglected round the vil.
lage of'Utkiavwlfi.

Horn dippers of the saine general pattern as these are common
throughout Alaska. The Musexun collection contains a large series of
such utensils, collected by Mr. Nelson and others. The cu)s and dip-
pers of musk-ox horn found by Parry at Iglulik are sonewhat different
in shape.' Those made of the enlarged base of horn2 have a short
handle and a nearly square bowl, while the hollow top of the horn is
used for a cup without alteration beyond soinetines bending up the
end, which serves as a handle. 3 Curiously enough, cups of this last
pattern appear not to be found anywhere else except at Plover Bay,
eastern Siberia, where v.ery similar vessels (as showin by the Museum
collections) are made froin the hori. of the Siberian iimountain sheep.
An unusual forin of dipper is beauittifilly imade of fossil ivory. Such

Z cups are rare and highly prizedl. We saw only three, one fron each
village, Nuw k, Utkiavwi, and Sidaru, and all were obtained for the

collection. They show signs of age and long use. They differ soine-
what in shape and size, but each is carved fron a single piece of ivory
and bas a large bowl anid a straight handle. No. 56535 [371] (Fig. 40),
which will serve as the type of the ivory dipper (i'musyû, k lIgwû'garo),
is neatly carved fron a single piece of fiie-grained fossil ivory, yel-
lowed by age. The handie, polished by long use, terminates in a blunt,
recurved, tapering book, which serves the purpose of the pep in the

I Second Voyage, p. 503.
We Fig. 20, plate ollposit4e p. 550.

e Figs. 8 ait 9, opposite p. 548.

A'
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horn dipper. The ronnded gap in the brim opposite the handle is an
accidental break. Another, No. 89830 [1259], fron Sidaru, is a long
trough-like cup, with rounded ends and a short flat handle at one end,
made of a short transverse section of a rather small tusk, keeping the
natiral roundness of the tusk, but eut off flaton top and excavated. A
wooden peg, like those in the horn> dippers, is insertec in the end of
the handle. This cup is especially interesting fron its'resemblance to
the one obtained by Beechey (Voyage, Pl. i, .Fig. 4) at Eschscholtz

Fia. 40.-Dipper of fossil iory.

Bay, from which it differs only in being about 2 inches shorter and
deeper in proportion. Thonas Sfinpson speaks of 'obtaining an ivory
cup from some Point Barrow natives it Dease Inlet exactly like the one
fignred by Beecley, but with the handle broken off.' Fig. 41, No. 89833
[933], fron Nuwrik, lias a large bowl, inearly circalar, with a broad,
straight handle and a broad hook. The part of the bowl to which the
handle is attaclied, a senicircular piece 3 inches long and 1 ewide, has
been split ont with the grain of the task, and meuded·with three
stitches, in this case of sinew, in the usual manner. There was an old
gap in the brim opposite to the handle, and the edges of it have-been

Fia. 41.-D)ilpper of fosil ivory.

freshly and roughly whittled down. The ornamenta tion of the outside
and liandle, consisting of iiarrow incised lines and small circles, each
with a dot in the center, is well slhown lin· the figure. Thiese engrav-
ings were originally colored withi rd oclier, but are ,now filed with
fdirt and are nearly efihed by wear 1on the huande. Tlhis diupper is not
of such fine qiuality of ivory as the other two. It is not unlikely that
all these vessels were iade 1by the natives around Kotzebue Sound,
where ivory is plenty, and wlhere Beehey, as quoted above, fond one
so like olie of ours. We were inforned by the owner that No. 56535
[371] was obtailed froîn die Nunataîiiniun.

Narrative, p. 148.

M .
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Spoons and ladles.-Each family has several spoons of variots sizes,
and narrow shallow ladles of born, bone, etc. The large spo . is for
stirring and ladling soup, etc. There is only one specimen in e col-
lection, No. 89739 (1352] (Fig. 42). This is a new one, made by a iative
of Utkiavwlii, whom I asked to make bimself a new spoon an bring

ne his old one. He, how-
ever, misunderstood me and
brought over the new one,
which Lient. Ray pur-
chased, not knowing that
I had especially asked for
the old.one. These spoons
seem to be in such constant
use that the natives dd not

Fa 42.-wooden spoonl. offer them for .sale. T1his
specimen is smoothly carved from a single piece of pine, and painted all
over, except the inside of the bowl, with red ocher. A cross of red ocher
is marked in the middle of the bowl, and there is a shallow grooye, colored
with blacklead, along the middle of the handle on top. The length is13-2
inches. A snalispoon oflight-colored horn, No. 89416 [1379], las a bowl
of the common spoon shape with a short, flat handle. Spoons of this sort
were not seen in use, and as this is new and evidently made for sale it

Fro. 43.-Horn ladle.

may be meant for a copy of one of our spoons; The narrow ladles of horn
or boue may formerly have been used for eating before it was so easy to

Sget tin pots, but at present are chiefly used for dipping oil, especially for
filling the lamp. The collection contains one of horn and four of bone.

No. 89415 [1070], Fi 43, is made of a single piece of nountain-sheep
horn, dark brown fron age and use, softened and molded into shape.

Fro. 44.-Bono ladle.

It is impregnated with oil, showing-that it has been long in use. This
utensil closely resermbles a gréat nuinber of specimeis in the Museum
from the more soutbern parts of Alaska. No. 89411 [1294] (Fig. 44) is
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a typical bone ladle. The material is rather coarse-grained, compact
bone from a whale's rib or jawbone. No. 89414 [1013] closely resembles
this but is a trifle larger. The other two specimens are interestiug as
showing an attempt at ornamentation. No. 89412 [1102] (Fig. 45, fromt
Nuwiük) is carved snoothly into a rude,.flattened figure of a whale (Ba-
laena mysticetus). The flukes
form the handle and the belly
is hollowed ont into the bowl
of the ladle. No. 89413 [934]
(Fig. 46, from Utkiavwñi) has
the handie carved into a rude
bear's head, which has the eyes,
nostrils, and outline of the Fia.45-]3one hidlo in the form of a whale.
mou h mcised and filled in with
dark il dregs. All these ladles have the curved side of the bowl on the
l1eft, showing that they were meant to be used with the right hand -The
name, kiliU't, obtained for these ladles is given in the vocabulary col-
lected by Dr. Oldmixon as "seraper," which seems to be the etymological,
meaning of the word. These iinplenents may be used for-seraping.
blubber from skins, or the name may correspond in meaning to<the

tt
Fîo. 46.--Bone ladie4

cognate Greenlandie kiliortût, "a scraper; especially a mussel shell (a
natural scraper)." The resemblance of these ladles to a 'miussel shell is .
sufficiently apparent for the name to be applied to them. Indeed, they
imay have been inade-in iinitation of mussel shells, which the Eskimo
in aill probability, like so many other savages, used for ladles as well as
scrapers.

MISCELLANEOUS OLSEiHOLD UTENSILS.

Lamps (kôdlö).-Mentioin lias already been made of the stone lamps
or oil-burners used for lighting and warming the houses, which, in Dr.
Simpson's tinie, were obtained by trading fron the "Kûñmû'dlli," who
in turn procured theni from other Eskiio far to the east. These are
flat, shallow dishes, usually like a gibbous moon ii outline, and are of
two sizes: the larger house lamp, 18 inches to 3 feCet in length, and the
small traveling lamp, 6 or 8 inches long.- The latter is used in the tem-
porary snow huts when a halt is made at night. In each house are
usually two lanps, one standing at each side, with the curved side
against tie wall, and raised by blocks a few inches from the-floor.. lu
one large house, tlhat of old. YùksFüa, the so-called "chief," at Nuwük,
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there were three lamps, the third standing iii the right-hand front cor-
ner of the house. The dish is file with oil, which is burned by means
of a wick of moss fibers. arranlged* along uthe outer edge. Large lamps
are usually divided into three compartments, of which-the middle is the
largest, by woodei partitions called sfi/potln (correspondiig to the
Greenlandie saputit, "(1) a dam across a 41-eam for catching fish, (2) a.
dam or dike in general"), along which wieks ean alsobe arranged. The
womel tenld the Iamps with great care, rimming and arranging the
wick with little sticks. The lamp burns %Vith scarcely any smoke and a

FiG. 47.-StoDe honse larnp.

bright flameil, the size of whiehi is regulated by kindinîîg more or less of
the wick, aid is usually kept filled by the drip from a lump of bhibber
stuck on a sharp stick (aj'ksûxbwi) projectiig from the wall about a
foot above the middle of the lamp.'

Iiinmost houses.there is a long sender stiek (kukum. "a liglhter"),
which the man of the bonse uses to ligigt his pipe with vh1eun sitti0g on
the banquette, without the trouble of getting , by dippinîg the enfd
im theoil of thle lamp :ld lighting this at the tdame. The sticks used
for trimning the wiek also serve as .pipe-lighteris ani lor carryinîg fire
across the room mu the saue way.2  No tod, . exept an occasional

'Compare the custon notieed by Parry, at Ighfik, of hangin. alongt iin stripl of blubher near theflaie of t h. lan1p to fred it (-d Vya1 p. r2r. Aerrding to Pt itot (Mi nographie, etc,, p. xviii. thelamps int ie Mackenzw district are fedl hy'a lump of ibber stk on a st ick. as at Point. arrow.2
Conpare Nordnskib1, Vga, vol. 2. p. 119:" The w oiden pii's s<e usis toi t rimu tei wickare used wien renqired as a liglht or forb . . . fti light pipes, te. In tho saine way other pinsdiliped in t raiu.oi are useIl "Pit leka.i, ani fot-nloti m l e în sa:mmî p1age:" I have sien such pinS, aIlso oIln

stones, sooîty at oi: .d, whihah-r h iaving ben d ipwd in train-oil, have been used as toiches.
. iii old Eskiiino graves inii nortliwvsterin Greiand.
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luncheon of porridge or something of the sort, is new-.cooked over thes2
lamps. Two sucl lam)s burninîg at the ordinîary rate give liglht enougî
to enable one to read anil vrite with ease when sitting on the ban-
quette, and easily keep the tenperature between 500 and 600 F. in the
coldest weather. Il the collection are three uhose lamps, two complete
and one mnerely a fragment,'aInd three traveling lamps.

Fig. 47 (No. 89879) [872] is a typical bouse lamp, though rather a
small specimen. It is carved ont of soft gray soapstone and is 17 inches
long. The back is nearly vertical, while the front flares strongly out-
wad. The back wall is cut down vertically inside with a narrow
rounded brim and the front curves gradually in frorm the very edge to
the botton of the cavity, which is 1ý jiches deep -in the iniddle. • The
posterior third of the cavity is occupied by a flat, straight shelf with a
sloping edge about 0-7 inch high. About a third of one elid of the lamp

Fi. 48.--s Iu'4t4ntt lawup.

has been brokei. -ff4i.Uliquely and nended, as usual, with stitclhes.
Thlere are two of, these neatly countersnk in channels. The specimen
has been long in use and is thoroughly incrusted with oil and soot. No.
89880 [1731] (Fig. 48) is peculiar, from the material of which it is made.
This is a coarse, gritty stone, rather soft, but munc'h more diffiuilt to work
than the soapstonIe. t is ridely worked into soiething the same shape
as the type, but has the cavity but slightly hollowed ont, witho'ut a shelf,
and only a little steeper behind than iin front. The idea at once sug-
gests itself that this lamp, which is very old and sooty, was imade at
Point Barrow and was anm attempt to imitate the imported lamps with
stone obtained from the beds reported by'Lieut. Ray iii Kulugrua.
There is, > course, no means of proving this supposition. There is
n11 meition of aiiy material excep t -soapstole beiig made into lamps
by the Greenîlanders or other easterni Eskimo, but the lamps, from
Kadiak anlid Bristol Bay in the National Museum are nade of somie liard

gray stoie.
• Fig. 49, No. 56673 [133], is a traveling lamp; an( is a miniiatureof the

large lamp, No. 89879 [872], 8-7 inches long, 4-2 wvide, anmd 1 inch hi ghi,also
of soapstonîe and without a shelf. The front also is straighter, and the
wh1ole more roughly made. o. 89882 [1298] is another-traveling lamp,
also of soapstoe, aid .iade of about half of a large Iamp. It has been
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used little if at all since it was made over, as the inside is almost new
while the outside is coated with soot and grease. It is #3 inches loug.

No. 89881[1209] is a mini-
ature of No. 89880, 8-1,
inches long, aind is made
of the saie gritty stone.

Suitible inaterial is not
at hand for the proper

Fro. 49.-Traveling mp. comparison of the hIgips

used by the different branches of the Eskimo race. All travelers who
have writtein about the Eskimo speak of the use of suchl lamps, Mhich
agree. in being shallow, oblong dishes of stone Dr. Bessels' figures
a lamp of soapstone from Ita, Smith
Sound, closely resembling No. 89880,
and a little lamp in the Museum fromn
Greenland is of essentially the saine
shape, but deeper. The same form ap-
pears at Rudson Strait in the lamps
collected by Mr. L. M. Turner, while
those used at Iglulik are nearly semi-
circular.2  South of Kotzebue Sound
lamps of the shape so common in the
east are used, but these, Mr. Turner in-
forins me, are never made of soapstone,
but always of sandsto e, shale, etc..
The people of Kadiak and the Aleuts "1

anciently used lamps of bard stone,
generally ováil in shape, and sometimes
inade by slightly hollowifig out one
side of a large round pebble.3  Such
a rough lanp was brought by Lieut.
Stoney, U. S. Navy, from Kotzebue
Sound. -No such highly finished and
elaborate lamps as the large house
lanps at Point Barrow are' nentioned
except hy Nordenskiuld, who figjures
oie fromn Siberia.4 .This lamnp is inter-
estinqg as the only olie described with a
ledge comparable to the shelf of No.
89879. Lamps fromn the region between Fro. 50.-Socket for blubber holder.

Poinît Barrow and Boothia Felix are espeially needed to elucidate the
dist.ribution and developin entof this utensil. The rui(Iy l(>hollowe(l peb-

1 Naturalist.,September, 1884, p. 867, 1Fi. .2
Parry, Second Voyage, Pl. oppsadit p. 54P, Fig. 2.
See Da1, Alaska, p. 387, and Petr >ff, Report, ete., p. 141. See also the enlletions frrner and

Fischer from A ttu and Xad iak.
Vega, vol. 2, p. 23, Fig. b on p. 22, an diagrans. p. 23.

1 M
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ble of the ancient Aleut and the elaborate lamp of the Point Barrow
Eskimo are evidently the two extremes of the series of forms, but the
intermediate patterns are still to be described.

Fig. 50, No. 56492 [108], is a peculiar article of which only one specimen
was collected. We were given to understand at the time of purchasing
it that it was a sort of socket or escutcheon to be fastened to the wall
above a lamp to hold- the blubber îstick described above. No such

\escutcheons, however, were seen in use in the houses visited. Thearticle is évidently old. It is a fiat piece of thick plank of some soft
wood, 11-4 inchen long, 4-2 broad, and about L} thick, very rudely carved
mto a human head and body without arms,'with a large round hole
about 1 uinches in diameter through the middle of the breast. The eyes
ani mouth are incised, and the nose was in relief, but was long ago split
off. There is a deep furrow all around the head, perhaps for fastening
on a ood.

CLOTHING.

'.Fe cothng f tesepeoleMATERIAL.
~The clothing of these people is as a rule made entirely of skins, though

of late years drilling and calico are used for some parts of the dress
which will be afterwards described. Petroff' makes the rather sur-
prising statement that "a large amount of ready-made clothing finds its
way into the hands of these.people, who wear it in summer, but the ex-
cessive cold of winter compels them to resume the fur garments formerly
in general use among them." Fur garments are in as general use at
Point Barrow as they ever were, and the cast-off clothing obtained from
the ,ships is niostly packed away in some corner of the iglu. We landed
at Cape Smyth not long after the wreck of the Daniel Webster, whose
crew had abandoned and given away a great deal of their clothing.
During that autumn a good nany men and boys wore white men's coats
or shirts in place of the outer frock, especially when working or loung-
ing about. the station, but by the next spring these were all packed
away and were not resumed again except in rare instances in the sum-
nier.

The chief material is the skin of the reindeer, which is used in various
stages of pelage. Fine, short-haired summer skins, especially those of
does and fiawus, are used for nakingdress garments and underclothes.
The heavier skins are used for everyday working clothes, while the
heaviest winter skins fiurnish extra warm jackets for cold weather,
warm winter stockings and mittens. The white or spotted. skins of the
tane Siberian reindrer, obtained from the I"Nunatafñmiun," are espe-
cially valued for full-dress jackets. We heard no mention of the use of
the skin of the unborn reindeer fawn, but there is a kind of dark deer-
skin used only for edgings, which appears to be that of an exceedingly,
young deer. This skin is extrenely thin, and the hair so short that it
is aliost invisible. Siberian deerskins can always be recognized by

Report, etc., p. 125.
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having the flesh side colored red,' while Anerican-dressed skins are
worked soft and rubbed with chalk or gypsum, givinig a beautiful
white surface like pipe-clayed leather.

The skins of the white inountain sheep, white and blue fox, wolf, dog,
ermnine, and lynx are sometimes used for clothing, and under jackets
made of eider duck skins are rarely used. Sealskin dressed with the
hair on is used only for breeches and boots, and for those rarely. Black
dressed sealskin-that is, with the epidernis left ont and tie hair shaved

off-is used for waterproof boots, while the
white sealskin, tanned in urine, with the epi-
dernis removed, is used for the soles of winter
boots. Waterproof boot soles are inade of oil-
dressed skins of the white whale,bearded seal,
walrus, or polar bear. The last naterial is inot
usually mentioned as serving for sole leather
anong the Eskimo. Nordenskiold,2 however,
fouid it in.use among the Chukehes for this
purpose. It is considered an excellent ima-
terial for soles at Point Barrow, and is sone-
tinies used to niake boat covers, whieh are
beautifully white. Heavy mitteus for the win-
ter are made of thd fur of the polar bear or of
dogskin. Waterproof outer frocks are of seal
entrails, split and dried and sewed together.
For trimmiings' are used deerskin of. different
colors, mountain-sheep skin, and, black and
white sealskin, wolf, wolverine, and inarten
fur, and whole erminle skins, as well as red
worsted, and occasionally beads.

STYLE OF DRESS.

Dr. Simpson' gave an excellent general de-
scription of the dress of these people, whieh is

FIG. 51.-Man in orinary deer. the saine at the present day. While the samle
skin clothes.

lit general pattern as that worn by all other
Eskimo, it differs in nany details fron that worn by the eastern Eskimo,
and most closely resembles the style in vogue at and near Norton Sound.5

The man's dress (Fig.51, fromi a photograpiof 4paidyao) consistsof hie
usual loose hooded frock, without opening except at the neck and wrists.
This reaches just over the hips, rarely about to inid-thigh, where it is eut

1Compare Nordenskiiöld, Vega, vol 2..p. 213.
2 Vega, vol.2,1 p. 98.
o3p. cit., pp. 241-245.

4Se for example, Egede, p. 219; Crantz, vol. 1, p. 136; ;lessels, op. cit., pp. 805 and $68 (Smith
Sound); Kane, 1st Grinnell Exp., pp. 45 (Greenland) and 132 (Cate York): lIrodbeck, "Nach <sten,"
pp. 23, 24, and Ioli, Geografisk Tidskrift, vol. 8, p. 90) (East Greenland) ]Parry, 2dl Voy., pp. 4W-G
(Igl11ik): Uoas," Central Esikino," pp. 554-6: Kumlien. loc. cit., pp. 22-25 (Cumberland Gulf); alto, Fro-
bisher, in lakiny t'Voyages, 1589, etc., p. 62$.

bDall, ALaska, pp. 21 and 141.
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offsquare, and is usually conflned by a girdle at the waist. Under this

garment is worn a similar one, usually pflighter skin anld( somnetilmes witl-
out a hood. The t.highis are clad ini one or two pairs of tight-fit4 ting kne
breeches, confined round the hips by a girlIe and usually secured by a
lrawstring below the knee which ties over the tops of the boots. On

the legs and feet are worn, first, a ipair of long, deerskin stockings with the
hair inside; thein slippers of tanied sealskin, in the bottomn of which is
spread a layer of whalebone shavings, andtl 'iutside a pair of close-fitting
boots, held in place by a string round the ankle, usually reaching above
the knee and ending with a roughl edge, which is covered by the breeches.
Dress boots often end with an ornamiental border and a drawstring just
below the knee. The boots are of rei'vleer skin, withbite sealskin
soles for winter and dry weather, but in .sunmer waterproof boots of
black sealskiin. with soles of white whale skin, etc., are Worn. Over-
shoes of the sanie inaterial, reaching just above the ankles, with a draw,
string at the top and ankle strings, are sometimes worni over the winter
boots. When traveling on snowshoes or in soft dry snow the boots
are replaeed by stockinigs of .the saine shape as the unider ones, but made
of very thick winter deerskins with the flesh side out.

Instead of breeches and boots a man occasionally wears a pair of
pantaloons or tight-fitting trousers terminating in shoes sueli as are
worn by the women. Over the usualdress is worn ini very cold weather
a circular inantle of deerskin, fastenied by a thong at the neek-such
Imantles are nowadays oceasionally made of blankets-and in rainy . t
weather both sexes wear the hooded rain froek of seal gut. Of late
years both sexes have adopted the habit of wearing over their elothes

-a loose hodless frock of cotton cloth, usually bright-colored calico,dIeii f w- cat iero
especially in blustering weather, when. it is useful in keeping the drift-
ing snow out of their furs.

Both ien and woieni wear gloves or -mittens. These arc of deer-
skin for ordinary use, but in extreme weather mit-
tens of polar bear skini are worn. Whîen hunting in
winter it is the custon to wear gloves of thin deer-
skin uider the bearskin niitten, so that the rifle Cani
be handled without touiching the bare hand to the
cold iron. The. woreni have a eominon trick of wvear-
ing only one mitten, but keeping the other armi -with-
drawn froi the sleeve and inside of the jacket.

The dress of the womîîen consists of two frocks,
wlich differ fron those of' the nen in being con- rm.52.-womans'hood.
tinued fron the w-aist inl two rather fâIl rounded
skirts at the front anîd back, reaching to or below the k-nee. A womfan's~

frocik is always distinguished by a sort of rounded bulge or-pocket at
the nape of the neck.(see Fig. 5, froin a sketch by the writer), which is
intended to receive the head of the infant when carried in the jacket.
The little peak at the' top of the hood is also characteristic of the
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woman's frock. On lier legs a wonan wears a pair of tight-fitting
deerskin pantaloons with the liair next the skin, and outside of these a
similar pair made of the skins of deer legsy with the hair ont, and lhaving
soles of sealskin, but no anklestrings. The outer pantaloons are usually
laid aside in spring, and waterproof boots like the nien's, but fastened
below the knee with drawstrings, are worn oyer the under pantaloons.
In the suminer pantaloons wholly of waterproof sealskin are often put
on. The women's pantaloons, like the men's breeches, are fiasteed witl
a girdlejust above the hips. It appears that they do not stay up very
well, as the women~are continually " hitching" them up and tightening
their girdles.

Until they reach manhood the boys wear pantaloons like the women,
but their jackets are eut just like those of the men. The dress of the
girls is acomplete miniature of that of the women, even to the pocket
for the child's head. Those who are well-to-do. generally own several
complete suits of clothes, and present a neat appearance when not en-
gaged in dirty work. The poorer ones wear one suit on all occasions
till it becomes shabby. New clothes are seldom put on till winter.

The outer frock is not often worn in the iglu, being usually taken off
before entering the room, and the under one is generally dispensed with.
Men habitually leave off their boots in the house, and rarely their
stockings and breeches, retaining only a pair df thin deerskin drawers.
This custom of stripping in the house lias been noticed among ail Es-
kimos'%whose habits have been described, fron Greenland to Siberia.
The natives are slow to adopt any modifications in the style of dress,
the excellence and convenience of which lias been so frequently coin-
mented upon that it is uinecessary to refer to it. One o'r two youths
learned from association with us the convenience of pockets, and accord-
ingly had "patch pockets" of cloth sewed on the outside of the skirt of
the inner frock, and one young man in 188.3 wore a pair of sealskin
hip boots, evidently copies from our india-rubber wading boots. 1noi0
proceed to the description of the clothing in detail.

Head clothing.-The only head covering usually worn is'the hood of
the frock, which reaches to about the middle of the head, the front
being covered by the hair. Women who are carrying ehildren in the
jacket sometimecs wrap the head iin a cloth. (I have an 'indistinct rec-
ollection of once seeing a woman with a deerskin hood, but was too
busy at the time to iake a note or sketch of it.) One man at' Utki-
avwlii (Nägawaura, now deceased), who was quite bald on the forehead,
used to protect the front of his head ith a sort of false front of deer-
skin, tied round like a filet. No specimens of any of these articles
were obtained. Fancy conical caps are worn iii the dances and theat-
rical performances, but these beloig more properly iuder the head of
Ganes and Pastimes (where they will be described) than uuder that of
Clothing.

-j -,

fe,
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rFrocks.,(atigë).-Two frockg are always worri by both sexes except in
the bouise, or in warm wéather, the inner (ilupa) with the hair next the
skîin, and the outer (kaMmturi?)
with the liair ont. The outer
frock is also sometiînes worn with
the hait in, especially when it i
new and the ilesh side clean and
wliite. This side i often orna-
inented with littie tufts of marten-
fur and stripes of red ocher. The
difference in shape between the
frocks of the two sexes lias been
already mentioned. .The manWspl
frock is a loose shirt, not fitted to
the body, widening at the bottom7
and reaching, when unbelted, just
below the hips. The skirts are 12 * ,~-

eut oRfquare, orslightly rownded,4 ~
and are a littie longer behind
than in, front.- The hood is
rounded,. loose around the neck
and fitted-in more on the sidest
than on the nape. Thefrontedge - Fe &Muafok

of the hood, when, drawn up, cornes a littie forward of the top -of the
head and muns round under the chin, covering the ears..

There are in thé collection three specirnens, ail rather elaborate, dregs
froéks, to be'woru ontsiçle. Ail have been worn. No. 56751 [184.1
(Fig. 53), brown deerskin, will serve as the type. The pattern ean best

i~-J

c-r--

Fxo. 54.-Iatternoif nian'e. ,lerskin frock.

be explained by refereîîce to the -Lecoiîpaiiiyiilg diagrains (Fig. 541.
The body consists of two pice s front andl back, ex made of the

uea(h

skin,..and.the.outer.(ka.ru'r.)
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greater part. of the skin of a reindeer fawi, with the back iii the
niddle and the sides aid belly eoning at the edges. The head of the

4!''4

Pm. 55.-Detail oftrhtinming, skirt and shuulder of man's ofrck.

animal is made into the hood, whieh is continuons with the back.
Each sleeve is in two picees, front and1 back, f the same shape, which
are sewed together along the upper e(dge, but separated below by the

ami fiay of the front, whici
is bent down and iliserted
like a gusset fromn the arm-
pit nearly to the wrist. A
bnd of deerskin an inc
broad is sewed round the
edge of the hood, flesh side
out. The trimmning consists,
first, of a narrow strip oflong-
haired wolfskin (taken from
the middle ofthe baek) sewed

\ to the outer side of the bind-
C ing of the hood, its ends sep-

arated by the ciii piece, so
that the long hairs fori a
fringe around the face. Sim-
ilar strips are sewed round
eacl wrist with the fur ii-
ward. The bin g round
the skirt (Fig. 55a) is 2¾
inches broad. The light-

- colored strips are clipped
mountain sheep, skin, the
narrow pipùigs are .of the

dark brown skini'da very
youing fiawn, the little tagrs
on the second strip are of red 

MFl. 56.:-Man wearing plain. beavy frock. worsted and the fringe is Nof
wolverine fur, sewed on witl theflesi side, which is colored red, prob-
ably with ocher, outward. A band of similar naterials, arranged a

juz-
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little difterently (Fig. 55b) and 1 inches broad, is inserted into the
body at eaih shouilder sean, so that the fringe mnakes a sort of epaulet.
This jacket is 24.5 inches long froni the chin to the bottomn of the skirt
21 mehes wide across the shoulders, and 24'5 inches wide at the botton.

Apart fron the trimming 'this is a very simple pattern. There are
no seans except those absolutely necessary for producing the shape,
and the best part of..each skin is brought where it will show most,
while the poorer portioi-are out of sight under the arns.

The chief variatia in deerskin frocks is in the trimming. AI ave
the hood fitted to theheahd and throat, with cheek and thr pieces
and these are invariably white or light colored, even w the frock is
made of white Siberian deer skin. When poesible t ead of the deer

r&

zq. 57.-Man'sf rock of mountain aheepskin, front and back.

fi always used for the back of the hood, as Capt. Parry observed to bethe custom it Iglulik.1 A plain frock is sometimes used for rough
work, hunting, etc. This bas no fringe or trimming round the hoodskirt, or wrists, the first being snoothly hemmed or bound with deer-ski an(d the last two left raw-edged. Fig. 56 shows such a jacketwhich is often made of veryheavy winter deerskin. Most frocks how
ever, have the border- to the hood either of wolf or wolverine skin, inthe latter'case especially having the end of the strips hanging downlike tssels iuder the chin. The long hairs give a certain, amount ofprotection to the face when walking in the 'wind.2 Instead of a fringethehood sometimes has three tufts of fur, one on each side and oneabove____ 

. - - __

'Second Voy., p. 537. scompareDail, Â&Iaska, p. 22.
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THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

Trimmings of edging like that above aeseribed, or of plain wolverine
fur round the skirts and wrists, are e9mmon, and the shoulder straps

rather less so. Frocks are sometimes also fringed on the skirts and
seams with little strips of deerskin, after what thé Point Barrow people
caled the "Kûùimûdli" fashion.1 Nearly all the natives wear outer
frocks of deerskin, but on great occasions elaborately made garments
of other mnaterials are sonetimes seen. Nos. 56758 [871 (Fig. 57, a and
b) and 56757 [11] (Fig. 58, a and b) are two such fiocks. No. 56758 [87]
is of nounijin sheep skin, nearly white. As shown in the diagranis
(Fig. 59, a, b, c,) the general pattern is not unlike the type described,
but there are more pieces in the hood and several small gussets are in-
serted to improve the set of the garment. The trimmings are shoulder

Fie. 58.--Man's frock ofoermine skins, front and back.

straps, and a border round the skirt of edging like that described above,
and the seams of the throat pieces are piped with the dark almost
hairless deerskin, which sets them off from the rest of the coat. The
wrists have narrow borders of wolf fur, and there was a wolfskin fringe
to the hood, which was removed before the garment was offered for sale.

No. 56757 [11] is a very handsome garment (Fig. 58). The body
and sleeves are of white and brown (winter -and summner) ermine skinîs
arranged in an elegant pattern, and the hood of- reindeer andi mountainî
sheep skin. This is the only frock seeni in which the hood is not fitted
to the sides of the throat by curved and pointed tbroat pieces, after the
fashion universal anong the western Eskimo, fromn Cape Bathurst at
least to Norton Sound. The pattern of the hood is shown by the dia-

'There are several frocks so trimmed ni the National Museum, from the Mackenzio and-Aniderson
region.
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gram (Fig. 60 a). The middle piece is the skin of. a reindeer head
the two cheek pieces, and inedian chin, piece of mountain sheep skin.
Wlien the hood is put together the lower edgeof it is sewed to theneck
of the body, which has the baek and front of nearly the saine size and
shape (diagram, Fig. 60 b), though the back is a little longer in the

d d.

Fia. 59-Pattern of sheepskin frock.

skirt. There is no regular- seam on the shoulders, where irregular bits
of white ermine skin are pieced together so as to fit. Fromù the armpit
on each side runs a narrow strip of sheepskin between back and fr-ont.
The sleeve is~a long piece made of three white ermine skins put together
lengthwise, doubled above, with a straighlt strip of sheepskin let in be-
low, and enlarged near the body by two triangular ýgassets (front and
back) let in -between the ermine and s heepskin. The wristbands are
broad pieces of sheepskin. The skirts are of white ermine skins pieced
togethier irregularly, but the skins composing the front, back,, and
sleeves are split down. thé back of the animal and neatly eut into long
rectangular pieces, with the
feet and tails still attachied.
They are arranged ii a pat-

terni of vertical stripes, two
skins fastened together end
to end mnaking a stripe,which- is the same on the

f a e . F. -Pattern of erkine frock. a, hood b, boy.

is a brown stripe down the middle, then two white stripes on each side
and a brown stripe onus ach é oTheehood is bound rouknd the edg
with ewhite sheepskin and bordred with wolfskin. There are shoulder
straps and a border round the skirt of edging of the usual materials, but
slightly diff arrangemaaent, and tagged with snall red glass beads.
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The former owner of this beautiful frock (since dead) was always very
elegantly dressed. His deerskin clotheawere always much trimmed, and
he owned.an elegant frock of foxskins, alternately blue and white, with
a hood of deerskin, which we did not sncceed in obtaining for the col-
lection. (The "jumper of mixed white and blue fox pelts," seen by Dr.
Kane at Ita,' must have been like this.)

The woman's frock differs from that worn by the men, in the shape
of the hood and skirts, as mentioned above, and it is also slightly fitted

Fia 61-Woman's frock, front and back.

in to the waist and mude to "bag " somewhat in the bek, in order- to
give room for carrying the child. The pattern is considerably different
fron that of the man's frock, as will be seen fron the description of the
type specimen (the only one, in the collection), No. 74041 [1791] (Fig.
61, a and b), which is of deerskin. The hood ixs raised into a little point
on top and bulges out intô a sort of rounded pocket at the nape. This
is a holiday garnent, made of strips of skin fron the slhanks and belly
of the reindeer, pieced together so as to inake a pattern of alternating

.icond Grinnell Ep., vol. 1, p. 203.

I
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light and dark stripes. The pattern is shown in the diagram, Fig. 62.
The sleeves are of the same pattern as those of No. 56751 [184]. The
edge of the hood is bound with
deerskin, hair outwards. Trim-
ning: -a strip of edging (Fig. 63)
in which the light stripes are
clipped white mountain sheep-
skin, the dark pipings brown,
almost hairless, fawnskin, and the
tags red worsted, is inserted in
the seam between 7 on each .side
and 6 and 2, and a similar strip
between the inner edge of 3, 2, 7,

9, and 1. A broader strip of simi-
lar insertion, fringed below with
marten fur, with the flesh side out F..atenfoma'sfoc.

and colored red, runs along the short sean*ffff. The seam between 9
and 7 lias a narrow piping of thin brown deerskin, tagged with red
worsted. A strip of edging, without tags and fringed with marten fur^
(Fig. 64), is inserted in the seam gggg. The border of the skirt is 1 inch

wide (Fig. 64). The dark stripe is brown deerskin,
the white, mountain sheep, and the fur, marten, with
the red flesh side out. The fringes are double strips
of white deerskin sewed to the inside of the last seam,

î S -. about 3 inches apart. The shoulder straps are of
edging like that at g, but have the fur sewed on so

Fia. 63.-Detailof edg-
ing, woman's rock. as to show the red flesh side. The hood has a fringe

of wolfskin sewed to the outsideof the biuding. This
frock measures 45 inches in the back, 32 in the front, 19 across the
shoulders, and 17 at the waist. The skirts are 21 inches wide, the

front 18, and the back 20 inches long. The pieces 7, 8, and 9 of the
hood are white. This is an unusually handsome garment.

%.4..n

Fia. 64.-Dettils o'f trimming, woman's frock.

Deerskin garments rarely have the ornamental piecing seen in this
frock. Each one of the numbered parts of the pattern is generally in
one piece. The pieces 8 and 9 are almost universally white, and 7 is
often so. About the sane variety in material and trinmning is to be
found as in the men's frocks, though (leer and nountain sheep skins
were the only materials seen used, and the wonen's frocks are less often
seen without the fringe round the hood. Plain deerskin frocks are
often bordered round the skirts with a fringe cut from deerskin. The
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women nowadays often lino the outer frock -with drilling, bright calico,
or even bedticking, and then wear it witli.this side out.

The frocks for both sexes, while made on the sane general pattern
as those of the other Eskimo, differ in many details fron those of east-
ern America. For instance, the hood is not fitted in round the throat
with the pointed throat pieces or fringed with wolf or wolverine skin
until we reach the Eskimo of the Anderson River. Here, as shown by
the specimens in the National Museum, the throat pieces are small and
wide apart, and the men's hoods only are fringed with wolverine s1kin.
The womeu's hoods are very large everywhere in the east for the botter
accommodation of the child, which is sometimes carried wholly in the
hood.'

The hind flap of the skirt of the woman's frock, except in Greenland,
has developed into a long narrow train reaching the ground, while the
front flap is very much decreased in size (see references just quoted).
The modern frock in Greenland·is very short and has very small flaps
(see illustrations in Rink's Tales, etc., pp. 8 and 9), but the ancient
fashionjudging from the plate in Crantz's History of Greenland, re-
ferred to above, was much more like that worn.by the western Eskimo.
In the Anderson and Mackenzie regions the flaps are short and rounded
and the front flap considerably the smaller. There is less difference in
thA enral shan ef the n'ns froncks. Thehobid is enierallv ruanndAd

and close fitting, except in Labrador and Baffin Land, where it is
pointed on the crown. The skirt is sometimes prolonged into rounded
flaps and a short scallop in front, as at Igluliîland some parts of Baffin
Land.2 Petitot3 gives a full description of the, dress of a "chief" from
the Anderson River. He calls the frock a "blouse échancrée par côté et
terminée en queues arrondies .par devant et par derrière." The styleof
frock worn at Point Barrow is the prevalent one along the western coast
of America nearly to the Kuskokwin. On this river long hoodless
frocks reaching nearly or quite to the ground are worn.4  The frock
worn in Kadiak was hoodless and long, with short sleeves and large
armholes beneath these.5

The men of the Siberian Eskimo and sedentary Chukches, as at
Plover Bay, wear in siummer a loose straight-bottomned frock without a
hood, but with a frill of long fur round the neck. The winter frock is
described as having "a square hood without trimmings, but capable of
being drawn, like the mouth of a bag, around the face by a string in.

à Egede, p.
1 31 ; Crantz, i, p.137 and PL i. (Greenland); Bessels, op. cit., p.865 (Smith Sonnd-married

women only) ; Parry, 2nd voy., p. 494, and numerous illustrations, passim (Iglulik); Packard, Naturaliat
vol. 19, p. 6, Pl. xXi (Labrador), and Kumlien, 1. c.. p. 33 (Cumberland Gulf). See aloseveral speci-
mena in the National Museum from Ungava (collected by L. M. Turner) and the Mackenzie and Ander-
son rivers (collected by MacFarlane). The hoods from the last region, while still much larger and
wider than those in fashion at Point Barrow. are not soenormous as the more castern ones. The little
peak on the top of the woman's hood at Point Barrow may be a reinniscence of the pointed hood worn
by the women mentioned by Bessels, op. cit.

2 Parry, 2d voy., p. 494, and lst Voy., p. 283.
2 Monographie. etc., p. xiv.
4Petroff. op. cit. p.134, Pls.4 and 5. Sec also specimens i ihe National Museum.
'Petroff, op. cit., p. 139. and Liscansky, voy., etc., p. 194.
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serted in the edge."I According to Nordenskild,2 the men at Pitlekaj
wear the hoodless frock summer and winter, putting on one or two sep-
arate hoods in winter. The under hood appears. to be like ope or two
which I saw worn at Plover Bay, namely, a close-fitting nightcap of
thin reindeer skin tied under the,chin. The
dress of'the Siberian women consists of frock
and baggy kneebreeches in one piece, sewed
to tightfitting boots reaching to the knees. 3

Mantles.-"Circular" mantles of deerskin,
fastened at the neck by a thong, and put on
over the head like a poncho, are worn by the
men in very cold weather over their other
clothes when lounging in'the open air about
the village or watching at a seal hole or tend-
ing the seal nets at night. The cloaks are
especially affécted by the older men, who,
having grown-up sons or sons-in-law, do not
have to go sealing in winter, and spend a
great deal of their time in bright weather
chatting together ont of dcors. There is FIa 65.Man's cloak ofdeerskin.
one specimen in the collection, No. 56760 [94] (Fig. 65). It is made of
fine summer doe-reindeer skin, in three pieces, back and two sides of
dark skin, sewed to a collar of white skin from the belly of the animal.

For pattern see diagraip
(Fig. 66). The seamsat a

- are gored to make the cloak
iang properly from the
shoulder. The collar is in
two pieces, joined in the
middle, and the edge c is
turned over toward the hair
side and "run" down in a
narrow hem. The points b
of the collar are brought
together in the middle and
joined by a little strap of
deerskin about an inch
long, so that the edge c
makes a round hole for the
neck. The width of the
mantle is 60 inches and its

Iu. .-Â'attrn utè man's cloak. depth 39. It is worn with
the white flesli side out, as is indicated by the seams being sewed "over

Dall, Alaaka, p. 379.
Vega, vol. 2, p. 98.
Nordengkild, Vega, vol. 2, p. 100and Fig. on'p. 57; Dall, Alaka, p. 379andplateoppoaite. Ialono-

ticed this dress at Plover lay in 1881. Compare also KranseBrothers, Geogr. Blätter, voL5, No.1, p. 5,
where the dresa along the coaat from East Cape to Plover Bay ia described as we saw it at Plover Bay.
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and over" on the hair side. Al the mantles seen were essentially of
the saine pattern. The edge is sometimes cut into an ornamental
fringe, and the fiesh side marked with a few narrow stipes of red ocher.
This garment appears to be peculiar to northwestern America. No men-
tion is to be found of any such a thing except in Mr. MacFarlane's
MS. notes, where he speaks of a deerskin blanket "attached with a line
across the shoulders in cold weather,"among theAuiiderson River Es-
kimo. We hiave nio means at present of knowing whether such celoa-tks
are worn by the coast natives betweea Point Barrow and Kotzebue
Sound, but one was worn by one of the Nunata'iimiun who. were at
Nuwik in the autumn of 1881.

Rain-frocks.-The rain-frock (silû' ia) is made of strips of seal or wal-
rus intestines about 3 inches broad, sewed togetheredge toedge. This
material is light yellowish brown, translucent, very light, and quite
waterproVf1ii prthtfrock-resembles a -man's frock, but the hood
comes well forward and fits closely round the face. It is generally plain,
but the seans are nowadays sewed with. black or colored cotton for orna-
ment. The garient is of-the saine shape for both sexes, but the women
frequently cover the flesh side of a deerskin frock with strips of entrail
sewed together vertically, thus making a garment at once waterproof
and warm, which is worn alone in summer with the lhair side in. These
gut shirts are worn over the clothes in summèr when it rains or when
the wearer is working in the boats. There are no specimens in the col-
lection.

The kaiak jacket of black sealskin, so universal in Greenland, is un-
known at Point Barrow. The waterproof gut frocks are peculiar to the
western Eskimo, though shifts of seal gut, worn between the inner and
outer frock, are mentioned by Egede (p. 130) and Crantzl as used in
Greenland in their tuime. Ellis also says: "Some few of them [i. e., the
Eskimo of Hudsons Strait] wear shifts of seals' bladders, sewed to-
gether in pretty near the saie forni with those ii Europe." , They have
been described generally under hfle naine kamleïka (said to be a Siberian
word) by all the authors who have treated of the natives of this region,
Eskimo, Siberianus, or Aleuts. We saw them worn by nearly all the
natives at Plover Bay. -One handsome one iwas observed trimmed on
the seamns with rows of little red nodules (pieces of the beak of one cf
the puffins) and tiny tufts of blùek feathers.

The cotton frock, already alluded to as worn to keep the driving snow
out of the furs, is a long, loose shirt reachingto about midleg, with a

-)nl amitthehead. 1This igýeler-round hole at thie neck large enough to amtteha.Ti sgnr
ally of bright-colored calico, buti shirts of white cotton, are sometimes
worn when hunting on the ice or snow. Similar frocks are worn by the
natives at Pitlekaj. 3

Vol. 1. p. 137
Voyage to Hudsons Bay, p. 136.

&Nordenskiiild vega, vol. 2, p. 98.
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ARM CLOTIIING.

Mtten8s.-The hands are usually protected by mnittenls (aitk .âti) of
différent kiîîds of fur. The commolneçst kiîîd are of deerskiu, worii with
the flesh side out. 0f these the collection contadins one pair, No. 89828
[973j (Fig. 67). They are mnade of thick winter reindeer skin, with the
white flesh side outward, in the shape of ordinary inittenis but short and
not narrowed at the wrists, with the thuînb short and clumnsy. The
seains are ail sewed "4over and oyr1 on the hair side. These mittens
are about 7ý inche.a long and 4ý broad. The free part of the thumb is
onily 2t incites long on the outer side. Sucl.I nitteins are the, ordinary -

hand 'coveriug of inen, women, anîd chidren. In extremne cold weather
or during winter hunting, ver-y heavy mlittens of the same shape, but
gathered t<)a wristband, are worn. These are made. of white bearskin
for men and woîneîi,
for clîildren of dog-

out. When. the lîand
covere(l witli such a
mitten is held upon
the-windward sideof î
the face ini walking,
the long hair affords -

a very efficient pro-
tection against the

* wind. The long stiff
hair of the bear-
skin also niakes the
mnitteit a very con-
venient brush for re- Fia 6M. Deer8kin mitt* ns

moving snow and hoar frost froin the elotlies. It is even soînetimes
used for brushing up the floor.

In the MacFàrlane collection are shîilar inittens frorn the Mackenzie
region. Petitot s-ays the Anderson Riv er "ehief" wore pualuk "mi-
taiiîes en peau de morse, aussi blanches et aussi soyeuses que de belle
latine."1 These were probably of bearskin, as a mnitten of* waku;S skiu
15 not likelY to be "lblanche " or "csoyeuse." Glovès are worn under

1s

these as at. Point Barrow. AIl these illittensý, are short ini the wrist,
**barely mneetinig the frock sleevýe, amii leaviîîg a crav.k for the cold to get

in, wltich is partially eovered by thie usual wolf or wol verine skin fringe
* (of the siceve. 1 have already inefltioiied the coinnion habit among the

woinen of carrying only one nitten and drawing one arm inside of the
frock.2 flhe inen, except when huniitilig, freqîîently wear only one of
tiiese heavy mittens, whiclî are.called pu'alui. Waterproof mittens of
black sealskin, coining well up over the forearmi, were also observed, but
not obtained. 1 do not remember ever seeing them in use.

- 1 Monographie, etc., p. xv.
2Compare Parry, 2d Voy., p. 494, whore a similaý habit le mentioned at Iglunk.

r4 *
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Glove.-Gloves of thin deerskin, worn with the hair in, and often
elegantly orinamneniteýd, are used vith full dress, especially at the dances.
As already stated, thé. m1en wear such gloves under the pualu when
shooting in the winter.- When ready to shoot, the imter slips off the
mitten anîd holds it betweeni bis legs, while the glove enables him to
eoek the rifle and draw the trigger without touiching the cold inetal with
his bare hands. Tiere are two pairs of gloves in the collection. No.
89829 [974] (Fig. 68) illustrates a very common style called aldrighdrin.

...... They are made of tin reindeer skin, with the white flesh side ont, and

'Ii

Fia. 68.-Deerskin glove.

are rig-hts and lefts. The short and rather clumsy fingers and thumbs
are separate pieces from the palm, which is one straight, broad piece,
doubled so as to bring the seain on the same side as the thumb. The
thumbs are not alike on both hands. The outside piece of the thumb
runs down to thé wrist on the left glove, but is shorter on the riglit,
the lower 2 inches of the edge sean beirg between the edges of the
palm piece. Each finuger is a single piece doubled lengthwise and
sewed over the tip and (lown oiei side. Th(erists are ornatented witli
an edginîg.ot two narrow'stripl. of (lipled mniiotain sheep skin, bordered
with a narrow strip of wolverine fur witii the reddened flesh side out.
These gloves were made for sale and are not well mated, one being 8
inches, with fingers (all of the saie length) 4A inches long, while the
other is 8 inches long with fiîngers of 3i ilches. No. 56747 [1281 is a
pair of gloves male iii the saime way but more elaborately oriiameuted.
Thére is a baud of deerskin but no fringe round the wrist. The back
of the haud is covered with brown deerskin, liair out, into which is iii-
serted the square ornamental pattern i'l which the light stripes are
white deerskin and the .lark ppings the usual albnost hairless fawn-
skinî. Gloves like this type are the rmost cominmo and ahnîîost univer-
sally have a frinige round the wrist. They are also usually a little
longer-wristed than the mittens.
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Mittens are univeisally employed among the Eskimo, but gloves
with fingers, which, as is well known, are a inuch less warn covering
for the hand than mittens, are very rare. 4hey are in use at Norton
Sound I and in the Mackenzie district,2 and have even been observed
among the Arctic lighlanders of Smith Sound, who, however, gener-
ally wear mittens. Dr. Simpson 1 mentions both deerskin and bear-
skin mitttms as used at Point Barrow, but niakes no reference to

gloves. The natural inference from this is that the fashion of wearing
gloves has been introduced since his time.· It is quite probable that
the introduction of firearms has favored the general adoption of gloves.
The following hypothesis may be suggested as to the way the fashiop
reached Point Barrow: We may suppose that the Malimiut of Norton
Sound got the idea directly from the Russians. They would carry the
fashion 'to the Nunatañîmian at Kotzebue Sound, who in their turn
would teach it to the Point ]Barrow traders at the Colville, and these
would carry it on to the eastern natives.

LEG AND FOOT CLOTHINGe

Breeches (kàkli).-The usual leg-covering of the men is one or two
pairs of knee breeches, rather
loose, but fitted to the shape of
the leg. They are very low in
front,barely covering thepubes,
but run up much higher behind,
sometimes as high as the small
of the b'ack. • They are held in
place by a girdle of thong round
the waist, and are usualljy fas-
tened below the knee, over the
boots, by a drawstring. There
is one pair in the collection, No.
56759 [91], 'ig. 69. They are
of short-haired brown reindeer
skin, fromi the body of the ani-
mal, worn with the hair ont.
The waist is bigher behind than
in front, and each leg is slightly

gathered to a band just be-
low the knee. Pattern (see
diagraitn, Fig. 70): There are
two pieces in each leg, the ii-

Fia. 69.-Man ts breecbes of.doerskin.
side and the outside. The
spaces between the edges e of the two legs is tilled by the gusset

1 Dall, Alaska, pp. 23, 152, and 153. He speak etof the thumb (p.23) as "a triangnlar, shapeless pro-
tuberance "; a description whichl applies well to thos ein our collection.

2 MacFarlane MS., and retitAt,. Monographie, etc., p. xv.
3 
Bessels, Naturalist, vol. 18, p. 865.

4Op. cit., p. 242.
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made of five pieces, which covers the pubes. The crotch is reinforced
by a square patch of white deerskin sewed on the inside. The trim-
ming consists of strips of edging. The first strip (Fig. 71) is 1½ inehes
wide, and runs alotg the front seam, inserted in the. outside piece, to
the knee-band, beginning 5 inches from the waist.~ The light strips

are of clipped mountain sheepskii;
the dark one of dark brown deerskin;
the pipings of the thin fawn skin, and

t the gof red worsted. The edges
ofthe strip are fringed with narrow
double stri,s of mouintain sheepskin
2 inchies long, put on about 1ý inches
apart. A straight strip, 2 inche-s wide,
is inserted obliqunely across the outside
piece from seam to sean. It is of the

Fro. 70.-Pattern of maxn brecehe. same materials, but differs sliglitly in
pattern. The knee-band is of the same materials and 2½inches deep.
The length froni waist to knee is 24 inches behind, 23 in front; the
girth of the leg 24 inches round the thigh and 14 round the knee.
These represent a common style of full-dress breeches, and are worn
with a pair of trimmed boots held up by drawstrings
They are always worn with the hair out and 'âsually
over a pair of deerikin drawers. The ordinary
breeches are of heavier deerskin, made- perfectly
plain, being usually worn alone, with the hair-turned
in. When a pair of under breeches is worn, however,
the hair of the outer ones is turned out. Trimmed
breeches are less common than trimmed frocks, as
the plain breeches when new are often worn for full
dress. The clean, white flesh side presents a very
neat appearance. The skiri of the rough seal Fi a.-r
sometimes, but rarely, used for suminer breeches, ofman'mre'chaes

whicli are worn with the hair out. With this exception, breeches seem
to be invariably made of deerskin. This garment is practically uni-
versal among the Eskimo and varies very little in pattern.

Pantaloons (kaûn).-The women aid cliildren, and occasionally the
men, wear pantaloons (stricly speakincg), i. e.. tight-fitting trousers (-on-
tinuous with the foot covering. Of the two pairs of pantaloons in the
collection, No. 74042 [1792] (Fig. 72) will serve as the type. ,The shoes
with sealskin moccasih soles and deerskin uppers are sewed at the
ankies to'a pair of tighfitting deerskiin trousers, reaching above the
hips and higher behind0than in front. Pattern (diagran, Fig. 73a):
Eàch leg is.composed of four long pieces (front 1, outside 2, back 3,
and inside 4), five gussets (one on- the thiigh 5, and four 'on the calf,
6, 6, 6, 6), which enlarges the garmient to fit the swell of the calf- and
thigh and the half-waistband (7). The two legs are. put together by
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joining the edges d d d of the opposite legs and sewing the gusset (8)
into the space in front with its base .joined to the edges e e of the two
legs. The sole of each shoe is a single piece of white tanned sealskin
with the grain side out, bent up about
1 inches all round the foot, rounded
at the toe and heel and broadest across
the ball of the foot. The toe and heel
are "gathered" into shape by erimping
the edge vertically. A space of about
34 inches is left uncrimped on each

-side of the foot. (The process of crimp-
ing these soles will be described under
the head of boots ani -shoes, where it
properly belongs). Around the top of
this sole is sewed a narrow band of
white sealskin, sewed "over and over"
on the edge of the uncrimped space,
but "run" through the gathers at the
ends, so as to draw theni up. The
upper is in two pieces (heel, 9, and
toe, 10). The heel piece is folded round
the heel, and the toe piece doubled
along the linef, and the curved edges
g g joined to the straight edges k h,
which makes the folded*&dge f, fit the
outline of the instep. The botton is
then cut off accurately to fit the sole
and sewed tnthedge of the band. The
trousers and shoes are sewed together

F1.72--woman's pantaloon.
at the ankles. The whole ismadeof the
short-haired skin from the deers legs. Pieces 2, 4, 7,8, 9, and 10 are of
dark brown skin (10 put on so that the tuft of coarse hair on the deer's
ankle comes on the outside of the wearèr's ankle), while the remain-
ing pieces are white, naking a pleasing pattern of broad stripes. The
inner edge of 5 is piped with dark brown tfiwnskin, and a round piece
of white skin is. inserted at the botton of 2. No. 56748 [136] is a
pair of pantaloons of nearly the sane pattern (see diagran, Fig. 73b)
and put together in a similar way. These pantaloons have soles of
sealskin with the hair left-on and worn inside, and are imade of deer
leg skin, wholly dark brown, except the gussets on the calf, which are
white. There is a piece of white skin let out, 2, as before, and the
ankle tuft is in the same position.

From the general fit of these garments they appear to be all made on
essentially the sane pattern, probably without greater variations thari
those already described. When worn by the wonen the material is
usually, if not always, the skin of reindeer legs, and most commonly of
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n of No. 56748 [136], namely, brown, with white leg gussets.
s wholly of brown skin are quite common, especially for every-
while striped ones, like No.,74042 [1792], are much less usual
specially for full dress. Children's pantaloons are always

I have seen one pair, worn by a young lad, of lynx skin.
three pairs which we saw worn by men were wholly brown.

aloons ofjeg skin witlh~sealskin soles are always worn with
t and usually over a pair of under pantaloons of the saine
made of softer skins with longer hair, whieh is worn next
nd with stocking feet. The outer pantaloons are discafded

FI. 73.-PattezIns of won-an's pantaloon8.

and the inner ones only worn, the feet being protected by
terproof boots, as already stated. - The waterproof sealskin
mentioned in -the sane connection do not fit so neatly, as
de with as few seams as possible (usually only one, up the
d leakage. They are sewed with the waterproof seam, and
nd thé ankle by strings, like the waterproof boots to be de-
her on. This last-mentioned garment seems to be peculiar
Barrow region (including probably WVainwright Inlet and
rest of the coast down to Kotzebue Sound). No mention
mplete protection against wet is to be found in any of the
ccounts of the Eskimo elsewhere, nor are there any speci-
Museum.'

language (op. cit., p. 243) is a little indefinite ("The feet and legs are incased in
in boots"), but probably refers to those as weil as to the knee boots. The "outeide
naterial," and the boots and outide coat made ail in one, with a drawing string
mentioned iin the same place, appears to have gone wholly ont of fashion since his
nts, we saw noither, though we continually saw the natives when working In the
armente, especially the latter, could hardly have failed te attract our attention,

s
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Boots and breeches îunited in this way so as to forn pantaloons are
peculiar to the west of Arnerica, where they are universally worn from
the Mackenzie district westward and southward. We have no speci,
iiens of wonen's leg coverings froi the« Mackenzie district, but Petitot 1
describes themn thus: "Le pantalon fait corps avec la chaus-
sure." In the east the womnen always wear breeches separate fron the
boots, whieh usually differ from those of the men in their size and length,
often reacling to the hipt.2

Stoqkings.-Ne.xt to the skin on the feet and legs the imen wear stock-
inîgs of deerskin, usually of soft, rather long-haired skin, with the hair in.
These are usually in three pieces, the leg, 1,
toe piece, 2, -and sole, 3 (see diagram, Fig.
ï). A straiglht strip about 1 ineh wide oftenî
runs rouind the foot betweên the sole and the
other pieces. Stoekings of this liattern, but
iade of very thick winter deerskin, are sub-

stituted for the outer boots when deer-hunt-
ing in winter in- the dry snow, especially
when snowslhoes are used. They are warmî;
the flesh side sheds the snow well and the
thick hair acts as a sort of wadding whieh
keeps the feet fromsi being galled by the bars
and strings of the snowsloes. Many of the
deer-hunters in 1883 made rougi buskins
of this pattern out of the skins of fresily
killed deer sinply dried. without further .

preparation.
Bootn and shoen.--Over the stockings are

worn boots or shoes with uppers of various .

kinds of skin, with the liair on or black
tanined sealskiun. always fitted.. to heelless
crimped mîîoceasin h soles of sone different
leather, of the pattern whîieh. with soIe
slight mrîodifieations of fori, is ivi-ersail
among the Eskimo. These soles are iaîide 3.
as follows: A bi fki" thir the sole is cut

ô

out, of the shape of thîet toot, luit aicouple
of incihes larger' ail rounîd. The begin-?%s t lMtFmu. 74.-Patte'rn of stocking.umgii. at oneè side of the ball.oft te foot, the
toe part is douîbleil over toward the inside of the sole, so tha.t the
edges just natch1. The two pirts\ are tihei pinîehed together with

Monoraphbile, etc, p. xv.
nessels, Naturalist. vol. 18. p. 865, Sntith soiid: Egele. p. 131, anti Crantz, vol. 1. p. 138, Greeniand '

Parry. 2d Voy,. p. 49m and 496, Iglulik. and Krnxlien, op. xi. p. 23. Crunberland Gulf. Also in Lahra
glor. see l1'l. XVII, Naturidigt, vol. 19, No. 6. The old c i >nple whomi Franklin met at the* Bloody Fall of
the' Coppetrnine ipipear to lave worn paiutaloons. for he speaks of their " fight leggings sewed to
Shoes'' aIst Exp., vol. 2, p.180).

9 ETH-9
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the teeth along a line paraleto the folded edge and at a distance
from it eq»al to the depth of the intended fold. This bitten line runs
rom the edge.ôf the leather as far as it is intended to turn up the side

of the sole. A series of similar folds is carried round the toe to a point
on the other side of the sole opposite the starting point. In the same
way a series of crimps is carried round the heel, leaving an uncrimped
space of 2 or .3 inches on each side of the foot. The sole is then sewed
to a baud or to the edge of the upper, with the thread run through each
fold of the crimps. This gathers the sole in at the heel and toe and
brings the uncrimped part straight up ont each side of-the shank. When
the folds are all of the same length and but slightly gathered the -sole is
turned up nearly straight, as at the heel usually, and at the toe also of
waterproof boots. When the folds are long and much gathered the sole
slopes well in over the foot. Some boots, especially those intended for full
dress, have the sole deeper on the sides than at the toe, so that the top of
the sole cones to a point at the toe. The ordinary pattern is about the
same height all round and follows the shape of the foot, being rather more
gathered inover the toe than at the heel. The "blank" for the sole is eut
out by measuring the size of the foot on the leather and allowing by eye
the margin which is to be turned up. The crimping is also done by
eye. Any irregularity in the length of thecrimps can be remedied by
pressing out the crease. I have never seen at Point Barrow the ivory
knives, such as are used at Nôrton Sound for arranging the crimps.

Diffèrent kinds of leather are used for the soles, and each kind is
;È supposed to be best suited for a particular purpose. The beautiful

white urine-tanned sealskin is used for winter wear when the snow is
dry, but is not suited for standing the roughness and dampness of the
salt-water ice. For this purpose sealskin dressed with the hair on and
worn flesh side out is said to be the~very best, preferable even to the
various waterproof skins used for summer boot soles.. For waterproof
soles are used oil-dressed skinsl of the walrus, bearded seal, polar bear,

-îor, best of all, the white whale. This last iakes a beautiful light yellow
translucent.leather about 0-1 inch thick, which is quite durable and
keeps out water for a long time. It is highly prized and quite an article
of trade among the natives, a pair of soles usually commanding a good
price. These Eskimo appear to be the only ones who have discovered
the excellence of this material for waterproof soles, as there is no men-
tion-to be found of its use elsewhere. The "narwhal skin" spoken of
by, Dr. Simpson 2 is probably this material, as he calls it "Kel-lel'-lu-a,"
which is the ordinary word for white whale at Point Barrow. The nar-
whal is very rare in these waters, whiTe the white whale is comparatively
abundant. Dr. Simpson appears not to have seen the animal from which
the skin was obtained. Itis, 1ioevef4ýy no ineans impossible that some
skins of the-narwhal, which when dressed would be indistinguishable

Probably prpared -like the boat covera described by Crantz, vol.1, p. 167, by drying them without
removing al of their own blubber.

2Op. cit., pp. 242-266.
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from the white whale skins, are obtained from the eastern natives or
elsewhere. Such crimped soles are in use among the, Eskimo every-
where, varying but little .in general pat-
tern. The Greenland boots are specially
uîoticeable for the neatness of the criimp-
ing, while specimens iii the Museum from.
the central region are decidedly slovenly
iii their workmanship. The boots worn
by the natives of Plover Bay have the
sole narrowed at the shank and hardly
coming over the foot except at the toe
and heel, where they are crimped, but
less deeply thán usual. This style of sole
very much resembles those of a pair of
Kamchatdale boots in the National Mu-
seum,, which, however, are turned up with-
out crimping, as is the case with the boots
used by the Aleuts ont the Commander
Islands, of which Dr.: L. Steineger has'
kindly sliown nie a specimen. There is a
folded~"welt" of sealskin in the*seaim be-
tween the upper and sole of the Plover
Bay boots. I an informed by Capt. Heren-
deen that the natives have been taught to.
put this iii by the whalenen who every
year purchase large niumbers of boots on
the Siberian coast, for use in the Arctic. Similar welts, which are very
unusual on Eskimo boots, are to be seen on some brought by Mr. Nelson

fron Kings Island -andNorton Sound. The
winter boots usually have uppèrs of deer-
skinî, generally the short-haired skin from '

the legs. Mountain-sheep skin is sometimes '

used for full-dress boots, and sealskin with
the hair out for working boots.. The latter
is not a good material, as the snow sticks
to it badly. There are four pairs of mîen's
winter boots in the collection, from which
No. 56750 [111] (Fig. 75) has been selected141 as the type of the everyday pattern. They
are made of deer-leg skin with white seal-
skin soles. Leg and upper are in four

Fia. 76.-Patterni of leerskin boot. pieces,' back 1, two sides' 2 2, and front 3;
1 and 3 are gored at a a a to fit the swell

of the calf; 1 and 3 are of dark skin, and 2 2 lighter colored, especially
along the middle. The bottoi is cut off accurately to fit the sole but the -
top is left irregular, as this is concealed by the breeches. The boots are

See diagramn, Fig. 76.

k4
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held up round the ankles by two tielstrings of sealthong, sewed iii be-
tween the sole and the band, oie rn eawh side just under the middle
of flie akle. They are long enough to cross above the hee, pass once or

twice round the ankle, whieh fits more loosely
thani the rest otf' te bootand tie iii froiit. On
eaci lieel is a large round patli of sealskin
with the liair on and pointing toward the toe
(to prevent. slipping). These patehes are
carefully "blin4stitehed" on so tha.t the
stitches do nîot show on the outside.

Boots of this style are the connon every-
day wear of the men, sonetimes made wholly
of dark deerskin and sometimnes variegated.
They are often mnade of a pattern like that of
the lower ,part of the womnen's pantaloons;

l.1at is, with the uppers separate froni the leg
pieces, whieh are browi, with four white gus-
sets on the ealf. Fig. 77, No. 56759191], is
one of a pair of full-dress boots of a slightly
diffèrent pattern. The -leg pieces are the
saine in inmber as in No. 56750, and put to-
gether in the sanie way, but 2 and 3 are of a
different shape.' They are made of deer-
leg skinis. 'each piece witl1 a lighter streak

Fnu. T.-.Man's dres3 boot of deer. lown the Iiid(Idle. The soles are of white
s.kin. sealskin, finely erinped, with thie edge com.n-

ing to a point at the toe. and the five ormîanaenîtal bands are of seal-
skiîi. alternately black and white. A
strip of edging three-ouîrtis of ait inch
wide is inserted in the seani between
2 a.d 3 on eaeh side. The li ght stripes
.are mnountain-sheep skin and the dark
ones the usual voun g fawînskiii, ta gged
with red worsted. hlie legt reac)hesto i 2

just below. the knîee. and i ielmied
over on the inside. to lhold tlhe draw-
tring, which coines ot blehind. There

are strings at thi ankiles a-s before.
Fig. 79, No. 89834 [770]. is mne of a

pair of alnost )re(isely the samie Iut-
tern as the last, but madle of îmionnutauin-
sheep skin. The soles are m1ore deeply
turnued up ail uîro d anîd have three
ornImlental bands of sealskii around 7 -enneru or man-s dress I-t or
flhe edge, blak, white, and black. Edg-
iiig is iiiserted into both the seaims oi eaci side. It is of strips of iouni-

Sete diagram, Fig. 78.

ri
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tain-sheep skin and a dark brown deerskin, tagged with red worsted with
the edge which laps over the side piece cut into oblique tags. There are
no tiestrings, as the soles are turned up high enough to stay in place
without them. These boots were brought from the east by one of the
Nuwilk trading parties in 1882. Fig. 80, No. 56749 [110], is also a fill-
dress boot, with soles like the last and no tiestrings. The leg is oftwo
pieces of dark brown deerskin with the hair clipped short. These
pieces are shaped like 2 in No. 56750, and the inuer is larger, so that it
laps round the leg, bringing the seai on the outside. The leg is en-
larged to fit the swell of the calt by a large triangular gusset from the
knee to the midleg, meeting the in-
side piece in an oblique seam across
the calf. Instead of a hen, the
top of the leg has a half-inch band
sewed round it ;nd a binding for
the drawstring above this. Edging
is inserted in the front seain, and
obliquely across the outside of the
leg. That in the front sean is three
narrow strips of deerskin, dark in
the niddle and light on each side.
The other is of nountain-sheep skin
in three strips, piped w.itlh fawnskin
and tagged with worsted.

The boots belong with the
breeches, No. 56759. They fairly
represent the style of full-dress
boots worn with the-loose-bottomed
breeches. They ail have draw-
strinigs just below the knee. and FIG. 79.-Man's dreas boot of slCio of In Ointain
often have no tie-strings at the -heep
ankles. The eastern Eskimo are everywhere described as weariug the
boots tied at the top with a drawstring and the bottois of the breeches
usually loose and hangin g down on them. Tying down the.breeches
over the tops of the boots, as is done at Point Barrow, is an improve-
ment on the easterrnfashion, as it closes thegarments at the knee so as
to prevent lhe entrance of cold air. The saime -result is obtained in an
exactly opposite w.ay by thei ope of SmithSound, who, according toBessels (Natura.list, vol. 18, p. 865). tie the boots over the breeches.

All fur garments, includiiîg boots. are sewed in the saine way,.usually
with reindeer sinew, by fitting the edges together and sewing theni
"over and over" 1on the "wrong" side. The waterproof boots of black
sealskm, however, are sewed witl an elaborate double seam, which isquite waterproof, and is made as follows: The two pieces are put to-
gether, tiesh side to tesh side, so that the edge of one projects beyond

:,
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the other, which is then "blind-stitched" down by sewing it "over andover" on the edge, taking pains, to run the stitches only part way-
through the other piece. The seam is thei turned and the edge of

the outer piece is turned in and
"run" down to the grain side
of the under with fine stitches
which do not run through to
the flesh side of it. . Thus in
neither sean are there lioles
through both pieces at once.
The sewing is done with fine
sinew thread and very fine
round. needles (the wonen used
to ask for "ittle needles, like
a hair"), and the edge of the
leather is softened by wetting

Ï,it in the mouth. A similar wa-
terproof seam is used in sewing
together boat covers.

There is one pair of water-
proof boots in the collection

WN (N. 76182 [1794] Fig. 81). The
tops are of black dressed seal-
skin, reaching to the knee andFin. 80.-Pair of man mdress boots of deerslan,
especially fil on the istep and

ankle, which resuilts from their being iade with the least possible num-
ber of seams, to reduce the chance of leaking. The soles are of white
whale skin, turned-up about 14 inches all aaround. nTheeg and upper
aremade all in one piece so that the double water-tight seanm runs down
the front of the leg to the instep, and then diagonally across the foot
to the quarter on one side. The bottom is eut off accurately to fit the
top of the sole. The edges of the upper and the sole are puttogether

sthat the inside of the former comes against the finside of the latter,
and the•two are "unu" together with fi4e stitches, with a stout double
under-thread running througlh then along the surface of the upper.
The ornamental band at the top is of white sealskii "run" on with
strong dark thread, and the checkered pattern is mnade by drawing a
strip of black skin through slits in the white. Round the top of the
band is sewed a bindiug of black sealskin, whichl holds a drawstring
of sinew braid. The sole is kept up in shape aud thé boot inade to fit

round the ankle by a string of sealskin twine passed through four loops,
Oie on each side just back of the ball of the fiot, and one on eaclh
quarter. These loops are made of little strips of white whale skini,
doubled over and sewed to the edge of the sole ou the outside. The
ends of the string are passed through the front loop so that the bight

I . 4.
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cones across the ball of the foot, then through the hinder loops, and
are crossed above the heel, carried once or twice around the ankle, and
tied in front.

Such boots are universally wornl
in summer. The men's boots are
usually left with au irregular edge
at the top, and are held up by the
breeches, while the women's usually
have white bands around the tops
with drawstrings. Half-boots of
the sane material, reaching to mid-
leg, without drawstrings, or shoes
reaching just above the ankle with
a string round the top are some-
times worn over the deerskin boots.
Similar shoes of deerskin are some-
times worn in place of boots.

Waterproof boots of black seal-
skin are-universally employed by
Eskimo and by the Aleuts. These
boots stand water for a long timje
without getting wet through, but
wbenî they become wet they must
be turned inside out and dried very
slowly to prevent them from shrink-
ing, and worked soft with a stone FIG. 8.-Wotuan's waterproof sealskin boot.

skin-dressinig toolor the teeth. The ntatives prefer to dry them iii the
sun. When the black epidermis wears off this leather is no longer
waterproof, so that the wonen are always on the watch for whute spots,
which are mended with water-tight *patches as soon as possible.

lu the early spring, before-itthaws enough to render waterproof boots
necessary, the surface of~thnñiw-becomes
very sinooth and slippery. To enable theni-
selves to:walk on this surface without fal-
ing, the natives make a kind of "creeper"
out of strips of sealskin. These are dôubled

Fio. 82.--Sketch of ce-creepers "on lengthwise, and enerally bent into a half
moon or horseshoe shape, with the folded

edges on the outside of the curve, sewed on the toe and heel of the
sealskin sole, as represented in Fig. 82.

PARTS OF DRESS.

Bett8 (tapsi).-The belt which is used to hold up the pantaloons or
breeches is simply a stout strip.of skin tied round the waist. Th'e gir-
dle, whicl is always worn outside of the frock, except when the weather
is warm or the wearer heated by exercise, is very often a similar strap
of deerskin, or perhaps wolfskiin. Often, however, and especially for

r *.. ..
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-Fu. 83
.- MaN' beit woveu of feathret. The lower cut shows detail of pattern.

inner side of the leather. The four on each side are of file cotton
twimle or stout thread, eaci two being one coitinuous thread passin-through the leather and llout again. The woof is the shafts of snailfeathers regularly woven, the first strand woven over and under, end-ing over the warp, the next under and over, ending under the warp.and so )in Oh alterinately, each strand extending about one-fourthinchbeyond the outer warp-strand on each side. This makes the patternshown in Fig. S3b, a long stitch on each side. three very short oneson each side of the middle, and a sligltly longer one in the mid-de. The strips of feathers frmin the woof are not joined together,but one strip is woven in as far as it will go, ending always on theinner side of the belt, a niew stril eginning where the other ends

Teshafts of black feathers, withi a few. of the barbs attached, areqAT
î
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full dress, the'nen wear a haiidsome belt woven fron feathers, and thewomnelole inade of wolverijnes.s' toes. There are in the collection two
of the former and one of the latter.

No. 89544 [1419] (Fig. 83a) las been. chosen as the type off a Ian'sbelt. It is 3aer meheslongand 1 inchbroad, and made of the shafts offeatthers voven mto anelegant patterin, bordered on the edges withdeerskin, anîd termninîatinug in 'àleather loop at one end and a braidedstring at the other.. Theloop is a flat piece of skin of the bearded sealin which is eut a large oblong eye. TTheaii4 ibegins at the square
oop. Tliewarp coisists of nine long strands sewed throughthe inner faee of the leather so as to cone out on the hinder edge.The iniddle strand is of stoui sinew braid, ending in a knot on the
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woven iito the woof at tolerably regular intervals. Each black strand
starts under the first strand of the warp, making the outer and inner
of thethree short stitches on eaeh side black. This producesa checkered
pattern long -the middle of the belt (see enlarged section, Fig. 83b).
The woof strands are driven home tightly and their ends are secured
on each side by a double thread of cotton sewed into the corner of the
leather loop. Onîetlhread runs along the ont-
side of the belt and the other along the inside,
passing between the ends of the featherà about u CO )
every ten feathers and nakitig a turu round
the outer thread, as in Fig. 84. The edges of .G. 84. -Diag"am showing

. . .methol of fastening thethe belt are triniîed off even and bound with ends of feathers in beit.
a narrow strip of deerskin with tlie flesh side ont and painted red.
The binding of the upper edge makes an irregular loose lining on the
Iinside of the belt. Aeross the end of the belt is sewëd on each hide a
narrow strip of sealskin, and the ends of the warp are .gathered into
a three-ply braid 16 inches long, which is- ised to fasten the belt by
drawing it through the ,loop and knottinig it. An ancient bone spear-
he:fd is attached to the belt as an aiulet by a stout strap.

No. 89543 [1420] is a similar belt worn in precisely the same way,
but with the black feathers introduced in a different pattern. The
weaving is done by hand with the help of sone little tools, to be
described m1der impleinents for naking ani working fiber. Belts or

?~ îrr

FIG. 85.-Woman's beIt of wulverine toes.

this style appear to be peculiar to the Point Barrow region. Indeed,
girdles of any kind are seldon wo>rnî over the jacket by the men in the
eastern regions.

The wonen never wear anything except a simple strip of skin or tl
wolvervine belt nentioned above. No.. 89542 [1421], Fig. 85, is one of
these. It is made of nine strips of dark brown skin fron round the
foot of the wolverine, sèwed- together end to end. Each strip, except.
the one at the eid, has a claw at the lower corner (on soine of the
strips the bit of skin bearinig the elaws is pieeed in) so that there are
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eight nearly equidistant claws making a fringe round the lower edge
of the belt. There is a hole at each end into which8 is half-hitched the
end of a narrow strip of deerskin about 8 inches long. These strings
serve to tie the girdie. This belt is 33 inches long and li inches wide,
and has been worn so long that the inside is very'dirty. Such beltsare very valuable and highly prized, and are worn exclusively by the
womeni.

Fig. 86, No. 89718 [1055j. is an object which is quite uncommon andseldomi if ever' now seen in use. It is of walrus ivory,
very old and yellow. It served as a belt-fastener (táp-
ïsigu). I have seen a brass clock wheel used. on a girl's

belt for the same purpose. This specinen is very old,
]io.8.-fle it-at. neatly made, and polished smooth, probably froin long

use.
Ornamentts.-In addition to the trimmings above described there are

certain ornamental appen(dages which belong to the dress but can not
be .considered as essential parts of any garnents, like the trimmings.
For instance, nearly every male in the two villages wears dangling fron
his baçk between the shoulders an ermine skin either brown.or white,
or an eagle's feather, which is transferred to the new garment when the old
one is worn out. This is perhaps an anulet.as well as au ornament, as Dr.

.- Simpson states.1 An eagle's featier is oftenî worn ou the outside of the
hood, pendant from the crown of the head. Attached to the belt are vari-
-ous amulets (to be described under the head of "Religion") and at the
back always the tail of an animal, usually a wolverine's. Very seldomu
a wolfs tail is worn, but nearly all, even the boys, have wolverine
tails. which are always saved for this purpose and used for no other.
This habit among the"Eskimo of western America of wearing a tail at
the girdle las been noticed by many traveler8, and prevails at least as
lar as the Anderson River, since Petitot, 2 in describing the dress of the
Anderson River "chief," says: "par derrière il portait aux reins unequeue épaisse et ondoyante de renard noir." According to him? it is
the women of that region, who wear, "à titre de talismans, des defroques
empaillées de corbeau, de faucon, ou d'hermine." The custom of wear-
ing an ermine skin on the jacket was observed by Dr. Armstrong of the
Investigator at Cape Bathurst.4

PERsONAL ADO RNMENT.

SKIN ORNAMENTATION.

Tattooing.-The customn of tattooing is almost universal among the
women, but the marks are eonmfined almost exclusively to the chin and
form a verysimplepatteri. This consists of one, three, five,'or perhaps as

Op. cit., p. 243. 13Ibid.
. M2xonographie. etc., p. xiv. 4

Persontl Narrativ,
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many as seven vertical lines fron the under lip to the tip of the chin,
slightly radiating when there are more than one. When there is a
single line, which is rather rare, it is generally broad, and the middle
Une is sometimes broader than the others. The women as a rule are
not tattooed until they reach a marriageable age, though there were.a
few little girls in the twovillages who had a single line on the chin.
I remember seeing but one married woman in either village who was
not tattooed, and she had come fron a distant settlement, from Point
Hope, as well as we could understand.

Tattooing on a man is a mark ofdistinction. Those men who are, or
have been, captains of whaling umiaks that have taken whale& have
marks to indicate this tattooed sonewhere on their persons, sonetimes
forning a definite tally. For instance, Aiioru had a broad band across
each cheek from the corners of the mouth (Fig. 87, fron a sketch by the
writer), made up of many indistinct lines, which was said to indicate
"many whales." Amaiyuna had the "flukes" of seven whales-in a ine
across his chest, and Mû'fiialu had a couple of small marks on one;fore-
arm. Niâksára, the wife of Añ oru, also had a little mark tattooed in
each corner of her mouth, which she said were
"whale marks," indicating that she was the wife
of a successful whaleman. Suchi marks, accord-
ing to Petitot (Monographie, etc., p. xv) are a part
of the usual pattern in tlie Mackenzie district-
"deux traits aux commissures de la bouche." One
or two men at Nuwrik had each a narrow line FiG. 87.-Man with tattooed>
across the face, ôver the bridge of the nose, which cheeks.

were probably also "whale marks," though we never could get a definite
answer concerning them.

The tattooing is done with a needle and thread, snmeared with soot or
gunpowder, giving a peculiar pitted appearance to fthe lines. It is
rather a painful operation, producing considerable inflammation and
swelling, which lasts several days. The praeqice of tattooing the
women is almost universal among the Eskimo, from Greenland to
Eadiak, including the Eskimo of Siberia, the only exception being the

'Compare the custom observed. by H: M. S. Investigator, at Cape Bathurst, where, according to Mc-
Clure (Discovery of the Northwest Passage, p. 93), a successful harpooner has a blue lino drawn across
his face over the bridge of the'nose; or, according to Armstrong (Personal Narrative, p. 176), le has a
line tattooed from the inner angle of the eye across the cheek, a new one being added for every whale
he strikes. Petitot, however (Monographie, etc., p. xxv), says that in this region whales are "scored" by
tattooing crosses on the shoulder, and that a niurderer is marked across the nose with a couple of hori.
zontal lines. It ia interesting to note in this cennection that one of the "striped " men at Nuwtik told
us that ho had killed a man. According to Holm, at Angmagsalik (east Greenland), "Maindene ore
kun unltagel8vi8 tataverede og da kun med enkelte nitndre Streger paa Arme og Haandled, for at
kunne harpunere godt" (Geogr. Tids., vol. 8, p. 881. Compare also Hooper, Tents, etc.. p. 37, "Men
only make a permanent mark on the face for an act of prowess, such as killing a bear, capturing awhale, etc.;" and Parry, 2d Voyage, p. 449, where some of the men at Iglulik are said to be tattooed
on the back of the hand, as a souvenir of some distant or deceased person.

er
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natives of Sinith Solu'Dthough the custom is falling into disuse amoni
the Eskimo who have inuch intercouîrse with the whites.1

The simple pattern of straiglit, sligfitly dliverging lUnes .on the chin
seems to prevail froni the Mackenzie district .to Kadiak, and similar

chin lines appear always to forn part of the more ela-
borate patterns, sonietimes extending to the arms and
other parts of thebody, in fashion among the eastern
Eskiio2 and thoseof Siberia, St. Lawrence Island, and
the Dionedes.

FI.88.-Woinan
Fig. 88, from a sketch made on the spot by the writer,

ng shows the Point Barrow pattern.

Painting.-On great occasions, su(ch as dances, etc., or when going
whaling, the face is marked with a broad streak of black lead, put on
with the finger, and usually running obliquely across the nose or one
cheek. 3 Chidren, when dressed up in new clothes, are also frequently
narked in this way. This nay be comipared with the ancient custom
anong the people of Kadiak of painting their faces "before festivities
or games and before any important hndertaking, such as the cossing
of a wide strait or #M of the sea, the sea-otter rhase, etc.

IlŠAI> ORtNA ENT5.

11ethod of wearing the hair.---Tlhe meji and boys wea- their har' conbed
down straight over the forehead and cut off square àcross ini front, but
hanging in rather long locks-on the sides, so as to cover the ears. There
is always a small circular tonsure on tlie crown of the head, and a strip
is generally clipped down to the nape ôf the neck: (See Fig. 89, from
a sketch from life by the -Nriter.) The natives believe that this clip-
ping of the back of the head prevents snow blindness in the spring.

Y The people of the MackeÙzie -district have a different theory. "La large

Bessels, Naturalist. vol. 18, p. 875 <Simith Sound); Egeâe, p. 132, and Crantz, vol. 1, p. 138, already
given up by the Christian Gre.planders (Grenland); Holtn. (Gogr. Tids., vol. 8, p. 88, stl pheticed

regularly in east Greenland; Parry, ist Voyage, p. 282 (affin Land); 2d Voyage, p. 498 (Iglulikî;
Kumlien, Contrib., p. 26 (Cumberland Gulf, aged women chiefly); Boas, "Central Eskimo," p. 561;
Chappell, Hudson Bay," p.6) (Hudson Strait) Back, Jourtiy, etc., p. 289 (Great Fish River); Frank-
lin, 1st Exped., vol. 2, p. 183 (Coppermine River); 2d Expyd.. p. 126 (Point Sabine) Petitot. Mono-
graphie, etc., p. xv (Mackenzie district;; Dal, Alaska," pp. 140, 381 (Norton Sound, Diomede Islande,
and Plover Bay): Petroff, Report, etc., p. 139 (Kuliak); Lisi.ansky. Voyage, p. 195 (Kadiak in 1805,

the fair sex were also fond of tittooing the ehin. breastsaud back. but this again is much ont of
fashion '); Norienskiild, Vega, vol. 2, pp.99, 100, 2 .;and 25à, with figures (Siberia and St. Lawrence
Island); Krause brothers, Geograhiscl lBliitter, vol.5, pp. 5 (East Cape to Plover Bay): Hooper,
Tents, etc.. p. 37, "women were tattooed on tihelhin in diverging lines" (Plover Bay); Rosse, Cruse
of the Corwin, p. 35, fig. on p. 36 (St. Lawrence Isandi.

Frobiaher's account, being the earliest on',record, is wortph quoting:" The women are
marked on the face with blewe streekes downe the cheekes and round about the ies" (p. 621).
*Also, some of their women race their faces proportionally, a chnne, chexkes, and forehead, anl the

wristes of their hands. whereupon tbey lay a colour, which edntinuethl dark azurine" (p.
62 7

).. Hak-
lnyt's Voyages, etc., 1589.

2 Holn (East Greenland) says: 'et Paar korte Streger paa Hgen "(Geogi. Titis. vol. 8. p. 88>.
>Compare Kotzebue's Voy.. vol. 3. p. 296. where ('hamisso adIecribes the natives of' St. LawrenceI

Bay, Siberia,-as having large nrantiti.s. of fine graphit, vith wîrieh they painted tlheir faces.
'Petroff Report, etc., p. 139.

i
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toisure (ine portent nos Tchiglit a pour but, m'ont-ils dit, de permettre
au soleil de rechauffer leur cerveau et de transmettre par ce inoyen
sa bienfaisanite chaleur à leur ceur pour les faire vivre."' Sone of the
Nunataiiniun and ene onman from Kiliuwïtaiwlt that we saw wore their
front hair long, parted iii the middle, and confined by a narrow fillet
of leather round the brow. The hiair on the tonsure is not always
kept clipped very close, but soinetimes allowed to grow as munch as an
inch long, which probably led Hooper to believe that the tonsure was
not common at Point Barrow. 2 It is universal at the present day, as
it was in Dr. Simipson's time? The western Eskimo generally crop
or shave the crovn of the head, while those of the east allow their hair
to grow pretty lonig, sometimes clipping it on the forehead. The practice
of clipping the crown appears to be general in the Mackenzie district,4

and was occasionally observed at Iglhlik by Capt. Parry (2d' Voy., p. 493).
The natives of St. bawrence Island and the Siberian coast carry this
custom to an extreme, elipping the whole crown, so as to leave only a
fringe round the head.5  The wvomen dress their
hair in the fashion commion to all the Eskimo ex-
cept the Greenlanders and the people about the
Mackenzie and Anderson Rivers, where the womern
bring the hair up froin behind into a sort of high
top-knot, with the addition in the latter district of
large bows or pigtails on1 th sides. The hair is
parted in the middle froin the foreh-iead to the nape
of the neck, and gathered into a club on ca sidean

waig tihe hair.
belhind the car. The elib is either simply braided ent

or without further dressing twisted1 and leiigtlienedl ont with strips of
leather, ai wound spirally for its whole length with a long string cf
small beads of various colors, a large flat brass button being stuck into
the hair above eachsclub. The wife of the captain of a wlialing umniak
wears a strip of wolfskini iii place of the string of beads when the boat
is "ini cnîommision" (as Capt. lerendeen observed).

Some of the little girls wear their hair eut short behind. The liair is
not arranged every day. Both sexes are rather tidy about arranging
their hair, but*there is much difference iii thtis between in dividuals.
The mnarrow of the reinleer k somiuetimes used for ponatunm. Baldness

Petitot, Monographie, etc., p. xxxi.
Tetetc., 1p. 225.

2 0p. cit., 1p. 238.
4 Petitot, Monographiîie, etc. p. xxxi., See also Franklin. 2d Exp.. p. 11 .
'See also Nordenskidld. Vega, vol. 2. ppj. 9 and 252. and figutres passmirm, eapccially pp. M4 and M;

Ilooper, Tente, etc., p. 27: and Dall, AlIaak, p. 381.
<So Kane, 2d Grinnell Exp. Many illutrationsa. passim, simiti somnd ; Egde,1 p. 132, and Crantz,

vol.1, p.128, Greenland; irod beck, ' Nach tosten. p.23, and Holm, (eogr. Tid., vol.$, p.90, East Green.
land; Frobisher, in iakluyt, Voyages, etc. (1589), p. 6S27. bffin Lirsd; Parry, 2d Voy., p. 494, and
Lyon., Journal, p. 230, Iglulik; Petitot, Monographie, etc., v, xxix, Mackenzie district; Hooper, Tenta,
ete., pp. 257, Icy Reef, and 347. Maitland Id..: Franklin. 2d Exp.. p. 119, Point Sabine: Dall, Alaska,
pp. 140 and 381, Norton sound aand Plover Bay. see also ref'erences to Nordenskiöld, given above, and
Krause Bros., Geographische Bltt.(er, vol. 5. pt. 1. p. 5.

...............................................................................-* *-..'
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in either sex is rare. I do iot remember ever seeing a bald woman, and
there were only two bald men at the ,two villages. Neither of these
men was very old.

Head-band.-Some of the men and boys wear across the foiehead a
string of large blue glass beads, sonetimes sewed on a strip of deer-
skin. Occasionally, also a fillet is worn inade of the skin of the head
of a fox or a dog, with the nose coming .in the middle of the forehead.
Such head-dresses are by no means common and seem to be highly
prized, as they were never offered for sale. MacFarlaxie (MS.) speaks
of a similar head-dress worn at the Anderson River, "generally made
of the skin of the fore part of the head skins of wolves, wolverines, and
marmots. Very often, however, a string of beads is made use of in-
stead." Aniother style of head-dress .is the badge of a whaleman, and
is worn only when whaling (and, I believe, at the ceremonies in the
spring preparatory to the whaling). This seems to be very highly
prized, and is, perhaps, "looked upon with superstitious regard."'
None were ever offered. for sale and we had only two or three oppor-
tunities of seeing it. It eonsists of a broad fillet of mountain-sheep
skin, with pendants of flint, jasper, or crystal, rudely flaked into the
shape of a whalé (see under "Ainulets," where specimens are described
and figured), one in the middle of the brow and one over each ear.
Some of them are also fringed with the incisor teeth of the mountain
sheep.attached by means of a small.hole drilled through the end of the
root, as on the daricing cap (see under "Games and Pastimes"). The cap-
tain andlharpooner of a whaling erew which. I saw starting out in the

Sspring of 1882 each wore one of these fillets. The harpooner's had
only the whale pendants, but the captain's was also fringed with teeth.
This ornament closely resembles the fillet fringed with deer's teeth,
observed 'by Capt. Parry at Iglulik, 2 which "was understood to be
worn on the head by men, though we. did not learnt on what occasions."

Earrings (nógolu).-Nearly all the, women and girls perforate the
lobes of the ears and wear earrings. The commonest pattern is a little
hook of ivory to which are attached pendants, short strings'of beàds,
etc. Large, oblong, dark-blue beads and bugles are specially desired
for this purpose. Cheap brass or "bruinagemîî" earrings are. some-
fimes worn nowadays. The fishion in earrings seeis to have changed
sonewhat since Dr. Simpson's timne, as I 1do not remember ever having
seen the long-strings of beads hanging across the breast or looped up
behind as lie describes themî. At present, one earring is much more
frequently worn than a pair, There are in the collection two pairs of
the ivory hooks.for earrinjgs, whicb, though made for sale, are of the
ordinary pattern. Of these No. 89387 [1340] (Fig. 90) will serve as
the type. They are of coarse, white walruis ivory.

See Dr. Simpson. op. cit., p. 243. Compare also Brodbeck, aeh aOten " (p.23). speaking of ein
Kopf- oder Stirnband," he says: "Vielléicht gilt es ihnen als eine Art von Zauberschiütznittel, deni
es ist um kein Geld zu haben. Drängt man Hie, so sagen sie wohl, es sei nicht ihr eigen.

2.second Voy., p. 498 and Fig. 7, pl. opposite p. 548.
Op. cit., p. 241.
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No. 8938(l [f1340] is a similar pair of earrings, in which the hook pro-
jects at'rightgi s and terminates in a flat, round button. Bôth of the
specimensarôf thiusualpattern,butvery roughly made. The custoni of
wearing earings is very general anongthe Eskimo. I need only refer
to the dekcriptions of dress and ornaments already quoted.

Labret.-As has been stated by all travelers who have visited Point
Barrow since the time of Elson, all the adult males wear the labrets
or stud-shap lip ornaments. The discussion of the origin and extent
of this habit, or even a comparison of the forms of labrets in use among
-the Eskimo, would lead me far beyond the scope of the present work.r
They are or have been worn by all the Eskimo of western America,
including St. Lawrence Island and the Diomedes, from the most south-
ern point of their range to the Mackenzie and Anderson district, and
were also worn by Aleuts in ancient times.2 East of the Mackenzie dis-
trict no traces of the habit are to be observed. Petitot 3 says that Cape
Bathurst is the nost eastern point at
which' labrets are worn. The custoni of
wearing them at this place is perhaps
recent, as Dr. Armstrong, of the Investi-
Bator, expressly states that he saw none
there in 1850. At Plover Bay, eastern
Siberia, .however, I -noticed one or two
men with a little cross or circle tattoed
under each corner of the mouth, just in
the position of the labret. This may bc a
reminiscence of an ancient habit of wear-
ing labrets, or nay have been donc in mi-
tation of the people of the Diomedés an(d
the American coast. o. 90.-Earrings.

At Point Barrow at the present day the lip is always pierced for two
labrets, one at each corner of the mouth, though one -or both of them
are frequently left out. They told us, however, that in ancient times
a single labret only was worn, for which the lip was pierced directly in
the iiddle. Certain old and largeýsized labrets in the collection are said
to have been thus worn. The incisions for the labrets appear to be made,
about the age of puberty, though I knew one young man who had been
inarried for some nonths before he had the operation performed. ,From
the young man's character, I fancy shyness or tiimidity, as suggested by
Dr. Simnpson,4 had soiething to do with the delay. Còntrary to Dr.
Simpson's expeience, I did not see a single nian above the age of 18 or
19 who did not wear the labrets. It seems hardly probable that ability

This subject bas been thoronghly treatd by Mr. w. H. Dall in his admirable paper in the Rëport of
the Bureau of Ethnology, No. 3 for 1881-'82, pp. 67-203.

2See Dall, Contrib., etc., voL 1, p. 87, and the paperjust referred to.
'Monographie, etc., p. xxvi.
op>î. cit., p., 241.
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to take a seal entitles a boy to we4ar labrets, as hie suggests. -We kniewv
a imber of boys.; whiowere excellent seal huniters adee able to

mnanatge a ka.iak, but none had their lips pierced under the age of 14 or
1,whien they may be( supposed to hiave reached mnanhiood. The in-

cisions are at first only largVe enough to admiit. a flat-headed pin of wal'
rus ivory, about thediamneter of a; crow quill, worn withi the head rest-

ingagin the gum. These are soon replaced by a slightly stouter

pair, and these again by stouter ones, until the holes are stretched to a
dIiamneter of about one,,-ha l nh, when they a-re ready for the labrets.

We.hleartid of no spýecial ceremoniies or festivals connec-ted withi the«
mnaking of these incisions, such as Dall observed at Norton Soundl(,l but
in thre-onre case where the operation was performed at the village of

4 ~~Utkia%rm during our stay, wve learned that it was done by a miant:out-
sieof the famiiily of the youth operated upon. We were also informed

thait the inicisions must be made with a little lancet of slate. The emn-
ploymnent of ant implement of ancient formi and obsolete material for this
pmpo)(se indicates, as Dal01 says in the passage referred to above, "some

g9reater significanice tha.n mere oriuniienitationt.'
The collection contiains two specimens -of such lanicets.- No. 8.9721

[1153]ý (figuired in Rept. Point Barrow Expedition, Ethnology, Pl. v,
¯Fig. 4) is the type. A litt le blade of soft gay slate is carefully inclosed

in a neat case of cottorprood(. Th-e lade is lanceolate,'
1.-3 inches; long,. 0.6 broad, and 0-1 thiek, *with a short,
broad tang-,. .Thefae are somiewhiat rough, and ground
with a road bevel to) very sharp cutting edges. The

caeis made of two similar piece's of Wood, flat ont one
side and rounded on the other, so that when put together

they mnake a ýrounded body 3 inchies. long,,, slighitly flat-
tened, and tapering toward the round(ed ends,. of which

Fma. 91.-Plu,ç for One is som1ewhiat larger thain the other. Round eh
na rgin a mend J.s a na.rrow, deep, transverse groove for astring tg)

hold the two partstgehe ., lha1low imedian groove
connlects these cross grooves ont one piece, which is -hollowed ont ont the
flat face inito a roughi cavity of a hae n size suitable to receive the
blade, whieb is produced into) a narrow, deep grooive at the point, prob-
ably to) keep the point of the bhile from 11being du1lled by touching the
wood. The other piece, whlichI serves as a vov-er, hias mnerelyý a 1nh
sh1allow, oval depres.siom near the mniddle. The whlole is ev-ide(ntly very
old, andi( the case is browned wt g and dirt.

No. 8957!9 [1200] is a smlrbaeof éeddlish putrple_ýelate, miounted
in arog haft of bone. Fi(,. 91, No. 89715 [1211], is o)ne of a pair of
bone nmodels, muade forsa, of the ivory.ý plugs ulsed for- enlarging the
holes for. the labrets, orepn in. size to about tescn pairusd
It is roughrIly whittled. out of acors-gaie ompact bone, and closely

4 A sa, p 141

y. -'
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resenbles the plugs figured by Dall from Nortow Soundl but lacks the

hole in the tip for the transverse wooden peg, wliich is not used at Point

Barrow. One youth was wearing the final size of plugs when we landed

at the station. These were brought to a point like the tip of a walrus

tusk, and had exactly the apliearance of the tusks of a young walrus

when they first protrude beyond the lip. The labrets worn at Point

Barrow at the present day are usually of two patterns. One is a large,

fdat, circular disk about 1½ inches in diameter, with a fiat stud on the

back something like that of a sleevebutton, and the other a thick

cylindrical plug about 1 inch long, and one-half inch in dianeter, with the

protruded end rounded and the other expanded into an oblong fange,

piesenting a slightly curved surface to the gum. These plug labrets

are thé conunon fasiion for everyday wear, and at the present day,

as in Dr. Simpson's time, are alinost without exception ma-de of stone.

Granite or syenite, porphyry, wliite marble, and sometimes coal (rarely

jade) are used for this purpose.

One of the Nunatafinuun wore a glass cruet-stopper for a labret, and

nany natives of IUtkiavwlf took the glass stopples of Worcestershire

sauce bottles, which were thrown away at thç station, and inserted them

in the labret holes for everyday wear, sometimes grinding the rôund

top into an oblong stud. There is one specimen of the plug labret

in the collection. Labrets of all· kinds are very highly prized, and it

was almost impossible to obtain them.
2 

Though we repeatedly asked

for thei and pronised to pay a good -price, genuine labrets that had

been worn or that were infended for actual use were very rarely offered

for sale, though at one tine a large number of roughly made models or

imitations were brought in. The single specunen of the plug labret

(tu'te) is No. 89700 [1163] (figured in Point Barrow Report, Ethnology,

Pl. V, Fig. 3). 'It is a cylindrical plug of hard, bright green stone

(jade or hypochlorite), 1-1 inches long ând 0-6 in diameter at the outer

end, which is rounded off, tapering slightly inward

and expanded at the base into an elliptical disk 1-2

inches long and 0-9 broad, slightly concave on the

surface which rests against the. teeth and gum. The

specimien is old and of a inaterial very unusual.at

Point Barrow. Fig. 92, No. 89719 [116] fron Nu-

wrik, nay also be called a plug labret, but is of a

very unusual pattern, and said to be very old. It

lias an oblong stud of walrus ivory surmounted by

a large, transparent, slightly greenish glass bead, n». 92.-Labret of beads

on top-of which is a small, translucent, sky-blue andivory

bead. 'The beads are held on by a short wooden peg, running through

the perforations of the beads and a hole drilled through the ivory.

There is a somewhat sinilar labret in the Museum collection (No. 48202)

1Alaska, p. 140.
2

The men whon. Thomaa Situpson met at or near Barter liland sold their labrets. but denanded a

hatchet or a dagger for a pair of thom'Narrative, p. 119).
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from Cape Prince of Wales, also very old.' It is surmounted by a single
oblong blue bead.

I saw but one other labret made of whole beads, and this had three
good sized oval blue beads, in a cluster, projecting from the hole. It.
was worn by a man from Nnw-âk. This may be compared with a speci-
men from the Mackenzie district, No. 7714, to which two similar beads
are attached in the same way. The disk labret is the pattern worn on
full-dress occasions, seldom when working or hunting. One disk and
one plug labret. are frequently worn. Disk labrets are made of stone,
sometimes of syenite or porphyry, but the most fashionable kind is made
of white marble, and has half of a large, blue glass bead cemented on
the center of the disk. These are as bighly prized as they were in Dr.
Simpson's time, and we consequently did not succeed in procuring aspecimen.

. obtained one pair of syenite disk labrets, No. 56716 [197] (figured in
Point Barrow Rept., Ethnology, Pl. v, Fig. 2). Each is a flat circular
disk (1•7 and 16 inches in diameter, respectively) ofrather coarse-grained
black and white syenite, ground very smooth, but not polished. On the
back of each is an elliptical stud, like that of a sleeve-button, 1-2 and
1-1 inches long and 0-8 and 0.6 broad, respectively.

Fig. 93, No. 2083, is one of the blue and ývhite disks said to come from
the Anderson River. This is introduced to represent those worn at
Point Barrow, which are of precisely thes same pattern. The disk is of
white marble, 1½ inches in diameter, and in the center of it is cemented,

apparently with oi dregs,
half of a trânsparent blue
glass bead, three-quarters of
an inch in diameter, around
the middle of which is cut a
shallowgroove. Simnilarmar-
ble disks without the bead

Fio. 93.-Blte and white labret fron Alnderson River. are sometimes worn. These
blue and white labrets appear to be worn from Cape Bathurst to the
Kaniag peninsula, including the Diomede Islands (see figure on p.
140 of Dall's Alaska). There are speciiensin the Museum from the
Anderson River and froi the north shore of Norton Sound and we
saw thein worn by the Nunatainiiun, as well as the natives of Point
Barrow and Wainwright Inlet. The beads, which.are larger than those
sold by the American traders, were undoubtedly obtained from Siberia,
as Kotzebue, in 1816, found the people of the sound which bears his naie
wearing labrets "ornamented with blue glass beads."1 The hikh value
set on these blue-bead labrets has been mnentioned by Franklin' and T.
Simpson,3 as well as by Dr. Simpson.4 The last naned seems to be the

1Voyage, vol. 1, p. 210. Labrets of precisely the sanie pattern as the one described are figured in the
frontispiece of thia volume. (See also Choris, Voyage Pittoresque).

2d Exp.;* p. Il18.
Narrative, p. 119.

4Op. cit., p. 239.
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first to recognize that the disks. were made of marble. All previous
writers speak of them as made of walrus ivory.

There are still at Point Barrow a few labrets of a very ancient pattern,
such as are said to have been worn in the middle of the lip. These are
very rarely put on, but are often carried by the owners on the belt a.
amulets. All that we saw were of light green translueent jade, highly
polished. I obtained one specimen, No. 89705 [866] (figwred in Point
Barrow Rept., Ethnology, PL. V, Fig. 1), a thin oblong disk of light green,
translucent, polished jade, 2-6 inches long, 1-1 wide in the middle, and
0-8 wide at the ends, with the outer face slightly convex. On the back
is an oblong stud with rounded ends, slightly curved to fit the gums.

Labrets of this material and pattern do not seem to be common any-
where. Beechey saw one in Kotzebue Sound 3 inches long and 14 wide
and there is a large and handsome one in the Museum broughty Mr.
Nelson from the lower Yukon. A similar one has recently been re-
ceived from Kotzebue Sound.

Fig. 94, No. 89712 [1169], from Sidaru is a labret of similar shape, 3
inches long and 1½ broad, but made of compact bone, rather neatly
carved and ground
smooth. It shows
soie signs of having

been worn. There
aremarksonthestud
where it appears to
have been ru bbed FiG. 94-Oblong labret of bone.

against thé teeth, and it is probably genuine. The purchase of this
specimen apparently started the manufacture of bone labrets at Utki-
avwlfî, where no bone labrets, old or new, had previously been seen.
For several days after we bought the specimen from Sidaru the natives
continued to bring over bone labrets, but all so newly and clumsily made

that we declined to purchase
any more than four specimens.
About the same time they began
to make oblong labrets out of
soapstone (a material which we
never saw used for genuine la-

F 5.-oblong labret of sap . - brets), like Fig. 95, No. 89707
[1215]. The purchase of three specimens . of these started a whole-
sale manufacture of them, and we stopped purchasing.

The oblong labret appears to have been still in fashion as late as 1826,
for Elson saw many of the men at Point Barrow wearing oblong labrets
of bone (cf. No. 89712 [1169] and stone, 3 inches long and 1 broad. Un-
fortunately, he does not specify whether they were worn in pairs or

1 Voyage, p. 249. 2Beechey's4 Voy.. p. 308.

.7.
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singly, and if singly, as would be iatural froi their size and shape,
whether in the middle of the lip or at one side.

Nos. 89304 [1713], 89716 [1042], and 89717 [1031] (Fig. 96).are very old
labrets, which are interesting from their resemblance to the ancient
Aleutian single labrets fomnd by Dall in the cave on Amaknak Island.'
No. 89304 [1713] is an elliptical plug of bituminous coal, with a projecting
flange round the base, which is slightly concave to fit the curve of the
jaw. This labret is very old and was said to have been found in one of
the ruined houses in Utkiavwl. The other two labrets are of walrus
ivory and of similar shape, bit have the flange only at the ends of the
base. All of these three are large, the largest being 2-2 inches wide and

Fx0. 96.-Ancient labretsi.

0-7 thick, and the smallest 1-3 by 0-5, so that they required a much larger
incision in the ip than is at present made. In connection with what
has been said of the ancient habit of wearing labretsin the middle of the
lip, it is interesting to note that Nordenskiöld saw men at Port Clarence
who had, besides the ordinary labret holes, "a similar hole forward in
the lip.»2 The various portraits of natives previously inserted show the
present manner of wearing the labrets at Point Barrow.

NECK ORNAMENTS.

*Most of the womeà and girls wear neeklaces made of strings of bead;,
large or small, frequently strung together with much taste. The tobacco
pouch is often attached to this iccklace.

ORNAMENTS OF THE LIMBS.

Bracelet.-The women all wear bracelets, which are sometimes strings
of beads, but more commonly circles of iron, brass. or copper wire, of
which several are often worn on the same wrist, after the fashion of
bangles. The men also soinetines wear bracelets. These consist of cir-

See Contrib., etc., vol. 1 p. 89, an ite t wi npper tigres on the plate opposite.
2Vega, vol. 2, p.233

;p
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cles of narrow thong, upon which are strung one or two large beads or
a couple of Dentalium shells (pû'tù).'

We brought home one pair of men's bracelets (newly made), one of
which (89388 [1355]) is figured in Point Barrow Rept. Ethnology, Pl. 1,
Fig. 4. They are made of strips of seal thong 0-2 inch broad, bent
into rings (9-4 and 8-6 inches in circuinference, respectively), with the
ends slightly overlapping and sewed together. On each is strung a
cylindrical bead of soapstone about one-half inch long and of the same
diameter. A single bracelet is generally worn.

Fin.er-rings.-Both sexes now frequently wear brass finger-rings,
called katû'kqlérûñi, frot katû'kqlûñ, the middle finger, upon which
the ring is always worn.

MISCELLANEOUS ORNAMENTS.

Beads.-In addition to the orinaments already described, the women
use short stringsý of beads, buttons, etc., to ornament various parts of
the dress, especially the outer side of the inner frock (i'lupa), and
strings of beads are often attached to various objects, such as pipes,tobacco pouches, etc. One or two women were also observed to wear
large bunches of beads and buttons attached to the inner girdle in
front so as to hang, down between the legs
inside of the pantaloons. A simîîilar strange
custom was observed by Beechey at Hotham
Inlet, where a young womian wore a good.
sized metal bell in the saie uncomfortable
manner.2 These people appear to have at-
teipted the manufacture of beads in former
timnes, when they were not soeasilyobtained
as at present. There is in the collection a FIG. 97.-Beads ofamber.
string of four small beads made fron amber picked up on the beach(Fig. 97, No.89700 [1716]).- They are of dark honey-colored transparent
amber, about one-third inch long and one-half inch diameter at thebase. Such beads are very rare at the present day. The above speci-
mens were the only ones seen.

TOILET ARTICLES.

The only object in use among tiese people that can be considered atoilet article is the small liair conlb (I<'ai'utin), usually made of walrus
ivory.

The collection contains tenl specimens, fron which No. 56566b [182](Fig. 98a) lias been selected as the type. It is inade of walrus ivory(froni near the root of the tusk). When in use, it is held with the tip ofthe forefinger in the ring, the thumb anîd middle finger resting on each
There is in the collection a bunch of five of these shells (No. 89530 [1357], %vhicb are scarce and highlyvalued a ornaments. 3ir. R. E. C. Stears., (f the U. S. National Musetum. has4 identified the specieqas Dentalium Indianoruin Cpr. (probably= D. pretiosum. Sby.), called "allkotei'k" by the Indians of

northwest California, and "hiiqua" (J. K..Lord) or "hya-qua"* (F. Whymper) by the Indians roundQueen Charlotte Sound.2
Voyage, p. 295.
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side of the neck. This is perhaps the commonest form of the comb,
though it is often made with two curved arms at the top instead·of a
ring, as in Fig. 98b, No. 56569 [194], or sometimes with a plain top, like
No. 56572 [210] (Fig. 98c). Nine of the ten combs, all from Utkiavwlfl,
are of walrus ivory, but No. 89785 [1006],which was the property of
Ilû'bwga, the Nunataimiun, who spent the winter of 1882-83 at Utki-

S1 .

Zd

k î.

a C
Fio. 98.-Hair combs.

avwlïi, is made of reindeer antler. This was probably made in the
interior, where antler is more plentiful than'ivory. All these combs are
made Wfth great care and patience. The teeth are usually eut with a
saw, but on one specimen the maker used the sharp edge of a piece of
tin, as we had refuised to loan him a fine saw. This kind of comb is very
like that described by Parry froi Iglulik.1-

IMPLEMENTS FOR GENERAL USE.

JTOOLS.

Knives.-All the men are now supplied with excellent knives of civil-
ized manufacture, mostly butcher knives or sheath knives of various
patterns, which they employ for numerous purposes, such as skinning and
butchering game, cutting up food, and rough whittling. Fine whittling-
and carving is usually done with the "crooked knife," to be described
further on. In whittling the knife is grasped so that the blade projects
on the ulnar side of the hand and is drawn toward the workman. A
pocketknife, of which they have many of various patterns, is used in
the same way. I observed that the Asiatic Eskimo at Plover Bay held
the knife in the same manner. Capt. Lyon, in describing a man whit-

12nd Voyage, p. 194, Fig. 12, PI. opp. p. 548.
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tling at Winter Island, says,: "As is customary with negroes, he eut to-
ward the left hand and never used the thumb of the right, as we do, for
a check to the knife."' This apparently refers to a similar maniner of
holding the knife. Before the introduction of iron, knives appear to
have been always made of slate, .worked by grinding. We obtained
twenty-six mor.e or less complete knives, most of which are genuine old
implements, whieh have been preserved as heirlooms or amulets. These
knives are either single or double edged, and the double-edged knives
may be divided into four classes, according to their shape. The first class
consists of rather small knives with
the edges straight or only slightly
curved, tapering to a sharp or trinin-
cated point, with the butt termina-
ting iii a short broad tang slightly
narrower than the blade, which is
inserted in the end of a straight
wooden haft, at least as long as
the blade. The commonest mate-
rial is a hard, dark purple slateH,
though some are of blaek or dark
gray slate. Of this class we have
three complete knives and five
blades without the liaft.

No. 89584 [1107] (figuredin Point
Barrow Rept., Ethnology, Pl. m7,
Fig. 3), will represent tis class.
It is a blade of dark purple slate,
ground smooth, 35 inches long,
tapéring from a width of 1-3 inches
at the butt, with curved edges to
a sharp point, and beveled on both
faces from the middle line to the
edges, and the flat tang is inserted
into a cleft in the end of a·straight
haft of spruce.. The blade is se-
curedbyawlhippingofaboutfifteen
turns of sinew braid lodged in a F - knjvi.

broad shallow groove round the.end of the haft. In ahole in the other end
-of the haft-is looped a shoi't hamyard of seal thong. Fig. 99aNo.89581

[1011], is a knife of the same class and about the same sizehaving a haft 4.
inches and a blade 3 incies long. The blade is secired by two lashings,
of which the first is a narrow strip of whalebone, and the other of sinew
braid. -The materials of blade and haft are the same as before. No.
89585 [1710] (Fig. 99b), bas a blade of dark'gray sLate, and the haft,
whieh appears to be of cottonwood, is in two longitudinal sections. The

7L
Journal, p). 902.
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lashing which holds these two sections togetleer is of braided sinew. Of"
the blades, the only 'sharp-pointed one, No. 56684 [228] (Fig. 100), is like>

the blade of 89584 [1107], but rather larger. The others.
all have rounded or truncated points and are not over ,3
inches long, including the tang, but otherwise closely
resemble the blades already described. They all show
sigus of considerable age and several of them are nicked

* and gapped'on the edge from use. Knives of this class-
are not like any in use- at the present day, and it was-
not possible to learn definitely whether this shape served
any special purpose. We were, however, given to under-
stand that the sharp-pointed'ones were sometimes, at
leastused foi stabbing. Perhapsthey wereusedspecially
for cutting up the sialler animals.
'The second class, of which there are four specimens, is.

not-unlike the first, but the blade is short and broad,
with strongly curved edges, and always sharp pointed,
while the haft is always much longer than the blade.
Instead of being evenly beveled off on both faces from the

knife,-blade.
middle Une to the edges, they are either slightly couvex,

worked down.raduallysTto the edge, or fiat with narrowly beveled
edges. They are all smnall knives, the longest being 8-3 inches long,
with the blade projectinig
3-1 inches from the haft,
and the shortest 4-9 inches,
with the blade projecting
only 14 niches.

Fig. 101, No.89583 [1305],
is a knife of this class, with

Fl.11-slat e knife.
the blade a nearly equilat-

eral triangle (1-4 inehes long and 1-3 inches wide at the base), with
a flat wooden haft as wide as the
blade and 34 inches long, cleft at
the tip and Iashed witlh thirteen or
fourteei turns of sinew braid. The
lholes near the butt of the haft were
probably to receive a laiyard. Fig

102, No. 895911016]. s a iother fiori of tie sane class. The blade is.
secured by a single rivet of
wood.-

The third class consists.
of large knives, with long,
broad, lanceolate blades,
and short straight hafts.

Fro. 103.-slateni ngie
There is only one complete
specimen. No.89592 [1002], Fig. 103. This lias a blade of soft.ligh t.green-

.-
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ish sliate, 6 inches long and 2·6 inches broad, with lithe edges broadly bev-
eled on both faces. The haft of spruce is in two longitudinal sections,
put together so as to inclose the short tang of the blade, and is secured
by a tight whipping of eiglteen. turns of fine seal twine, and painted
with red ocher. This knife is
new and was made for sale,
but is undoubtedly a correct
model of.an ancient pattern,
as No. 56676 [204].(Fig. 104),
which is certainly ancient, ap- F10.104-Blade of mate hnntlng-knifo.

p'ears to be the blade of just
such a knife. We were told that the latter was intended for cutting
blubber. This perhaps means that it was a whaling knife. Mr. Nelson
brouglit home a magnificent knife off precisely the sanme pattern, made
of light green jade.

The two knives, representing the fourth class, are both new- and
made for sale, having blades of soft slate. As we obtained no genuine
knives of .this pattern, it is possible that they are merely commercial
fabrications. The two knives are very nearly alike, but the larger, No.

89590[984] (Fig. 105), is
the oe carefully made.
The blade is of light green-
ish gray slate, 6-2 inches

Fra. 105.--Large lte kni.long and 2 inches broad,
and is straight nearly to

the tip, wlhere it-curves to a sharp point, making a blade like that of
the Roman gladis. The haft is a piece sawed ont of the beam of an
antIer, an.d las a cleft sawed in one end to receive the short broad
tang, of the blade. The whipping is of sinew braid.

The single-edged knives were probably ail meant specialy for cut-
tingfîood, and are all of thes'aime general pattern, varying in size from
a blade only 24 jiches long to one of 7 inches. The blade is generally
more| strongly enrved along the edge than on the back and is usually
sharp-pointed. It is fitted with a broad tang to a straight haft, usually
shorter thàîn the blade. Tiere
are ii the collection four comîplete
knives and five uhilîafted lblades.
No.89597 [1052](Fig.10) is a typ-
icalknife of thiskinîd.. Thebhide

of black slae,rather rougli, and lF .16.-Large aingle-edged slate knife.

5-6 inches long (inclding the tang). The tang, which is about one-half
ineh long and the same breadth, is lashed against one end of the fiat
haft of bone which is eut away to receive it. with five turns' of stout
seal thong. No. 89594 [1053] diff'ers from the preceding only in hav-
ing the tang inserteud in a cleft in the end of the haft, and.No. 89589a,

-. 0 «Z
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[1054] hias the back more curved than the edge, the haft of antler and
the lashing of whalebone. All threeare of very rude workmanship.
No. 89587 [1587] is a small knife, with a truncated point and the tang
imbeilded without lashinag in the enid of a roughly made haft of bone.

Most of the blades ýare those of kniives,simiilar to the. type, more
smoothly finished, but-No. 5671,2226] (i. 107a) is noticeable for.the

extreme "lbelly" of the edge an)d the
smoothnews with which the faces-are
beveled from back to edge. Such

s cthe woma.n's round

knife (ulu, ulu'ra). No. 89601 [776]-
(Fig. 107b) is almost double-edged,
the back being roanded off. Fig.
108, No. 89 59631 [1071], s a very re-
markable, form of slate knife, 'of

hieh this was the only specim

bseeni. In sha-,pe it somnewhat resem.
FM . t07.-Mades of kivets. bles a haitchet, having a broad tri-

anguIar blade wvithi a strongly curved cutting edge, along the back of which
s fitted astouthaftof bone 12 inches (ig. 0Theblade isof soft,dark

purple slate, ground smooth, and resemblesthe modern knives in having
thesharpcutti edgebeveled almost wholly on one face. The haftis
the foreshaft of anoldewhaleharpoon, and is ae of whale's boune.
The back of the blade is fitted into a deep narrow saw ut, and held on
by three very neat lashings of narrow strips of whalebone, each of which

p asses. through a hole drilled through the blade close to the haft and-
through a pair of vertical holes in the haft on each side of the blade.
These holes converge towards the back of the haft and are joined by
a deep .hnnel, so that the lashing is countersunk below the surface of

FIG. 108.-Pecualiar slate knife.

the haft. This implemrent was broughit down from N-uivtk and offered
for sale as a knife aniienatly used for cuttingd off the blubber of a whiale.
Thetpurhaser got the impression that it was formberly attached to a
tong" pole an used like a wlale sloade. On more careful examination
after ourreturn it was discovered that the haft was really part ofne old
harpoon and that thelashings and holes to receive them were evidentIy
newer than the haft.
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It is possible that. the blade may have been long ago fitted to the

haft and that the tool may have been used as described. That knives
of this sort were occasionally used by the- Eskimo is shown by a speci-
men in the Museum from Norton Sound. This is smaller than the one
described but has a .laite blade of nearly the same shape and has a
haft, for hand use only, put on in the same way.

With such knives as these the eut is made by drawing the knife toward
the user instead of pushing it away, as in using the round knife. We
found no evidence that these Eskimo ever used knives of ivory (except
for cutting snow) or ivory knives with bits of iron inlaid-in the edge,
such as have been observed among those of the East.

Fig. 109, No. 89477 [1422], i a very extraordinary implement, which
was brouglit down from Point Barrow and which has evidently been
exposed alongside of some corpse at the cemetery. The blade is a lkng,
flat, thinpieceofwhale-
bone wedged between
the two parts of the
haft, which has been
sawed lengthwise for
6½ inches to receive it. with whaiebone blade.
The haft is a slender·piece.of antler. No other specimens of the kind
were seennor have similar implements, to my knowledge, been observed
elsewhere. _The natives insisted that it was genuine, and was formerly,
used for cutting blubber.

I have introduced four figures of old iron or steel knivesof which
we have six specimens, in order to show the way in which the n tives
in early days, when iron was scarce, utilized old case-knives and bits of
tools, fitting them with hafts of their own niake. All agre,e- in having
the edge beveled on the upper face only. All the knives which they ob-
tain from the whites at the present day are worked over with a file so as
to bring the bevel on one face only. Fig. 110. No.-89296 [970], from

Nuwük, has a blade

of iron, and the flat
haft is made of two
longitudinal sec-

FiG. 110Small iron knife. tions of reindeer
antler,heldtogether

with four large rivets nearly equidistant. The two which pass through
the tang are of brass and the other two of iron. The blade is 3.6 inches
long, the haft 4-1 long and 0-9 broad. Fig. 110, No. 89294 [901], from
Utkiavwiù, has a short, thick, and sharp-poiiited blade, and is hafted
in the same way with antler, one section of the haft being eut out to
receive the short, thick tang. The first two rivets are of iron, the other
three of brass and not quite long enough to go wholy through the haft.
The blade is barely 2 inches long. Fig. ll1a, No. 89297 [1125], from-
Nuwttk, has a short blade. 24 inches long. and the two sections of the

Mm
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haft are held together, not by rivets, but by a close spiral lashing of
stout seal thong extending the whole length of the haft. No. 89293
[1330], Fig. 111b, from Urtkiavwlii, has a peculiarly shaped bladle, which
is a bit of some steel tool imbedded in the end of -ast-raight bit of

antler 4 inches long. One of these knives,. not figured, is evidently

part of the blaeofa old-fashifionied curved case knife. .It is s4tamped '

FiG. 1...-Suall iron kuives.

with the nanie "Wilson," and underneath this are three figures, of
vhich only <> can be mnade ont. This may be a table knife- bought or

st(olen fron the Plorer in 18,5_2254.
There is in the collection one large double-edged kinife (Fig. 112,-No.

89298 [11621) of precisely the saine formî as the slate hu1nting knife (Fig.
103) and Mr. Nelson's jade knife previously mentioned. The blade is of
thik sheet ironî, which has in it a couple of rivet hilga nd the'haft,
of reindeer antler iii two sections, held together by a large copper rivet

* -L - -

k
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F 1 .11:.-Ironi hu~nting. knife,.

at each end and a imarline of sinew br:aid. Each ede has a narrow
bevel on one ficmae onIly, the two edges being beveled on op posite fices.
There are a sal munliber of such kuiivesstill in use. especially as hunting
knlives (foir cutti1g up walrus, one manî said). They are considered to
be better-tlian modernî knlives for keepinig off evil spirits ait night. As
is not unusual, the antignity.of the object has probably inîvested it with
a certaine amount of superstitios regard, These kuives are unidoutedly
the samiîe as the "doub1f-edged .knives (panî'-nxa)" mnentioned b>y Dr.
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SimîpsoIn (op. cit., p. 260î) as brouglht for sale by the Nunatañniun, who
obtained theim. fromt the Siberian natives, and which lie believes to be
carried as far as the strait of Fury a.nd lecla. It wodild be iuteresting
to decide whether the stone hunting knives wele an original idea of the
Eskimo, or whether they were copies, in stone, of the first few iron
knîives obtained from Siberia; but more imaterial is needed lire the
matter ean be cleared up.

The natives of Point Barrow, iii ordinary conversation, call all knives
savik, whicli also ieans iron, and is identically the sane as the word
used in Greenland for trié samne objects. If then, there was a tine, as
these people say, wlhein their ancestors were totally ignorant of the use
of iron-and the large number of stone inplenents still foundiàmong
thein is strongly corroborative of this-the use of this itame indicates
that the first iron iwas obtained fron the east, along with the soap-
stone lamps, instead of from Siberia. lad it first come fron Siberia, as
tobacco did, we should expeet to find it, like the latter, called by a
iRussian or Siberian naie.

Like all the Eskino of North Anerica from Cape Bathurst westward
the natives of Point Barrow use for fine whittling an~d carving on woodivory, bone, etc., "crooked kn.ives," consisting 6f a small blade, set on
the under side of the end of a long curved haft, so that the edge, which
is beveled only on the iupper face, projeets about as muclh as that of a
spokeslhive. The curve of blade ai laft is such that when the under
surface of the blade rests against the surface to be eut the end of the
haft points up at an angle of about 450. Tiis knife differs essentially
froit the crooked carviig knite so generally used by the Indians of
iNorth Anieri-a. As a ruile the latter lias onfly the blade (which is
often double ~edged) curved and stuck into the end of a straight haft.
Tiese knives are at the preseit tine made of ironî or steel and areof two
two sizes, a large kifle, miiu'dli, witli a haft 10 to 20 Liches long, intended
for working ont wood, and a ma ll mie, savigro'n (lit. "an instrument for
shaving"), with a haff G or 7 inches long and intenided specially for eut-
tinug-bone and ivorv. Bothu sizes are handled in the same way. The
knife is held close to the blade between the index and l second fingers of
the right liand with the tiumîb over the edge, which is toward the work-
Man. The workman lraws the knife toward him, using bis thumb as a
clieck to gauge the depth of the eut. Thîe natives ise these kiives withvery great skill, taking off long and very even shavings and producingvery neat workmanship.

There are ii the collection four large knives and thirteen snall ones.
. 89278 [787] (Fig. 113) will serve as the type of the large knives.

The liaft is a piece of reindeer anitler, flat on ne face and rounded on
the other, and the curve is tovard thle rounded face. The flat face is
lhollowed ont by cutting away the caincellated tissue from the bend to

Compare this with what Capt. Parry says of the workinmanship of the people of Iglulik (2W Voy.,p.6). The almost exclumive use of the double-edged panna is the reason the r work is so "remarkablycoarse and l tcimsy."
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lower edge is sloped off so that the end of the haft is
with a slight twist. The blade is riveted to the flat

with three iron rivets, and is a piece of a saw.counter-
the surfiace of the haft, so that it follows its curvature.
e is beveled only on the upper face.. The lower edge of
he blade.to the place where it begins to narrow, is pierced
uidistant holes, through whlch is laced a piece of seal-
two parts crossing like a shoe-lacing, -to prevent the

FIa. 113.-Large crooked knife.

.ng. The ornamental pattern on the upper face of the
nd was originally colored with red ocher, but is now

89780 [1004d], is a very long hafted knife (the haft is
z), but otherwise -resembles the type, though not so
nented. The blade'is also a bit of a saw. It is pro-

eath 3j inches long, made of black sealskin with the
doubled over at one side, and sewed "ovei- affd over"
side and round one end. To the open end is sewed a bit
slit in the end of it, into which one end of a lanyard of
ches long is fastened with a becket-hitch. When the

FiG. 114.-Large ernoked knife. with sheath.

ver the blade the lanyard is passed through. a hole iii
de fast by two or three turns around it. Such sheaths
by careful workmen. This particular knife was the
inlander" Ilû'bwgr, previously mentioned. No.89283

ük, is interesting as bèing the only left-handed tool we
ourth knife has a blade with a cutting edge of!34 inches,
h of the others ià 3 inches.
fe differs little from the mi'dilii except in. having the
horter and not tapered off at the tip. Fig. 115a, No.
n Utkiavwli, shows a commnoI form of this kind of
blade usually has a sharp point like those of the large

77
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knives, projecting beyond the end of the haft. This knife lias a blade
of iron riveted on withi two iron rivets to a; haft of reindeer antiler. The
edges of the haft close to the blade are rouglhened witli crosscuts to'
prevent slipping.

Thé blades of the small knives are frequently inserted into a cleft in
the edge of the haft, as in Fig.115b, 89632 [827], and 89277 [1172]. The
blade,in such cases, is secured by wedging it tightly, with sometimes the
addition of a lashing of thong through a hole in the haft and round the.
heel of the blade. The blade is usually of steel, in most cases a bit of

FrK. 115.--su di crooked knives.

a saw and the haft of reindeer attler, generally plain, unless the circular
hollows, such as are to be seen on No. 89277 [1172], which are very com-
mon, are intended for ornanent. Fig. 116, No. 89275 [1183], from Ut-
kiavwlîi, is a rather peculiar knife. The haft, which is the only one
seen of walrus ivory, is nearly straight, and the unusually long point
of the blade is strongly bent up. The rivets are of copper. This knife,
the history of which we did not obtain, was very likely ineant both for
wood and ivory. Itf is old and rusty and hlas been long in use.

FrG. 11.-crooked knife.

Ail of the crooked knives in the collection are geruine implements
which have been actually in use,'and do not differ in type fron the
crooked knives in the Musxen fromn the Mackenzie district, Kotzebue
Sound, and other parts of Alaska. Similar knives appear to. be used
among the Siberian Eskimo and the Chukches, who have adopted their
habits. Hooper (Tents, etc., p. 175), mentions "a small knife with a
bent blade and a handle, generally made of the tip of a deer's horn," as
one in general use at Plover Bay, and handled in the same skillful way
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THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

as at Point Barrow.' Am eong te Eskimo of the central region they
are ilmost entirely unknown. The only mention I have seen of sueh
tools is in Parry's Second Voyage (p. 504), where lie speaks of seeing at
Iglulik."several open knives with crooked wooden handles," whieh he
thinks "must have been obtained by communication alongshore %vith
Hudson Bay."* i can fuaiud no specimen, figure, or description of the sal'at
("tool"), the tool par excellence of the Greenilanders, except the follow-
ing definition iii.Kleinschmidt's "Grønl.anUdsk Ordbog": "2. Specially
a narrow, long-hafted knife, which is sharpened on oe side anîd sliglhtly
curved at the tip (and which is a Greenlander's chief tool)." This seeis
to indicate that this knife, so commnon in the West, is equally common
in Greenîlanîd.2

Whether these people used crooked knives before the introduction of
iron is by né means certain, though not improbable. Fig. 117a, No.
89633 [1196], from Utkiavw1i, is a kuife iade by imbedding a flake of
gray flint in the lower edge of a haft of re ideer antler, of the proper
shape and curvature for a inidllii handle. The. haft is soiled ad

9 undoubtedly old, while
tlieflaked surfacesoftlhe

a ilirnti ot seeitfreshi,
and the edge shows

slight nicks, as if it had been
lused. lad this knife been fol-
lowed by others equally genuine
lookink, i should have no bes-

Fin. I]7.-Crooked knives, tiint bladed. itation iii ponoîlîining it a pre-
historie knife, and the ancestor of the present steel mne. The tact, how-
ever, that its þurclase gave rise to the manufacture of a htost of lint
kniives ail obviously new and more and more clumisily made, iunttil we
refused to buy any more, leads me to suspect that it was fabricated
with very great cire from old material, and skillfully soiled by the -maker.

Tei of these knives of flint were purchased withiini a fortniglt before
we detected the deceit. Fig. 117b, No. 89636 [1212] is one of the
best of these counterfeits, made by wedging a freshly flaked flint bladie
iito the haft of an old savigrón, which has been somewhat trimiimed to
receive the blade and soiled and charred to make it look old. Other
more carelessly mnaide oIes iad clmisily carved iandles of whale's bone.
with rouglt laked flints stuck iito themt iad glued in with oil dregs.
Ail of these came frou ikiaywtii. Atoter siispicious cireumtvstaice
is that a few days )reviouisly two slate-bladed crooked knives had been
brought down from Nuwfük and accepted without questioi as ancient.
On examining the specinens since ur return, I fintd that while the
hafts are certintly old, the bhulIes, whieh are of soft slate easily worked,

Lisianisky aiso imentions a snall rrooked knife "(Voyage. p. 18n1, as one oef the tools used inà Ka-
diak in IX185.

2 A sperinienb as lately been received at th Naitoal Msenmii. It is riiirkaitlv like the ildian
knife in patteni.
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are as certainly new. Fig. 118a, l18b, represent these two kntives
(89580 [1062], 8958; [1061), Which have the blades lashed on with deer
sinew. It is worthy of note iii this connection that there are n1o stone
knives of this pattern in the museuni from any other locality.

The womei employ for all purp>osest> for whieh a knife or scissots could
be used a semieircular knife of the saine general type as those described
by every writer from the days of Egede, who has had to deal with the

ai

FiG. 1 .- Slate-bladed crooked knives.

Eskimo. The knives at tfle presentday are made of steel, usnally, and
perhaps always, of a piece of a saw blade, which gives a sheetof steel of
the proper breadth and thickiîess, and are inanufactured by the natives
tiemnselves. DYr. Simpson says' that in his time they were brought
fron Kotzebue Sound by the Nunatañimiun, who obtainîed then fron the
Siberianî Eskimo. There are'in the collection three of these steel knivés,
all of the small size generally called ullrie ("l ittle úlu"). No. 56546 [14]
lias beeii picked out for description (Fig. 119).
The blade is wedged into a handle of walrus
ivory. The ornamentation on the handle is
of incised lines and dots blackened. The cut-
ting edge of the blade is beveled oto)ieface
only. This knife represents the general
shape of knives of this sort, but is rather FIG.U9-woman' knif,ateel biade.

sialler tian most of thein. I have seen some knives with blades fhully
5 or 6 inches long and deep in proportion. The handle is almost always
of walrus ivory and of the shape figured. I do not remember -ever
seeing an úlu blade secured otherwise than by fitting it tightly into a
nlarrow slit iii the handle, except iii one case, wlhen the handle was part
of the original handle of the saw of whieh the knife was made, left
still riveted on.

It is not necessary tô specifv the various purposes for whieh these
kniYes are used. Whienever a woman wishes to cut anythirig, from ier
food t4o a thread in lier sewing, she uses an úlu in preference to anything
else. The knife is lhandled precisely as described among the eastern
Eskimlio, makinîg the cut by pushinglinstead of d(rawing/,2 thus differing
froin the long-handled round knife mîeitioncd above. Krives of this

11p. cit.. p. 26r) .5<- for exnsmpe, Kumalien, op. cit., p.-26.
9ETH-l1
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THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

pattern are very generally used amoig thre western Eskimo, but in
the east the blade is always separated fron the handle by a short shank,
as in our ilncinig knives.

The iatives of Point Barrow·nsed round knives long before the intro-
duction of iron. There are in the collection twenty-thuree more or less

complete round knives of stoine, mnost of which
are genuine implements that have been used.
Of these a few, which are perlaps the nore
recenut nes, have blades not unlike the ioderu
steel knife. For instance, No. 89680 [1106] Fig.
120, las a blade of hard gray mica slate of al-
most precisely the niodern- shape, but both
faces are gradually worked down to the eut-

Fîo. 120.-Woman's knife, slate ting edge with.out a bevel on eitier. The
blade. handle is very large and .stout and made of

coarse whale's bone. This knife was said to have cone from the ruined
village at Pernyn. Fig. 121, No. 89679 [971], from Nuwik, was made
for sale, lbut is perhaps a modei of a forn sometinies
used. The shape of the blade is quite different froin
those niow in use, in having the cutting edge turned
so strongly to the front. The handie is of oak and the
blade of rather liard, dark purple slate. Fig.122, 89689
[9 85], also fromuu Nuwùk, and made for the mark.et, is
introduced to show a umuetlod of hafting which may
have been formerly employed. The haft is of reindeer n2. 1. - woman's

knife, slate blade.
antler in two lonîgitudinual sections, between iwhicht
the blade is wedgedI. Tiese two sections are leld together by lashings
of sinew at each end, passinug through holes in each piece and round the

ends. Theselashings being-put on wet, have shrunk
so that the blade is very tightly clasped between the
two parts of the iaudle. The conuinonuer formi of
these stone knives, however, lias the back of the
blade imucI louger, so that the sides are straigit in-
steaud of oblique and usually tqund off gradually at
the enuds of the cuttinlg edge without being produced

Fin.12.-woman'skniffe, into a1point at either end. No. 89682 [958] is a form
~tte Iae ~ 'intermediate -between this 'and the modern shape,

iavinga blade with a long baek, but pro-
duced into a sharp point at nue end. Tic han-
die is of reinideer antler and the blade rather
soft bhck slate. This specimuen is a-very cleverly
counterfeited antique.

No. 89636 [1122), Fig. 123, approaches yet
nearer the ancient shape, but still lias oie end

Flo. 123. - woman's knif.
sligitly produced. The handle is also of reindeer Mlate blade.

anitler, which seemîs to have beeni very conmonly used with the slate
blades. The lashing round .tle blade close to the handle is of seal

--Mo
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tliong, with the end wonitd spirally rouid all the parts on lbotl sides
and neatly tiueked in. It sens to srve no puirpose beyond eunlarging
the handle sLo as to iake it fit the hand better. Onje beautiful blade
of ligut olive green, (cloIuded*jade,
No. 89675 [i170],.belonged to a
knife of tiis pattern. The older
pattern is represented by No.
89676 [1586], a sinall knif blade
fromi Ukiavwii, which has been
kept as an ainulet. No. 56660
[129], is a blade of the samlle type, 

but elongated, being 74 inches.Wotuani'sancienta knfe.
long anîd 2 broad. This is a very beautiful implement of pale olive jade,
groilîtud snooth. The bevel along the baek of each of these blades indi-
cates that they were' to be fitted into a narrow slit in a long haft, like
that of No. 896844j886j, Fig.-124, frot. Nuwùk. Though both blade and
handle of this specimen are very old, and have been put together in their

present shape for a long time, the
handle; whicli is of.whale's bone, evi-
dently belonged to a longer blade
which fitted in the cleft withouc the
need .of any lashing. ' Fig. 125, No.

Fi.>125.-Ancient bone handle for womtina 89693 [874}, shows' a form of handle
t evideritly of very great antiquity,

as the specinen shows sigis of great age. It was purchased from a
native of Utkiavwuii. It is made of a single piece of .coarse whales
bone. It was intended for a blade at least 7 inches long.

Fig. 126, No. 56672 [191], from Utkiavwïù, is a very crude, large kntife,
intended for use without a handle. It ii of rough, bard, dark purplish

Fio. 126.-Large knife of slate.

slate. The upper three-quarters of both taes are almost untouched
cleavage surfices, buit the lower quarter is pretty smuoothly groulnd down
to a semicircular cutting edge, which is ,omewhat nicked from use.

r -
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The angular grooves 0on the two faces were evidently begun with the
intention- of cuttinîg the knife. iii tw(o. We were told( that this large
knife was specially for cutting blubber. I t is a genuine antique.

While ground slate is a quite commoni material for round knives, flint
appears to have been rarely used. We obtaine.d only three of this mate-
rial. No. 89690 [1311] is a flint knife hafted with.a rough, irregular lump
of coarse whle's bone. The blade is a rather thin " spall" of light gray
flint, flaked round the edges into the shape of a modern ulúru blade,
with a very strongly eurved cutting edge. Though the handle is,new,
the flaking of the blade does not seem. fresh, so that it is possibly a
genuine old blade fitted with a iew haft for the market. A sitfilar
flint blade, more neatly flaked, was brought fron Kotzebue Sound by
Lieut. Stoney, U. S. Navy, in 1884. The other two flint knives are in-
teresting from being made for use without handles.

No. 89191.[1360], Fig. 127, fromt Sidaru, is an oblong, wedge-lshaped
spall of gray flint, of which the-baek still preserves the natural surface
of the pebble. It is slightly shaped by coarse flaking along the back
and one end, and the edge is finely tiaked. into a curved outline round-
ing up at the ends. The specimen is old and dirty, and was probably

proserved as a sort of heirloom or amulet. No. 89692 [1178] is a simiilar
spall froni a round pebble. Such knives as
these are evidently the first steps in the de-
velopment of the round knife. The shape
of the spalls, produced by breaking a round
or oval pebble of flint, would naturally sug-
gest using themn as knives, and the next step
would be to improve the edge by flaking.
The greater adaptability of slate, from its

Fi. 1i2.-Woman's knife of tltiked softness and easy cleavage, for naking such
knives would soon be recognized, and we

should expect to find, as we do, knives like No. 56672 [191]. 'The next
step would naturally be to provide such a knife with a haft at the point
where the stone was grasped by thehand, while reducing this haft so as
to leave onlyjust enough for the grasp and cutting away the superfluous
corners of the blade would give us the modern formn of the blade. Round
knives of slate.are not peculiar to Point Barrow, but have been collected
In in any other places in northwestemn Ameriea.

The relationship between these knives and the semilunar slate blades
found in the North Atlantic States'lias already been ably discussed by
Dr. Charles Rai. 2 It must, however, be borne in mind that while these
are sufficiently "fish-cutters" to warrant their admission into a book .
on fishing, the cutting of fish is but a small part of the work they do.
The name "fish-eutter," as applied to these knives, would be no more

Sec, especially. Dall, Contrib., vol. 1, pp. 59 and 79, forfilgures of muci knives froni the caves of Una-

lasihka.
2 Prehistoric Fishing, pp. 183-188.
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distinective than the .namne "tbacco-utter" for a Yankees ack-
knife.1

Adzes (udlirnau).-Evei at the present day the Eskimo of Point Bar-
row use ng, tool for shaping, large pieces of woodwork, except a short-
handled adz, hafted in the sanie manner as the old stone tools which
were employed hefore the introduction of iron. Though axes and hateh-
ets are frequently obtained by trading, they are never used as such,
but the head is removed and rehafted so as to make an adz of it. This
habit is not peculiar to the people of Point Barrow. There is a hatchet
loead, nounted in the saie way, fron the Aiderson River, in the
Sinseumî collection, and the same thing was noted in Hudson's Straft
by/Capt. Lyon' and at lglulik by Capt. Parry.? Mr. L. M. Turner in-
forins me that the Eskimo of Ungava, on the south side of Hudson's
Strait, who have been long in contact with the whites, have learnîed to
use axes. The collectionr contains two such adzes ruade fron smnall
hatchets. No. 89873 [972], Fig. 128, is the more typical of the two. The
blade is .the head of a small hatchet or tomahawk,laslied to the haft
of oak with a stout thong of seal bide. The lashing is one piece, and

Fio. 128.-Hatchet hafted a an adlz.

1s put on wet and shrunk tiglhtly on. This tool is little longer in the
haft- than those commonly used, and the shape and material of the lhaft
is a -little iunuusual, it beinrg generally elliptical in section and made of
soft wood.

Fig. 129, No. 56638 [309], from ttkiavwiii, is a similar adz, but the
head has been narrowed by cutting off pieces from the sides (done by
filing part way through and bireaking the piece off), and a deep trans-
verse groove has been eut on the front face near the butt.. Part of the
lashing is held in this groove as welI as by tie eye, the lower half of
which is filled up with a wooden plug. The haft is peeuliar in being a

It is but just to Dr. Rau to say that ho recognizel the fawt that these implements are nQt exclu-
sively zish-cutters, And applies this name only to indicate thathe has treated of theni simply in refer-
ence to their use as such. The idea, however, Ihat these. beiug dlightly differcut in shape from the
Greenland oli orulu, are inerely fluh knives, has gained a certain currency among anthropologists
which it is desirable to coiunteract.

YJournal, p. 28.
32d Voyage, p. 536, and pl. opp. p. 548, fig. 3.
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piece of reindeer antler which lias been reduced in thickness by sawing
out a slice for 8 inches from the butt and bringing-the two parts together
witli four stout wooden treenails about 14 inches apart. This is pref-
erable to trimming it down to a proper thickness from the surface, as
the latter process would remove the compâct tissue of the outside and
expose the soft inside tissue. The whipping of seal thong just above
the flangeof the butt helps to give a better grip and, at the same time,
to hold the parts together. As before, there are two large holes for
the lashing. Adzes of this sort are used for all large pieces of wood
work, sicih as timbers -for boats, planks, and beams for houses, etc.
After roughly dressing these out witlh the adz they are neatly smoothed
off with the crooked knife, or sometimes, of late years, with the plane.
The work of "getting out" the large pieces of wood is almost always
done where the drift log lies on the beach. When a.man wants a new
sten or sternpost for his umiak, or .a plank to repair bis house, he
searchés along the beach until he finds a suitable piece of driftwood,

Fin. ?¶i-Hattl1t hafted as an adz.

whicli lie clains by putting a mark on it, and sometimies hauls up out
of the way of the waves. Tien, wheii, lie has leisure to go at the work,
lie goes ont with his adz and spends the day getting it into shape and
reducing it to a conveiient size to carry home, either slung on his back
or, if too large, on a dog-sled. A man seldon takes the trouble to carry
hoie more of a piece of timber than lie actually needs for the purpose
ini band.

The adz was in general use long before the introduction of iron.
There is iii' the collection a very interesting series of ancient tools,
showing the gradual developmeut of the imuplement froii a rude oblong
block of stone worked down to a cutting <edge on ne end, to the
steel 'adzes of the present day. They have, however, inot even y-et
learued to mnake an eye in the head of the tool in which to insert the
haft, but all tools of this class-adzes, haumers. picks, and mattocks-
are lashed, with one face resting against the expanded endof the haft.
Firinness is obtained by putting the lashing on wet and allowing it to
shrink tigit. Nearly all these anicieit adzes are of jade, a material
well adapted for the puIrpose by its har'dness, whicli, however, renders
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it difficult to work. Probably the oldest of these adzes is No. 56675
[69], Fig. 130, which lias been selected as the type of the earliest form
we have represented in tlhe- collection. This is of dark olive green,
almost black, jade, 7-2 inches long, 28 wide, and 1-3 thick, and snoothly
ground on the broaderfaces. Tie cutti.ng edge is much broken fron
long use. One broad face is pretty smoothfly ground, but left rough at the
butt end. The other is ratiher flatter, but more tian half of it is irregu-
larly concave, the iatural inequalities being hardly touched by grinding.
Like the other dark-colored jade tôols, this specimeni is very nuch
ligliter on a freslly fractured surface. The dark color is believedý to be
une to long contact with greasy substances.

Fia. 130.-Adz.head of jade.. Fia. i31.-AIz.heaul of jade.

No. 89662 [900], fromn Nuw rik, is au exceedingly rougi adz of similar
shape, but sO slightly grounfd that it is probably onie that wcas laid aside
unfinished. From the battered appearace of the enîds it seems to have
been used for a hamemer. It is of the same dark jade as the preceding.
No. 89689 [792],-from UJtkiavwlii, is of rather ligit olive, opaque jade
anld a trifle better finished than the type, wiile No. 89661 [1155], Fig.
131, also fron Utkiavwlii, is a still better piece of workmanship, the
curve of the faces t4) the (cuttinig edge being very graceful. The inter-
esting point about titis speciien is t)at a straight piece has beenl cut
off front one side by sawing down soothly from each face aliost to tie
midldle and breaking the piece of. We were inforned that tiis was done
to procure rods of jade for makig kniet shlarpeners. We were informuted
that these stones were (it in the sanie way as marble and freestone are
cut with us, namely, by sawintg witlh a fia blade of iron and sand and
water. A thuin lamina of liard bone was probablynsed before the intro-
ductioni of iron. Possibly a. reindeer seapula, cut like the- onie made
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into a saw (No. 89476 [1206], Fig.'147), but without teeth, was used for
.Ithis purpose.

That such stone blades were used with a haft is shown by the only
hafted spe4imen, No.5(628 [2141, Fig. 132, from Nuwuk. This is a rather
small adz. The head- of dark green jade differs from those already de-

Fio. 132. -n1afted ijadeI niz.

scribed only in dimensions, being 4 inches long, 2-1 wide, and 1·7 thick.
The haft is of reindeer antler and in shape muïch like tthat of No. 56638

[309], but has only one hole for thle lasinig. The lashîing is of the usuali
stout seal thong and put on in the nsual fashidi. No.
89673 [1423] is an old bhaek ad'from Sidaru of the saime
pattern as those described, but very sinoothly and
neatly made. • About one-half of this
spec~imen has been eut oti. iwet
stones, etc.

The next step fis to make the lash.
ing more secure by eutting trans
verse grooves on the upper faee of the
head to hold the thong in place.
This has been done oit No. 56667
[215J, figured in Point Barrow Rept.,
Ethnology, Pl.ni, Fig.5, ait adz of dark
olive (green jàde, froin UtkiavwIi,
which shows two sueli grooves, broad
and shallow, running across the.
upper face. Of tiiese;,two classes the

Fio. 133.-Adz-head colletion contains tiirtee ilIlated
'uf jade nd l e. uteys.specimens and one hafted speimenii,

all of jade. As cutting these grooves ii the stone is a laborious proces:s
the device 'ofsusitngsm more easilyv worked sublstance fo.r the
back part of the head would naturally suggest itself.

Fig. 133, No. 89658 [1072], from Utkiarwii, lhas a long blade of black
stone with tlw butt slightly tapered off and imbedded in a body of
whale's bone, which lias a chaunel 1 ineh wide,*for the lashing, cut round
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itand.a shallow socket on the face to receive the en(d of the haft. Adz
heads of this saie type continued in use till after the introduction of
iron, which was at I'rst utilized by inserting a flat blade of iroinhîto
just siih a body, as is shown ini Fig. 134 (No. 89877 [752], from the cen-
etery at Utkiavwiii).

From this type to that shown in Fig. 135 (No. 89876 [696] broughl
by the -natives fron the ruins on the Knlingrua) the transition is easy.
Suppose, for the greater protection of the lashings, we 'inclose the chan-

inels on the sides of the head-ii
other words, bore holes instead ofeut-
ting grooves-we have exactly this
pattrnî, înamnely, vertical eyes on eaçbh
side of the head joined by transverse .,

channels ou the upper face. The
spécimen figured lias on each side two
oblong slots with a round eye be.
tween them. The blade is of iron,
Fig..136, No. 56640 [260] has two eyes
ou eab side, aînd shows a different
4iethod of attaching the blale, which
is countersunk flush with the upper M
surface of the body and scuired witl

nm. .-Ad1z.hd of three stoutiron rivets. The nextstep
amie and iron, with%viîî vertia1y,. is to SuIII)tittute ho1rizoftal eyes tor thebu u< io,wý%erticaleye

vertical ones, so as to have oily olIe
-set of holes to thread the.lashings throigh. This is seen in No. 89869
[878], Fig. 137, from Nuwük, which in general pattern elosely reseubles
No. 89876 [696], but lias three large horizontal eyes instea4l of the ver-
tical ones. The blade is of iron and the haft of whale's boue. The
lasýhing is. essentially the same as that of the nmolern -adz, No. 56638

[309. j.

Fi<i. 137.-Hlafted ib ne edinm a

That this final type of hafting was reached before stone had gone
out of use for such implenents is shown by Fig. 138, No. 89839 [769],
froii Ttkiaywf, which, while very like the last in shape, bas -a blade
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of hard, dark purple siate. le haft is of reindeer aitler. The lashi
ing has the slhort end knotte1 to the long part after imaking the first
roiid, iistead of being slit to receive the'latter. Otherwise it is of'
the isual pattern. Thiese Composite adIes -of houe and stone or iron
Seeimied to have beein coimIiion at the end of the period when stone was
exclusively used aud wlen iron first caine into use in small quantities,
zid a good many have been preserved until the present day. We
obtaied fur hafted aiid six llnhafte( specineIs, bides seven jade
blades for such oiposite adzes, whicli are easily -recognizable by

y

their smaill-size and their shape. They are uîsually broad and ratier
tlin, and iiarowved to the butt, as is seen in Fig. 139, No. 56685 [71], a
beantiful little adz of brigit- gr'een jade 2-8 ielles long and 2-3 wide,
fromiî Ut.kiaywii. No. 56670 [2461 also from Utkiavwlù, is a sinilar

blade of greenish jade sligitly larger,
beinîg 3·4 liiehes long .and 2 inches wide.
No. 89670 [10921 is a tiny blade of Lard,
fine-grained black stoie. probably -oil-
soaked jade, only 1-7 inches long and 1-5
wide. It isvery sioothmly grouid. Such
little adzes, we were t1(1old, were especially
used foir eutting bone. The imîplemîent,'
which Nordenskjld calls a "s t o i e
chisel," foud.in tieriin of an old Es-
kimîîo lhouîse at Cape North,is eviden tly the

Fmi. li(-mlla heado f oieof these little bone adzes, as is

plainl y see1on com par inîg th is figure with the hirger adzes figured above.
I have figurd two r o10111)4posite adzes, which are quite different

froni the IMt. No. 93Sf l 11w), Fig.140, lias a blade of neatly dlaked

gray flint. bit this as well as the unnusnally straiglîift, isnewly
Figurt-l iu tíii Voy*gee if' the Veja, vol 1, p. 444, Fig. 1.

's

A.

Fin.139. -Haftadl lme and storw aditz.



made. These are fitted to a very okl bone body, which when whole
was not over 3 inches long, and was probably part of a little bone
adz. There is no evidence that these people ever used flint adzes.
Fig. .141, No. 89872 [785, is itroduced to show low the nativelias utilized
an old ooper's adz;~oif whicli the eye was probably broken, by fittingi it
with a boue body.

I

i.

While the adzes already deseribed appear to have been the predoni-
nating types, a nother form was sometimes used. Fig.142, No.S9 74 [964],
fron Nîuwùk, represents tfis form. .The haft is of whale's rib, 1 foot
long, and the head of boe, apparently whale's seapula, 5-6 inches long
and 2.8 inches wide ou the ed ge. There is an adze iii. the Museun fromll
the Mackenzie River region with a 8teel hIade of precisely the sane
pattern,. Tat adzes; of tiis patterni soimetimes had stone blades is

FI<4. 141.-old coopaer's adz, rehxaifed,

probable. No. 898401 1317 .Ls a eluiusily alde commercial tool of this
type, with a smnall lhead of greenishislate. It lias an unuusually straight
liit, wicl is disproportionlately long and thick.

All tiese adzes, aicient and modern, are lafted 11pon essentially the
saie pattern. ie short eurved laft, the shape of wlich is sufliciently
well indicated by the tfigures. seemîîs to have been generally made of
whale's rib or reindeer autler,b otih of which have a natural vurve suited

Fria. 140-llnfted aidz of bone and flint.

171AZE.xenoca.1
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to the shape of the haft. A "brauch1 " of a reindeer's antler is particu-
Larly well suited for the haft of a shialI adze. Not only does it have
naturally the proper dimensions and a suitable curve, but it is very easy,
by cutting ont a snall segment of the "beam" whère t'he "branch"
starts from it, to make a tlange of a convenient shape for fitting to the
head. Antler is besides easily obtained, not only wheii the deer is
killed for food,.but )y pieking rup shed antilers on the tundra, and is
conseqiiently employed for umany purposes. The haft usually has a knob
at the tip to keep the hand from slipping, and the grip is sometimes
roughened with crosM cuts or wound with thong. There are usually as
manîy hioles for -the lashing as there are eyes in the head, though there
are two holes vhen the Iead ias only one large eye. On the bone heads,
the surfaces to whieh the haft is applied and the ehannels for the lash-
ings are roughened with cross cuts to prevent slipping. The lashing
always folIlows the sane general plan, thougli no two adzes are lashed
exa4tly alike." The plan may be sununarized as follows: One end of the

Fuo. 142.-Adz with bone blade.

thong miakes a turni through one of the holes in the haft, and around or
throuïgh the head. This turni is then secured, uîsually by passing the
long enid through a sit iii the short end and hauling this loop taut,
soietimes by knotting lithe short end to the long part, or by catching
the short eid down iunder the iiext turn. The long part then inakes,
several turnsround orthrough the head and through the haft, sonetimes
also crossimg around the latter, and the whole is then finished off by
wrapping the, end two or three tines around the turns on oie side and
tucking it. neatlyi nidernîeath. This is'very like the iethod of lashing
on the heads of the mauls already described. but the mauls.have only
one hole in the haft, anid there are rarely any turns around the latter.

Jade adz blades, like those already described, have been brought by
Mr. Nelson fron Kotzebue Sound, the Dioinedes, St. Michaels, etc., and
olie caime froi as far south as the .Kuskoquimî River.

CtiselU.-We collected a numîîîîberof small short h.anded ehisels, re-
semblii>g the implements called t'trinket maker" of which there are so
many in the National Museuin. e neverhappened to see them in actual
use, but were informed that. they were especially desigied -for workiuig
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on reindeer antler. Of the eight specimens collected No. 89302 [884j
Fig. 143, has been selected as a type of the antler chisel (ki'Finusa). The
blade is of steel, and the haft is of reindeer antler, iii two longitudinal
sections, put together at right angles to the plane of the' blade, held

together by a stout round boue treeniail * inches fronm
the butt. The square tip of the blade is beveled on both
faces to a rougli cutting edge. Fig. 144
(No. 89301) [10001 lias a small blade with
an oblique tip not beveled to an edge,
and a haft of walrus.ivory yellowed from
age, and ornanented with rows of rings,
each with a dot in the center, all incised
aid colored with red ocher. The two
/ parts of thel haft are fastened togetl¿er
by a stout wooden treenail and a 8titch of
whalebone.

The rest of the steel-bladed chisels,
four in nunber, are all of about the
same size and hafted with antler. The
blades are somewhat irregular iii shape,

FIG. 13.-Antier but al have square or oblique tips ani Fio. 144. - A-ut 1er
i .Ino sharp edge. Three of them have chis

the sections of the haft put together as described, and fitstened by a
treenail and a whipping of seal twine or sinew braid at the tip. One
bas the two sections put together iin the plane of the bLade and fastened
with a large copper rivet, which also passes through the
butt of the blade, and three stout iron ones: The hafts
oftall these tools show signs of much handling. The
remaining two specimens have blades of black flint. No.
89637 [1207]j, lias a haft of walrus ivory, of the ùsual
pattern, fastened together by a boue treenail and two
stitches, one of sinew braid and one of seal thoig.
The lashing of seal twine near the tip serves to mend
a crack. The lhaft is old and rusty about the slot into
which the blade is fitted, showing that it originally
liad an iron blade. The tliit blade was probably put F. 14.>.-Spiiriotii
iii to iake it seei anîcient, as there was a special ol, flint Iade

demiand for prehistorie articles. No.89653 [1290J, Fig. 145, is nothiing
but a'fanciful tool made to meet this denanid. The haft is of light-
brown nointain sheep lhorn, aid the blade of black tliint. Such flint-
bladed tools may have been used .rmerly, but tere is no proof that
they were.

Wlhalebone shares.-There is in use at Point Barrow, and apparently
not elsewlhere amnonîg the Eskimo, a special to1 for shaving whalebonie,
a substance which is very much used iii the form of long, thin strips
for fastening together boat timbers, whipping spear shafts, etc. The
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THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

thin, long shavings which crli up like "curled liair," are carefully saved
and used for the padding between stocking and boot. Wlhalebone is
also sometines shaved for this special purpose. The tool is essenîtially
a little spokeshave about 4 inches long, which is held- by the index and
second lfinger of the riglit hand, one on each ihandle, with the thumb
pressed against oune end, and is drawn toward the workinan. The col-
lectior contains three specimens of the ordinary form (s igv), repre-
sented by No. 89306 [885] (figuired in Point Barrow Report, Ethnîology,
11. mi, Fig.6). This has a steel blade and a haft of walrus ivory. The
upper face of the haft is convex and the uinder fßat, and the blade,
which is beveled only on the upper face, is set at a slight inclination to
the fßat face of the haft. The edge of the blade proiects 0-_2 inch from
the haft above and 0-3 below. The hole at one end of the haft is for a
lanyard to hang it up by. The other two are of essentially the same
pattern,.but have iafts of reindeer antler.

The collection also contains six tools of this description, with stone
blades, but - they are all new and very carelessly iaide, with hafts of
coarse-grained bone. The shape of the tols is shown in Fig. 146, No.
89649 [1213], from Utkiàvwlii, which has a rongh blade of soft, liglht

greenish slate. The other five have blades of
black or gray ßlint, roughly laked. Al these
blades are glued1 iii with oil dregs. No. 89652
[1225] is like the others ineshape, but more

Flo. 146.-Whalebone shave.slate neatly ma(le, and is peo-ul'ar ini having a blade
blade-.

of1hard, conpactbone. Tiis is inserted by saw-
ing a (ee), narrow slit along one side of the hîaft froiii end to en1. The
blade is wedged|iinto the iniddle of the slit, the ends of which are neatly
filled iii with slips of the saine inaterial as the haft. This was the only
tool of the kind seen. It is very probable that shaves of stone were
fbrmerly used, though we obtaiined no genuine specimens. The use of
oblong chips of flint for this purpose would naturally suggest itself to
a savage,..and lthe cômvenience of titting these flakes into a little haft
woull soon occur to hii. No. 89616 [1.176] is such ain oblong flint,
tlaked to an edge on one face, whicl is evidently old, and which was
said to have beeni used for shavinîg wlalebone. The material is black
flint. Whalebane is often shaved nowaiays with a (oimllion1,klitf. -The
slab of bone is laid upon the thigh and the edge of the kniifIpressed
tirnly against it, vwith the blade perpendieular to the surface of the
slab, whichi is dIr wv n rapidly under it.

* Xawe.-Ithe Eskiino lad not already invented the sa w before they
becaiue actuainted wîith the whites they readily adopted the fiol even
when they had sc nty materials for inaking it. Crantz' speaks of "a

.little lock saw" as one òf a Greenlander's regular toots in his time, and
.Egede2 mentions handsaws as a regular article of tra(le. Capt. Parry3

Ilistory of Grcenland. vol. 1,1p.149. 2 Greenliand.p. 175. .:,d Voyage, p. 536.
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found the natives of Iglulik, in 1821-1823,using a saw m'ade of 'a notched
piece of iron. On our asking Nïkawa'alu, one day, what they had for
tools before they got iron le said that they had drills Made of seal bones
and saws made of the shoulder blade of the reindeer. Some tiie after-
wards lie brouglt over
a model of sucli a saw,
which he said was ex-

actly like ·those for-
inerly used. Fig. 147,
No. 89476 [1206], repre- Fîo. 147.-Saw made of <eer'senpula.

sents this specimen. It
is made by cutting off the anterior edge of a reindeer's scapula in a
straight line parallel to the posterior edge and cuttiug fine saw teeth
on this thin edge. The spinie is also eut off inearly tflt. This makes a
tool very much like a eatpenter's backsaw, the narrow part of the
scapula forming a convenient handle.

Fig. 148, No. 56559 [15], shows how other implenents were utilized
before it was easy to (btain saws in plenty. It is a conmon case knife
stamped on the blade, "Wilson, Hawksworth n & Co., Sheffield,"

which perhaps came
tromi the Plorer, with
saw teeth cut on the
e(dge. It was picked

FiG. 148.-Saw made of a case-knife. up àt the ltkiavwli
eemetery, where it

had been exposed with a eorpse. Saws are now a regular article of
trade, and most ot are provided with themn of various styles
and makes. The name for saw is uluà'ktun.

Drilli and borers.-:-The use of the bow drill appears te) be universal.
among the Eskimo. Those at present employed at Point Barrow do
not differ frou the large'series eollected at the Mackenzie and Ander-
son rivers by MacFarlane. The drill is a siender rod of steel worked to
a drill [)oint and imbedded in a stout wooden shaft, which is tapered to
a rounded tip. •This fits into a stone socket imbedded in a wooden block,
which is held betweei the teeth, so that the point of the drill can be
pressed downl against the object to be dri lled lby the head, leaving both
hands free to work the short bow, which has a loose string of thong long
enough to mnake one turn round the shaft. The collection contains ten
of these modern steel or iron drills, tifteen bovs, and seven nouthpieces.
No. 89502 [853], figured in Point Barrow Rtept., Ethnology, PI. i, Fig. 1,
has been sélected as a typical drill (nii'ktn). The drill is·a cylindrical
rod of steel beaten out into a small lanceolate point, whici is filed
sharp on the edges. The shaft is nadeof hard wood. The renaiuing
drills are of essentially the sane patteru, varying in total ngth fron
about Il inches to 16..

Fig. 149, No. 89499 1968] shows a somewhat unusual shape of shaft.
The lashings round the large end are to keep it from splitting any.more
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than it has done already. The drill is of iron and the shaft of spruce,
whieh was once painted with red ocher.

No. 89497 [819] (Fig. 150) has a feirule of coarse-graned bone neatly
pegged on with two snall pegs of the ,samle inaterial. This is unusual

with steel drills. The shaft- is of
spruce and of the sIame shape as
in the preeeding speeineil. No.
89595 [875] (Fig. 151) is fignred to
show the way in whîch the shaft
has been mended. A wedge-shaped
piee 34 inclies long and 0-3 to 0-4
nch wide has been split out of the

harge end and replaced by a fresh,
piee of wood ieatly fitted in and

i secured by two tightwlppiugs of
3 sinew braid. each iii a deep groove.

No. 89515 [861 J,'figured in Point
Barrow Report, Ethnology, Pl. Il,
Fig. 2, is a typical bow (piziksná)

fo uewith thîesedrills. It is of
wa-lruis ivory, 16 inches long andi
oval in section. Through eacei cm

drilled a, transverse hole. A
string of seal thong 21 inihes long
is looped into one of these lioles
by passing one end of the thoig
through the hole, cutting a slit
in it and passing the other end

through this. The other end is
Fw. passed through the other hole- anddrill.

knottéd at the tip.
These bows vaiy slightly iii dunîîensions, but

are nîot less than a foot or more than 16 inches

long, and are almost always of walruts ivory.
No.89508 [9561 (Fig. 152), is an old aid rudely
made bow of whaleboie, which is more stroigly
arehed than i usual, and has the string attached
to )notches at the ends inîstead of into holes.
This was said to eliong vith an old bone drill.
No. 89498 [956]. Both caime fromi Nuwk.
These bows are often highly ornamnente(d both
by carving and With incised patterns colored
with i-ed ovfc'e or soot. The following figures
are introduced to show sonie of the different' . . ""I '"t"

styles.of ornîammentation,.
Fig. 153a, No. 56506 [298] is îumusually broad and flat and m was prob-

ably made for a haudle to a tool bag. Such handles. however, appear
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to be 'a1so used for drill bows. The tips of this bow represent seals
heads, and have good sized sky-blue glass beads inserted for
eyes. The rest of the ornamentation is incised and blackened.
Fig. 153b, No. 89421 [1260], fron Utkiavwli, is a similar bow,
which has incised on the back figures of &ien and animals,
which, perhaps, tell of sone real event. Mr. L. M. Turner
informs me that the natives of Norton Sound keep a regular
record of hunting and other events engraved in this way upon
their drill bows, and that no one ever ventures to falsify these
records. We did net learn definitely that such .was the rule
at Point Barrow, but we have one bag-handle marked with
whales, which we were told indicated the number killed by
the owner. Fig. 153c, No. 89425 [1732], from UtkiavwïlÎ, is a
similar bow, ornamented on the back with simply an incised
border colored red. On the other side are the figures of ten
bearded seals, cross-hatched and blackened. These are per-
haps a "score.' Fig. 153d, No.-89509 [914], from Nuwük, is a
bow of the common pattern, but ornamented by carving the
back into a toothed keel. - 4

Fig. 153e, No;89510 [961], from Utkiavwïfl, is ornamented
on one side only with an incised pattern, which is blackened.
Fig. 153f, No. 89511 [961], also from Utkiavw'fi, has, in addi.
tion to the incised .and blackeied pattern, a small transparent
sky-blue glass bead inlaid in the middle of the back. Fig.
153g, No. 89512 [836], from the same place, is a fiat bow with
the edges carved into scallops. The incised Une along the
middle of the back is colored with red ocher. The string is
made of sinew braid.

Fig. 154, No. 89777 [1004b], which belongs in the "kit" of Fr. 151.-

Ilû'bw'ga, the Nunatañmiun, previously mentioned, is inter- l°

esting fron having been lengthened 3 uinches by riveting on a piece of
reindeer antler at one end. The two pieces are neatly joined in a "Ilap
splice" about 2' inches long and.fastened.with three iron rivets. The
owner appears to have concluded that bis drill bow was too short when

Fia. 152.-Driln bow.

lie was at home, in tlie interior, where he could obtain no walrus ivory.
The incised pattern on the back is colored with red ocher.

The inouthpiece (ktimia) consists of a block ôf hard stone (rarely
iron), in which is hollowed ont a round cup-like socket, large enoughi tore-
ceive the tip 9 f the drill shaft, imbedded iii a block of wood of a suit-
able size to hold between theteeth. This block ofte has curved fianges
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or each side, whici rest against the cheeks. Suhei miouthpieces are
common all along the coast from the Anderson River to Norton Sound,.
as is shown by the Musemin collectionl. No.89500 [800], flgured iii Point
Barrow Report,, Ethnology, Pl. nI, Fig. 3, is a type of the flanged imouth-
piece. The bloek is of r ine, carved into a thick, broad ilarch, with a
large block on the inside. Into the top of the arch is inlhid a piece of gray

1 -

~~d,

Fia. 153.-Drill bow.

porphyry with black spots, whii is slightly con~vex on the surface, so as
to project a little above the suîrface of the wood. li the middle of the -
stow is a cuLp-sIaped cavity oie-liait iii iii dianieter Id of nearly the
sanie depth. This is a rather large inottipiece, beinlg 6 inches across
from onme end of the areh to tie othter.

F . 154.-splicdi drili 1>4W.

There are two other specimuens of th e same pattern, both rather smaller.
No. 89503 [891], Fig. 150, frot Nuwak. t11e stone of black and white
syenite. This specimen is very olI and dirty, and worn through to the
stone on ne side, where the teeth have eome against it. No. 89787
[1004e], Fig. 155, is almost exactly the saue shape as the type, but lias
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for a socket a piece of iron 1-1 inches. square, hollowed out as usual.
The outside of the wood has been painted with red ocher, but this is
mostly worn off. This noutlpiece belonged to IlWbw'ga.

Fig. 156, No. 89505{[8912,from
Utkiavwïi, represents the pat-
tern whieh is perhaps rather
commoner than the preceding.

The wood, which holds. the
socket of black and white sy-
enite, is simply an elliptical
block of spruce. The remnain- FIG. 155.-Irill mouthpiece, with iron socket.

ing three specimens are of the same pattern and of the same material as
the last, except No. 89507-1908], fron Nuwik, in which the wood is oak.
As it appears very old, this wood nay have come from the Plover.

When not in use, the point of the drill is sonetimes protected with a
sheath. Opxe such sheath was obtained, No..89447[1112], fig-
ured in Point Barrow Report, Ethnology, PI. n, Fig. 1. It is
of walrus ivory,3-6 inches long. The end of a piece of thong
is .passed through the eye and the other part fastened round
the open end with a inarline-hi tci, catching down the end.
This leaVes a lanyard 9j inches long, which is hitched or
knotted round the shaft of the drill when the sheath is fitted
over the point.

The drills above described are used for perforating all sorts
of material, wood, bone, ivory, metal, etc., and are almost the

only boring implements used, even
awls being unusual. Before the in-
troduction of iron, the point was made
of one of the small bones from a seal's 1
leg. We obtained four specimens of
these boue. drills, of which two, at
least, appear to be genuine. No.

FiG. 156.-Dri nonthpiece with- 89498 [956], Fig. 157, is one of these,
out wns front Nuwrtk. The shaft- is of the

ordinary pattern and made of sone liard wood, but the point
is a roughly cylindrical rod.of bone, expandilig at the point,
where it is contvex on one face and concave on the other and
beveled on both faces into two cutting edges, which meet in
an acute angle. The larger end of the shaft has been split
and mîended by whippiig it for about three-quarters of an
inch with sinew braid. No. 89518 [1174], is apparently also
genuine, and is like the precleding, but beveled only on the
concave face of the point, which is rather obtuse. No. 89519 FiG.15
[1258] iras made for the market. t hias a rîde shaft of whale's Bone-pointed
bone, but a carefully made bone point of precisely the pattern dri.
of the modern iron ones. No. 89520 [1182] has no shaft, and appears to
be an old unfinished drill fitted into a carelessly made bone ferrule.
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* The drill at the presenit day is always worked with a bow, which allows
one hand to be ised for steadying-the piece of work. We were informed,
however, that fornerly'a cord was sonietines used without the bow, but
furnished with a transverse handile at each end.

We collected six little handles of ivory, carved into sone ornamental
shape, each witlh an eye in the niddle to which a thong could be attached.
All were old, and, we never saw the nin use. The first two were col-
lected at an early period of our acquaintance with these people, and from
our imperfect knowledge of the language we got the impression that
they were.handles to be attached to a harpoon inue.

We were not long, lhowever in finding out that the harpoon has no
such appendage, and when the other, four came iii a year later, at a time

when the press of other work pre-
vented careful inquiry iito their
use, we supposed that- they were
meantfor handles to the lines used
for dragging dead seals, as they
somewhat resemble such -an im-
plement. On our return home,
when I had opportunities for mak-
ing a careful study of the coUec-
tion, I found that none of the drag
lines, either in our own dollection
or in those of the. Museum, had
handles of this description. On
the otiier hand, I found many sim-

e ilar implenents in Mr. Nelson's
collection labeled "drill-cord han-
dles," and finally one pair (No.
36319, fronri Kashnnuk, near Cape
Romanzoff), still attacýhed to the
drill cord. These landles are al-

Fro. 158.-Handka, for drill cords. pwihN.inost identical in shape with No.
89458 [835], from Utkiavwii. This leaves no doubt inmny mind that
the so-called 'drag-line handles " in our collection are iiothing more than
iaidles for drill cords, now wholly obsolete and supplanted by the bows
already described. I have figured all six of these handles to show the
different patterns of ornamentation. They are ail made of walrus ivory,
and are all."odl" handles, 110 two being mates. Fig. 158a (No. 56526)
[86], is 5-2 inches long, and light blie beads are inserted for eyes in, the
sëal's heads. The eye for the drill cord is made by boring tw6-niedian
holes at the middle of one side so that ,they meet under the surface and
make a longitudinal channel.

Fig. 158b (No. 56527 [23] from UtkiavwlIi), is 4-3 inches long, and is
very accurately carved in the inage of a man's right leg and foot,
dressed in a striped déerskini boot. The end opposite to the foot is the

j,
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head of some animal, perhaps a wolf, with bits of dark wood inlaid for
eyes. The eyeis a simple large transverse hole through the thigh.

Fig. 158c (No. 89455 [929] fronm Nuwtik), is 59 inches long. The eye
is drilled lengthwise through a large lump projecting from the middle
of one side. Small bluîe beads are inlaid for the eyes, and one to indi-
cate the male genital opening.

Fig.. 158d (No. 89456 [9301 from NuwNk) is like No. 56527 [23], but
represents the left foot and is not so 3rtistically carved. It is 3-7 inches
long.

Fig. 158e (No; 89457 [925] from Nuwik.) is 4-7 inches long, and re-
sembles No. 89455 [929], but lias instead of the seal's tail and flippers
a large ovoid knob ornamented with incised and blackened rings. The

eye" is bored transverselY.
Fig. 158f (No. 89458 [835] from Utkiavwiñ) differs from No. 89455 [9251

in having a transverse eye; and being less artistically carved. Bits of
lead are inlaid for the eyes. It is 4-4 inches long. The nanie of this
implement is k'ñii-i.

We obtained six specimens of an old flint tool, consisting of a rather
long thick blade mounted in a straight haft about 10 inches long,of
which we had sone difficulty in ascertaining 'the use. 'We were at last
able to be quite sure tlhat they were intended for drilling, or rather
reaming out, the large cavity in the base of the ivory head of a whale
harpoon, which fis upon the conical tip of the fore-shaft. The shape
of the. blade is well fitted -for this purpose. It is not unlikely that such
tools, worked as these are, by hand, preceded the bone drills for boring
all sorts of objects, and that the habit of usirig them for making the
whale harpoon was kept up from the same conservatism founded on
superstition which surrounds the whole whale fishery. (See under
"Whale fishing," where; the subjet will be more fully discussed.) No.
89626 18701, figured in Point Barrow Report, Ethnology, Pl. m, Fig. 4,
is a typical impleient of this class (itaun, i'tûgetsau'). The blade is
of black flint, flaked, 2 inches long, imbedded in the end of a haft of
spruce, 10-5 inches long. . The >lade is held in place by whipping the
cleft ernI of the haft with sinew braid.

Two of the otlier speciniens, No. 89627 [937] and No. 89628 [912], are
of essentially the same pattern and naterial, but have ronded lhafts.
No. 89629 1960] an No.89630 [10681, Figs. 159a, 159b, have blades of the
samne pattern, but have hafts fitted for use with the moutlipiece and
bow, showing that sometimes, at least in later times, these tools were so
used. No. 89625 [1217] (Fig. 160) has no haft, but the blade, which is
rather narrow in proportion to its length (2-3.inches by 0.5), is fitted
into a slhortferrule of antler, with a little dovetail on the edige for attach-
ing it to the haft.

Of awls we- saw only one specimnen, whieh, perhi:ps, oight rather to
be considered a little han (drill. This is No. S9308 [1292]. Fig. 161
froi itkiavwlii. The point is the tip of a connmon three-cornered file,
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sharpened down. I imbedded in a handle of fossil ivory which has
turned a light yellowish brown from age. Its total length is 28 inches.

Fia. 159.-Flint-bladed reomers.

Hammers.-At the present day nearly every man has been able to
procure an iron hammer of some kind, which he uses with great handi-
ness. Before the introduction of iron, in addition. to the bone and
stone mauls above described as bone crushers, unhafted pebbles of con-
venient shape were.also employed. No. 56661[274] is such a stone. It.
is an ovoid water-worn pebble of greenish gray quartzite, 3i.inches long.
The ends are battered, showing how it had been used. It was brouglit
from one of thé rivers in the interior by one of the natives of Utkiav-
wifi.

-Files.-Files of all kinds are eagerly sought after by the natives,
who use them with very great skill and patience, doing nearly alrtheir

metal work with these tools. For instance,'
one particularly ingenious native 'con-
verted his Winchester rifle from a rim fire-
to a central fire with nothing but a file. To
do this he had to make a new firing pin, as

- the firing pin of the rim-fire gun is too short
to reach the head of the cartridge. He
accomplisbed this byaccuratelycutting off
to the proper length, an old worn-out three-
cornered file. He then filed off enough of
each edge so that the rod fitted evenly in -

the eylindrical hole where the firing pin
works. The work was done so carefully
that the new firing pin worked perfectly,
and-hle had only to complete the job by
cutting off his central fire cartridge shells

Fa 6.ln. tO a proper length to fit the chamber of
bladed reamer. tg

the gun.
They have almost no knowledge of working metal with

the aid of heat, as is natural from the scarcity of fuel., i-1OI-Awl-
I bave, however, seen them roughly temper small articles, suîch as fire
steels, etc., by heating them in the fire and quenching them in cold

-t
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water. One native very neatly mended a musket barrel which had been
cracked by firing too heavy a charge. He eut a section from another old
barrel of somewhat larger caliber, which he heated until it had expanded
enough to slip down over the crack, and then allowed it to shrink on.

Whet8tones (ipiksaun).-Knives are :generally sharpened with a file,
cutting a bevel, as before mentioned, on one face of the blade only.
To "set" or "trit" the edge they use pieces of steel of various shapes,
generally with a hole drilled in them so that they can be hung to thé
breeches belt by a lanyard. One man, for instance, used about half of

a b c
Fia. 162.-Jade whetstones.

a razor blade for this purpose,.and another a small horseshoe magnet.
In former times they enployed a very elegant inplement, consisting of
aslender rod of jade from 3 to 7 inches long; with a lanyard attached to
an eye in the larger end. These were sometimes made by cutting a
piece from one of the old jade adzes in the manner already described.
There are a few of these whetstones-still in use at the present day, and
they are very highly prized. We'succeeded in obtaining nine speci-
mens, of whieh No. 89618 [801], Fig. 162a, has been selected as the type.
It is of hard blaek stone, probably jade, 6-3 inches long. Through the
wider end is drilled a large eye, into which is neatly spliced one end
of a stout flat braid of sin"w 4ï inches long.
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The remaining whetstones are of very much the same pattern. I
have ffguired five of them, to show the slight variations. Fig. 162b to.
56662 [393], from UtkiavwIfi) is of light grayish green jade, smoothly rtl-
ished and 4-1 inches long. It is chamfered only on the small end t
right angles to the breadth, and has the eye prolonged into ornamentàl
grooves on the two opposite faces. The long lanyard is of commoh
sinew braid. No. 56663 [229] (from the same village) is of olive green,
slightly translucent jade, 6·8 inches long, and elliptical in section, also
clbamfered only at the small end. The lanyard, whichio a strip of seal
thong 9 inches long, issecured in the eye, as describad before, with
two slits, one in the standing part through which the end is lïàssed
and the other in the end with the standing part passed thiough it
No. 89617 [1262] (from Sidaru) is of olive green, translucent jade, 61

FiG. 163.-Jade whetatones.

inches long, and shaped like the type, but chamfered only at the small
end. The lanyard of seal thong is secured in the eye by a large round
knot i eend . _o.39Q19_þ$7L(from Utkiavwi) is of bright green,
translucent jade, 5-1 incheslong, and unusually thick, its great tduim--
eter being 0-6 inch. The tip is gradually worked off to an obliqueedge,
and it has ornamental grooves running through the eye like No. 5662[393.

No. 8i620 [8651 (from Nuwilk) is shaped very much like the type, but
has the tip tapered off alinost to a point. It is of olive green, slightly
translucent jade and is 7 inches long. The lanyard is a piece of sinew

w
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braid with the ends knotted together and the bight looped into the eye.
A large- sky-blue glass bead is slipped on over both parts of the lanyard
and pushed up close -to the loop. Fig. 163a (No. 89621 [757-J, from
Utkiavwlfi) is very short and broad (36 inches by 0-6), is chamfered at
both ends, and has the ornamental grooves at the eye. The material is
a hard, opaque, bluish gray stone, veined with black.

A whetstone of similar material was brought by Lieut. Stoney from
Kotzebue Sound. The long-lanyard is of sinew braid. Fig. 163b (No.
89622 [951], also from Utkiavwlîi) is *a very small, slender whetstone,
33 inches long, of dark olive green semitranslucent jade, polished. The
tipeisrptbchamfered, but tapers to a blunt point. It has the ornamental
grooyes at the eye.* These are undoubtedly the "stones for making

whetstones, or these ready-made" referred to by Dr. Simpson
(Op. cit., p. 266) as brought by the Nunataimian from the people<of

Pe. 16L-Wooden tool boxes.

the "Ko-wak River." A few such whetstones have been collected on
other parts of the northwest coast as far south as the northern shore
of Norton Sound. The broken Vhetstone mentioned above is of a
beautiful bluish green translucent jade. Bits of stone are also used- for
whetstones, such as No. 89786 [1004f], which belong in Ilû'bw'ga's tool
bag. They are two rougli, oblong bits of hard dark gray slate, appar-
ently split off a flat, weathered surface.

Tool boxes and bag.-We collected six specimens of a peculiarly
shaped long, narrow box, carved from a single block of wood, which we
were informed were formerly used for holding tools. They have gone
out of-fääliion-ath-teresent day, and there are but few of them left.
No.89860 [1152], Fig. 164areýpresents the typical shape of this box.
It is carved from a single block of pine. Theove is-aglhty hollowed
on the under side and is beld on by two double rings of twine
seal twine and the other of sinew braid), large enough to slip over the
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end. Each ring is made by doubling a long piece of twine so that the
two parts are equal, passing one end through the bight and knotting it
to the other. The box and cover seem to have been painted inside and
out with red ocher. On the outside this is mostly faded and worn off
and covered with dirt, but inside it has turned a dark brown. Fig. 164b
(No. 89858 [1319], from Utkiavwli,) is a similar box, 21-1 inches long.
The coam is held on by a string passing over little hooked ivory studs
close to the edge of the box. There were originally five of these studs,
two at each end and one in the middle of one side. The string started
from one of these studs at the pointed end. This stud is broken and
the string fastened into a hôle close to it. To fasten on the cover the
string was carried over and hooked under the opposite stud, then
crossed over.the cover to the middle stud, then across to the end s.tud
on the other-side, and-the loop on the end hooked onto the last stud.

No. 89859 [1318] is a smaller box (19 inches long) of the saine pat-
ter, with only fogr studs. The cover has three large 'lue glass beade,

FIG. 165.--Largewooden tes.

like those used for labrets, inlaid in a line along the middle. No. 89858
[1144], from Utkiaywliñ, is the shape of the type,buit has a thic'ker
cover and six stud holes in the margin. No. 89861 [1151], Fig. 165a,
from the same place, is shaped something like a violin case, 22-2 inches
long. The cover has been split and "stitched" together with whale-
bone, and a crack in the broader end of the box has been neatly mended
by pegging on, with nine little wooden treenails, a strap of rein4er
antler of the same width as the edge and following the curve of its
outline. There are four studs, two at each end. The string is inade
fast to one at the smaller end, carried over to the,,opposite one, then
crossed to the opposite stud at the other end and back under the last
one, a bight of the end being tucked iider the string between the two
last-nentioned studs. The string is made of sinew braid, rope-yarns,
and a long piece of seal thong. It was probably at first all of sinew
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b-aid, and, gradually growing too short by<being broken and knotted
together again, was leng ed out with whatever came to hand.

No. 89862 [1593], Fig. 165b,'s. a large box, of a very peculiar shape,
best understood from the figur The outside is -much -weathered, but.
appears to have been roughly carved, and the excavation ofthe box
and cover is very rudely doue, perhaps with a stone tool. A hole in the
larger end is mended by a patch of wood chamfered off to ft the hole
and sewed on round the edges with "over-and-over" stitches of whale-
bone. The string is arranged in permanent loops, under which tl4e
cover can be slipped off and on.

The arrangement, which is rather complicated, is as follows: On one.
side of the box, one-balf inch from the edge and about 7 inches from
each end, are two pairs of holes, one-half inch apart. Into each pair is
fastened, by means of knots on the inside, a loop of very stout sinew
braid, 3 inches long, and similar loops.of seal thong, 5 inches long, are

Fro. 106.--Toot bag of wolverine skin.

fastened into corresponding pairs of holes on the other side. A piece
of seal thong is fastenédwith a becket-hitch into the loop of seal thong
at the sinall end of the box, passes through both braid loops on the.
other side and is carried over through the loop of seal thong at the-
large end. The end of the thong is knotted into one of the pairs of
holes left by the breaking away of a stitch at the edge of the wooden
patch above inentioned.

All these boxes are very old and were painted inside with red ocher,
which has turned dark brown from age. Tools are nowadays kept in a
large oblong, flat satchel, Ikqùxbwïi, which has an arched handle of

. ivory or boue stretched lengthwise across the open nouth. These bags
are always made of skin with the hair ont, and the skins of wolverines'
heads are the inost desiredt.fòr this purpose. The collection contains
four sucli bags. No. 89794 [10181, Fig. 166, is the type of these bags.
The bottom of the bag is a piece oÇ short-haired brown deerskin, with
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the hair out, pieced -across the m
the skins of four wolverine head
nape and spread oÙt and sewed
ward and noses up.i One head
on eachi side, and the spaces be
sets of deerskin -and wolverine i
sRewed round the mtonth of the b
inches long and about one-half
through it one-half inch from e
verse hole between this and t
fastens the handle to the bag
close to thèsûrface. The othe
down throughi the vertical hole a
a hole through the septumi of the
The other end of the handle is fa
way, but the thong is secured i
above. On one side of thehiand

Fig. 167, No. 89776 [1004}, 4-
heads with the lower jaws atfi
without hair. The mouth is tie
the nostrils of the two side he
about 1¾ inches. The handle is
and ornamented with an incised'
pieced out with reindeer antler
twine, which is passed through I
to have been riveted together as
154), which belongs to this bag
antler. It is possible that the iv
rivetiig the t o ogethei i

.& end for the thong, by which it is
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Middle. The sides and ends are made of
ds, without the lower jaw, eut off at the
togiether side by side with the hair out-
conies on each end of the bag and one
tweeh the noses are filled out with gus-
skin. A .narrow strip of the latter is
bag. The handle is of.walrus ivory, 14J
inch square. There is a vertical hole

ach end, and at one end also a trans-
lhe tip. One end of the thong which
is drawn through this hole and eut off

er end is brought over the handle and
and màde fast with two half-hitches into
e nose of*the head at one end of the bag.
astened to the opposite nose in the same
n the hole by a simple knot.iù-4he end
le is an unfinished incised pattern.

A bag of wolverine akin.

a similar bag, mhde of four wolverine
-hed. The botton is of stout leather

cd up by a bit of thong passed th'rough
eads so that it eau spread opert only
broad anîd fat, imade of walrus ivory;
border on top. One end is broken and
secured by a clumsy "Ilfishing" of seal

holes in the two parts. The pieces seeni
in the drill bow, No.89777 [1004b] (Fig.

There is arivet still sticking in the
vourvnay-h-e broken in the process of
e audle has two vertical lioles at each
fastened to the end'noses, both in the
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a tiouthpiece (Fig. 155, No. 89787 [1004c]); a large
crooked knife with a sheath (Fig. 114, No. 89780
[1004d}); a flint flaker (No. 89752 [1004e]); a comb for
deerskins (Fig. 169, No. 89781 [1005]); a haircomb
made of- antler (No. 89785 [1006]); a fishhook (No.
89783 [1007]); and a small seal harpoon head (No.
89784 [1008]).

No. 89796 [1118], from Nuwtik, is of rather unusual
materials. The bottom is of brown
re½ndeer skin and the sides and ends
are the heads of two wolves and a red
fox. , The wolf heads meet on one side,
and the fox bead is put in between

R them on the other. The fox head has
no lower jaw, and one wolf head has
only the left half of the lower jaw. The
vacant spaces ,fronud the mouth are
filled by triangular gussets of wolff
and reindeer skin. The eyeholes are F. 1.-orn for

patched on the inside with deerskin. deerskinà in the

It has no handle. No.89795[13091, the toI bag.

b remaining bag, is of the usual pattern, but carelessly
made of small pieces of deerskin, with a handle of
coarse-grained whale's bone. It was probably made
for sale.

I have figured four handles of such bags to show
the style of ornamentation. Fig. 170a (No. 89420

lis belong. [1111], from Nuwiik) has incised figures of men and
ool bag. reindeer on the back, once colored with ocher, of which

traces can still be seen. This is perhaps a hunting score. (See remarks
on this subject under "Bow-drills.") Fig. 1î70b (No. 89423 [996], from
Utkiavwlù) is a very elaborate handle, with scalloped edgiand flited
back, which is also ornamented with an incised pattern colored with
red ocher. The other side is ervered with series of the incised circles,
.each with a dot in the center, so frequentlymentioned. Fig. 170c (No.
89424 [890], from Nuwik) bas on the under side two rows of figures
representing the flukes and "smalls" ôf whales. This is the specimen
already mentioned, which the natives called an actual score. Theseries of
twenty-six tails were said to be the record of old Yûksl'ia ("Erksinra"of-
Dr. Simpson), the so-called "chief" at Nuwik. All the above haàdIes
are of walrus ivory, and have been in actual use. Fig. 170c (No.56513

FIG. 168.-Dri
ing to the t
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median line and joined by a shortchannel on top of the handle. This
bag was the property of the Nu nataimiun Ilùbw'ga, so frequently men-
tioned, and was purchased with all its contents.

These are two bowýdrills, one large aud one small (Figs. 168a and 168b,
Nos. 89778 and 89779 [1004aj); a drill bow (Fig. 154, No. 89777 [1004b]);
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[43], from Utkiavwlii) is a handle of different material (reindeer antler)
and of somewhat different pattern. One end is neatly carved into an
exceedingly accurate image of the head of a reindeer which bas shed

c

FIG. 170.-Bag handles.

its antlers, with small blue beads inlaid for the eyes. The back of the
handle is ornamented with an incised pattern colored with red ocher.
We were told that such handles were sometimes fitted to the wooden
buckets, but I never saw one so used.

No. 89798 [1075], Fig. 171, is a bag of rather unusual pattern, the
only one of the kind we saw. The bottòm is a single round piece, 9

inchesin diameter, of what seems
to be split skin of the bearded
seal, flesh side out, and the rest
of the 'bag is of white-tanned
seal leathér. The sides are of
five broad pieces (6,4j, 4,5j, and
5 incbes'broad at the bottom, re-
spectively, narrowing to 2k, 1,
14, 2, and 2k, respectively, at
the top), alternating with five
straight strips, respectively 1k,
1, 1U, 14, and 14 inches broad,.
The edges of these strips overlap
the edges of the broad pieces,

FIG. 171-Bag of leather. . and are neatly stitched with two
threads, as on the soles of the waterproof boots. The outer thread,
which is caught in the loop of each stitch of the other, is a slender fila-
ment of bla.eW ie-boii-This produces a sort of embroidery. The
neck is stitched to the bag with the same seam, but the hem at the
mouth is merely "run" round with sinew. This bag was probably for
holding sinall tools and similar articles.
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WEAPONS.

As would naturally be expected from what has been said of the
peaceful character of these people, offensive weapons, specially intended
for use against nien, are exceedingly rare. In case--.-
of quarrels between individuals or parties the bows,
spears, and knives intended for hunting or general

..use would be turned against., their enemies. Even
their rifles, nowadays, are keiit much more for hunt-
ing than as weapons of offense,\and the revolvers of
various -patterns which many of them have obtained
from the ships are chiefly carried when traveljng back
and forth between the two villages as a protection
against a possible bear. We, howèger, obtained a
few weapons which were especially designed for.tak-.
ing liuman life. One of these was, a little club
(tI'glun) (No. 89492 [1310], Fig. 172, froin Utkiavwi)
made of the butt end of an old pickax heâd of whale's
bone, with the point cut down to a blunti end. It is
6-4 inches long and meant to be clenched in the
hand like a dagger, and used for striking blows, prob-
abry at the temple. The transverse gro'oves for haft
ing give a good hold for the fingers. This was'the
only weapon of te kind seen. n. 172.-Little hand-

We collected a single specimen of a kind of slang-. club.

shot, No. 89472 [905] (Fig. 173), made
of a roughly ovoid lump of heavy bone,
the symphysis of the lower jaw of a
walrus, 3à inches long. At the smaller
end two large holes are 'bored in
obliquely so as to meet under the sur-
face and form a channel through which
is passed a slip of white seal skin about
15 inches long, the ends of which
fasten together with two slits, so as -to
make a loop. This maybe compared
with the stone bails used-by the ancient

72 Aleuts for striking a man on the temple.
The commonest weapon of offense

was a broad dagger made of a bone of
the\polar bear. This was-said-te-be
espially meant for killing a "bad
man, possibly -for,,certain speëified
offen s or perhaps in cases of insanity.

he. 173.-slungsbot male of walruajaw. Insane persons were sometimes killed
in Greenland, and the act was considered "neither decidedly admissi-

I ~
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1 ble nor altogether unlawful."1 The use ot bears' bones for these weapons
points to some superstitious idea, perhaps having reference to the
ferocity of the animal. We collected five specinens of these daggers,
of which No. 89484 [767], Fig. 174, has been selected as the type. It is
the distal end of the ulna of a polar bear, with the'neck and condyles
forming the hit, and the shaft split so as to expose the mnedullary cavity
and cut into a pointed blade. It is very old, blackened, and crumbling
on the surface, and is a foot long.

Fig. 175a, No. 89475 [988], from Nuwük, is made of a straight splinter
from the shaft of one of the long boues, 9î inches long. No.89480 [1141j,
from Utkiavwfi, has a roughly whittled hilt and a somewhat twisted
blade, rather narrowbut widened toa sharp lanceolate point.
It is 12 inches long. No. 89481 [1175], from the same place,

bas the roughly shlaped hilt
whipped with two turns of

e'. lie sinew. No.89482 [1709],Fig.
175b, also from Utkiavwlii, is
dirk-shaped, having but one
edge and a straight back.
The hilt, as before, is roughly
sawed from the solid head of
the boue. No. 89485 [965];
Fig. 176, from NuwlIk, was
also said to be a dagger, but
could not have been a very
effective weapon. It is of
whale's boue, 5 inches long.
It is rather rudely carved,
old,and dirty,but thenotches
on the haft are nxvly cut.

Dirks or daggers of bear's
boue, like those described,
are really rather formidable
weapons, as it is easy to give
the splinter of boue a very
keen point. The Museum con-
tains a bone dagger curiously
like these Eskimo weapons,
but made of the boue of the

nG.174.-Daggerof grizzly bear, and - used by
bear' bone. the Indians of the McCloud

River, northern California. They believe that the peculiar shape of
the point, having a hollow (the imedullary cavity) on one face, like the

- Ksk½io daggers, causes the wound to bleed internally.

Rink, Tales and Traditions, p. 35.
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SPROJECTILE WEAPONS.

Firearm.-When Dease and Simpson first met these people, in 1837,
they had no firearns, but the next- party of whites who came in contact
with theim (Pullen and looper, in 1849) found the "chief" in possession
of an old sliaky mnsket of English make, with th'e naine "iBarnett" on
the lock.' Hooper believed this to be the gun lost by Sir John Frank-
lin's party iirr1826.2 This gun was, however, often seen by the people
of the Plover,(in fact, Capt. Maguire képt it on board of the Plover for
some time3), and was found to have on the lock, besides the name "Bar.
nett," also the date, "1843," so that of course it was not lost in 1826.
Armstrông 4 also mentions seeing this gun, which, the natives told him,
they had procured "from the other tribes to the south
ward." In the summer of 1853 they began to purciase
guns and ammunition from the eastern natives. YûkslIa
and two other men each bought a gun this year.5

As the whalers began to go to Point Barrow in 1854,
the opportunity for obtaining firearms has been afforded
the natives every year since then, so that they are now]
well supplied with guns, chiefly of American manufacturè.
That all their firearins have not been obtained from this
source is probable from the fact they have still in theiirà
possession a number of smoothbore percussion gans4 4
double and single barreled-of Russian manufacture.
They are all stamped in RussiLr' ith the naine of Tula,
a town on the Oopa, 105 miles south.of Moscow, which
has received-the naine of the "Sheffield andBirminghan
ofRussia," from' its vast manufactory ofarms, establishedý
by Peter the Great. These guns must have come froin F.176.-so-cle
the "Nunataiminui," who obtained them either froin aggerofrbone.

the Siberian traders or from the Russians at Norton Sound through
the Malemiut. Both smoothbore and rifled guns are in general use.
The smoothbores are of all sorts and descriptions, from an old flintlock
musket to more or less valuable single and double percussion fowling-
pieces. Three of the natives now (1883) have cheap double breechloaders
and one a single breechloader (made by John P. Lovell, of Boston).
Guns in general are called "cupûù," an onomatopoic word in general
use in western America, but many of the different kinds have special
names. For instance, a double gun is called madro'llii (from madro, two).
The rifles are also of many different patterns. The kind preferred by
the natives is the ordinary Winchester brass-mounted 15-shot repeater,
which the whalers and traders purchase cheaply at wholesale. This is

iloper, Tenta, etc.. p.239.
2Franklin, 21 Exp., p. 148. In the hurry of leaving Barter Island -one of the crew of the Reliance

left hia gun and axmmnition."
,See McClure'sN. W. Pasage, p. 390.
4Narrative, p. 109.
8 Maguire, Further Papers, p. 907.
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194 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

called akïmiell ("that which has fifteen," sc., shots). The whalers are
also in the habit of buying up all sorts of cheap or second-hand guns
for the Aretic trade, so that many other kinds of guns are also common.
Of breechloaders, we saw the Sharpe's rifle, savïgrolli (from a fancied
reseinblance between the crooked lever of this gun and the crookèd
knife, savigro'n); other patterns of Winchester; the Spencer repeater,
kai'psualffi (from kaipsi, cartridge);,the peculiar Sharps-Hankins, once
used in the J. S. Navy, and which was the favorite weapon of the rebel
Boers in South Africa; the Peabody-Martini, made in America for the
Turkish Government, marked on the rear sight with Turkish figures,

ïe and, exposed with a corpse at the cemetery, one English Snider. The.
regulation Springfield rifles belonging to the post, which were often
loaned to the nativei for the purpose of hunting, were called mûkpa-
ra'Ili(from mikpara/, book,"referring to the breech action, which opens
like a book).

They formerly had very few'muzzle-loading rifles, but of late years,
since the law against trading arms to-the nativeshas been construed
to refer solely to breech-loadi'ng rifles, the whalers have sold them
yäger rifles, of the old U. S. Army pattern, Enfield rifles, ship's mus-

Tower mark- on them, and a sort of bogus rifle made
especially for trade, in imitation of the old-f&shioned Kentucky rifle,
but~Tith grooves extending only a shofit stance froin the muzzle.
They of course depend on the ships for their supplies of ammunition,
though the Nunataiimiun sometiimes bring a few cartridges smuggled
across from Siberia. They naturally are most desirous to procure
cartridges for the rim-fire Winchester guns, as these are not intended
to be used more than once. They have, however, invented a method of

priming these rimfire shells so that they can be reloaded. A common-
"G. D." percussion cap is neatly fitted into the rim of the shell by
cutting the sides into strips which are folded into slits in the shell,
a little hole being drilled under the center of the cap to allow. the flash
to reach the powder. This is a very laborious process, but enables the
natives to use a rifle which would otheiwise be useless. Such car-
trid'ges reloaded with powder and horne-nade bullets-they have many
bullet molds and know how to use them-are tolerably effective. Great
care must be taken to insert the cartridge right side up, so that the
cap shall be struck by the firin- pin, whiih interferes with using the
gun as a repeater.

They are very careless with tlieir rifles, allowing themn to get rusty,
and otherwise nisusing them, especially by firing smaill shot from them
in the duck-shooting season. As a rule they are very fair shots with
the rifle, but extremely lavish of ammunition when they have a slip-
ply. The only econony is show in reloading cartridges and in loading
their shotguns, into whieh they selIdom put a sufficient charge. In
spite of this sone of them shoot very well with the shotgun, though
nany of them show great stupidity in judging distance, firing light
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charges of shot at short rifle range (100 to 200 yards). Though they
mold their own bullets, I have never known any of themu to attempt
making shot or slugs. This, which they call kåkrúra (little bullets,
from k'kru, originally meaning arrow and now used for buIet as well)
is always obtained from the whites. The gun is habitually carried in a
case or holster long enongh to cover the whole gun, made of sealskin,
either black-tanned or with the hair on the outside. This, like the
bow case, from which it is evidently copied, is slung across the back
by a thong passing round the shoulders and across the. chest.
This is the method- universally practiced for carrying burdens of all
sorts. The butt of the gun is on the right side, so that it can be easily
slipped out of the holster under the right arm without unslingig it.
Revolvers are also carried slung in holsters on the back in the same
way. .Ammunition is carried in a pouch slung over the- shoulder.
They are careless in handling firearms and ammunition. We knew two
men who shot off the tip of the forefiuger while filing cartridges which
had failed to explode in the gun.

Whaling gau.-In addition to the kinds of firearms for land hunting
above described a number of the natives have procured from the
whalemen, either by purchase or from wreeks, whaling guns, such as
are used by the American whalers, in place of the steel lance for dis-
patching the whale after it is harpooned. These are of varions pat-
terns, both muzzle and breech loading, and they are able to procure
nearly every year a small supply of the explosive lances to be shot from
tbem. They use thein as the white mendo for killing harpooned whales,
and also, when the leads of open water are narrow, for shooting them as
they pass close to the edge of the ice.

Boîrs (pizVks).-In former tines the bow was the ouly projectile
weapon which these people possessed that could be used at a longer range
than the "dart" of a harpoon. It was accordingly used for hunting
the bear, the wolf, and'the reindeer, for shooting birds, and in case of
necessity, for warfare. It is worthy of note, in this connection, as
showing that the use of the bow for figlting was only a secondary con-
sideration, that noue of their arrows are regular "war arrows" like those
made by the Sioux or other Indians; that is, arrows to be shot with the
breadth of the head h'rizontal, so- as to pass between the horizontal
ribs of a man. Firearns have now alnost completely superseded the
bow for actùial work, though a few men, too poor to obtain guns, still use
them.

Every boy has a bow for a plaything, with which he shoots small
birds and practices at marks. Very few boys, however, show any great
skill with it. We never had an opportunity of seeing au adult shoot
with the bow and arrow; but they have not yet lost the art of bow-
naking. The newest boys' bows are as skillfully and ingeniously con-
structed as the old bows, but are of course smaller and weaker. The
bow in use among these people was the universal sinew-backed bow of
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196 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

the Eskimo carried to its highest degree of efficiency.' It was of what
I have called the "Arctic type," namely, a rather short bow of spruce,
from 43 to 52 inches in length, nearly elliptical in section, but flatter on
the back than on the belly, and slightly narrowed and thickened at the
handle. The greatest breadth was usually' about 14 inches and the

thickness at the handle about three-fourths of an inch. The ends were
often bent up as In the Tatar bow, and were sometimes separate pieces
mortised on'. Strength and elasticity, was given to the brittle spruce
by applying a number of strands of sinew to. the back of the bow in
such a way that drawing the bowstring stretched-all these elastie cords,
thus adding their elasticity to that of the wood.. This backing was
always a continuous piece of a three-ply braid of sinew, about the size
of stout pack thread, and on a large bow often 40 or 50 yards long. It
began, as on all Eskimo bows which I have been able to examine (ex-
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Fio. 177.-Boy' libow from UtklavwM.

cept those from St. Lawrence Island and the inainland of Siberia-
my "western type"), with an eye at one end of the cord looped over
one nock of the bow, usually the upper. The cord was then laid on the
back of the bow in long strands running up and down and round' the
nocks, as usual on the other types of lôw, but after putting on a num-
ber of these, began running backward and forward between the bends
(if the bow was of the Tatar shape), or between corresponding points
on a straight bow, where they were fastened with complicated hitches
around the bow in such a way that the shortest strands came to the
top of the backing, which was thus made to grow thicker gradually
toward the middle- of the bow, where the greatest strength and elas-
ticity were needed. When enough strands had been laid on they
were divided into two equal parcels and twisted from the middle into
two tight cables, thus greatly increasing the tension to be overcome in
drawing the bow. These cables being secured to the -handle of the
bow, the end of the cord was used to seize the whole securely to the
bow.

This seizing and the hitches already mentioned served to incorporate
the backing very thoroughly with the bow, thus equalizing the strain
and preventing the bow from cracking. This made a very» tiff and
powerful bow, capable of sending an arrow with great force. We were
told by a reliable native that a stonelheaded arrow was often driven by

'See the writer's paper on the subject of Eskimo bows in the Smithsonian Report for 1884, Part I,
pp. 307-316.
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one of tiese bows wholly through a polar bear, "if there was no bone."
Three bows only were obtained: One from Nuwük, one from Utkiav-
w1fi (a lad's bow), and one from Sidaru.

The bow from Utkiavwïîi, No. 89904 [786] (Fig. 177), though small,
is in some respects nearer the type than the other
two, and has been selected for description. The body
of the bow is a single piece of the heart of a log of
spruce driftwood 361 inches long, elliptical in section,
flattened more on theback than on the belly. It is
tapered to the nocks, which are small club-shaped
knobs, and narrowed and thickened at the, handle.
The .backing is of round three-ply braid of sinew in
one continuous piece. The string is a round four-ply
braid with a loop at each end, made by tying a single
knot in the standing part, passing the end through
this and taking a half hitch with it round the standing
part (Fig. 178). The upper loop is a little the larger.

No. 89245 [25] (Fig. 179), from Nuwhk, is a full-
sized man's bow,. whichdà old and

% has been long in.use. It is of the
saine material, and is 47-3 inches
long. Its greatest breadth is 14 a b

Fra. 178.-Loop at etnd of inches, and it is 0 9inch thick at
bowatng the handle. It is slightly narrowed

and thinned off from the broadest part to about 6
inches from each tip, and is then gradually thickened
to the nocks and bent up so that the ends make an
angle of about 450 with the bow when unstrung. The
ends are separate pieces fitted on at the bends. The
ends of the body are chamfèred off laterally to a wedge
whieli fits into a corresponding notch in the end piece,
making a scarf 3j inches long, which is strengthened
by a curved strap of antler, convex above and thick-
est in the middle, fitting into the bend on the back.
The joint is held together wholly by the backing.

We never saw bows of this pattern made and con-
sequently did not learn how the bending was accom-
plished. The method is probably the saine as that
seen by Capt. Beechey in 1826, at Kotzebue Sound
(Voyage, p. 575). The bow was wrapped in wet FIG.179.-Largebowfrom
shavings and held over the fire, and then pegged Nuwlk.

down on the ground (probably on one side), into shape. A strip of raw.
hide (the split skin of the bearded seal, with the grain side out), 1 inch
wide, riuns along the back from bend to bend under the backing. The
chief peculiarity of this bow is the third cable, above the other two, and
the great and apparently unnecessary complication of the hitches.
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No. 72771 [2341, from Sidaru (Fig.180a and b), is a bow with bent
ends like the last, but al in one piece and. smaller. Its length is 43J
inches and its greatest breadth 1. The backing lias only two cables,
and its chief peculiarity is in having the loose end of the last strand.
twisted into one of the cables, while the seizing, of the same-pattern as
in the last bow, is made of a separate piece. The workmanship of this

bow is particularly neat, and it is further
strengthened with strips of rawhide (the skin
of the beardçd seal, split), upder the backing.
The method of making the string is very inge-
nious. It appears to bave been made on the
bow, as follows: Having the bow sprung back
one end of a .long piece of' sinew twine was
made fast temporarily to the upper nock, leaving
an end -long enough to finish off the bowstring.
The other end was carried round the lower nock
and the returning strand half-hitched round
the first snugly up to the nock, and then carried
round the. upper nock and back again. This
was repeated, each strand being half-hitched
round all the preceding at the lower nock. until
there were eight parallel strands, and an eye

a fitted snugly to the lower nock. The bight was
then slippd off the upper nock, the end untied
and the whole twisted tight. This twisted
string is now about 2-inches too long, so the
upper eye is made by doubling over 2 inches
of the end and stopping it down withthe free
end mentioned above, thus making a long eye
of seven strands. With the,. énd, six similar
strands are added to. the eye, each being
stopped to the twist with a half hitch. The
end is neatly tucked in and the strands of the
eye twisted tightly together.

In my paper on Eskimo bows, already men-
tioned, I came to the conclusion that the bows
formerly used by the Eskimo of western North

180.--Largehow from America and the opposite coast of Asia were
Sidaru. constructed upon three well defined types of

definite geographical distribution, and each easily recognized as a
developmientof a simple original type still to be found in Baffin Land
in a slightly modified form. These three types are:

I. The Southern type, which was the only form used from the island
of Kadiak to Cape Roinanzofff and continuëd in frequont use as far as
Norton Sound, thougli separated by no hard and fast line fron

Il. The Arctic type, to which the bows just described belong, in use
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from the Kaviak peninsula to the Mackenzie and Anderson rivera; and
Il. The Western type, confined to St. Lawrence Island and the main-

Iaid of Siberia.
1 have shown how these three types differ from each other and from

the original type, and have expressed the opinion that these differences
result from the different resources at the command of the people of dif-
ferent regions. I have also endeavored to account for the fact thatwe
find sporadic examples of the Aretic type, for instance as far south as
the Yukon, by the well known habits of the Eskimo in regard to trad-
ing expeditions.

Outside of. the region treated in my paper above -referred to, there
is, very little inaterial for a comnpairative study of Eskimo bows, either
in the Museum or in the writings of travelers. Most writers have con-
tented themselves with a casual reference to some of the more salient
peculiarities of the weapon without giving any detailed information. t
Beginniùg at the extreme north of Greenland, we find that the so-called
l"Arctic Highlanders" have hardly any knowledge of the bow. Dr.
Kane saw noue during his intercourse with them, but Dr. Bessels' men-
tions seeing one bow, made of pieces of antler spliced together; in the
possession of a man at Ita. In Danish Greenlaud, the use of the bow
has been abandoned for many years. When Crantz2 wrote it had already
gone ont of use, thougli in- Egede's3 time it was still employed. It ap-
pears to have been longer than theother Eskimo bows. Nordenskild4

reproduces a picture of a group of Greenlanders from an old painting
of the date of 1654 in the Ethnographical Museum of Copenhagen. The
man holds in his left band a straiglht bow, which appears to have the
backing reaching only part way to the ends like .a western bow without
the end cables; and yet twisted into two cables. If this representation
be a correct one, this arrangement of. the backing, taken in connection
with what Crantz and Egede say of the great length of the bow, would
be an argument in favor of ny theory that the St. Lawrence Island
bow was developed from the primitive form by lengthening the ends of
the bow without lengthening the backinîg., The addition of the end
cables would then be an after invention, peculiar to the western bow.
In Baffin Land the bow is very rudely iade, arid approaches very closely
to my supposed primitive forn. Owing to the scarcity of wood in this
region the bow was frequently made of reindeer antler, a substance still
more unsuitable fort-the purpose than- tie soft coniferous wÔods used
elsewliere. There are in the Museuîm three speciniens of such antler
bows, brouglit fron Cumberland Gulf by Mr. Kumlien.

'Naturalist, vol 8, No. 9, p. 869.
2 "In former times they made use of bows for land gamne;. they-were made of soft fir, a fathom in

length, and to mako it the stiffer it was bound round with whalebone or sinews." History of Green-
land, vol. 1, p. 146.

'Thoir Bow is of an ordinary Make, conmonly made of Fir Tre, . . . and on the Eack
atrengtiened with Strings made of Sinews of Animals, twisted liko Thread." "The Bow is a good
fathom long." Greenland, p. 101.

4Voyage of the Vega, 'vol. 1, p. 41.
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The first mention of the Eskimo bow with sinew backing will be found
in Frobisher's account of his visit to Meta Incognita in 1577:1 "Their
bowes are of wood of a yard long, sinewed on the back with strong
sinewes, not glued too, but fast girded and tyed on. Their bowe strings
are likewise sinewes."

Of the bow used at the straits of Fury and Heela we have a most
excellent figure in Parry's Second Voyage (11. opposite p.550,'Fig. 22),
and the most accurate description to be fournd in aiy author. It is, in
fact, as exact a description as cold be made froin an external-examin-
tion of the bow. From the figure the bow appears to have been almo
of the arctie type, having an unusual number of strands (sometimes
sixty, p. 511) which are not, however, twisted, but secured with a spiral
wrapping, as on southern bows. The backing is stopped t) the handle,
but not otherwise seized. It appears to have been rather a large bow,
as Parry gives the lengtho of one of their best bows, made of a single
piece of fir, as "4 feet 8 inclies" (p. 510). "A bow of one piece is,
however, very rare; they generally -onsist of from two to, five pieces
of bone of unequal lengths, fastened together by rivets and treenails"
(p. 511). Parry also speaks of the use of wedges for tightening the
backing. Schwatka2 speaks of the NetyllIk of King Willians Land as
using bows of spliced pieces of muusk-ox horn or driftwood, but gives
no furtiier description of themu. Ellis3 describes the bow in use at Hud-
son's Strait in 1746 as follows:

Their greatest Ingenuity is shown in the Structure of their Bows, made commonly
of tbree Pieces of Wood, each niaking a part of the same Arch, very nicely and exactly
joined together. They are conmnonly of Fir or Larch, 3which the English there call
Juniper, and as this wants Strength and Elasticity, they àupply both by bracing the
Back of the Bow with a kind of Thread or Line made of the Sinew of their Deer, and
the Bow8tring of tie snie imaterial. To make them draw more stiffly, they dip them
into \ater, which causes both the Back of the Bow and the String to contract, and
consequently gives it the greatei force.4

Ellis's figure (plate opposite p. 132) shows a bow of the Tatar shape,
but giyes no details of the backing, except that the latter appears to be
twisted.

We have no published descriptions of the bows used in other regions.
As far as I have been able to ascertain, the practice of backing the

bow with cords of sinew is peculiar to the Eskimo, though some Ameri-
can Indiaus stiffen the bow by gluing flat pieces of sinew upon the
baick.

One tribe of Indians, the " Loucieux" of the Mackeuzie district,
however, used bows like those of the Eskimos, but Sir Alexander Mac-
kenzie3 expressly states that these were obtained from fthe Eskimo.

Hiiakluyt's Voyages. 159,1 p. 6V-.
"Science, vol. 4, 98, p.543.
'Voyage to Hudson's Bay, p. 138.
4
Compare what I have·already said about the backing being put on wet.

'Voyages from Montroal . . . to the Frozen and Pacite oceans, p. 48.

I1
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Arrow.-Witlh these bows were used arrows of varions -patterns
adapted for different kinds of game. There are in the collection fifty-one
arrows, which are all about the same length, 25 to 30 inches. In describ-
ing these arrows T shall employ the termsised in modern archery 1 for
the parts of the arrow. The greatest variation is in the shape and size
of the pile. The stele is almost always a straight cylindrical rod,
alnost invariably 0·4 inch in diameter, and ranging in length from 20
to 128 inches. Twenty-five inches is the commonest length, and the
short steles, when not intended for a boy's bow, are generally fitted
with an unusually long pil.e. From the beginning of the feathering the
stele is gradually fiattened above and below to the nock, which is a
simple notch almîîost always 0-2 inch wide and of the same depth. The
stele is somnetimes slightly widened just in front of the nock to give a
better hold for the fingers. The feathering is 6 or 7 inches lon'g, con-
sisting of two, or less often, thrée feathers. (The set of sixteen arrows
from Sidaru, two fron Nuwtik, and one froi Utkiavwili; have three
feathers.' The rest of the fifty-one have two.) The shaft of the feather
is split and the web is cut nar-
row, and tapered off to a point
ateachend(Fig.181). Theends ~ 4
of the feathers are fastened to
the stele with whippings of fine FIG. 181.-Feathering of the Eskimo arrow.

sinew, the small end of the feather which, of course, cones at the nock,
being often wedged ito a slit in the wood (with a special tool to be
described below-Çorr4lse doubled back over a few turns of the whip-
ping and lashed down with the rest. The small end of .the feather is
almost always twisted about one turn, evidently to make the arrôw
revolve in flighlt, ike a ritle ball. Generally, if not universally, the
feathering was made of the feathers of some bird of prey, falcon, eagle,
or raven, probably with some notion of giving to thé arrow the death-
dealing qualit.y of the bird. Ont of the fifty-one arrows in the collec-
tion, only nine are feathered with gull's feathers, and of these all but
two are new, or newly feathered for sale to us.' Dr. Simpson3 says that
in his tine "featlhers foîr arrows and head-dresses," probably the eaglesy
feathers previously menîtioned, were obtained in trade from the "Nuna-
tañmniîun."

Four kinds of arrows were used: the bear arrow, of which there were
three varietis, the deer arrow, the arrow for geese, gulls, and other large
fowl, and the blunt headed arrow for killing small birds without man-
gling thein.

neyclcopeda nritannica, 9th edtition, article Archery.
.'u thia subject of using the feathers of birds of prey for arrows. compare Crantz, nistory of Green.

land, 1, p. 146, "tho arrow . . . winged behind with- a couple of raveln'a feathers." Bessels,
Natiuralist, vol. 18, pit. 9; pL869't he t hree arrow-s at Ita bail raven's feathera). P.arry, 2d Voyage, p.
511, "Toward the oppositei end of the arrow are two feat hers, generally of the sipotted owl;.-not very
neatly.lashed on;" and Kumlien, Conitribuîtioi, p. 37. " The feather-vanets werc nearly always aMade
fron the irinarie of Strix scandiaca or Graculus carbo." , The last i the only.mention I find of using
any feathers except those of bIrd of prey.

'Op. cit., p 266,
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THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

Bear arrows.-Tlhese are of t ir Ilhaving a broad, sharp pile,
often barbed. The first kind lias a pileof flaked fln , -ki "4claw"
or '"nail"), and was known as kukFlksadITi ("pItívided or fitted with c a
material"). Of this kind we have eiglt cômplete arrows and one shaft.

No. 89240 [25], Fig. 182, will serve as the type. The pile is of black
flint, double edged and sharp pointed, 2 inches long, with a short tang
inserted into a cleft in the end of the stele, and secured by a whipping
of about fifteen turns of fine sinew. Tfie stele is of spruce, 25J inches

Fr. 182.PFaint.headed arrow (kukikadll).

long and fouir.tenths inch in diameter, and painted with ied ocher from
the feathering to 5 inches fron\ the pile. The three featiers, apparently
those of the gyrfalcon, have heir ends simply whipped to the stele.

They are 6 incl es long. This is one of the two arrows
fron Nnwilk with three feathers.

No. 72780 [234a], fron- Sidarn, is feathered with three
raven feathers, of which the small ends are wedged into
slits in thewoodi. The pile is of brown jasper, long and
lancet-tipped, ekpanding into.rounded wings at each

side of the basel The' stelekis peculiar
.ouly in being slightly widened in front

of the nock.. It is of pine, 26-8 inches
long, and pain d with two rings, one
red and one:gree, at the uddle of the
feathering

The only variations of importance in
these arrows are in the shape of the pile; >

which is made of black or gray flint, or
less oftet of jasper, mostly variegated,
brown and gray. There are-four pat-
terns to be found -in the-series of eight
larrows and twenty-two stone piles. The
first is long and narrow, like No. 56704
[232], Fig. 183, from Utkiavwii, which FiG. 184.-short fint

-is of gray flint. The next is sinillar.in pil°
., 'àshape,*bit:shorter, as shown in Fig, 182 (No. 89240 [25],

froni Nuwük), which is only 2 inches long, .ýexlsive of
the tang. The third pattern, which is less coîmn than
the others, is about the size of the last, but riiormboi'dal

. Long i tin ae (Fig. 184No. 56691c [64c], from U.tkiavwlî, of
pile. dark grayish brown flint, rather coarsely flaked). The

fourth kinl is very short, being not over 1 4 inehes, inluding the lhalf-.
inc tang, but is 1 incl broad, thick and convex on -both faces. It is
triangularv, with a square base aid lrved edges (Fig. 185, No. 56702b
[113b], from Utkiavwlf, newly made for sale).



b

Fra. 186.-Anowsq: (a) Arrow with *after-pile" (ipudligadliti): (b) arrow with Iron ple (asvidIilB:
(c) arrow with iron pile (aavidllli>; (d) arrow witlh copper pile (savidtlin); (e) deer-arrow (nûtkodllf).

the second kind of bear arrows, which are called ipudladllii ("having
the ipu'dlige" [Gr. ipuligak, the sinilar bone head of a seal lance with
iron tip]). After the introduction of iron, inetal piles sometimes re-
placed the flint in arrows of tiis kii.. We collected eight with flint
and two with imetal piles. No. 72787 [234aj, Fig.186a, has been selected
to illustrate tiis form of arrow. This pile is of gray flint with the tang
wedged by a slip of sealskin into the tip of the after-pile, which is
eleft to receive it and kept from splitting by a whipping of, sinew.
The afterrpile is fitted into the tip of the stele with a rouldd sharp
pointed tang, slightly enflarged just above the tip. It is of reindeer

No stone arrow or dart heads made by these people have anything
like barbs except the square shoulders at the base. They seemn- never
to have attained to the skill in flint-working which
enabled many other. savages. to make the beauitiful

butin ýa piece 0o boe upon whlich1bar s cold becit
or, as is niot unlikely, having already the deer arrow
with the barbed head of antler, they added the flint
head; to this, thus combining the penetration of the
fliût arrow with the holding power of the other. 1 FIG
was at first inclined to think that this piece of bone dflint iHe.
bore the same relation to the rest of the arrow as the fore shaft of
many Indian arrows, aid was to be considered as part of the Atelè.
Considering, however, that its sole'function is to furnish the pile with
barbs, it evidently must be considered as part of the latter. I shal
designate it as "after-pile." Arrows with this barbed "after-pile" form
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204 THE POINT -BARROW ESKIMO.

antler. The rest of the arrow does not differ from those previonsly
described. The stele is of pine and is feathered with three gyrfilcont
feathers.

Two others fron Sidaru have only a single barb on the after-pile, but
the other four have two, one behind the other on the saine. side. No.
89237 [164], from UJtkiavw!iñ, differs in no respect fron the single-barbed
flint arrows froim Sidaru, but No. 72763[1(4], froi the saie village, has
four snall barbs on the after-pile, which is unusually (nearly 7 inches)
long, and a pile of sheet brass. This bas the basal angles on each side
cit into three snall, shar), backward-pointing teeth. The total length
of this arrow is 28 inches.

The after-piles of all arrows except one were of reindeer antler, which
is aniother reason for supposing that this forrn of arrow is a modification
of the t eer ar -- f tJhe-inldctionof iron, this metal or copper
w.as substituted for the flint pile of the kukI'ksiÎm ,iiiäk'ntire-tir
and last form of bear arrow, the sa'vidlûi {"fitted. with iron"). This
arrow differs from the others only in the form of the pile, which is gen-
erally broad and fiat, and éithier rlhomboidal, with the base cut into
inumerous snall teeth, or else triangular, with a shank. The barbs are
usually bilateral.

No. 72758 [25], from Nuwàk, represents the first form. :Te pile is
of ironî, rougIt and flat, 24 inclies long. No. 72770 [241b], from Utki-
avwlii, is of thei sane form. No. 72760 [165], Fig. 186e, fromn UJtkiavwfin,
lias a similar pile 3-3 inches long, but has each of the under edges eut
into four sharp, backward-pointing teeth. No. 72778 [234b], Fig. 186d,
has a pile of sheet copper 2-3 inichee-long, of the saie shape, but with six
teeth. 'This arrow came from Sidaru. No. 72765 [25], from Nuwlk, is a
long,. narrow iron pile with three bilateral barbs, all simple.

Nos. 72755 fron Nuwùk, 72759 [25], also from Nuwik, and 72764
[165], from Utkiavwiù, show the shanked form. The first is triangular,
with a flat shank and a simple barb at each angle .of the base. It is of
steel (piece of a saw) and 2-8 inches long. The second -resènîbles No.
72760 [165], with more teeth, mounted on a slender cylindrical shank 1
inches long. It is of iron and 3-9 inches long. The third is a long pile
with a sinuate outliue a-e pair of simple bilateral barbs, and a fiat
shank one-half inch long. Nos. 72757 [25] (Fig 186;) and-72762[25], both
fi-om.Nuvùk, are pecuiliar in beiug the only iron-poiuted arrows with un-
ilateral barbs. The piles are made of the two blades of a pair of large scis-
sors, cut off ait the point, with enough of the huandle left to mnake a tang.
The unilateral barb is filed out on the back of the blade, which has been
beveled down on both faces to a sharp eíriée. AAIl of these broadheaded
irrows have the breadth of the pile at riglht angles to the plane of the
nock, showing that they are not meant to fly like the Sioux war arrows.
Aithougli iron makes a better material for arrow piles and is more
easily worked than flint, the quivers which somne men still carry at Point
Barrow contain flint as well as iron headed arrows. They are probably
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kept in use from the superstitious conservatisin already mentioned. It
is certain that he inan who raised a couple of wolf cubs foi the sake of
their fur was obliged by tradition to have a filint-headed arrow & kill
thein with. These arrows, we were informed, were especially designed
for hunting" n iinu," the polar bear, but of course they also served for
use against other dangerous game, like the wolf and brown bear, and

Fa. 187.-Pile of deer arr w (nttkin).

there is no reason to believe that they were not also shot at reindeer,
though the hne would naturally use his deer arrows first.

Deer arrows have a long trihedral pile of antler from 4 to 8 inches
with a sharp thin-edged point slightly concaved on the faces like

the point of a bayone. oundedbutthe third is
sharp and eut into one or more simple barbs. Behind the barb
the pile takýs the form of a rounded shank, ending in a shoulder
and a sharp rounded tang a little enlarged above the point.

No. 72768 [16'2),ý Fig. 186e from Utkiaywïii, has a pile 3ï inches
long with two barbs. The pile of No.89238 [162] from the same
village is 3 uinches long and has but one barb, while that of
No. 89241a [162] is 78 inches long and has three barbs. The
rudely incised figure on the shank of No. 89238 [162] represents

wolf; probably a talisman to make the arrow as fatal to the
deer as the wolf is. No. 56588 [13], Fig. 187, is a pile for oneof
these arrows slightly peculiar in shape, being elliptical in sec-
tion, with one edge sharp and two-barbed and a four-sided point.
The figure shows well tie' shape of the tang. The peculiarity
of these arrows is that the pile.is not fastened to the shaft, but
eau easily be detached. When such au arrow was shot into a
deer .the shaft would easily be shaken out, leaving the sharp
barbed pile in the wound.

The Eskimo told us that a deer wounded in this way would
"sleep once and die," meaning, apparently, that death would
ensue in about twenty-four hours, probably from peritonitis.
The bone pile is called nû'tkàiá,whence cornes the name of the
arrow, nû'tko'dllri. We collected ten. arrows and three piles of
this pattern. No.89460 [1263], Fig. 188, is a l)eculiar bone arrow 2
pile, perhaps intended for a deer arrow. It is 7 inches long and M1â. 88.-

made of one of the long boues of some large bird, split length- d "aa-
wise so that it is roitnded on oneside and deeply concave on row pile.

the-other, with two thin rounded edges tapered to a sharp point. Each

ICompare the passage in Frobisher's Second Voyage fHakluyt, 1589, p. 628). After desc-ibing the
different formis of arrowheads uilw4 hy the Ekino of "Meta Incognita" (Baffin Land) in 1577 he
says:-"They are not made very fast, but lightly tyed to, or else set in a nocke, that upon amall occa-
&ion the arrowe leavoth these. eads behinud them."
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206 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

edge has three little barbs about the middle of the pile. This was the
only arrowhead of the kind seen at Point Barrow, and the native who
sold it said it was a "Kûñtmûd'llïi" arrow. I was pleased to find the
truth of this corroborated by the Museum collection. There are two
arrows fron the Mackenzie region (Nos. 1106 and 1906) with bone pilest
of ahnost the saine forn.

For shooting gulls, geese, and other large fowl they used an arrow
with a straight polygonal pile of walrus itary, 5 or 6 inches long and about
one-half inch in dianmeter, terminating fit a somnewhat obtuse polygonal
point, and having one or more unilateral barbs. These-piles are gener-
ally five-sided, though sometimnes trihedral, and have a long, roundled
tang inserted into the end of the shaft. Fig. 189a (No. 89349 [119]

from Utkiavwii), represents one of these arrows with a
five-sided pile 5-5 inches long, with four simple barbs.
The rest of the arrow does not differ fron the othersde.
scribed. No. 89238 {251, front Nuwrik, has a trihedral pile
6.6 inches loung, witlh a singlebarb. Another fron Nuîwùk
(No. 89241 [25]) bas a trihedral pile 5-3 inches lokg, with
two barbs, and one front Utkiavtñii (No. 89241 [119}) bas
a five-sided pile with three barbs. The remaining three,
from Sidaru, all have five-sided piles with one barb.

Arrows of this pattern are k-alled tuiga'l ii (front tu'ga,
walrus ivory). There are also in the eollection two smnall,
arrows of this pattern suited for a boy's bow. They are

gà only 25 inches long, and have roughly trihedral sharp-
pointed ivory piles about 4 inchtes long, without barbs.
(No. 89904a (7861 front Utkiavwïii). These arrows are ntew
and rather carelessly made, and were intended for the
lad's bow (No. 89904 [786]) already described. The three
-kids of arrows which have been described al have the
pile the stele by a tang fitting into a cleft or
hole in the-end of~fhe4attr, whieh is kept fron splitting
by whipping it with sinew f ;Ûbout one-half ineh.

The fourth kiid, the lInt bird arrow(k. odwain), on
the other hand., has the pile cleft to receive tiwedge-

zshaped tip of the stele and seeured by a whipping of sinew.
Fia. 189.-rr The four arrows of this kind in the collection are almost

(a) fowl arro W
atuganf);rr exactly alike, except that three of themn, belonging to the

bir4 arow(kix· set from Sidaru, have three feathers. Fig. 189b, No. 72773
['2i4c] fromt Sidaru represents the form of arrow. The pile

is of hard bone*-3 inches long. A little rim at eacli side of the butt
keeps the whipping of sinew fron slipping off. The rest of the arrow
differs from the others described only i» having the end of the stele
chamfered down to a wedge-shaped point to fit into the pile.

This is the kind of -arrow nostlv used by the boys, whose. game is
almnost exclusively snall birds or lemmings. Nowadays the bote pile

lot
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placed by an empty eartridge shell, which makes a very good
ave seen a phalarope transfixed at short range by one of these
îeaded arrows. An assortment of the different kind of arrows
carried i tehe quiver. The lot numnbered 25, from Nuwtik,
elieve to be a fairly average set, contains two flit-headedL
Is, one barbed bear arrow with a steel pile, six bear arrows
piles, one deer arrow, two fowl arrows, and one bird arrow.
e already said, all these arrows are flattened above and below
ks. This indicates that they were intended to be held to the
let go after the manner of what is called thé "Saxon-release,
lhooking the ends of the index and second fingers round the
holding the arrow between them, thé string being released

tening the fingers. This is the "release" whiclh we actually
yed both by the boys and one or two men who showed us how
e bow. This method of release has been observed at Cum-
uf' and at East Cape, Siberia, and is probably universal
Eskimo, as all the Eskimo arrows in the National Museum

For this release. There is ample inaterial in the Museum col-
r a comparative study of Eskimo arrows, which'I hope some
able to undertake, when the material is in a more available

One or two references to other regions will not, however, be
ce. The arrow with à barbed bone after-pile seems a very
rrm, being representei in the Museum from most of the
egions, as well as from the Mackenzie. - Scoresby mentions
e head of one of these at the ancient settlements in east
? The arrow, however, described by Capt. Parry3 has a real
f bone, not a harbed after pile. Oie of these arrows from
ntzie has the after pile barbed on both sides, the only instance,
n the Museum of a bilaterally-barbed Eskimo arrow where
iot wholly of ietal.

es and quirerx.-The bow and arrows were earried in a bow
uiver of blhck sealskin, tied together side by side and slang
back in the saine manner as the gun holster already de-
Ve obtained one case and quiver whieh belong with the bow
(No. .25, from Nuwùk) and a single quiver with the bow and

o.. 234, fromt Sidarn.) The-ease,, No. 89245 [25j, Fig. 190a
),is of such.a shape that the how cani becarried in it strunig

for use. It is made by folding lengthwise a piece of bhick
ith the flesh side iii and sewing up one side "over and )over"
utside. The bag is wide enough-6 inches att the widest
low the how to slip in easily when strung, and the small end

thisg wealpon the sitring i plawd on the iret joint ofthe firsit and s'cond tingers of the
K.uinlien, Co<ntributions, p. 37.)
en wird de-r Pfil nicht zwischen Daumen undl Zeigoinger. sondern zwischen Zeige- und
halten." Krause. Brothers, Geog.raphische Blitttr. vol. 5, p. 33.
e Northern Whale Fishery, p. 187.
. 511, and figured with the bow (22) on P.. opposite p..550.
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*M IN%<it. 111) int4O the sNlIIpe or<>fl t.id o<1<t'tII( low. Alonig the o l>ded eutge
afiutImiù round I lolem altt I 10iiiis Iîî,Irt, a 'iil viiI irolnd

liole, illtt)lthrouh te seme<> ud iiont roufril thle tIiii alguili. Thisi
servt<I tt) hold theee L~ii uin e 1111beweuufthe bow %vasi.uwitIdu'uwiu, sand1 t4

iLt (1s .ere fi.ttiLteu&1 tie tiu<uug tour sIingi lig iluwross the slîouldoî's. 1It
was 8go lie 1roli tue speciuul leti W vottltilued 1it.

Th iptqivel' (Ni). 89240-t1[251, Fig. 119(h) is I" Istuwitbaîg ut' the
salule i lhtterili, <jeI4tohl tiend, With iLa meailul <owil 01W ie l', and tthe

c

*eIeof dtt' noiuth oppos.,iteI to the' steunu toriuuqng a ron<Ifed tiu 2 iii<'1is
louug. l t >tur enud us elosed hy zauuu eIIiiticad vap 6t whiite taiuu:uvd svai

skiuu. turiut'<l up abouit 2 juichps ail roitl, andI ernped roundl the enuds
like a bout sole. 'It,; extret ine onth s,31) auucle>a,.-Imi its iciuttru
1 toot. Iniside aloxug the seatil is a roit-hly rounided rod or Wood ablit
A icuh inid:uetr with one end. wilui. is poiiuted. pr<oeting about 14A

iiuchez, throt'i11a hole ini the hott4mi. andI the otlueîr jecting about 1
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inch beyond the mnouth, whero it is secured by a bit of thong knotted
thirough a couple of snall holes ii ithe bag close to the edge and pass-
ii.g roulnd a nsoteh on the-stick. The stick serves to stiffen the quiver
when there are nil arrows in it. A. bit of thong is kniotted round the

Middle, otie end being hitched into a loop on the other,
for tightening up the qui.ver and confining the arrows.

The quiver fron Sidarn (No. 72788 [2341 Fig. 190c) is
like the preceding, but Iarger at the bottoi than at the
nonth. The latter is 8 inlches in circunference and the
former 12ï, and the seam t is left open for about 74 inches
fromt the mouth to facilitate getting at 'ie arrows. The
stiffeniing rod is m1ade of pine, and does nlot project through
the bottoi or reach th e dge of the mouth. It is held in
by two pieces of thong about 10 inches long, which also
serve to fasten it o the bow case. This quiver is nearly

It is probable that the form of the bow case and quiver
varied but little, among the Anmericai Eskimo at least.
Those figured by Capt. Lyon' are albnost exactly like the
ones we collected at
Point Barrow, even v
to te crimped cap
on the bottoi of the
quiver. A similar set

1i{ belong withi a lad's
bow in the Museumn Fia. .- Cap for quiver rod.

fîorom Point Hope (No.,63611). Nordeniskiiild, however,
tigures a very elaborate flat quiver 2 in use at litlekaj,
which is evidently of gennine Asiatie origin.

Some pains seem to have been bestowed on ornament-
ing the quiver iii former timtes, when the bow was in more
general use. Fig.-191, No. 5655 [231], fromi Nuwtk, rep-
resents what we understood had been a stiffening rod for

a quiver or bow caïe. It is of reindeer antler, 17 inches
Y3 long, and one enil is very neatly carvi1 into the liead and

.shoulders of.a reindeer, with small, blue glass beads iii-
serted for the eyes. The Ianeeolate pointat the tip was

pro>baly madue with an idea of imîproving it for sale. The
Fia. 191.-Quier -iole at the back of the neck is for a thong to fasten it on

with.- A similar reindeer head of antler, Fig. 192, No.
89449 [1066), also front Nuwfik, seems to have been a cap for a quiver
stick. The back of the neck muakes a half-ferrule, in which are three
holes for rivets or treenails.

Bracers.-In shootin.g the bow, the wrist of the'bow hand was pro-

1arry' 2d Voyage, Pl. oppoSite p. 550, Fig. 24.
Vega, vol. 2, p. 106.

9 Ern--14
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tected fron being chafed by the bowstring by a snall shield or "bracer"
of bone or horni, strapped on with a thong. We niever saw these in use,

as the bow is so seldom emnployed except by
the chiidren. Two of these, niewly made,were oflered for sale. I will describe one of
these, No. 89410b [1233], Fig. 193.

It is of pale yellow mountain sheep horn,
convex on the outer face and concave on the
mner and considerably arched lengthwise.
In the middle are two straight longitudinal

FIG.1 9
3.-Bracer. narrow sots, whieh serve no apparent pur-

pose except ornament. The short slot near the edge at the middle of
eaci side, however, is for the thongs which strap the bracer to the wrist.
One of these is short and mladie into a beeket by fastening the ends
together with double slits. One end of the other is passed through
the siot, slit, .and the other end passed through this and drawn taut.
A knot is tied on the free end. This tiong"is jistlong enough to fastei
ont the bracer by passinîg round the awrist and catching the knot in the
loop opposite. The other, No. 89410a [1233], is like this, but 1 inch
shorter and nearly fiat. The arch. of the specimen figured is probably
unintenttioial aid due to the iatural shape of the material, as it does
iot fit well to) the wrist. It is prolable that these
people used a flat bracer, as Fig. 194, No. 89350
[1382], froi UtkiaVwii, is apparetly such an im-
plement. It is a tlin elliptical plate of hard bone,
2- inches long and 14 wide, with two rows of hoks v
crossing at riglit angles iii the middle. The hiâes -
at the side were probably for the thoig aid the
others for ornanent, as somie of thei go onily part A
waythrogugh. %Four small pebbles are lodged in the
four hol s arond the ceiiter iii the fornrof a cross

Mir. Nelson colleoted several specimens of bracers
from Kotzebue Sound and St. Lawruee Island.
These are aill slightly larger than our specimens,
and bent rond to fit the wrist. They are of boue
or copper. Wleji Beechey visited Kotzebue-Sound,
in 1826, he found the bracer in generaîl ise.1 I fin< FiG. 194.-rcer of
n'o other meitioi of this implement i the writers who have describ3J
the Eskimo.

Bird dart,.-For capturing large birds like ducks or geese, sitting
on the water. especially wheni they have molted their wing feathers so
as to be unable to escape by flight. they use the unîiversal Eskimo
weapon, fonuid foi Greeilanid to Siberia, zîaunly, a dart with one-or
1bore poinits at the tip, but carrying a second set of three ivory prongs

Tiey buckle on a piece of ivory. Ctalled tmu n-era, about : or 4 inches long, iolilowed out,to the writ,
or a guard made of several pieces of ivory or wood fastened together like an iron-iolder." Voyage,
P. 5 .
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in a circle round the middle of the shaft. The object of these prongs is
to increase the eliance'of hitting the bird if lie is nissed
by the head of the dart. They always curve forward,
so that the poits stand ont a few inches from the
shaft, and are bed on the inner edge in such a way
that, thougli the neck of a fowl will easily pass in be-
tween the prong and the shaft, it is impossible to draw
it back again. The weapon is in very general use at
Point Barrow, and is always thrown fron the boat with
a haidboard (to lbe described below). It can be darted
with considerable aecuracy 20 or 30 yards. We seldon
saw this spear used, as it is chiefly employed in catch-
iig nolting fowl, in the summer season, away fron the
immediate nteighborhood of the station. It is called
nui'kpai, which is a plural referring to the, number
of points, one of which is called nuiâ'kpûk ("tlie great
nuiifk").'

No.,89244 [1325], Fig. 195, from Utkiaywii, has been
selected as the type of this weapon. The shaft is of
spruce, 61& inches long and 0-7 inch in diameter at the
head. The end of the butt is hollowed ont to fit the
catch of the throwing board. The head, of white wal-
rus ivory, is fitted into the cleft end of the shaft with
a wedge-shaped tang as broad as the shaft. The head
and shaft are h'eld together by a spaced lashing of
braided sinew. To the enlargement of the shaft, 22
inches fron the butt, are fastened three curved prongs
of walrus ivory at equal distances from each other
round the shaft. The iner side of each prong is eut
away obliquely for about 2 inches, so that when this
edge is applied to the shaft, with the point of the prong
forward, the latter is about 1 inch front the shaft. Each
prong has two little ridges on the outside, one at the
lower end aid lthe other about 1 inch above this. They
are secuired to the shaft by three separate lashings of
sinew braid, two narrow ones above the ridges just
mentioned and one broad one just below the barb. ii
nakig tithis the lie.is knotted round onc prong, then
carried one-third of the distance round the shaft to the
prong; half hitched round this, and carried round next
the next prong; half hitched round this, and carried
round to the starting point, and half hitehed round

8This word a.pmars to b sle a diminutive of the Oreenlandie nuek-nuik, now
usied oinly ii the plural, n.gflt, for the spear. These changes of n nhay rep-
resent corresponding clhangeA in the weapon in former times, since, iTilesi we.
nay suppose that tiei bird dart was made mall and called the little nik," FrG. 195.-Bird dart.
and enlrge'd again after the meaning of the nane was forgotten, it is hard to se.e any sense m the
present nmuue, " big little nuik."
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this. It goes aroind in this way seven times, and then is carried one
prong farther, half hitched again, and the end taken dowi and inade
fast to the first narrow lashing. The shaft is painted with red ocher
to within 134 inehes (the length of the throwing board) fron the butt.
This is an old shaft and head fitted with new prongs, and was made
by Nlkawa'alu, who was auxions to borrow it again when getting ready
to start on bis suinmer trip-to the east, where lie would find young ducks
and inolting fowl.

The forin of head seen in this dart appears to be the conunonest.
It is called by the same name, nû'tkMi, as the bone head of the deer

arrow. There is considerable variation in the number of
barbs, which are always bilateral, except in one
instance, No. 56590 [122j, Fig. 196, from Utkiav-
wi, whiclh lias four barbs on one side only. It is
71 inches long exclusive of the tang. Out of .
eight specimens of such heads one lias one pair of
barbs, one. two pairs, two three pairs, one four
unilateral barbs, one flive pairs, one six pairs, and
one seven pairs. The total length of these heads
is fromî 9 inches to foot, of which. the tang makes
about 2 inches, and they are geperally made of
walrus ivory, wherein they differ from the nugfit
of the Greenlanders, which, since Crantz's time
lias alw-ays lhad a head of iron. Iron is also used
at Cumberland Gulf, as showit by the specimens
in the National Musuem;' Fig. 197 represents
a very aucient spearhead from Utkiavwlii, No.
89372 [760]. It is of compact whale's bone, dark-'t.
ened with age and impregnated. with oil. It is
8.7 inches long and the other end is beveled off
into a wedge-shaped tang roughened with cross
cuts on both faces, with a small hole for the end
of a Lashing as on the head of No. 89244 [1325J.
This was called by the native who sold it the
head of a seal spear, it'kqlïgtk, and it does bear'
some sliglit resemblance to the head of weapon
used in Greenland and called by a similar name
(agdligak). The roughened tang, however, ndi-
cates that it was intended to be fixed perinaneint-ly
in the shaft, and' this, taken in connection with cient point

EFIG. 196. Poinit frbr aits strong resemnblance to the one-barbed head of r ir drt.

the Greenland nugfit2 as well as to the head of the Siberian
bird dart figured by Norlenskild4, makes it probable that it is really
the formn of bird dart head aneiently used -at Point Barrow. It is pos-

History of Grenand, vol. 1. p. 143.
2 Crantz, vol. 1, p. 147, and Figs. Gand 7, Pl. V.
2 Ibid., Fig. 8.
4 Vega, vol. , p. 15. Fig. 5,,à
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sible that this pattern has been so long out of use that the natives have
forgotten what this old point was made for and supposed it to belong to
a seal spea·.

One of the eight heads of the ordinary pattern in the collection, No.
56592 [284], a genuine one, old and dirty, is made of coarse-grained
whale's bone, an unusual imaterial. No.89373 [948], from
Utkiavwlii, an ivory head of a good typical shape, lias
been figured (Fig. 198) to show a common style of -orna--
menting tiese heads. A narrow încised line, colored
with red ocher, run.s along-the base of the barbs on each

side for about three-fourths the lengtli of-the
blade. These heads are sometilnes secured by
treenails as well as by a simple lashing, as is
shown by the holes through the tang of this
specimen. t1t

An improvement on this style of dart, which
appears to be less common, has two prongs at
the tip instead of a sharp head, so that the bird-
may be caught if struck. on the neck with the 6
point of the spear. No. 89905 [1326], Fig. 199,
fron Utkiavwlîi, is one of this pattern. The
two prongs are fastened on with a lashing of
fine sinew braid. The rest of the dart does
not differ from the one described except in the
method of attaching the three prongs at the
middle (Fig. 199b). These are fitted into slight
grooves in the wood and secured by two neat
lashings of narrow strips of whalebone, one
just above a little ridge at the lower end of

Point for eaci prong and one through little holes in each
bird dart' prong at the top of the oblique. edge. Each

lashing consists of several turns with the end closely
wrapped aroin(d them. There is one specimen, No.89242
[526], in the colleetion which niot onlyhas not the prongs
at the middle, but haks the enlargement of the shaft to Fio. 199.-Ilird dart

receive them. The lheal is ündoubtedly old anI gen- witl <""ubl poi"

ihine, but the shaft and fittings, though dirty, look suspiciously fresh.
I an inclined to believe that this head was mounted for sale by a-man
who had nuo prongs ready made, and was in too mueh of a hurry to get
his price to stop t aiake them. Imperfect or unfimshed objeècts were
frequently offered for sale.

The bird darts used at Point Barrow, and by the western Eskimo
generally, .are lighter and better finislhed t-han those used in the east.
The latter have a heavy shaft, which is. four-sided in Baffin Land, and
the prongs are crooked and'clumsy.1

<See Crantz;a iuflre referred to above; also one in Parry's second voyage, -Pl. oppoeite p. 550, Fig.
19, and Rink, Tale,-tc., Pl. opposite p. 12.

*'
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'Fig. 200 No. 89380 [793], is a fragment of a tery ancient narwhal ivory
spearhead, dark brown frllom age and shiny from much liandling, which
appears to have been worn as an amulet. It was said to have cone

from the east and to belong to a bird dart, thought it does not
resemble any in use at the presentdayin-this region. It is a.
slender four-sided rod, having on one side three short oblique
equidistant simple barbs. The resemblance of this specimen
to the bone dart heads fron Scania figured by Dr. lRaul is
very striking.

Seal darts.-The Eskimo of nearly all localities use adart
or small harpoon to capture the smaller marine animails, with
a loose, barbed head of boue fitted into a socket in the end of
the shaft, to which it is attached by a Une of greater or less
length. It is always.contrived so that when the head is
struck into the quarry, the shaft is defached from the liead
and acts as a drag upon the animal.. This is effected by9 Fi(G. 200.--An.

cient iy attaching an infiated bladder to the shaft, or else by attach-
d - ing the Une with a martingale so that the shaft is dragged

sideways througli. the water. Nearly-al Eskimo except those of Point
Barrow, as shown in the National Museum collections and the figures
in Crantz2 and Rink3, use weapons of this kind of considerable size,
adapted not only to the capture of the sinall seals (Phoca vitulina and
P.foetida), but also to the pursuit. of the larger seals, the nar-
wlal and beluga. At Point Barrow, however, at the present
day, they employ only a smafl fori of this drt, not over 5 feet
Iong, with a little lhead, adapted only for hn4ing the smallest
seals. That they formerly used the larger weapon is- shown O
by our finding a single specinmen of the head of sucli a spear,
No. 89374 [1281] Fig. 201. If is of'hiard, compact bone, imnpreg-
nated with oil, 8-1 inches long. The flat shank is evidently
intended to fit into a socket. The two holestirougifh the widest

part of the shank are for attaching the line.
This is very like theli head of the weapon called agligak

(modern Greenlandic agdligak), figured by Crantz, and re-
ferred to above, except that the barbs are opposite each other.
Mr. Lucien M. Turner tells me that it is precisely lik theli head
of the dart ued at Norton Sound for capturing the beluga. The.
native who sold this specimen called it "nîuià'kpai niû'tkoa,"
"the point of a bird dart," to whieh it does bear some resemn-
blance, though the shape of the buft and the line holes indicate
plainly that it was a detachable dart lead. Probably, as iii the dart
case of the ancient bird dart point, No. 89372[7640, referred to lies-

above. this weapon has been so' kng (disused thiat the natives have
forgottoii what it was. The name â'kqllgûk, eiidently the saine as the

P1>reisitoric fising, Figm. 94 and 95, p).73.
listory of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 147, P. v, Figs. 6 and 7.

Tales, etc., Pl. opposite p. 12 ( bladder arrow
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Greenlandie agdligak, is still in use, but was always applied to the old
bone harpoon heads, whicl are, however, of the toggle-head pattern
(described below). It seems as if the Point Barrow natives had for-

gotten all about the tlkqlïgûk except that it was a
harpoon with a bone head for taking seals. At theIpresent time the sinall bladder float, permanently
attached to the shaft of the. harpoon, is never used

FVo.202.-Nosle for badder at Point Barrow. That it was used in ancient times
float. is shown by our finding in one of the. ruined houses

in Utkiavwlii a very old broken nozzle for inflating one of these floats.
Fig. 202, No. 89720 [756 1, is this specimen, which was picked up by Capt.
Herendeen. This is a fôunded
tube of fossil ivory, 1-3 inches
long and about one-half inch
in diameter, slightly contract-
ed toward one end and then
expanded into a stout collar.
At the other is a stout longi-
tudinal flange, three-fourths
inch long, perforated with an
oblong slot. Between the
flauge and the collar the sur-
face is rougheined with cross-
cuts, and the other end is still
choked vith the reinains of a
wooden plug. This nozzle was
inserted in toa hole in the bhul-
der as far as the flange and
seeured by tyiing the bladder
above the collar. The whole
was then seeured to the shaft
by-a lashing througlh the slot,
aind could be infliated at pleas-
ure and corked up with the
wooden plug.

As I have already said, the
only harpoon of this kind now
used at Point Barrow is a
smail one intended' only for
the capture of siall seals. It
has no bladder, but the rather
long line is attaehed to the
shaft by a martingale whieh
ntakes the shaft drag sideways Fici.203 -Seal <:rt.

through the water. Three of these little darts, which'are thrown with
a handboard like the bird dart, make a set. The resistanceof the shafts
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of these three spears darted into the seal in succession is said to be suf-
ficient to fatigue the seal so that he can be easily approaclhed and dis-
patched. We never saw these weapons used, though they are very conm-
mon, as tbey are inténded only for use from the kaiak, which these people
seldom use in the neighborhood of the viUages. When in the wmiak,'.
shooting with the rifle is a more expeditious means of taking seals. We
collected three sets of these darts (kúkigû).

No. 89249b [523], Fig. 203, bas been selected for description. The shaft
is of spruce, 54J inches long, and 0-8 inch in diametèr at the tip, tapering
slightly almost to the butt, which is hollowed on the end to fit the catch
oÇthe throwing board. The foreshaft is of white walrus ivory 5 inches
14ng, and is fitted into the tip of the shaft with a wedge-shaped tang.
This foreshaft, -which bas a deep oblong slot to receive the head in the1imiddle of its flat tip, serves the double purpose of making a strong
solid socket for the head and giving sufficient weight to the end of the
dart to niake it fly straight. The head is a simple flat barbed arrow-head
of liard bone 2-3 inches long and-one-balf inch broad across the barbs,
with a flat tang, broadest in the middle, where there is a hole for attach-
ing the fine. This head simply serves to attacli the drag of the shaft
to the seal as it is too small to inflict a serious wound. It is fastened to
the shaft by a martingale inade as follows: One end of a stout ine of
sinew braid 54 feet long is passed througli thé hole in the head and se-
cured by tying a knot'P the end. The other end of this Uine divides
into two parts not quite so stout, one 3 feet long, the other 2 feet 8
inches. The latter is fastenedto the shaft 184 iches from the butt by
a single narling hitch with the end wedged into a slit in the wood and
seized down with fine sinew. The longer part serves to fasten the fore-
shaft to the shaft, and was probably put on separately and worked into
the braiding of the rest of the line at the jiinction. The foreshaft is

kept fron slipping out by a little transverse ridge on eaclh side of the
taing. Wheni the weapon is nouînted for use the two parts of the briçle
are brouglit together at the middle of the shaft and wrap~ped spirally
around it till only enougli Une is left to permit the head to be inserted
in the soeket, and the hflight of the line is secured by tucking it under
the last turnt. Whén a seal is struck with this dart his sudden plunge
to escape insliipstelic head. The catch of the martingale imnediately
slips; the latter unrolls and drags the shaft througi lithe water at riglit
angles to the line. The shaft, besides acting as a drag on the seaPs
motions, also serves as a float to indicate'his position toe hliunter, as
its buoyaney brings it to the surface before the seal when the latter
rises for air.

The shaft is usually painted red except so inucl of the end as lies in
the groove of the throwing-board, in the act of darting. These darts
vary but little in size and material, and are al] of essentially the same
pattern. They are always about 5 feet in lengthl wben nounted for
use. (The longest is 644 inches, and the shortest 57.) The head, as
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well as the foreshaft, is sometimes made of walrns ivory, and the latter
sometimes of whale's bone. The chief variation is in the length of the

martingale, and the details of the method of attaching it.
No two are preciscly alike. The foreshaft is generally
plain, but is occasionally highly ornamented, as is shown
in Fig. 204, No. 56516 [1051. The figures are all incised
and colored, sbme -with ocher and some with soot.

Both of the kinds of darts above-described are thrown
by means of a hand board or tlirowing-board. This is a
fiat, narrow board, from 15 to 18 inches long, with a handle
at one end and a groove along
the upper surface in whieh
the spear lies with the butt
resting against a catch at the
other end. The dart is pro-
pelled by a quick motion of .1
the wrist, as in casting with a
fly-rod, which swings up the
tip of the board and launches'
the dart forward. This con-
trivance, which practically
makes of the hand· a lever
18 inches long, enables the
thrower by a slight motion of
the wrist to impart great ve-
locity to the dart. The-use
of this implement is universal 4

Fin. 204.-Fore- amongthe Eskimo,though not
slhaft of scal dart peculiar to them. The Green-
landers, however, not only use it for the two
kinds of darts alreadymentioned, but have }4
adapted it to the large harpoon.' This is
undIoubtedly to adapt the large harpoon for
use fron the kaiak, which the Greenlanders
usenorehabituallythan mostother Eskimo.
On the other hand, the people of Baffin Land
and the adjoining regions, as well as the
inhabitants of northeastern Siberia, use it
only witli the bird dart.2 Throughout west-
ern North Amterica the throwing-board is
used essentially as at Point Barrow. Prof.

.. . .Fo. 205.-Thrýowing board for darts.O. T. Mason has givena iqn interesting ac-
coutnt of the different forms of throwing-board used by the Eskimo and
Aleuts of North America.

1Crantz. vol. 1, p. 146, Pl. v. Figs. 1 and 2. and Rink am quoted above. also Kane, First Exp.,l p. 478.2
Parry, Second Voyage, p. 508 (Iglulik); and Nordenskiöld, Vega, vol. 2, p. 105, Fig. 5.

3 Smithsonian Report for 1884, part n , pp. 279-289.
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We obtained five specimens of the forni used at Point Barrow. No.
89233,[523], Fig. 205a, belonging to the set of seal darts bearing the
same collector's number, has been selected as the type., This is made
of spruce, and the hole is for the forefinger. A little peg of walrus
ivory, shaped like a flat-headed nail, is driven through the middle of
the tip so that the edge of the head just projects into the groove. This
fits into the hollow in the butt of the dart and serves to steady it. It
is painted red on the back and sides. Fig. 205b, No. 89235 [60), differs
froi this in having a double curve instead of being flat. A slight ad-
vantage is gained by this as in a crooked lever. The catch is a snall
iron nail. The others are essentially the same as the type. No. 89234
[528], has a small brass screw for the catch, and No. 89902 [1326], lias
aU ivory peg of a slightly different shape, the head having only a pro-

jecting point on one side. They are generally painted with
red ocher except on the inside of the groove. There appears
to be no difference between throwing-boards meant for seal
darts and those used with the bird dart.

Uiinfortunately I had no opportunity of observing accu-
rately how the handle was grasped, but it is probably held as
seen1 by Beechey at Eschscholtz Bay,' naînely, wvith thle fore-
finger in the hole, the thumb and middle finger clasped round
the spear, and the third and little fingers claspin'g the handle

'2 under the spear. Tis seems a very natural way of holding
it. Of course, the fhigers release the spear at the moment
of casting. All the throwing-boards from Point Barrow are
right-handed.

Harpoom.-All kinds of marine animals, including the
smaller seals, whieh are also captured with the darts just
described and with nets, are pursued with harpoons of the

pe,-but-of4lifferett-patterns for the different
..- anilais. They may be divided into two classes-those in-
POO" tended for throwing, which come under the head of projectile

weapons, and those which (1o not leave the hand, but are thrust into the
animal. These fall properly under the head of thrusting weapons. Both
classes agree iii having the head only attached permanently to the line,
fitted loosely to the end of .the shaft, and arranged so that when struck
into the aininal it is detached from the shaft, and turns under-the skin
at. righlt angles to the line, like a toggle, su that it is almost impossible
for it to draw out.

No. 89793 [873], Fig. 206, is à typical toggle head of this kind, in-
tended for a walrus harpoon (túkri), and will be described in full, as the
naeins of the diffèrent parts will apply to all heads of this class. The
body is a conoidal piece, 4 uinches in length, and fiattened laterally so
that at the widest part it is 1 inch wide and 0-7 thick. On one side,
which may be called the lower,. it is eut off straight for about half the

Voyage. p. 32.

Z,
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longer diameter, wlâile the upper side is produced into a long, four.
sided spur, the barb. The line lole is a round hole about one-fourth
inch in diameter, a little back of the middle of the body, at rightangles
to its longer diameter. From this, on eaclh side, run shallow Une grooves
to tfie base of the body, gradually deepening as they run into the line hole.
In the middle of the base of the body is the deep, cup-shaped 8haft-I
socket, which fits the conical tip of the shaft or fore shaft. In
the tip of the body is cut, at right~angles to the longer diam-
eter of the body, and therefore at right angles to the plane of
the barb, the narrow blade 8lit, 1-1 inches deep, into which fits,
secured by a single médian rivet of whalebone, the flat, thin
blade of metal (brass in this case). This is triangular, with
curved edges, narrowly beveled ont both faces, and is 1-9 inches .

long and 1 broad. b e
The body is sometimes cut into faces so as

instead of ellipticl in section as in Fig. 207 (NÔ. 89791 [873]), >
and intermediate forms are common. When such a head isFio20.
mounted for use a bight of the line or leader, a short line for Harpoon
connecting the head with the main line, runs through the line heaa;
hole so that the head is slung in a loop in the end of the line. The tip
of the shaft is then fitted into the shaft socket and the line brought
down^theishaft with the parts of the loop on eacb side resting in the line
grooves and is made fast, usually so that a slight pull will detach it from
the shaft. When the animal is struck the blade cuts a wound large
enough to allow the head to pass in beyond the barb. The struggles of

the animal make the head slip off the tip of
the shaft and the strain on the line imme-
diately toggles it across the wound.. The
toggle head of the whale harpoon is called
kiatron, of the walrus harpoon, tuke, and of
the seat harpoon, naue.TiëFiFrelof
essentially the same pattern, differing chiefly
in Size.

There is in the collection au interesting
series of old harpoon heads, showing a inum-
ber of steps in the development of the modern
patterni of harpoon head froman ancientform.
These heads seen to have been preserved as
amnulets; in faet one of them is still attached
to a belt. They are not all of the same kind,

Fro. 208..-Ancient bo barpoon head. but since the different kindB as mentioned
above practically differ only in size, their development was probably
the saine. The earliest form i n the collection is No. 89382 [1383], Fig.
208, firo Nuwùk, which is evidently very old, as it is mùch worn and
weathered. It is a single flat piece of fineigrained boneL 3inches long
pointed at the end and provided with a single unilateral barb. Be-
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hind this it is narrowed and thon widened into a broad flat base pro.
duced on one side into a sharp barb, inthe saine plane as the other barb,

which represents the blade, but on the opposite
side. The line hole is large and irregularly tri.
angular, and there are no0 linegrooves. Instead
of a shaft socket bored in thîe solid body, one
side of the body is excavated into a deep longi-
tudinal groove, whieh was evidently converted
into a socket by a transverse band, probably
of sealskin, runining round the body, and kept

in place by a shallow transverse groove on the
convex side of it. . A harpoon head with the
socket made by inclosing a groove with thongs
was seen by Dr. Kane at

'Smith Sound.
The next form, No. 89331[932], Fig. 209, has two

bilateral barbs to the blade
part, thus increasing its
holding power. Instead of

ba an open transverse groove
F. 209.-Harpoonhead:( to hold the thong, has

cient bone liarpoon head )va two slots parallel to the
riant or te ty1e. socket groove runnîing ()Ob.

liquely to the othër side, where they open intota
shallow depression. Figs. 209b and 210, Nos. 89544

[1419] and 89377 [766], are variants of
this form, probably intended for the
larger seal, as the blade part is very
long in proportion. No. 89544 [14191 is

Fin. 210.-Bone harpoon
interestinig froi its close resemblance
to the spear head figured by Nordenskiöld2 from the ancient
"Onkilon"house at North Cape. No. 89377 [766] is a pe-
culiar iorin, which was perhaps not general, as it lhas. left
no descendants among the modern harj>oon. Instead of the

1bilateral blade barbs it has an irregular slot oi each side,
wlricli evidently served to hold a blade of stone, and the
single barb of the. body is replaced by a cluster of four,
which are îîitlieriii the-plane of the-blade nor at riglit
angles to it, but between the two., No moden liarpoon
head fron Point Barrow have more than two barbs on the
body.Y Tihiiext improvement was to bore the shaft socket

FG. 2U.-Bone instead of mnaking it by inclosing a groove with thongs.
harpoon head. This is shown iii Fig.211 (No. 89379 f795], from Utkiavwiii),

which is just like Nò. 89544 [1419] exept iii this respect. The line
grooves first appear at this stage of the development.

Second Grinnell Exp., vol. 1, Figm. on pp. 412 and 41:3. Vega, vol. 1, p. 444, Fig. 5.

A,,
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The next step was to obtain greater penetration by substitnting a
triangular blade of stone for the barbed bone point, witli its breadth
still in the plane of thebody barb. This blade was either
of slate (No. 89744 [969]. from-Nuwiîk) or of flint, as in Fig.
212 (No. 89748 [928], also from Nuwftk). Both of4lese are
whale harpoons, such .as are sonetimes used even at the
present day.

Befôre thje introduction of iron it was discovered that if
the blade were inserted at riglit angles to the plane of the
body barb the liarpoon would have a surer hold, since the
strain on the line would always draw it at riglit angles to
the length of the woind eut by the blade. This is shown
in Fig. 213 (No. 56620 [199], a walrus harpoon head fromi
Utkiavwifi), which lias the slate blade inserted in this posi-
tion. Substituting a metal' blade for the stone one giveg
us the modern toggle head,as already described. That theë I

insertion of the stone blade preceded the rotation of the

plane of the latter is, I think, conclusively shown by the
whale harpoons' already mentioned, in spite of the fact that

we have a boue har-
poon head in the col-
lection, No. 89378
[1261], figured in
Point Barrow report,
which isexactly like Fw. 212.-IHar.

No. 89379 [795], ex- porOn hlead, bone
and 1stone.

cept that it has the
blade at right angles to the plane
of the body barb. .This is, how-
ever, a newly made model in rein-
deerantlerof theancient harpoon,
and was evidently made by a man
so used tothe modern pattern that
he forgt this important distine-
tion. The development of this

spear head lias been carried no
further at Point Barrow. At one
or two places, howeyer, namely,
at Cumberland Gulf iin the eût2

and at Sledge Island in the west
Fi.. 213.-Harpoon head, bone and stone. (as shown in Mr. Nelson's collec-

tion), they go a step further in mnaking the head of the seal harpoon,
)dy and blade, of one piece .of iron. The shape, howeâer, is the

saie as those w'ith the ivory or boue body.

C<'omnparez, also, tho walrus harpoon figured by Capt. Lyou, Parry's Second ,Voyage, Pl. opposite
p. 550, Fig, 13.

'So Kumlien. Contributions, p. 35, and Boas; "Central Eskimo," p.473, Fig. 393.

. Iu
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All of the Eskimo race, ai far-as I have any definite information, use
toggle harpoon-heads. There are specimens in the National Museimî
fron Greenland, Cumberland Gulf, the Anderson and Mackenzie region,
and from the Alaskan coast from Point Barrow to Kadiak, as well as
fron St. Lawrence Island, which are all of essentially the same type,
but slightly modified in different localhties. The harpoon head in use
at Smith Sound is of the same forn as the walrus harpoon heads used
at Point Barrow, but appears always to have the shaft socket made by
a groove closed with thongs.1 In Daiish Greenland, however, the.body
lhas an extra pair of bilateral barbs below the blade. The Greenlanders
have,,as it were, substituted a metal blade for the point only of the
barbed blade portion of such a bone head as No. 89379 [795].2

Curiously enough, this form of the toggle head appears again in the
Mackenzie and Anderson region, as shown" by the extensive collections
of Ross, MacFarlane, and others. l this region the metal blade itself is
often cnt into one or more pairs of bilateral barbs. At the Straits of Fury
and Hecla, Parry foind the harpoon head, with a body like the walrus
liarpoon heads at Point Barrow,3 but with the blade in the plane of the
body barb. Most of the pictures scattered through the work represent
the blade in this position, but Fig. 19 on the same plate has the blade
at riglht angles to the barb, so that the oler forn may not be universal.
At Cumberland Gulf the form of the body is considerably modified,
though the blade is of the usual shape and in the ordinary position.
The body is fiattened atriglit angles to the usual direction, so that the
thickness is inuch greater than the width. It always lias two body,
barbs. On the western coast the harpoon heads are much-ess mnodified,
tlhough there is a tendency to increase the lnumber of body barbs, at the
same time ornamenting the body more elaborately as we go south from
Bering Strait. Walrus larpoon hîeads with a single barb, hardly dis-
tinguishable from those used-at Point Ba.rrow, are in the collection from
the Diomedes and all along the northern shore of Norton Sound, and
one also from the mnouth of the Kuskoquim. They arê'probably also
used froin Point Barrow to Kotzebue Sound. At$tJlawrence -Island
and on the Asiatic shore they are the comnmon if not the universal form.4

The seal harpoon hedl (naule) at Point Barrow appears always to have
the body barb split at the tipi into two, and this is the case rarely with
the tu'ku. This formu, which appears occasionally north of Norton
Sound (Port Clarence, Cape Nome), appears to be more common south of
this locality, where, however, a patternî with the barb div-ided into three
points seems to be the prevailing forin. I will now proceed to the de-
scription of the different forms of harpoon with which these toggle
heads are in(sed.

'iane, 21 Grinùell Exp., vol. 1, pp, 412 and 413 (Fig. 1), and Bessells, Naturalist, vol. M.. pr. 9, p.
869, Figs. 6-12.

2
Crantz; vol. 1, p. 146, and Pl. v, Figs. 1 and . and Ri k iah's, etc., 1P1. opposîite p. 10.

3
2d Voyage, Pl. opposite p. 550, Fig. 13.

4Museum collections and Nordienskiild, Veg. vol. 2. p. 105, Fig. 1. This ftigureo shoy, thse blade in
he plane of the barb, but nono of the specimens from lover l3ay are of this form. r'
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Throwing-harpoons are always thrown from the hand without a
throwing-board or other assistance, and are of two sizes, one for the
walrus and bearded seal, and one for the small seals. Both have a long
shaft of wood to the tip of whieh is attached a heavy bone or ivory fore-
shaft, usually of greater diameter than the shaft and somewhat club-.
shaped. This serves the special purpose of giving weight to the head
of the harpoon, so it eau be darted with a sure aim. The native naine
of this part of the spear, ukumailuta (Greenlandic, okimailutaK, wcight),
indicates its design. This contrivance of weiglting the head of the
harpoon with a heavy foreshaft is peculiar to the western Eskimo. On
all the eastern harpoons (see figures referred to above and the Museun
collections) the foreshaft is a simple cap of bone no larger than the shaft
the tip of which it protects. Between the foreshaft and the toggle.head
is interposed the loose shaft (i'gimù), a slender rod of bone whose tip
fits into the shaft socket of the head, while its butt fits loosely in a soeket
in the tip of the foreshaft. It is secured to the shaft by a thong just
long enouglih'to allow it to be unshipped from the foreshaft. * This not
only prevents the loose shaft from breaking under a lateral strain, but
by'its playfacilitates unshipping the head. - On these harpoons intended
for throwing, this loose shaft is always short. This brings the weight
of the foreshaft close to the head, while it leaves space enough for the
head to penetrate.beyond the barb.

The walrus harpoon varies in size, being adapted to the strength and
stature of the owner. Of the six in our collection, the l6ngest, when
inounted for use, is 9 feet 6 inches long,- and the shortest 5 feet 8
inches. The ordinary length appears to be about 7 feet. It has a long,
heavy shaft (ipua) of wood, usually between 5 and 6 feet long and
tapering from a diameter of 1 inches at the head to about l inch at the
butt. The head is not usually fastened directly to the line, but has a
leader of double thong 1 to 2 feet long, with a bec et at the end into
whici the main line is looped or hitched. At the other end of the Une,
which is about 30 feet long, is another beeket to which is fastened a
float consisting of a whole sealskin infiated. . When the head is fitted
on the .tip of the loose shaft the line is brought down to the niddle of
the shaft and hooked by means of a little becket to an ivory peg (ki'lerb-
wli)- projecting from the side of the shaft. The eastern Eskimo have,
in place tof the simple becket, a neat little contrivance consisting of a
plate of ivory lashed to the-line with a large slot in it whieh hooks over
the catel, but nothing of the sort was observed at Point Barrow.

The harpoon thus miounted is poised iii the right hand with the fore-
tinger resting against a curved ivory projection (ti'ka) arid darted like a
white man's harpoon, the float and line being thrown overboard at the
sane time. . When a walrus is struîck the head slips off and toggles as al-
ready deseribed; the line detaches itself from the catch ,leaving the shaft
free to float and be picked up. The float is now fasteied to the wal-
rus, and, like the shaft of the seal dart, both shows his whereabouts
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and acts as a dr,
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ag on his movements until lie is "played" enough for
the litinters to corne up and dispatch him.
This weapon is called n'nakpûk, "the great

1'na or spear." U'na (unâk, u'naiü) appears
to be a generic terni ùn Eskimo for harpoon,
but at Point Barrowis now restricted to the
harpoon used for stabbing seals as they conme
up to their breathing lioles.

We collected six of'these walrus harpoons
complete and forty-two separate heads. Of
tiese, No. 56770 [534], Fig. 214a, has thernost
typical shaft and loose shaft. The shaft is
of spruce 71 inches long, roughly rounded,
and tapering fron a diameter of liuinches at
the tip to 0-8 at the butt. The foreshaft is of
white walrus ivory, 6·7 inches long, exclusive
of the wedge-shaped tang which fits into a
cleft iii the tip of the shaft. It is somewliat
club-shaped, being 1·6 inches in dianeter at
the tip and tapering to 1-3-just above the
butt, which expands to the diameter of the
shaft, and is sepa'rated from the- tang by a
square transverse shoulder. The shaft and
foreshaft are fastened together by a whip-
ping of broad seal thong, put on wet, one end
passing through a hole in the foreshaft one-
quarter inch from the shaft, and kept from
slipping by a low transverse ridge on each
side of the tang. In the tip of the foreshaft
is a deep, round socket to receive the loose
shaft, which is a tapering rod of walrus ivory.
4-4 inches long, shouldered off at the butt,
whieh is 0-7 inch in diameter, to a blunt,
rounded tang 0-9 inch long. [t fits loosely
into ithe foresliaft up to the shoulder, and is

5 seeured by a piece of narrow seal thong
which passes through a transverse hole one-
half inch above the shoulder. The end is
spliced to the standing part with double slits
about 6 inches from the loose shaft, and the
other end makes a couple of turns outside of
thelashing on the sha entioned above and
is secured with two aIf-hitches.

The line catc -. erbwlii) is a little, blunt,
backward-pomùting hook of ivory inserted in

haroms. ithe shaft 1.7 inches front the tip and projecting
inch. Ten and one-fourth inches farther back aud 90
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degrees rotund the -shaft from the ine catch is the finger rest-a conical
rec.urved piece of ivory 1 inch high, with a flat base, resting against the
shaft and seeured by a lashing of whalebone, which passes through two
corresponding holes, one in the.rest and one in the shaft. The head and
line belongiig fo· this harpoon are intended for hunting the bearded
seal, and will be described below. No. 56772 [536], Fig. 214b,.from
Utkiavwlii, is fitted with fairly typical walrus gear.. The head is of
the typical fori, 6 inches long, wyith a conoidal body of walrus ivory,
ornamnented with incised lines colored with red ocher,and a blade ofsteel
seeured by a whalebone rivet. The "leader" whicisabout15 inches
long, is mnade by passing ie end of a piee of stout walrus-hide thong
about oie-quarter inclhwide through the line hiole and doubling it with
the head in the biglt, so that one part is about 6 inches the longer.
The fwo parts are stopped together about 2 inchès from the head
with a bit of sinew braid. The ends are joined and iade into a becket,
as follows: The >onger end is doubled baek for 7 inches and a slit cut
through both parts about 2 inches froin the end. The shorter end is
passed through this sit, and a slit is eut 5 inches from the end of this,
through whic1h the loiiof the other end is passed and all drawn taut.
The whole joint is thiertightly seized with sinew braid so as to leave a
becket 3 ilches and a '-ee end 4 inches long. This becket is.looped into
an eye 1it inces long a the end of the main line, nade by doubling
over 5 inches of the end and stopping the two parts firnly together
with sinîew.braid. The line is of the hide of the bearded seal, about the
sanie diameter as the leader, and 27 feet long. [t is iin two nearly equal
parts, spliced together with double slite, firmily seized with sinew
braid. There is a beeket about 8 inches long lat the other end of the
lino for attaching the flioat. inade by doubling over the end aud tying a
carrick bend, the end of which is stopped back to the standing part
with sinew braid. The beeket to hook upon the lne catch is a bit of
sinew braid, fastened to the Une 2-4 feet from the head, as follows: One
end being laid against the line it is doubled in a bight and the end is
whipped down to theuline by the other end, which mà kes five turns
round theim.

I wilI no-w consider the variations of the different parts of-these har-
poons in detail, beginning with the head. Our series is so large, con-
taining iu all forty-eight heads, besides sone spare blades, that it
probably gives a fair representation of the. common variations. The
longestoftthis series is 6 inches long and the shortest 3, but by far the
greater inuber are fromt 44 to 5 inches long. Their proportions are
uîsîually about as in the types figured, but the long head just figured
(No. 56772 [534]) is also unusuallx- slender. Sheet brass is the coin-
monest naterial for the blade (thirty blades are of this naterial), though
iron or steel is sonetimes used, and rarely, at present, slate. There is
one slate-bladed head in the series (No. 56;620 [1991) fignred above. and
four blades for such heads. The blade is.commonly of the shape of the
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triangle like the slate blade just mentioned to a
rather short one with very strongly curved .edges
like Fig. 215a (No. 89750 [1038]), which is peculiar
as the odly walrus harpoon head with a body of
reindeer antler. It also has an iron blade and a
rivet of iron, niot seldom with rounded basal an-
gles so as to be ahnost heart-shaped, like Fig.215b
(No.56621 [283]). A less common shape of blade
is lanceolate, with the base eut off square as in
Fig. 216a (No. 89764 [940]). Only eight blades
out of the series are of this shape. A still more
peculiar shape of blade, of which -e saw only
one specimen, is shown in Fig. 216b (No. 89790
[943]). This is inade of brass. It was perhaps
imeant for an imitation of the barbed blades used
at the Mackenzie, of which I have already spoken.

FIG. 215.--Typical walrs-har- The blade, when of metal, is generallyfastened
poon heads. in with a single rivet. One only out of the whole

number lias two rivets, and tli'ree are simply wedged into the blade slit.
The slate blades appear never
to have been riveted; Nbrdens-
kiöld, however, figuresa walrus
harpoon. fron Port Clarence'
with a jade blade riveted in.
The rivet is generally made of
whalebone, but other materials
are sometimes used. For in-
stance, in the series colleeted
two have rivets of iron, two of
wood, and five of rawhide. The
body is generallyniade of white
walrus ivory, (five of those col-
lected are of hard bone, and one
alreadymentioned and figured,
No. 89754) [1038], Fig. 215a, is
of reindeer antler), and the -
hexagonal shape, oftçn with
rounded edges, aind the line
grooves continued to the tip,
as in Fig. 217a, No. 89757 [947,
appears to be the comnonest.
Three out of the forty-eight alb
have foir-sided bodies. It is FIG- 2I.-I':j.icaI walru-harpoon headm.

unusual for the body barb to be bifureated, as is conmmon farther south.
'Vega, vol. 2, p. 229, Fig. 3.

\t.
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type figured, triangular with cuwved edges, varying from a rather long
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Only three out of the forty-eight show this peculiarity, of which No.
56613 [53], Fig. 217b, is an example.

The specinens figured show the different styles of ornamentation,
which always consist of incised patterns colored with red ochev or rarely
with soot. These never rep-
resent natural objects, but
are alwaysconyentional pat-
terns, generally a single or
double border on two or
more fatces with short ob-
lique cro,ýss-lines and branch-
es. -Harpoon heads at Point
Barrow are probably never
ornaiented with the "cir-
cles and dots," so common .

on other implernents and on
the harpoons of the south-
ern Eskimo.

Twenty-eight of the heads
stil1 have the leaders at-
tached to them. The object
of this short line is to ena-
ble the hunuter to readily de-
tach a broken head and put
on a fresh one withont going \
to the trouble of undoing a
splice, which inust be made a .

strorig to keep the head from Fie. 217.-Typical'waru-harpoon heads.
separating fron the line. Lt is made of a stout piece of rawhide ithong,
the skin of the walrus or bearded seal, about one-third inch in diamete~r,

and usually from 2 to
3 feet long. It is al.
ways passed through
the line hole, as in the
specimen described,
and the ends are
made into a becket
for attachingthe lne,
with an end left- to
serve as a handle for
pulling the two beck-

!3 ets apart when the
FIGa. 218.-walrus-harpoon head. with leader. main lUne ends in a

becket. Occasionally (two are made tis way) the longer end is simply
doubled in a bight, and the three parts are then seized together with
sinew braid, but it is generally made with a splice, the details of which
differ slightly on the different leaders.

IIA
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The cominonest method is that already described. When the longer
end is doubled over, a slit is cut through both parts close to the end Of

this throtglh which the shorter end is passed.
A slit is then eut a few invhes from the tip
of this part, the biglit of the becket passed.
through this slit and all drawn tant. This
iakes a very strong splice. Fourteen beck-
ets are spliced in this way. A variation of
this splice lias a slit only through the end
part of the longer end, the shorter end be-
ing passed through and slit as before. In
one beeket the standing part of the longer
end is passed through .the slit of the end
part before going througlh the line hole,
while the rest of the beeket is made as be-
fore. A reversed splice is tiunîmd on three
of the leaders, which is made as follows:
When the long end .is doubled over, the
short end is slit as usiual and the longercnd
passed through this and slit close to the
tip. Throngh, this slit is passed the head

4 and all drawn taut. The splice is always
firmly seized with sinew braid. -The main
line, which serves to attach the head to the
float, is always made of st-out thon g, prefer-
ably the skin of the hearded seal (very fine

Fio. 219.-Walrus-harpoon heai, with
Une.

lines are sometimes
made of beluga skin),
about .one-third inch
square. anid, when prop-
erly made, trimmed off "

O11 the edges so as to
be alInost round. It is
about 10 yards lonîg.
It is tastened into the
becket of the leader
with a becket hitch tied wairus. arpoon head, with ine.

upside down (No;56771 [535], Fig. 218), or by nieans of a snall beeket,
made either as on the specimen described (No. 56770 [536]. Fig. 219), or
spliced with double slits. The long becket at the other end for attach-
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ing the iloat is made either by tying a carrick bend with the end stopped
back to the standing part (Fig. 220, No.
56767 [531]), or by splieing (Fig. 221, No.
5676;9).

The loose shaft varies very little in shape, Il,
thongh it is soimetiies rounded off at the
butt without a shoulder, but the line which
secures this to the foreshaft i put on differ-
ently on each of the six spears. Five of
them have the end simply passed through
the hole in the loose shaft and spliced to
the stuanding part, but two (the type figured
and No. 56768 [532) have the other end
carried down and hiteled round the tip of
the shaft: another has it passed thlrough a
hole in the foreshaft, taken I,1 turns round
this ad knotted (No.56771 [535]); another
has a loop as long as the foreshaft with the
short end. passed under the first turn of the
shaft lashing before it-is spliced, and the
long éod secured as on the tirst mentioned;
anîd the fifft lihas the end passed through a
hole in the foreshtaft and carried down and
wraqpped round the shaft lashinîg. The -

sixth lias one end passed through a hole
in the smallest part of the threshaft and
knotted at the end, the othier eind arried
ttthrougte the -ole ilshaf
down to a second ihole in the ftreshaft close
to the first, then up throuîgh the loose shiaft.
and down through the first hiole. ani t ked \
iunder the twmo par-ts on the otler side.

The foreshaft is made of walrus ivory or
thei hard hone of the arus jaw and varies
little li ormu and dimensions. It is somle- 2
times ornamented by earving, as in No. 1--i
56772 [536], or by incùised patterns, as li
Fig. '>, No. 56538 [981, an1d gnIeally hias
one or two deep longituinal notelhes in the
tlhickest part, in wlieh tle lines ean be
drawnî snulgly dwn. It usually is joined
to the shaft by a stout, wedge-shaped tang,
whichî lits into a corresponding eleft in the
slaft, and is securned byvwooden treenails
and.a wrapping of seal thong or sinew braid,
sometimes maden1re secussing Fu. T.1.-wararpoon head, withnsuty ecreo ý îs l lmg

...1
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one end through holes in the foreshaft. No. 56768 [532] is peculiar in
having the tang on the shaft and the corresponding cleft in the fore-
shaft. The shaft itself varies little in shape and proportions, and at

the present day is sonetimes made of ash or other liard
wood obtained froni the ships. The line catch is gener:
ally a little liook of ivory or liard bone like the one de-
scribed, but two specimens have snall screws fastened
into the shaft to serve this purpose. The finger rest is
ordinarily of the·saine shape. as on the type and fastened
on iin the saine ay, but No. 56771 [535] lias this made of
a knob of ivory elaborately carvel irnto a sealPs head.
The eyes are represented by round bits of ivory with

3 pupils drilled in theni inlaid in the head. This is evi-
dently the knob of a seal drag (see below) as the longitud-
inal perforation fromt chin to nape now serves no purpose.
It is fastened on by a lashing of whalebone,,whieh runs
round the shaft and througi a transverse hole in the knob.

H1arpoonsclosely resembling these in type are used by
1 the Eskimo of western North Anerica wherever they habit-

Sunally hunt the walrus. At many places this heavy spear
is armed at thebutt with~VaTig-slùiippick of ivory like
fthe smnaller seal spear. Two of these large harpoons ap-
pear to be rigged espeeially for the pursuit of the bearded
seal. as they have heads which are of precisely the saie
shape and ihaterial as the snall seal harpoons in the col-

Fi. 22.-Fore-
shaft of walrus lec tiond 'Both these heads have lanceolate irn. blades
harpoon. conoidal antler bodies with double barbs, and are more
slender than. the walrus harpoon heads. No. 56770 [534], Fig. 219,
has a head 4 inchies long anud 0-7 broad at the widest part, and fastened
to a very long line (12 fathoms long) without a leader, the end
being simply passed througli the line hole and seized down
to the standing part with sinew ,braid. This is the method
of attaching the head of the small seal liarpoons. This lne
is so long that it may have been lheld iii the boat and not
attached to a float. No.:56768 [532], however, lias a leader
with a beeket of the ordinary style. Fig. 223. No. .54611
[891, is a head similar to those just described. and probably,
from its size, intended for large seals;- It is highly orna-
mented with the usual reddened'incised pattern.

The throwing harpoon for small seals is an.exaet copy in
miniature of the walrns harpoon, with the addition of a long
bayonet-shaped pick of ivory at the butt. The line, however, Fia. 223. -

is upwards of 30 yards loig, anud tlie end never leaves the Hargo

hand. The line is hitched round the shaft back of the line m1a.
catch, whieli now only serves to keep the Iine froiî slippuing forward. as
the shaft is never detached from the line. This harpoon is used exclu-
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sively for retrieviig seals tlhat have been shot in open
holes or leads of water within dttiiig distance fron the
edge of the solid ice, and is thrown precisely as the
walrus harpoon is, except that the end of the lne is
held in the left hand. In traveling ov'er the ice the
lie with the. head attached is folded in long hanks
and slung on the gun "case at the back. The rest of
the weapon is carried in the hand and serves as a staff

in walking and climbing among. the ice, where the I
sharp pick is useful to prevent slipping and to try
doubtful ice, and also enables the hunter to break
away thin ice at the edge of the hole, so as to draw
his game up to the solid floe. lt-can also serve as a
bayonlet in case of necessity. This peculiar fornm of
harpoon is confined to the coast fromn Point Barrow to
Berinug Strait, the only region where the seal is hunted
withl the ritle ii the small open holes of water.'

Sinee mny note in the Naturalist was writte1, I have
learned fron Mr. Henry lBalfour, of the museuni at Ox-
ford, that their collection contains two or three speci-
mens of this very patter nof harpoon, undoubtedly col
lected by some of the officers of the Blossomn. Conse-
quently, my; theory that the retrieving harpoon was a
modern invention, due to the introduction of firearms/
becomes untenable, as the Blossom visited this region
before firearms were kniown to the Eskimo. It was
probably originally intended for the capture of seals
"hauled out" on the ice in the eirly sumtnter. There is
n'doubt, however, that it is at the present day used
for niothing but retrieving.

Thouglh this weapon was universally used at Point
Barrow, we happened to obtain only two specimens,
possibly because the natives thouglit thein too neces-
sary an impleneit to part with lightly. No. 89907
[1695], Figs. 224, 225, h as a new shaft. etc.. but was
used several tirnes by the imaker before~it was ol'éred
for sale. Such a retrieving harpoon is called naillge1.
Trhe shaft (ipúa) is of ash, 4 feet 5 inches long ad 1
iich in diameter, tapering very slightly to each end. o
The ice pick (tún) of walirus ivqry, 14 inches long anid
1 indh wide, lias a round tantg fitting into a hole ini the
butt of the shaft. Close to the shaft a smlall hole is
drilled in one edge o' the pick. and through thtis is
passed a bit of sea' ong, the enfds of which are.latid
alonug the shaft and neatly wlipped down with sinew
braid, with the end wedged into a slit in the woOdl. seal arieon.

Se. the writer's note on this. weapow American Naturaibst, vol. 19, p. 423
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The .foreshaft (nkumailuta) is of walrus
ivory, 4ý inches loug and 1 uinches iii diam-
eter at the thickest part, and secured to the
shaft by a whipping (ni'nxa) of seal thong.
The loose shaft (igimnû) is also of ivory and 2.
inches long and secured by a thoug (Ipinta).
spliced into a loop through the hole at the
butt, as-previosly' described. The eind is
liteled round the tip of the slhaft witlh a

arling hiitch, followed by a clove hiteli be-
low the whipping. The ivory finger rest
(ti'kaî) is fastenied on with a laslhing of whip
cord (white man's) passing round the shiaft.
The line catch (ki'lerbwiFi), which was of
ivory and shaped Hike those on the walrus
harpoons, lias beei lòst iii transportation.
The head differs only iii size fron those just
described as intended for the bearded seal,
except ini having a hexagonal body. It is
3-3 inches long and lias a blade of iron fas-
tened into a-ho(ly of walrus ivory with a
single wooden rivet. While there is no

> detachable leader, the head is attacled by
a separate piece of the saine material to the
line (tûkiiksia), whichl is 86 feet .10 inches
long aId made of a sinigle piece of fine seal
tlong about one-eighth inci thick. This
shorter piece is about 27 incites long ani
is passed through the line lhole and doubled
so tluat one part is a little the longer. It is
fastened strongly to the end of the hle
by a coimplicated splice made as follows:
A slt is cut in the enid of the main line
through which are passed both ends of
the short line. The longer part is then
slit about 2 inchies from the end and the
shiorter part passed through the slit, anmd
a slit eut close to the enid of it, throngh

lic thIi longer eid is passed. The
whole is then drawni tanît and the louger
end clove hIitciedl round the nain line.

No. 89908 [1058] is oie of tiiese spears
r ed 'ready¯fr da tinîg. The le is se-

cured at about the midd.je of the shaft
with a couple of marling hitches. This
specinien, except the head, is new and was
rather carelessly ia4lefor the market. It
lhas ineither line catch nor finger rest. The
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foreshaft and ice piek are lashed iiivwith sinew braid, which
knotted round the tip of the shaft and then hitched round with
a series of.left-lhanded soldier's hitches. The end of the thong
which holds the loose shaft is passed through the hole in it and
kniotted and the other end hitched into the pulley at the sinallest
part of the foreshaft. The head is like that of the preceding
but has a conoidal body of reiideer antler, a commont materila
for seal-harpoon heads, and the line, which is of stout sinewibraid

43 feet loug,-is attached to it simply by
passing the end through the line hole
and tying it with a clove hitch to the
standing part 9ý inches from the head.
This spear is about the samne size as the
preceding. These weapons are al of
the same general pattern, but vary in
length according to the -height of the
owner. The heads for these harpoons,
as 'vellas for the other form' of seal har-

oon, are usually about 3 inches long,
and, as a rule, have laniceolate blades.
The body. is geinerally conoidal, often
made of reinde.er antler, and always,
apparently, with a double barb. It is

Fia. 226.-Jade blade for seal generally plain, but. sometimes orna.-
ha>O- mented like the wa.lrus-harpoon heads.

No. 89784 [10081 was made by Ilû'bw'ga, the Nunatairmeun,
wlhen thinking of comning to winter at Utkiaywli. He hiad
had no experieice iii sealiug, liaviiig apparently spent all his
winters on the rivers infland, aindi this lharpoon headI seems to
have been condemnîed s uisatisfactory by his new friends at
Utkiavwlñi. It looks like a very tolerable naula, but is unu-
sually small, being only 2. inches long.

We saw only one stoie blade for a seal harpom, No. 89623
[1418], Fig. 226. This is of light olive green jade. and trian-
gular, with i airly dull ges and point. Each face is con-
eaved, and tiere is a hole for a rivet. (Compare the jade-
bladed hiarpoon ligured by Nordenskild anîd referred to above.)
It is 2 inches long and 0-7 inch wide at the base. It appears
to have been kept as an amulet. The otier fo>rmî of seal har-
poon comes properly under thei iext heIad.
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Harpoons.-For the capture of seals as they cone up for air

to their breathing lioles or cracks iii the ice. a harpoon is used
which Las a short wooden shaft. aried, as before, with an ice
pick and a king, slender, kiose shaft suited 'for thrusting down through
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the small breathing hole. It earr'Is a-núalt like the other harpoon, but
has only a short line, the end of bich is made fast permanently to the
shaft. Such harpos are used by ail Eskimo wlherever they are in the
habit of watchiig for seals at their breathiing iholes. The sIender part
of the shaft, however, is iot always loose.1 The foreshaft is simply a
stout ferrule for the end of the shaft. These weapons are in general use
at Point Barrow an1d are very neatly made.

We obtained two specimehs, of whicl No. 89910 [1694], Fig. 227, will
serve as the type. The fotal length of this spear when rigged for use
is 5 feet 3 incles. The shaft is of spruce, 20 inches long and 1-1 inches
in the ini(ldIe, tapering to 0-9 at the ends. At the butt is inserted, as
before. an ivory ice pick (tfi) of the form already deseribed, 13¾ inches
long and laslhed iii with sinewv braid. The foreshaft (kátl)is of walrus
ivory,, nearly cylindrical, 5¾ inches long and 0-9 inch in diameter,
shouldered at the bîutt and titted into the tip of the shaft with a round
tang. The latter is very neatly whipped with a-narrow strip of white
whalebone, whi.*h imakes eleven turns and lias the end of the last turn
forced inuto a sit in the wood and wedged with a roiund wooden peg.
Under this whippinug is the bill of a tern- as a charm for good luck. (As
the boy who pointed this out to me said, "Lots of seals?)

The Iose shaft (igimû) is of bone, whale's rib /ja, and lias two
transver1e Î'Tcs above tle shouilder t4> receive the ed of the assembling

linie (sábromiia), whicl not only -1ds the loose shaft in
place, but also connects the other parts of the shaft so
that in case the wood breaks the pieces will not be
dropped. It is a long piece of seaf thong, of which one
end makes a turn round the loose shaft between the

Fii. z m.-Diagm in holes; the other end is passed througi the lower hole,
oflashing on shaft. tiete through tlhe upper and ' carried down to the tip of
t-he shaft, wh1ere it is hitched .just below the whalebone whipping, as fol-
lows: three turns are made round the shatt. the first over the standing
part, the second under. amid the third over it; the end then is passed
under 3, over 2, and under 1 (Fig. 228), and all drawnl tant; -it then runs
down the-shaft anost to the but t-lashuing and is secured with the same
hitch, and the etd is whipped aronind tlie butt of the ice pick with five
turns. The head (naúle) is of the ordinary pattern, 2-8 inches long, with
a copper blade and attler body. Te line (tikàktfu)i is a single piece of
seal thong 9 feet long, and is4fastened to the head without a leader, by
simply passig icthe end tlirouglih lit line-hole, doibling it over and
stopping it to the standing part so as to make a becket 21 inclies long.
The other end is made fast round the shaff and assenbling line just
back of the middle; as folws: An eye is made ai the end of theline,
by cutting a sit close to the tip andi< pushinug a bight of the line through
this. The end then makes a turn round the slhaft, and the other end,
with the head. is passed tirougih this e and drawn taut. When
mounted for use, the head is fitted onri the tip of the loose shaft as usual

Parry, Secont voyag. p. 507, Iglulik.
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and the line brouglht down to the tip of the shaft and made fast by two
or three round turn s with a hight tucked under, so that
it can be easily slipped. It is also confined ,to the loose
shaft by the end of the assenblig lre, which inakes one
or two loose turrns round it. The slack of the lUne is

doubled, into "fal es" and tucked between the
shaift and assenibling line.

The other specimenis of tle sane pattern, but
slightly different proportions, having a shaft 18ý
inches long and a pick 19 incles long. The loose
shaft is-of ivory, anl,there are lashings of white
whalebone at each end of the shaft. The assem-
bling line is hitclied round the foreshaft as well
as rouid the two ends of the shaft, and simnply
knotted round the pick. The line is of very stout
sinew braid, and bas an eye neatly spliced in the
end for looping it round the shaft. Fig. 229, No.
89551.[10821, is a model of one of these harpoons,
made for sale. It is 16J inches long, and correet
in all its parts, except that the whole head is
of ivory, even to laving the ends of the shaft
whipped with light-colored whalebone. The shaft
is of pine and the rest of walrus ivory, withlines
of sinew braid. We also collected fouir loose..
sbafts for such harpoons. One of these,.No.
89489 [802], is of wiale's boue and unusually1
short, only 14 inches long. It perhaps belonged
to a lad's spear. The other thkree are long, 20 to
25 inches, and are made of narwhal ivory, as is
shown by the, spiral twist in the grain.

The harpoon used for the whale fisliery is a
heavy, bulky weapon, which is never tlhrownr. but
thrust with both hands as the whale rises under
the bows of the umiak. When not in ise it rests
in a large ivory erotch, shaped like a rowlock, in
the bow. The shaft is of wood and 8 or 9 feet e
long, and there is. no loose sbaft. the bone or
ivory foreshaft being tapered off to a slender
point of such a shape tiat the head easily un-

Fnoro.9.- ships. Tihis foreslhaft is not weighted, as in the
a ia s.walrus harpoon, since tiis is not necessary in a
poon. weapon wiicl does not leave the hband. The
harpoon line is fitted witi two, inflated sealskin tioats.

No complete, genuine whaling harpoons were ever of-
fered for sale. but a n at Nuwùk tiade a.Very exeel-
lent reduced model about two-thirds the usual size (No. poon
89909 [1023]. Fig. 230), which will serve as the type of this weapon
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(a'jyùii). This is 6 feet il inches in length wlhei rigged for use. The
shaftis of pille, 5 feet 84 inches long,
with its greatest diameter (l inches)
well forward of the niddle and ta-
pered more toward- the butt than
toward the tip, which is chamfered
off on one side tO fit the butt of the
fWreshaft (igimr), and 'shouldei¶d to
keep the lashing in place. The fore-
shaft is of whale's bone, 11 4inches.
lorig, three-sided with. one e.ge
rounded off, and tapers fron a diam-
eter of 1 inch to a tapering rouided
point 14 inches long, and slightly
cirved away froi te filat face of-fhe
foreshaft. It will easily be seen tlhat
the shape of this tip facilitates the
unshiipp)ing of thieheadu. The butt is
chamfered off on the flat face to fit
the chanifer of 4.he shaft, and the
whole foreshaft is slightly enrved in
the sane dîirection as the tip. It is
secured to the shaft by a stout whip-
ping of seal thong. The head is 7
inches long, ani lias a body of wal-
rus ivory, vhich is ornamented with
incised patterns holored red with
( wher, ami a blade of dark reddish
brown jasper, neatly flakei. Tiis
blade is inot unîlike a large arrow
head, being triangular, with eurved
edges, and a short, broad tang im-
hedded in the tip) of the body, which
is seized round vitlh- siiiew braid.
Theie body is îîunursualy lon, u di a îîslen-
der and is f'our sided, with a single
long. sharp barb. keeled on the onter
ace. The line hole and ie grooves

are in the- utsual position, but the
peuîliarity of the .head is thuat the
blade is inserted withî its breadith in
the plante of the body barb. In other
words, this head has-not reawched the
last stagei in the developmentt of the

F'i i.el of whalef i·lrpn with i1oats. toggle-hîead. The line is of stout
thong (the skin of the hearded seal) and ahont S3 feet long. It;is passed•
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througli the fine hole, doubled in the middle, the two parts are firmnly
stopped -ggether with sinew iiin four places, and in the ends are eut long
slits ýforping on the floats. When the head is fitted on tlhefoireshiaft
the line"is secured to the flat face of the foreshaft by a little stop made
of a single strand of sinew, easily broken. About 28 inches fromt the
tip of the shaft the line is doubled forward and the hight stopped to-
the shaft with six turns of seal thong, so that
the line is hel iii place anîîd yet eau be easily de-
taclied by a straiglht pull. The ends are then
doubled back over the lashing and stoppedk to
the shaft witho a singlethread of sinew.

Fig. 231.is a toy model of the whale harpoon,
No. 56562. [233], 18ý inches long, made of pine
and ivory, and shows the maner of attaching
the floats, which are little blocks of spruce
rouglhly whittled into the shape of inflated seal-
skùs. A piece of seal thong 13 inches long
has its ends looped round the neck of the floats
and the harpooi-line is looped iito a slit in the
middle of this line. F. -ld for wMe

We collected thirteen heads for such harpoons, harIp×n.

which have been in actual use, of whiclh two have finit blades like the
one described, two have brass blades, and the rest either bIades of slate
or else. no blades. The flint blades are either triangular like the one
described or lanceolate aind are about 3 ilches long exclusive of the tang.
The three separate flint blades which ice obtainîed (Fig. 232,.No. 56708
[114], from Utkiavwïri, is one of these, made of black flint) are about 1

inch shorter and were perhaps intended for walrus har-
poons, thougli we saw none -of thiese with flint'blades.
They are all newly made for the market.

The sIate blades of which e collected eleven, some
old aud some new, besides those in the heads, are al
triangular iitlh curved edges, as in Fig. 233 (No.56709
[139] fromî Utkiavwiii, irade of soft purple shate), except
one new one, No. 56697a {188], whiclh bas the corners
cut off so as to give it-inrhomboidal shape. The cor-

G. .-stateade tners are soietimes rounided off so that thev are nearly
for wlile innoon. heart-shaped. These blades are usually about 2îinches

long and 2 broad; two niusuallylarge ones are 3 inches long and nearly
2ibroad, and one suiial oe 2-1 by 1- inelies, ad are simply wedged into
the blade slit withiout a rivet. Tie brass blades are of the saine shape.

The comnmon naterial for the body seems to have been ratier coarse
whale's bone, fromn the rib or jaw. Only two out of the thirteen have
ivory bodies, and these are both of the newer brass-bladed pattern. The.
body is very long andI slender, being ustually about 8 or 8 inches long
(une is 91 inches long) and niot over 1> inches broad at the widest part.

-E ~
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It is always eut off very obliquely at the base, and the part ia front of
the line hole is contracted to a sort of shank, as in Fig. 234 (No.

89747 [1044]), a head with slate blade (broken) and
bone body. This represents a very cominon form
in which the shank is four-sided, while back of the
middle the outer face of the barb rises into a ridge,
naking this part of the body five-sided. The edges
of the shank are sonetimes rounded off so as to
make this part elliptical in section, and all the
edges of the body exept the keel, on the outer
face of the birb, are frequently rouided off as in
Fig.2.35<a, No.89745 [1044], which has a slate blade

wedged into the bone body with a bit of old cloth
and a wooden wedge. Fig. 235, No.56602 [157],
from Utkiavwïi, is a head of the same shape, but
has a brass blade and a body of ivory. This blade
is wedged iii with deer hair, but the other brass.
bladed harpoon, No:56601 [137], has a single rivet
of whalebone.

The blade slit, and consequently the blade, is
always in the plane of
the barb, which position,'
as I have said before, cor-

o wh -responds to the Last step
harpooinheai. but oie in the develop-

ment of the harpoon-head. -Whenî the blade is
of flint and inserted with a tang, the tip of the
body is always wiipped with sinew braid, as in
Fig. 212, No. 89748 [928], froni Nuwük.' This
specimen is remarkable as being the only one
in the series with a double point to the barb.
These bodies are sometimaes ornaneuted with
iicised lines, ii conventional patterns, asshown
in the different figures. A short incised inark
sonewhat resemibling an arrow see above, Fig.
234, No. 89747 [1044].) may have somre signifi-
cance as it is r€peated on several of the heads.
larpoon-heads of tthis peculiar pattern are to
be fourid in the Museumîn collection -fromt other
localities. As we should naturally expect,*they
have beei ifounid at the Diouede Islands, St.
Lawrence Island, and Plover Bay. It is very
interesting, however, to find a specimen of pre-
cisely the same type froi reenland, where the .
modern harpoons are so different from-tiose . harpoon .
used iii the west.

That the line connecting the head with the float line is not always so
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long in proporti.on as represented on the two models is shown by Fig.
236, No. 89744 [969], the only specimen obtained with any part of the
line attached. A piece of stout wa'l-
rus-hide thong 2 feet long is passed
through the line-hole and doubled
in two equal parts, which are firmly
stopped together with sinew about
2 inches from the head. Another

piece of similar thong 4 feet 2 inches.
long is also-doubled into two equal

parts aiid the ends firmily spliéed to
those of the short piece-thus: The
two ends of the long piece are sit
and one end of the short piece passed,
through each sit. One of these. nI
is then slit and through it are passed
the other end of the short piece and

the bight of the, -4

lon>gpiece, and all
is drawn tant and
securely seized
with in îew. The
b e ek e t h us FIG. 236.-Whaha Iarpoon head withleader.'

forinedwas probably loopeul (lirectly.into the bight of
the floatliîe.

The foreshaft is mueh larger than that of the niodel,
though of'the same shape. No. 56537 {97], Fig. 237,
from Utkiavwlii, is of walrus-ivory and 15.8 inches
long with a dianieter of 14.inches at the butt. The
oblolg slot at the beginning of the chainfer is to

Y4 receive the end of the lashing whici secured this to
theshaft. Tiis form of foreshaft is very well adapted
to insure the unshipping of the toggle-head, but lacks
the special a(vantage of the loose-shaft, namely, that
tiun(ler a violent lateral strain it unships without break-
ing. The question at once suggests itself, why was
not the improvement that is used on all the other
harpoonus applied to this nie? In ny opinion, the
rea>son for this is the sanie as for retaining the form
of toggle-head, which, as I have shown, is of an an-
-ient pattern.

That is to say, the modern whale harpoon is the
same pattern that. was once used for all harpoons,

Émo. 237.-Foreshaft of preserved for superstitious reasons. It is a well
wlhalo harpooi. known fact, that anong many peoples implements,

ideas. and language have been preserved in coÙnection with religious
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ceremonies long after they have gone ont of use in every-day
life. Now, the whale f 1shing at Port Barrow, in nany respects
the imost important undertaking in the life of the natives, is so
surrounded by superstitions observances, ceremonies to be per-
fornied, and other things of the same nature- as really to assume
a distinctly religions cliaracter. Hence, we should naturally
expeet to find the inplenicits used in it more or less archaic in
forn. That this is the case in regard to the toggcle-head I think
I have already shown. It seems to nie equally evident that this
foreshaft, which contains the loose shaft and foreshaft, nndiffer-
entiated, is also the older forim.

Why the developieien0of the harpoon was arrested- at this par-
tieular stage is not soeasily deteriiùned-. A natural supposition
would be thiat this was the form of harpoon used by thîeir an-
cestors when tbey first began t4) be successfil whalemen..

That they connect the idea of good luck with these ancient
stone harpoons is shown by what occurred-at Point Barrow in
18833. Of late years they have obtained froin the ships imany
ordinary "wlhale-irons," ad somie people at .least had got into
the habit of using then.

Now, the had luck of the season of 1882, when the boats of
both villages together caught 0înly one smîîall whale, was attrib-
uted to the use of these "irons," and it was decided by the elders
tliat the first harpoon struck into the whale mnust be a stone-
bladed one such as their forefathers used when they killed mnany
w hales.

ln this connection. it is interesting to note a parallel custon
observed at Point Hope. Hoope:r' says that at this place the
beliga muîîîst always be struck with a flint spear, even if it has
been killed by a rifle shot.

Lancen.-As T have said on a preceding page. sone of the na-
tives now use boib-guns for dispatching the harpooned whale,
anid all the whaleboats are provided with steel whale lances
obtained from) the ships. li formner timies they used a large and
powerful lancewith a broad Iint head. They.seeni to have con-
tinuled the use of this weap>orn. probably foi• the saine reasons
that led themu to retain the aucieit harpoon for whaling until
they obtained their present supply of steel. lances, as we foind
no signs Of iront whale lances of native manufacture, such as
are fournd in (ireenland and elsewhere. We obtained riine
heads for stonae lances (kalanwi and one comp1/ lice, a very
fine specrimen (No. 56765 [537j. Fig. 238). which was brouglit
dowi as a present from Nuwnk.- The broad, sharp ihead is of

light gray dint, mionited on a shaft of.spruce 12 feet 6ilches
ong. It has a broad. stout tanîg iniserted in the eleft enîd.of the

Corwin Report, p'. 41.
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shaft. The shaft is riomboidal in section with roided eilges,; aid
-tapers fron a breadth of 2 incies and a
thickiess of 1 at the tip to a batt of 0-7 inch
broad and 1 thick. The tip of the shaft lias
a whipping of sinew-braid 1I inches deep,
"kackled" down on both edges, one end of
the twine on each edge, so that. the hiteh
made by one end crosses the round tunn of
the other, inaking iii aill twenty-six turns.
The shaft lias been painted red for 1 inches
below the whipping.

No. 89596 [10321 is the liead arid 5 incheS
of the siaft of a similar Lance. The head is
of biiuck Ilint, and the sinew-braid forms a
simple whipping. The remaining heads are
ail uinounted. I have figured several of
then to show the variations of this now
obsolete weapon. Fig. 239, No. 56677 [49],
fron Utkiavwiñ, is of gray flint chipped in
large flakes. : The total length is 6-9 inches.
The snall lugs on the edges of the tang are
to keep it front slippiiig out of the whipping.
No. 56679 [239], also from Utkiavwlii, is of
black fint and broader than the precedinîg.-
Its length is 6-3 inches. No. 56680 [394]J, Fo. 239.-Flint lhadI of whale lance.

froin the same -village, is of light bluish gray flint and very broad. It

Fro. 240.-Flint hea a1 for whalo lances.

is 5-4 inclies long. No. 56681 [5], from Utkiavwlïi, is another broad
9 ETH-l
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head of black flint 6 inches long. Fig. 240a, No. 89597 [1034], from
Nuwük, is of black flint, and unusually long in proportion, running into

the tang with less shoulder than usual. Much of the original
surface is left untouched on one face. This is probably very old.,
No. 89598 [1361j is a head of similar shape of dark gray flint from.
Sidaru. It is 6 inches ldng.» -Fig. 240b, No. 89599 [1373], fron
the sane place and of similar material, is shaped very like the
head of a steel lance. It is 5 inches long.' Fig. 240c, No. 89600
{1069], from Utkiavwlfl, is still broader in proportion and almost
heart-shaped. It is of bluish gray flint and 4·8 inches long.
These heads probably represent most of the different forms in
use. Only two types are to be recognized among them, the long-
pointed oval with a:short tang, and the broad leaf-shaped head
with a rather long tang, which appears to be the commoner forni.

We obtained one newly made lance of a pattern similar to the
above, but smaller, which was said to be a niodel
of the weapon used in attacking the polar bear
before the introduction of firearms. The name,
pû'nnfû,.is curiously like the name panna given
by Dr. Simpson and Capt. Parry to the large
double-edged knife. The specimen, No. 89895
[1'30], Fig. 241, caine from Utkiavwiil. It bas a
head of gray flint 3½ inches long, exclusive of the
tang, roughly convex on one face, but flat and
merely beveled at the edges on the other. The
e'dges are finely serrate. The shaft is of spruce,
6 feet 8 inches long, rounded and somewhat flat-
tened at the tip, which is 1 inch wide and taper- Fio. 242.-Fllnt
ing to a diameter of 0-7 at the butt, and is painted head for bear lance.
red with ocher. The tip has a slight shoulder to kee4 the whip-
ping in place. The tang is wedged iii with bits of leather and
secured by a close whipping of sinew braid 1¼ inches deep. Fig.
242, No. 89611 [1034], from Nuwùk, was probably the head of sucb
a lance, althougih it is sonewhat narrower and slightly shorter.
Its total length is 3-4 inches. The other two large lance-heads,
No. 56708a [114a] and No. 56708b [114b], are both new, but were
probably meant for the bear lance. They are of gray flint,3j
iches long, and have the edges regularly serrate.

One form of lance is still iii general use. It has a sharp mnetal
head, and a light wooden shaft about 6 feet long. It is-used iii

Fxo. .- the kaiak for stabbing deer swimming in the*water, after the
ar manner frequently noticed aniong other Eskimo.1 A pair of

these spears is carried in beckets on the forward deck of the
kaiak. On approaching a deer one of then is slipped out of the
becket and laid on the deck, with the butt restiug on the combing of

I>Parry, 2d Voy., p. 512 (Iglulik); Kunlieni, Contributions, p. 54 (Cumberland Gulf); Schwatka,
science, vol. 4. No. 98. p. 544 (King Williams Land).
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the cockpit. The hunter then paddles rapidly up alongside of the deer,
grasps the lance near the butt, as lie would a dagger,
and stabs the animal with a quick downward thrust.
This spear is called kâ'pun, which in the Point Barrow
dialect exactly corresponds to the Greenlandie word
kapût, which is applied to the long-bladed spear or long
knife used for dispatching a harpooned seal.1 The word
kâ'pun means simply "an instrument for stabbing."

lo.73183 [524], Figs. 243a, 243b (head enlarged), will
serve as a type of this weapon, of .which we have two
specimens. Ail that we saw were essentially li-e this.
The head is iron, 4î inches long exclusiv of the tang,
and 1 inches broad. The edges are narrowly beveled
on both faces. The shaft is 6 feet 2 inches
long, and tapers from a diameter of 0.8 inch
about the mid.dle to about one-half inch at
each end. Thetip is cleft to receive the tang
of the head, and shouldered to keep the whip-
ping from slipping off. The latter was of
sinew braidl and 2 inches deep. The shaft is
painted with red ocher.

The other has a shaft 6 feet 4 inches long,
but otherwise resembles the preceding. The
heads for these lances are not always made of
iron. Copper, brass, etc., are sometimes used.
No. 56699 [166] is one of a pair of neatly made
copper lance heads. Lt is5·9 inches long and
1 wide, and ground down on each face to a
sharp edge without a bevel, except just at the
point. Before the introduction of iron these
lancés had stone heads, but were otherwise Fin.244.-

of the same shape. Fig. 244 represents the lanccf deo

head and 6 inches of the shaft of one of these flint head.
(No. 89900 [1157] fron Nuwik). The shaft is new and
rather carelessly made of a. rough, knotty piece of
spruee, and is 5 feet 5ï inches, long. The head is of
bhck flint and 2 inches long, exclusive of the tang, and
the tip of the shaft is whipped with a narrow strip of
light-colored whalebone, the end of which is secured by
passing it througli a slit in the side of the shaft and
wedging it into a crack on the opposite side. This
is an lold heati newly mounted for the market, and

Fi. 43.-Iker lance. the head is wedged in with a bit of blue flannel.
No. 89897 [1324J, Fig. 2245, from Utkiavwïii, on the other hand, is an

old shaft 5 feet 74 inchues-long, fitted with. a new lhead, which is very
bro al, and shaped like the head of a bear lance. It is of variegated

Crantz. vol. 1, p. 147, Pl. V, Fig. 5; and Kane, bit Grinnell Exp., p. 479 (fig. at bottom).
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jasper, brown and gray, and has a piece of white sealskin lapped over
the cleft of the shaft at eacI side of the tang so that the edges
of the two pieces alimost meet in the middle. They are secured
by a spaced whipping of sinew braid. Ths shaft, whieh is

painted red, evidently had a broad head formerly, as it is.
expanded at the tip. No.89896 [1324] is the mate to this, evi-
deitly miiade to match it. We also obtairied one other flint-
headed lance. The mate to No. 89900 [1157], No. 89898 [1157],
has a head of dark gray slate 2-3 inches long. This spear ap-

pears to be wholly old, except the whipping of sinew braid.
The shaft is of spruce, 5 feet 4¾ inches long, and painted red
with ocher. We also collected three stone heads for such lances.
Fig. 246, No. 38711 [148], from iUtkiavwiñ, shows the shape of
the tang. It is of gray flint, and 3-7 inches long. No. 89610
[1154] is a beautifîu lance head of polished olive green jade, 43
inches long. The hole in the taig is probably not intended
for a rivet, as none of the lance heals which we
saw were fastenied i this way. It is more likely
that it was perfor ated for attaching it to the belt
as an amulet. 'e were toId that this lance head
was bronuglit from the west. A large siate lance
head found by Nordenskiöldi in the od "Onkilon"
ianse at North Cape is of precisely the saine shape

.2as these'deer-lance heads, but from its size was

probably intended for a whale lance.

N. -~ TIIRsWING *wEAPo(NA '

The only throwing weapont which these people
e,1ýe is a smîall bol'as, designed for catching birds #-%d fur deur

oit the wing. Tlis consists of six or seven snall ance.

ivory balls, eai attached to a string about 30 incheslong, the
ends of whih are fistenedl together to a tuftof fenthers, which
serves as a handle and perhaps directs the fliglt of tie missile.
When not in use the strings are shortenecd up, as in iFig. 247
No. 75969 [179i3], for convenicin carrying andiilto keep themn

from tangling, by tying theinlto slip kiots, as follows: All
the strings being straightened ou t aIid laid paîrallel to eacl
othe4r. thley are douîbled in a bighît, with the end uinder the
staiding pIart,he biglt of the end passed throuigh the preeed-
ing bight, whicl is drawn i up close, anid so on, usuallv tive or
six tiies, till tie strings are sufliciently shortened. A pull
on tIh tw exnds slips all these knots and the strings come out
straight an un tangled.

The bolas is carried knotted up ii a )Ipolcli slung roiuid the
neck, a iative fre<luently carrying several sets. When a lock
of dîucks is seen approaching, the lamxlle is grasped in the iright

Vega, vol. 1, p. 414, Fig. 7.

'Il
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hand, the balls in the left, and the strings are straightened out witlh a
quick ,pull. Letting go with the left hand the balls are whirled round
the head and let fly at the passing flock. The
balls spread apart in flying through the air,

so as to cover considerable space,
like a charge of shot, and if they
are stopped by striking a duck, the
strings imnediately wrap around
him and hamper his flight so that
he comes to the groimd. The na
tives said that the balls flew with
sufficient force to stun a duck or
break his wing, but we never hap'
pened to see any taken except in
the way just described. A duck
is occasionally left with sutlleient 4
freedom of motion to escape with
the bolas hanging to hin. The
weapon is effective up to 30 or 40
yards, but the natives often throw
it toa longer distance, frequently
missing their aim. It is univer-
sally, employed, especially by those Fw. 247.-Bird bolmm. Iooped up
who have no guns, und a good rorcarry
nmany ducks are captured with it. In the spring, when the
ducks are flying, the women and chidren hurdly ever stir
out of the house without one or more of these.

We brought home one specimen of this iiplement (kelau-
tau't n), No. 75969 [1793], Fig. 248, whieh is new and has the
balls rather carelessly made. The balls, which are six in
number, aue of walrus ivory, 1.6 to 1-8 inches long and 1 inch
in diameter (except one whîch is flattened, 2 lnches long and
1-3 wide; -they are usually ail of the sane shape). Througlh
the larger end is drilled a small lole, the ends of whieh are
joined by a shallow groove running over the end, into which
the ends of the strings are fastened by three half-hitches
each. There is one string of sinew braid to each set of two
balls, doubled in the middle so thut all six parts are equal and
about 28 ijches long. They are fastened to the feather handle
as follows: Nine wing feathers of the eider duck are laid side

FIG. A8.--nirt by side, butt to point, and doubled in the middle so that the
bol ray iils and anes stand up on ail sides. The middle of each

for tise. string is laid aeross the bigit of the feathers, so that the six
parts come out on ail sides between the feathers. Tie latter are thenlashed tightly together with a bit of ýinew braid, by passing the end
over the bend of the feathers and tying with the rest of the string round
the feathers.
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These weapons are generally very much like the specimen descriled,
but vary somewhat in the shape and naterial of the balls, which are
sometimes simply ovoid or spherical, and often made of single teeth of
the walrus, instead of tusk ivory. Bone is also sometimes used. In
former times, the astragalus bones of the· reindeer, perforated through
the ridge onm oe end were used forballs. No. 89490 [1342], is a pair of
such bones tiedtogether with a bit of thong, which appear to have been
actually uséd. No. 89537 [1251] from Utkiavwli is a very old ball,
which is snall (1-1 inches long) and unusually flat. It appears to have
been kept as a relie.

There is very little information to be found concerning the extent of
the region in which this implement is used, either in the Museum col.
lections or in. the writings of authors. A few points,.however, have
been made out with certainty. The bolas are unknown among all the
Eskimo east of the Anderson *River, and the only evidence that' we
have of their use at this point is an entry in the Museum catalogue, to
which I have been unable to find a corresponding specimen. Dease and
Simpson, in 1837, did not observe them till they reached Point Barrow.'
They were first rioticed by Beechey at Kotzebue Sound in 1826.2 Mr.
Nelson's collections show that they are used from Point Barrow along
the Alaskan coast, at least as far south as the Yukon delta, and on St.
Lawrence Island, while for their use on the coast of Siberia as far as
Cape North, we have the authority of Nordenskiöld,3 and the Krause
Brothers.4

HUNTING IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN WEAPONS.

Floats.-I have already spoken of the floats (apotû'kpûñ) of infiated
sealskin used in capturing the whale and walrus. We obtained one
specimen, No. 73578 {5] Fig.249.. This is the whole skin, except the

Fia. ?A9.-Seal skin float.

head, of a male rough seal (Phoca fotida),. with the hair ont. The car-
cass was carefully renoved without muaking any incision except round
the neck and a few inches down the tiroat, and skiined to the very

1 T. Simpson's Narrativei, p. 156.
'Voyage, p. 574.
'Vega, vol. 2, p. 109, and Fig. 3, p. 105.
4Geographische Blätter, vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 32. See al. Rosse, Aretic cruise of>the corwin, p. 34.
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toes, leaving the claws on. Ail natural or accidental.apertures are care
fully sewed up, except the genital opening, into which is inserted a ring
of ivory, which serves as a mouthpiece for inflating the skin and is
corked with aplug of wood. The cut in the throat is carefully sewed
up, and the neck puckered together, and wrapped with seal thong into
a slender shink abouti ineh long, leaving a flap of skin which is wrapped
round a rod of bone 4 inches long and 1 in diameter, set across the
shank, and wound with thong. This makes a handle for looping on the
harpoon line.

All the floats used at Point Barrow are of the same general pattern
as this, and are generally nade of th"e skin of the .rough seal,
though skins of the harbor seal (P. vitulina) are sometimes used.
One of these floats is attached to the walrus harpoon, but two are used
iii whaling.' -Five or six floats ere carried in each boat, and are inflated
before starting out., I have seen them used for seats during a halt on
the ice, when the boat was being taken out to the ''lead." The use of
thes te large floats is not peculiar to Point Barrow. They are employed
by all Eskimo who purse the larger mnariie maiimals.-

Flipper toggles.-We collected two pairs of peculiar implements, in
the shape of ivory whales about 5 inches long, with a perforation in the
belly through which a large thong could be attached. We understood .
that they were to be fastened to the ends of a stout thong and ised
when a whale was killed to toggle his flippers together so as to keep
them in place while towing him to the ice, by cutting holes in the flip-
pers and passing the ivory through. We unfortunately never had an
opportnity of verifying this story. Neither pair is ew-ig. 250a
represents a pair of these-implë7té7ií l gotil) (No. 56580 [227]).
They are of white walrus ivory. In the middle of each belly is ëxca-
vated a deep, oblong cavity about three-fourtlhs of an inci long and one-
half wide, across the middle of which is a stout transverse bar for the
attachment of the ine. One is a "bow-head" whale (Balæna mys-
ticetus), 4 inlches long, and the other evidently intended for a "Cali-
foriia gray" (Rhachinectes glaucus). It haslight blue glass beads
inserted for eyes and-is the same length as the other.

Fig.250 (No.56598[407-]) is a similar pair, which are both "bowheads"
uearly 5 inches long. Both.have cylindrical plugs of ivory inserted for
eyes, and are made of a piece of ivory so old that the surface is a ight
chocolate color. The naie, kâgotiñ, ineans literally "a pair of toggles."

Harpoon boxes (u'dlun or u'blun, literally " a nest.")-The slate harpoon
blades already described were very apt to- be lost or broken, so they
always carried in the boat a supply of spare blades. These were kept
in a small box carved out of a block of soft wood, in the shape of the
animal to be pursued.

SI learu from our old interpreter, Capt. E. P. Herendeen, who has spent three years in whaling at
Point Barrow since the return of the expedition, that a third float is also used. It is attached by a
longer line than the others,. and serves as a sort of telltale," coming to the surface some time ahead
of the whaje.
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Fig. 251a represents one of these boxes (No. 56505 [138]) intendedfor spare blades for the whale harpoon. This is rather neatly carvedfroi a single block of soft wood, apparently spr8ce though it is very
old and mueli weathered, in the shape of a "bowhead" whale, 9ý incheslong. The ends of the flukes are broken short off, and show traces ofhaving been mended with wooden pegs or dowels. The riglit eye isindicated by a -simple incision, but a tiny bit of crystal is inlaid for the -Ieft. Two little bits of crystal are also inlaid in the middle of the back.Thebelly is flat and excavated into a deep triangular cavity, with itsbase just forward of the angle of the mouth and the apex at the

t4

Fia. 25
0.-Flipper togglee.

"small." It is beveledi round te edge, with a shoulder at the hase and
apex, and is covered with a flat triangular pieve of wood beveled onthe under face to fit the edge of the cavity. .Aboulit half of one sideofthe cover lias been split off and rniended on with two "stitches" ofwhalebone fiber. The cover is hîeld on by three strings of seal thongpassing through iholes in each corner of the cover and secured by a

acliet) and ecurd b
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knot in the end of each string. They then pass through three corre-
sponding lioles in the bottoin of the cavity, leaving outside of the back
two ends 7 inches and one 15 long, which are tied together. The cover
can be lifted wholly off and then drawn back into its place by pulling
the string.

Fio. 251.-Boxes for harpoon heads.

We collected seven such whale-harpoon boxes, usually about 9 to 92
inches long. Nearly all have bits of crystal, amber. or pyrite, inlaid
for the eyes and in the middle of the back, and flthe cover is generally
rigged in the way described. No. 56502 [198], fromîî Utkiar-wiii is a

-MURDocXn.]
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large whale, a foot long, and bas the tail bent up, while the animal is-
usually represented as if lying still. It has good-sized sky-blue beads
inlaid for the eyes.

Fig. 251b (No. 89733 [1161], from Nuwik) represents a -small box 4k
inches long, probably older than the others, and the only one-not carved
into the shape of a whale. It is roughly egg-shaped and has no wooden
cover to the cavity, which is covered with a piece of deerskin, held on
by a string of seal thong wrapped three times around the body in a
rough, deep groove, with the end tucked under. lu this box are five
slate blades for the whale harpoon.

We also collected two boxes for walrus harpoons made in the shape
of the walrus, with ivory or bone tusks. No.89732-[860], Fig..251c, fron
Nuwàk, is old, and 7 inches long, and Las two oval bits of ivory, with
holes bored to represent the pupils, Inlaid for the eyes. There is no
cover, but the cavity is fille4 with a number of slate:blades, carefully
packed in whalebone shavings. There is a little eyebÔlt oöf ivory at
each end of the cavity. One end of a bit of sinew braid is tied to the
anterior of these, and the other carried down through the hinder.one,
and then brought up and fastened round the body with a marling hitch.
The other (No. 56489 [127], is new and rather roughly made, 5 inches
long and painted ail over with red ocher. It has à cover, but no strings.

No. 56501 [142], Fig..251d, from Utkiavw,!i, is for carrying harpoon
blades for the chase of the bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus), and is
neatly carved into the shape of that animal. It is 7·4 inches long and
has ivory eyes like the walrus box, No. 89732 [860]. The cover is fitted
to the cavity like those of the whale boxes, but is held on by one string
only, a piece of seal thong about 3 feet long passing through the mid-
die of the cover and out at a hole on the left side, about one-fourth inch
from tilcavity. The box is filled with raveled rope-yarns. Fig. 251e
(No. 89730 [981], from Utkiavwliñ) is like this, but very large, 9-3 inches
long. The cover is thick and a little larger than the cavity, beveled
on the upper face and notched on each side to receive -the string, which
is a bit of sinew braid fastened to two little ivory hooks, one on each
side of the body. It is fastened to -the right hook, carried across and
hooked around the left-liand one, then carried over and hooked round
the other, and secured by tucking a bight of the èend under the last
part. The box contains several slate blades. We also--collected one
other large seal box- (No. 89731 [859], from Nuwäk), very roughly
carved, and 9-8 inches long. The cover is fitted into the cavity and held
on by a narrow strip of whalebone runing across in a transverse groove
i.n the cover and through a hole in each side of the box.

Nets (ku'bra).-The'smaller seals are captured in large-meshed nets of
rawhide.. We brought home one of these, No. 56756 [109], Figs 252a-
252b (detail of mesh). This is a rectangular net, eighteen meshes long
and twelve deep, netted of fine seal thong with the ordinary netting knot.
The length of the mesh is 14'inches.,

j.
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FIG. 252.--Soal net.

large enougli to permit a seal to be drawn up through it. A line with a
plummet on the end is let down through one of the smail lioles, and is
hooked through the middle hole, with a long slender pole of willow, often
made of several pieces spliced together, with a small wooden hook on the

Such nets are set under the ice in winter, or in shoal water along the
shore by means of stakes in summer. In the ordinary method of setting
the net under the ice two small holes are cut through the ice thellength
of the net apart, and between them in the same straight line is cut a third

251
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end. The ine is then detached from the plumnet and fastened to one
upper corner of the net, and a second line is let down througlh the other
small hole and -made fast in the samq way to the other upper corner.
By pulling on these lines the net is drawn down through the iniddle and
stretched like a curtain under the. ice, while a line at the miiddle serves
to haul it -up againi. The end lines are but loosely made fast to lumps
-of ice, 80 that whîen a seal strikes the net nothing linders his wrappiIg
it completely arouud hlim in his struggles to escape. When the hunter,
who is usually watching his net, thinks the seal is sufficiently entangled
ho hauls in u'tihrouglh the large hole anfd sets the net again.

I had i opportunity o observingwlether any weights or plummets
were used to keep down the. lower edge of the net. These nets are now
universally enployed, but one native spoke of a time "long ago" when
there were no nets and they eaptured seaIls with the spear (u'n) alone.

-The net was used in seal catching .in Dr. Simpson's time, though lie
makes but a casual reference to -it,' and Beechey foiund seal nets at
Kotzebue Sound in 1826.2 The net is very genlerally"used fo r sealing
among the Eskimo of western America and in Siberia. We observed
seal nets set with stakes along the shore of the sandspit at Plover Bay,
and Nordenskiöld speaks of seal nets " set in sumner among the ground
ices along the shore,"3 and at open leads in. the winter, but gives no
description of the nethod of .setting these nets beyonud nentioning the
"long pole whieh was used in setting the n as none of his party
ever witnessed the seal fishery. I an itnformed bhy Mr. W. Il. Dall that
the w'inter nets in Norton Sound are not set uider the ice as at Point
Barrow, but with stakes in shoal water wherever there are open holes
in the ice. "Ice nets" are spoken of as in use for sealing in Greenlanîd,
but I have been able to fi'nd no description of then. As they are not
spoken of by either Egede or Crantz i an inclined to believe that they -
were introduced by the Europeans.6 Mr. L. M. Turner infornms ne that
suchl is the case at Ungava Bay -on the southern shore of Hudson
Strait, where they use a very long net set under the ice very much as
at Point Barrow. I can finid no mention of the use of seal nets among
any other of the eastern Eskimo.

It is well known that seals have a great deal of curiosity, and are
easily attracted by any unusual sounds, especiallyif they are gentle
and lom-continued. It is therefore easy to entice tle iito the nmets
by mnaking such noises, for instance gentle whistling, rattling o the
ice with the pick, and so forth. Two special implemlents are also used
for this purpose. _Thé,lirst kind I have called:

1Op. cit., . 2

2.4yage, pp. 29, 574.3Ve ga, voL 2, p. 108.
Ibid., p. 98.

c~ also the' referene t. Hooper's Corwi Report. quoted below nder Hunting.
Se, however, the writer's paper in the Au irican Anthropologist, vol. 1, p. 333.

:1.
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eal calls (adrigautln).-This implement consists of three o our claws
mounted on the end of a short wooden handle, and is used . make a
gentle noise by scratching on the ice. It is a common implement,
though I never lhappened to see it in use. We obtained six specimens,
of which No. 565 55 [90] Fig. 253a, is the type. It is 11 inches long.
The round handle is of ash, the claws are those of the/ bearded seal,
secured by a lashing of sinew braid, with the end brought down on the
under side to a'little blunt, backward-pointing hook of ivory, set into
the wood about 1 inch fron the base of the arms.

Fig. 253b (No. 56557 [93] froni Utkiavwlfi) is 9 inches long and has
four prongs. The haft is of spruce, and instead of an ivory hook there
is a round-headed stud of the samie material, which is driven wholly
through the wood, having. the point eut off flush with the upper sur-

Flo. 25u.-scratcher for decoying seals.

face. It lias a laiiyard of seal twine knotted into the hdle in the liaft.
Tie otiier two specimens of this pattern, Nos. 56556 [100] and 56558
[511 have eaeh three claws, and -hafts of soft wood, painted with red
ocher, with lanîýards,. and are respectively 10-4 and 10-7 inches long.
One has ani ivory hook, butthe other in place of this lias a simall iron
nail, and is ornameited witlh a mediîun-sizedsky-blue glass bead inlaid
in the back.. The other two are both nlew and sinal, beiing respectively
7-5 and 7-6 inches long. The lafts are made of reiaeer antler and

have only two prongs. No. 89467 [1312] from Utkiavwïi, has the haft
niotchled on each side, aud las an irregular stud of bone for securing
the lashing.

No.89468 [1354], Fig. 253c, from Utkiavwlii, lias no 'stud and the claws
are sinply held oit by a slight lashing of twisted sinew. Both of these
were made for the market, but may be models of a fori once used.
Tiere are ,two old seal calls in the Museum fron iear St. Michaels,
made of a piece of reinîdeer antler, apparently the spreading brow
antler, in which the sharp points.of the antler take the place of claws.
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The use of this implement, as shown by Mr. Nelson'a collection, extends
or extended from Point Barrow to Norton Sound. He collected speci-
mens from St. Lawrence Island and Cape Wankarem in iberia. Nor-
denskiöld speaks of the use of this implement at Pitlekaj and figures
a specimen' The other instrument appears to be less common. I have
called it a seal rattle.

8eal rattle.-We obtained only two specimens, No. 56533 [409], which
seem to be a pair. Fig. 254 is one of these. It is of cottonwood and 4
inches long, roughly carved into the shape of a seals head and painted
red, with two small transparent blue glass beads inlaid for the eyes.
The neat becket of seal thong consists of three or four turns with the
end wrapped spirally around them. The staple on which the ivory

pendants bang is of iron. This is believed to
be a rattle to be shaken on the ice by a string
tied to the becket for thp purpose of attracting
seals to the ice net. It was brought in for sale
at a time during our first year when we were
very busy with zoological work, and as some-
thing was said about "nétyl" and "kubra"
("1seal" and- "net") the collector concluded
that they must be floats for seal nets, and they
were accordingly catalogued as such and laid
away. We never happened to see, another
specinen, and as these were sent home in 1882
we learned no more of their history. The late
Dr. Emil Bessels, however, on my return called
*imy attention to the fact that in the museum at
Copenhagen there is a single specimen very
similar to these, whieh was said to have been
used iii the manner described above. It came
from somîewhere in eastern America. There is

IG. -scal ratu. oe, lhe told me, iu the British Museum.from
Bering Strait. Tfie National Museum contains several specimens col-
lected by Mr. Nelson at Point Hope. It is very probable that this is.
the correct explanation of the ruse of these objects, as it assigns a fune-
tion to the ivorýy pendants which would otherwise be useless. They
have been called "dog bells," but the Eskimo, at Point Barrow, at least,
are not in the habit ofnarking their dogs in any way.

Seal indicat'or8.-When watching for a seal at his breathing hole a
native inserts in the hole a slender rod of ivory, which is held loosely in
place by a cross piece or a bunch of feathers on the enid. When the
seal rises he pushes up this rod, which is so light that he does not no-
tice it, and thus warns the hunter when to shoot or strike with his
spear. Most of the seal hunting was-done at such a distance from the
station that I remember onfly one occasion. when this implement was

Vega, vol. 2, p, 117, Fig. 3.
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seen in use. We collected two specimens, of which No. 56507 [104],
Fig. 255a, will serve as the type. It is of walrus ivory, 14½ inches long
and 0.3 in diameter, with a small lanyard of sinew. The curved cross
piece of ivory, 1½ inches long, is inserted into a slot òne-fourth of an
inch from the end and secured by a little treenail of wood.

Fig. 255b (No. 89454 [1114], from Nuwtik) is a similar indicator, 134
inches long and flat (0.3 inch wide and 0-1 thick). The upper end
is carved into scallops for ornament and has a. small eye into which

F0. 255.-Seal indicators.

was knotted a bit of whalebone fiber. The tip is beveled off with a
concave bevel on both faces to a sharp edge, so that it can be used for
a " feather setter" (Igugwau) in feathering arrows. Such implements
are mentioned in most popular accounts of the Eskimo of the east,
and Capt. Parry describes it from personal observation at Iglulik.' I
bave been unable to find any mention of its use in western America,
and have seen no specimens in the National Museum.

Sealing gtool.-When a native is watching a seal-hole he frequently
has to stand for hours mo-
tionless on the ice. His feet
would become exceedingly
cold, in spite of the excel-
lence of his foot covering,
were it not for a little three-
legged stool about 10 inches
higli upon whieh lie stands.
This stool is inade of wood,
with a triangular top just
large enough to accommo-
date a man's feet, with the
heels together over one leg
of the stool, and the other
two legs supporting the toes
of eaeh foot, respectively. •FI. 256.-Sealing Stool.

The stool is neatly inade, and is as light as is consistent with strength.
It is universally employed and carried by the hunter, slung on the gun
cover with the legs projecting behind.

When thie hunter bas a long time to wait lie generally squats down
so as almost to sit on his heels, holding his gun and spear. in readiness,
and- wholly covered with one of the deerskin cloaks already described.
They sometimes use this stool to sit on when waitiug for ducks to fly
over the ice in the spring.

Second Voyage. p. 510; also pl. opposite.p. 550, Fig. 17.
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We brouglht home two specimens of this comm11on object (nigawa.
otin). No. 89887 {1411], Fig. 250, will serve as the type. The top
is of spruce, 8 inehes long anîd 10f wide. . The upper surface is flat
and smnoothl, the lower broadly beveled off on the edges anld deeply
excavate inI the niddle, so that there are three straight .ridges join-
ing the three legs, each of whiçh stands iii the middle of a siglit

rominence. The object of eutting away the wood ii this way is to
1ijike the stool -lighter, leaiing it thick o nly at the points where the
pressure comes. The large rounid h1ole iii the middle, inear the front, is
for conveniene'iii pickirig it up anld ianigiung it on the. ache frame,
where it is geiierally kept. The three legs are set into holes at each
corner, spreading out so as to stanid on a base larger than the top of
the stool. Where they fit into the lioles they are 07 inch in ]diiineter,
tapered slightly to fit the hole, and tlei tapering dowr to a diameter
of one-tlhird inleh at the tip. ~'n tet unîîmder side of the top, they are
braced witih a laslhing of stout seal thondg. A split ou the riglit-hanud
edge of the top. is beein iiieideid, as usuil, with a stitelh of wialebolne.
This stool is quite old aud has beein atually used.

No. 89888 [1412], from the saie village, is new and a little larger,
but differs froi the' type only il having a triangular instead of' a round
hole in the top and no lashing. Those of uir party wlo lauded at
Sidaru September 7, 1881, saw mne of these stools 1' ;:ing up ini the
then vacant village. and there is a precisely sinilar stool in the Mu-
seum from the Andersou region.

iMacFarlanie, iii his mtaninuseript lotes, describes the lise of these stools
as follows: "Botlh tribes kill seals uider ice; that is, they watch for
thein at their holes (breathing) or wherever open water appears. At
the former Ithey generally build saall suov houuse soiewhat like a
sentinel's box, on the bottom of wliich they fix a portable three-cornered
stool, nmade of wood. They stand on this and tud reby escape getting
cold feet, as wouHl be the case were they to reainii ifor n time ou ice
or snow in the same îinanovable position." Beyond tthis I fint no inei
tioi of the use of aily such a uteisil, eaIst or west. except ii reeland,
where, however, they used a sort of oie-legged chair to sit on, as well
as a footstool, which Egede pictures (P. 9) ais oval, witli very short legs.'

Seal draq8 (ukNiWfiü.)-Every seai liuter caries witl him a lne for
(draggr.rhome his am, consistin of a stout thong doubleli a bight
about 18 incles long, with an ivory handle or kub at the otleor end.
The bight is looped into an incision iii the seals lower jaw, while the
knob serves forattaching a longer liie or the end of a dog's harness.
The seal is dragged onhis back and rins as soothly ais a sl(. We

"Tliy tirst iook. t.uît tir ioles, which i the Seali tla'îrive's mîake with .their ('Iawm aboit the Big
ness of a lalfpenny; alter theyl havo fntid any Hole, tthey seat t hrmselve-i-s iear it uon a (ludr, made
for'the Purpose; and as so;on as they pe-rceii.''v the seal coming up ol th hiole and put hism nout into it
for sone Air, they inmeiiat-ely strikeî him with a smiall Ilarpo<n." Egede, Gretenlanfd, p. 104.

"The seals them-iseives niake soimetinmes holes ii the Tee, where thyi- 'em aid draw breath near
such a hole a Greenlander seats himsl'on a stoo. pu t iing his fret on a lower oiine to ke'<0p th-mi fron

the cold. Now when the seral cones and pts its nome tu the hole, lie pierces it instantly with hbis bar-
poon.' Crantz, History of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 156.
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UInRDOCU.1 SEAL DRAGS. 257
collected eight of these drag Unes, fron which I have selected No. 56624
[44], Fig. 257a, as the type.

This consists of a stout thong of rawhide (the skin of the bearded

FIG. 257.-Seal drags and handle.

seal) 0-3 inch wide and 37 inches long, and doubled in.a bight so that
Sone end is about 21 inches the longer. These ends are fastened into a
handle of walrus ivory, consisting of three pièces, namely: a pair of
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258 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

neatly carved mittens, respectively 1-9 and 1-8 inches long, put together
wrist to wrist with the palms up; and lying across the joint above, a
little seal 1¼ inches long, belly dowi. A hole runs through each wrist
and through the belly of the seal. The mittens are orn.amented on the
back with a blackened incised pattern, and the seal has blue glass beadts
for eyes and blackened incised spots on the back. The longer end of
tle thong runs up through the ight mitten, across through the seal,
and down through the left iitten. It is thien passed through a slit 1
inch from the end of the shorter part and slit itself. Through this sit
is passed the bight of the thong, all drawn up taut and seized with
sinew braid.

No. 89467 [755], fron UtkiavwïFi, is a sililar drag, put together in
inuch the same way, but it lias the mittens doweled together with two
wooden pins, and a seals head with roun~d bits of wood inlaid for eyes,
ears, and nostrils, in place of the seal. The longitudinal perforation in
this head shows that it was originally strîuig lengthwise'on one of these
lines. The "double slit splice" of the two ends of the thong is worked
into a complicated round kiiot, between which and the handle the two
parts of the line are confined by a tube of'ivory I1 inch long, ornanented
with deepl'ÿ incised patterns. Fig. 257b is the upper part of a ine (No.
56622 [36], from Utkiavwlii). with a sijnilar tube I¾ inches long, and a
handle carved from a single piece into a pair of mittens like the others.

No. 56625 [81], also from UtkiavwIlF,'is almost exactly similar to the
one first described, but has. the seal belly up. Fig. 257c (No. 89470
[1337, fron. the same village) lias aseal 2-3 inches long for the haudle,
and No.56626 [212], frorn Utkiavwli, is like it. No. 89469a [755a] Fig.
257d, from UtkiavWFiñ, lias for a handle the head of a beardèd seal 1-6
inches long, neatly carved fromt walrus ivory, with round bits of wood
iiilaid for the eyes and ears. It is perforated longitudinally fron the
chin to the back of the head, and a large, hole at the throat openls into
this.- The longer end of the thong is passed in at -the chin and.out at
the back of the head:; the shorter, in at the back of the head and out at
the throat; the two ends brought together between the standing parts
and all stopped together with sinew braid.

No. 5U627 [4.5], fig. L-57'e, has a handle made of two ivory be'ars' heads,
very neatly carvéd, with circular bits of wood inlaid for eyes, andper
forated like the seal s headjust described. The thong is doubled in the
miiddlle and each end pasedthroughî one of the heads lengthwise, so as
te protrude about 7 inches. About 4 inel)es of end is'then doubled
over thrust through the throat hole of the opposite head,-and brought
down along the stabding parts. All the. parts are stopped together
with sînew braid.'This makes a small becket above the handle.

We collected seven knobs for these drag lines, of which1ixWare seals
headls and one a bear's. They are all made of walrus ivory, apparently
each a single tooth, and not a -pieceof tusk. and are about 14 inches to
2 inches longý They are generally carved with cousiderable ski1, and
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often have the ears, roots of the whiskers, nostrils, and outline of the
mouth incised and blackened, while small blue beads, bits of ivory, or
wood are inlaid for the eyes. Implements of this sort are in common.
use among Eskimo generally wherever they are so situated as to be
able to engage in seal.hunting. Mr. Nelson's collection contains speci-
mens from as far south as Cape Darby.

*Whaleborne wolf-killers (bru).-Before the introduction of the steel
traps, which they now obtain by trade, these people used a peculiar con-
trivance for catching the wolf. This consists of a stout rod. of whale-
bone about 1.foot long and one-half inch broad, with a sharp point at
eaeh end. One of these was folded lengthwise in the fori of a Z,
wrapped In blubber (whale's blubber was used, according to our inform-
ant, Nïkawáalu), andfrozen solid. It was then thrown. ont on the snow
where the wolf could find and swallow it. The heat of the animal's body
would thawsoût the blubber, releasing the whalebone, whicl would
straighten out and pierce the walls of the stomach, thus causing the

FiG. 258.-whalebone wolf-k1llers.

animal's death. . Nikawáialu says that a wolf would not go far after
swallowing one of these blubber bails.

We collectéd four sets of these contrivances, one set containing seven
rods and the others four each. Fig. 258a gives a good idea of the shape
of oneof these. It belongs to a,set >f seven, No. 895.38 [1229J, Fig. 258b,
from Utkiavwlfi, which are old and show the marks of having been
doubled. up. It is 124 inches long, 0.4 broad, and 0.2 thick. The
little notehes on the opposite edges of each end were probably to
hold a lashing of sinew which kept the folded rod in shape while the,
bilutbber was freezing, being eut by thrusting a kuife through the par-
tially frozen blubber, as is stated by Schwatka.2 Two of the sets are
iiew, but made like the others.

This eontrivance is also used by the Eskimo of Hudson Bay' and at
Norton Sound, where, according to Petroff,4 the rods are 2 feet long and
wrapped in seal blubber. The name sFlbru appears to be the same as
the Greenlandic (isavssok), found only in the diminutive isavssoraK, a
provincial name for the somewhat similar sharp-pointed stick baited
with blubber and used for catching gulls. The diminutive form of this

It is twisted into- a compact helical mas' like a watch4-prng- ta (ludmon Bay region.
sclwatka. "Nimrod in the North." p. 133. See also Klutschak, "Al Eakimo." pp. 194, 195.

"Nimrod in the North.' p. 133.
See G ilder, Schwatka's Search. p. 225; see also, Klutachak. "Als Eskimo," etc., pp. 194-5, where the

whalebone are said to have little knives ou the ends.
4

Report, etc., p. 127.
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word in Greenlandie nay indicate that their ancestors once used the
large wolf-killer, when they liyed wheze wolves were found. The defi-
nition of uju'kuaK, the ordinary word for the gull-catcher (see below)-in
the Grønlandske Ordbog-is the only evidenîce we have of the use of this
contrivance in Greenland. This is.one of the several cases in whiclh we
only learn of the occurrence of customs, etc., noted at Point Barrow, in
Greenlmd, by finding the name of the thing in question defûued in the
dictionary.

Traps.-Foxes are caught in the winter by deadfalls or steel traps
(nänori'a), set generally.along. the beach, where the foxes are wander-
ing about in search of carrion thrown-tup by the sea. lu setting the
deadfalls a little house about 2 feet higli is built, in which is placed
the bait of meat or blubber. A heavy log of driftwood is placed across
the entrance, with ofe end raised bigh enough tu allow a fox to pass
under it, and supported by a regular "figure of four" of sticks, The
fox can.not get at the bait without passing under the log, and in doing
so lie must touch the trigger of the "figure of four"(4); which brings
down the log across his back. When a steel trap is used it is not
baited itself, but buriedin the snow at the, entrance of a similar little
house, so that the fox can .not reach the bait without stepping on the
plate of the trap and thus springing it. Many foxes are taken with
such traps in the course of the. winter.

The- boys use a sort of snare for catching setting birds. This is
simply a strip of whalebone made into a slip-noose, which is set over
the eggs, with the end fastened to theground, so that the bird is caught
by the leg. Once or twice, when there was a light snow on the beach,
we saw a native catching the large gulls as follows: HRe had a stick-of
hard wood, pointed at each end, to the middle of which was fastened
one end of a stout string about 6 feet long.. The other end was secured
to a stake driven into the frozen gravel, and the stick wrapped with
blubber and laid on the beach, with the string carefully hidden in the
snow. The gull came along, swallowed the lump of blubber, and as
soon as he tried to fly away the string made the sharp stick turn like a
toggle across his gullet, fthe points forcing their way through, so that
he was held fast. A similar contrivànce, but somewhat smaller and
made of bone, is used at Norton Sound for catching gulls and murres,
a number of them being attached to a trawl line and baited with fish.
Mr. Nelson collected a large number of these.'l In regard to the use of
this contrivance in Greenland, see above under "wolf-killers."

Sow-goggle.-The wooden goggles worn to protect the eyes 5 from
snow-blindnèss may be considered as accessories tôhnning,athey wre
worn chiefly by those engageid in hunting or fishing,. especially when
deer-hunting in the spring on the snow.covered tundra or when in the
whaleboats among the ice. They are simply a wooden cover for the

See Dr.· Rau's Prehistorie Fishing, p. 12. Fig. 2. p. 13, represents one of -these fron Norton Sound,
and Figs. 3-8, a series of similar implements froir the bone caves of France.
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eyes, admitting the light by a narrow horizontal slit, which allows.
only a small amount of light to reach the eye and at the same time
gives sufflcient range of vision. Such goggles are universally emjlMyed
by the Eskimos everywhere'1 except in Siberia, where they use a simple
shade for the eyes.2

We brought home four pairs of these goggles (i'dylgûñ), f which No
89894 [17081, Fig. 259, represents the common form. These are of pine
wood, 5e inches long and 1-l inches broad, and deeply excavated on the
inside, with a narrow horizontal slit with thin edges on each side of the
middle. ln the middle are two notches to lit the nose, the one in the
lower edge deep and rounded, the upper very shallow. The two holes
in each end are for strings of sinew braid to pass round the head. They
are neatly made and the outside is scraped smooth and shows traces of
a coat of red ocher.

The history of this particular pair of goggles is peculiarly interesting.
Thoglih differing in no important respect from4ihose used at the present
day, they were found on the site
ofthe ancient village of Isû'tkwa,
where our station stood, buried
at a depth of 27 feet' in undis-
turbed frozen ground, and were
uncovered in digging the shaft
sunk by Lieut. Ray for obtaining
earth.temperatures.ý-The layer
in which, they were found was
evidently an old sea beach, con-
sisting of sand and gravel mixed Fio. 259.-Wooden snow goggles.

with broken shells, among which Mya truncata was recognized. The
amount of the superincumbeit gravel and similar iaterial above this
object does not necessarily indicate any very great length of time since
they were first buried, .as will be readily understood from what I have
said above (p. 28) about the rapiditygwith which high hiummocks of
gravel are pushed up by the ice. The unbroken layer of turf, however,
nearly a foot thick, with which the ground was covered at this point,.
shows that a considerable period must have elapsed since the gravel had
reached nearly to its present level.

The pattern of these goggles is to my mind a very decided proof that
at that early date this region was inhabited by Eskimo not essentially
different from its present inhabitants. Goggles worni at the present day
are almost always of the shape of these, though I remember seeingone
pair made in two pieces joined by short «Strings of beads across the nose.
They are, I thinxk, universally painted with red ocher on the outside aud

Se Parry, 2d Voyage, p. 547, Iglulik and Hudson Strait. pl. opposite p. 548, Fig. 4, and pl.
opposite p. 14; Crantz, History of Greenland, vol. 1, p.234; Dail. Alaska, p.195. figure (Norton"$ound);
also MacFarlane, MS., o. 2929 (Anderson' River>.

Nordenskiiild, Vega, vol. 2. p. 99.
3
Report U. S. International Polar Expe4litieon tol Point Barrow. p. 37.
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Îbaekened inside. They were not always inade of wood, as there are
two specimens in the collection inade of a piece of anti, tollowing the

natural eir've of the beam,
divided longitudinally, with
the softer inside tissue hol-
lowed ont.

Fig. 26) (No. 89701 [763],
fi'om Utkiavwlii) represents

Flo. 260.-Bone nilow goggl.1
onle of these.specinenls. [

do not recollect ever seeing goggles of this -inaterial in actual use. No.
89703 [754], Fig. 261, is an unusual pattern, having aloig the top a hori-
zontal brim about one-half
inch high, whieh serves for
an additional shade to the
eyes. Above this are two

oblique holes opening into -
the eavity insidt, which are

* probably for the purpose of
ventilation, to prevent the
moisture fron the skin from
being deposited as frost on
the inside of the goggles or
on the eyelashes. I do not
reieiiber having seen such
goggles worn. Dall figures Fie. 2ei.-wooden snow goggles nuiti form.
a similar pair froi Norton Sound, and those brought by Mr. Turner from
Ungava have a similar brii and ventilating holes. The snow goggles

nentioned in Parry's Second
Voyage (p. 547) as occasion-
ally seen at Iglulik, but more
conmon ini Hiudsoi's Strait,
appear to have resembled
these, but had a brim 3 or 4
inches deep.

Meat - ca che narker.-We
pureased a couple of little
ivoryro(s, each with a little
buneh of featfiers tied to on0e
end, whicb we were told were
used by the deer hunters to)
mark the phve wiere they
hil buried the tiesh of a deer
in the snow. This implement
is called tîi'kusia.

Fdi. 242- -Marker'r uit ahe71Fig. 262, represents one of
these (No. 89531 f97j fron Nuwùk). It is a flat, slender rod of white
walrus ivory.11 iunches long. and vi(ently broken off at the tip. The
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other end is eut into ornamental noteles a(Ind ornamented with an incised
patteri colored with red ocher,/-onsisting of conventional lines and the
figure of a reindeer on each face, a back on one face and a doe on the
other. Tied by a bit of sinew to the uppermost notch are four legs and
three wing tips (three or four primaries, with the skin at the base) of the
buft-breasted sandpiper (Tryngites subrufleollis). This was evidently

Fia. 263.-Marker for meat cache.

longer when new and perhaps was originally used for a seal indicator
(which see above). Fig. 263 (No. 89453 [1581] from Utkiavwlii) is a
similar rod, the tip of which has been brought to an edge so that it Can
be used as a "feather-setter" in feathering arrows. The remains of two
wing tips of some small bird are tied to one of the notches at the upper
eid.

METHODS OF HUNTING.

Having now described in detail al] the weapons and other implements
used iii huinting, I an prepared to give at account of the time and
methods of pursuing the different kinds of game.

Tite polar bear.-Bears are occasionally met with in the winter by
the seal hunters, roaming about the ice fields át some distance from the
shore. They usually run from a man and often do not make a stand
even when wounded. Occasionally, however, a bear rendered bold by
hunger comes in fron the sea and nakes an attack on somenative's
storelhouse of seal meat.even in the nidst of the village. Of course, in
such a case lhe lias very little chance of escape, as the natives all turn
out with their rifles and cut off his retreat. Two bears were killed in
this way at Utkiavwtii in the winter of 1882283. The bear is always
attacked with the rifle, often with the help of dogs to bring him to bay.
The umiaks when walmus huntirng7 sometimes meet with bears among
the loose ice. If the bear is caught in the water, there is very little
difflulty in paddling up close enougir to him to shoot him.

The wolf.-The wolf canL hardly be considered a regular object of
pursiuit. JWVes are often seen and occasionially shot by deer hunters
in the wintér, and one family iu the summner of 1883 managed to catch
a couple of young wolf eubs alive, sonewhere betweei Point Barrow
and thé Colville. Tiese they brought hone with them and kept them
picketed oi the tiuidra just outside of the village. with a little kennel
of snow to shelter then, carefully feeding then till winter, when their
fur had grown long enough for use in trimuming hoods. They were then

NURDOCH.1
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killed with a.stone-headed arrow, which we were told was necessary
for the purpose, and their skins, dressed and cut into stripswhich were
sold around the vilfage. ?zSuperstition required that the man who killed
these wolves should sleefitside of the house in a tent or snow but for
"one moon" after killing them. We did not learn the reason for this
practice beyond that it would be "bad" to do otherwise.

Thefox.-Foxes ·are sometiies shot, but are generally taken in the
traps described above, which are usually set some distance,.from the
village so as to avoid catching prowling dogs.' Though generally ex-
ceedingly shy, the fox is sonetimes rendered careless by hunger. One
of the women at the deer-hunters' camp in the spring of 1882 caught
onle in the little snow bouse built to store the meat and killed him with
a stick.

The reindeer.-Reindeer are comparatively scarce within the radius
of a day's maréh from Point Barrow, though solitary animals and small
parties are to be seen almost any day in the winter a few miles inland
from the seacoast. In the autumn, which is the rutting season, they
occasionally wander down to the lagoons back of the beach. Nearly
eVery day in the autumu ani winter, when the weather is iot stormy,
one or more natives are out looking for reindeer, usually traveling on
snowshoes aiid carrying their rifles sirg.on their backs. The deer are
generally very wild and often perceive a mari and begin to run at a dis-
tance of a mile or two, though a ruttinig buck will sonetimes fancy that
a skin-clad Eskimo is a rival buck, and come toward him, especially
if the hunter crouches down and keeps perfectly still.

The usual mnethod of hunting is to walk off inland until a deer is
sighted, when the hunter moves directly towarl h lim at a rapid pace,
without regard to the wind or attempting to conceal himself, which
would be almost hopeless-in suci open eountry. As soon as the deer
starts to run,.the hunter quickens his pace-t a run, if lie has "winid"
enough-and follows the gaie as long as lie can keep it in sight, trust-
ing that the well known curiosity of the deer will induce it to "eirele"
round, in order to see what it is that is following him with such perti-
nacity. Should the deer turj, as often happens, especially if there is
more than oneof themn, the hurter alters his course so as to head him
off, and as soon'as lie gets within long ritle range opens fire, and keeps
it up till the animal is hit'or eseapes ont of range. Strange as it may
seem, a numnber of deer are killed every winter,in this way.

If a deer be killexd, the lhunter- usually "butchers "lhim on the spot,
and brings in as mich of the meat as lie an carry on -his back, leaving
the rest, carefully côvered with slabs of snow to protect it fromn the toxes,
to be brouglit in as soon as convenient by a dog sled, which follows the
hunter's tracks to the phae.

During the spring the deer- retire home distance from the Point, and
the does then drop their-fawns. At this season nearly all the natives
are busily eugaged in the whale tishery, and pay little attention to the
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reindeer, so that we did not learn where they went te. When the fawns
are perhaps a mîoiith old a small party, say a young man and his wife,
sometimes makes a short journey to the eastward to procure fawn skins
for clothing. They say that the fawns at. this age ean be caught by
running them down. During the summer again the deer come down
to the,coast in small numbers, taking to) the water iii the lagoons, or,
even in the sea, when the flies become troublesome.

Sometimes in warn, calm weather the flies are so numerous that
the deer is driven perfectly frantic, and runs along without looking
where he is going, so that, as the natives say, a hunter who places
himself in the deer's path has no difficulty in shooting him. Flies
were unusually scarce both summers that we were at the station, so
that we never had an opportunity of seeing this done. When a deer
is seen swimming he is pursued with the kaiak and lanced in the man-
ner already described. In July,1883, one man from Utkiavwïîi made
a short journey ijiland, "carrying " his kaiak from lake to lake, and
killed two deer in this way without firiiig à shot. I believe this method
of hunting is frequently practiced by the parties who go east for trading
in the summer, and those who visit the rivers for the purpose of hunting.

The natives seemed to expect deer in summer at the lagoons, as
along the isthmus between Imê'kpûîi and Imêkpûniglui they had set tp
a range of stakes, evideitly intended to turn the~deer up the beach
where he would be seen from the camp at Pernijû. Only one deer,
however, came down either sumîlmer, and he escaped without being seen.
This contrivance of setting up stakes to guide the deer in a certain
direction is very commonly used by the Eskimo. Egede -gives a
curious description of the practice in Greenland in bis day: They

chase then [i. e., the reindeer] by Clap-hunting, setting upon them on
all sides and surrounding thein with all their Women and Children to
force them into Defiles and Narrow Passages, where the Men armed lay
in wait for them and kill them. And when they have . not People
enough to surround them, then they put up white Poles (to make up
the Number that is waunted) with Pieeès of Turf to head them, which
frightens the Deer and hiiders it froin escaping."' Pl. 4, of the same
work, is a very curious illustration of this style of hunting.

A similar method is practiced at the Coppermine River, where the
deer are led by ranges of turf toy7ard the spot where the archer
is. hidden. 2 Franklin also noticed between the Mackenzie and the
Colville similar ranges of driftwood stumps leading across the plain
to two cairns on a hill,3 and Thomas Simpson mentions a similar
range near Herschel I sland,4 and (double rows of turf to represent men
leading down to a small lake near Point Pitt, for the purpose of
driving the deer into thewater where they could be speared.5 This is

'Grt-enland, p. 62.
2 Franklin, 1et Exped., vol. 2, p. 181.
3 2d Exped., p. 137.

Narrative. p. 114.
*Ibid.,p. 138.
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sirnilar to the practice described by Schwatkal among the "Netschilluk"
of King Williarn's Land, where a line of cairns as high as a man and
50 to 100 yards apart is built along a ridge running obliquely to the
water. When deer are seen feeding near the water the men forn a
skirnish line from the last cairur to- the water and advance slowly.
The deer mistake the cairns for inen and take to the water, where they
are easily speared.

The nost important deer hunt takes place in the late fall and early
spring, when the natives go inland 50 or 75 miles to the upper waters of
Kuaru and Kulugrua, where the deer are exceedirngly plentiful at this
season. Capt. Herendeen, who went inland with the deer hunters in the
autumn of 1882, reports that the bottom lands of Kulugrua "looked like
a cattle yard," fromn the tracks of the reindeer. They start as soon as
it is possible to travel across the country with sledges, usually about the
first of October, taking guns, ammunition, fishing tackle, and the nec-
essary household utensils for themselves and their families, and stay till
the daylight gets too short for hunting. In 1882, many parties got home
about October 27 or 28. At this season tiere is seldom snow enough
to build snow huts, so they generally live in tents,·always close to the
rivers from which they procure water for household use. The ien
spend their tine hunting the deer, while the women bring in the game,
attend to drying the skins x nd the househ>ld work, anîd catch whitefish
and burbot through the ice of the rivers, which are now frozen hard
enough for this purpôse. Som e ,f the old nmen and those who have not
a supply of ammunition engage iiithe saine pursuit.

A comparatively smnail iiuinber of the people go out to-this fall deer
hunt, which appears to be a new customn, adopted since Dr. Simpson's
timue. It was probably not worth while to go out after deer at seasons
wlhen there was not enough snow for; digging pitfalls, since they depended
chiefly ou these for the capture of the reindeer before the.introduction
of firearns. Fully half of each'village go out on the spring deer huit,
as they did in Maguire's time, the first parties starting out with the
réturn of the sun, about Janiuary 23, and the others folowing in the
course of two or thlree weeks, aMd renain out- till about the middle of
April, when it is tiue to coe back for the whale fislhery. The people
of Utkiavwiñ always travel to the hunting groiuls by a regular road,
which is the sanie as that followed byieut. Ray in his exploring trips.
They travel along the coast on ithe ice wherever it is Smooth enough till
they reach SX'iiaruî. and thei strike across country. crossing Kutaru and(
reaching Kxugrua iear the hill Nuasn'knan. (See mnap, Pl. ni.)

The people froin Nuwùk travel straiglit across Elson Bay to the south
Ntil thev reaci early the sane region. Sone parties froi NNuwk also

hunt in the rough country betweenx Kulugrua anîd Ikpxikpluii. As the
sledges are heavily ladei with camp equipaige, provisions and oil for
the lamxps. they travel slowly, taking four or five days for the journey,

Science, Vol~. 4. 9, p.z.:-&
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stopping for the night with tolerable regularity at certain stations where
the first partý thatLtravels over the trail build snow huts, w,hich are
used by those who follow them. At the rivers they are scattered- in
smnall camps of four or five-families, about a day's journey apart. As
well as we could learn these camps are i regularly established places,.
where -the saine people return every year, if they hunt at all. It even
seened as if these localities -were considered the property of certain
influential families, who could allow any others they pleased to join
their parties.1 It is certain, at all events, that the people of Utkiavwlñ
did not iint on the Ikplkpûü with the men of Nuwük. Atthis season
they live entirely in snow huts, often excavated in the deep drifts under
the river bluffs, and the men hunt deer while the women, as before,
catch fish in Kuara and Kulugrua. None are taken in Ikpïkpûi. (See
above, p. 58.)

Deer are generally very plentiful at this season, though sometimes, as
happened in February, 1883, there comes a warm southerly wind which
makes them all retreat farther inland for a few days. They are gener-
ally hunted by chasing them on snowshoes, in the inanner already de-
scribed, but with much better chances of success, since when a înmber
of'hunters are ont in the same region theé-deer are kept moving, so that
a herd started by one hunter is very apt' to run within gunsiot of au-
other. The natives have generally.very good success in this spring
hunt. Two men who were hunting on shares for the station killed iùp-
ward of ninety reindeer in the seâson of 1883. A great deal of the ineat
is, of course, consumed on the spot, -bat a good many deer are broughît
home frozen. They are skinued and brouglht home whole, only the
heads and legs being eut off. The latter are disjointed at the knee ai
elbow. These frozen carcasses are usually cut up with a saw for cooking.
At this season the does are pregnant, and many good-sized fetuses are
brought home frozen. We were told that these were excellent food,
though we never saw them.eaten. For the first two or three days after
the return of the deer lhinters to the village aIl the little boys are play-
ing with these fettuses, whieh they set ip as targets for their blunt
arro ws.

Before starting for the deer hunt the hîunters.generally take the mov-
able property which they do not mean to carry with them ont of 'the
house a.nd bury i iii the snow for sate keeping, apparently thinking that
while a dishouest person mighît help hiiselfto snall articles left around
the liouse, he couild hardly go to work and dig. u) a eache withouît at-
tracting the attention of the nîeiglhbors. If both fanilies from a house
go deer huînting, tliey eitier close it up entirely or else get some famtiily
who have no hiouse of their own to take care of it diing their absence.
During the season, snall parties. traveling liglit, with very ljttle bag-
gage, make flying trips to the village usually to get a fresh supply of

'Dr. Richardson beieves thatVthe hiniting gr'' is of ihniies are kept sacre1 among the Eskir.
searching Expedlition, vol. i. pp. 344.351. Se. Il the S.une aithors paper, New Philoophici JoUr:
nal, vol. 52, p. 323.
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ammunition or oil, and at the end of the season a lucky hunter almost
always sends in to borrow extra dogs and hire women and children to
help bring in his game. The skins, which at this season are very thick
and heavy, suitable only for blanket, heavy stockings, etc., are simply
rough dried in the open air, and brought in stacked up on a fdat sled.
Lieut. Ray met a Nuwilk party returning in 1882 with a pile of these
skinsthat looked like a load of hay. With such heavy loads they, of
course, travel very slowly. A few natives, especially when short of
ammu!ition, still use at this season the snow pitfalls mentioned' by
Capt. Maguire.1

The following is the description.of those seen by Lieut. Ray in 1883:
A round hole is dug ii the drifted snow, alo»g the bankof a stream or
lake. Thiis is-about 5 feet in diameter.and 5 or 6 feet deep, and is brought
up to within 2 or 3 inches of the Aurface, where theke is only a small
hole. through which the snow- was removed. This is carefully closed
with a thin slab of snow and baited by strewing reindeer moss and
bunches of grass over the thin surface, through which the deer breaks
as soon as he steps on it. The natives say that they sometimes-get two
deer at once.

This method of hunting the reindeer appears uncommon aiong the
Eskimo. I find no mention of it exeept at Repulse Bay.2 and among
the Netsillingmiut, where dogs' urine is äaid to be sprinkled on the
snow as a bait to attract the deer-.by its "Salzgehalt." 3 Lient. Ray
was informed by the natives that the "Nunataiñmiui" also captured-
deer by imeans of a rawhide.noose. set across a regular deer path, when
they discovered such. The noose is held Up and spread by a couple of
sticks, and the end staked to the ground with a piece of antler. A sim,
ilar method was practiced by the natives of Norton Sound.' A few
parties visit the rivers in summer for the purpose of hunting reindeer,
but most of the natives are either off on the trading expeditions pre-
viously nentioned or else settled in the small camps along the coast,
3 or 4 miles apart, whence they occasionally go a shoi-t distance inland
iii search of reindeer.

The seal.-The flesh of the smaller seals forms such a staple of food, and
their-blubber änd skin serve so -nany important purposes, that their cap-
tare is one of the most necessary pursuits at Point Barrow, and is car-
ried on atall seasons of the year ànd in inany. different methods. During
the season of open water many seals are shot from the umiaks engaged
in haling and walrus hunting or caught in nets set along the shore at
Elson Bay. This is also the ouly season when seals can be captured
with the small kaia.k darts.

The principal seal fishery, h6wever, begins with the elosing of the sea,
usually about the ruildie of October. When the pack ice comes in
there are usually many snail open Vools,- to whieh tlie seals resort for
air. Most of the able-bodied men in the village are out every day armed .

Northwest Passage..\ idix, p.3837. 3 Kltsebk. Ai l E sk im," etc., p.13L
Rae Nàrratives, etc.. p. 135. * DU. Alaska, p.147.
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with the rifle and retrieving harpoon, traveling many miles among the
ice humnocks in searcli of such holes. When a seal shows his head lie
is shot at witl the rifle, and the hunter, if successful, secures his game
with he harpoon. This method of huntingis practiced throughout the
wintewherever open holes form in the ice. A native going to visit his
nets or to examine the condition of the ice always carries bis rifle and
retrieving harpoon, in case he should come across an open hole where
seals might be found. The hunt at this season is accompanied with
considerable dahger, as the ice pack is not yet firmly consolidated and
portions of it frequentlymove ofdshore with a shift of the wind, so that the
hunter runs the-risk of being carried out to sea. The natives exercise
considerable care, and generally avoid crossing a crack if the wind,
however light, is -blowing offshore; but, in spite of their precautions
men are every now and then carried off to sea and never return.

The hunters meet with many exciting adventures. On the morning
of November 24, 1882, al the heavy ice outside of the bar broke away
from the~shore,leaving a wide lead, and began to move rapidly to the
northeast, carrying with it three seal hunters. They were fortunately
near enough to the village to be seen by the loungers on the illage
liii, who gave the alarm. An umiak was immediately mounted on a
fiat sled and çarried out over the shore ice with great rapidity, so that
the men were easily rescued. The promptness and energy with which
the people at the village acted showed how wl theidanger was appre-
ciated.

At this season of the yéar a single calm niglit is suflicient to cover all
the lioles and leads with young ice strong, enough to support a man,
and occasionally before the pack comes in the open sea freezes over.
lu this young ice the seals make their breathing holes (adlu), "about
the Bigness of a Halfpenny," as Egede says, and the natives employ the
stabbing harpoon-for their capture. At the present day this is seldom
used alote, but the seal is shot through the head as lie comes to the
surface, and the spean only used to secure hin. Seals which have been
shot in this way are sometimes carried off by the current before they
can he harpooned. As far as I can learn, this practice of shooting seals
at the adlu is peculiar to Point Barrow (including probably the rest of
the Arctic coast as far as Kotzebue Sound), though the use.of the una,
as already stated, is very general.

This method of hunting can generaly be prosecuted only a few days
at a time, as thè movements of the pack soon break up the fields of
young ice, though nîew fields frequently form in the course of the season.
After the January gales the pack is so firmly consolidated that there
are no longer any open holes or leads, and when the spring leads open
young ice seldom forms, so that this method of hunting is as a ule con-
fined to the period between the middle of October and the early part of Z
January.

With the departure of the sun, about the middle of November, begins
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the netting, which is the Most important fishery of the year, but which
can be prosecuted with success only in the darkest nights. The natives
say that even a bright aurora interferes with the netting. At this sea-
son narrow leads of open water are often formed parallel to the shore,'aud
frequently renain open for several days. The iatives are constantly
recoinoitering the ice in search of sueh leads, and when onï--is found
nearly all the men in the villaTge go out to it with their nets. A place
is sought where the ice is tolerably level and not too thick for about a
hundred yards back from the lead, at whiclh distance the nets are set,
often a number of them close together, in the manner already described,
so that they hang like curtains under the ice, parallel to the edge of the
-open water. When darkness comes on the lunters begin to rattle on
the ice with their ice picks, scratch with the seal call, or- make home
othèr gentle and continuons noise, which soon excites the curiosity of
then seals that are swimming about inl the open lead. One at length
dives under the ice and swims in the direction of the sound, which of
course leads him directly into the net, where he is entangled.

On favorable nights a great many seals are captured in .this way.
For instance, on the.night of December 2, 1&S2, the inettérs from Utkiav-
wai alone took at least one hundred seals. Such lucky hauls are not
comon, however. As the weather at this season eoften excessively
cold, the seals freeze stiff soon after they ar taken from the net, and if
sufficient snow hias falen they are stacked up by sticking their hind
flippers in the s fow. This keeps them from being cvered up and lost
if the snow begin s to drift. I havecouantedothirty seals, the property
ot one native, piled up in this way into a single stack. The ,womeniand
children go out at their convenience with dlog sleds and bring .n.the

sealsi. A woman, however, who is at work o arskin clothing must
not tonuch a hand to the seals or the sled on which the are loaded, but
May lend a hand at hauling on ,the drag line. When the seals are

brotgght to f t ed he beach they must not be take on land till
each has been given a imouthful of fresh water. We did not let the
object of this practice, buiti Nordenýskiiöld. who observed a:simiilar custom

at Pitlekaj, wads informed thatit was to keep th leads from closing.
When the lead keeps open for several days, or there isa prospeof

its opeingr again, the huiiter lae i gearouonteismtms

bringing his ie pick, scoop, and setting pole part way hiome and stickiîng

thein up in the slow alongside of the path. 1 1884 a lead remained
open for several days about 3o ie rmtevlae and the

native. made a regular beatn trail ont to it. When we visited the net-

ting ground the lead had closed, but nearly Hall the men hliad left their

gear.sticking up near it, with thenets tied up-and hung upon the ice

picks. They had built little walls; of snlow slabs as a protection against

the wind. The -ieasonu for- this netting ends with the January gales,

which close the lead4s permianently.

Vega, vol. 2. p. 130. Compare the customi obseratl ini Bafin Laubil. of sprinkling, a few droprs of
water on the head of* the seal before-it is cut up. mientioned by Hall. Arctic Res3earche.4, p. 573.
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Later in the winter the seals resort to very inconsiderable cracks
among the hummocks to.r air, and nets are set hanging around thèse
cracks, so that a seal cau not approach the crack without being caught.
There was such a crack.just in the edge of the rough land floe, not half
a tile froin Utkiavwlïi, in February,·1883, from which two men took
several seals, visiting the nets every day or~two. Those men who do
not go off on the deer hunt keep one or more seal nets set ail winter,
either iii this way or in the third method, whiéh can be practiced only
after the daylight has cone back, when the ice is thick. At this sea-
son there are frequently to be found among the hummocks what the
natives call i'gl#, dome-shaped :snow houses about 6 feet iii diaumeter
and 2 or 3 feet high, with a smooth round hole in the top, and commu-
nicating with the water. These are undoubtedly the same as the snow
burrows described by Kuinlien,' which the feinale seal builds to bring
fo-rth her young in. They are curious constructions, looking astonish-
ingly like a man's work. The natives told mne that nets set at these
places were for the capture of yoùing seals (nétyiáru). It appears that
these houses are the propérty of a single female only until ber young
one is able to take to the water, as a net is kept set at one of these
holes, as well as I could nderstand, sometimes capturing several seals.
The net is set flat under the hole, the corners being drawn out by cords
Jet do7wn through small holes in a circle round the main openirig,through
whieh the net is drawn. A seal rising to the surface runs his head
through the meshes of the net. The small holes and sometimes the
uiddle one are carefully covered with slabs of snoW.

The officers of the revenue steamer Corwin. who made the sledge

journey along the northeast coast of Siberia iii the early summer of
1881. saw seal nets set in this way, fiat, iunder air holes in the ice, Vith
a lole for eaeh corner of the net. When a seal was caught the net was
drawn uip through the niddle hole with a hooked pole. In 1883 they
began setting these nets at Point Barrow about March 4, and probably
about the same date the year before, thougli we did not happen to ob-
serve this method of netting until considerably later.

lu June and .July, when the ice becomnes rotten and worn into holes,
the seals "hail ont" to bask in the sun, and are then stalked and shot.
They are exceedingly wary at this season. The-seal usually taken in
the methods abovg described is the rough or ringed seal (Phoca foetida),
but in 1881 a single male ribbon seal (ilistriophoca fasciata) was netted,
and in 1882 a native shot one at the breathing hole, butVit was carried
away by the current before he could secure it. The natives said'that
they somnetimes caught the harbor seal (P. vitulina) in the shore nets in
Elson Bay. The bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus), whose skin is
especially prized, for making harpoon lines, boot soles. miîriak covers,

Coutributione,.p. 57.
Slail, Arctie Rsearheis pp. 507 and 578, with diagranu8.

iHuooper,Corwin Report. p. 25.
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etc., is never very abundant, and occurs chiefly in the season of open
water, when it is captured from the umiak with harpoon and rifle, but
they are sometimes found in the winter, as two were killed at breathing
holes in the rough ice January 8, 1883.

The walrus.-The walrus occurs onlyduring the season of open water,
and is almost always captured from the umiak with the large harpoon
and Tifle. The whaling boats usually find- a few, especially late in the-
season, and after the trading parties have gone in the summer the
natives who remain are generally out in the boats a good deal of the
time looking for walrus and,seals. As a general thing walrus are espe-
cially plenty in September, when much loose.ice is moving backwagds
and forwards with the current, frequently sleeping in large herds upon
cakes of ice. The boats, w;hich are out nearly every day at this season
with volunteer crews, not regularly organized as for whaling, paddle
as near as they can to these sleeping herds and try to shoot them in
the head, aiming also to "fasten " to as many as they can with the har-
poon and float as they hurry info the water. A harpooned walrus is
folowed up with the .boat and shot with the rifle*when. a chance is
offered. Swimming walruses are chased with the boat and "fastened
to" by darting the harpoon. When a walris is killed it is towed Up to
the nearest cake of ice and cut up on the spot. We never knew of the
kaiak being used in walrus-hunting, asis the custom among the eastern
Eskimo.

The w.'tale.-The pursuit of the " bowhead" whale (Balæna mysticetus),
so valuable not only for the food furnished by its flesh and "blackskin"
and the oil fron its blubber, but for the whalebone, which serves so
many usefulîpurposes iii the arts of the Eskimo and is besides tre
chief article of trade with thé-ships, is carried on with great regularity
and.formality. Iii the first place all the umiallks (boat-owners) or those
who are to be the captains of whaling umiaks, before the deer hunters
*start out in January, bring all the gear to be used in the whale fishery
to the kû'dylgl, where it is consecrated by a ceremony cônsisting of
druilmingand singing, perhaps partaking of the natureôf:-an incan-
tation.tapt. Herendeen. was the only one of our party who witnessed this

cerenony, whiclh took place at Utkiavwlü on January 9, 1883, and lie
did not bring back a detailed aceount of the proceedings. Durinig
part of the ceremony all the umiallks were seated in a row upon the
floor. and a woman passed down the line marking eaeh across the face
with an oblique streak of, blacklead. As soon as the deer hunters re-
turn in the spring they begin getting ready for the whales, covering
the boats, fitting lines to harpoons, and puttinggear of al] sorts in per-
feet order. Everv article to be used in whalinig-harpoons, lances, pad-
lies, and even the 'timbers of the boats-must be scraped perfectly

cléan. This work is generally done by the umiallk himself and his

1 Comu pare Egede, Greenland, p.102. The whaluecan't bear mloven and dirty habita.
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as the crews do not enter on1 their (uties till tlie wlaling actually
conunences. The crews are regularly organized for the season, and are
made up during the winter and early spring. They consist of eight or
ten persons to each boat, including the captain, who is always the
owner of the boat, and sits in the stern and steers, using a-larger pad-
dIle than the rest, and the harpooner, wio occupies the bow. When a
bombgun is carried it is intrusted to a; third inan, who sits in the
waist of the boat, and whose duty it is to shoot the whale. whenever he
sees a fvorable opportunity, whether it lias been harpooned or not.
The rest are simply paddlers.

When used for wlhaling, the nmiak is propelled by paddles alone,
sails and'oars never being even taken on board. Men are preferred for
the whaling crews when enough ean be secure(d, otherwise the vacancies
are filled by women, whonake efficient )addlers. Son iumialiks hire
their crews, paying them a stipulated priée in tobacco aud other arti-
cles, and providing themn with ifoo durin the season. Others ship
mei on shares. We did not learn the exact proportions of these shares
in any case. They appear to concern the whalebone alone, as al] seem
to he entitled to as mue.h ofthe flesh an*l blubber 'as they can eut. off
iin the general scramble. At this season exploring parties are ot every
day examining the state of the ice to ascertain wheu the pack is likely
to breal away fron the landfloe, a also to find the best path for the
umniaks througli the lumnpcks.

li 1882 the condition of -the ice was such-that he boats cold be
taken ont directly fron ttkiavwlii, by a sonewhat windirg path, to the
edge of the land floe about five or six miles from the shore. This path
was narked out by the seal-hunters during the winter, and soine of the
natives spent their leisure tine widening and improving it, knocking
off projecting points of ice with picks and.whale spades. and tilling up
the worst of the inequalities. Mach of the path, however, was exceed.
ingly rmigh and diffieult when it was conîsidered linished. In 1883
the land fle was so rough and wide abreast of the village that no
practicable path could be mande. so all the. whalenen with their fanilies
mlioved up to imê'kpû 1ii and encamped in tents as already deseribed
(see p. 84) for the season. FTom this point a tolerably straight and
easy patli was made out t the edge of tlie Iaind floe. The natives in-
forietl me as earl.asApril 1 that it vould be necessary for theni to
miove up to Imê'kpûù, addiig that the ice abreast of fthe villagew-as
very heavy and would move,only whent warm weather came. This >re-
diction was 'corret, as the season of 1883. was so late'tiat no ships
reachîed thec station unîtil AugusNt 1.

About the mîiddle of April the natives begîîi anxiously to expect an
east or southeast wind (nigyg) to drive off the pack and open the leads,
and shoul it not speedily blow fron that quarter recourse is hadt t
-supernatural ineans to bring it. A party of mien go out and sit in a
semiicircle facim the sea oi the village iff, while on e mati ii the mid-

9 ETIL-I8
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dIe beats a druii and sings a monlotonois chat, interrupted by carions
vibrating eries, accompanîied with a v -ients of the head fromn
side to side. This *ereitony is condiueted with great solemnîîity, and1(1
the natives seemed disinlined to iave 1 vitness it, so that we leaîrnied
very liitle about. it. They, lowever, tot Ils that the chant was ad-
dressed to a tattñ oi (>1 spirit, eqesting iiiii to lake the desired wind
blow.' -,It does lot appear to be necessary thiat-the manl who delivers
the invocation should be a reglar magician or "doctor." A succes-
sion of unîsucessful attempts were made iii 18$2, sone of thein by men
whio lever to our knowledge practied inantti on other (oCasins.11..
Duîring this period, a1nid while the whaling is goingý oii,'n 11pounding
inust be done> iii the village, and it is not allowable even to rap with
the knuickleson Wood foir fear of frightening away the whales. 2 Lt isSinteresting to find that ait Norton Sound, where the whale .i lot pur-
sued, this superstition has beenî transferred to the salnioiti fisliery,
onet of the most illprtanlit indulistries of the year. 1r. Ial^ sa:ys

XVifle the isliery lassn iet îîs e ut'ih ItI x4crMl

As soon1 as the Iad opens, ami sometimes before whenî the prospect
looks proiising. the boats are taken mut ft4 the edge of the landl ioè
anid kept out there dturing the season, whih Ilasts till about the last
week in Jne, wlen they aire brought in and got ready for the summjiier
expeditions. Wlien the lead closes, as often happens, the boats are
hatuled up on the ice 1111nmany or all of the crews comte hoimei nitil
there are prospects of open water. Whenî there is open water. the
boats are always on the lookout for whales, either cruiising aibout in
the l'ead or lying up at the edge of the ioe, the crews eating and sleep-
ing whien they van get a chance and shiooting seals- id ducks when
there are no whales in sight.. The womei and chidren travel back
anîd fîorth between the villaîge and the boats, carrying suppies of food
tor the whalemen.
- In 18, there Wais-t regular beaten trail along th- ;rliotive
between lné'kpùñ and Utkia iii, where people were constantly trav-
eling back and f>orthi. When the lboats are oiut no womai is allowed to
Ssw, a;s was noticed by Dr. Sinipson.4 To carry the· urniak ont over
the ice it is lhed oi a fiat sled and drawn by dogs aid men. A de-
scription of one of tiese boats which I acompanied for part of its joir
nxey eut t4o the open water, will show how a wifhlebait is fitted out. 'The
rifles, harpoons, lances,. and other gear of the pamîrty were sent on alhead
(onl a sled drawn by Iaif a dozen dogs, with a wom to lead thiem.
After these had mîîade ai. short stage, they were ufastened from this

Hal peaks of setint he angek" very busy aniâkointhet hills "- Te try and get tW pack
<. out of the by." - Aretii Res., p. 573.

om iirî ijk. Tales, etc., p. 55: "To lieii ust4iis just nieriiiiiirated nayl b- ad i various regula.
tionîs regarin; the.chase, especially that of the whale, this airmal being e.asily acared away bv var-

nia kinds of imurity or diorder.
3Alaska, ). 147.
Loi. cit.., . 261.
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sled aligt lruuight b.a(k iiilliarillessee<[ tu the fiat sled mi11Wllîw-,lîthe
uîîîiak vas laslie(I. '1'ie arty, ivhielî euisiste<l of ive mniiaiàtwo,
wollneii, ulie of wvhoi remîailied wit1ï the sled Iuad of geair, tiiet started

alçathe womnen ra.uuing ini front of the (Iogs alid the men pl~ishinig at
tlie siles uftht(e boat. Thei<'boat trgwels very eatsily 1111(1 rapi<lly on
sio<sth ice, but ann>ong die Iîiiîîîîueoks the Iîneil have bardi wurk pn*t1iig
-milscraînblirîg, anîd ueeasioîia] stops Ilave tu be iiia<e to wvîdeîîl i.arruwV
places ini the pat.h and tu ellisel off îrojeetin ' points of ice wiwh uilIit
îîierce, the skin ce<ver of the boat. ,WhîeIl the'y eamie uip to the first
S]e(I tilie wu1ieil were Ilgain sent on witli tliis wliile the nîcît reste(1.

TIlhe i îila.ted selkî loats, tive or -six iiinunLiber, the whiae harjuuîî,
aîîd ~'lh pds 11ice îiks Nwere earried Iien oas
A whalini îuniak a1lvays earries 'a. nuînber of1 aîiulets ttu initis te L-
(cess. 

Trhes con>isisted< iii tliis case uort t W olf sklls, a drieid ravexi,
the- axis vertel>ra of a seat, ami humerons feathiers. Tle ski.n uf*a.

g<>IeIn eagil e aii<t il ea <Xc'HlIel hiarin . flw whaliîîg, anîd INika.-
waaýtlu was iartictilarly desirutis t4> secitre the' ti1> uf -1 re(t tox's tail,

w1lvh îlie said vas a powýerfil aiimîlet. ýThe ep aitiaîdliharpouiier
W<re fillets <if iioititaiiishei)k1i witlî a, littie crystal or stone image

ut a wliale (algIlglt eilelî ,sale of thle fave, aîiîl the captailifllf114 wa
al1' sO friniged ith. thue ilit-isor teeth ot 'the(- utiaiîshîeep. Butlî ur

littie stoie viales attachied to tthe breast uftte jacket, and une -Nvuliaii
andaimie (or two uf the mîen hlad stre-aks u lîaklead on their twe.

'Nvlieli thîey are on tdie wateh thlr whalës the great harpouîî is kept
always rigged anîd restinîigi a vruteli uf ivory iii the l)(w of the buat.

NXhi(»îi a vhiaIe is siglited t.hiey lîaddle utp «as;eluse as possible and the
harpoiier trît u irîumintw lîjmi. Tlie wh 'a le dives, vit1î the
fluats attaelîed.to lîiiiiî, ai tht. 144htîft, whielî is retaiimedl. is rigge<1 for
s trikin-Ii ijîi vhîeîîlie rises rhî. le uther huats, ir any are Iear,

joi iin the ehase -itlittil the whlale is su wearie<l that lie can be lanced
or1 àL favorable <>oprtimity ocetirsfor slîuutiiig iiiii. All boats in ,;jcght

att the titille the hah' is struck, as 1 îînderstoud, are eiititled- t4) an
equal tare oft tue wlîalebue.

assoî;sllie whlale is kilied lie is t9wed il) tu theedge of the- land
flue ;and everybody stanintimg oni thétk e of the nce anîdil] the boats
begitîs hiaekiîîg ava.at rand1(oîn, jit.the tieslî and<Ibitilier, 501114? of
thein -oimg tu vork miore -reily ti) eut uut the îvhalebotne. ,The

4'ýctittiing i t *' i. s înanaged w-t.hitt order o)r coîtrol, everybodIY' Whu eval
be mi1 the Spot leî-tprîtyeîititled to ail the meat, bluibbex-. anid
ila-kskin lie or sie eau <-it. off. TTue sainie ustuuii was practied iii

c 1 xi an id is to this (la-y iii asterît Siberia.

('gnîipare EJ ridi. <ireenlaîîd. 1. l102. -. Wli1îeî, ltwy go.&.W~hale-cattchimg they put. t»>their lwst r Gtar
or Apparei ms if tlii'v Ner, going tg) .î f-t.dîlu-' i'aet, fiiteving ,thitt if they did nuLt rulne el>'any and

îîîtl >Lest>-i 14- N'ait, hu an ltarsl~-îî nddi rtvHFabit.s, wuuiti siîi ut-m and lyfroni theni."
Se 'ail>u Crantzfi iktory of Greenlanrl. Vol. 1, 1p. 121. -Thgey dre iýrû>t insjîtht be4t inatxtr

for it, becau.se,,aceeurtling lu othe portezîtou s mniîîgtof t-rsrrr, if auy nue waa to wt'ar irty
chuths. epeciallv >mueiîh i whieh he hIaîd tî,ut-lîd a îièatl orpse, the whale would e4cape, or, evtn if il..
wam already %fatl, wtîuit rt ast s

-WIIAILIN G.
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While they are very particular in all superstitions observances re-
garding the whales, they are less careful about certain'things, such as
loud talking and firing guns at seals and fowl when they are wait-

* ;ing for whales, which really hurt their chances with the timid animals.
They are less energetic than one would suppose in pursuit of the whale,
according-to Capt. Herendeen, who spent several days each season with
the whaleboats. .Instead of cruising about.the lead in search of whales

they are rather inelined to ie iin wait fortien at the'edge of the floe,
so that when the open *ater is wide many whales escape.

When the leals are very narrow the whales are sometimes shot with
the bombgun from the edge of the ice. Success in this appears to be
variable. In 1882 only one small whale was secured, and in 1883 one
full-grown one, though several were struck and lost each season. •The

veteran whaling-master, Capt. L. C. Owen, informs me thaf one season
the boats of these two villages captured tei. The season of 1885 was
very successful. The natives of the two villages are reported to have
taken twenty-eight whales. Capt. E. E. Smith, however, informs me
that only seven of these were full-grown.

When actually engaged in whaling. the umialik exercises-a very fair
degree of discipline, but at other tinies he seems hardly able to keep
his mnen from stragglinîg off to go home or to.visit their seal'nets, etc.;
so that he sometimes has to chase a whale "short-handed."

Nowhere else amng the Eskimo does the whale fishery appear to be
conducted in such regular manu'er with formally organized crews as
upon this northwest coast. From all accounts the animal is ouly cas-
ually pursued elsewhere with deets of kaiaks or umiaks manned by
volunteer crews.1

The beluga or white whale is only casually pnrsued, and as far as I
could learn is always shot with the rifle. It is not abundant.

Fowl-During the winter rnonths a few. ptarniganî are oecasionally
shot, but the natives pay no special attention to birds until the spring
migrations. The first ducks appear alittle later than the whales, about
the end of April or the first week of May,. and from that time tili the
middle of June scarcely a day passes wlen they are not more or less
plenty. The king ducks (Somateria spectabilis) are the first to appear,
while f7ie Pacifie eiders (S. v-nigra) arrive somewhat later, and are
more abundant towards the end of the migrations. At this season all*
women and ehildren, and many men, go armed with the bolas, and
everybody is always.on the lookout for flocks of ducks. On four or five
favorable days each season, at intervals of a week or ten days, there
are greatflights of eiders coming up in huge fdocks of two or three hun-
dred, stretched out in long diagonal lines. These flocks follow one
another in rapid succession and keepthe line of the coast, apparently
striking straight across Peard Bay fron the Seahorse Islands to a point

SSee Egede, Greenland. p. 102; Crantz, Historyof Greenlàand, Yol. ,p. 121; Parry, 2d. Voy., p. 509
41lilik); McClure, Northwest Passage, p. 92 (Cape Bathnrt).
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four or five miles below Utkiavwïii, and most of them fly up along the
smooth shore-ice to Pernyû or Point Barrow. Some fiocks always fly
up among the hammocks of.the land floe, and aIfew others turn east-
ward below the village and continue their course to the northeast across
the land.

On the days between the. great flights there are always a few dfocks
passing, and some days when there is no fiight along shore they are
very abundant ont at the open water, where the whalemen shoot them
in the intervals of whaling. When a great flight begins the people at
the village hasten ont and form a sort of skirmish line across the shore
ice from the shore to the hummocks, a few sometimes stationing them-
selves among the latter. They take but little pains to conceal them-
selves, frequently sitting ont on the open ice-field on sealing stools or
square' of bearskins. The ducks generally keep on the' urse with-
out paring much attention to the men, and in fact one nyoften get a
shot by running so as to head off an approaching flock. Firing, how-
ever, frightens them and makes them tise to a considerable height,
often out of gunshot. Many ducks are taken with guns and bolas in
these fights.

Rather late in the season the old squaws (Clangula hyemalis) pass
to the northeast in large flocks, but usually go so high than none are
takeni. A good mnany of these, however, with a few eiders, geese, brant,
and loons, remain and breed on the tundra, and are occasionally shot
by the natives, though most of them are too busy with whaling and seal
and walrus hunting to pay much attention to birds. Small parties of
two or tiree lads or young men, sometimes with their wives, make short
excursions inland to the small streams and sand islands east of Point
Barrow, after birds and eggs, and the boys from the small camps along
the coast towards Woody Inlet are always on the lookout for eggs and
smnall birds, sucb as they can kill with their bows and arrows or catch
in snares. They say that the parties which go east, and those whieh
visit the rivers in summer, get many eggs and find plenty of ducks,
geese, and swaus, which have molted their flight feathers so that they
are unable fly.

About the end of July the return migration of the ducks begins. At
this season the fIlocks, whieh are generally smaller and more compact
than in the spring, come froin the east along the northern shore, and
cioss out to sea at the isthmus of Pernyû, where the natives assem-
ble in large nuinbers to shoot then as well as to meet with the Nuna-
taimiun. All the people who have been. scattered along the coast in
smnall camps gadually collect at this season at Pernyù, and the return-
ing eastern parties generally stop there two or three days; while, after
they have brought their families back to the village, the men frequently.
walk up to Pernyû for a day or twô ofduck shooting- The-tents are --

pitched just in the bend of Elson Bay, and north of them is a narrow
place in the sandspit over which the. ducks often pass. Here the na-
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tives dig shallow pits in the gravel,in which they post themselves with
guns and bolas. A line of poéts is set up along the bend of the beach
from the tents almost to.thè outlet of Imêkpûiniglu.

When a light breeze is blowing frpm the northeast the ducks,.no
matter how far off shore they :are wherï first seen, always head for the
point of land on the other side of this outlet, probably with the inten-
tion of following the line óf lagoons and going ont to sea farther down
the coast, as they sometimes do. When, however,Mhey reach this critical
point they catch sight of the j>osts, and the n4fees who are *tching
them sharply set up a shrill yell. Frightened ·by this and b the ine
of posts, nine times out of ten, if theèryis given at the right moment,
the ducks will falter, become confused, aid,-finally, collecting into a
compact body will whirl along the line of posts, past the tents, flying
close to the water, and turn out to sea at the first open space, Whieh is
just. where the gunners are posted. This habit of yellirig tof frighten
the ducks and bring ther within gunshot has been obserid on the
Siberian cost in places where the dncks are iii the habit of flying in
andout from lagoons over low bars.' Should the wind blow hard from
the east, however, or blow fron any other quarter, the ducks do not
fly ini such abundance, nor do they pay mach attention to,-the posts or
the yelling, but often keepon their.corse down the lagoons, or head
straight for the. beach and cross whereVer they strike it; The latter is
generally the habit with the .ol ,*uaws, who come rather late in the
migrations, while the black brant (Branta nigricans) are:more apt to go
down the lagoons. A few pintail ducks (Dafila acuta), aré occasionally
shot at this season, and are sometimes found in the two little village
ponds (Tûseraru). The shooting at Pernya usually lasts till the mid-
die or end of Septernber, during which nonth the natives also shoot a
good many gulls (Larus barrovianus4and Rihodostethia rosea) as they
fly along the shore.

IMPLEMENJTS FOR FISHING.

Hooks and lines.-The streams and lakes in the immediate neighbor-
4 hood of lPoint Barrow contain no fish, and there is comparatively little

fishing- in the sea. Whien the w.ater first closes in the autumn narrow
tidecracks often form at the very edge ôf the beach. At these cracks
the natives frequently catch cônsiderable numbers of Polar cod (Bore-
oga(lus saida) and sniall sculpins (Cottus quadricornis and C. (lecas-
treinsis), with the hook and liie. The tackle for this lishing consists of

1 Von der Lagune aus pflegten jeden Morgen und Abend grosse Entenschaaren Vber den Ort hin-
weg nach den Meere zu diegen. Dann wurden-durch Pféifen und Schreien die Thiere so geängstigt,
damss sie iren Flug abwärts richteten und nui durch de mit grosser Sicherheit geworfene Schleuder
oder durcit Flintenschüsse erreicht werden konten. (Ea'at Cape), Krause Brothers,; 'eographiscio
flätter, vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 32.

"The birds were easily called fromn thoir course of flight, as we repeatedly observ . If a flock
should be passing a hundred yards or more to one side, the natives would utter a Ion. , peculiar ery,
and the dlock would tura instantly to one side iand sweep hy in a circuit; thus affort ng the coveted
opportunity for bringing down mone of their number." (Cape Wankarem), Nelso Cruise of tho
Corwin. p. 100.

- .l.
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a short line'of -whalébone, provided with -àlittle "squid" or artificial
bait of ivory,, and fasened to a woodenrod 1%bout 18 inches or 2 feet
long. The lure, which is apparently meant to represent a small shrimp,
is kept moving, and the fish bite at it. We brought .home two com-

plete sets of tackle for this kind of fishing, two lines without rods and
twelve lures or books. No. 89548 [1733] Fig. 264, has been àelected
for description.

The lne is 40 inches long and made of four strips of whalebone 0-1
inch wide, fastene& together withý what appear to be "waterknot'."
Two of these strips are of black whalebone, respectively 4 and 9 inches
long; the other two are of light colored whalebone and 15½ and 11inches
long. The light colored end is made fast to the eye in tle small end of
the hook as follows: The end is passed through the eye,1 doubled back

FIG. 264.-Tackle for shore fishing.

mdjassed through a single knot in the standing part, and knotted
round tlie-latter with a similar kiiot (Fig. 265). This- knot is the one
generally used iii fastening a fishing lne to the hook. T "e other end
is doubled in a short bight intowfich is becket hitched one end of a bit
of sinew thread about 3 inches long, and thé other end is knotted
into a notch at one end of the rod, as the whalebone would be too stiff
to tie securély to the àtick. The rod is a roughly whittled splinter of
California redwood, 14½'inches long. The body of the Ihire is a piece
of walrus ivory 1 inches long. Through a hole in the large end of this
is driven the barbless brass book, .th a broad thin plate-at one end
bent up, flush with the convex side. When not in use the line is reeled
lengthwise on the rod, secured by a noteh at each end of the latter, and
the book stuck into the wood on oneside of
the rod. The hook is wedged into the body
of the lure with a bit of 'whalebone. The
other specimen, No..89547, [1733] from the
same village, is almost exactly like this, but Fro. 265.-Knot of lino into hook.

has a slightly shorteis line, made of three strips of bone, of which the
lower two, as before, are of light colored whalebone. The object of
using this. material is probably to render the part of the line which is
under water less cônspicuous, as we use leaders and casting lines of
transparent silkworm gut. The body of the lure is made of old brown
walrus ivory. These lures are 1 inch to 1 inches long, and vary little
in the shape of the body which. is usually made of walrus ivory, in
most cases «darkened on the surface by age or charring, so that when
carved into shape it is parti-colored, 1lack and white. The body is often
ornamenîted with small colored beads inlaid for eyes and along the back
(Fig. 266a, No. 56609 [153], from Ttkiavwiñ).

The hook is úsually of the shape described but is sometimes simply a
slightly recurved spur about f-inch long as in Fig. 266b (No. 56610 [160],
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also from Utkiavwïfñ). It is usually of brass or copper, rarely of iron.
Two peculiar lures.froni Utkiavwlf, are No. 56705 [150a and,15Qbj.

Thefirt, a, has a tody of
brass of the usual shape,
and a copper hook, and the
other, .b, lias the body made
of a strip of thin brassio the
back of which is fasteneda
lump of leador pewter. The
hook appears to be made of
a common copper tack, .We
were informed that these
lures were also used for
catching small fish, trout,
Sapelts, and 'perhaps gray-
ling in the rivers in sum-

7.b mer. No. 89554 [950], Fig.FrG. 206.-Small ishhooka. 267a, from Utkiavw iis per-
haps intended exclusively for this purpose, as it is larger than the others,
(1.9 inch long) and highly ornamented with beads. Fig. 267b, No. 89783
[1007], is one of these beaded lures (24 inches long), with an iron hook,
undoulgtedly for river fishing, as it belopged to the

,4il I"inlanOP native, Ilû'bw'ga. It differs slightly in
shape from the others, having.two eyes at the small
end into which is fastened a leader of sinew braid 3
inches long. On this are strung four blue glass beads
and one red one.

No. -'.151] Fig. 268, from Utliavwlfi, is a rod
rigged for fishing in the rivers. The rod is a roughly
whittled stick of spruce or pine, 27 inches long. One
line is 43 and the other 36 inches long and each is
made of two strips·of whalebone of which the lower b

is light colored as usual. The shorter line caries a FIG. 2(J.--Hook8 for river
snall plain ivory lure of the common pattern, and the dhwng.

longer one a little flat barbless hook of copper with a broad flat shank.
This was probably scraped bright aud used without bait. The Unes are

FiG. 26.-Tackle for river 11shing.

reeled in the usual manner on the rod, and the hooks caught into notches
on the sides of it. The small lures are called nii'kslil.

Muiseum number effaced.
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When at the rivers in the autumn and early spring,'they fIsh for burbot
with a line carrying a peculiar large hook called iukqlûii, which as baited
with a piece of whitefish. There are two forms of this hook,
which is from 3 to 54 inches long. One form differs in size only a
froin the small n'ksln;but is always of white ivory and not
beaded (Fig. 269, No. 89550 [780] from Utkiavwlîi, which is 4j
inches long aud· has a copper .hook). The hook is of copper,
brass or iron. The other forw, whiclh is perhaps the commoner,
has a narrow fiat body, slightly bent, and serrated on the edges
to give a firm attachment to the bait. This .body is usually of

antler, and has i copper or iron hook either spur-
shaped or of, the c'ommon form as in Fig. 270, No. Fio.27o.-

89553 [764] from Utkiavwlr, which. has' a body of Bro

walrus ivory 4 inches long and a copper hook. Of 2d pattern.

late years, small cod hooks obtained from the ships have
heet adapted to these bdfs, as is seenj in Fig. 271, No. 89552
{841] from Utkiavwli. The shank of the hook
las been half imbedded in a longitudinal groove
on the flatter side of the Iody, with the bend of
the hook projecting about 1 inch beyond the tip
of the latter. The ring of the. hook has been
bent open and the end sunk into the body. The
hook is held on by two lshings of sinew, one atI
each end of the shank.

No.56594 [3d] from Utkiavwlïî is like the pre-
ceding, but has a larger IQok, wihich from the
beid to the point is wrappedin a piece of deer
skin with the flesh side out, and wound' with
sinew hâving a tuft of hair at the point, of the

hot4 Iik, at hbook. This is' probably to.hide tlie point when
paItt-rn. the hook is bted. No. 56594 [167] from Urki-

avwli, lias the hook fastened to, the back the body in-
stead of the flut side. The nan^uer iniwhicli these Ihooks
are baited is shown in Fig.272, whichrepresents a complete Fra.271.-Burbot

hook, made ofr
set of burbot tackle (No. 89546 [946]) brôught in and sold by cod hook.

some Utkiavwfii natives, just as they had been using it in the autumn
of 1882 at Kuaru or Kulugrua. A piece of whitefish,oof whitefish, flesh and skin

- , .Fio. 272.--Burbot tackle, baited.

with the scales rerrmoyed is wrapped round the hook so as to make a club-
shaped body 44 inchés long aud is sewed'up along one side with cotton
t*ine. The copper spur projects through the skin on the other side.
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This hook would not hold the fish unless it were "gorged," but the vora-
cious burbot always swallows its prey. Iii dressing these fish for the
table, whitefish of considerable size were frequently found in -them.
The Une is of whalebone like those already described but a little stouter,
78 inches long, and made of seven pieces, al/black. The end of the line,
is fastened into an eye in the small end of a. rougli club-shaped sinker of
walrus ivory,'4ï"inehes long. There is anôther eye at the large end of
the sinker, for the a ehmnent of a leader of double sinew braid 5j inches
long conneeting 'thfeiook with the sinker.

The reel, ivhiclserves also as a short rod, is of yellow.pine 19J inches
long. When titë line is reeled up, the hook is cauglht into the wood on
one side- ofthe reel. No. 89545 [946J ia sinilarset of baited tackle,
bought from the same natives, differing from thepreceding only in pro-
portions, laving a longer line-9 feet and 6 inches-and a somewhat
larger bait. We also procured two sets of burbot tackle unaited.

One of these (No. 56543 [33] from Utki-dvw1ii) bas a whale-
bone line 14 fet long and a roughly octahedral sinker of.
walrns ivory 3 inchs long and 1ý inidiameter. Thehook,
which is joined to the sinker-as before by a leader of stout
sinew braid, is of th second pattern, with serrated edges,
and a copper hook. The leader is neatly spliced iiito tlhis.
The'other, No.56544 [187], algo froni Ttkiavwlfi, lias no sinker
and a Iook with a elub-shaped body and iron spur. It was
probably put togetler4or sale, as it is new. The sinkers, of
which we colleeted five, besidesthosealready mentioned,.are
always about the saie weight and either club-shaped or

j roughly detahedrail. They are always of walrus ivory and
usually earelessly made. Fig. 273 (No. 56577 [260]) repre-
sents one of these sinkers (kibica), on whieh there is some

FiG. 23.- atempt at ornamentation. On the larger are two eyes
and the outline of a nw>uth like a sliark's, iucised and filled

iii with black refuse oil.
A similar Une and reel are used tr catching polar cod iii

the spring and late winter thtoigi the iee a t soinedistance
from the shore. Tiese lines ai'è0 l'oor 15 fathons long, and
provided with a heaVy sinkei,\of ivory, copper, or rarely
lead. to which are attached by wlialebone leaders of unequal
ength, two little jiggers like Fig. 274 (the property of the

writer, from Utkiavwli). This is of white walrus ivory, 2
inclies long aînd e in diamîeter at the largest part. The
two slender hooks are óf copper and are seeured by

"edges of whalebone. This makes a eontrivanee re-
sembling the squid jigs used by ouxr fisherinen. These
jiggers are sonetimies inmade wolly of vopper, whic i
scriped bright. FIra1 274.-

This fislhey begins with the return of-the sun, about the Ivory jigger for-Y poLir eod.

4~~;v 4 ,4. ~ '4,4 V ~~4~*
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lst of February, and continues when th'ice is favorable until the season
is so far advanced that the ice has begun to melt and become rotten. The
fsh are especially to be found in places where there is a good-sized
field of tleViceason's ice, 3 or 4 feet thick, inclosed by hummocks, and
they soretitnes occur in very great hiumbers. • n 1882 there was a large-
field of this kind about 2 miles from the village, and the fishing was
carried on with great success, but in 1883 the ice was so much broken
tbat the fish were very scarce. Some lads caught a few early in the
seasori, but the fislhery was soon abandoned.

A hole about a foot in diameter is made through the ice with? an ice
pick, and the fajments dipped ont either with the long-handled whale-
bone scoop, or the little dipper made of two pices of -antler mounted
on a handle about 2 feet long, which everybody carries in the winter.
The line is unreeled and let down through the hole till the jigs hang
about a foot from the bottom. The fisherman holds in his left. hand the
dipper above mentioned, with which he keeps the hole clear of the ice
crystals, which form very quickly, and in his right the reel which he
jerks continuallyupanddown. The fish, attractedbythe white "jiggers,"
begin nosing around them, when the upward jerk of the lino hooks one
of them in the under jaw or the belly. * As soon as the-dfisherman feels
the fish, he catelies a bight of the line with the scoop in his left hand
and draws it over to the left: theu catches the line below this with the
reel and draws it over to the right, and so ou, thus reeling the line up
in long hanks on these two sticks, withont touching the wet line with
his fingers.

When the fish is brought to the surface of the ice, he is detached from
the barbless hook with a dextrousjerk, and almost instantly freezes solid.
The elastie whalebone line is thrown off the stick withoutkinking and
let dowi again through the hole. When fish are plentiful,they are caught
as fast abithey can be hauled up, sometimès one on each "jigger." If
the fisherman finds no fishat the first hole he moves to another part of
the field and tries again -until fie succeeds in "stiking a school." The
fish vary iin abunidance on different days, being sumetimes so plentiful
that I have knowin two or three children to catch a bâshel in a few hours,
while some days very few are to be taken. In addition to the polar
cod, a few sculpins are also caught, and- occasionally the two species of
Lycodes (L. turneriiaud-coccine.us)whichî voracionsfish sodùetimes seize
the little polar cod struggling on the "jigger" and are thus caught
themselves. This fishery is chiefly carried on byhie women, children,
and oldI men, who go ont in parties of five or six.;though the hunters
sometimes go fishing vhen they have nothing else to do. There were
generally thirty or forty people ont at the fishing-ground every day in-
1882.

Jicgers of this pattern appear to be used at Pitlekaj, from Nordends-
kiölk's description,' but I have seen no account either there or elsewhere

'Vega, vol2, p. 110.
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of the peculiar method of reeling up the ine such as we saw at Point
Barrow. Lines of whalebone are very common among the Eskimo
generally,'1 and perliaps this material is preferable to any other for
fishing in this cold region, for not ouly does the elastie whalebone.
prevent kinking, but the ice which forms instantly on the wet line
in win.ter does not adhere to it, but eau easily be shaken off. No. 56545
[410} is a lUne 51 feet and 10 inches long and 0·05 inch iîkdiameter, made
of human hair, neatly braided in a round braid with fouiistrands. This
was called a fishing Une, but was the only one of the kind seen.
Fishhooks of the kind described, with a body of bone or ivory, which-
serves for a lure, armed with a spur or bent book of metal, without a
barb, seem to be the prevailing type amongst the Eskimo. In the
region about Norton Sound (as shown by the extensive collections of
Mr. Nelson and others) this is often converted into an elaborate hure by
attaching pendants of beads, bits of the red beak of the puffin, etc.
Crautz mentions'a sinlar eustom in Greenland of baiting a hook withj 2 2beads.2

Nets (Kubra).-The most important fishery at the rivers is carried on
by means of gill-nets, set under the ice, and visited every few days.. In
these are taken large numbers 0f aIl three species of whitefish (Core-
gonus kenicotti, C. nelsoni, and C. lauretto.) The collection contains
three specimens of these nets, two of wha)ebone and one of sinew. No.
56754 [147], Fig. 275, is a typical whalebone net. It is long and shal-

low, 79 meshes long and
21 deep, made of fine
strips of whalebone fast-
ened together as- in the
whalebone fishing lines.

* Most of the whalebone is
black, but a few light col-
ored strips are intermixed
at random. The length
of the mesh is 3î inches,
4nd the knot used in mak-

Fi.275.-se'tion of whalebone net iû them is the ordinary
ne tirig-knot. . When not

in use the net is rolled up into a compact ball and tied up with a bit
of string. When set, tiis net is 21 feet 7 inches long and 9 feet 4
inches deep. The other whalebone net 'No. 56753 [172], also from
UJtkiarwIî), is similar to this, but slightly larger, being 87 meshes (25
feetl long and 22 (3 feet 9 iches) deep. The length of mesh is 3j inches.

"Their Lines are made of whalebomes, clt very smail and-thin. and at the End tacked together."
Egede, Greenland, p. 107. Seealso. Crantz. vol. 1, p. 95; Dal, Ala>ska, p. 148: and the Museum Coller-

.tions which contain many whalebone lines from the Mackenzie and Anderson river, collected by
MacFarlane, and from the whole western region, collected by Nelson.

Instead of a hait, they put on the book a white bone, a glass hend. or a It of dcloth" (when
fIshing for sculpin). listory of Greenland, vol. 1. p,95

Li t

ai
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Fig. 276 (unit of web) is a net (No. 56752 [171] from the sanie village)
of the saine mesh and depth, but 284 meshes
(60 feet) long and made of twisted sinew
twinle.

I had no opportunity of sèeing the method of
setting these nets under the ice, but it is proba-
bly the saine as that used in setting the seal nets.
When in camp at Pernyû in the suminer, the
natives set these nets in the shoal water of Elson Bay, at right angles
to the beach, with a stake at each end of the net. They are set by a
man in a kayak, and in them are gilled considerable numbers of white.
fish, two species of salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha and O. nerka)
and au occasional trout (Salvelinus malma). They take these nets east
with them on their summer expeditions, but we did not learn the method
of using them at this season. Perhaps they are sometimes used for
seining oi the beach,- as Thomas Simpson says that the Eskimo at
Herschel Islànd (probably Kûiimûd'lii) sold bis party "some fine sal-
mon trout, taken in a seine of whaleboue, wlicl they dragged ashore
by means of several slender poles spliced together to a great length."1

AnitiVvIi-native told
us that he found trout (Sal-
velinus malina) so plentiful
at or near the mouth'of the
Colville, in 1882, that he fed
his dogs with them.

Fig. 277 is a peculiar net
or h-trap (No. 56755 [190])
fron Utkiavwlfi, the. only
specinien of the kind seen.
It is a conical, wide-nouthed
bagf8 feet 4 inches long and
54 feet wide at the mouth,
netted all in one piece of
twisted sinew, with a 2S-inclh
mesh. This was brought
over for sale at an early date,
before we were well ac-
quainted with the natives,
and we only learned that it
y vas set permanently ·for

catching fish. Unfortunate-
ly, we never saw another
specimen, and through the
press of other duties never

Fio.127-Fish trap. happened to make further
1 Narrative. p. 115.
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ingiiries about it. Froi its shape it would appear as if it were meant
to be set in a strean with-thte moutlh towards the current. This con-
trivance is called sápotln, which corresponds to the Greenlandic saputit,
a dan for catching fish.

From all accounts, the natives east of the Anderson River region were
ignorant of the use of the net before theyinade, the acquaintance of the
whites,' thiouîgh they. now use it in several places, as in Greenlaud and
Labrador. Theearliestexplorerson the northwest coast, however, found
both fish and seal nets in use, though, as I have already nentioned, the
seal net wias spoken of at Point Barrow as a comparatively recent in-

vention. At the present day, nets are used all along the coast
fron the Mackenzie and Anderson rivers (see MacFarlane'Col-
lection) as far south at least as the Yukon delta.2  I have not
been able to learn whether gill nets are used in the delta of the
Kuskoquim. Petroff 3 mentions fish traps and dip nets merely.
That the natives of Kadiak formerly had no nets I infer froi
Petroff's statement that " of late they/have begun to use seines
of wha-le sinew." Nets are generally used on the Siperiain
coast. We observed them ourselves at Plover Bay, and Nor-
denskiöld5 describes the nets used at Pitlekaj, which are made
of sinew thread. It is almost certain that the American Eskimo
learned the use of the.net from the Siberians, as they did the

- habit of smoking, since the use of the gill net appears to have
been limîitéd to precisely the sanie region as the Siberian fori
of tobacco þipe.6

Spear8.-The only evidence which-we-hav'fthe use ofspears
for catchiug fish in this region is a single specimen, No. 89901
[1227], Fig. 278, from Utkîiavwïiï, whieh was newly and rather
éarelessly iade for saleutintended, as we were told, for spear-
ing fish. This has a roughly whittled shiaft, of spruce, 21J
inehes long, armed at one end vith three prongs. . The middle

prong is of whalebone, 4- inches long, inserted into the tip of
the shaft, which is cut into a short neck and whipped with sinew.

Fio.278.- The side prongs are also of bone,-,9inches long. Throngh the tip
**iai "i of each is driven a sharp, slender. slightly recurved spur of bone,

about 14 inches ling. Each prong is fastened to the shaft with two small
wooden treenails, and they are braced with a figure-of-eight lashing of
sinew through holes in the side prongs and around the middle one. The
side prongs are somewhat elastic, so that when the-spear is struck down

iThe Groenlandera used a mort of sieve or scoop net, not seen at Point Barrow, for catehing caplinkfallotus villosus). Eede, Grenland, p. 108; and Crantz, vol. 1, p. 95. John Davis, however, says
rof the Greenlanders in 1586." They makle nets to take their tixh of the finne of a whale." 1Hakluyt s

Voyages, etc. (158), p. 782.
2Dall. Alaska, p. 147: anfil Petroff. Report. etc.. p. 127.
3 Op cit., p).73.

«Op cit., p. 142.-
&Vega, vol. 2, P. 109.
see the writerpapein thAniri throoist . pp. 325-336.
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on the back of a fish they spring apart and allow the middle prong to
pierce him, and -then spring back so thatthe spurs either catch in his
sides or meet below bis belly, precisely on the principle of the "patent
eel spear." This irplement is almost identical with one in the National
Museum froin Hudson Bay, which appears to þe in general use among
the eastern Eskimo.' The name, kàki'bua,isvery nearly the same as
that used by the eastern natives (kakkïe-wèi, Parry, and kakivak,
Kumlien). This spear is admirably adapted for catching large fisl iin
shallow rocky 'streams wher«einut1 can liot be used, or where they are
canglit by damis in tidal streemns iii-the manner described by Egede and
Crautz. There is so little tide,owever, on the northwest coast, that
this method of fishing eau not 1k practiced, and, as far as I know, there
is no locality in the range of the Point Barrow natives, a region of open
shoal beaches, and rivers ffee of rocks, where this spear could be used
in which a net would not serve the purpose mnueli better. Taking into
consideration the scarcity of these spears and the general use of nets, I
am inclinedI to believe that this spear is an ancient weapon, formerly in
general use, but driven out of fashion by the introduction of nets.

FLINT WORKING.

These people still retai;n the art ofhnaking flint arrow and spear-
heads, and other implementgiïch as the blades for the skin scrapers to be
hereafter described. Maniy 'af the flint arrowheads and spear points al-
ready described were made at Nnwük or Utkiavwïiñ especially for sale
to us and are as finely formed and neatly finished as any of the ancient
ones. The flints, in many cases water-worn pebbles,.appear to have
been splintered by percussion into fragments of suitable sizes, andthese
sharp-edged spalls are flaked into shape by means of a little instru-
ment consisting of a short, straiglht rod of somne hard material mounted
in a short curved haft. We collectedå nine of these tools (kïlgli) of
which two have no blades. No. 89262 [1223} figured. in Point Barrow
Report, Ethnology, Pl. mu, Fig. 7, has been selected as the type. The---h
handle is of walrus ivory, 7-8 inchès long, straight and néèrly cylin-
drical for about 4î inches, then bending down like a saetrndle and
spread ont into a spatulate butt. Fitted into a deep groove ftlthe top
of the haudle so that its tip projects 1-8 inches beyond the tip of the
latter is a slender four-sided rod of wliale's bone, 4-7 inches long. This
is held in place by two- simple lashings, one of cotton twine and tle
other of seal thong. The ilint to be flaked is held in the left hand and

1Kumiien's description (Contributions, p. 37, Cuimberland Gtulf) would apply almost word for word
to this spear, and Captain Parry, (Second Voyage, p. 509) describes a very similar one in use at Iglulik.
The "Perch, headed with two sharp-hooked Boues," for spearing salmon-caled lin the Grenlandsk
Ordbog, kakiak, "en Lyster (med to eller tre Pigge")-mentioned by Egede (Gree-nlad, p. 108) ia prob-
ably the saine thing, and a similar spear is ,poken of by Rae (Narrative, p. 172) as in use at Repilse
Bay. A simuilarlyeapon, described by Dr. Rink as "Mit einem in brittischen Cogimbien vorkomnenden
identisel,'-.was found i east Greenland (Deutsche Geographische Blätter, vol. 9, p. 234). See teit
description of'tf6 spear found hy Schwatka at Back's Great Fish River (Nimrod in the North. p. 139.
aiso described by Klutscbak (Als Eskimo, etc., p. 120).
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pressed against the fleshy part of the palm which serves as a cushîiorn
and is protected by wearing a thick deer-skin mitten. The toolis firmly
grasped .well forward in the right hand with the thumb on top of the
blade ad by pressing thé'p«int steadily on the edge of the flint, flakee
of the desired size are made to'fly off from the under surface.

These tools vary little in pattern, but are made of different materials.

Fia. 279.--Fint tlake .

Hard bone appears to have been the commonest material for the blade,
as three ont of the seven blades are of this substance. One specimen
(No. 89263 [796] from Utkiavwi) has a blade of iron of the same shape
but only 2 inches lon-g. No. 89264 [1001] also.from UtkiavwID, Fig.
279a, has a short blade of black flint flkked into a four-sided rod 1
inches long. This is held in place by a whipping 'f stout seal thong
tightened by thru8ting a splinter of wood in at the back of the 'groove.

Two specimens (Nos. 89260 [794] Fig. 279b and 89261 [1216]
both froriUItkiavwlfi) have blades of the peculiar Nuesukuan
eoncretions previously described. Each is an oblong pebble
wedged into the groove and secured by a lashing as usual.
No. 89260 [794] lias a haft of antler. This is rather thecom-
monest material for the haft. Two specinrens have hafts of

*/ walrus ivory and three of fossil ivory. The length ofthe haft
is froni to 8 inches, of the blade 1-5 to 4-7 inches. Fig.280
(No. 89265 [979] from Nuwik)> is the haft of one of these tools,
nudeî(e of fossil ivory. yellow from. age ad stained brown in

. blotehes. whic shows tth way in which the groove for the
blade waexcavated,lnamely, by boring a series of large round
holes and cutting away the material between then. The re-
mains of the holes are still to be seen iii the bottonm of the
groove. The tip of this haft lias been roughly carved into a
bear's head with the eyes and nostrils incised and filled with

Fia. 28 aft black dirt, anid the eyes, niostrils, and mouth of a hunan
er:flînt iakerj face have been rudely incised on the under side of the butt
and also blaekened. Al this carviiîf is niew and was done with the
view of increasing tinarket value of the objeet. The original orna-
mentation consists of an incise(d pattern on the upper surface of the
butt, colored with red ocher which has turned black fromii ag'e and dirt.
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Fig. 281 (No. 89782 [1004e]) is one of these tools, véry neatly made,

with a haft of reindeer antler and a bone blade, se-
cured by a whipping of seal thong whichi belongs
with the "kit" of tools owned by the "inland" na-
tive, Ilû'bw'ga. Mr. Nelson collected a number of
specinens of this tool at varions points on the north-
west coast from Point Hope as far south as Norton
Bay, but I can find no evidence of its use elsewhere.

PIRE MAKING.

.)rills.-In fòrmer times fire was obtained in the
method common to so nany savages, from the heat
developed by the friction of the end of a stick worked
like a drill against a piece of soft wood. This in-
strument was still in use at least as late as 1837,1 but
appears to have been wholly abandoned at Point
Barrow at the time of the Plover'8 visit, though still
in use at Kotzebue Sound.2  

Fi. 281.-Flint flaker
A native of Nuwùk one day brought down for sale wah bone blade

what lie said was an exact nodel of the ancient fire drill, nióotïri. This is
No.89822 [1080],Fig.282. Thedrillisastick of pine 12 inches long, shaped
liketheshaftof acommoni perforatingdrill, brought toa blunt but rounded

Fla. 282.-Fire drill with mouthpice and stock.

point. This is worked by a string, without bow or handles, consisting
of a strip of the skinî of the bearded seal, 40 inches long, and lias for a
moulthpiece the astragaluis bone of a reindeer, the natural hollow on one
side serving as a socket for the butt of the drill." The point of the drill

1"Their owu clunsy method of producing fire is by friction with two pieces of dry wood in tho
man ner of a drill."-(T. Simpson, Narrat ive, p. 162.)

2 Dr. Simpson, op. cit., p. 242.
3 Compare Nordnskiölds figure of the fire drill in use at Pit1ekaj (Vega, vol. 2, p. 121), which has a

similar bone for a socket, held fnot in the nouth but in the left hand.
9 ETH -19
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is made to work agai-nst the split surface of a stick of spruce 18 inches
long, along the middle of which is eut a gash, to give the drill a start.
Three equidistant circular pits, charred and blackened, were bored out
by the tip of the drill, whiclh developed heat enougli to set fire to the
sawdust produced. Tinder was probably used to catch and hold the
fire.

Most authors who have treated of the Eskimo have described an
instrument of this sort in use either in forIner times or at the present
day.'

Among most Eskimo, however, a bow is used to work the drill. The
only-exceptions to this rule appears to have been the ancient Greenland-
ers and the people of Hudson Bay (see the-passages frôm Hakluyt,Crantz, and Ellis, just quoted.) Chamisso, however,2 speaks of seeing
the Aleutians at. Unalaska produce fire by means of a stick worked by
a string making two turns about the stick and held and drawn with
both hands, with -the upper end of the stick turning in a piece of wood
held in the mouth. When a piece offir was turned agaiist another piece
of the same wood fire was often produced in a few seconds. This passage
appears to have escaped the usually .keen observation of Mr. W. H.
Dall, wlho, speaking of the ancient Aleutians, says: "The 'fiddle-bow
drill' was an instrument largely used in, their carving and working bone
and' ivory; but for obtaining fire but two pieces of quarz were struck
together," etc?

Ressels, Naturalit, vol. 18, pt. 9, p.867, speaka of a fire drill used at Smith Sound with a bow'anda mouthpiece of ivory.
A Greenlander; seen by John Davis, in 1586, " beganne to kindle a fire, in his mn'ner:,he took a pieceof a boord, wherein was a hole halfe thorow: into that ho puts the end of a rond sticke like unto abedstaffe, wetting the end thereof in traine, and in fashion of a turner, with a piece of lether, by lilsviolent motion doth very spoeily produce fire."-Hakluyt's Voyages, etc. (1589), p. 782.
'They take a short Block of dry Fir Tree, upon wlich they rub another Piece of hard Wood. till by thecontinned Motion the Fir catches Fire.';-Egede. Greeiland, p. 137.
"If their tire goes out, they can kindle it again by turning round a stick, very quick with a string

through a hole in a pioce of wood."-Crantz, listory of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 145.
Lyon (Journal, p. 210) say's that at Igiuilik they were able to procure "fire by the friction of a pln of

wood in the hole of another piece and pressed Idown like a drill from above." This was worked with a
bow and willow catkins were used for tinder. A man informed them that "he had learneod it fron his
father rather for amusement than for utility; the two lumps of iron. pyrites certainly answering the
purpose a great deal better."

"They have a very dextrous Methodof kindling Fire; in order to which, they prepare two small
Pieces of dry Wood, whieh having made flat. thîey next make a small Hole in each, and having filtted into
these loles a little cylindrical Piece of Woixl,to which a Thong is fastened, they whirl it about thereby
with such a Velocity, that hy rubbing the Pieces tofWood one against the other, this Motion soon sets
them on fire."-Ellis, Voyage to Indsons Bay, p. 234.

A picture of the procesa lm given opposite page 132, in which a man holdm the socket, while a woman
works the thong (western shore of Hudson Bay, near Chesterfield Inlet).

Rae also mentions a similar drill nsed in the same region in 1847 (Narrative, p. 187): and there is aspecimen in tête National Museum, ollecrted by MacFarlane, and said to be the kind "it use util
lately" in the Mackenzie ani Anderson region.

Dall'figures a fire drill with bow and nouthpiece formerly in use at Norton Sound (Alaska, p. 142);
and Hooper (Tents, etc., p. 187) describes a similar drill at Plover Bay.
• From Nordenskiöld's account (Vega. vol. 2, p. 121) the ftire drill seems to be still generally ased by the

natives at the Vega's winter quarters. He says that the women appearel more accustomed to the use
of the drill than the mon, and that a little oil was put on the end of the drill.

2 Kotzebne's Voyage, vol. 3.. p. 260.
& Contribution to N. A. Ethnology, vol. 1, p. 82.
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1 had no opportunity of seeing this drill manipulated, but I have con-
vinced myself by experiment that the stick or "liglit-stock," to use Nor-
denskiöld's expression, must be held down by one foot, the workman
kneeling on the other knee.

Flint and steel.-Fire is usually obtaiied nowadays by striking a
spark in the ordinary method fron a bit of flint with a steel, usually a
bit of some white nan's tool. Botlh are carried, as in Dr. Simpson's time,
in a little bag slung around the neck, along with some tinder made of
die down of willow catkins mixed with charcoal or perhaps gunpowder.
The flints usually carried for lighting the pipe, the only ones I have seen,
are very small, and only a tiny fragment of tinder is lighted which is
phced on the tobacco. Lucifer matches (kïlIäksagau) were eagerly
begged, but they did not appear to care enough for them.to purchase
them. . Our friend Nlkawàaltu, from whom we obtained much information
about the ancient customs of these people, told us that long ago, "when
there was no iron and no fiint"-" savik pifimht, ánna pilmût"'-they
used to get "great fire"by striking together two pieces of iron-pyrites.
Dr. Simpson speaks 2 of two lumps of iron pyrites being used for striking
fire, but-he does not make it clear whether lie saw this at Point Barrow
or only at Kotzebue Sound. Iron pyrites appears to have been used
quite generally anong the Eskimo. Bessels saw it used with quartz
at Smith Sound, with willow catkins for tinder1 and Lyon mentions the
use of two pieces of the same inaterial, with the same
kind of tinder, at Iglulik.4 Willow catkins are also
used for tinder at the Copperniine River.5

No. 89825 [1133 and 1722] are some. of the catkins
used for making the tinder, which were gathered.in
considerable quantities at the rivers. They are called'
klinmiuru, whieh perhaps ineans "little dogs," as we
say "catkins" or "pussy willows."

Kindlings.-From the saine phce they also brought
home willow twigs, 9 inches long, and tied with-sinews
into bainches or fagots of about a dozen or a dozen
and a halfeach, which tlhey said were used for kindling
fires. (No. 89824 [1725].)

Bow-and-arrow making.-A complete set of bow- 3
and-arrow tools consists of 4 pieces, viz: a marline
spike, two twisters, and a feather setter, as shown in FIG. 28.--set of bow•
Fig. 283, No. 89465 [962], from Utkiavwriñ. The and-arrow tools.

pieces of this set are perforated and strung.on a piece of sinew braid,.
4 inches long, with a knot at each end.

ThMeJarline n>ike.-This is a flat, four-sided rod of walrus ivory, 5·6
'Compare this with Dr. Sinipson's statenent, quoted above, that stones for arrowheads were brought

by the Nuînatarniun fron the Ku'wfk River.
2 Op. cit., p. 243.
1 Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p. 867.
4

Joutrnal, pp. 210 and 231.
à Franklin, First Exped., vol. 2, p. 188.
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inches long, tapering to a sharp rounded point at one end, and tapered
slightly to the other, which terminates in a snall rounded knob. It is
very neatly made from, rather old yellow ivory, and ornamented on all
four faces with conventional incised patterns colored with red ochre.

This implement is used in putting on the backing of a bow to raise
parts of the cord wheu an end is to bepassed under andintuckihg in the
ends in finishing off a whipping. It was probably also used in puttîug
whippings or seizings on any otherimplements. We collected 10 of these
tools, all quite similar, and made of walrus ivory, yellow from age and
handling. Theyvary in length from 4½ to 6 iuches, and are always
contracted at the upper end into a sort of'neck or handle, surinounted
by a knob or crossbar. No. 89463 [836] Fig. 284, from Utkiavwlii.has

Fia. 284.-Marline Spike.

the crossbar carved very neatly into the figure of an Amphipod .crus,
tacean without the legs.' The .eyes, mouth, and vent are indicated
by small round holes filled with some black substance, and tlhere is a
rqw.of eight similar holes down the middle of the back. The tip ofthis
tool, which .is 5-9 inches long, has been concaved to an edge so as to
make a feather-setter of it. Through the knob at the butt there is some-

Fla. 285.-Marline.spike.

times a large round eye, as in Fig. 285 (No. 89464 [842] froim I tkiavwii,
4-7 inches long). These tools are sometimes plain, like the!specimens
last figured, and sometimes oruanented with .conventional atterns of
incised lines, colored with red ocher, like the others.

The twisters (No. 89465 [962]) are flat four-sided rods of walrus ivory,
respectively 4·4 and 4-7 inches long. At each end 'one bïoad. face is
raised into a low transverse ridge about 0-1 inch high and the other
rounded off, witlh the ridge oR opposite faces at the two érnds."> They
are ornamented on ail four faes with longitudinal incised lines, colored
with red ocher.

The use of these tools, which was discovered by actual experiment
after our return to this country' is for twisting the strands of the sinew
backing after it has beei put on the bow into the cablés. already de-

1See the writer's paper on Eskirno bows, Smnithsonian Report for I884, pt. 2, p. 315.
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scribed. The manner in which this tool is used is as follows: The end
is inserted between the strands at the middle of the bow, so that the
ridge or hook catches the lower strands, and the end is carried over
through an are of 1800, which gives the cable a half turn of
twist., This brings the twister against, the bow, so that the twisting can
be carried no further in this direction, and if the too were to be removed
for a fresh start the strands would have to be held or fastened in some

way, naking the process a slow one. Instead, the tool is slid back be-
tween the strands till the other end comes where the first was, so that
the hook at this end catches the strand, and the workman can give to
the cable another half turn of twist. This is continued until the. cable
is sufficiently twisted, the tool sliding back and forth like the handle of
a vise. The tools are used in pairs, one being inserted in each cable
and mauipu.lated with eaci hand, so as to give the same amount of twist
to eaci cable. At the present day, these tools are seldom used for bow
making, since the sinew-backed bow is so nearly obsolete, but are em-
ployed .in playing a game of the nature of pitch-penny.. (See below,
undergaines and pastimes.)

These tools, of which we collected twenty-six specimens, are all of.
walrus ivory, and'of almost exactly the saine shape, varying a little in
size and ornamentation. They vary in length froin 3 to 5-7 inches, but
are usually about 4. inches long. The commonest width is 0-4 inches,
the narrowest being 0-3 and the width 0-7 broad, while the thicknessis
alnost always 0-3, varying hardly 0-1 inci. Most of them are plain, but
a few are ornamented with incised ines, and two are marked with
"circles and dots" as in Fig. 286, one of a rather large pair (No. 56521

Fia. 286.-Twister for working mdnew backing of bow.

[2491 froi UJtkiavwlii). These are 5-4 inches long, Pneatly made and

quite clean., Al the others show signs of age and use.
Tiere are large numbers of these tools in the National Museum from

various points in the region where bows of the Arctie type are used,
namely, from the Anderson River to Norton Sound, and one from St.

Lawrence Island, whence we have received no twisted bows. Their use

was, however, not definitely understood, as they are described simply
as " bow tools," "bow string twisters" orieven "arrow polishers." Mr.

Nelson inforns me that the tool is now not.used in Norton Sound, except
for playing a game, as at Point Barrow, but that the natives told him

that they were formerly used for tightening the backing on a bow and

aiso for twisting the hard-laid sinew cord, which is quite as much, if not
more, used at Norton Sound as the braid so common at Point Barrow.

I find no mention of the use-of this tool in any of the authors who have
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treated of the Eskimo, except- the following in Capt. Beecliey's vocab-
ulary, eollected at Kotzebue Sound: " Marline spike,4simiall of ivory, for
lacing bows-ke-poot-tak." The sperimens from the Mackenzie and
Audersoin rivers are almnost without exception nade of lhard bone, whil.e
walrus ivory is the commuon fmaterial elsewlhere. The naie (kaput)
means simply a ltwist4er."

The feather-setter (t'guiwau) (No. 8946i[962]) is a flat, slender, rounded
rod of Walrus ivory, 7 incies long, with the tip abruptly concaved to a
thîin rounded edge. The faces are orniamrcet with a pattern of straighît
incised lines, colored with red ocher. Thiis tool is used for squeezing

stall ends of the fiathering into the wood of the arrow sliaft close

Fia. 28.-"Fethier-setter.'

to the nock. Fig.'287 is a similar tool (No. 89486 [1285j from Utkiaywlii)
also of walrus ivory, 6 inches long, with the upper end roughly whittled
to a sharp point. It is probably made of a broken seal indicator or
meat-cache .marker. Several- other ivory tools previoisly mentioned
have-been concaved to an edge at the tip so tliat tlhey can be iused as
feather-setters. I do not find< tiis tool mentioned by previous observers,
nor have I seen any specimuens in the National Museum.

Fig. 288 (No. 894:59 [1282] from Utkiavwlii) represents an unusual

FX;. 288.-Tool of antler.

tool, the use of which was not ascertained in the hurry of trade. It
has a point like that of a graver, and is nade of reindeer -antler, orna-
mented with a pattern of incised Unes and bands, colored with red
ocher, and was perhaps a tnarline spike for working with sinew cord.

SKIN-WORKING.

&rapers (ikun).-For removing bits-of flesh, fat, etc., from a "green"
skin, and for "'breaking the grain" and removing the subeutaneous tis-
sue: from a dried skin, the women, who appear to do most if not all
of this work, use a tool consisting of à blunt stone blade, mounted in
a short, thick haft of wood or ivory, fitting exactly to the inside of the
hand and having hioles or hollows to receive the tips of the fingers and
thumb. The skin is laid upon the thigh and thoroughly scraped with

.ci
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this tool, which is grasped firmly in the right hand and pushed from
the worker. This tool is also used for softening up skins which have
becoine stiffened from being wet and then dried. The teeth appear to
be less often used for such purposes than among the eastern Eskimo.

We obtained eighteen such scrapers, some without blades, and two
unmounted blades. Every woman owns one of these tools. While
they are all of the saine general model, they vary a good deal in de-
tails. Four different forms or subtypes have been recognized in the
series collected, all modifications of the formi seen in Fig; 289, No.
89313 [955] which may be called the
type. The blade is of brown jasper,
rather coarsely flaked, 1-1 inches long.
It is wedged with pieces of skin, into
a deep slot in the tip of the handie,
which is of fossil ivory, slightly yellowed
from handling. The left side against
which the thumb rests is slightly flattened, and the riglht slightly ex-
cavated-toreceive-the-thirda-m-Tfourth fingers-,vhieh-are-bentround
under the lobe, their tips pressing against the concave nnder surface
of the latter. The fore and middle fingers rest upon the upper surface.

No. 89320 [11711 froimI Utkiavwlii, without a blade, is of the same
general pattern, but is sliglitly excavated on the left as well as the
right side so as to mnake a sort of shank. It is of fossil ivory, stained
a dingy orange froi age and grease. The two incised circles and dots
on the upper surface close to the slot make the end of the handle look
like the head of a Lophius, which it is perhaps meant to represent.
No. 89321 (858), an old fossil ivory handle, has the left side slightly hol-
lowed to receive the tip of the thumb, aid a median keel on the upper
surface with a barely perceptible hollow on each side of it fo the tips
of the fingers. This is a step toward. the second subtype as shown in
Fig. 290 (No. 89317 [748] fromn Utkiavwi, which lias no blade). This

is of fossil ivory,
thicker and more
strongly arched
than the type de-
scribed, deeply ex-
cavated beloiv so as
to fôrm a broad lobe
at the butt, with

a, the upper surface
Fi. -. 290.-Skin wrapera-handIes only. deeply grooved to

receive the tips of
the fore and mniddle fingers, and a sliglht hollow on the left side for the
thumb. This specimen is veryneatly made and polished, and all theedges
are rounded off. One-half of the iandle (lengthwise) and the outer quar-
ter of the other half are stained with age'and grease a beautiful amber
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brown. This specimen was said to be as old as the time when men
wore bi4'one labret.

The oüly essential difference between this subtype and the preced-
ing is that the former
bas deep groovesorhol:

"2 lows for the thumb and
two fingers. We col-
lected five specimens of
this pattern, all but one
with handles of' fossil
ivory. The single ex-
ception, which c'ame
fron Sidart has a han-
die of walrus ivory,
yellowed with age and
gi-ease. This specimen

Fi. 291.-Skin scrapers -(Fig. 291a, No. 89322
[1426]) lias an unusually, short blade (only 0-4 .inch long), and ii much
cut out on the 1ight side so as to make a sort of nick. Fig. 291b (No.
89314 [1780]) is a nearly. new handle of this pattern, which was bought
of the "Nunataiinîiiin," who carne to Pernyû
in 1883. It is very highly ornaxnented, both
with incised patterns, colored black, and by
carving the spacé between the unusually
deep thumb hollow and those for the fingers
into what seems to be meant for an éar, in
high relief colored red iniside.

The third subtype lias the lobe separated no. 292.--Skin scraper.
froin 'the body on the right side only, leaving the left side unexcavated,
except by the tlhmrb-hollow, as is -shown in, Fig. 292 (No. 89316 [1177]
fron Utkiavwlii) which lias a handle of yellowed fossil ivory and a black

flint blade. No.89310 [1071]
Fig.2j93, fron Utkiavwïii, is
a rathier unîusual modifica-
tion of this pattern, with a
wooden handile, in which
the bottom is not eut out.
The thumb groove~ is deep-
ened into a large hole which
opens into the excavation
on the righ t side, while a
large oblong slot on top,

Fia. '>93-Pecliar modification of'aper. opening iIto these cavities,
takes the plaice of the twvolinger hollows. The blade was cf gray flint
and rather longer thain usual.

The last subtype which, according to my recollection, is the one most

296
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frequently seen in use at the present day, has tfie butt produced horizon-
tally into a broad, flat lobe. The excavation of the right side may be
continued through to the left in the form of a notch, as shown in Fig.
294 (No. 89315 [1365] fron Sidaru) which has a blade of black flint and
a handle of fossil ivory,%with
hollows for the thumb and
fingers; or the left side may
be -unexcavated except for
the thumb groove a. 4n Fig.
295 (No. 93O9 [1135] from
Utkiavwlñi). This specimen
lias a rather large wooden FiG.294.-skin scraper.

handle, with the grooves as before. It appears, however, to have been
remodeled to fit a smaller hand .than that of the.original owner, asthe
thumb groove has been deepened for about two-thirds of its original
length, and there is a deep, round hole in the niddle of the groove for

F iu 295.-Skin actaper.

the second finger. _The peculiarity of this specimen, however, is that it
lias a blade of sandstoue, flat and rather thin, with a snooth, rounded
edge. The natives told us that scraper blades of sandstone were the
prevailing form in old tines.

Fig. 296 (No. 89312 [1336] froi Utkiavwlii) is another wooden handle,
in which the excavation for the third and
fourth fingers is nerely a large round-hole
on the right side, while in front the han-
die is cut into two short lobes, between

- which in a deep groove the forefinger
fits. There is a hollow for the thumb
under the left lobe and one on the right.
'for the middle finger. No. 89311 [1079]

F.296.-Skin scraper. fron the saine village is ahnost exactly
similar. These are the only two specinens of the kind which 1 recol-f
lect seeing. A rather large flint-bladed seraper with a wooden handle
very much the shape of that of No. 89309 [11351 is the tool most gener-
ally used at the present day. The blades are all of the saie general
shape and vary in.size fron the little one above mentioned (No. 89322
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[1426], Fig. 291a), only 0-4 inch long, to blades like No. 89612 [820], Fig.
297, from Utkiavwli. • This is newly made from light gray translucent
fint and is 5 inches long. The name kibûgû, applied to this specimeii
by the native from wliom it was purchased, appears to refer either to
the material or the unusual size. The blade is ordinarily called kuki,
"a claw." With the ivory handles a blade about 1 or 1 inches is com-

monly used and with the wooden ones a considerably
larger one, 2 to 3 inches in length. The handles vary in
size to fit the hands of the owners, but are ail too small
for an average white man's hand. All
that we collected are for the right hand.

This pattern of skin scraper which ap-
pears from the Museum collections to be
the prevailing one from.Point Barrow to
Norton Soùnd, is evidently the direct de-
scendant of the form ised still farther
south, which consists of a stone or bone

Fia. 297.-Flint blade blade of the same shape, moiiited on a
forakin scraper.. wooden handle often a foot or 18 inches

long, which has the other end bent down into a handle
like the butt of a pistol. Shortening this handle (aproc-
ess shown by specimens in the Museum) ivould bring
the worker's hand nearer to the blade, thus enabling him
to guide it better. Let this process be continued til1 the
whole handle is short enough to be grasped in the hand
and we have the first subtype described, of which the
others are clearly improvements.

A still more primitive type of scraper is shown by Fig.
298, No. 89651 [1295] from Utkiavwlfi, the only specimen
of the kind seen. This has a flint blade, like those of
the moýern scrapers, inserted in the larger end of a
straight haft of reindeer antler, 5 inches long. We did
not learn the history of this tool in the hurry of trade,

-Plibut from the shape of the blade it is evidently a scraper.
Its use as a skin scraper is rendered still more probable
by the fact that the scrapers used by sonie of the eastern Fo. 29.-Straigh •

Eskimo (there are specimens in the Museum from Cum- hafterscraper.

berland Gulf and Pelly Bay) have straight handles, though shorter-
than this.

The Siberian natives use an entirely diffèrent form of scraper which
has a long handle like that of a spoke-shave with a simall blade of stone
or iron in the middle and is worked with both hands.1 Fig. 299-(No.
89488 [1578] from Utkiavwfii) is a tool which we niever saw in use
but which we were told was intended for scraping skins. It is prôb-
ably an obsolete tool, as a knife would better serve the purpose of re-

.Nordenakild, vega, voL 2, pp. 122, and Fig. 1, p. 117.

î4
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moving the subeutaneous tissue, etc.,-while the stone serapers just de-
scribed are better for softening the skin..

It is the distal end of the "cannon" bone or metacarpal, of a reindeer,
6-2 inches long, with the two condyles forming the handle. At the other
end the posterior face of the shaft is chanfered off so as to expose the
nedullary cavity for about 2j inghes, leaving a sharp edge on each
side. The tip is roughly broken off. The tool appears
to be old but the two rondyles have been recently carved
rudely into two human faces, one male (with marks for
labrets) and the other 'female. There is' a somewhat "%' 11$
similar tool in the Musein brougit by Mr. Nelson from
Noiton Sound.

Scraper cups (óhovwtü).-Ini renoving the last of the
blubber froii the skins of seals or walruses when they
wish to save the oil, they scrape it off with a little oblong
cup of walrus ivory with a sharp edge at one or both
ends. The cup, of course, catches the oil -which is trans-
ferred to a dish. These cups are sometimes, I beieve,
also used for dipping oil. We collected ten) of these cups,
of which No. 89251 [.12871, Fig. 300a, will serve'as the
type. This is 3-7 inches long, carved ont of a single
piece of walrus ivory, and worked down from the inside
to a sharp edge on each end. The carving is smoothly
done-on the outside, but more roighly within, where it
is sonewhat liacked. It is stained a dark yellow with oil
and polished on the outside, probably by much handling.I9
Fig. 300b (No. 89258 [1090] also from Utkiavwlî) is a sim- FeG•per.
ilar cup, but has a sharp edge only at one end which is cut out in aconcave curve.

The ten cups in the collection are all about the samte shape and size
and all of walrus ivory, stained yellow with oil. The largest is 4 inches
long and 2ý wide, and the snallest, 3 by 2-1 inches. The majority are

aI
Fio. 300.-Scraper cup.

about 34 by 2 inches. Five of the ten have sharp edgces at both ends,
the rest at one only. Mr. Nelson broughit iomle specimens of this im-
plenent fromn Point Hope and St. Lawrence Island, but I do not fimd
it mentioned elsewhere..

With these tools and their knives, they do all the work of preparing
skins for clothing, boat covers, etc. I had no opportunity of s'ceing the
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process in ail its- stages, and canltherefore give only a general account
of it. Deerskins are always dressed as furs, with fthe hair on. The
skin is rough-dried in the open air, with considerale subeutaneous tissue
adhering to it, and laid aside until needed. Wlien wanted for use, a
woman takes the Akin and works it over carefully with a stone 'seraper
on the tiesh side, renoving every scrap of snbentaneous tissue and
" breaking the grain " of the skin, which leaves a surface resenbling
white chamois leather and very soft. This is then rubbed down with a
tiat piece of sandstone or gypsum, and ti.nally with chalk, so that when
fluished it seems like pipeelayed leather. Ail fars are prepared in the
saine way.. Smnall seal skins to )be worn with the hair on are scraped
very clpan and, I think, soaked iii-urine, before they are spread out to
dry. The blhek waterproof seal skin has the hair shaved off close to
the skin, great care being taken to leave the epidermis intact, and also
has a certain amiont of tanning in urine. It is probable that a little
of the blhbber is left on these skins, to nake then oily and waterproof.

When, however they wish toprepare the wiite-tanned seal skin, the
-skins are brouglht into the. warn house, thawed ont or danpened and
then rolled up and allowed to ferment for several days, so that when they are
unrolled hair and epidermis are easily seraped off together. The skin
is then soaked in u rine, stretchedl I on a large hoop, and put ont to dry in
the sun aind air. Many.of these skins are pmpared during the first
sunny weather in the early spring. The skins of the large seal, walrus
or bear wheii ised for boat-eovers or boot soles appear to be sweated
infle samne way, as te epidernmis is alway removed. Ve did not learn
whether urine was enloyed oin these skins, but I think from their
ordinary appearance that they are simply stretehed and dried in their

6j own fat, as appars to be the case with the skin-of the beluga, fromn
which the epidertnis is easily -scraped witlhout sweating.

Comnbsfi>r aers/kin.--The loosened hairs on a deerskin garnent are
removed by means of a combn niae of a section of 'the beam of an ant-
ler, hollowed out and cut into t4etli on the end. This instrument prob-
ably serves also to reiove vermin, as its naie i kumnotlin" looks very
mheli as if derived fromî kúnmûkluse, I mstsayhowever, that the na-
tives whom I asked if kûîmotlin iad anythting to do with kimnûk said
it had not. When vermin get: troublesone in a garment, it is taken
ont on the tundra, away froi the houses, and beaten with rods like a
carpet. Very old g:innts when imuch infested witi lice are taken

.ont buck oftthe village, eut inîto small >pieces, and bulried. It is o110 nii-
ommon sight in the in ring to see an old wonmn sitting out on the tan-

drai, busy with her knifee eitting up old clotlies.
We brouglht home inie of tles.e combs, of which No. 89354 [1879],

Fig. 3(0a. has been selected as the type. It is 41 ihehes long and has

i Cr:ntz lescribt'e the prc t if pîrejîaring h t coIver as follow : "lThe boat skins iare melectedout

of the stoute.st teil hides, frn which tIht. fat i not. quit- taken off: t liy mll the u up, and sit on thom.

or let themt- lie in the suni covered with grass severaliweeks, 'till t he hair will crne ofr." History of
Grenuland. vol. f, p. 167.
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sixteeni teeth about 1 inch long. Thie snall iolesl near the other end
are for a lanyard to hang it up by.

v
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Fia. 301.-~Combe for cleaning dcerpkinm..

Six of these combs have teeth at one end only, tbe other three at both
ends. These teet"are generally about fifteeii in mimber, and 1 inch or
a little over long. No. 89781 [1005j, a very sinall comb only 2-9 inches
long, whicl belongçd to the "inland" native llûbw'ga, has twenty-teeth
0-6 inch long. These combs are usually about 4 or 4 inches long. No.
89556 [1017], Fig. 301b, from Utkiaywli is an uniisually long comb, 5-3
inches long, whici is peculiar in being solid except at the end which is
eut into teeth.

Fig. 301< (No. 89359 [993]), from Utkiavwlii is a double-ended comb,
havirg ten teeth on one end and thirteen on the other. It is 4-1 inches
long aind made with considerable care, being ornamented with incised
rings colore<l with red ocher. This is a corion implemeûit at Point
Barrow, but seeis uinsmual elsewliere. There is a single specimen from
the Dioinedes in Mr. Nelson's collection.

MANUFACTURE OF LINES OF THONG.

No tools are used for this purpose except a knife. I have seen a
small jackknife used for cutting the fine seal skii lines. Tihe workinar
takes a wet skirifron which the hair and epidermis have been removed
and sits down cross-legged on the grouid with sonebody else t hold
the skini stretched for him. Threni holding the knife vettically up with
the edge away-from himu, he starts at'one corner of the skin and euts
a narrow strip iii one continuous piece, going round and round the

h
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skin, gathering and stretching the strip with the left band. They do
thià work quite rapidly and with g'ieat skill, eutting single, lines upward
of 90 feet long and only one-eighth inch in diaieter, alinost perfectly
even. These fine lines of seal-skin thong, which serve a great variety of
purposès, are usually made wheu they are iii the summer camps, before
the breaking up of the ice. They are dried by stretching them'between
stakes 6 inches or a foot high, driven into the ground.

Thé stout thongs of the bide of the bearded aeal, walrus, or beluga
are usually made in the winter and stretched to dry between posts of
whales' bones set up in the village, about breast high.\ While they are
drying, the maker carefully trims and scrapes the edg with his knife,
so as to make an almost round line' The usual diameter is about 03
inch. These lines are not always made with such care, being often
merely flat thongs. Fine deer-skiin twine, or "babiche," as it is called
by the voyageurs, for making the nettings of snow shoes, is made in the
same way.- A deer skin is dampened, rolled up, and put up over the lamp
for a day or two to remove the hair by sweating, and then eut into a

single long piece of flue thong.
All the men do not appear able to do this fine

work. For instance, our friend Mû'iñialu had the
babiche for his new snwslhoes made.by his house-
mate, the younger Tuñazu. When it is desired
to fasten together two pieces of the stouter kinds
of thong, wbat I have so often referred to as the
44double-slit splice" is generally employed. This

k Fi. 32.-Dubl-sli spiceis nmade as follows: The two ends to ho joined te-Fro. 302.-Double-slit splice 00A
for rawhide lines. gether are each slit lengthwise, and one is passed

throngh the slit in the other. The other end of this piece is then passed'
throughthe slit in the first piece, and drawn through so that the sides
of each slit interlace like the loops of a square knot (see diagrams, Fig.
302). The splice is often.-fýithÉx secured by a seizing of sinew braid.
Most writers on the Eskimo have not gne shificiently into the details of
their arts to describe their methods of splicing. On(e writer,2 however,
in describing some Eskimo implements froi East Gi-eenland, describes
and figures several splices somewhat of this nature, and one in particu-
lar especially complicated by crossing the sides of tihe sits and -passing
the end tbrough several timues. This netiod (of uniting thongs is prob-
ably very general amiong the Eskimo and is also common enough among
civilzed people.

BUILDERS' TOOLS.

For e.cavating.-At the present day thèyare very glad. to use white
men's picks and shovels when they want to dig in the gravel or clean
out the ice frorn their houses. They, however, have mnattocks and pick

1 Gilder deseribes a similar process of uanufacturing these lines at iidson's Bay. (Schwatka's
Search, p. 176.)

P'2 w. J. Solas, in Jour. Anthrop. Inst. of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. 9, pp. 329-336.
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axes (síkla) of their own manufacture, which are still in use. These are
alway. single-pointed and have .a bone or ivory head, mounted like an
adz head on a rather short haft. The haft, like those of the mauls and
adzes already described, is never fitted into the head, but always applied
to the under surface of the lattef--and beld on by a lashing of thong.

The only complete
implement of the
kind which we ob-
tained is No. 73574
[297], Fig. 303. The
head is of whale's
rib,17î inches long.
The butt is shoul-
dered on the under
surface to receive
the haft and rough-
ened with crosseuts
to prevent slipping,
with two shallow FiG. 33.-Mattock of whale' sAb.

rough transverse notches on the upper surface for the lashings. The
haft is of pine, 24 uinches long. The lashing is of stout thong of bearded
seal hide, in two pieces, one of four turns passing through the hole, round
the front edge of the haft, over the lower notch in the head, and back
across the haft to the hole again. The ends are knotted together on top

Fia. 304.-Pickai heads of bone, ivory, -and whale'si ribs.

of the head by becket-hitching one end into an eye in the other, made by
slitting it close to the tip and passing a bight of the standing part through
this slit. The other part is of seven turns, put on in the same way, but
crossing back of the haft, and started by looping one end round the
head and through the eye by means of au eye at the end made as before.
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It is finished off by windingthe end three or four times round these turns,
so as to tighten them up, and hitching it round two of them on one side.
This method of hafting differs in no essential respect from that used on -.
the mauls and adzes above described.

We have also two heads for such mattocks, which hardly differ from
the one described, except the No. 56494 [285] has the notches for the
lashings on the side of the head instead of on the upper surface. It is
16 inches long. The other, INo. 89843 [1043], Fig. 304a, is a very rude
head made of an almost cylindrical piece of rib. This is a very old tool,
which from its oily condition has evidently been long laid away in
some blubber room at Utkiavwïii. It is 15-2 inches long.

These blunt-pointed mattocks are not so much used at present as
picks with a sharp point mounted in the same way, and specially adapted
for working in ice or hard frozen soil. I have, however, neyer seen them
used for cutting holes in the ice for fishing, which some authors have sup-
posed to be what they were meant for. Their shape makes them very
inconvenient for any such a purpose, except when the ice is very thin.

The ice pick, like those carried on the butt of the spear, is under any
circumstances a more serviceabletool. These sharp pickax heads are
generally inade of a walrus tusk, the natural shape of which requires
very little alteration to fit it for the .purpose. We collected three of
these ivory heads, all very nearly alike,. of which No. 56539b -[96], Fig.
304b, will serve as the type. This is the tip of a good-sized walrus
tusk, 14-2 ieches long, preserving very nearly the natural outline of ihe
tusk except at *the point, where it is rounded off rather more abruptly
above. It is keeled alopg the upper edge and on the lower edge at
the point, so that the latter is four-sided, and the sides of the butt are
fiattened. On the unDer-ide the butt is cut off fiat for about 3 uinches,

a or , and roughened with crosscuts to fit theleaving a low fiange or rtoeanr
end of the haft, and the butt. is perforated with two large tranverse eyes
for the lashing.· The other two heads are ahnost exactly like this and
very nearly the same size.

Sharp-pointed pick heads of whale's bone appear also to have been
used, probably at an earlier date than the neatly finished ivory ones, as
we.collected three such heads, all very old and roughly made, and. hav-
ing notcles or grooves for the lashings instead of eyes. Fig. 304c is
one of these, No. 89844 [1315], fron Utkiavwlü, very rudely cut from a
piece of whale's rib, 12 inches long.

-I do not recollect seeing any of these bone-headed picks in use, while
the ivory-headed one was onue of the éonmmonest tools. This Eskimo
tool is in use at Pitlekaij, a village supposed to be wholly inhabited by
sedentary Chukches.'

TOOLS FOR SNOW AND 1CE WORKfING.

SnoNnivs.lFor cutting the blocks of snow used in building.the

Nordenskiild'8 figuret, Vega, vol. 2, p. 123.
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apu'ya, or snow hut, they at the present day prefer a saw or a large steel
knife (for instance, a whaleman's boarding knife), if they can procure it,
but they still have many of the large saber-shaped ivory knives so com-
noily used by the Eskimo everywhere for this purpose. These are,
however, more generally used for scraping snow off their clothing, etc., at

FIG. 305.-Ivory smw knife.

present. We brought home two of these knives, which do not differ in
any important respect from the many specimens collected by other ex-
plorers in Alaska.

No. 89478 [759J, Fig. 305, is. one of these--saviu'ra, "like a knife." It
is of walrus ivory (following the natural ontline of the tusk), 164 inches

ya

Fin. 306.-Snow abovels.

long. The blade is ionble-edged, the haft rounded on the edges and
Iaced along the lower edge for 3j inches with a double piece of sinew
braid. The object of thisis to give the hand a firmer grip on the haft.
These knives are also ised for cutting the blocks of snow to supply.
the house with water.

Snow sthove.-The broad, short-handled snow shovel of wood with a
9 ETH--20
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sharp edge of ivory is the tool universally enployed whenever snow is
to be shoveled, either to clear it away or for excavating houses or pit-
falls in the snowdrifts, or "chinkingI" up the crevices in the walls of
the snow bouse, and is an indispensable part of the traveler's outfit in
winter. The shovels (p'ksun) are all made on essentially the same pat-
tern, whicl is well showu by Fig. 306a, No. 56739 j30]. The blade is 14
inches broad and 11l ong. The whole upper surface of the shovel
is flat. The handle is beveled off on" the side to a rounded edge
below, and is quite thick where it joins the blade, tapering off to the tip.
The blade is thick and abruptly rounded off on the upper edge below
and gradually thinned down to the edge. The edge of the wood is
fitted with a tongue into a grove in the top of the ivory edge, which is
14 inches deep. It is fastened on by wooden tree-nails at irregular
intervals, and at one end, where the edge of the groove has been broken,
by a stitch of black whalebone. The wooden part of the shovel is made
of four unequal pieces of spruce, neatly--fitted 'and doweled togetier
and held by the ivory edge and three stitches ôf black whalebone
close to the upper edge, and countersunk below the fiat surface. The
whippings of sinew braid on the handle are to give a firm grip for
the hands.

No. 56738 [27], Fig. 306b, is a siîmilaP. shovel of the sanie material
and almtost exactly the sane dimensions, figured to show the way it
has been pieced together and menided. The maker of this shovel was
àble to procure a broad )piece of wood which only had to be pieced out
with a narrow strip on the left side, whieh is fastened on as before. It
was, however, not long enougli to inake the whole of the handle, which
bas a piece 8 inches long, neatly scarfed on at the end and secured by
six stout treenails of wood; three at each end of the joint, passing
througlh the thin partof the scarf into the thick, but not through the latter.
Nearly the whole handle was seized witlh sinew braid put on as before,
but nuch of this seizing is brokei off. At the riglit side of the blade
the grain takes a twist, bringing it parallel to the ivory edge, and ren-
dering it liable to split, as has happeued from the warping of the ivory
since the shovel has been in the Museum. The owner songht to pre-
vent this by fastenig to the edge a stout "strap " of walrus ivory 4J
inches, which appears to be an old bird spear point. The lower end. of
this-fitted into the groove of the ivory edge, and it was held on by three
equidistant lashings of Üarrow whalebone, ach running through a
hole in the edge of the wood and round the ivory in a deep transverse

groove.
This pattern of snow shovel is very like that fron Iglalik, figured by

Capt. Lyon,' but the hiandle of the latter is so much shorter in propor-
tion to the blade that there is an additional handle like that of a pot
lid nea'r the lhead of the blade on the upper surface. The ivory edge
also appears to be fastened on wholly witli stitches.

I Parry s econd Voy., pl. opporte p. 548. Fig. 5.

306
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Fig. 307 (No. 89775 [12&01from Utkiavw ) is a peculiar implement,
the only one of the kind that we saw. I is a shovel, 17 inches long,
made of a whale's scapula, with the ante or and posterior borders eut
off straight so as to make it 13 uinches oad, and the superior margin
beveled off to an edge. The handle is made by flattenir.g the neck of
the scapula and cutting through it alarge
horizontal elliptical slot, beloly which the end
of the scapula is worked into a rounde/d bar 1
inch in diameter. The cutting around/thifs slot
appears new, and red ocher has been rubbed
into the crevices, On the other hani, the bev-
eling of the digging edge appeared to be old.
Though colored with red ochèiî,/hhe edge is

gapped as if fon use, and
there are fragments of tun-
dra moss stiking to it. It
is probably an old imple-
ment "touhedup"for sale.
We did not learn whether

FIG. 307.-Snow shovel made of a
such tools were now gener- whale's scapula.
ally used. This may have been a makeshift or an
individual fancy.

Fig. 308 (No. 89521. [1249] from Utkiavwliù) is, an-
other peculiar tool of which we saw no other speci-
men. It appears to be really an old implement and
was said to have been used for digging or picking in
the snow. It is a stout sharp-pointed piece of bone,
3 inches long, inserted in the end of a piece of a long
bone of some animal, 4-7 inches long, and about i
wide, which serves as a haft.

2 Ice picks-The ivory ice pick (tu'u) always attached
to tbe seal-harpoon lias been already described. This
diffei-s from the tók of the Greenlanders and other
eastern Eskimo in having a sharp bayonet point,
while the latter is often chisel-pointed. Ail the men
now have iron ice picks which they use for cutting
the holes for fishing, setting seal nets, and such pur-
poses. These are made of some. white man's tool
which lias a socket, like a harpoon iron, a whale lance,

Fui. 38.-Snow pick. a boarding knife or bayonet, and usually have a rather
slender blade about a foot long, mounted on a'pole 6 or 8 feet long. . The
point is sharp and polygonal, generally four-sided. The tool is managed
with both hands aud used to split off fragments of ice by rather oblique
blows. In other words, it is used in precisely the same way as the little
single-hauded pick which we use in refrigerators. For chiseling off pro-
jecting corners of ice when niaking a path out through the ice pack, they.
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often use whale spades, of which they have obtained a great many from
wrecks.

No. 89483 [1313] from Utkiavwlñf, is a very old pick made of a piece of.
reindeer antler, 114 inches long, split lengthwise, and tapered to a sharp

curved point. The butt is cut.into asort of tang with a low
shoulder. The split face is concave, the soft interior tissue
having been removed by decay
and perhaps also intentionally.
Another peculiar tool is shown

inU Fig.309 ( No.8SÔA79 [1064A1 from
Utkiavwiñ).Thi wascalled
kâkaiyaxionand is a rounded
piece of antler 10·4 inches longe
tapering from the butt where
there is a low shoulder and the r
broken remains of a rounded
tang to be fitted to a shaft. One
side is cut off flat frm the shoul
der to the tip, gradually becom,

ing concave. The concavity is
deepest near the middle. The
tipisslightlyexpanded,rounded,
and somewhat bent toward the
convex side. The specimen is
smoothly and neatly made and
dark brown from afe. No other

We 309rospecimens were seen. We were
drill. told that this tool was inonted

on a long pole and used for drilling holes i
the ice by makingthe pole revolve with the
hands,

Ice scoop8.-When picking a hole through
ththe eithey use a iong-handled scoop, made

of a piece of antler bent round into a hoop,
and netted across the bottomi with strips of
whalebone, so that the water may drain off
in dipping pieces of'ice out of the water.
We broughit home one specimen of this unii-
versal implement (No. 89903 [1696], Fig. 310).
The handle is of oak, 5°feet 1¾ inches long
and elliptical iii section.- The rimi of the
bowl1 is a long thin strip) of antler, appar-
ently from. the "'palm," benit round into -Iaa
pointed oval, 8ý inches.lonig and 51 wide, F.310.-Jee SCooþ.

with the ends of the strip overlapping about 3 inches at the broader
end. The ends are sewed togrether with'two vertical stitches of whale-

1J
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hme. The. left end has been broken across obliquely near the joint
and mended with whalebone stitches. Round the lower edge of the
rim runs a row of twenty-seven pairs of small holes 0-2 inch from the
edge. The holes of each pair are eonnected by a deepchannel, and a
narrow shallow groove, probably for ornament, joins the pairs. On the
left side are eight extra holes between the pàirs, which are not used.
Through these holes, omitting the first two pairs«in the right-hand end,
is laced a piece of seal thong, thus:; Starting at the point of the oval, the
two ends of the thong are passed through the pair of holes there from
the outside and the bight drawn home into the channel; the ends are
crossed, the left end going to the riglit, and vice versa, and passed ont
through the farther liole of the next pair and in through the nearer, aud
so on till the ends meet at the broad end of the oval where they are tied
together, thus making twenty-five loops on the inside of the rin into
which the netting is fastened. This is made of strips of thin whale-
bone, interwoven; over and under each other, passing up through one
loop and down through the next. There are eleven longitudinal strands
passing obliquely from right to left, the same number from left to right,
and eleven transverse strands, making a network with élongated hex-
agonal apertures. The strips are not one continuons piece. The bowl
thus made is fastened to the handle by three pieces of stout seal thong.
The whole lashing was put on wet, and allowed to shrink.

Nordenskiöld mentions and figures a scoop of almost identically the
sane pattern, but, smaller, in general use for the same purposes at
Pitlekaj.' 'A smaller scoop or skimmer (ëlauatin) is also universally
used. We inadvertently neglected to preserve a specimen of this very
common implement, though we had two or three about the station for
our own use. ~ I.shall therefore have to describe it from memory. The
handle is a flat, straight stick with rounded edges, about 18 inches or 2
feet long, 14 inches broad, and three-fourths inch thick. The bowl is
made of two pieces of antler "palm" of such a shape that when they
are fiastened together on the end of the stick they make a shallow cup
about 34 'inches long by 3 wide, with a longitudinal crevice along the
mîîiddle which allows the water to drain off. The tip of the handle is
beveled off on both sides so as to fit into the inside of this cup, along
the junction of the two pieces, each of which is fastened to it by one or
two neat stitches of whalebone. The two pieces are fastened together
iii front of the liandle with a stitch.

In addition to the use of these sèoops for skimming the fishing holes,
and reeling up the line, as already describéd, they also serve as·serapers
to renove snow and hoar frost fron the clothing. In the winter nost
ofthe men and boys, epecially the latter, carry these skimmerà whenever
they go ont doors, partly for the sake of having something in their
hands, as we (arry sticks, and partly for use. The boys are very fond
of using them to pick up and sling snowballs, bits of ice, or frozen dirt,
which they do with considerable force and accuracy.

iVega. Vol. 1,-1). 493.
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IMPLEMENTS FOR PROCUIUNG AND PREPARING FOOD.

Blubberhooks (nI'kgigû).-For catching hold of pieces of blubber or
flesh when "cutting in" a whale or walrus, or dragging them round on,
shore or 'on the ice, or in the blubber rooms, they use hooks made by
fastening a backward-pointing prong of ivory on
the·end of a wooden handle, which is bent into
a crook at the other end. Those specially in-
-tended for use in the boats have handles 7 or 8 4
feet long, while thos'e for shore use are only 2 or
3 feet long. These implements, which are com-

mon all along the Alaskan coast, may
sometimes be used as boathooks, as ap-
pears to be the case farther south, though
I never saw them so employed. We
brought home two short hooks and one
long one, No. 56766 [126], Fig.311. This.
has a prong of walrus ivory fastened to
a spruce pole, 7 feet 7¾ inches long, to
the other end of which is fastened a
short crook of aßler. The pole is;ellip-
tical- in section. The crook is a nearly,
straight "branch'of an antler with a
transverse arm at the base made by cut-
ting out a piece of the "beam" to fit
3 againstthe pole, and is held on by three
neat lashings of whalebone of the usual
pattern. The upper two of these are
transverse lashings passing through cor-
responding holes in the pole and crook.
The lowest, which is at the tip of the
arm, is at right angles to these, passing
through wood and antier. The lashing
of whalebone close to the tipof thecrook,
)assing through a hole and round the
under side of the latter, is to keep the

"- .-hanid from slipping off. The prong is
:er hook. held on by two lashings of small seal
thong, each'passing through a large transverse
hole in the prong and a corresponding one in
the pole. The upper pair of holes odo iot exactly
match. There are also two unused holes, one FI(.312.-Short-hanreild blubber
in the pole below the upper hole and one above hook
the upper hole in the prong. These holes and thèënew appearance of
the lashings indicate that the prong is part of another hook recently
fitted to this pole. The two lashings are made by a single piece of thong.

g ý 1,31111clum
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The whole is old and weathered and rather greasy about the prong and
the tip of the pole.

Fig. 312 (No. 89836 [1203] from Utkiavwlü) is a similar hook with a
short handle, 34 inches long, for use on land. The crook is
made by bending the handle. The prong, of walrus ivory as
before, is 7 inches long, and held on by two stout lashings of
whalebone, which pass round the end of the handle instead of
through it. The prong and tip of the handle are very greasy.

No. 89837 [1353], from the same village,.is a similar hook
rather rudely made. The crook is bent only at an angle of
about 450, and there is sMewhat of a twist to the whole han-
die. The prong, which is of antler, is 7 uinches long and shoul->'
dered at the butt like that of the long hook described. It is
fastened on by two thick lashings of stout seal thong passing I
around prong and handle and kept from slipping by notches
in the latter, an*d on the butt end of the former' and by a large
tlat-headed brass stud driven into the prong below the upper
lashing.

Fisk 8caler.-Fig. 313 (No. 89461 [1279] from Utkiavwïfi) rep.
resents a little implement which we never saw in use, but which
we were told was intended for scraping the scales off a fish.
The specimen doesnot appear to be newly made. Itis a piece
of hollow "long" bone, 8 inches long, cut into the shape of the
blade of a case knife, flat- on one face with a broad, shallow,
longitudinal groove on the other.

.MAKIN( AND WORKING FIBER.

Twisting anmfbraiding-We had no opportunity of seeing the FIG. .-
process of twisting the sinew twine, which is sometimes used Fish scaler.

in place of the braid so often mentioned but »more generally when an
extra strong thread is desired,'as in sewing on boot soles. Fig. 314 (No.
89431 [133 from UtkiavwNli) is a little shuttle of walrus ivory, 3.inches

long and 1 broad, which we were told was used in this
process. The body of this shuttle is reduced to a narrow
crosspiece, and the prongs at one end are twice as long as
those at the other. The tips of the long prongs are about j

2  inch apart, while those of the short ones nearly meet. There
is a small round hole mi one side of the body. This speci-
men was made for sale. As well as I could understand the
seller, the ends of several strands of fine sinew were fas-
tened into the hole in the shuttle and twisted by twisting
it with one hand, while the other end was held perhaps by

FI. 314.-Ivor ithe other hand. The part twisted was then wound on the
shuttle. shuttle and a fresh length twisted. This would be a very

simple form of spinning with a spindle.
No specialimuplements for twistiug have been described among other

311MUIIDocna ,
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Eskimo. Mr. E. W. Nelson (in a letter to the writer) says tliat the
natives of Norton Sound informed hii that the cable twisters (kipta-
klbu'tùk at Norton Sound) were also used for making twisted cord.
He describes their use as follows: "The ends of the sinew cord are tied
to the center holes in the twd ivory pieces, one of the latter at eachi end
of the cord, and then they are twisted in opposite directions, thus get-
ting the liard-laid sinew cord used on the bows."

The sinew twine ised at Point Barrow is generally braided, almost

Fu;. 31.-Ncttiiig mQcdle.

always in a three-ply braid, usually about the .size of stout packthread,
such as is found on many Eskimo implements from all localities repre-
sented in the Museum collections. That they also know how to braid
with four strandsis shown by the hair line already described (No. 56545
[410]). They also have a special word (which I can not recall) for braid-
ing with four strands -in distinction from braiding with three

(pidrá).
Netting.-Two implements are used as usual in netting, a

needle or long flat shuttle for carrying the twine (Fig. 315,
No. 56570 [101]), and a mesh stick for gauging the length of the
mesh. The knot is the universal "fishermain's knot" or becket
hiteh made in the usual manner. The method of using the
mesh stick, however, is rather peculiar, and somewhat clumsy
compared with that used by civilized net-makers, as it serves
only to measure the mesh and not also to hold the successive
meshes as they are made, It is a long fiat piece of bone or
antler, shaped like a case knife, with. a blade square at heel
and point. There is often also a little blunt hîook (as in Fig.
316, No. 56581 [1021]) at the point, bending upward or toward
the baek of the blade. The blade is the part of the stick which
measures the mesh, and its length from heel to point is always
precisely half the length of the mesh to be Made. It is used
as follows: The workman, holding the mesh stick by the han-
dle in his left band, with the blade downward, câtches the
mesh into which the knot is to'be made with the book, and
holds it while the twine is carried down the left side of the n
blade, round the heel and through the mesh as usual, and drawn Mesh stick.

up till the preceding knot cones just to the point of the blade. This
makes a loop of the proper length for a nesh round the stick. The point
where the next knot is to be made is now cauglit between the thumb and
finger of the right hand and the mesh stick taken ont of the loop. The
left thumb and finger, while the other figers of this band still hold the

1Lz
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handle of the stick, relieve the fingers of the right hand, which goes on
to make the knot in the usual manner.'

We collected thirteen needles of different patterns and sizes. No.
56570 [101], Fig. 315, has been selectedas the type (I'nmuvwlîi,mû'kutln.)
It is of walrus ivory, 11-9 juches long. The smnall hole near the tip of
one prong is for a lanyard -to hang it up by when not in use. -.This
needle could be used only for making a large meshed net, perhaps a
seal net.

We collected seven needles of almost the same pattern as this, varying
a little in proportions. The faces are usually more deeply hollowed ont
and the ends usually sinuate instead of being straight. Three of these
are of reindeer antler and the rest of .ivory. The longest is 9-9 inches
long and the shortest 4j. This needle (No. 56574 [24], from Utkiavwïi)
is rather broad in proportion, being nearly 1 inch wide. It is of walrus
ivory. No. 8943,3 [942] is better suited for ietting a small mesh, being
only 0-7 inch broad at the widest part. It is made of reindeer antler and

FIG..317.--Netting needles.

s 7-3 inches long. These needles sometimes have a small hole through
one end of the body for fastening the end of the twine, and most have
some arrangement for fastening on a ̄ iryard-reitlhera..ole as in the type
or a groove round the tip of one prong as in No. 56574[24].

No. 89427 [1283], from Utkiavwilf, is a needle of a slightly different
pattern,being rather thick and not narrowed at the middle. It is of rein-
deer antler, 8-7 inches long and 1 wide. No. 89430 [1286], Fig. 317a, from
Utkiavwli, is a very broad needle, with short body and long prongs, one
of which is expanded at the tip and perforated for a lanyard. It is a
piece of the outside hard tissue of a reindeer antler, 5-4 inches long and
1-2 broad. It is but slightly narrowed at the middle, while No.. 89428
[1381]; Fig. 317b, from Utkiavwlf, a somewhât similar broad needle of
the same material is deeply notched on each side of the body. This is
made froni antler of snaller diameter than the preceding, and conse-

I We had no'special opportunities for watching the natives at work netting, as but few nets hap-
pened to be made at the village during our stay. It was, however, observed that the mesh stick was
taken out every-time a knot waas tied. Since ny return. after a careful study of the different nesh
sticks in our collection. I have convinced myself hy experiment that the above method of using the .-
tool i8 the only one which will account for the shape of the different parts.
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qieintly is not flat, but strongly convex, on one face and correspondingly
concave on the other. It is 8-2 inches long and 1 iwide.

For making the seal nets a very large needle is used. The one in thç
collection, No. 56581 [102], Fig. 318, fron Utkiavwïi, is 20î inches long
aid only 1 wide. It is made of two nearly equal pieces ofiantler, which
are nearly flat, and lap over each other about 3î inches near the middle.

Fo. .118.-Nettin- needle for meal net.

They are stiongly fastened together by five whalebone stitches, one at
each corner of the splice and one in the middle. The corner stitches ruii
round the edge of the two parts; and through a hole through both parts.
The prongs are stout and curved, nearly meeting at the tips. They are
about 3 inches long. The lateral distortion appears to be due to warping.

Fia. 319.-Netting nebdle.

A peculiar netting needle is shown in Fig. 319 (No.89429 [1333], from
Utkiavwlii), which is new and rather carelessly made from very coarse
walrus ivory. The tips of the prongs, after nearly meeting, diverge
again in the form of the letter U. • This needle, which is 9½ inches long,
was said by the maker to be of the pattern used by the "Kûfimûf'd'lli."

a

Fr.320. --Mesh sticks.

There are no s;pecimens resembling it in the imuseuin collections, thongh
it curiously suggests certain imleineits from Norton Soind, labeled
"reels for holding fine cord," consisting of sleider rods of antler, termi-
nating at each end iii similar shallow V-shaped forks.
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The mnesh stick (kú'brin) belonging to the large netting needle, No.
56581 {102], may be taken as the type of this implement. It is a piece
of the hard outside tisaue of a reindeer antler. The three notches on
the lower edge of the haft are for the fngers. The incised line along one
faee of the blade is probably a mark to which the twine is to be drawn
in making a meshi. The blade is just the proper length,, 7j inches, for
the large mesh of the seal net. The remaining four nesh sticks are all
smali, and infénded for making fish nets. Three are of reindeer antler
and the fourth of hard bone, with a wooden haft.

Fig. 320a (No. 89436 [12841, froni Utkiavwïfi) is of antler, 7-2 .inches
long, with a blade of 2-7 inchese protected from splitting by a stout
round peg of hard bone, driven through the handle so as to lie against
the heel of tlie blade. It terminates in a blunt point instead of a hook,
and las three finger notches in the haft. No. 89437 [942], also from
Utkiavwfi, is of the same material, 5-2 inches long,without a hook and
with a blade.only 1 inch long.' There are two finger notches in the haft.
The last of the antler mesh sticks (No. 89439 [983], from iUtkiavwlù,
Fig. 320b) is double ended, having i& hook and a short blade at each end.
The blades are respectively 1-5 and'1-6 incies long, and the total length
is. 6-6 inches. - Fig. 320e (No. 89435 [1019); also from UJtkiavwii) has a
blade, withr a snall hook, of white compact bone, and what would be
the handle. lashed to one side of a haft of soft wood, which is shouldered
to receive it. The haft is 4-3 inches long, and the two parts are held
together by two lashings of fine sinew, kept from slipping by inotches.
The total length is 7-3 inches, that of the blade 2-7. Netting needles
and mesh sticks of essentially the same type as those just described, but
varying in material and dimensionsare in general use from the Ander-
son River to Bristol Bay,. as is shown by -the Museum collections.

Netting weights.-We collected 16 little ivory iiplements, each, when
complete, consisting of the image of a fish. about 34 to 4 inches long,
suspended by a string about 4 inches long to a little ivory spring hook.
We nevér happened to see these implements in use, but we were told
that they were used in netting to keep the meshes in proper shape.
They generally were made iin pairs. The only way.of using them that,
I can think of is first to hook one into the bight of the first mesh made
in starting the net. This would make the successive meshes, as they
were netted, bang down out of the way. On1 starting the next row in
the opposite directiou, the second weight hooked into the first meshi of
tis row would draw the successive meshes down on the left-hand side
of the stiek, while the other weight would keep the meshes of the first
row stretclied so that one could be easily caught at a time. On begin-
hning the third row the first weight would be transferred to the lirst
mesh of this, and so on. Fig. 321a is one of a pair of these uépitaúra

o. 56596 [2071) which lias been selected as the type. It is a rather
rude figure of a sahnon or trout 4 inches long, neatly carved out of walrus
ivory. The string is of braided sinew and the hook of walrus ivory. f
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1ig. 321b (No. 89442 [899] froii Nuwùk) is a weight without the
hook and made of compact whale's bone. It is 4-1 inches long, and very
neatly carved, having all the fins in relief, the gill openings, mouth, and.

eyes incised. ' No. 56582
[1731 from Utkiavwli is
one of a pair very rudely
carved ont of a piece of
snow-shovel edge. The
imouth.and gill openings
are indicated by incised
and blackened lines, the
latter fringed with short
lines,each endirigin adot,
p)erhaps to represent the
gill filaments. It is 4-2
inches long, and hastily
inade for sale. Fig. 321c

- (No. 56578 [2011 from Ut,
kiavwliñ) seems-to be in-

a tended for a polar cod,
and has the hole drilled

- ~ through the root of the
tail. The lateralline is
marked by a scratch, col-
ored with black lead, aid
the dark color of the back
is represented by enrved,
transverse scratches also
colored with black lead.
When4he carving is suf-
ficiéïftly good to show
what sort of a fish is
mearit it .s ..gonerally a
salmon or trout. Only 3

F. 321.-Netting weights. out of the 16 are of any-
thing but walrus ivory. These 3 are of conpact.whale's bone, and one
had small blue glass beads inlaid for eyes, of which one still renainis.

-w
41Fla. 32. -Sht lo roging to wet of feather toolS.

The shortest is 3-4inches long, and the longest 4-3, but most of themu are
almost-exactly 4 inches long.

Wearing.-À set of little tools made of bone und reindeer antler were
bronght over for sale, whiichu were said to be those used in weaviug the

Èi
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feather belts. I had no opportunity of seeing a belt made, but the work
evidently does not require all three of these tools. The little netting
iieedle or sluttle of bone (Fig. 322, No. 89434 [1338]) can not be used in
feather weaving, because, as already nentioned, the strips of feather are

Fto. 323.-Mesh at ick.

not fastened together into a continuous cord which ecould be carried on
a shuttle. It is 5·9 inches long and 0-7 wide. There is also a little inesh
stick of antler (Fig. 323,No.89438 [1338]) 6-7 inches long,livith a blade 1.9
inches in length, and a little hook, which appears to
be fitted for nothing except netting a small net. The
lower edge of the haudle, however, is cut into 10 deep
rounded notches, which perhaps serve the purpose of
a rude "frame" for keeping apart the strands of the
warp, while the woof:of feather is passed flirough
with the fingers. It would be held with this edge
up, and the beginning of the belt being fastened to
the wall, the warp strauds would be stretched over
this, as over a violin bridge, each resting in one of the
notches. The last tool of the set (Fig.324, No.89462
[1338]) is undoubtedly a "sword" for pushing home
the woof, and probably also serves to separate the
strands of the warp into a "shed." It is a flat, thin
piece of antler, 9 inches long and three-fourths wide,
of which about 6j inches forms a straight blade 6
iincels long, and the restis bent round to one'side and

slightly down, fnrming a handie. When the strands
of the warp are stretched our gsridge as above de-
scribed, pushing this horizontally through them alter-
nately over and under the successive strands, would
make a "shed" through which the end of the woof
c ould be thrust. with one motion, and. pushed up

against ;the preceding strand of the woof by sliding
the sword forward. Lt would then be withdrawn and
passed through agaii, going over the strands it went
under before and vice versa, so as to open a "shed" -

for the next strand of the woof.
Sewing.-For sewing furs and leather they always

use thread made by stripping off thin fibers from a FG. 324.-"Sword" for

piece of dried sinew of the reindeer, as is usuai iwith feather weaving.

Eskimo. Cotton or linen thread of civilized manufacture is now often
usedfor sewing the cotton frocks, etc., and sometimes for making au or-
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namental seam on the waterproof gut shirts. The stitches employed
have already been described under the head of clothing (which see).
They hold the needle between the thumb and niddle finger, with the

tlimble on the-forefinger (both are called by the same
naine, tf'kya) and sew toward them. This appears to
be the regular Eskimo method of sewing.'

At the present day they are well supplied with steel
needles (miksun) of ail sizes and patterns, but formerly
they used boue needles mdefrom the fibula (amllyérûîi)
of the reindeer. We collected sixty of these needles,
eighteen of which appear to be old and genuine. The
rest were more or less carefally made for sale. Nka-
wáaln told us that once when he and a young man were
out deer hunting a long distance from camp thëir boots
gave ont.. Having killed a deer he made thread from
the sinew, a needle from the bone, and with pieces of
the skin repaired their boots, so that they got home in
comfort.

.No. 89389 [1191], Fig. 325 will serve as the type of
these needles. This is a case 34 inche- long, made of

Fi. 325.-Quill case ofthe butt of a large quill, closed with a plug of~walrus
bone needes. hide, and contains 6 needles. One is 1-8 inches long,

stout,, and round-pointed,. with a large eye. It is much discolored from
age. The second is also round-pointed but more slender, 1·9 inches
long, and flattened and expanded at the butt. The third ls 2-4 inches
long, and has a four-
sided point like a glov-
er's needle. AIl three
of these are very neatly
made and appear old.
The other three are
stout, roughly made,
and flat. respectively
2-1, 2-2, and 2-5 inches
long. Two of themlook
suspiciously new.. This
set was said to have been
the property of the wifeb
of Puka, Nlkawáalu's
father.

Fig. 326a is a pecul- Fin. 26.-eedles and thiimbles: (a) large bone needie and peculiar

iarly large and flat nee- thimble îb) leather thimbles with bone needles.

dle (No. 89392 [1195] from Utkiavwlii) -2 inches long, with a round,
sharp point and a large eye, with little grooves running to the butt on
each side for the thread to lie in. This needie was perhaps specially

See.Parry. second Voy., p. 537, Lyon, Journal. p. 93: Kumnlien, Contributions, p. 25.



meant for sewing boat skins. With this needle belongs a peculiar large
boine or ivory thimble. Tþe remaining needles are all verymuch alike,
though some are more roughly made than the others. Three of them
have the butt square instead of rounded, and half of them, including
some which are undoubtedly old, are four-sided at the point like a glov-
er's needle. The longest is 3 inches long and the shortest 1.4 inches,
but the commonest length is about 2 or 2 uinches. Similar bone needles
are mentioned by varions authors.'

Nearly all the women now use ordinary metal thimbles, obtained in
trade, but they wear them in the old-fashioned way, on the tip of the
forefinger. Some of the older women, however, still prefer the ancient
leather thimble«. There are twopatterns of these: one intended for the
fore-finger only, and the other of such a shape that it -nay also be worn
on the other fingers as a guard against chafing in pulling stout thread
through thick leather. It is often so used at the present day.

We collected three ofthe first-mentioned pattern, which is represented
by Fig. 326b (No.$9396 [1202, 12461 ). It is made by eutting out a narrow
ring of raw sealskin 0-7 inch in diameter, with a circular flap 0-5 inch
in diameter on the outside of the ring and a corresponding one.on the
inside of the same size, cut out of the middle of the ring. The flaps
are doubled over so as to make a pad on the inside of the forefinger
when the tip of the latter is inserted into the ring. The butt of the
needle presses against this pad.

The third thimble,. which belongs with the needlecase (No. 89371
[1276]), Is of precisely the same form and dimensions.

There appeared o be little if any variation among those which we
saw. Capt. Lyon2 figures two similar thimbles from Iglulik, which
are described on page 537 of the same work as being made of leather.
The flaps, however, seem to be only semicircular and not folded over, so
that the shield consists of only one thickness of leather.

A similar thimble with the flap also not folded is used at Cumbérland
Gulf.:

The other pattern, of which we brought home nine specimens, is rep-
resented by No. 89389 [1191], which belongs with the set of bone needles
ofthe same number. It i a tube, open at both ends, one of which is larger
than. the other, made by bénding round a strip of split walrus hide and
sewing the ends together. It is 0-4 inch long and 2-1 in circumference
at the larger end. It is worn smooth with handling, and impregnated
with grease and dirt and marked with small pits where it has been
pressed against the butt of the needie in use.

Four other old thimbles (No. 89393 [1194], from Utkiavwli, are made,

'Formuerly they used the bones of fishes or the very fine bones of birds instead of needles. Crantz,
vol. 1. p. 136.

"Their own- clunsy needles of bone." Parry. Second Voy., p. 537 and pl. opposite p. 548. Fig. Il.
Kuinlien also speaksî of "steel needles or boue ones made after the sane pattern" at Cunberland Gulf
(Contributions, p. 25).

'Parry, Second Voy., pl. opposite p. 550, Fig. 25.
Boas. Central E.kimo. p. 524. Fig. 473 and Kumilien, Contributions. p. 28.
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in the same way, but are a trifle larger. As they show no needle-marks,
they were probably used only as finger.guards. The remaining four'are
similar to the above, but newly made, for sale.

A most peculiar thimble, the only one of the kinýd seen,-is shown in
Fig. 326a (No. 89392 [1195] from Utkiavwli, belonging with the large
boue needle of the same number already described and figured). Tliis
is made of a single piece of walrus ivory, browned with age, and the
round shallow socket is for the butt of the needle. The ends of the half
ring are slightly expanded and notched on the outside to receive a string
to complete the ring so that it eau be fitted round the finger, with the
flange in the same position as the pad of a leather thimble.

Needles are kept in a case (ujyami), consisting of a tube of bone or
ivory about 5 or 6 inches long, through which is drawn a broad strap of

leather furnished with a knot at one end
to keep it from slipping wholly through.
Into one side of this strap the needles
are thrust obliquely, so thit when the
strap is pulled in they are covered by the
tube. To the other end of the strap is
usually attached an ivory snap hook for
fastening the needle case to the girdle of
the pantaloons. These needle cases are
made of two slightly different patterns, of
which the first is represented byNo. 89365
[1277], Fig. 327a. It is of white walrus
ivory, 4ý inches long, and the strap is of
seal thong about 11 inches long and 0-3
inch wide. At one end of this is a pear-
shaped knob of walrus ivory, which is
shoulderedoffatthesmallend andworked
inito. a short. fiattenied shank perforated
with a large eye, througlh .which the end

b of the strap, which is cut narrow, is thrust.
It is fastened by doubling it back and sew-

Fin. 32'i.--Needle cases with belt hooks. m tt u tnigpr.Asybu
ing it to the standing part. A sky-blue

transparent glass bead is inlaid in the large end of the knob.. The other
end of the strap is fastened in the sameway into a tranverse slot in the
end of the belt hook (41'tkIbwlüi) of ivory, 4-7 inches long.

This pattern appears to be isually made of walrus ivory. Only one
of the six brougiht home is of boue, and this is an unusually small one,
only 3.6 in'ches long, made for sale. The usual length is 4J to 5
inches. No. 89363 [1105j, Fig. 327b, froin Utkiavwfii, is a tube verymuch
like the one described, but is ornamented with an incised pattern colored
with red ocher, and has a differeîitly shaped belt hook. When the latter
is hooked over the girdle the ring is pushed up the shank over the point
of the liook till it fits tight, and thus keeps the hook from slipping off
the belt.
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Fig. 328a (No. 89364 [1243] from Utkiavwlfi) is another ivory needle
case, 4-7 inches long. The tube was once ornamented with incised
patterns, but these are almost wholly worn off by constant handling.
The knob is carved into an ornamental shape, having a circle of six
round knobs round the middle. -It has been suggested that this is
ieant to represent a cloud-berry (Rubus chamomorus), a fruit known
to the "Nunataimiun" though not at Point Barrow. The hook is a
snap hook very nuch like those described in connection with the netting
weights, but larger (3 inches long)
and very broad at the upper end,
which is made into a broad ring.
The point of a steel needle still stick-
ing in the flesh side of the strap
shows how the needles* are -carried
with the points toward the knob.

No. 89370 [1033], also from Utkiav-
wli, has no knobbut the end of the
strap is kept from slipping through:
by rolling it up transversely and -

catching it with a stitch of sinew.
It las a broad fiat snap hook similar
to the last, but cut on the edges into
ornamental scallops. The tube is
ornamented with an incised pattern
colored red with ocher, .and is 5-2
long. No. 56575 [7] is an old tube of
brown walrus ivory, enlarged into a
knob at one end. It lias no knob or
hook, but a new strap of white seal
skin, in the lower end of which is tied
-a large knot. The other pattern lias
the cylinder made of a hollow "long"
bone, in its natural shape.- This bone
appears to be almost always the hu-
merus of some large bird, probably
a swan. The strap has usually no Fo. 328.-Need e cases: (a) case with belt hook

knob, but is kept from , slipping (b) ease OPen, showing bone needies.

through by knotting the endor tying on a large bead or a bear's toe, or
some such object too large to go through the tube. None of these have
belt hooks except one new and roughly made specimen.

These bone tubes are apparently older than the neat ivory cylinders,
änd it is not unlikely that the belt hook was not invented till the former
was mostly out of fashion. No. 89361 [1239], Fig. 328b from Utkiavwlii,
is one of these whiclh has for knob one of the large dark blue glass
beads which used to bring such enormous prices in the early days of
Arctic trading. and whieh are still the kind most highly prized. The

9 ETH--21
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end of the strap is eut narrow, passed through the bead, and knotted on
the end. This case carries a half-dozen of the old-fashionîed bone needles,
which appear to be genuine. It is 3-7 inches long and, roughly speak-
ing, 0-4 in dianéter. No. 89369 [1201], also fromI Utkiavwiñ, resembles
the above, but h]as a wolverine's toe sewed to the end of the strap. No.
89371 [1276], fron UtkiavNviñ, also lias the -toe of a wolverine for a knob,
and lias a belt hook with two tongues -inade of reildeer antler. No.
89366 [1137], fromti Utkiavwïi, is a highly ornamented case of this
pattern, whiclh lias a short cylindrical knob, also .or,-amentted. No.
89368 [1089], from Ttkiavwiù,l is niot made of bird's bone, but is a piece
of a long bone fron somte muaininal, aild has a brown bear's toe for a
knob. No. 89367 [1339], from the sane village, is rouglhly made of a
bra neh of antler, 3-9 inches long and 0-8 wide, hollowed out. It lias a
knob of whale's bone, but no belt book, the end of the strap being knotted
into a leather thinble of/the first pattern., Of the six specimeus of this
patterii in the iollectioI only the first is a, genii1e old iiiiplemenit. All
the others are nerely commercial imitationsrather carelessly imade.

This kind of needle case is very cooiiinioily ised througlhout Alaska,
as is shown by the enormtous collections lin the National Museuni brong-lt
honie by various explorers, Nelson, Ttiriineri, Dall) and othters. The needle
case fron Iglulik, figured by Capt. Lyou,' iesembles the second or older
patteri, being of bole, not tapered ait the ends, an(d taviig ieitier kiob
nor belt hook. To the ends of the strap are hung- thimbles "and other
smnall articlesiable to be lost."~'2 D)r. Simp so' spîeaks of the needle ease
in use. at Point Barrow, but nerely describes it as,' a narrow stril) of
skin in which the neelles are stuck, witlh a tube of bont(e, ivory, or iron
to slide down over them, and kept fromu slipping off the lower end by a
knob or large head. This appears to reter <ouly to the second or older
pattern.

The old-taslhionîed ring thimbles wee usually carried on the belt book
of the ineedlecase, but modern thiibles require a, box. These boxes
(kigiunie), which are usually smnall and cylindrical, also serve for holding
thread, heads, and all sorts of little trmnkets or knickknacks, and imany
of thei are so (d that they were evident« used for this purpose long
before the inttroduction of inetal thimbles. Little tti cainisters, spice
boxes, etc., are also used for the samne purpose nowadays. We bronght
honte thirteen of these-boxes, of whilchî No. 89407 [j1158] Fig. 329a has been
chosen as the type. It is a piece of the beam of a stont antler, 4.3 inches
longt, eut off square on the ends antd holloweil out. Iito the large end
is fitted a flat bottomi of thiii piie, fiastenied in by foru little treenails of
wood. The covër is of the sane naterial. It is held on by a. string of
sinew braid about 11 inches long, whieh passes out throuîgl the lower
of the two little holesï on one side of the box, beinîg held by a kinot at

Parry .sNcond Voyage. pi. 41ppIosite p. 55t. Fig. 25.
1I1bid., p. 57.
Op. cit. pJ. 215.



the end, iii thIrough the upper, then ont and in through two similar holes
ii the Middle of thecover, and ont through a hole on the other side of
the box. Pulling the end of this string draws the cover dowi s-ugly
into its place.

Some of the remaining boxes are imade of antler, and vary ii length
from 4-7 to 8 inches. The last is, however, unusially large, iost of
the others being about 5 inches long. The covers are genierally held on
by strings inucli in the nanner described, and the ends are boti usually
of wood, though two old boxes have both ends made of antler, and one
lias a top of hard bone. The last is a specinen newly made fôr sale.
These boxes are sometimes ornamented on the outside with incised lines,
colored red or blielened, either conventionual patterns as in Fig. 329b

lyz

.i14

.. Fic. 329.-.Trinket bomes.

†(No.89)513351, froni Utkiaywi) or figures of men and animals as in
Fig. 329c (No. 56615 [411 from the same village). The frmner is a new
box, 4-7 inches long, and has the wooden ends both shouldered to fit
tightly. The cover is worked witli a string.

No. 56615 [411 on the other Ianiid is very old, and has lost its cover.
The wooden botton is shouldered and held in with treenails. The sur-
face is elaborately ornanented "with incised and blackened figures.
It is divided by longitudinal Unes into four nearly equal panels, on
whieh the figures are disposed as follows (the animals all being repre-

sented as standing on the longitudinal lines, and facing toward theý
right, that is, toward the open end of the box): On the first panel are
4 reindeer, alternatelv a buck and a doe, followed by a inan in a kaiak,
and over his head two snuall "circles and dots," one above the other.

323TRINKET BOXES.MURDOCH. 1
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All the deer ontliis box are represented strictly in profile, so as to show
only two legs and one antler each. On the second panel are 4 deer, ail
does, followed by a inan with a bow shuing across his baek. On the
third, a man in the iniddle appears to be calling 2 dogs, who, at the
left of the panel, are drawing a railed sled. Iteversed, and on the upper
border of the panel, is a man pushing behind a sinilar sled(I drawn
by 3 dogs. - The head dog has stopped· am is sitting down on his
liaunlies. The dogs, like the reindeer, are all strietly in profile and
rather conventioudized. In the fourth panel are 3 reindeer followed
by a inan ini his kaiak, and upside down, above, a -deer without legs,

F . eb
Fro. 330.-Trinket boxet.

supposed to be swimming in the water, and a very rude figure of a man
in his kaiak. These figures probably represent actual occurrences,
formning a sort of record.

Fig. 330a (No. 89408 [1371] from Sidaru) is a piece of stout antler,
4-7 inches long, which has the bottom of pine fitted tightly in without
fasteniigs. The cover is of wood, eovered, to make it fit tight, with
parchment, apparently shrunk on and puckered on the upper surface.
A thiek -hank of untwisted sinew is fastened as a bandle through the
middle of the cover. This box is old and dirty, and contains an unfin-
ished flint arrow-head. No. 56505 [59] fron Utkiavwliñ, is a new box,
closed at the ends with thick. shouldered plugs of pine wood. The tube
is 8 inclhes long and ornamented with a conventional pattern of incised
lines colored with red ocher.

I
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Fig. 330b (No. 89402 [1359] also froi Utkiavwlü), is peculiar from1 the

material of wich it -is made. It is of about the same pattern as the
conmmon antler boxes, but is made of
the burtt end'of the o pen in of a large
walrus, eut off square and hollowed out,
and lias endsof liard whale's bone. Its
lergth is 4-2 inches. No. 89403 [14251
Fig. 331 frot Sidaru, is imade ofthe liol-
low'butt of a good-sized walrus tnsk, 3-2
inchdes long. It lias a neatly fitted
woodfen botton, held in with 6 tree- : i
nails, two of ivory and four of wood.
The box has been cracked and split and

nended with stitches
of sinew and wliale-
bone. Peculiar con-
ventional patterns are
incised on the box and FIa. 331.-Ivory box.

cover. A peculiar box is shown in Fig. 332 (No.56583
[37] fron Utkiavw!ii). This is of compact white bone,
with a flat wooden bottoni. I do not recollect seeing

Ii! any other boxes of the same sort;
Fig. 333 (No. 89409 [1372]) is the tip of a walrus tusk

nio. 332. B oe box. eut off and liollowed out into a« sort of flask, 3-8 inches
long, closed at the large end by a flat wooden bottom, fastened in with
treenails and at the small end by a stopper ofrsoft wood.

The most peculiar box of ail, how-
ever, iî shown in Fig. 334 (No. 56512
[2] froni Utkiavwiù), the only speci-
men of the kind seen. It is 5-5
inches long, made of reindeer antler,
and very neatly carved into a mùost
excellent image of a reindeer Iying
on its left side, with the head, which
has no antlers, turned down and to
the left. The legs are folded up
against the belly, the forelegs with
the -hoofs pointing backward, the
hind hoofs pointinig forward. The
eyes arrepresented- by slmall sky-
blue glass beads, -and the niouth
nostrils, ani'navel neatly incised,
the last being particularly well-

S10ttt marked. The .tips of the hoofs are
ti&wk ofilory. rounded off, whicli, taken in connec- F10.3 -Bo in shape of

tion with theattitude aîid the well narked navel, lead me to believe
* I
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that the image is ineant to represent an unborn fetus. The whole
of the body is hollowed, the aperture taking up the whole of the but-
tocks, and closed by a flat, thtick plug of soft wood. A round peg of

wood is driven in to close an accidental
hole just above the left shoulder. The
box is old and discolored, and worn snooth
with much handling.
2 Rarely these little workboxes are made
of basketwork. We obtained four speci-

- mens of these small baskets, of which
No. 56564 488] Fig. -335, workbasket (águ-
ma, áîna, ipiáru), 'will serve as the type.
The neck is of black tanned sealskin, 2
inches long, and lias 1 vertical sean, to
the imiddle of which is sewed the mid-
die of a'piece of fine seal thong, a foot

n.m .smas hsket. long, which serves to tie up the mnouth.
The basket appears to be made of fine

twigs or roots of the willow, with the bark removed, and is made by
winding airwosier spirally into the. shape of the basket, and wrapping
a narrow splint spirally around the two akljacent parts of this, eacb
turt of the splint being separated fron the next by a turn of the suc-
ceeding tier. The otier basket frot Utkiar v1ii (No. 56565 [135]) is
ahnîost exactly like this, but larger (3-5 i-ces in dianeter and 2-2
high), and hias holes round the top of the neek for ýie drawstring.

Two haskets fron Sidau are of the saine mîaterial and worknan-

ship, but soiîmewhat larger and
of a diflrenît shiape, as showi
in Fig. 336, No. 89801 [1366],
and Fig. 337, No. 89802 [1427].
This was the only species.of
basketwork seen among these

people and is probably iot of
native manufacture.

Prof. O. T. Mason, of thé Na-

tioïml Museum, hats alleInyi~ Fiu. 336.-Small basket.
attention to the fact that the
methodiof lOt weaving emtployed in iaking tÈese baskets is the sanie as
thanît used by the Apaches and Navajos, who have been shownî to be
liiiistically .of the saie stock as the Athiabascait or Tinné group of
lIndians of the North. The tirst basket- (ollected, No. 56564 [88], was
said by the owner to have comte. front the "g-eat river" i flthe soutih.

* Now, the naine Kuwûk or Kowak, applied to the western streamii flow-
ing into Hothain lJîtet. iueanls simlhl)y " pgreat river," and-this is the
region where the Eskimo come into veiy intimiate commercial relations
with uIndians of Tinné stock. Therefo, ini onsideration of the Indian

IDai. An er canî Assoiation, AÀress, 18'. p. 1.
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workmianship ot these baskets, and the statemerit that one of' then
came from the "great river, south," I an well con viiiced that they were
made by the Indians of the region between the Koyukuk and Silawik
Rivers, and sold by them to the Kuwùiimiun, whence they could easily
find their way to Point Barrow through the hands of the "Nunatai-
miun" traders.

The Eskinio of Alaska south of Berinig Strait make and use bas-
kets o many patterns, but east of Point Barrow baskets are exceed-

iîngly rare. The only mention of anything of
the kind will be found in Lyon's Journal." He
mentions seeing at Iglulik a "small round -bas-

-: g . - ket compo><sed of grass in precisely the same
manner as those constructed by the Tibboo, in
the so.itlern part of Fezzan, and agreeing with
thei also in its shape." Now, these Africans
niake baskets of precisely the same "coiled"
work (as Prof. Mason calls it) as the Tinné, so
that in all probability what Lyon saw was one
of these saie baskets, carried east in trade,
like other western objects already referred to.
The naime áâma applied to these baskets at
Point Barrow- (the other two names appear to
be si mply "bag" or receptacle) corresponds to
the Greenlandie amât the, long. thin runners
tron the root of a trèe, "at present used in the

plural also for a basket ofMuropean basketwork," (because they had no
idea that twigs could be so small)-Grønlandske Ordbog.

No. 89799 [1329j fromI Utkiavwlii, is a peculiar bag, the only one of
the kind seei, used for.the samne purpose as the boxes and baskets just
described. It is the stonach of a polar bear, with the muscular and
glanduflar layers removed, dried and earefuilly worked down with a skin
scraper inito sonething like-goldbeater's skin. This makes a large,
nearly spherical bag 7ý inches in diaieter, of a pale brownish color,
soft and wrinkled, with a mouth 6 inelies wide. A smnall hole lias been
mended by drawing the skin together and winding it' rond( tightly on
the inside with sinew.

'Il. !72.



THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

MEANS OF LOCOMOTION AND TRANSPORTATION.

TRAVEILING BY WATElt.

-àaiaks and paddles.-Like all the rest of the Eskimo race, the natives
of Point Barrow use the kaiak, or narrow, light, skin-covered canoe,
completely decked over except at the middle, where there is a hole or
cockpit in which the man sits. Although nearly every male above the
age of boyhood owns and can manageone of these eanoes, they are much
less generally employed than* by any other Eskimo whose habits have
been deseribed, except the "Arctie highlanders," who have no boats,
and perhaps those of Siberia and their Chuckche companions. The
kaiak is used only during the season of open water, and then but little
in the sea in the neighborhood of thé villages. Those who. remain.near
the villages in the summer use. the kaiak chiefly for making the short
excursions to the lakes and streams inland, already described, after
reindeer, and for making short trips from camp to camp along the coast.

At Pernyû they are used in setting the stake-nets and also for retriev-
ing fowl which have fallen in the water when shot.

According to Dr. Simpson' the men of the parties which go east in
the summer travel in their kaiaks after reaching the open water "to
make room in the large boat for the oil-ski'ns." We obtained no infor-
mation regardingthis. It is at this time, probably, that the kaiak comes
specially in play for spearing iolting fowl and "flappers", and for catch-
ing seals with the kúkiga.. They manage the kaiak with great skill and
confidence, but we never knew them to goout in rough weather, nor
did we ever see the practice, so frequently described'elsewhere, of tying
the skirts of the wateiproof.jacket round the coaming of the cockpit so
as to exclude the water.

It should, however, be borne ini mind that from the reasons above
stated our opportunities for observing the use of the kaiak were very
limited. At all events it is certain that the people depend mainly on
the umiak, riot only for traveling, but for hunting and fishing as well,
which places them iin strong contrast with the Greenlanders, who are
essentially a race of kaiakers and have consequently developed the boat

and its appendages to a high state of perfection.
We brought home one complete full-sized kaiak, with its paddle, No.

57773 [539], Fig. 338t and b, which is a very fair representative of the
canoes used at Point Barrow. This is 19 feet long and 18 inches wide
amidships. The gunwales are straight, except for a very slight sheer at
the bow, and the cockpit is 21 inches long and 18½ lnches wide. Lt has
a frame of wood, which appears to be all of spruce, held together by
treenails and whalébone lashings, andis covered with white-tanned seal-
skins with the grain side out. The stoutest part of the fraine is the two
gunwales, each 3j inches broad and j-inch thick, flat, and rounded off on
the upper edge inside, running the whole length of the boat and meet-

Op. cit. p. 264.

îlji
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ing at the stei and stern, gradually tapered up on the lower edge at
each end. The ribs, of which there are at least forty-three, are bent into
nearly a half-circle, thus making a U-shaped midship section, and are
¾-inch wide by -inch thick, flat on the outer side and round on the inner.
Their ends are mortised into the lower edge of the gunwale and fas-
tened with wooden treenails. They are set in about 3 inches apart and
decrease gradually in size fore and aft. Outside of these are seven
eqiidistant streaks running fore and aft., inch to 1 inch wide and ineh

a

Fia. 338.-Kaiatk.

thick, of which the upper on each side reaches neither stem nor stern.
These are lashed to the ribs with a strip of whalebone, which makes a
round turn about one rib, above the streak, going iuder the rb first,
aud a similar turn round the next rib below the streak (Fig. 339).

There is a stout keelson, hemi-elliptical in section, under the cockpit
only. This is 4j feet long, about 2 inches deep, and 1 inches wide, and
is fastened in the middle and about 1 foot __

from each end by a stril) of whalebone. whieh
passes through a transverse hole in the keel-
son, round·the rib on one side, back through
the keelson, and round the rib on the other
side twice. The _end is wrapped spirally
round the turns on one side and tucked iuto Fia. 339.-ethodof faktening to-gehrfaeof kaik.
the hole in the keelson. The deck beanis
are not quite so stout as the ribs and are mortised into the upper edge
of the gunwales a little below the level of the deck. The ends are
secured by lasbings or stitches of some iaterial which are concealed
by the skin cover. They are about as far apart as the ribs, but neither
exactly -correspond nor break joints with the latter.

At the after end of -the cockpit is an extra stout beam or thwart to
support the back, 1¾ inches wide and three-quarters inch thick, with
rounded edges, the ends of which are apparently lashed with thong.
The first beain forward of the cockpitis rounded, and appears to be -
a natural crook forming a u-shaped arch. and is followed by seven
V-shaped knees, thickest iii the iniddle and enlarged a little at the
ends, successively decreasing in leight to the seventh, which is almost
straight. This makes the rise in the deck forward of the coèkpit:
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Every alternate-deck beam is braced to the gunw at each end by
an oblique lashing of whalebone, running fron ,ransverse liole in tlie

beam about 1 inch fromx th inwale to a corresponding,
hole in the gunwale, 'ee-quarters ich from the lower
edge. The lashing'iakes three or four turns through
these holes around the lower edge of the gunwale, and
the end ' wrapped spirally round these turns for their
wlol , engtli.- Above&these beams a narrow batten runs
fore and aft anidships froin cockpit to stem and stem,
inortised into tire two beams at the cockpit, and lashed
lo the otiers with whalebone. The coamiing of the cock-
Ipit is uade of a single flat piece of wood, 1¾ inches broad
and one-quarter inch thick, bent into a loop with te ends
lapping about 6 inches and "sewed " together with stitches
of whalebone. Round the upper edge'of this, on the out-
side, is fitted-a "half-round " hoop, which appears to be
made of willow, three-quarters by one-third 'inch, with its
ends lapped about 4 inches, this lap coning over the joint
of the larger hoop. It is fastened on byghort stitches of
whalebone about 5 or 6 in'lés apart, leafîin oom enough
between the two hoops to alloWr a lacing of fine whalebone
to pass through. The coaming is put on over the edge of
the skin cover, which is drawn up tight inside of the coan-
ing and over its upper edge and fastened·by a lacing of
whalebone, which runs spirally round the outer hoop and
through holes about one-half inch apart in the edge-of the
cover.

The coaming fits over the crown of the arch of the for-
ward deck beani and rests ou the middle of the thwart aft,
and is secured by lashings of whalebone, which pass through
holes in the eoaining and over its upper edge. The forward
lashing makes three turns, which pass round the beam with
the end wrapped spirally round the parts between beai
and coainig: the after lashing, four similar turns; whiclh

pass thrQugh a hole in the thwart and around its frward
edlge. On each side is a stotut vertical brace of wood 3î
inchles Iong,, 1 inch wide, and one-hualf inch thick, with
roundedl edges and corner's. The ends are cut.out paral-
lel to the breadth, so that one end fits on to the upper
edge of the gunwale, while the other receives the lower
edge of the coaming, protruding.onî the outside through a
hole in the cover.

The cover is of six sealskins, put together heads to tails,
so that there is only one longitudinal seam, which runs
irregilarly along the deck. The transverse seams, which

FiG. 340 -Dou.
blei kaak run11 obliquely akioss the bottom are double and sewed

paddle.

1~
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with a blind stitch, like the seans already described on the waterproof
boots, from the inside. These *seams are nearly 2 inches wide. The
longitudinal seam is sewed in the same way froi thé outside, but
not so broadly lapped, with the edge turned mier into a roll. There
are two pieces of stout thong stretched across the deck, one forward
of the cockpit and the other aft, which serve to fasten articles to
the deck. The thong passes out through a hole in the gunwale, one-
half inch from the upper edge and 6 inches from the cockpit, on the
starboard side forward and on the port side aft, and is secured by
a knot in the end inboard. The other end passes in through a cor-
responding hole in the other gunwale and is loosely knotted to.the deck
beains, so that theliUne can be slackened off or tautened up at pleasure.
Three feet from the bow is a becket for holding spears, etc., fastened
into two little holes bored diagonally outward through the edge of the
gunwales. It is of two parts of seal thong, one part twisted round the
other, but is broken in the niddle, so that only one-half of it is left.
The weight of this kaiak in its present dry condition 1s 32 pounds.

This is about the ordinary pattern of kaiak used at Point Barrow,
and is a medium-sized one. These boats are made to fit the size of the
owner, a youth. or small man using a much smaller and lighter kaiak
than a heavy adult. They are nîever made to carry more than one per-
son, and I have unever heard of their being used by the women.: Iii
carrying the kaiak across the land fro lake to lake, it is held hori-
zontally against the side with the bow pointing forward, by thrustiii
the forearm into the-eoekpit. We niever saw them carried on the head,
in the mainner practised at Fury and Heela-Straits.'

In entering the canoe the man takes great care to wipe his feet clean
of sand and gravel, which would work down under the timbers and
chafe the skin. The canoe i launched in shoal water, preferably
alon gside of a little baik, and thei mai steadies it by sticking down his
paddle on the outer side and holding it with his left hand, while lie bal-
ances himself on his right foot, and with his free liand carefully wipes
his left foot. Ie then steps with his left foot into the kaiak, and still
balancing himself with the help of the paddle, lifts aind wipes his right
foot before he steps in with that. He then Pushes his feet and legs for-
ward uinder tlie raised deck, settles hinself in a,,propeu .position ifor
trimiming the boat, and shoves off. As elsewhere, the kaiak is, always
propelled with a padille.

No. 89246 [539], Fig. 340, is the paddle which belongs f e th kaiak'
just described. It is 7 feet long. The shaft joining the blades is
elliptical iii section, wvith]its greatest width at right angles to the plane
of the blades so 0to present the greatest resistance to the strain of pad-
dling. The shape of the blade, with rounded tip and thin rounded
edges is admirally adapted to give the blade a clean ýntry into the

Lyon, Journal,.p. 233. See also Capt. Lyon's figure in Parry's 2d Voy., pl. oppos#e p. 274.
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water. The whole is very neatly and sméothly made, and the blades
are painted with red ocher. This is a inuch more effective paddle than
those used by the Greenlanders and other eastern Eskimo, the blades
of whieh, probably from the scarcity of wood' are very narrow, not
exceeding 4 inches in width. In Greenland and Labrador, also, the
blades are square at the ends like those of ordinary oars, and are usually
odged with bone to prevent them from splitting. The absence of this
bone edging on the paddles fron Point Barrow perhaps indicates that
they are meant for summer use only and not for working among the
ice. In accordance with the general custom ini northwestern America,
the double-bladed paddle (pàutïii) is used only when great speed is
desired, as in ,ehasing game. It is handled in the usual way, being
grasped with both hands near the middle, and dipped alternately on
opposite sides. For ordinary traveling they use a single-bladed paddle
(áñ&un), of the same shape as those used in the mniak but usually some-
what smaller, of which we neglected toprocure a specimen. With this
they make a few strokes on one side, till the boat begins to sheer, then
shift it.over and make a few strokes on the other side. They do this
with very.great skill, getting considerable speed, and making a remark-
ably straight wake. The use of this single paddle appears to be Uni-
versal along the coast of Alaska, from Poiret Barrow southward, and it
is also used at the Mackenzie and Anderson rivers, as shown by the
i»odels collected by MacFarlane in that region. It is, however,
unknown among the eastern Eskimo about whon we have any definite
information on the subject, namely, the Greenlanders, the people of
BaffinLand, Hudson Strait, and Labrador.2

Curiously enough the Greenlanders had a superstition of a sort of
malevolent spirits called kajariak, who were "kayakmen of an extraor-
dinary size, who always seein to be met withl at a distance from land
beyond the usual hunting grounds. They were skilled in the arts of
sorcery, particularly in the way of raising storms and bringing bad
weather. Like the umiarissat [other fabulous beings], they use one-
bladed paddles, like those of tlhe Indians."3  This. tradition either refers
back to a time when the ancestors of the Greenlanders used the single
paddle or to occasional and perhaps hostile meetings between eastern
and western Eskimo.

Though the kaiak is essentially the saie wherever used, it differs
cousiderably in size and external appearance in differeit localties. The
kaiak of the Greenlanders is perhaps the best-known model, as it lias

It is a curious fact, however, that the narrowest kaiak paddles I have ever seen belonged to somnie
Eskimo that I saw in 1876, at Rigolette, Labrador. who lived in a region sufficiently well wooded to
futrnish them with lumber for a small schooner. which they had built.

2 For information concerning the lat two regions I am indebted tu Mr. L. M. Turner; for the others
to the standard authorities.

3
Rink. Tales and Traditions. p. 47. See also p. 374 fora story of the meeting of a Greenlander with

one of these heings.

P-
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been figured and described by many authors. It is quite as light and
sharp as the Point Barrow model, but has a fûat fnoor, the bilge being
angular instead of rounded, and it has considerably more sheer to the
deck, the stem and stern being prolonged into long curved points, which
project above the water, and are often shod with bone or ivory. The
coaming of the cockpit also is level, or only slightly raised forward.
The kaiaks used in Baffin Land, Hudson Straits, and Labrador are of
a very similar niodel, but larger and heavier, having the ýrojecting
points at the bow and stern rather shorter and less sharp, and the
coaming of the cockpit somewhat more raised forward. Both of these
forms are represented by specimens and numerous models in the museum
collections. I have seen one flat-fdoored kaiak at Point Barrow. It
belonged to a youth and was very narr, and light.

The kaiak in use at Fury and Hecla Straits, as described by Capt.
Lyon' and Capt. Parry2 is of a somewhat differênt model, approaching
that used at the Anderson River. It is a large kaiak25 feet long, with
the bow and stern sharp and considerably more bent up than in the
.Greenland kaiaks, but round-bottomed, like the western kaiaks. The
deck is fûat, with the cockpit coaming somewhat raised forward.2

In the kaiaks usel at the Anderson and Mackenzie rivers, as shown
by the models in the National Museum, the bending up of the stem and
stern posts is carried to an extreme, so that they make an angle of
about 1300 with the level.of the deck. The bottom is round and the
cockpit nearly level, but sufficieut room for the knees and feet is obtained
by arching not only the deck beams just forward of the cockpit, but all
of them from stem to stern, so that the deck slopes away to each side
like the roof of a house. At Point Barrow, as already described, the
deck beams are arched only just forward of the cockpit, and the stem

--and stern are not prolonged. This appears to be the prevailing form
of canoe at least as far south as Kotzebue Sound and is sometimes used
by the Malemint of Norton Sound. At Port Clarence the heavy, large
kaiak, so common from Norton Sound southward, appears to be in use
from Nordenskiöld's description, as he speaks of the kaiaks holding two
persons,-sitting back to back in the cockpit.4  The kaiaks of the south-
western Eskimo are, as far as I have been able to learn, large and
heavy, with level coamings, with the deck quite steeply arched fore and
aft. and with bow and stern usually of some peculiar shape, as shown
by models in the Museum. See also Dall's figure (Alaska, p. 15.)5

'Journal, p. 233.
2

Second voyage, p. 506, and pL. opposite pp. 274 and 508.
T bere ix quite a discrepaney in regard to this between Capt. Lyon's description ruferred to above

and the two platesdrawn by himin Parry's second voyage. In hisjournal lie speaks of the coaming of
the cockpit being about 9 inches higher forward than it li aft, while from hie figures the difference

doe- not appear to be more than 3 or 4 inches.
4Vega, vol. 2, p. 228.
& h1bave confined myself in the above comparison simply to the kaiaks used by undoubted Eskimo.

I find merely casual references to the kalaks used ou the Siberian coast by the Asiatic Eskimo and

their coupanions the Sedentary Chuckchis. while a discussion of the canoes of the Aleuts would carry
me beyond the limits of the present work.
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While the kaiak, however, differs so mucli in external appearance in
different localities, it is probable that in structure it is everywhere
essentially the same. Only two writers have given a detailed descrip-
tion of the frame of a kaiak, aid these are froi widely distant localities,.
Iglulik and western Greenland, both still more widely distant fromt
Point Barrow, and yet both give essentially.the game component parts
as are to be found at Point Barrow, namnely, two comparatively stout
gnwales running fromi stei to stern, braced with transverse deck-
beams,' seven streaks running fore and aft along the bottoi, knees, or
ribs iii the for of hoops, and a hoop for the coaming, bound together
with whalebone or sinew.2

Fîu. 341.- Model kaiak and paddle.

The double-bladed paddle is almost ežclusively an EsIkimo contri-
vance. The only other hyperborean race, besides the Aleuts, who use it,
are the Yukagirs, who employ it in their narrow dugout canoes on the
River Kolyma in Siberia.3  Double-bladed paddles have also been ob-
served in the Malay Archipelago.

Fig. 341, (No. 56561 [224] from Utkiavwifi) is a very neatly made
model of a kaiak, 13·3 inches long. It is quite accurate' in all its de-
tails, but lias only five streaks on the bottom, and its width and depth
are about twice what they should be in proportion to the length. The
frame is lashed together with fine sinew and covered with seal en
trail. The paddle is also out of proportion. Many similar neatly fin-

Since the above was written rioais has published a detailed description of the central kaiaks. in
which lie says there are oily four streaks besides the keel (Central Eskimo, p. 4M).

2Dr. Kane'i description. though the beat that we have of' the flat-bottonmd Greenland kaiak andl ae-
comipanitil by diagrai. is unfortunately vague in some important, respects. It im in brief as folows:

"The skeleton consists of three longitudinail astrips of wo 1 on each side * stretching from end
to end. * *The upper of tiese. the gunw.ale * is sonewhat stouter than. the others. The
bottom is framed hy three sinilair longitiidinal strips. Tiese are crossed by other strips or hoopsa;s,
whiclh perfornm the office of knis aind rib . They aire placed ait a distance of not more thai 8 to 10
ichles from onie aunother. whlerever the piarts of' thîis framnework mneet or cross theyv aire boundi togethier
with reindleer tendon very aîrtistically. - Thepah or manhole has a rim or lp secured
upxin tlie guniwale and rising a coupirle of inches aiove the deck." (First Grinieli Exî.. p.477.). It will
ie sien that lie does not umîenotin any lek ts'ams. which would be v necessary to keeli the guniwales

spreail apart. They are shown, however, in Crantzs crude section of a kaiak frame. (istory of
Greenland, vol. 1. pl. vii), and are cvidently muortised into the gunwale. as at Point Barrow. -Cratntz
also (op. cit., p. 15u) speaks of the use of whalebonie for fasteniing the frane together.

(Caipt. Lyon's description of the round-lboIttcmed kaiak used at Fury and Hecla straits (Joural, p.253)
is much imore explicit. He descrilies the frate as consistiig of a gunwale on each side 4 or 5 inches-
wide in the middîlle andîl three-tourths inch thick. taperiig at eainh ind. sixty.foiir hoop-shaped ribs (ou
a cainoe 25 feet long)..seven slighit roids outside of the ribs. t wenty-t wo de'a-k-beams. and ai batteliinrun-
ning fore and aft, and aihoop roiiiil the coiklpit. Thes- large kaiak- weigh 50) or 60 poudils. Thieri 1 is
a very gool figureiof the Point Barrow kaiak. padhlllt4l with ai siinghl pauldle. in Smllyth's view tof N iwùk
(Beechey's Voyage. pl. opposite- p. 307),

4 2Wrangell. Narrative ot ai Expedition. itc., p. 161. iotnut-.
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ished models were made for sale. The natives are so skillful in making
then that it is possible that they are in the habit of making them for
the children to play with. I do not, however, recollect ever seeing a
child with one.

Umiaks and fittinq8.-The large skin-covered open boat, essentially
the same ini model as that employed by almost all Eskimo, as wellas
the Aleuts and* some Siberian races, is the chief means of conveyance
by water, for traveling, huuting, and fishing. Though the vomen do a
great share of the york of navigaing the boat when a single family or
a snall party is making a journey, it is I)y no means considered as a
wonan's boat, as appears to be the case among the Greenlanders 'and
eastern Eskimo generally. On the contrary, womeii are not admitted
into the regularly organized whaling erews, unless the umialik cau not
procure men enough, and in the "scratch" crews assembled for walrus
hunting or sealing there are usually at least as many inen as women,
and the men work as hard as the women. I do nîot, however, recolleet
that I ever saw a man pull au oar in the îumîiak. They appear always
to use paddles alone. This is interesting iii conniection with the (Green-
land eust6imi nentioned by Egede in the cntinuation of the passage
just quoted: " (And wheu- they first set ont for the whale fishinig, the men
.it iii a very nîegligent posture, witlh their faces turnedl towards the
prow, pulling with their little ordinary paddle; but the women sit in
the ordinary way, with their faces towards the stern, rowing with lonîg
oirs.

We were unable to bring home auy specimen of these boats on ac-
colit of their size, but Fig. 342, fron a photograpli by Lieut. Ray, will
give a good idea of the framework. These boats vary considerably in
size. but are usually very nearly the (dimeisionis of an ordinary Wvlale-
boat-that is, about 30feet in length, with a beam of .5 or 6 feet and a
depthi of about 2 feet. The bout reseinbles very muchi inmodel the
Ainerican f herm dory, hiavinig a narrow tiat botton, sharp at-both
enîds, wvith flarinîg sides, and considerable rake at stemi and sterni. Both
floor and-rail have a strong sheer, fore an, aft, and the gunwales ex-
tend beyoid the steu so as to meet at the bow. Both stemt and stern
are sharp nearly to the rail, where they flare out and are cut off squtare.
These boats are exceedingly liglit ai buoyant, and .capable of consid-
erable speed when fully maned. Tley are-very "quick" in their mo-
tion and quite crank till.they get dlown to their bearinîgs, but beyonîd
that appear to be very stiff.

I never lheard of one being capsized, though the natives move about
aboard of tlheî with perfect freedon. The frarme is neatly made of pieces
of driftwood, whieh it usually takes a considerable time to aceumulat. 2

lFor inmpit: "For they think it'itnlbecoming a mnan to, row suach a boat, uinless grTeat necessity
reiuires it." Egede, Greenland, p. 11. It wotld be a icandal for a tman to neddle, exelpt the
,reatest nieeisity compels hiit to leni a hand." Cranltz, vol. L1 p. 149.

2 Part of thet dtes(cription of ti'theiuiak fraîne is take'n fronm thei tuiotel (N. 5656'1 [2251. a. tite writer
not ouly iad 'few ojportuntitites for careful e'xamiinatioij of these canoes, but tnforttnitt-ly dii nlot
realiz at the tirne the inportance-ofiletail.

M ug| IutM I
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A stout square timber, of perhaps 3 inches scantling, runs along the
middle of the bottom forming a keel or keelson. This of necessity is
usually made of several pieces of wood scarfed togetiier and fastened
with treenails and whalebone lashings. At each end it is fastened in the
same way to the steni and sternpost, which are both of the same shape,
broad and flat above or inside, but beveled off to a keel outside, and
curving up in a knee, at the same tine tapering off to the point where
the bow (or stern) begins to fiare. Here it is mortised into the under
side of a trapezoidal block of.wood, widest and thickest on the inboard
end, and concaved off on the under face, to a thin edge outboard. It is
held on by a transverse lashing passing through holes in the end of the
post aid the thickest part of the bloek. Along each side of the bottom,
at what would be the bilge of a round-bottom boat, runs a stout streak,

Fn. 342.-Frame of umiak.

thinner and wider than the keelson and set up edgewise. These are
spread apart amidships, but bent together fore and aft so as to be
scarfed into the stem and sternpost (see diagram, Fig. 343a).

On the model they are fastened here with treenails, and this is prob-
ably also the case on the large çanoes. They are spread apart by
cross pieces or floor timbers, flat rather broad boards laid across the
keelson with their ends mortised into the bilge streaks. These àre
longest anidships and deerease regularly in length fore and aft. There
were fifteenof theni on Nikawáalu's umiak. Onthemodeltheyarepegged
to the keelson and bilge streaks. The ribs are straight, slender, square
timbers, eighteen on each side (on Nikawáalu's umiak; the canoe photo-
graphed hasfifteen). These are al of the same length, but fitted obliquely
to the outer edge of the bilge-streaks in such a way (see.diagram, Fig.

M -
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343b) that those amidships slant considerably outward while the others
become gradually more and more erect fore and aft, thus producing the
sheer in the lines. To these ribs, inside, a little below the middle of each,
is.-fastened astreak on each.. side, of about the dimensions of the bilge
streak, running from stem to stern, and the gunwales are fitted into the
notched ends of the ribs, where they are secured by lashings of whale-
bone. These on Nikawáalu's umiak were each a-single round pole about
2 inches in diameter. Sueli long pieces of wood as this were proba-
bly obtained by trade from the Nunataiùmeun. These extend about 2j
or 3 feet beyoud the stem, to which they are fasteríld on each side by
whalebone lashings, and meet at a. sharp angle, being lashed together
with whalebone. On the model, this lashing passes through holes in
both gunwales and round underneath. The gunwales are fastened to
the sternpost in the saine way as to the stem, in both cases resting on
the upper surface of the block so
as to fori a low rail, but. project
only 5 or 6 inches.

Between the post and the last
pair of long ribs at each end are
two pairs of short ribs running
only from the gunwale to the in-
side streak. The frame is still
fnrther strengthened by an ont-
side streak between the bilge
streak and the inside streak, and Fio. 34:.-Coustruction of umriak: (a) method of
Nikawáalu's canoe had an extra fastening bilge streaks to steu: (b) ruethod of

streak of "half-round" villow out- .raning ri to gunwal e

side of the latter. The thwarts rest on the inside streak and are secured
by whalebonte lashings. The block or head of the stern-post serves as
a high seat for the steersman. Crantz's 1 description and diagram show
that the frame of the Greenland umiak consists of essentially the same
timbers, lacking only the two outside streaks.

The cover is made of the skins of theJarger marine animals. Walrus
hide is often u.sed and sometimes the skin of the polar bear, which
makes a beautifully white ·cover, but the skia of the bearded seal is
preferred,. the people from Point Barrowsometimes making .journeys
to Wainwriglht Inlet in search of such skins, which are dressed with
their oil in them in the manner already referred to. We were informed
that six of these skins were required to cover.-one umiak. They are put
together in the sane way as the skins for the kaiak and sewed with the
sane seam. The edges of the cover are stretched over the gunwale,
and laced to theinside streak with a stout thone which passes through
holes in the edge of the cover. At stem and steru the cover is laced
with a separate thong to a stout transverse lashing of thong running
from gunwale to gunwale close to the edge of the )osthead.

History of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 148, aind pl. vi.

9 ETH-.22
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The cover is removed in the winter and stowed away on the cache
frame or some other safe place (Mûiiialu, when preparing to start for
the spring deer huntin 1883, carefully buried his boat cover in a snow-
bank) out- of reach of the dogs, and the frame is placed bottom up-
wards on a staging 4 or 5 feet from the ground.

When they are ready to refit the canoe for the spring whaling, a hole
is cut in the sea ice close to the shore, and the cover immersed in the
sea water for several days to soften it, the hole being covered- with
slabs of snow to keep it from freezing up. Crantz'1 mentions a similar
custom in Greenland. After removing the hair from the boat-skins
"they lay them in saltwater for some days to soften them again, and
so cover the women's boats and kajaks with them." When not in use,
the umiak is drawn up o4e beach and usually laid bottom upward
with the gear, spears, etc., underneath it, but sometimes propped up on
one gunwale~ to make a shelter against the wind. This is a common
practice in the camp at Pernyû, where there is usually at leastone boat
set up edgewise, sheltered by which the men sit to whittle and gossip.

lu the whaling camp at Imêkpùii in 1883, the ats which were n~ot
ready to go out to the open water were laid up bottôm up with one end
resting on a sled set up on its side and the other supported by a block
of snow. They do not appear to be in the habit of using the e'anoe for
a teni as is said to be the custom.among the more southern natives,2

as they always carry a tent with them on their journeys. The umiak
is propelled by paddles, oars, and a sail, and in smooth weather when
the shore is clear of ice by "tracking" along the beach with men and
dogs, one person at least always remaining on 'board to steer with a
paddle at the stern.

The sail, which they are only able to use with a free wind, is square,
narrow, and rather high, and is nowadays always made of drilling. Dark
blue drilling appeared to be the most popular sort at the time of our
visit. The head of the sail is laced to a light yard, and hoisted to the
masthead by a halyard through a hole in the latter. The mast is a
stout square pole 10 or 12 feet long and is set up well forward'of amid-
ships, withont a step, the square butt resting against a bottom board,
and held up by two forestays and two backstays, running from the
masthead to the inside streak. All the rigging, stays, halyards, towing
line, etc., are made of stout thong. The Greenlanders set up the mast in
the bow of the umiak-as a sailor would say, "in the very eyes of her," 3

but as far as I can learn the Western Eskimo all set it up as at Point
Barrow.

The oars are very clumsily made with very narrow blades not over
3 inches broad. They are about i feet long and somewhat enlarged at
the loom. Instead of resting in-.rowlocks, they are secured by two long

Vol. 1. p. 167.
2
$ee Kotzebue's Voyage, etc.. vol. 1. p. 216.

zThis i aleo the custon amuong the Central Eskimo. (See Boa. "Centrál Eskimo, "p. 328, Fig. 481.)

j1"
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loops of thong as in the diagram Fig. 344. To keep the oar from chaf-
ing the skin on the gunwale, they lash to the latter a long plate of
bone. No. 89696 [11971 from tTtkiavwïli is one of these plates. Two
of these oars are commonly used in an umiak, one forward and one aft,
and the women row with great vigor, swinging well from the hips, but
do not keep stroke. The use of oars is so unusual among savages that
it would be natural to suppose that these people had adopted the cus-
tom from the whites. If this be the case, the custom reached them
long ago, and through very indirect channels.

When Thomas Simpson, in 1837, bought an umiak from some Point
Barrow natives at Dease Inlet, he bought with it "four of their slender
oars, whieh they used as tent poles, besides a couple of paddles; fitted
the oars with lashings, and arranged our strange vessel so well that the
ladies were in raptures, declaring us to be genuine Esquimaux, and not
poor white men."1 The custom,
moreover, appears to be wide-
spread since Lyon speaks of see-
ing in 1821, "two very clumsy
oars with flat blades, pulled by
women." in the umiaks at Hud-
son Strait.2  It was practiced at
a still earlier date in. Greenlaiid. FIG. 344.-Method of slinging the oar of nmiak.

While at Point Barrow the oars have very narrow blades and the
double paddles very broad ones, the reverse seemed to be the case in
Greenland, where the double paddle, as already noticed, has blades not
over 3 or 4 inches broad. Crantz describes the oars as "short and
broad before, pretty much like a shovel, but only longer, and *
confined to their places on the gunnel with a strap of seals leather."
(Vol. 2, p. 149 and pl. VI) Although both oars and sails are un-
doubtedly quite ancient inventions (Frobisher inb is description of Meta
Incognita in Hakluyt's Voyages (1589) pp. 621 and 628, speaks of skin
bWToats with sails of entrail),-' I am strongly inclined to believe that théy
are both considerably more recent than the paddles, not only on general
prineiples, but from the fact that the whaling umiaks at Point Barrow
use only paddles. There. is no practical reason against using either
oars or sails, and in fact the latter would often be of great advantage
in silently approaching a whale, as the American whalemen have long

1'Narrative, p. 148.
2

Journal, p. 30. Compare also Chappell. Hudson Bay," p. 57.
See Egede, Greenland, p. 111.

4 These passages being, as far as I know. the earliest description of the amiak and kaiak are worth
quotation: " Their boats are made all of Seale skins,. with a keel of wood within the skinne; the
proportion of them is like a Spanish shallop, s4ae only they be flat in the bottome. and sharp at both
endes" 3p. 621, 1576). Again: "They haie two sorts of boats made of leather, set out.on-the inner
side with quarter of wood, artificially tyed with thongs of the. same; the greater sort.are not much
unlike our wherries, wherein sixteene or twenty men may Bitte; they have for a Bayle, drest the
guttes of sucb beast; as they kill. very fine and thinne. which they sewe together; the other boate is
but for one man to sitte and rowe in, with one oare" p. 628, 1577).
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ago diseovered. It seenis to me that this is merely another case of ad-
hering to an obsolete custom on semireligious grounds.' The paddles
are usually about 4 or 5 feet long, made of one piece of driftwtood, with.
slender round shafts, and lanceolate blades about 6 inches broad, and
a short ronnded cross handle at the upper end. (Fig. 345 shows two
of the paddles belonging to the model.) The steersman uses a longer
paddle, and stands in the stern or sits up on the head of the sternpost.

Fro. 345.-Model of umisk and paddles: (a) aide view; (b) inside plan.

Fig. 345a -represents the model (No. 56563 [225] from Utkiavwlfi),
which gives a very good idea of the shape of one of these boats. It is
quite correct in all its parts, though the timbers are rather too heavy,
and there are not so many ribs and floor timbers as in a full.sized canoe.
The breadth of beam, 6-2 inches, is at least 1 inch too great in propor-
tion to the length, 25 inches. The cover is one piece ofseal skin which
has been partially tanned by the "I white-tanning" process, and put on
wet. In drying it has turned almost exactly the color of a genuine

Fgo. 346.-Ivory baller for umiak.

boat cover. The frame, as is often the case with a full-sized boat, is
painted all over with red ocher. (See Fig. 345b, inside plan.)

For bailing these boats a long narrow dipper of ivory or bone is used,
of such a shape as to be especially well suited for working in between
the floor timbers. Fig. 346 represents one of these (No. 56536 [40] from
Utkiavwlii). It is a piece of walrus tusk 16-3 inches long. The cavity
is 1-1 inches deep and was excavated by drilling vertical holes and
cutting away the substance between them. Some of theholes have not
been completely worked out. A similgr bailer (No. 89835 [1010] ailso
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fron Utkiavwlii) is imale of reindeer antler, a substance much more easily
worked than the ivory, as the soft interior tissue expose&.by cutting the
upper. side flat is readily carved ont. As with the walrus tusk, the
natural curve of the material gives tie proper inclination to the haidle.
It is 18·3 inches long.

When the umiak is fitted out for whaling a stout U-shaped croteli of
ivory or bone, about 7 inches long and 5 wide, is lashed between the
gunwales where they meet at the bow. Ii, this the heavy harpoon
rests wheu they are approaching a whale. It is only used when
whaling. The Museum collection contains specimens of this sort from
as far south as the Diomede Islands.

We brought home five specinenis of these kû'nne, of which No. 56510
[1171 Fig. 347 has been selected as
the type. This is made of two bilat-
erally syminetrical pieces of white wal- -

It-voryeachpiee-conistiug of one
arm of the crotch and -haif the shank.
Its total length is 7-8 inches. The two
pieces are held together by a stout
wooden tree-nail, and above this a
]ashing of sinew-braid, lodged in two
deep vertical channels one on each
side of the shank just below the arms,
and wedged above and below on both J.
sides with slips of wood. A hole is
drilled through each side of the butt
close to fthe end, and through these a
lashing is stretched across the reen-
tering angle of the, butt consisting of

Fn. 347.-Ivory crtch for harpoon.
four turns 'of sinew braid with the end.

elosely wrapped round the parts between the holes, and neatly tucked in,
Just at the bend of each arn is a small round becket hole, running

obliquely from the back to the outer side. Il each of these is a neat
becket, about e inches loing, iade of several turns of sinew braid, with.
the end ieatly wrapped arouid ttheni. These beckets serve to receive
the lashings for attaching the crotch to the gunwàles. All the orna-
mental figures are inicised and blackened.

Three ot the remaining four specimens are of walrus-ivory, and of
essentially the same pattern, differing only in ornamentaton and other
minor details. No. 56511 [116], fron Utkiavrii, is alnîost exactly like
the type and of very nearly the saie size. Itis fastenied together with
a lashing only, but no treenail, and tle beckets have been removed from
the becket holes. The border is colored with red >cher, and there are
two whales' tails instead of oie on the shank. The other two have the
tips of the arms carved into the sluipe of whales' heads. *No. 89418
[1224-, Fig. 348, from Utkiatvwii, is otherwise of the same -shape as
those already described. but., is lashed together with stout seal thong,
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and lias four beckets of the same material, two.iii the usual position
and two at the widest part of the shanR. These take the place of the
loop running across the butt. On the middle of the back of eaeh.arma
is a small -cross incised and blackened with a sniall blue glass bead in-
laid in the center,. and tiiere are two whale's tails on the opposite face
of the shank. It is 8 inches long.

No. 89419 [926], from Nnwilk, lias a nearly straiglht shank with a
flange on each side at the butt. It is laslhed together with whalebonie
and lias also a treenail, like the type. The upper beckets are of sinew-
braid. A large beeket at tire bitt is made by looping and knotting
the ends of a bit of thong into a hole in eaci flange. Tiere is one
whale's tail engraved on the front of the shank. When Laslhed in posi-

Fm. 148.-Ivory vrotch for FM. :49.-Crotch for hapoii madte
Iaarpoui.of wnIria.4jaw.

tion the front or ornaiental side faces iniboard. as is indivated by the
shape of the shank, which is slightly narrower behiiid thain in front.
so as to fit between the converging gunwales. No. 8917 11104]. Fig.
349, fron Nuwak, the only one of the kind seen, is a very interestiig
formi. It ismade by cutting a horizontal slice out of the lower jaw of
a walrus, so that it fori the arms of the crotcli while tie tlicek sym-
physis is cut into a shank of the usual shape, with the two upper beckets

* - .in the usual place and a large (ne at the butt, passing through a trans-
verse hole. These beckets are roughly made of tlong. Its totail lenîgth
is 6-6 inches.

Tits slecimen fr.on its soiled condition, is undoubtedly quite ancient,
and probably of an older type tlhan the highly ornaiented ivory crotches
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of the present day. The latter are evidently only copies of the jaw-
boue crotch iii a material susceptible of a higher finish than the coarse
bone. The only reason for making them in two pieces is that it is im-

possible to get a single piece of wal-us ivory large enough for a whole
one. It seems to me highly probable that the crotch was suggested by
the natural shape of the walrus jaw, since these are frequently used for
crotches to receive the cross pieces of the cache frames. Perhaps, for
a while, the whole jaw was simply lashed to the bow of -the boat. The
next step would obviously be to cut out theshank and reduce the weight
of the crotch by trimming off the superlinous material. The reason for
making the crotch of ivory is perhaps purely esthetic; but more likely
connected with the notions already referred to which lead them to clean

up their boats and gear and adorn theinselves and paint their faces
when they, go to the whale fishery.

Although, as I have already stated, there appears to. be no essential
difference in the general plan of the frame of the Greenland umiaks
and those used at Point Barrow, there seems to be considerable differ-
ence in the size and outward. appearance. As well as eau be judged
from the brief descriptions and rude ûigures of various authors' and
various models in the National Museum (the correctness of which, how.

ever, I can not be sure of,« without having seen the originals) the umiak
not only in Greenland, but among the Eskimo generally as far west as
the Mackenzie, is a much nmore wall sided square ended boat than at
Point Barrow, having less sheer to the gunwales with the stem and
stern-post nearly vertical.2 Mr. L. M. Turner informs me that this is the
case atUngava Bay. It was also alarger boat. Egede saysthatthey "are
large and open * sone of them 20 yards long;"3 Crantz gives their
length as "commnonly 6, nay 8 or 9 fathoms long;" 4 Kumlien says that
4t required "about fifteen skins of Phoca barbata" to #over an umiak
at Cumberland Gulf- and Mr.-Turner informs me, that eight are used
at Ungava. Capt. Parry found no umiaks at Fury and Hecla straitse
and Kumlien says that they are beeoming rare atfCumberland Gulf. The
so-called Arctic Highlanders of Snith Sound have no boats of any kind.
The imodel used at Point Barro probably prevails .as far south as
Kotzebue Sound. The boats that boarded us off Wainwright Inlet in
the autumn of 1883, and those of the Nunataiminn who visited Point
Barrow, seemed iot to differ fron those with which we were familiar,
except that the lafter were rather light aud low sided, nor do I remember
anything. peculiar about the boats which we saw at Plover Bay in
1881.

Compare for instance Kane's figurelestGrinnell Exil. p. 422. andt Lyon, Journal, .30.

See Beecehey Voyage, p. 252. In describinlg the umiiaks at H1othaIn illehe says:" The mnodel differs

fron tiat of the umiak of thei Hudson Iay il being sharp at lxth ends." Sivth gives a -iod l fure
of the Ilothani Inlet eraft in the plate opposidte p. 250.

3
Greenland, p. 111.

8Vol. 1, p). 148.-

& Contributions, p. 43. 3ubias, however, says three to tive skins.. (Central . kii,. p. 528
«2d Voy.,p. 50
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There is very little accessible detailed inforntion regarding the
umniaks used in the rest of Alaska. From Dall's figure' and a few
models in the Musetun, the Norton Sound umiak appears to have the-
gunwales united ýat both stemi and sternt. Those that we sawv at-St.
Michael's in 1883, were so iiuch modifled by Russian ideas as to be
wholly out of the le of comparison. The san e is true of the Aleutian
"baidara," if, indeed, the latter be an umiak ht all.

i ~TJtAVELING ON FOOT.

eSn;iow8Ioes (tgliu.)-Sniowsioes of a very efficient pattern and very
well îmade are now universally eniployed at Point Barrow. Although

¢ the snow never lies very. deep on the grotund, and is apt-to pile up in
hard drifts, it is stfficiently deep and soft iñ înnmy places, especially on
the grassy parts of the tundra, to inake walkirg without snowshoes very
ineonvenient and fatiguing. I have even seen them used on the sea ice
for crossing level spaces when a few in'ches of snow had falle. Pre-
tically, every man in the two villages, and many of the wonen and
boys, have each their own pair of nowshoes, fitted to their size. Each
shoe consists of a riin of light wood, bent into the shape of-a pointed
oval, about five times as long as the greatest breadth, and inuchi bent
up at the rounded end, which is the toe. The sides are braced apart
by two stout cross-bars (toe and heel bar) a-little farther apart than the>
lengtlh.of the wearer's foot. The space between these two bars is net-
ted in large mieshes (foot netting) with stout thong for the foot to rest
uponi, and the spaces at the eflds are closely netted vith fine deerski n

babiche'" (toe and heel netting). The straps for the foot are fastened
to the foot netting in such a way that while the strap is firnly fastened
round the aink-the snowshoe is sluing to the toe. The wearer walks
with loing swinging strides, lifting the toe of the shoe at each step,
while the tail or heel drags in the snow. The straps are so contrived
that the foot eau be slippeul in and out of thei .withont touching them
with the -fingers, a great advantage in cld weatlher. Wlein deer hunt-
iig, according to Lieut. Ray, they take a long piece of thong and kiot
eaci end of it to-the toe of orie snowshoe. The biglit is then looped
into the belt behind so that the snowshoes drag out of the way of the
heels. When they wish to put on the slo:s they draw thei up, insert

-their feet in the straps, and fasten the slack of the lines into the belt
iii front with a slip not. When, however, they come to a Iiece of
ground where snowshô;s are not needed, they kick thein off. slip the
knots..and let them "dA>p astern."

We brought -home tiree pairs of snowshoes, which represent very
well the 'ormin ugeneral use. No. 89912 [1736], Fig. 350, has been
selected as the typý. The ri is of willow, 51 inches long anid 10 inches

Alaska, p. 15.
2Twisted sinew is sonetimues1 used. A pair of nowsbioesi from Point Biarrow, owneil y the writr,

are netted' with this mjaterial.

'-t
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wide at the broadest part, and is made.of two strips about 1 inch thiek

and wide, joined at the toe by a lotrg lap-splice, held' together by
fonr short horizontal or slightly oblique stitches of thong. Each strip
is elliptical in section, with the long axis vertical, and keeled on the
inner, face, except between the bars. Each is
tapered off considerably from the toe bar to the
toe, and slightly tapered toward the heel. The

two points are fastened together by·a short hori-
zontal stitch of whalebone. The tip is produced
inuto a slight "tail," and the inner side of each
shoe is slightly straighter than the outer-that
is to say, they are "rights and lefts."

The bars are elliptical in section ,flattened,
and have their ends nortised into the rim. They
are about a foot apart, and of oak, the toe bar
9-2 inches long and the heel bar 8.5. Both-
are of the saine breadth and thickness, 1 by
inch. There is also an extra bar for strength-
ening the baek part of the shoe 10 inches from
the point. It is also of oak, 4-8 inches long; 05
wide, anid 0-3 thick. The toe and heel nettings
are put on first. Small equidistant vertical
lioles run round the inside of eaçh space. Those
in the rim are drilled through the keel already
mentioned, and joined by a shallow groove
above and below; those in the bars are about
4 inch fron the edge and joined by a groove on
the uinder side of the toe bar o1ly. Into these
lioles is laced a piece of babiche which is knot-
ted once into eachlihole, miiaking a series of
beekets about ï inch wide round tIe inside of
the space. There are no laeing holes in the
parts spliced at the toc, but the lacing passes
through a biglt of eacl-stitch. At the toe bar
the lacing is carried straight across frona rimu to
rin about three timnes, the last part being wouiind
round the others.

On the left shtoe the end is brouglit back on
the left-hand side, passed through the first hole
iii the bar from above, carried along in the
groove on the underside to the next hole, up
through this and round the lacing, and back Fro35.-snowsho.
through the sane hole, the two parts being
twisted together between the bar and lacing. This is continued, "stop-
ping" the lacing in festoons to the bar, to the last hole on the right,
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where it is finished off by kuotting the end round the last "stop."
The stops are made, âpparently. by a separate piece on the riglht shoe.
The lacing on the heel bar is also double or triple, but the last part,.
whicb is wound round the others, is knotted into cach hole as on the
rim. The lacings on the rim of the heel space are knotted with a single
knot round each end of the extra bar.

In describing the nettings it will always be understood that the upper.
surface of the shoe is toward the worknan, with the point upward, if
describing the heel nettings, and viceversa for the toe. To begin with
the heel netting, whieh ~is the simpler: This is in two parts, one
from the heel bar to the extra bar (heel netting proper) and one froni
the latter to the point (point netting). The netting is invariably
fastened to the lacing by passing the end through the becket from
above and bringing it back over itself. In making the point netting
the end of the babiche is knotted round the bar at the right-hand
lower corner with a single knot. The other end goes up to the lacing
at the point and comes down to the left-hand lower corner, where it is

hitched round the.bar, as in Fig. 351,
then goes up to the lowest beeket on
the left side, crosses to the corre-
sponding one on the right, and comes
downm and is hitched as before round'
the bar inside of the starting point.

Fl.Ktnnhe This makes a series of strands round

the outside of the space, two running obliquely froni right to left, a
long one on the right side and a short one on the left side; two similar
strands from left to riglit, the long one on the left and the short oue
on the right, and one transverse strand at the base of the triangle
(see diagram, Fig. 352a). The next round goes up to the first becket at
the top on the left hand, crosses to the corresponding one on -the

right, and then makes the saie strands as the first round, running

paralel to thein and about half an inch nearer the center of the space
(see diagramn,. Fjg. 352b). Each successive round follows the last, com-
ing each time about i inch nearer the center, till the space is all filled
in, which brings the end of the last round te the niddle of the bar,x,
round which it is knotted with a single knot. \ This niakes three sets
of strands, two obliquely longitudinal, one set from right to left and
one from left to right, and ene transverse, all of each set parallel and
equidistant, or nearly so, and each interwoven alternately over and
under each successive strand it meets.

The right shoe has fourteen longitudinal strands in each set and
thirteen transverse; the left, one less in each set. On the left shoe the

end is carried up fron the last knot to the lacing at the point, and then
comes back to the bar, fastening the other part to the netting with six

equidistantt half-litches. The heel netting proper is plit on in a slightly

'4g
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different fashion, as the space to be filled is no longer triangular. It
starts as before in the right hand lower corner, where it is knotted into
the beeket, running across-from the rim to the heel-bar; goes up to the
middle of the extra bar, round which it is hitched as already described,
then down to the left hand lower corner; up to the first becket on the
left rim, across to the corresponding one on the right, and down to the
first becket on the heel bar. This completes the first round (see dia-
gram, Fig. 353a). The second round goes up to the hind bar at the left
of the first, comes down only to the transverse strand of the first round
on. the left, goes up to the becket on the rim above the first, crosses to
the right, and comes back to the transverse turn of the first rounds.
Al these strands except the transverse.one are on th~left of the first
round'. The third round follows the first, which brings all its strands
except the transverse one to the right of the first round (see diagran,

.. a.

Fio. 52.-Point netting of snowshoe heel: (a) first round; (b) firat and second rounds.

Fig. 353b). The successive odd rounds follow the first and the even
rounds the second, bringing the longitudinal strands alternately to the
right and left of the first round, until the ends of the hind bar are
reached-that is to say, till the space outside of the first round is filled-
each transverse strand coming above tlie preceding. This is done reg-
ularly on the left shoe, the tenth round coming to the left end of the
bar, and the eleventh to the right. The twelfth round comes to the
1>ecket in the left haud upper corner, and crosses to the corresponding
becket on the other side. It then follows the odd rounds, thus making
six strands, four longitudinal and two transverse, as in the point net-
tings. All the reinaining rounds follow this till the whole space is
filled in, whieh brings the end of the last round to the middle of the
heel bar, where it is knotted'do the becket.

On the right sho€ the maker seems to have made a mistake at. the
eighth round, which obliged him to alter the order of the other strands
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and finish with half a round. Instead of taking the end of the eighth
round dowi to the preceding transverse strand only, lie has brouglit it
down to the heel bar, which brings the ninth round to the left, following
the even rounds, and coming to the end of the hind bar, the tenth to the
right end of the bar, so that it is the eleventh which makes the first
transverse turn at the. top. The ,pattern is the saine as in the point
nettings. The riglit shoe has 25. 24, and 19 strands in the three sets
respectively, and the left, 25, 25, and 19. The toe nettings are put on
in the same way, the first round going to the middle becket at the toe,
and crossing to the first beeket on the riglit hand, the second going to
the first becket on thèeleft hand and crossing on the'right to the first
round, and the third going to the first round at the toe and crossing
on the iight to the becket.

Fm. 53.- eelnetting of snow shoe; (a) first round: (b) tirst, second. and third rounds.

All the even rounds go to the becket at the toe and cross to the pre-
ceding even,.round, and all the odd rounds go to the preceding odd-

round at the toe and cross to the becket, unitil"the s pace outside of the

first round is filled with longitudinal strands, when they begin to make

descending tran.sverse turns across the toe, going from the becket on

the left to the corresponding one on the right and thus following the
odd rounds. The fourteenth round on the. right shoe begins this, th

twelfth òn the left. This byrings the end of the last round to the middle

of the toe bar. It is then carried up to the becket at the toe, brought
down and up againý-and the end is used to fasten these three parts to

theérietting wiîth equidistant half hbitches--fourteeni on the right shoe
and thirteen on the left. The pattern, of course, is the same as before,
with 33, 33, and 26 strands on the right shoe, and 31, 31, and 25 on the
left, in each set respectively.
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The foot-netting is of a very different pattern, and.consists of seven
transverse and thirteen longitudinal strands, of which six, in the mid-
die, do not reach the toe bar, leaving an oblong transverse hole,
through which the toe presses against the sno* at the beginning of
the step. .The cross straùds are. a piece of stout thong (the skin of the
walrus or bearded seal), to the end of which is spliced with double slits
a long piece of thinner seal thong, which makes the longitudinal ones.
The seven transverse strands pass;in and out through lioles in the rim,
while the longitudinal strands pass over the bars, except the middle
three pairs, which pass round the horizontal strand behind the toe
hole, drawing it down to the next strand. The -end of the thirteenth
strand wattles these two firmly together, as it does also the two pairs
of longitudinal strands on each side of the toe hole, and finishes off the
netting by whipping the two sets of strands together with a "bird-
cage stitch."

The object of the complicated wattling round the toe hole is, first, to
strengthen the hind border against which the toe presses in walking,
and second to give a firm attachment for the straps, which are fastened
at the junction of the doiibled and twisted longitudinal -strands with
the first and second transverse ones. Each strap is a single piece of
stout seal thong fastened to the shoe with two loops as follows: At the
inner side of the shoe the end is passed into the toe hole and makes a
round turn about the doubled longitudinal strands, and then goes un-
der'the two cross strands, coming out behind then and between the
twelfth and thirteenth longitudinal strands. It is thenspliced into the
standing part with two slits, mnaking a becket about 3' inches in
diameter. The other end, leaving a loop large enough to go round the
wearer's heel, is passed through the becket just made, wound in the
saine way as before round thie strands at the other corner of the toe
hole, and made into a similar beeket by knotting the end to the stand-
ing part with a marlinghitch with the bight left in. On the right shoe
this hitch is made in a slit in the standing part. The end is probbly
left long for the purpose of adjusting the length of the strap to the
wearer's foot.

In putting on the shoe, the toe is thrust sideways through the loop
till the bight comes well up over the heel, and theù turned round and
stuck under the two beckets, which together form a strap to fasten the
toe down to the shoe, leaving the latter free to swing when the heel is
raised. By reversing the process the shoe is easily kicked off. These
straps must be fitted very nicely or else. the shoe is apt t6 corne off.
This is a very neatly made pair of shoes, and the woodwork is all painted
red above.

No. 89913 [1737] is a pair of similar shoes also from UtkiavwIñ. The
frame is made in the same way and is wholy of willow except the extra
hind bar, which is of walrus ivory. These shoes are shorter and sone-
what broader thanthe preceding and not so well made. They are 48-5
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inches long and I lbroad. The two shoes are not perceptibly different
in shape. The lacing, which is of sinew braid, is put on in the saine way
as on the preceding pair, except that it is fastened, directly into the
holes on the toe bars. The whole of the heel ietting is in one piece, and
made precisely in the saine way as the point nettings of the first pair,
the end being carried up the middle to the point of theheel and brought
down again to the bar as on the toe nettings, but fastened with marl-
ing hitches. The number of strands is the same in each shoe, twenty-
three in each set. The toe nettings follow quite regularly thé pattern
of the preceding pair.

The shoes are not quite the saine size, as the
right has 35, 35, and 28 strands, and the left 33,
33, and 25, in each set respectively. There is no
regular rule about the number of strands in any
part of the netting, the object being simply to
make.the meshes always about the same size.
The foot netting is made of stout and very white
thoing from the bearded seal. These shoes have
nistrings.
-iNo. 89914 [1738) is a pair of rather small shoes
from Utkiavwffi, one .of which is shown in Fig.
354. They are rights afid lefts, and are 42 inches
long by 10 broad. The frame is wholly of oak,
and differs from the type only in having nio extra
hind bar, and having the heel and toe bars about
equal in length. The points are fastened together
with a treenail, as well as with a whalebone stitch.
The heel-nettings are put on' with perfect regu-
larity, as on the pair last described, but the toe-
nettings, thougli they start in the usual way, do
not follow any regular rule of sucession, the
rounds being put on sometimes inside and some-
times outside - of the preceding, till the whole
space is filled. The foot-nettings are somewhat
clumsily madejpecially on the right shoe, which
appears .to have ben broken in several places,
and "cobbled" by an unskillful workman. There
are only five transverse strands which are double
on the left shoe, and the longitudinal strands
are not whipped to these, but interwoven, and

Fro. 354.-small snowshoe. -each pair twisted together between the trans.

verse strands. There is no wattling back of the toe hole, and one pair
of longitudinal strands at the side of the latter is not doubled on the
left shoe. The strings are put'on as on the type except that the
ends are knotted instead of being spliced. This pair of shoes was
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used by the writer on maiy short excursions around the station
during the winters,.of 1881-'82 and 1882-'83. They were old when pur-
chased.

I had but one o'pportunity of seeing the process of naking the frames
of the snowshoes. Ilùbw'ga, the "inland" native frequently mentioned,
a particularly skillful workman, undertook to make a pair of snow-
shoes for Lieut. Ray at ôur quarters, but did not succeed in finishing
them, as the ash lumber which we brouglit from* San Francisco proved
too brittle for the purpose. Having a long piece of wood, he "got ont"
the whole rim in one piece. Ordinarily the splice at the toe must be
made, at least temporarily, before the frame can be bent into shape.
He softened up the wood by wrapping it in rags wet with hot water.
Some of the other natives; however, recommended that the wood
should be immersed in the salt water for a day or two, from which I
infer that this is a common practice. After slowly bending the toe,
with great care, nearly into shape, he inserted into the beud a flat block
of wood of the proper'shape for the toe-and lashed the frame to this.
A pointed block was also used to give the proper shape to the heel;
the bars being inserted in the mortises before the ends were brought
together. The temporary lashings are kept on till the wood dries into
shape. .The toes are turned up by tying the shoes together, sole to
sole, and inserting a transverse stick between the tips of the toes.

The use of finely finished snowshoes of this. pattern is of compara-
tively recent date at Point Barrow. Dr. Simpsoul is explicit concern-
ing the use of snowshoes in his time (1853-755). He says: "Snowshoes
are so seldom used in the north where the drifted snow presents a hard
frozen·surface to walk upon, tijat certainly not half a dozen pairs were
in existence at Point Barrow at the time of our arrival, and those were
of an inferior sort." .1 have already mentioned the universal employ-
ment of these 4nowshoes at the present day, so that the custom must
have arisen in the last thirty years. The pattern of shoe now used is
identical with those of the Tinné or Athabascan Indians (as. is plainly
shown by the National Museum collections), and I am inclined to be-
lievé that the Point Barrow natives have learned to use them from the
"3Tunatañimiun," from whom, indeed, they purchase ready-made snow-
shoes at the present day, as we ourselves observed. The "Nunatafñ-
miuu," or the closely related people of the Kuwùk River, are known to
have intimate trading relations with the Indians, and even in Simp-
son's time used the Indian shoe,-iometimes at least. The faet that in
recent timee.-famitesof the "Nunatañmiun" have established the habit
o spending the winter with the people of Point Barrow and associat-
ing with thein in the winter deer-hunt, would explain how the latter
came to recognize the"superior excellence of the Indian shoe.

This is more likely than that they learned to use them from the east-
er- natives, whom they only meet for a short time in summer, though

'Op. cit, p. 243. 2Op. cit., p. 244.
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the latter used the Indiau style of snowshoes at least as early as 1826.
Franklin 1 speaks of seeing, at Demarcation Point, a pair of snowslhoés
netted with cords of deerskin and shaped like those of the Indians of
the Mackenizie.

Most of the other Eskimo of Alaska, who need to use snowshoes at
all, use a style of shoe very much less efficient and more roughly made,
the rim being of heavy, rather crooked pieces of willow or alder. Simp-
sou's description çjll apply very well to this forn, which is used even
as far north as Ifê -Cape, whence Mr. Nelson brought home a pair. It
also appears to be the prevailing, if not the only, form on the Siberian
coast and St. Lawreuce Island, judging from Nordinskiôld's figure-
and Mr. Nelsons collections.

Siinpson says: "The most common one is two piece.s of alder, about
two feet and a half long, curved towards each other at the ends, where
thîey are bound together, and kept apart in the middle by two cross-
pieces, each end of which is held iii a mortise. Between the crosspieces
is stretched a stout thong, lengthwise and across, for the foot to rest
upon, with another which first forms a loop to allow the toes to pass
beneath; this is carried round the back of the ankle to the opposite
side of the foot, so as to sling the snowshoe under·the joint of the great
toe."

When there are toe and heel nettings, they are of seal thong with a
large open mesh. The snowslhot from Norton Sound, figured by Dall, 4

is a rather neatly made variety of this form. South of the Yukon, the
use of the snowshoe appears to be confined to the Indians. As shown
by thie3Museum collections, the string.s are always of the pattern de-
scribed throug,,hout the whole northwestern region.-I

Snowshoes appear to be -rarely used among the eastern Eskimo.
The only writer who mentions them is KCumlien.6 He says: "4 When
traveling over the frozen wastes in winter, they [i. e., the natives of
Cumberland Gulf ] use snowshoes. These are half-moon àhaped, of
whalebone, with sealskin thongs tightly drawn across. -They are
about 16 inches long. Another pattern is merely a franie of wood,
about the same length and 8 or 10 inches wide, with sealskin thongs for
the foot to rest on.

The latter is apparently quite like the western snowshoes described
by Sinpson.

Staft-The only staff used by the young and vigorous is the shaft
of the spear, when one is carried. The aged and feëble, however, sup-
port their steps with one or two staffs about 5 feet long, often shod
witl.bone or ivory. (The old man whom Franklin met on the Copper-

-mine River walked with the help of two sticks.) Fig.355 from a photo-
graph represents old Yùkshiia from Nuwük, with his two staffs, without
which he was hardly able to walk.

12c1 Exped1., p. 142. 4
Alaska. p. 190. Fig.A. <Contrilbiutions, p. 42.

2VIga, vol. 2, p.l102 a. ,Sce, also, Dall, Alaska, p. slat Exp., vol. 2, p. 180.
30p. cit., p. 243. 190, and-Fi-zs. A and C.
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LAND CONVE(YANCES.4

Sledge8.-The only land conveyance employed 'at Point Barrow is
the universal sledge of the Eskimo, of which there are two forms in
general use, one, kit'motl, with a higli rail on each side, and especially
intended for carrying loads of the smaller articles, clothing, camp
equipage, etc., and the other (unia) low and fiat, without rail or "up-
stander," for carrying bulky objects, like whole carcasses of deer, frozen
seals, rougli dried deerskins, etci, and especially tised for carrying the
umiak across the land or solid iée. Both
kinds are made without nails, but are fast-
ened together by mortises and lashings and
stitches of thong and whalebone. I have,'
however, seen one unia, which was made in
1883, fastened together with nails, a rather
inferior substitute for the lashings, as they
not only would not hold so firmly, but
would also be liable to break in cold
weather.

Both kinds of sledge are made of drift- pli
wood and shod with strips of whale's jaw,
about three-fourths of an inch thick, fas-
tened on with bone treenails. These boue
runners,whiich are about 2 inches wide, run
sufficiently well over ice, bard snow, the Fia.355.-014 "Chief" with staffa.
frozen gravel of the beach or even on the
bare tindra, but for carrying a heavy load over the softer snow of the
interior they are shod witb ice in a manner peculiar to this region.

It is well known that not only the Eskimo generally, but other hyper-
borean people coat the runners of their sleds with ice to make them run
more smoothly, but this is usually only a comparatively thin crust, pro-
duced by pouring water on the runners or applying a mixture of snow
or mud and water.'. Mr. Turner informs me that at Ungava they are
particular to use fine-black vegetable mold for this purpose.

The method at Point Barrow is. quite different from this. To each
1 For example, Lyon says that at Fury and Iecla Straits the runners are coated with ice by mixing

snow and fresh water (Journal, p. 235); (See also Parry, 2d Voyage, p. 515). At Cumberland Gulf
'they pour warmed blox on the under surface ofý the boue shoeing; some use water, but this does

not last nearly Po long as the blond and is more apt to chipoff." Kumlien, Contributions, p. 42' (See
also Ilil, A retic Researches, p. 582). Aronnd Re>ulse fBay they ice the runners by squirting over
thein water which has bien warmed in the mouth, putting on successive layers tilt they get a smooth
surface. This is renewed the first thing every morning. Gdder, Schwatka's Search, p. 66. A' na-.
tive of the ciastern shore of Labrador, according to Sir John Richardson (Searching Expedition, vol.
2, p1. 82), applied to the runners coat after coat of earth or clay tempered with bot water, and then
washed tho runners with water, polishing the ice with his naked band. MacFarlane in his MS.
notes speaka of covering the sled runners with "earth; water, and ice" in the Mackenzie region.
Petitot (Monographie, etc., p. xvn) says the runiera in the Mackenzie and Anderson district areshod
with "nn bourrelet de limon et de glace," which has to be often renewed. Nordenskiéld says that
at Pitlckj " the runners, before the start; are carefully covered with a layer of ice from two to threc
millineters in thickness .by repeatedly pouring water o-ver thon,' (Vega, vol. 2, p. 91). and accord.
ing to Wrangell (Narrative, etc., p. 101, footnote) it is the common custom in northern Siberia to pour
water over the runners every eveniug to produce a thin crust of ice.

9 ET--23
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runner is fitted a heavy shoe of clear ice, as, lohg as the runner, and
fully 1 foot higli by 6 inches thiek. The sledge with these ice runners
is estimated to weigh,' even when unloaded, upwards of 200 or 300
pounds, but it appears that the smoothness of running more than
counterbalances the extra weight. At any rate these shoes are almost
universally employed on the sleds wbich make the long journey from
the rivers in the spring with heavy loads of meat, fish, and skins. One
native, in 1883, shod his sledges with salt-water ice in this way before
starting for the hunting grounds. As these ice shoes are usually put
on at the rivers, Ihad no opportunity of seeing the process, though I
have seen the sledges thus shod after their return to the village.
Lieut. Ray, who saw the process, describes it as follows:

"From the ice on a pond that is free from fracture they cut the pieces the length
of a sled runner, 8 inches -thick and 10 inches wide; into these they ont a groove
deep enongh to receive the sled runner up to the beam; the sled is carefully fitted
into the groove, and secured by pouring in water, a little at a time and allowing it
to freeze. Great care i8 taken in this part of the operation, for should the workman
apply more than a few drops at a time, the slab of ice would be splitand the work
all to do over again; afterthe ice is firmly secured the sled is turned bottom up and
the ice-shoe is carefully rounded with a knife, and thon smoothed by wetting the
naked hand and passing it over the surface until it becomes perfectly glazed."'

4,

Fi0. 35.-Railed sledge, diagramniatic (fron pbotogir ph).

In traveling they take great care of these runners, keeping them
smooth and polished, and mending all cracks by pouring in fresh water.
They are also careful to shade them from the noonday sun, which at
this season of the year is warm enough to loosen the shoes, for this.
purpose hanging. a cloth or skin over the sunny side of the sled.2

We were unfortunately not able to bring home specimens ofeither style
of large sled. The rail sled (kàmotf) isusually about 8 or 9 feet long, and
2j to 3 feet wide, and the rail at the back not over 2½ feet high The
thick curved runners, about 5 or.6 inches wide (see diagram, Fig. 356,

1'Rep. Point Barrow Exp.. p. 27.
Schwatka, ini "imrod in the North," (p. 159) destribes a practice among the "Netsohll ik," of

King William's Land, which appears very much like this, thouigh his description is somewhat obscure
in detals. It is as follows: "We found the runners shod with pure ice. 'Trenches the length of
the sledge are dug in the. ice, and into thee.tie runners are lowered some two or three inches, yet,
not touching the bottom of the trench by fuilly the saine distance. water is then poured in and ai-

.lowed to freeze, and when the sledge is lifted( ont it is sihod with shoels of pwrfectly pure innd tranS-
parent ice." Strangely enough, thi-se curious ice shoes are not mentioned by SbI-hwatka's companions,
Gilder and-Klutschak, nor by Schwatka hinself in his paper on the. ".Netschillik " in &ience, al-
though Klutscha cribes and figures a sledge made. wholly of ice among the Netaillingmiu..

Als Eskimo, etc." p. 7 o. referred to by Boas (" Cen'tral Eskimo," p. 533).
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made from a small photograph) meet the curved slender rails (which
are usually round) in front, but are separated from them behind by four
stout vertical posts on eaci side, increasing in length toward the other
end and mortisedintothrunnerwandrails An equal number of stout
wooden arches half the height of the posts are mortised into the run-
piers, each arch a little in front of each pair of posts. A longitudinal
strip runs along the middle of each side, and slats are laid across these,supported by the arches. The sledge is rather heavy and clumsy, butusually carefully'made and often painted with red ocher.

Fro. 357.-Plat sledge.

Of the unia or flat sledge we have, fortunately a good photograph,
Fig. 357.. To the thick straight wooden runners are fastened directly
seven cross slats, which project about 2 inches at each end beyond therunner, to which.they are fastened by two stitches of whalebone each.A longitudinal strip runs along above the slats on each side. Thesesledges are generally made on the same pattern, varying somewhat in

4-J

FIo. 358.--Small sledge with ivory runners.

size. A common size is about 6 feet long, about 2j feet wide, and 9 or10 inches high. Very small sledges of this pattern are sometimes made,
especially for the purpose, as we wére told, of carrying provisions, per.
haps when one or two persons desire to make a rapid journey of somelength, or for carrying a small share of meat from camp to camp.

One of these (Fig. 358, No. 898891{1140], from Utkiavwlii), which showssigns of long use, was brought home. It is 20-7 inches long.and 13 broadand lias ivory runners, with three wooden slats across them, held down
The word used was kau.kan." Perhaps it referred to seal for food, nesthe elelgo appeari very likeone described by Hooper (Corwin Report, p. 105) as used on the Arctie Coast." -Whe realing onsolid ie a smal sled Is sometimes used,_theuranneraof-which are made of walrus tusks. It I per-a nch n l d 3 inches high. It is used in dragging the carcae of the-:seal over the ice."

We rhowever, never saw euch sleds ueod for dragging seals. This one may have been imported fromfarther eouth. Seoalgo, Beehey, Voyage, etc., p. 251, where he speaks of eeing at Kotzebue Sound, adrawing on ivory of " a eal dragged home on a small sledge."
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by a low wooden rail on eaci side. Each runner is a slice froin a single
large walrus tusk, wvith the butt et the back of ·the sled. The slats,
which are pieces of a ship's ·paneling, are lashed to the upper- edge of
the runners so as to project about one-haîlf inch on each side. The railà
flare slightly outyard.' The whole is fastened together by lashings of
rather broad whalebone, passing through a hole near the upper edge of
the runner, a notch in the end of the slat and a hole in the slat inside of
the rail. There are two lashings at eaci end of each broad slat and
one in the iniddle, ateach end of the narrow one. The last and the ones
at each end of the sled also secure the rail by passing through a hole
near its edge, in which are cut square notches to make room for the
other lashings. The trace is a strip of seal thong about5 feet long and
one-fourth inch wide, split at one end for about 1 'foot into two parts.
The other end is slit.in two for about 3 inches. This is probably a
broken loop, which served for fastening the trace to a dog's, harness.

I donotrecollect evêr seeing so sinall a sled in actual use, though Lient.
Ray says he has frequently seen theim drawn by one dog. The people
who came down fromL Nuwi1k with a smnall load of things for trade
sometimes used a sinall unia about 3 feet long, with one dog, and the
same wras often used by the. girls, for bringing in firewood from the
beach.

A very peculiar sled was formerly used at Point Barrow, but we have
no means of knowing how cominon it was. It was a sort of toboggan,
made by lashing together lengthwise slabs of whalebone, but is now
wholly obsolete, since whalebone has too high a market value to per-
mit of its being used for any such, )purpose. We obtained one speci-
men about 10 feet long,, but it was tunfortunately in such a dilapidated
condition that we were unable to bring i t home. I find no previous
mention of the use of suci sleds by any Eskimo. It-is not necessary
to suppose that this sled is modeled after the toboggan of the Huildson
Bay voyagers, of which these people niight lha~e obtained knowledge
through the eastern natives, since the simple act of dragging hone a
"slab" of whalebone would naturally suggest this contrivance.

We did bring home one small sled of this kinîd (No. 89875 L7721, Fig.
359, from Utkiavwlii), vlich fromn its size was probably a child's toy,
thongh from its greasy condition it seems to have been used for drag-
ging pieces of blubber. - It is umade of the tips of 6 snalli "slabs" of
black wyhalebone, each about 2 inches wide at the broad end, and put
together side by side so as to form a triangle 19¾ inchecs long and 9¾
wide, tlhe apex heing the front of the sled, and the left-Land edgé of eaI
slab slightly overlapping the edge.'of the preceding. They are fastened
togeuther by three transverse bands, passing throug Iloops in. the upper
surface of eai slot, made by c utting two parallel longitudinal slits
about one-half inch Iog an(l one-fourth inch apart part way through,
and raising up the sùrface between thei. The hindipost band is a
strip of whalebone nearly one-half icih wide, passing through these

356
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loopsand wound closely in a spiral aroun(d a straight rod of whalebone,
0-4 inch wide ani 0-1 inch thick, as long as the band. The ends of the
band are knotted into rings or beekets about 21 inches in diameter.
The other two bands are simple, narrow strips of whalebone, running
straight across through the loops and knotted at thé. ends into sinilar
beckets. These beckets were obviouîsly for tying on the load.

The sled with side rails does not appear to be used east of the Mac-
kenzie region, but is fonnîd dnly slightly modified at least as far south
as Norton Sound.1 The siedge used ou the- Asiati coast, however, as
shîown in uNordenskiuld's figure, 2 helongs .to a-totally different fanily,
beiing undoubtedly borrowed fron tie reiudeer Clukches.3 The sleds
of the eastern Eskimo vary sonewlhat iii pattern and material, but
iay be deseribed in general terms as essentially the same as the una,

but usually provided witl wlat is called an " upstander, " namely, two
upright posts at each side of the back of the sled, often connected hy a

Fro. 359.-Sniail toboggau of wialebono.

cross rail, which serve to guide tie sled fron behind. Many descrip-
tions and figures of tiese sleds will-be found iii the varions descriptions
of the eastern Eskimo.

DoyI and harness.-These sledges are draw n by dogs, which, as far as I
am able to judge, are of the samne breed as those used by the eastern
Eskimo. They are, as a ride, rather large and stout. A number of the
dogs'at Utkiaywlif would compare favorably in size with the average
Newfôuldland dogs, and they appear to be capable of well sustained
exertion. The commonest color is the regular " brindle" of the wolf,
though wlite, brinidle-and-wlhite, and black-and-wlite dogs are not un-
common. There was, however, but one wlholly black dog in the two
villages. Tis w" a very handsomen animal known by the naime of Allùa
("coal"). -

Every dog lias lis naine and knows it. Their disposition is rather
quarrelsome, uipecialiy among. thenselves, but they are not particu-
larly ferociouis, seldomi doing more than howl aidyel) at a stranger,
and it is not diflicult usually to make friends with them. Tiere was

Vega, vol. 1, p. 498.
Compare also tbe various illuitrations in H ooper's Tents ot the Tuaki."
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very littie difficultykint etting the half dozen\logs which we had at
the station, and theï.'pew to be very much attached to the .laboref
who used to feed them. The natives treat their dogs well as a rule,
seldom beating them wantonly or severely. Though they do not allow,
them to-come into the houses, the dogs seem to have considerable at-
tachment to their masters. (Onsiderable care is bestowed on the pup-
pies. Those born in winter are frequently reared in the iglu, and the
women often carry a young puppy around in.the jacket as they would a
child.

We saw no traces of the disease resemrbling hydrophobia, which has
wrought such havoc in Greenland and Baffin Land. I once, however,
saw a puppy apparently suffering from fits of some kind, ruuning
wildly round and round, yelping furiously, and occasionally rolling
over and kicking. The natives said, "Mûlukû'llrua,' asi'rua", ("He is
howling [?];1 lie is bad"), and some of the boys finally took it out on the
tundra and knocked it on the head...

The dog harness, ánun (Gr. aunt), consists of a broad. strip of stout
rawhide (from the bearded seal or walrus), with three parallel Ioops at
one end, frequently made by simply cutting long slits side.by side in
the thong and bending it into shape. The head is passed through
the middle loop and a foreleg through eacb of the side-loops, bringing
the main p°art of the thong over the back. This sérves as a trace, and
is furnished at the end with a toggle of bone or wood, by which it is
fastened to beckets in a long line' of thong, the end of which is usually
made fast to the middle of the first -slat of the sledge. The dogs are
attached in a long lne, alternately on opposite sides of this trace, just so
far apart that one dog eau not reach bis leader when both are pulling.

The most spirited.dog is usually put at the head of the line as leader,
and the natives sonetimes select a bitch in heat for this position, as the
d6gs are sure to followlher. The same custom lias been observed by
Kumlien at Cumberland Gulf.? Tén dogs are considered a large.team,
and few of the natives eauImuster so many. When the sledge is
heavily loaded mei and women frequently help to drag it. The-~dogs
are iever driven, and except over a well known trail, like that between
Utkiavwlii and the Wbaling camp in 1883, will not travel unless a
woman trots along in front, encouraging them with cries of "Ai! ai!
tû'lla! tû'lla! (Couie! come on!), while the muan or wonan who runs be.
hind the sled to guide it and keep it fron capsizing, urges them on -with
cries of"Kü!küi!(Get on! get on !), oceasionally reproving an individual
dog by name. After they are well started, they go on without mucli urg-
ing if nothing distracts their attention. It is not easy to stop a dog
team when the destination is reached. Commands and shouts of "Lie
down!" are seldom suflicient, and the 'people generally have to pull

I failed to get the translation of this word, but it seems to be connected with thlie G reenlandic
mlavok, he howls a dog-.).

*Contributions, p. 5L.
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back on the sled and drag back on the harness till the team comes to
a halt.

The leader, who is usually a woman or child sometimes guides the
team by a line attached to the trace,: and Lieut. Ray says he has seen
them, when-traveling in the interior, tie a piece of blubber or meat on
the end of a string and drag it on the snow just ahead of the leader.
The natives seldom ride on the sledge except with a light load on a
snooth road. A few old and decrepit people like Yû'ksliia always trav-
eled on sledges between the village , and the people who came down
with empty sledges for provisions from the whaling camp, always rode
on- the well beaten trail where the dogs would run without leading.
The dog whip so universally employed by the eastern Eskimo, is not
used at Point Barrow, but when Lieut. Ray made a whip for driving
his arn, the natives called it lpirau'ta, a namne essentially identical
wi that used in the east. They especially distinguished ïpirau'ta, a

ip with a lash, from a cudgel, anau'ta. The latter word has also the
same meaning in the eastern dialects.

We saw nothing of the custom of protecting the dogs' feet with seal-
skin shoes, so prevalent on the Siberian coast. 2 Curiously enough the
only other localities in which the use of this contrivance is mentioned
are in the extreme east.3  During the first warm weather in the spring,
before the dogs have shed their heavy winter coats, they suffer a great
deal fron the heat and can go only a short distance without lying down
to rest.

The nethod of harnessing and driving the dogs varies considerably
in different localities. Among the eastern natives the dogs are usually
harnessed abreast, each with a separate trace runing to the sledge.
and the driver generally rides, guiding the dogs with- a whip. The
leader usually has a longer trace than the rest. The harness used at
Fury and Hecla Straits is precisely the·same as thai at Point Barrow,
but in Greenland, according to Dr. Kane, it consists of a "simple breast-
strap," with a single trace. The illustràtion, however; in iRmk's Tales
and Traditions, opposite p. 232, which was drawn by a native Greeii-
lainder, shows a pattern of harness simnilar to that used in Siberia and
described by Nordenskiöld 4 as "rnade of inch-wide straps of skin, form-
ing a neck or shoulder banîd, united on both sides by a strap to a girth,
to one side of which the draft strap is fastenîed." It is a curious fact
that the two extremes of the Eskimo race (for even if the people of Pitle-L
kaj be Chukehji in blood, they are Eskimo in culture) should use the
saine pattern of harness; while a different forn prevails between thein.
The Siberians also habitually ride upon the sledges, and use a whip,
and on some parts of the coast, at least, harness the dogs abreast. In

1Compare Dall. Alaska, p. 25.
2Se flooper, Tenta, etc., p.195, and Nordenskiöild, Vega, vol. 2, p 96, where one of these shoes is fig-

uired.
3See Kumlien. Contributions, p. 42.
4Vega, vol. 2, p. 95.
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the region about Pitlekai, however, the dogs are harnessed "tandem"
lin pairs, as is the case at Norton Sound, where a more efficient har-
ness is also used, which is probably not Eskimo, but learned fron the
whites.' Nordenskiiild 2 expresses the opinion that the Eskimo mnethod
of harnessing the dogs abreast indicates that the Eskimos have lived
longer than the Chnkchis north of the limit of trees; in other words,
that the. method of harnessing the dogs tandeni is the older one, and
thatthe Eskimo have learned to harness them abreast since they left
the woodland regioiis. I can hardly agree with these conclusions, for
it seems to nie that the easiest and most natural mnethod of attaching
the dogs would be to fasten each directly to the sled by its ownl trace.
Now, when many dogs are attached to the sled in this way, the outer
dogs.cau not apply their strength in a direct line but must pull obliquely,
and, moreover, as we know to be the case, so nany long traces are
constantly beconing entangled, and eaci individual dog has to be keyt
straiglht by the driver. If, however, the dogs be made fast to a long
line, one behind the other, not only does each pull straiglit ahead, but
if the leader be kept to the track he pulls the other dogs after him, re-
lieving the driver of the greater part of the care of them.

It seems to me therefore, that the tandem method is an improvement
in dog harnessing, which bas been adopted only by the natives of
northeastern Siberia, and northwestern America, and has no connection
with the wooded or unwooded state of the country. 3

HIUINTING SCORES.

The only thing that we saw of the nature of numerical records were
the series of animals engraved upon ivory, already alluded to. lu most
cases we were uniable to learn whether the figures really represented

an actual record or not, though the bag handle, No.. 89424 [8901
already figured, was said to contain the actuial score of whales killed

~appear to be 80 prevalent
by old Yû'ksliia The customi does notapertbespevln

as at Norton Sound.see above, p. 117). Many of these possible scores
beingengrraved, on iory implements have already been described.
With one exception they only recordthe capture of whales or reiideer

Th xcÙio No 945[13], Fig. 153b) presents a series of ten

bearded seals. The reindeer are usually depicted in a natural attitude,
and some of the circumstances of the liuntare usially represented.
For instance, a man is figZured aiingwith abow aind arrow toward a
a line of reindeer,indienting that suich a numlhl)er were taken by shoot-

ng, while a string of deer, represenited witlhout legs as they would ap-

see-Dall, Alaska, pp. 163 and 166.
# Vega. vdA. 2,p. 95, foot-note.

descriptions of the sledges and methmods of barnessing usel by the eastern Eskimo, see Bessels
NaturaHat, vol. 18, pt. 9), p. 88, figs. 4 and 5 (Smith Sound); Kan., 2d Grinnell Exp., vol. 1, p. 205
(Smith Sound) and firt Grinnell Exp., p. 443 (Greenland); Kuimlien, Contributions, p. 42, and Boas

Central Eskimo,'pp.529-.53 (Cumoberlaid GOulf); Parry-, 2d voyage, p. 514, and Lyon, Journal, p.
235 (Igllik); Gilder,Schwatka's Search, pp. 50, 52. and 66, and Schwatka's "Nimrod in the North,"
pp. 152, 153 (Nw.&hore of Hudson Bay and King Williams Laud).
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pear swimning, followed by a rude figure of a man in a kaiak, means
that so many were lanced iii the water. Other incidents of the excur-
sion are also sometimnesrel)resenited. On these records the whale is al-
ways represented by a rude figure.of the tail cut off at the "4small,"
and often répresented as hanging from a horizontal line.

We also brouglht home four engí•aved pieces of ivory, which are
nothing else thân records of
real or imaginary' sceies. I
have figured all of these. Fig.
360 (No. 89487 [1026] from
Nuw'ik) is a nairow flat tablet
of ivory, 4-8 inches long and
1 ineh wide, with a string at
one end to hang it up by. On
eaci face is an~- ornanentaI
border inclosing, a number of
incised figures, which probably.-2
represent actual scenes, as the
tablet is not new.

The figures on the obverse
face are colo:red with red ochèr.
At the uppér end.. standing on
a cross line, with his ltead
toward the e.nd, is a rudely ?;
drawu n an, iolding his right
hand up and his left (own, with w;
the fingers out.spread. At his
left stands a boy with both
hands down. These tigures
probably represent the huiiter
and h'is son. Just below the

'rio. Score enginiit.ionivory.
cross une is a unmn raisimg a
spear to strike.,anî animal which is perhapsneant for a reindeer without
horns. Three deer,, also without hornis, stand withl their feet on one
bordr with their heads toward the ip)er end, andif on the otier border
near the other end are t'wo bucks with large antlers heading the other
way, and belhinl them a man in a kaiak. Between himîî and the animial
which the first muan is spearing is an object which l mnay represenit le
crescent naton. The story nay perhaps l)e freely tranislated as follows:
" When the mnoim was young the uman and his son killed
two of themn bucks with large antlers. Onîe they speared on land, the
rest thiey,.chasedl with the kaik.

On tlë reverse the figures and border are colored black with soot.
In the left-hanud lower conI:er is a she hfear aud lier cub heading to tie
left, followed by a mnain who is about t), shoot an arrow ;t tlieii. Thileni
coie two more bears heading toward the right, and iii the right-hand

j
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362 THE POINT BARtROW.,ESKIMO.

lower corner is a whale with two .tloats attached to hini by a harpoon
Eine. Above this is anl uniak with four men in it approaching another
whale whlich lhas already receivedI one harpoon with its two) floats. The
liarpoo' which is to be thrust at himi may be seen sticking out over the
bow of the boat. Then come two whales in a line, one lieadng to the
left anud one to the right. In the left-hand upper corner is a figure
,hiehi may represent a boat, botton up, on the staging of four posts,
We di1 inot learn the actual history of this tablet, which was broughtr
down for sale with a ianmber of other things.

Fig. 361 (No. 89473 [1349] fromi ltkiavwïri) is a piece of an old snow-
shovel edge with freshly incised figures on both faces, which the artist

»a

Fm. 361.-Runting scor eigravied o ivoiy, obverse aiid revere.

said represented his own record. The figures are all colored with red
ocher. On the obverse.the figures all stand on a roughly drawn ground
line. At the left is a man pointing his rifle at a bear, whiclh stands on
its hind legs facing h Mi. Then comes a she béar walking toward the
left followed by a'cub, then two large bears also walking to the left,
and ashe bear in the sanie attitude, followed by two cubs, one behind
the other. This was explained by the artist as follows: "These are
all the bears I hiave killed. This one alone (pointing to the 'ranmpant'

Fio. 362.- Hut ini i-core engravei ou ivory.

one.) was bad. All the others were good." We heard at the time of his
giving the death shot to the last beair as it was ciarginlg his comrade,
who iad wounded it with hs imizzle-loider. On1 the reverse, the
figurès are in the samaae position. The same man points his rifle at a
string of three wolves. His explaniation was: iThese are the wolves
i have killed.

Fig. 362 (No. 89474 [13341 rom lItkiavwfi) is newly uîade, but was
sid to be the record ofe a man of our acquaintaince nuamed i MÙiîiolu.
It is a fat piece of the outside of a walrnus tusk 9-7 inlues loig and F8
wide at the broader end. The figures are incised on one face ouly, and



colored with red ocher. The faceis difided lengthwise into two panels.
by a horizontal line. In the upper panel, at the left, is a man facing to
the rights.nd pointing a gun at a line of three standing deer, facing
toward 41w left. Two are buiks and one a doe. Then come two.
bucks,.répresented without legs, a if swimming in the water, followed
by a rude figure of a man in a kaiak. Below the line at the left is an
umiak with tfive men, and then a row of twelve conventionalized whales'
tails, of which all but the first, second, and fifth are joined to the hor-
izontal line by a short straight line. The record may be freely trans-
lated as follows: "I went ont with my gun and killed three large
reindeer, two bucks and a doe. I also speared two large bucks in the
water. My wbaling crew have taken twelve whales." The number of
whales is open to suspicion, as they just fill up the board.

Fio. 363.-nunting sacore eniravol ou ivory, obverse and reverse.

Fig. 363 (No. 56517 [121] front Utkiavwîii) is a piece of an old snow-
shovel edge 4-2 inches long, with a loop of thong at the upper side to
hang it up by. It is covered on both faces with freshly incised figures,
colored with red ocher, representing some real or imaginary occurrence.

The obverse is bordered wNith a single narrow line.. At the left is a
man standing with arms outstretched supporting hiinself by two1slen-
der staffs as long as lie is. In the middle are three rude figures of
ten ts, very lhigh am slender. At the right is a hornless reindeer head-
ing.to. the left, with a man standing on its back with his leks straddled

363MnDocad HUNTING SCORE&.
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apart and his aris uplifted. On the reverse, there is no border, but
a single dog and a man who supports liinself with a long staffitre drag-
ging an nempty rail sledge toward the left.

I find no mention of the use of any sutch scores among the eastern
Eskimo, but they are very comnon among those of the west, as shown
by the Museiiî collections. They record in this way, !iot only hnting
exploits but all sorts of trivial occurrences.

GAMES AND PASTIMES.

Gambling.-These people have only one gaine which appears to be of
the nature of gambling. It is played with the twisters and narline
spizes used for baeking the bow, and aready described, though Lieut.
Ray says lie Las seen it played with any bits of stick or bone. I never
had'-an opportunity of watching a game of this sort played, as it is not
often played at the village.. It is a very popular amusement at the
deer-hmíffting camps, where Lieut. Ray often saw it played. According
t4) him the players are divided into sides, who sit on the ground about
3 yards apart, each side stickinig up one of the marline spikes for a
mark to throw the twisters at. Six of the latter, lie believes, imake a
full set. One side tosses the whole set one at a time at the opposite
stake, and the points which they iake are eounted up by their op-
ponents fron the position of the twisters as they fall. H1e did not learn
how the points were reckoned, except that twisters with a mark on them
eounted differently from the plain ones, or how long the gaine lasted,
eaeh side taking its turn of casting at the opposite stake. He, however,
got the impression that the wimiing side kept the twisters belonging
to their opponents. Mr.-Nelson informs nie in a letter thiat a sinilar
gate is played with the sanie implements at Norton Sound.

No. 56532 [9], fronm Utkiavwiï, is a bag full of these tools as used
for playiug this gaine. It contains 18 twisters, of different patterns,
and 7 niarline spikes. The bag is of membrane, perhaps a bladder. It
is ovoid in shape, ail ini one piece, with a long opening iiin one side,
which is clpsed by a piece of sinew braid about 40 inches long. This is
knotted by one end round. a fold of membrane at one end of the mouth,
and wlhen the bag is shut up is wrapped round the middle of it.

Sone of tiese people have learned what cards are fronm the Nunataii-
miun, thouigi they do nîot know how to use then. They described how
they were used by the "iNunatafiiiun," however, going through the
motions (ofdaling'cards. They toldl us that the latter played a great
deal, and "gave imuei." This "givin g muheli" evidently referred to
Jamîbling, for they told Calpt. Herendeen how two of the "Nunîtai
mniun" would sit down. to play, one with a big pile of furs and one with
out any, ai wihen they got up the thrs would all belongto the other man.

Fig. 364 (No. 56531 [21]) represents soie of a bunchl of 25 little ivory
images whtich were s no a bit of seal thong. One is a neatly
carved fox, 2-7 inches long, and the rest are ducks or geese,,rather
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MURDOCH-1 GAMES-FESTIVALS. 365
roughly- carved, with flat bellies. The largest of these is 1-3 inches
long and the smallest 0-8. inch. These were pturchased at Plover Bay,
Patern Siberia, during our brief visit in August, 1881, and were sup-

jÅ

Fio. 364.-Game of fox and geese, from Plover Bay.

posed to be merely works of art. I was, liowever, very nucli interested
on my return to Washington ,to find that Dr. Frauz Boas had brought
from Cumberland Gulf a number. of precisely similar images, which are
there used for playing a gam of the nature of"jackstones." The player
tosses u.p a handful of these. images, and
scores points for the unimber that sit up-
right when they fall.' It is therefore quite
likely that they are used for a similar pur-
pose-at Plover Bay. If this be so, it is a re-
markable point of siûilarity betweei these
widely separated Eskimo, for I can learu
nothing of a similar custom át any interne-
diate point.!4

Pe8tivalu.-The most important festivals
are apparently semireligious in character and
partake strongly of the nature of dramatic
representations. At these festivals they
îmake use of many articles of dress and
adorunient, not worn on. other occasions,
and even soie "propertis" and imechni-
cal contrivances to add to the dramatic
effect. All festivals are accoîmpiianied *by

singing, drunming, and dancing
At the forinal festivals, in the early winter

the performers are dressed in new deerskin
Clothing, with the snow-lwhite flesh side
outwird, and in certain parts of the perforni- Fi. 365.-Dancngcap.

ance wear on their heads tall con.ical caps covered withi rows of
inouttain sheep teeth w-hich rattle as the wearer danees.

We brourght honte one of these dancing caps (k'brû, külnka')
(No. 89820 [863] Fig. 365), made of deerskin with the hair inward and

This gane i8 briedlyreferred toby li.11, .Arctic lhetearches, p. 570.
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clipped close. The outside is painted all over with red ocher. The
front is nearly all in one piece, but the back is irregularly pieced and -
gored. It is surmounted by a thic tuft of brown and white wolverine
fur about 5 inihes long, sewed into the apex. To the middle of one side
at the edge is sewed a narrow strip of deerskin with the hair clipped
close, which is long enough to go under the wearer's chin and be knotted
into a slit close to the edge of the other side of the cap. On the front
edge is sewed a row of thirty-five incisor teeth of the mountain sheep
by a thread running through a hole drilled through theroot of each.

The series is regularly graduated, having the largest teeth in the
middle and the smallest on the ends. Above this is a narrow strip of

brown deerskin running two-thirds
round the cap and sewed on flesh side
out so that the hair projects as a fringe
below. Above this are three ornamental
bands about 2 inches apart running two-
thirds round the cap, each fringed on
the lower edge with sheep teeth strung
as on the edge' of the cap. The lower
row contains 54 teeth, the middle 29,
and the upper 31. The lowest bandis
made of 2 strips of mountain sheepskin
with a narrow strip of black sealskin be-
tween them, and a narrow strip of brown
deerskin with the hair out; the next is

FG. 366.--Wooden mask. of coarse gray deerskin with the hair
out; and the upperimos( of brown deerskin with the flesh side out
The cap is old and dirty, and has been long in use.

The custom of wearing this style of cap appears to be.peculiar to
the northwestern Eskimo, as I find no mention for it elsewhere.' It is
perhaps derived indirectly from the northern Indians, some of whom
are represented as wearing a similar headdress.

In certain parts ofthe same ceremony as witnessed by Lieut. Ray
the dancers also wore rattle mittens, which were shaken in time to the
music. A pair of these were offered for sale once, but Lieut. Ray did
not consider them sufficiently of pure Eskimo manufacture to be worth
the price asked for them. They were made of sealskin and covered all
over the back .with empty Winchester cartridge shellsloosely attached
by a string through a hole in the bottoim, so as.to strike against each
other when the mitten was shaken. The-five men who wore these mit-
tenswore on their heads the stuffed skins of various animals, the wolf,

- bear, fox, lynx, and dog. which they.were supposed to represent. These
articles were never offered for:sale, as they were probably too highly
valued.

We collected twelve wooden nasks, which we were told were worn in
some of thése ceremonies, though none oflour party ever witnessed any

Cý
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performance in which they were used. Some of them are of undoubted
age. No.56499[61 (Fig. 366) has been selected as the type of these masks.
(ki'nau, from ki'na, face). This is a rather good representation of a male
human face, 8.8 inches long and 5-8:wide. It is quite smoothly carved
out of cottonwood, and theback is neatly hollowed out,being more deeply
excavated round the eyes and mouth and inside of the nose. The
mouth is represented as wide open, showing the tip of the tongue at-
tached to the underlip, and has six small teeth w1lich look like dog's
incisors inserted in a row in the middle of the upper lip. The eye-
brows and moustache are marked ont with blacklead, and there are
traces of red ocher.on the cheeks. The holes for the strings are in the
edge about on a level with the eyes. One end of a string of seal thong
long enough to go around the wearer's head is passed ont through the
hole on the right side, slit close to the tip, and the other end passed
tthrough this. The other endis passed ont through the hole on the left-.;

FIG. 367-Wooden maAk and dancing gorget.

and made fast with two half hitches. A row of small holes round the
edge of the mask shows where a hood has been tacked on. This mask
is rather old and somewhat soiled.

A very old weathered mask (No. 56497 [235] from Utkiavwïîi), 7-8
inches long, and made of soft wood, apparently pine, is similar to
the preceding, but has no tongue, and the teeth in both jaws are rep-
resented as a continuous ridge. It has an "imperial" as well as a
moustache, marked with blacklead like the eyebrows. The cheeks
are colored with red ocher. The edge is much gapped and broken,
but shows the remains of a deep narrow groove running round on the
outside about 1 inch fr<fmu the edge, and pierced with small holes for
fastening on a hood.

Figure 367.(No. 89817 [8561 also from Utkiavwlii) is a mask much
like the preceding, 7-5 nches long, and made of spruce. It is peculiar
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in having the outer corners of the eyes rather depressed, and in ad-
dition to( the moustache and imperial has a broad "whaleman's mark"
drawn with black lead across the eyes. It is grooved round the edge
for fastening-un a hood. The lower part of the face has been split off
at the corners iof the mouth and mended on with two stitches of whale-
bone, and a piece which was broken ont at the left-han.d corner of the
mouth is secured by a wooden peg at the inner edge and a stitch of
whalebcne on the lower side. This mask has been for a long tine

tened to an ornamented wooden gorget, and appeared to have been
e. I sed to the weather, perhaps at the cemetery. The string is made
of unusually stout sinew braid.

The remaining four ancient human masks are all masculine, and only
one has any indication of labrets. On this mask, No. 89812 [1063],
there are two small holes in the position of the labrets. It-is probable
that the wearers of these masks are supposed to represent the ancient
Eskimo, who wore no labrets. A mask which was carelessly made for
sale (No. 89814 [1056] from Utkiavwlüi), however, has large plug-labrets

carved ont. Though roughly carved this mask
is a very characteristic Eskimo face, and would
almost pass as the portrait of a man.of our
acquaintance in Utkiavwlii. The two .little
roughly carved humnanv faces on the top of
this mask are probably merely for ornament.
No such things are to be seen on' any of the
old masks - which have been actually used.
This mask -seems to have been whittled ont of
the bottom of an old meat tray, and has a
string of whalebone. Most of the genuine
masks are of excellent workmanship, but two
Fare quite roughly carved. One of these espe-

cially is such a bungling piece of work that it would be- set down as
commercial were it iot weathered and evidently old. The páitng
never goes farther than marking out the beard and eyebrows witb soot
or black lead, and sonietiies reddeuing the cheeks with ocher. Fig.
368 (No. 89816 1583] from Utkiavvwii) is a very old inask of cotton-
wood, blackened with age and so rudely carved that the work was prob-
ably done with a stone tool. It is grooved around the edge for. fastening
on a hood and is 6-8 inches~löng.

The only female hunian masks seen are new and made for sale. O
of these (No. 89819 [1057], Fig. 369, from Utkhwiwl) i roughly whittled
from the bottom of an old ineat tray, and bas the hair, eyebrows, and
a single line of tattooing on the chin painted with soot. It is 8-7 incihes
long and lias strings of whalebone.

Another (No. 56498 [73] froin UJtkiarwii) is about the size of the .
common nasks and tolerably well inade. It lias the hair aud eyebrows
marked with black lead.* The last is a foot long, and like the one fig-

368
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ured is roughly whittled out of the bottom of an old meat tray. It has
the hair, eyebrows, and a single. stripe of tattooing on the chin marked
with black Iead. This came from Jtkiavwlîi (No. 89811 [1037]).

Another "commercial" mask (No.
89813) [f074] 'fom Utkiavwlñ) is
very elaborate,--but roughly and care-.
lessly made. It is almost flat, with
the features hardly raised in relief.
Ih each corner of the mouth is in-
serted a slender ivory tusk about 1
inch long, and besides the eyebrows,
moustache, and imperial, there is a
broad "whaleman's mark" running
obliquely across the right cheek from
the bridge of the nose. Six long
feathers are stuck in the edge of the
forehead. Curiously enough these
are the feathers of the South Ameri- 4
can ostrich, and came from the feather Fr. 369.-Rude uask of wood.

duster in use at our station.
Fig. 370 '(No.56496 [258] from Utkiavwlñi) represents, rather ndela

a wolf's face and ears, and is the only animal mask we obtained or saw.
It is of cottonwood, old and weathered, and is 4-7 inches long and 6.5
wide. It is painted on the edge with red ocher and lias a streak

<f the same color
down the ridge of the
nose. The string is
of whalebone and un-
braided sinew pieced
together.

Fig.3741 (No,ý. 89815
[1050] from. Utkiav-
wlii) is a mask that
seems almost too
smnall to have been
worn, being only 61
inches long and 4-7

Fui. 370.-woifrmask ofwo1. wide. It is very old, Fru 371-Very ancîentFin. 37Fro. 371.-very neient

made of blaékened cot- -tina11 ni&

tonwood. and is the rudest representation of the human face which
we saw. It is simply an oval disk, concav<-convex, with holes cut for
the eyes, nostrils, and mouth. The rougi eutting about the chin ap-
pears to have been done with a stone tool, aud the .ioteem to be
smeared with blood. The string passed througi the holes i the for-
head to hang, it up by is mnuch newer tian -the mask, being braided
from cotton twine and fastened to a common galvanized boat nail.

9 ETII-24



370 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

The more southern Eskimo of Alaska are in the habit of using in
their dances very elaborateànd highly ornamented and painted masks,
of which the National Museum possesses a very large collection. The
ancient Alents also used masks. On the other hand, no other Eski-
mo, save those of Alaskaever use masks in their performances, as far
as I can learn, with the solitary exception of the people of Baffin Land,
where a mask of the hide of the beardpd seal is worn on certain occa-
sions.2 Nordenskild-saw one wooden mask'among the people ilear the
Vegda' winter quarters, but learned that this'had been brought from
Bering Strait, and probably from America.3

The masks appear to become more numerous and more elaborate the
nearer we get to the part of Alaska inhabited by the-Indians of the
T'linket stock, who, as is well known employ, in their ceremonies re-
markably elaborate wooden masks and headdresses. It my be sug-
gested that this custom of using masks came from the influence of
these Indians, reaching in the simple forn already described as far as
Point Barrow, but not beyond.4 With these masks was worn a gorget
or breast-plate,- consisting of a half-moon shaped piece of board about
.18 inches long, painted with rude figures of men and animals, and
slung about the neck. We brought home three of these gorgets. all
old and weathered.

No. 89818 [11321, Fig. 372a, has been selected as the type of the gor-
.get (sûklmûñi). It is made of spruce, is 18-5 inches long, and has two
beckets of stout sinew braid, one to go round the neck and the other
round the body under the wearer's arms. The figures are all painted
on the front face. In the middle is a man painted with red ocher; all
the rest of th'e figures.are black and probably painted with soot' The
man with his arms outstretched stands on a large whale, represented as
spouting. He holds a snal whale in eachli hand. At his riglit isa small
cross-shaped object which perhaps represents a bird, then a man facing
toivard the left and darting a harpoon with both hands, and a bear
facing to the left. On the left of the red man are two uiniaks with five
men in each, a whale nearly effaced, and three of the cross.-shaped ob-
jects already mentioned. Below then, also, freshly drawn with a bard,
blunt lead pencil or the point of a bullet, are a whale, an umiak, and a
three-cornered object the nature of which I eau not niake out.

Fig. 372b (No. 56493 1266] from UtkiavwïIi) is a similar gorget, which
has evidently been long exposed to the weather,' perhaps at the ceme-
tery, as the figures are all effaced except in the middle, where it w4as
probably covered by a inask as in Fig, 367 (No. 89817 [855] from the
same village). There seems to have been a red border on tlhe serrated
edge. In the niddle is the same red man as before standing on the

t
See bail, Alaska, p. 389, and contributions to N. A. Ethn., vol. 1. p. 90.

2See Kunmlien, Contributions, p. 43. Kumiien says merely "a nask of skins." Dr. Boas is my au-
thority for the statement that the skin of theo barded meal is ued.

3 
Vega, vol. 2, p. 21.

'See also Dall:s paper in the Thirl Anuil Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 67-203, where
the sulject of imask-wearing is very thoroughly discussed in its moist important relations.
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black whale and holding a whale in each hand. At his rightisablack
umiak with five men in it, and at his left a partially effacedIgure which
is perhaps another boat. The strings-are; put on as before, exeqt that
the two beckets are separate. The upper is made of sinew braid, and
the lower, which is nowbroken, of seal thong. This gorgetjs 15.5inches
long and 4-7 wide. No. 89817 [855] (Fig. 367 already referred to) has a
mask tied over the middle by means.of the beckets, so that the figures
in the middleare much fresher than those on the ends. The edges are

Fia. 372.-Dancing gorgeta of wood.

painted red. In the middle is the same'red man or giant holding the
whale. The other figures are painted with soot.

This man or giant, able to hold out a whale, appears to be a legend-
ary character, as we have his image carved in ivory. We unfortunately
did not succeed in learning anything more about him, except that his
name (apparently) was "kikâmigo." Hanging by the head to each elbow
of this figure is a seal, and opposite its thighs twoof the usual conventional

4
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whale's tails, one on each side,. with the flukes turned from him. ' The
one on his left is attached to his waist by a straight line from its upper
corner. At its right hand are a number of objects irregularly grouped.
At the top an umiak with five men towing at a three-cornered object,
which probably represents a dead whale; then a sinaller umiak con-
taining five men and apparently "fast" to a Whale, which is spouting.
A figure above this, almost obliterated, appears to be a small whale.
Below are a large seal, three of the cross-shaped figures, four small
whales, and one figure so much effaced that it eau notbe made ont. On
the left hand of the figure are two umiaks, and a whale with a line and
float attached to him, tlien four crosses and a large seal in the corner.
Below are four whales of different sizes, two bears, and a dog or wolf.

These gorgets appear to have gone out of fashion, as we saw none
which were not very old, or which appeared to have been*ýused recently.
From the nature of the figures upon them, they were .probably used in
some of the ceremonies connected with the whale fishing. KikamIgo
may be the "divinity " who controls the whales and other sea animals.1

Mechanical contrivance8.-In one of the performances which Capt.
Herendeen witnessed, there stood in the niddle of the floor facing each
other, the stuffed skins of a fox and a raven. .These were mounted on
whalébone springs and moved by strings, so that the fox sprang at the
raven and the raven pecked at the fox, while the singing and 'dancing
went on. These animals were never offered for sale, but they brought
over a stuffed fox very cleverly mounted.so as to spring at a lemming,
which by means of strings was made to run in and out.of two holes in*
the board on which the 'for was mounted. (No 89893 [1378] from
Utkiavwli.) We unfortunately did not learn the story or myth con-

-nected with this representation.2 It was the skin of an Arctic fox in
the summer pelage, with the paws and all the bones removed, and clam-
sily stuffed with rope yarn, not filling out the legs. A stick was thmust
into the tail to within about two inches of the tip, so that it was curled
up over the back. The skin was taken off whole by a single opening
near the vent, which was left open, and through which was thrust into
the body a strip of whalebone 2 inches wide and about k incli thick,.
which protruded about 4 inches and was fastened to the front edge of
the hole by tying the flap of skin to the whalebone with three or four
turns of sinew braid, kept fromn slipping by a notch in each edge of fthe
whalebone.

The fox was attached to a piece of the paneling of a ship's bulkhead,
29 inches long and 7-5 wide, by bending forward 2¾ in'ches of the end
of the whalebone, and lashing it down parallel to the length of the
board with four turns of stout thong, kept from slipping by a notel in
each edge of the whalebone and running through holes i1 the board.

1 Cf. Crantz, vol. 1, p. 206.
. This very interesting specimen was uinfortunate-ly.destroyed by uroths at the National Museum

after the description was written, but before i t could e figured.

A-
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The fox.was thus held up Ùblhedpring parallel to the length of the
board with its head and forelegs raised. A string of sinew braid 10
feet long was passed through a hole in the septum of the fox's nose and
knotted once so as to leave two equal ends. These ends were carried
down through two holes, one in each edge of the board 9k inches from
the forward end, and each was tied to a roughly-rounded bit of pine stick
round which it was reeled when not in use. iBy pulling these strings
together, the fox was made to dart downr his head, which was raised
by the'spring as soon as the string was slackened. By pulling one
or the other string the fox could be made to dart to one or the other
sidç of the board.

One man manipulated the fox, pulling a string with each hand. The
lemming's holes were about 1î inches in diameter, one in each edge of
the board and at such a distance from the end that when tie string,
which was 7 feet 4 inches long, was drawn through them, it crossed
the board just where the fox's nose struck, when it was pulled down.
The ends of the string were reeled round bits of stick. The lemming
was a narrow strip of wolf'à fur, about 3 iches long, doubled in the mid-

*dle, with the middle of the string hitchea into the bight. By pulling the
ends of the string alternately, the lem.ming was made to jump out of
the hole on one side, run across the board and into the other, very much-
as a litveiemiming runs from one tunnel'to another on the tundra. It
took two persons, one on each side, to handle the lemming. The fox-
skin and spring appeared to be older than the rest of the machine.
The board was originally 10 inches or. 1 foot longer at each end, but
had to be eut off to pack it.

Petroff mentions a similar custom among the "Nushegagmute" of
Bristol Bay, of intrôducing stuffed animals moved with hidden strings-
in-their performances;' and Dall 2 describes a festival at Norton'Sound,
where a dead seal was brought in and moved about iith strings.

Descriptjion offestival.-It is greatly to be regretted that we had not
established such intimate relations with the.,natives, as afterwards
was.the case, ii the winter of 1881-'82, since thiewas the only one of
the two seasons that the great winter festival was held at Jtkiavwlii.
In the winter of 1882-'83 there had been so many deaths in the village
that the natives did not feel like celebrating any regular festival, and
only indulged in a few impromptu dances late in the season. These
were unfortunately held in the evening when the writer's tour of duty
at the station prevented his witnessing them. Those of the party who
did go oier brought back only fragmentary and rather vague accounts
of the performance. The confining nature of the work at the station
prevented our witnessing any of the celebrations .at Nuwük or at
Pernyû, when the "Nunataimiun" visitors were entertained.

The best accounts we have of any performance is given by Lieut.

'Iport, p. 135. Alaska, p. 156
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Ray. He and Capt. Herendeen went over to UtkiavwXïi by special invi-
tation on December 3, 1881, and witnessed one scene of the "wood," or
"tree dance." Many visitoiîWwere present from NuwüIk on the occasion
of this dance, which lasted for two days and nights. On arriving at
the village they found a crowd of upwards of 200 people assembled
round the entrance of the kW'dylgl. lu. front of the entrance were
drawn up in line five men and two women dancing to the music of aIl drum and two singers.

They were all dressed in new deerskin clothes, with the snow-white
flesh side turned out, and wore conical dance caps like that already
described. They kept time to the music with their feet, moving their
bodies to right and left with spasmodic jerks. To quote from Lieut.
Ray's MS. notes:

Each dancer in turn sprang to the front and in extravagant gestures went through
the motions of killing seal, walrus, and deer, and the pursnit of.thewhaleEach,
as he finished, took his place in the line, waa cheered by te crowd, then added his
voice to the monoto4ons chant of the singors.

.. .After all had fimished as many as could get in entered the "dance
house." At one end of this a small space was partitioned off with a
piece of an old sail, and froni the roof in the middle hung an object in-
tended to represent a tree. This was made of two oblong boxes about.
6 inches in diameter, open at both ends, the lower about 2j feet long
and the upper about li, hinged together with seal thong. At one side
hung a wolf's skull, and on the other a dried raven. Two performers
sat in the middle of the floor with their legs extended one between the
other's legs, with his nose touching the tree. A'row of old men beat
drums and sang, while the performers chanted a monotonous song, in
which coul4 be heard the words "rnm, tobacco, seal, deer, and
whale."

Presently the bottom of the curtain was lifted and out crawled five
men on all fours, wearing on their heads the stuffed skins of the heads
of different animals-the wolf, bear, fox, lynx, and dog. They swung
their heads from side to side in. unison, keeping time to the musicf
uttering ,a low growl at each swing and shaking their rattle mittens.
This they kept up for fifteen or twenty minutes, while the chant still
went on, and the chief performer, with excited gestures, embraced the
tree and rubbed his nose against it from time to time. At last all
"sprang to their feet with a howl, and ended the dance with wild ges-
tures." Similar scenes, with new performers, which our party did
not stay to witness, succeeded this, with feasting in the different
houses.

Capt. Herendeen also witnessed a small dance, lasting only one even-
ing, which bore a curions resemblance to some of the so-called "favor
figures" performéd in the "German cotillon" of civilized dancers. This
kind of dance was performed purely for pleasure, and had nothing re-
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ligions or dramatic about it. Themusic was furnished by the usual
orchestra of old men, who beat drums and sang a monotonous song.
Each person who intended to take part in the dance came provided with
some small article to be given away as a "favor," and rising in his
turn, danced a few minutes, and then called ont the name of the part-
ner he wished to give it to. The latter then rose,- and having receiyèd
the "favor," danced a while with him, and then both resumed their
places among the spectators.

We never heard of any such elaborate "donation parties" as.are de-
scribed at Norton Sound and the Yukon region, where a man "saves up
his property for years " to distribute it among his guests.' A festival,
however, was held at Nuwrik in June, 1883, which apparently resenbled
the second kind described by Dall. Two men came down from Nuwük
to invite Lieut. Ray and Capt. Herendeen, telling them wbat presents
they were expected to brig. Unfortunately it was considerëd that too
much was asked and the invitation was declined. The messengers car-
ried "notched sticks.'3

Dances in which the children only take part, entirely for amusement
sometimes take place in the kû'dyïgl, and people occasionally amuse
themselves by dancing in the iglu. I have often
seen the natives, especially the children and
young people, dancing in the open air, and the
dancig was always of very inuch the same char-
acter. The feet were but slightly moved, kéep-
ing time to the music, while the body swayed
gracefully and the arms werg waved from side to
side. All the. dancing which I saw was rather
quiet and graceful, but they told us that when ~
they got warmed up at a great dance-they went
at it with tremendous vigor, throwing off their
garments to the waist. The dance which accom-
panies the song sang by the chidren to the
aurora, howevery is more violent. The dancer
clenches his fists and, bending his elbo ws, strikes
themagainst the sides of his body, keeping time Fro. 373.Youthdaclng to
to the song and stamping vigorously with the the- aurora
right foot, springing up and down with the left knee (see Fig. 373
from a sketch by the writer).

We never heard of any of the licentious festivals or orgies described
by.Egede' and Kunlien?

Soe Dall, Alaska, p. 151.
lIbid, p. 154.

&Compare the wand "enriously ornamented and carved" carried by the measenger who was sent
out to invite the guests tu the ftstival at Norton Sound, Alaska, p. 154.

'Greenland, p. 139.
'Contributions, p. 43.
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376 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

The festivals of the eastern Eskimo\ appear to be less formal and
elaborate than those .in the west, consisting simply of singing and
dancing.1

TOYS AND. SPORTS POR CHILDREN AND OTHERS.

Playthings.-Though the children amuse themselves with a great
many spoits and plays, we saw veryfew toys-or playthings in use. We
brought home six objects which appear to have no use except as play-
things.

Fig. 374a (No. 89806 [1189] from Nuwük) is a whirligig in principle
very like that made for civilized children. It is a block of spruce, fitted
with a shaft of narwhal ivory. This fits loosely in the straight tubular
handle, which is a section of the -branch of an antler, with the soft inside
tissue eut out. A string of seal thong passes through a hole in the
middle of the handle and is fastened to the shaft. This string is about
8 feet long, and about half of it is tied up into the hank to make a
handle for pulling it. It works very much like a civilized child's whirli.
gig. The string is wound around the shaft ând-a smart pull oit the
handle unwinds it, -naking the block spirI round rapidly. The reaction,
spinning· it in thé opposite direction, winds -up the string again. A
couple of loose hawk's feathers are stuck into the tip of the block,which
is painted with red ocher for about an inch. Four equidistant stripes
of the sanie color run down the sides to a border of the same width
round the base. This was made for sale and appears to be an unusual
toy. I do not recollect ever seeing the. children play with quch a toy.
It is called kai'psa (Gr. kâ.vsâk, "a whirligig or sitnilar toy ").

Fig. 374b is a .similar whirligig from UTtkiavwfi (No. 89807 [1356]).
The block, which is 4-2 inches long, is made of the solid tip of a mountain
sheep's hoiri and is elaborately ornamented with a conventional pat.
tern of lines and "circles and dots," incised and colored red with ocher.
The shaft is of hard bone, and the line has a little wooden handle at
the end. The block is so heavy that it will hardly spin.

Fig. 375-(No. 56491 [46] from Utkiavwlii) is a teetotum (also called
kaipsa). The shaft is of pine and the disk of spruce and is ornamented
with black lead marks, forning a border about one-quarter inch broad

'Descriptions of Eskimo festivals areto be found in Egede's Greenland. p. 152, and Crantz, History
of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 1.75, where he mentions t'he sun fcast held at the winter solstice. This very
likely corresponds to the December festival at Point Barrow. If the latterbe really a.rite instituted by
the ancestors of the present Eskimo wben they lived in lower latitudes to celebrate the winter sol.
stice, it is easy to understand why it should. he held at about the sane time by the people of Kotzebue
Sound, as stated by Dr. Simpson, op. cit., p. 262. where, as lie says, the reindeer might be successfully
porsned throughout the winter. It is much more likely, considering the custom in Greenland, that
tids is the reason for having the festival at this season than that the time should be selectexd by the
people at Point Barrow as a eas4on i when "hunting or fishing can not well be attended to," as simp-
son thiiks:, we should remember that this is the very time of the year that the seal netting is at iti
height at Point Barrow. Se a.lso Parry, Second Voyage, p. 538; Kumlien, Contributions, p.43

; Gilder,
Schwatka's Search, p. 43; .lkechey, Voyage, p. 289 (Kotzebue Sound); Dall, Alaska, p. 149 (very full
and detailed); Petroff, Report, etc., pp. 125, 126, 129, 131 (quoted frm Zagoskin), 135, 137 (quoted from
Shelikhof), and 144 (4ûoted from Davidof); Ilooper, Tenteetc., pp. 85,136; and Nordenskild, Vega,
vol. 2, pp. 22,131.
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on each face. The upper face is divided into quadrants by four narrow
lines radiating from the hole, and each quadrant is divided into two by
bands one-quarter inch broad. The order of these lines is reversed on

FiG. 374.-Whirligigs.

the.under face. This is spun, like a common teetotum, with the fingers,
and does not seem to be common. [1do not recollect ever seeing aný-
one except the maker of this toy spinning one.

377TOYS.MURDOCH.]
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Fig. 377 (No. 89800 [1331]
toy which the children oftei
zing-stick" found among sa
the world, and often used in
Iniglita. It consists of a t]

Fir. 376.-Buzz toy.

from Utkiavwïei), on the other hand, is a
n play with. It is the well known "whiz-
avages in so many widely distant parts of
religious ceremonies. The Eskimo name is
hin board of pine wood, fastened by a string

'1
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The same is true of No. 89722 [10871 (Fig. 376, from Utkiavwlii) which
is what. American boys would eall a "buzz" toy. It is of pine wood,
and throigh two round holes in the middle are passed the ends of a

piece of stout siiiew braid, which are
knotted togeth r. When the board is
placed in the middle of the string it can
be made, to spin round and whiz by alter-
nately pulling atídre1axing the ends- of
the string. The board is rather elabor-
ately painted. One end has a border of
black lead on both- faces, the other a
similar border-of red paint, whieh ap-
pears to be red lead. Broad red bands
form a square 1 inch across around the
holes, with Unes radiating from each cor-
ner to the corners of the board, on both

Flo. 37.Tectotum. faces. On the spaces between these liunes
are figures rudely drawn with black lead.

On one face, iii the first space, is a goose; in the second, a man with a
staff; -in the third, the conventional figure of a. whale's tail; and in the
fourth, a whale with line and float attached to him, pursued by a whal-
ing umiak. On the other side, the first space contains a dog or wolf
walking; the second, two of thbse animals, sitting ou their haunches,
facing each other; the third, another walking; and the fourth, a rein-
deer in the same attitude.

j
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of sinew braid about 1 foot long to the end of a slender rod, which
serves as a handle. Wben swung rapidly round by the handle it

makes a loud, whizzing sound. It
is. ery neatly made, and painted
with black lead and red ocher.
The tips of the board are black
for about one-half inch and the
rest is red, and the upper half of
the handle marked with five rings
about one-half inch wide and 1
inch apart, alternately black and
red. This appears to be purely
a chlild's toy and has no mystical
signification. I never saw one in
the hands of an adult. This speci-
men was made and brought over
for sale by a lad about thirteen
or fourteen years old.

Fig. 378 (No. 56687 [1811 froin
Utkiavwlfi) is another playthiigg
rather common with the boys,
which takes the place of the
American boy's "beau snapper."
It is known by the niame of mftl'-
glIgaun, and is a rod of
whalebone, stiff and
black, 48 inches long
and 0.5 wide, narrowed
and bent sharply up for
about an inch at one Ht"

Fa.377.-whizzing stick. end. On the upper side
of this end, closetothe

tip, is a little hollow, large enough to hold a small pebble,
and the other is cut into sharp teeth. This is purely an instru- 2
ment ofinischief and is used for shooting tiny pebbles at peo-
ple when they are looking the other way. Mûfñialu showed
us, with great glee, in an expressive pantomime, how a boy
would bit a person in the eye with a little pebble, and, when
the man turned r6und angrily, would have the snapper slipped
up his sleeve and he ooking earnestly in another direction.
The toothed end, he said, was for mischievously scratching
hairs out of a man's coat when lie was looking another way. eb; p.

The "snapper" is used as follows: It is held in the left hand,
a little pebble is set in the socket, and the tip of the whalebone bent
back with the right hand. When this end is let go the èlasticity of
the whalebone drives the pebble at the mark with considerable force.
As far as I eau learn this inischievous toy is peculiar to the Northwest.

i Y ** -
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Doll.-Though
were made and b
with the little gir
a doil. Those in
playthings than a
strangers. Such
This is a human1
the neck into as
thick elliptical pe

.

nG. 379.-Carv

tied out of a flat p
legs wide apart ai
arms are very sh
length, and the le
the edges. It isÉ
knees and leavin,
knee boots on the
of ivory inlaid for
inserted iii each,
are inlaid in- the i
one in the right
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andthe edge of t
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several dolls and varions suits of miniature clothing
rought over for sale, they do not appear to be popular
ls. I do not recolleet ever seeing a child playing with
the collection, indeed, seem rither less intended for
s, so to speak, works of art to 'catch the fancy of the
an object is No. 89728 [1304](Fig. 379 from Utkiavwlii.)
head carved onut of pine wood, and shouldered off at
stout round peg, which is fitted into the middle of a
destal of the same wood, flat on the bottom and con-

vex on top. The head is dressed
in a neatly made hood of thin
deerskin with the flesh side cit
off round the shoulders and ex-

.posing ouly the face. The face
is very neatly carved, and bas
bits of green oxidized copper
inlaid for the eyes. The cheeks,
gums, and inside of the mouth
are colored with red ocher, and
the hair, eyebrows, and Beard
with black lead. The top of the
pedestal is painted red and di-
vided into eight equal parts .by
-shallow grooves_ colored --with
black lead. The'height of the
whole object is 4j inches, and
the workmanship is remarkably
good.

No. 89827 [1138] (froi Ltkiav-
wi), on the other hand, is very

iug of human head. roughly and carelessly made. It
is 18-2. inches long, roughly whit-

iece of redwood board into the shape of a man with his
nd holding up his hands on each side of his head. The
ort and broad, with five fingers ail nearly of the same
egs are simply two straight four-sided pegS rounded on
dressed in a hooded frock of seal gut reaching to the
gonly the face and hands uncovered, and has sealskin
legs. The face is rudely in relief, with two narrow bits

r eyes. and a long canine ti4sk of the same material
corner of the month. Three small round bits of wood
forehead, one -in the niddle and one over each eye, and
cheek above the corner of the mnouth. The gut frock
e of irregular pieces. It is trimmed round the botton
:he hood with a stril) of dogskin, but is left with a raw

o
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edge round the wrists. The boots are rather well made models of the
regular waterproof boots,
with soles of white sealskini
and a band round the top 1
inch wide of the saine mate-
rial. Ashort peg projects
from the top of the forehead.
A string of stôut sinew braid
about 2 feet long is passed
through a hole in the middle
of the body and a knot tied
in the end in front. Though
the design is elaborate the
workmanship is very rude,
and the clothes seem to be
made of osds and'ends. The
maker perhaps had in mind
a fabulous man with teeth
like a walrus, about whom
we heard sone fragmentary
traditions.

Fig. 380 (No. 89826 [1358]
from Utkiavwlïi) is a clever,

Fm. 380.-Mechanical doll: drum player.thiouigh somewhat roughly
made, mechanical doll. It represents a inan dressed -in deerskins
sitting with his legs outstretched and holding in his extended left
hand a drum and iii his fight a stick, as if beating the drum.
The arns are of whalebone, and by pressing them he cai be made to
beat the druin. The dol is niade of a single piece of wood-a knot with
two branches, which make the legs. (I learned this from Ca>t. Ileren-
deen, who saw this doll at the village before it was finishèd.) Tbft.
height of the sitting figure is 114 inches.

Fin. 381.-Mochanlcal toy: kaiak paddler.

A stil more ingenions mechanical toy which, however, like the pre-
ceding, was made for sale, is shown in Fig. 381 (So. 8985 f[1351] from
Utkiavwlii). This is a man sitting ina kaiak in the attitude of paddling
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382 THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

on -the left side with a single-bladed paddle. His arms are of whale-
bone, and by means of strings he eau be made to paddle and turn his
head from side to side. The kaiak is 29 inches long, very neatly carved
from a single block of wood, and solid except at the cockpit. The bot-
tom is fiat, to allow it to stand on the floor, but it is otherwise precisely
of the model of the kaiaks in the Museum from the Mackenzie and
Anderson region. The nation who'made it called it a l'Kûimû'd'llfi"
kaiak. It is painted all over with red ocher, except on the bottom. The
figure has no legs and fits into the cockpit, which is without any coam-
ing. The head is separate and mounted on a long, slender pivot, which
is fitted into a hole in the neck just loosely enough to allow it to turn
easily. It is dressed in a hood of seal gut. The face is very natural,
though rather rudely carved, and is lightly colored all over with red
ocher, with the mouth painted deeply red, and the eyebrows, eyes, nos-
trils, and beard marked with black lead. The arms are narrow strips
of whalebone, the ends of which protrude at the wrists, and are tied to

'.the paddle by the ends of the strings which work it. The body is cov-
ered with a. gut shirt

The paddle is of the common shape, and has the blade and the lower
end of the shaft painted red. The strinigs for working this contrivance
are of flue sinew braid. One string is tied iiito a little hole in the edge
of the hood, where the left ear would be, the other passes round the

FiG. 383.-Kaiak carved from a block of wood.

edge of the hood, and is tied at the right ear. These strings cross back
of the head, and pass tirougi two neat little ivory eyebolts inserted
in the deck, 1 inch abaft the cockpit, and 1 inch ia part. The strings
from the liands are not crossed, but pass through two similar eyebolts,
one at eaci edge of the deck, 2.5 iches froim the cockpit. The ends of
each set of strings are tied tgetfier. When ithe riglit pair and left
pair of strings are pulled alternately, the iian makes a stroke and looks
to the right, then4"recovers"dand looks to the left. Both stroke and

recovery"I are' aided by the elasticity of thie arms., This specimen
shows a great deail of mechanical ingeiiuity, and was the only finished
object of the kind seen.

Fig. 382 (No. 89856 [783] froin Utkiavwlri) is a kaiak intended for a
\similar toy; which, when brought over for sale, liad an unfinished arm-
iess doll in the cockpit. This was, unfortunately, lost in unpacking.
Thè kaiak, whicli is 27-6 inches long, is not new, but has been freshly
scraped and painted on deck. It is also a foreigi kaiak, being precisely
like a model brouglit by Mr. Nelsori from Norton Sound. It is not un-
likely that this boat itself came froi that region tirough the "Nunatañ-

N
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miun," unless, possibly, a southern kaiak had passed through the hands
of enough people to reach a point where some Point Barrow native
might see it.. As far as we know no Point Barrow -natives visit the.
regions where this form is used, and the model seems too.accurate to
have been made from a description.

Juvenile implement.-We sometimes saw the children playing with
little models of the implements and utensils used by their parents.
Perhaps the commonest thing of this sort is the boy's bow. As soon
as a boy is able to walk his father makes him a little bow suited to
his strength, with blunt arrows, with which he plays with the other
boys, shooting at marks-for instance, the fetal reindeer brought home
from the spring hunt-till he isoTd enough to shoot small birds and
lemmings. We also saw children playing with little drums, and one
man made his little boy an elaborate kâlmoti about 4 feet long . In the
collection are a number of miniature implements, spears, etc., some of
which have been already described, which were perhaps intended as
playthings for the children. As, however, they were all newly made,
it is possible that they were merely intended to catch the fancy of the
strangers.

No. 89451 [11131, from Nuwtik, is a little snow shovel 4.5 inches long,
with a blade 2-1 inches wide, rather roughly caryed from a piece of wal-
rus ivory.

No. 89695 [1280] from Utkiavwfi, is a similar model of a deer lance,
7 inches long, all in one piece and made of reindeer antler.

No. 89797 [1186] from Utkiavwïii, is a quite well made model of 'the
drum used for accompanying singing and dancing, and is almost large
enough to have been used for a plaything. The stick is entirely out of
proportion, being merely a roughly whittled bit of latb, 13 inches long.

Game8 and sport8.-The men have very few sports, though I have.
sometimes knowni them to amuse themselves by shooting at a mark
with their rifles, and I once heard of a number of them wrestling.
As far as I could learn, they wrestle "catch-as-catch-can" without
any Êißrticular system. We never -heard of anything like the athletic
sports mentioned by Egede' and Crantz 2 or the pugilisn described
by Schwatka among the people of King William's Land, when two men
stand up to eaéh other and exchange buffets till one or the other gives
m. The women are very fond of playing "cat's cradle" whenever
they have -frisure, and make a number of complicated figures with the
string, many of which represent various animais. One favorite figure
is a very clever representation of a reindeer, which is made by moving
the fingers to run down hill from one hand to the other. Another
favorite amusement with the women and children is tossing three bullets
or small pebbles with the riglit hand, after the manner of a juggler,
1 Groenland, p. 162.
2'Vol. 1, p. 177.
à Science, vol. 4, No. 98, p. 545.
4 Hall (Arctic Researches, p. 129) says the cat's cradle" i4 a favorite amusement in Baffin Land,

where tbey maake many figures, including represeutations of the deer, whale,. scal, and walrus. 2
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They also amuse themselves in the winter by sliding on their knees
down the steepest snowdrifts under the cliffs. A good deal of the
time, however, they are-following their parents or other grown people,
catching little fish or fetching twigs. for'firewood or helping drive the
dogs, though as a rule they are not made to do any regular work until
they are pretty well grown.

MUSIC.

Muical instrument.-The only musical instrument in use among these
-people is the universal drum' or tambourine (kelyau), consisting of a
membrane stretched over a hoop with a handle on one side, and used
from Greenland to Siberia. It is always accompanied by the. voice
singing or chanting. The player holds the handle in his left hand with
the membrane away from him, and strikes alternately on each side of
the rim with a short heavy plece of ivory, oi' a long slender wand, ro-
tating the drum slightly at the same time
to meet the stroke.- This produces a loud,
resonant, and somewhat musical note. There
appears, however, to be no system'of tuning
these drgns, the pitch of the note depending
entirely on accident.

We collected four of these drums, of which
every household possesses. at least one.
They are all of essentially the same con-
struction, but vary in size. No. >6741 [79],
Fig. 383, has been selected as the type. The
frame is a flat strip of willow 67 inches long,
1 inch wide, and 0-3 inch thick, bent till the
two ends meet, thus making a hoop 22-2
inches long and 19 inches wide. The ends
are fastened together by a -,strap of walrus Fin. 383.-Dram.
ivory on the inside of the hoop, secured to
the wood by neat stitches of black whalebone. The handle is of walrus
ivory 5.2 inches long. The larger end is rather rudely carved into a
human face. Back of this head and 1 inch from the large end of the
handle is a square transverse notcb, deep and sufficiently wide to fit
over both rim and strap at the joint. It is held on by a lashing of sinew
braid passing through holes in rim and strap, one on each side of the
handle, and a large transverse hole in the latter, below and a little in
front of the notch. The membrane, which appears to be a sheet of the
peritoneum of a seal, is stretched over the other side of the hoop, which
is beveled on the outside edge, and its edge is brought down to a deep

Nordenskiöld calLs this " the drum, or more correctly, tambourine, so common among most of the
Polar peoples, European, Asiatic, and American; among the Iapps, the Samoycd8, the Tunguses, andA
the Eekinio." (Vega, vol. 2, p. 128).
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groove 0-2 inch from the edge of the hoop and 0.3 inch wide, running
round the hoop, wiere it is secured by three or four turns of sinew
braid. The end of this string is crossed back and forth four or five times
round the handle, where it is fitted to the hoop ang-d then wraipped around
it and finished off with a knot.

No. 56742 [514], from Utkiavwri, is a similar 1riim, but sonewlhat
larger, the hoop being 24-6 inches long and 22 i ches wide. It is of
the same inateria;ls, except that the strap at the joint is of reindeer
antler. Opposite the joint the hoop appears tohave shown signs of
weakness, as it has been strengthened with two straps ot waIrusivory,
one on the inside and one on the outside of the hoop,'fástened together

by! stiteles of sinew
wliieli pass through the,
wood and thrôgh both
straps. The inside strap
is 4-7 inches long, th
oute• 3-5 inches long
and only half the widt
ofthe rim, and is let in
thelatter. This strap. ap-
pears to have beei f ut
on first, as, at eachnd

Fia.384.-Landle of drwu sucured to ritu.
only rnis through / the

wood. The handle is fastened on as before, but has two tranisverse
holes instead of one, and has four deep rounided notches for the tingers.
(See Fig.384.) The joint is tightened by driving a thin sliver off 1wood
in at the bottom of the notch.

No. 56713 [31], from UT tkiavwli, closely resembles the type, bt has
a noteh for the thumb as well as for the forefinger on the handle. The
hoop is235 inches long and 21 wide. No. 56740 [801 from the same
village is rather smaller than the ordinary druns, having a hoop 16C
inches long and 14-7 wide. The. haudle is of antler, but lias the usual
face on the large end.

We also brought home eiglit handles for tiese drums, which exhibit
but slight variations. The conmonest material for the handle is .wal-
rus ivory.' Only two out of the twelve are of antler. They are usually
about 5 inches long (the longest is 5-4 inches aund .the shortest 4-6).
Handles with grooves for the fingers and sometiies for the tlhumb seemiî
to be quite as conmmon as the plain handles. Fig. 385a represents
ivory landle from Nuwrnk (No. 89267 1898]),. whîich lias a groove for.
each tinger and a shallow one on the riglit side for the thumb. It is 5
inches long.

With one exception all these liandles have the large end more or less
neatly carved into a human face, with the mouth open as if singing,



probably from an idea similar to that which makes the decorative artists
of.civilized countries ornament the pipes of a great organ with singing
faces. Tlis face is usually, in the position shown in the specimens
tigured, but No. 89266 [784] (Fig. 38.b), a handle of antler from
Utkiavwlii, bas the axis of the face parallel to that of the handle. Nos.
89269 [975] and 56515 [76], both from Utkiavwlfi, are peculiar in their
ornamentation. They are both of walrus ivory. The former has.a well-
carved face at the large end with small blue~beads inlaid for eyes.· In
addition to this the small end Itas been rather freshly carved into a
rather rude seal's head, and an. orpmental 'pattern has been incised
rolind the middle. This specimen exhibits the grooves for the dingers
very well. The'latter is a plain handle, but has a little sharp tusk

.- z

f2

Fla.'38.--Drum i ll1ex,

inserted at each corner of the noîuth. The only handle without a huaman
-face on the large end (No. 5514 [651 Fig. 3S5c, from tTtkiawiii) is
peculiar in miany respects. It is the butt end 'of a small walrus tusk,
with a large pull) cavity, the edges of which are mueli notched and
irregularly broken. The notch for fitting it to the handle is at the
smaller end, whichl is neatly carved into a very good figure of a walrus
head, with the tusks bont hack to the under side of the handle. The
head lias o'val bits ôf wood inlaid for eyes. None of -the drums or
handles in the colhction are newly inade.

The stiek employed for beating these drums is commnily a slender
elastie wand about 2k feet long, but they also somnetimes. use a short

387MUSIC.
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of ivory resembling that used by the eastern Eskima.' We
me two of these sticks, both of which belong with the dram
31]. Fig. 386a (No. 56540 [31]) is a roughly cylindrical rod
th a hole for a lanya rd. The larger end is .ornamented by
sed and darkened Unes which représelit the eyes and outline
th of a "bow-head" whale. Fig; 386b (No. 56540 [31a]) is a
id stick of ivory 9-4 inches ilong. It is rather roughly made
bat warped. The use of the long stick -is perhaps derived
ia, where the short thick stick does not appear to be used.2

the membrane of the drum are sometimes"mended with
îe crop of the ptarmigan. At any rate, this is what I was told
, who begged from me the crops of two of these birds that I
ng, saying that he wanted them to mend his drun. These
lways beaten as an accompaniment to invocations of spirits

ions. This practice is so comnion that some authors are in
f always speaking of them as "shaman druims". As I have

a

Fro. 386.-Ivory drumsticks.

ted, their miostcommon use is purely as a musical instru.
they are used not only by the so-ealled "shamans" but by

and frequency of ,n auic.-Their music consists of inonoto-
s, usually with very little perceptible air, and pitched gener-
nor key. I could not perceive that they had any idea of
the musical sense, but when several sang together each
tune -to suit himself. They, however, keep'excellent tine.

ry songs are in "common" or 4 tine.3 The words are often
eons, and at tolerably regular intervals comes the refrain,
áña, a yáña ya,'" which takes the place of the "iámna aia'"
rn Eskimo. Somnetimes, when thdy are humîminig or singing
ves, the words are niothing but this refrain. Their voices,
al thing, are musical.
Eskimo., they are very fond of musie, and are constantly

uple, liesell'. . 1 aturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p. 881. (The peopl e of Smith Sound use the
rus.- or seal. Cf. Capt. Lytt's litur. Parry's 2d Voyage. pl. opposite p. 530, and
a's Search, p. 43, wheret tihe. peop.leiif the west shore of lJIInsu on Bay are described as
drumstick tshjapedl likea potato-ma. ber.')
ents, et., p. 51. and Nordenskiiltl, Vega. vol. 2, pp. 23 and 128; figure on p. 24.

ntz. vol. 1, p. 176.
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,singing and humming to theinselves, sonetimes, according to Capt.
Herendeen, waking up in the night to sing. Besides their'regular fes-
tivals' they often amuse themselves in tl eir houses by singing to the
drum. They are fond of civilized music, and, having uênally very quick'
and rather acute ears, readily catch the tunes, which they sing with
curiously mutilated words. We found "Shoo Fly" and "Little Browwr
Jug" gieat favorites at the time of our arrival, -and one old qîmgiat
from Nuwtik, told us with great glee, how Magwa (Maguirefnsed to
sing "Tolderolderol." Our two violins, the doctor's and flhe cook's,
were a constant source of deliglit to them.

Capt. Parry' gives an excellent account of the music of th lè"ôf
Fury and Héela Straits.2

I regret extrenely that I was not enough of a musician to write down
on the spot the diff'rent tunes sang by these people. The ordinary
monotonous chant is so devoid of air that I eau not possibly recollect
it, and the same is true of the chant which accompanies the game of
pebble-tossing. I was able, however, to catch by ear-the song sung
by the children when they dance to the airora. I never had the whole
of this song, which we were told had~a large number of stanzas. The
first three are as follows:

1. Ki6ya ke, ki6ya ke,
A, ydánu, yanit, ya,
Hwi, hwi, hwi, hwi!

2. TúdlmanÇ, tidlinan,
A ydnîiu, yanri, yd,
Hwi, hwi, hwi, hwi!

3. Kùlutand, kalutana,
A yáne, ynre, ya,
Hwi, hwi, hwi, hwi!

We did not succeed in learning the meaning of these words, except,
of course, that the first word, kióya, is aurora. When there is a bright
aurora, the children often keép on dancing and singing this song till
late into the night. A tuine was introduced in the spring of 1883 by a
party of nen from KllauwltáwXïi, who came upto take part in the
whale-fishing at Utkiavwlii.- It became at once exceedingly popular,,
and everybody was singing or hummingit. It is peculiar in being in*
waltz'or 1 tine, and has eonsiderably in're air than the ordinary tunes.
I heard'no words sung to it except: "O hai hai yáiña, O hai yáñta, O
laija he,-haija lie." Mr. Dall informs me that he recognizes this tuune
as one sung by the Indians on the Yukon.

ART.

The artistic sense appears to be much more highly developed among
the western Eskimo tian among those of the east. Anong the latter,

'2d1 Voyage,p. 541.
'See aiw the pannage froa Urntz, quoted abuive; Dall. Alika, p. 16; aud Nordenskiild, Vega, vol.

Z pp. 23 and 130.
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390 TIIE POINT. BARROW ESKIMO.

decoraton appears to be applied abnost solely to the clothing, while
tools ah d utensils are usually left plain, and. if ornaiiieiitil are only
adorned with carviig or iicised ines.' West of the Mikenzie River,
and especially-souîth of Berinig Strait, Eskimo decorative art reaches-
its highest developmhent, as slhowii by the collectioris iii the National
Museum. Not only is everything finished with the inost extrerne care,
but all wooden objeets are gaily painted with varions pignients, and all
articles of bone and ivory are covered with ornamental carvings and
incised linos forming conventional patterns.

There are in the collections also nany objects tlhat appear to have
beenn iade simply for the pleasure of exercising the ingenuity in repre-
senting natural of faiciful obiects and are thus purely Works of art.
Want of space forbids any furthet discussion of these interesting
ôbjects. Tiere is in the Mueun sufficient iaterial for a large mono-
graph on Eskimo art. As would 'natirally be expected, art at Point
Barrow occupies a somewlhat intermediate position between the higlhly
developed art of the southwest and tlie simple art of the east. I have
4ivenî sufficienit figures ip nfy description of their clothing and various
imnplements to illustrate elic condition of purely decorative art. A fev
words muay be added by way of résumé. It will be noticed that when-
ever the bone or ivory parts of weapons are decorated the ornamenta-
tion is usually in the form of incised Unes colored with red ocher or
soot. These lines rarely represent any natural,objects, but generally
forni rather elegant conventional patterns, nost commonly dotíble or
single borders, often joined by oblique' cross Unes r fringed with short,
pointed parallel lin.s.

A common ornanent is the incised "circle and lot," so often referred
to in the foregoing descriptions. This i a circle about one-quarter inch
in diameter, described as accurately as if lone with compasses, with a
deeply inicised dot exactly in the center. This ornarment is inuch more
common south of Bering Strait, where, as Mr. L. M. Turner'informs
me, it is a conventionalized representation of ;a flower. Some of the
older implenments ii or collectiion, ornanented with this figure, mîay
have been obtained by trade froni thie sourhern natives'ut tlie Point
Barrow people certainily know hw to iake it, as there are a numîîber of
newly made articles in the collection thus ornamented. ltfoirtu nately
we.saw noni of thiese objects in he processo of manufacture, as they
-werc inade by the liatives duringdd ;moments of .leisure, md atf the
tiie . did iot realize the imlportanice of tinding ont the press. No
tool by wlich these figures could be «ade so accurately was ever offered
for sale.

Neither Mr. Turner nou Mr. D)all. both liof wlhoni, as is well kiown, spent
loinog periods amîonk the natives of the Ynkon region, ever observed
thie proess of naking this oriament. The latter. however, snggests
thiat it is perhapsd>iihon w-ith an in provise.centebit, made by stieking

'Ssee the various accounts of' .he.#.tern Ekimôalready referredto.
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two iron points close together in the end of a handle. While weapons
are decorated only with conventional patterns, other implements of
bote or ivory, especially those pertaining W the chase, like the seail
drags, etc., already mentioned, are frequently carved into the shape of
animals, as well as being ornamented with conventional patterns. Cary-
ings of animals' heads usually have the nouth, nostrils, etc., indicated
by blackened incisions, and often have, small, colored l>eads, bits of
wood, or ivory inlaid for the eyes. When heads are used, the perfora-
tiot of the head is generally made to represent the pupil of the eye.
Beads-were altiso used for ornamenting disies and other wooden objects.

The harpoon blade boxes of wood carved into the shape of the animal
t bei pursued have beei already deseribed. ' Other wooden objects, like
the shafts of lances, anîd arrows, paddles, boxes, dishes, the woodwork of
snowshoes, sledges, uniaks, etc., are frequently painted either al over,
or in stripes or bands. The pigment generally used is red ocher, somte-
times set off with stripes of black lead. . The only case in which a differ-
ent.piginent is used is that of sone arrows fron Sidaru, which, in addi-
tioi to the uîsual black or red rings, have a rather dingy green ring
round the shaft. This green looks as if it inighit have been derived fron
the "green fungus or.peziza," mentioned by Dall as in use amongthe an.
cient Aleitts.' The red ocher is applied smoothly in a rather thin.coat
which looks as if it were always put on in the nianner observed by
Capt. Herendeen, who saw a man painting a new sled at Utkiavwïil. He
licked the freshly scraped wood with his tongue, so as to moisten it
w'ith saliva and thien rubbed it with a lump of red ocher. The custom
of painting wooden objects with red ocher seened to be rather norr
comumont -amîong the "Nunaîtaiñmiun," front whom perhaps the Point
Barrow people borrowed the fashion, which is not mentioned among the
eastern Eskimo. Nordenskiöld states that red is the favorite color
anong the natives of Pitlekaj.2

The painting of the arrow shafts in many cases curiously resembles
the marks nsed bynmodern archers to distinguishe t ownership of their
shiafts, and may have formerly served the saimie purpose. We made no
iquiries about the inatter'on tie spot, and there.is nocertain evidence
in the series of arrows collected that these are or are not marks of own-
ershtip. Somte arrows, apparently the property of the samie man, hav'e
diffèrent m rks, while arrows from diffèrent villages' re similarly
mtarked. Ont examniing our series of fifty arrows fron tie three villages
(iourteeen front Nuwrîk, twentty fromn Utkiavwlri, and sixteen from
Sidaru) it will-he seei tlat the commonest style of painting is to have
tihe shaft painted red froi the beginning or middle of thefeathering to
about one-tifth of its lengthu fron tie head. Twenty arrows are marked
in this way-eleven fron Ntiwtk, belotging to at least two distinct
sets, and nine front UtkiatvwlIi, belonging to three sets. Nine have

Contributions to N. A. Ethln., vol. 1, p. 86. 2Vega, vol. 2, p. 135.
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THE POINT BARROW ESKIMO.

about 8 inchesof the middle of the shaft painted red, with a black ring
at the middle of the feathering. Seven of these ate from Sidaru, one
from Nuwtk, and one from Utkiavwîii. Five front Sidaru have a red
ring round the middle, and a green one about tie.niiddle of'the 'feather-
ing, and four of the saine set have also a red ring in front of the green
one. Three fromu Utkiavwlii, belonging to different sets, have the shaft
painted red fron tire. middle to the beginning of the feathrering, and
three red rings 2 iches from the nrock. Seven belongiug to these
sets from tihe two northern villages are unpainted.

A set of two small arrows which belong with the boy's bow No.
89904 [786] are peculiar in their narking. About 54 inches of the
middle of the shaft is painted réd, there is a black ring round the middle,
and a black spiral running the whole length of the feathering.

The only·decorative work in metal isto be seen in the pipes and their
accompanying picks and fire steel wlich have already been described.

In addition to these illustrations of decorative art, we brou'ght home
a series of seventy-nine objects which may be considered as purely
works of art without reference to decoration. Some of the older objects
in this series perhaps also served the purpose of amulets or charms,'
but a number of the new ones were made simply ais works of fancy for
sale to us. These objects are all carvings of various materials, some-
times very rude and sometimes very neatly finished, but in most cases
even when rudely made highly characteristic of the object represented. 2

Walrus ivory, usually froin the tusks, but sometines from the teeth, is
the conmonest material for these carvings. Thirty-six of the series
are made of this material, which is very well suited for the purpose,
being worked with tolerable ease, and capable of receiving a high finish.
Soapstone, from the case with whieh it can be eut, is also rather a
favorite mnaterial. Seventeen of tiese carvings are rade of soapstone,
in many cases evidently pieces of ai old lanp or.kettle. Other mineral
substances appear to be rarely used. Three images, ail made for sale
and by the saine hand, are of soft white gypsumu and one tiny image of
a bear is rudely laked ont of gray flint. (There are in the collection a
number of rude images of whales, iade by flaking fron flint, jasper,
and glass, but as these were ascertained without doubt to be amulets,
they will be described under that iead.) Eleven are ·made of wood,
nine of bone, one of aintler, and one, of the tooth of the polar bear.
Twenty-three of these carvings represent human beings, sometimes in-
tentionally grotesque am. earicatured; twenty-onie, bowhead I whales;
fourteen, polar bears;. tive, seals; three, walruses; one, a beluga; one, a
fisi; and seven, faniciful mornsters. Four are ornamented- olbjects rade
for sale; not, strietly speaking, images.

Six of the representations of the human tface or figure are of wood,

I Compare Nordenskiild, Vega, vol. 2, p. 126 and Rink. Tales, etc., p. 52.
compare Bessels, Natuiralist, vol 1. No. 9, p. 880, where he speaks of tinding among the' people of.

Smith Sound ivorv carvings representing animals and lhunuî tigares "exceedingly elaracteriatic."
(See also Fig. 21 of the same paper.)
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and witli oe exception were all fre-shly imade for sale. Fig. 387 repre-
sents the only antique specimen of this kind (No. 56496 1655]). This
was found among the débris in one of tlie ol ruined hoises in Utki-
avwïri by Lient. Ray, and is very old, blackened, and dirty. The carv-
ing was evidently done with a blunt instrument, probably a stone tool.
This specinen, which was perhaps the head of a doll, is 7-1 inches in
total length, with a head 3-4 inches long. We saw no similar object of
modern construction.

Figs. 388a and 388b (Nos. 89726 [1192] and 89727 [1193], from Utki-
avwlîi) are a pair of rather roughly whittledI huuman figures, a man
and womnan, respectively, bothli withouît elothes (except that the woman
has a black-ead mark round hfle caf of eahl leg t<; indicate the tops of

Fio. 387.-Ancient earving, human head. FIG. 388--wooden figires.

the boots). They were made for sale, and are perhaps unfiiislhed dolls.
The man (No. 89726[ 11921) is 11 iches long and tolerably well pro-
portioned, except about the feet, which are very cuusily made, The
eyes and mouth are incised and the hair colored with black-lead. The
womau (No. 89727 [1193]) is a very simnilar figure, but only 9.2 inches
long. She lias promient breasts, and ber legs are shorter in propor-
tion than the muan's.

No. 89725 [1185], from Utkiavwïlñ, is a clumnsy image of a man, rudely
whittled out of a flat, hard-wood stick, 71 inches long. The body and.
Ieg are long, the latter somewhat strauddliiig. witlh-clunsy feet. : The
outstretched arms are very short and stunmpy. It has been painted all
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over with a thin coat of red ocher, and the legs aind feet alive Ia coat of
black 1.ead over this. The hair also is iiiarked out with black lead, and a
smnall opaque white headl is fastened with a' peg to the middle of the
breast. This image was made for the market.

NI).. 564495a [203], fromn Utkiavwïii, is of a pair of very rude images,
also mîade solely for the market. Eah is 8 incies long, and in merely

an oblong *piece of
board, flat and rougi
on the back, roughly
beveled fr o n t he
middle to) eac-h side
in front. . One end is
surmrounited by a
rather rudely carved
human head, with the
features in relief and
the eyes and mouth
incised. The eye-
brows are marked out
with black lead, aid
there is a longitudinal
line of black lead dowi
the .middle o f t b e
front.

Fig. 389 (No. 89724
Fio. 389.-Carving. face of E-;kimu man. [11231 tron Nuwùk) is

the face of a male Eskimo, 3-2 incles long. carved out of a flat piece
of soine coniferous wood weathered to a dark, reddish brown. The
labrets are represented by two smuall, red glass beads with white cen-
ters, fastenued on· in the proper position wifh
wooden pegs. There is a deep groove around the
edge of the fafce into wliieh is fastened a strip
of yellowish wolfskin with long fur to represent
the triniming aroun d the hood of thejacket. This
specimen was made for sale, and the carving is
well executed. It is a characteristic Eskimo
face, and *vould pass for a portrait of Apaidyio,
a well knownt young Eskimo, who was employed
by Lient. Ray as a guide and hunt.er.

We collected only two so)ap-stone carviigs
representing men, both of which were newly
made. One of these, Fig. 390 (No. 89569 [1095|
fromi NuiNk), is a grotesque image 2·9 inches Fro. 394.-ruteimqesastbîe
lon1g, roughly carved from a fiat piece of aii ohl d ""< "ars omn.
lamp or pot. ThiS is alhnost exactly the formn iii which the Eskimo,
especially the children, usually draw a man. The writer's portrait
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las been d rawn in very much the sane shape. The features are very
rudely indicated, and a long projecting tusk of bone is inserted at
eaeh corner of the miionth and glued -in with refuse oil. - This
figure is probably iteant to represent the " man with tusks," before
referred to, who tigures in several of the legendary fragments whielh
we obtained.

No. 89568 [1108], from ITtkiavwIui, probably represents the saine being.
It is a mask of soapstone, a piece of an old lamp, 28 inches long, with
very characteristic features in low relief, and a pair
of sharp, projecting, decurved tusks, about 1 inch
long, which appear to be mnade of the vibriss.e of
the walrus. The back of the nask is roughly hol-
lowed out. No. 89575 [1014], fron Niiwrtk, is a
clumnsy and carelessly inade imîîage of a inan, 3-4
inches long, whittled"out of a flat, ronigh piece.ot
soft, white gypsum. The arms are short and clam-
sy and the legq straddling, and there is a large ellip.
tical hole through the middle of the body; The
features are indicated only by digging little cavities
for the eyes, nostrils, and mouth. This and two
other images of the same niaterial, a beair equally
rude, and a very well carved and characteristic be-
luga, were made by the ingenious young native,
Yöiksa, previously mentioned.

The best bone figure of a man is shown in Fig.391
(No. 89353 [1025], from Nuwùk), also newly îmade.
This is an image, 5 inches long, of the giant "Kiki-
mnigo," previously mnentioied, and is a very'excellent
piece of workmanîship. The niaterial is rather vas-
cular comîpact boie. On the lead is. a conical
danciig cap, 1-4 inches ligh, made f (leerskin, with
fhe tlesh side out, and colored witlh red ocher, with .i- ia"e of

a tuft of wolf hairs, 3 inches long, protruding froi
the apex. Around the mniddle of the cap is a narrow strip of the saie
material fringed on'the lower edg4e with fifteenî fiat, narrow pendants
ofivory, made to represent nmounutaint-sheep t eeth. To the back of this

-strip is faustenedi a half-downy feather nearly 4 incies long. A sleider
Wooden stick is stuck intô the strip behiid, so. that the tip) reaches
jnst above the apex of the cap. To a niotch in the end of tihis is tied a
bit of dressed ieerskin,-1 inches long, cuit into three strips.

Fig. 392 (No. 89348 [1127], from I!tkiay-wfi) is an image neatly carved
fromît whale's bone, wlich m1ay have beei mueant for an atulet, or pos-
sibly the handle of a drill coerd, as it is not ntew. and lias two oblique
lholes ii hie muiddle of the back, which ineet so as to teri a longitudinîal -

channuel for a string. The eyes, mouth, and labret holes are inicised antd
tilled with blhek dirt. The total lengtl is 3-3 iches.
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Fig. 393 (No. 8'9344 [1272], fron Utkiaywiii) is a very grotesque image
of a naked iman, rudely carved from eompact, rather porous bone, im-

pregiated with oil, but seraped smooth.
It is uinches long. The imouth and eyes
are incised and blackened, and the nos-
trils siniply bored out.

The ivory carvijigs representing hiu-
man figures are all of rather rude w.ork-
manship. No. 89352 [1100], Fig. 394,
froin Nuwtik, is a tolerably good figure,
3-3 inches long, of' a sitting man hold
ing up his hands before bis face. This
speeimen is old and is made of walhms

FG. 392.-ne ivory yellow front age and oi. No.
man annan. 89351 [1085] from Nnwrik, is a similar

image, 3:8 incheslong, newly made, with
the arms at the sides, roughly carved fron coarse wal-
rus ivory. The eyes amln mouth are iised and
filled with, dark eolored dirt. Fig. 395 (No. 89349
19801, fron Nuwtík) is an old image made of yellow-
walrus ivory aud,closely resembling the boue image
(No. 89348 [1127]) already figured, but with the hands
by the sides. It is 2- cinehes long and lias a string 4
inches long tied into the channel in theJback.t') Froi. 39. - (xrotesque

Nos. 89346 and 89347 [990], from Nuwiik, are a pair mne image.
of little men, standing. erect, about 2 inches high,
rather roughly carved, of slightly yellow walrus ivory. Both bave
large, elumsy feet and legs, and the eyes, nostrils, and mouth incised

and filled in as iisual with dark colored
dirt.. The arms are in high relief. No.
89346 [990b] has lis hands clasped in
front of him, while No. 89347 [990a] has
them clasped belii Ihis back.. The legs
of the latter are excavated on the inside
as if to fit it uponr the enrd of somle object.
It is more probable, however, that this
image was earved from the foreshaft of
a seal-dart., and that. the excavation is
nerely the slot in the end of the latter.
These two images are evidently modern,Fio. 395.1111
but do not appear freshly made. No. Ml ire
89345 [1273] fron Utkiavwlïi is a very carv* rrm
rude image, 21-6 inche long, having aivory.

Fia. 394.- Ivorv im
aining mn very smnall head and no arms. It is somewhat dis-

colored walrus ivory and quite d-irty, and though evi-
dently .modern, from the appearance of the ivory, does not appear to

N
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be freshly, made. This figure is even ruder in design than those fron
Siberia figured by Nordenskiöld.'

The best of our human figures from Point Barrow show mueh greater
art, both in workeuanship and design, than those just mentioned, but
eau not cômpare with the elegant
figures in the musetun, fron the
more southern parts of' Alaska.
The four remaining ivory carvings
represent the human face alone.
No. 89342 [989], FY. 396, froth
Nuwùk, is a thick piece of walrus
ivory 3-3 inches long and 1-6

Fioi396.--Ivory carving. thrüee hmnan heads.
wide, carved iuto three humant,

faces, a inan in the middle and a womàn o each side, joined to-
gether at the side of the head. Though tle workmanslip is rough,
the faces are characteristie. The man has labrets. and a curved line of
tattooing at each corner of the mouth, indicating the successful w hale-
man, and the women, the usual tattooing on the clinu. The eyes, nos-
trils, mouths, labrets, and tattooing are incised and blackened as usual
This specimen, though apparently modern, does nt seem fresh enougl
to have been made for salé. The seller called it "a mtan and bis two
wi-ves" without giviug then any naines. It may be intended as'apor-
trait of some celebrated whaleman.

Fig. 397 is one of a pair of very rude faces (No. 56523 [52] fromt Ut-
kiavwlii), 14 inches long, which were made for sale. It is simply a wal-
rus-tooth cut off square on the ends and on one side rudely carved into

a face, with the eyes and mouth incised and filled in
with dark colored dirt. Fig. 398 (No. 89343'[1124] from
Nuwük) is a fiat piece of ivory (a bit of an old snow
shovel edge), 4 inches long.and 1-2 inches, wide, roughly
carved and covered with incised figures. The upper
edge is carved into five heads: First, a rude bear's
head, with the eyes and nostrils incised and blackened
as usual; then four human heads, with a face on each
side. The front faces have the noses and brows in low
relief and the eyes, nostrils, and months incised and

Fia. 3i.-'l in a blackened; the back ones are flat, with the last three,
bead carved frn features indieated as hefore. At the- end is a rude fig-
a wa1r9 tooth.· ure of a bear, heading toward the righit, with the ears

in- relief, the eyes auln mouth roughly incised and blaekened, and
the legs indicated by roughly incised and blackened lines on the ob-
verse face. Both faces are covered with rudely incised and blackened
lines.

On the obverse there is a single vertical line between each pair ot
heads. Below the bear's head is a bear heading toward the righit;

- 'Vega, vo.2, p. 127.
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under the first human head, an umiakwith four mon; under the second,
a "'killer" (Orea) heading toward tlie right; under the third, two of
the usual conventionalized whales' tails sumpended fromn a cross-lino;
and under the last, a "killer" with very large "flukes" heading toward
the left.

FIr. 398.-Elaborate Ivorv carving.

On the reverse there are, below the bear, a bear heading toward the
right, below eacli of the human heads a whale's tail with the flukes up
and under the bear's head a bear heading toward the right. This end
is perforated with a large round hole, into which is knotted a bit ot
deer sinew about 3 inches long, the other end of which is tied round
the junction of wo little bowhead whales, each about 1 inch long and
carved out of a single piece of ivory, head to head. They are rather
rudely carved and have the spiracles inetiàd and blackened. This ob-
jeet appears freshly made, but perhaps coiajemorates the exp loits of
some four hunters. It was purchased along'with other objects and its
history was not learned at the time.

Perhaps the best image of a polar hear isNo. 89566 [1252], Fig. 399,
from Utkiavwlii, which is
( u i te characteristic. It
represents thebear stand-
ing and was carved ont of
soft, gray soapstone with
a knife, and finislhed off
smoothly witl a file. It
is 4 inches long. No.
89571 [116b], froumî Nu-

F. 99.- Bear carved of api4to)n. vik, is a very rude fiat
soapstone bear, 1-9 in-

ches long, in profile, slhowîing only ore fore and one hind leg. It was
made for sale, but No. 89576 [966]. fromt the sane village, which is almost
exactly like this, thouiglh snaller, is old. No. 89574 [1027], fronm Nuwik,
is the gypsum carvilg of a bear, above referred to, which is very like
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the preceding two specixnens. It is 2.5 inches long and has a large
tail and large clunsy legs.

No. 89578[1051], Fig. 400, from .Utkiavwlii, is a thin profile figure of
a polar bear, idade by flaking fromn dark gray flint. It is 1·4 inches
long, and the tail. is disproportionately long.
The specimen does not appear to be new, and
was perhaps intended for an amulet, like the<
flint whales already mentioned.

The only bone figure of a beairin the collec-
tion, No. 89335 [1275], Fig. 401a, from Utkiav-
wlñ, is very crude. It lias a very long, slin body, Fin. 400.-Bear flaker from flint.

and neck, and short, sender legs. The inouth, eyes, and nostrils are
incised and are blackened as usual. The carving is rudely done, but
the specinen, which was made for sale, has beenu seraped snooth. It is
5.5 inches long, and made of whale's bone, soaked in oil to make it
appear old.

Fig. 401b (No. 89471 [997], foin Utkiavwliñ) is the end of sonie old
implenient, 6 inches long, one end of which is carved into a rather rude

Fin. 40;-Bone tigures: (a) bear; (b) bears head.

bear's lhead, with the ears. istrils, outline of the. mouth. and the
vibriss;e incised and blackened. Sky-blue glass beaIs are inlaid for
the eyes and bits of tooth for the canine tusks. On the throat is a
a conveitional figure with two " circles and dots," all incised and
blackened. The carving is freshly done, but soiled, to. make it look
<>h<. -

The three newly made ivory bears are all represeinted standing and
are quite clharacteristic. All have the eyes, nostrils, aid nouth incised
aiid blackened. Fig. 402a (No. 89337 [1274], from Utkiavwlîi) is the
best in execution. It is made of white ivory and is 3-3 inches long.
No. 5(;524, [92], froi Nuwüik, is a small bear, 1-7 inches long, not quite
so well carved, and disproportionally long-legged. The left hind Ieg
has been broken off close to the body and doweled on with a wooden
peg. Another little bear from Nuwtk (No. 89841 [992]) is still more
rudely carved, but closely resembles the preceding.
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A larger carving, rather. roughly executed (No. 89:338 [1098j, fronNuweik), represents aL staîding bear 3-2 inehes long, holding a whale
crosswise i his mouth. The whale is a separate piece, held in by awooden peg driven through the bear's lower jaw. This specimen is
newly mide fromii 'rather coarse walrus ivory.

Fig. 402b (No. 89340 [953], from Utkiavwlii) is a very ancient ivoryimage of a bear, 3-4 inches long, whieh was evidently intended for anamulet, as there is a stout lug on the belly, into which are bored twooblique holes, so.as to inake a longitudinal channel -for a string. Iitothis is knotted a stout cord of loosely twisted sinew. The execution ofthe image is particularly good, but the·design is very rude. The speci-men is so ancient that the ivory of which it is made lias become almost
black.

No. 5 6528a [5a] froni Utkiawfii is a walrus tooth, 1.6 inches long
carved into the shape of a bear's head. Botli designî and execution are

very rude. Liglit blie glass
beads are iflaid for the eyes,
and. the nostrils and outline
of the mouth are incised and
tilled -in with black dirt. It
wis ilide for sale. A. still
more rude carving, also made
for sale, is No. 56528, from
UtkiavwFii, which is au old
and wéathered canine tooth of
the poLr bear, with the point
freshly whittled so as to look
somethinig. like a bear's head.
Two .sky-blue glass beads aire
iiilaid to represent the eyes

Fit. 4r.- Ivorv figurs of iwars. anid one for the nose, and the"
iiionith is incised and, blackened.Th. walrusl does not appear to be a favorite subject for representation.The part of the collection already described shows that it occurs veryseldoml ias a decoration, anid web only three images of this ani-ma], one ni soapstone and two in ivory* $all small nd very rude, bothin design andf fexecition. They are all niewly matide. The best imageis shown im Fig. 403a (N. 89.o33 11384] from Utiav.wlñ). This is 2-3imches long amd mna4le of coarse walrus ivory. The Iïead is rather

good, buit the body simply tapers to a broken ipoint. A bit ofwood is ilaid for the left eye, but the right is mîerely represented
)y a liole.

Fig. 403b (No. 89334 [1067],fromî Utkiavwiii) is exceedinigly rude. Theeyes, nostrils, and mouth are ini<sed amd blackeniel a,; usual, aid thevibriss:e ("whiskers") are represented1 y ratier large round pits on thesnout, also filledin with black dirt. It is 2-9 inches long, and appears
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to have been dipped in the oil-bucket to make it look old. Both the
images bear a strong re-
semblance to the rude
carvings of walruses
from Siberia figured by
Nordenskiöld.' No.
89570 [1271] from Nu-
wtik is of- soapstone, 2
inches long, with, tusks
rudely carved from wal-
rus ivory. The head is
but roughly indicated,
wbile the body is shaped
like a slug, and is bifid
at, the pointed end to
represent the hind flip-
pers. Theeyesandnos- Fia. 403.-Rude ivory figares of walrus.
trils are roughly incised.

The seal, on the other hand, is a favorite object for artistic represen:
tation. It is seen often, as already described, as a decoration on vari-
ons implements, especially the drag lines, generally in a very charac-
teristic shape, and the five seal images in the collection are excellent in
design and execution. Almost all are decidedly superior to those from

Fia..404.-Images of seal-wood and bone.

Pitlekaj, figured by Nordenskild. 1 All are newly made except No.
89737 [857a]. Fig. 404a, from Utkiavwïii, which is 4-2 inches long, and
made ofaspruce, very old, weathered, and discolored with dirt and grease.
It'is nicelycarved and scraped smooth, and is very good in its general
proportions, though the details are not represented as in the other
images.

Vega, vol. 2, p. 142.
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The bést figure (No. 893,30 [999] fi
Ethnol., Pl. v, Fig.6, from Utkiaywiñ
is 4·3 inches long. It represents a tia
accurate and highly finished. The lo
sinew thread tied in to represent thei
with white centers are inlaid for the
boue and represent dead male sealss
drag line in theirjaw as they are dra

No. 56579 [75], Fig. 404b, fron Ut
very ginoothly carved from walrus ja,
inlaid for the eyes. The proportions
not strongly brought out. This speci
and- may have been an amulet for g
other two are of coimpaet white boue.

No. 89331 [1143], fron Utkiavwlii
breast and back flattened and the fi

là

Fju.405.-Wiite whale carvv! froim ;y4immu.

seal is always somewlat flattened 1
this flattening is very nuch exaggerat
shape of the bone. Thô-fore flippe
toes to each flipper, colored round th
of the hind flippers are joined toge
The eyes, genital openiing, ani the sp
cated by shallow round pits coloredi
a double bit of sinew braid, which h
ornamented withî an incised pattern.

We foîund but a single figure of the
subject for Eskimo artists farther sot
already ientioned (No. 89573 [1015],1
inches long and is very charaeteristic,
to its girth. It was néatlycarved wil

The "bow-head" whale'(Bleia m
ject, appearing often as a decoration
Three of these are of wood, very mue
cution the harpoon boxes already des

ROW -ESKIMO.

gured in the Point Barrow Rept.
) is carved from walrus ivory and
ale rough seal, and is exceedingly
wer jaw is perforated and a bit of
drag line. -Small red glass beads
eyes. The other three are all of

stretched on their backs with the
igged home.
tkiavwii, is 5-7 inches long, and
awbone, with round bits of wood
are excellent, but the details are

men is a little older than the rest,
good luck in seal catching. The
perhaps that of the reindeer.

, is 3-4 inches long, and has the
ippers. in high relief. . The. anus,

genital opening, and eyes
are incised, the latter two
filled in, as usual, with
black dirt. The drag line
is of sinew braid and has
an ivory cylinîder slipped
over it.

No. 89328 [1167], from
Utkiavwlii, is the poorest
in design. It is 5-6 inches
ong and lias the neck bent

up as in tlragging. The
back of a freshly cauglit

by dragging it over the ice, and
ted in this carving by the natural
rs are in high relief, with tiree
te edge with red ocier. The tips
ther, and each has onily two toes.
ots on the back and beliy are indi-
with red ocher. The drag line is
as on it two ivory cylinders, one

e beluga, which is sucli a favorite
tuth. Tihis is the gypsum carving
Fig. 405, front Xuwùk). It is 3-5
though rather short in proportion
th a knife.
ysticetus), is a very favorite sub-
and represented by 21 carvings.

ch resentbling irt design and exe-
cribed. They are all very old, and
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perhaps were charms to be carried in the, boat to secure good luck in
whaling. No. 89736 [857bj, Fig. 406, from Utkiavwlii, is perhaps the
best proportioned of these figures, though the only details represented
are the flukes (which are broken), and the incised spiracles. It is 5.4

inches long and made of
spruce or hemlock, stained
almost black by dirti
grease, and weathering. A
long string of sinew braid
is tied round the "small."

No. 89735 [1036] from
Utkiavwlii, is also a rather
well proportioned figure,

. 406.-.Wooden can ni.wIe. rude in execution, with no
details carved out except

the flukes, one of which is brokei. An angular bit of iron .pyrites is
inlaid to represent the left eye, and a similar piece appears to have been
lost from the riglit eye. The anus is represented by a light blue glass
bead inlaid in the belly. It is 88. inches long and made of soft wood,
probably cottonwood, weathered and stained to a dark brown. It is
very old and mucli chipped and cracked. Two small oblique holes in
the middle of the back niake a transverse chännel for a string. This
specimen was said by the man who sold it to have been dug up among
the ruins of one of the old houses in the village.

No. 89734 [987] fromN Nuwük, is 12 inches long, very broad in propor-
tion to its length, and rather rude in design, with a filat belly, though

Fio. 40.-Whale carved from aoapstone.

neatly carved and scraped smiooth. The spiracles and the ôutline of
the mouth are incised and little angular bits of brown quartz are inlaid
for the.eyes. Both flukes have been split off and part of the right
fluke has been fastened on again with a. sirigle wooden treenail. It is of
spruce or hemlock and has weathered to a brown color.

Fig. 407 (No. 89561 [125.31 from Utkiavwli) represents the best image
of a whale in the collection. It is very well proportioned, though per-
haps a little clumsy about the flukes, witi the external details correctly
reprèsented. It is 4-5 inches long,. neatly carved fromt .soáipstone,
scraped snooth and oiled. It was made for sale. There are five other
round soapstone carvings of whales in the collection, but noue so good
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ept a little one from Nuwiîk, (No. 89563 [986]) 2 inches long,
most an exact miniature of the preceding. This specimen is
Fig. 408 (No. 89557 [1267] from Utkiavwlri) is a rudefiat
tion of a whale seen fi'om above. It is 5-2 inches long and

Fieo. 4R0.-Rude flat image of whale.

hittled out of the bottom of an old stone pot. The flippers
nd clunsy, and the spiracles slightly incised. The specimen
be old, as does a similar one fron Nuwük (No. 89559 [1188aj).
8 [1266] from Utkiavwli, and No. 89572 from Nuwük, both

flat images, are carelessly made
for sale. The latter is simply
a representation in soapstone
of the conventional "whale's
tail" with the "small"cut-off

M. -Ivory image of whale. to an angular point. No. 89325
[1160] froin Utkiavwliù is a

Dad whale with a flat belly,' 4-1 inches long, freshly carved
's bone, and soaked in oil to make it look old. The eyes,
nd outline of the mouth are incised and -filled in with dark

he ivory carvings of whales have any special artistic merit.
o. 89323 11024a] from Nuwik) is the best of these. It is a
r in design and execution than the preceding, which it re-
asiderably. It is the female of a pair of little whales made
wn walrus ivory, which is much cracked. The male diffiers
male- only in the shape of the external
ns, the male having a little round pit
nale a long sulcus. This, as well as the FIo. 410.-[vory image of

'les, and outline of the mouth, is incised Whae

with dark colored dirt. The female is 3-1 inches long, the
9324 [1024b]) 0-1 inch longer. These specimens appear to be
nt.
No. 89326 [1086]. from Nuwik) is very long and slender-
long and only 0-7 inclr wide-with the belly perfectly flat,
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but otherwise a very good representation, neatly carved. The flukes
in particular are especially well doue,
and th'e flippers are iii high relief.
The eyes, the spiracles, and the out-
line of the mouth are incised and the
first blackened. The material is a
rather poor quality of walrus ivory,
about half "core." The specimen
was made for sale. No. 89327 [991]
from Nuwilk was also made for sale.
It is a little whale 1·6 inches long,
rudely carved in walrus ivory.

Fig. 411 (No. 5CW19 [66] from Ut-
kiavwï(i) represents a pair of little
whales, each carved from a walrus
tooth, which probably served. for . 1-r r lrtitue vory whales.

buttons or toggles of some sort, thoùgh I do not recollect ever seeing
such objects in use. The belly of each is fdat and las in the middle a

stout lug perforated with a transverse eye, and they are
tied together by a piece of thong about 14 inches long.
They are quite well designed and executed, but rather
" stumpy" in outline, with the outline of the mouth and

Fio. 4]2.-soap-
stone image. of the spiracles incised and blackened, and little round
imaginary ani- bits of tooth inlaid for eyes. In the middle of the back
mai.

of each was inlaid a snall blue glass bead, which still re-
mains in one of them. They are old and dirty and sonewhat chipped
about the flukes.

Fig. 412 (No. 89567 [904] from Nuwilk) represents au imaginary
quadruped 2·5 in-
ches long, witlh a
short, thick body and
legs, no neck, and a
hunian head, with the
eyes and mouth in-
cised. It is roughly
carved from li-lit
graF soapstone, and
grounîd priaty

smooth. This figure
is uot new, and las Fr. 413.-Ivory carving,.seal with flsh's head.

probably connected
with it some story whicli we did not succeed in learning. The seller
called it an "old nian." No..89332 [994] from Nuwik, is a fanciful
monster, 4-2 inches long, carved in ivory. It lias a human head with
the tusks of a walrus, the body, tail, and flippers of a seal, with human
arms.. The hands, eaci of which has four fingers, clasp some round
object against the belly. It is not old, but apparently was not inade
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for the market. It was called a "walrus inan;" butwe did not learn
whether it was sinply a fianey figure or whether there was any %tory
connected with it.

Fig. 413 (No. 89329 [1101] from Nuwük) is another monstier, 3-9 inehes
long, carved in ivory.. It lias a fish's head with large canine teeth,

and a seal's body, tail,
and hind flippers.
The eyes, nostrils,
gfi slits, the outlines
of the tail, and the
toes, of wiich there
are six on each flip-

Fro. 414.-Ivory carving, ten-leggeu tbea.p are incised and
lackened. A rowof

nineteen emall rouid. pits, filled with dark eolored dirt runs nearly
straight from the nape to the tail.

Fig. 414 (No. 89339 [1099] from Nuwük) is a newly made ivory figure,which is nteresting from its resemblance to one of.the fabulous animals
which figure in the Greenland legends. It is 4 inches long«and repre.
sents a long-necked bear with ten legs, an animal which the niaker gave
us to understand lad once
been seen at Point Barrow.
The resemblance of this ani-
mal tothe "kiliopak" or "kilif-
vak" of the Greenland stories,
which is described as "an ani-
mal with six or even ten feet"
is quite striking.

Fig. 415 (No. 89723 [1084]
firom Nuwük) is another rep-
resentation of the giant who
holds a whale in each hand.
He was called in this instance
"Kaióasu," and not "Kikármi-
go." This image is carved
from very old pale brown wal-
rus ivory, and is 2-3 inches FIG. 415.-vory carving, gant holding whales.high. A transverse incised
line across each cheek froi the wing of the nose, indicates the wlhale-
nan's tattoo mark of the Eastern fashion. The image is ancient, but is
nounted in a socket in the- middle of a newly inade wooden stand,

whieh has a broad border of red ocher and a broad streak of the saine
paint.along each diiameter.

Fig. 416 (No. 89336 [1369]) is a curious piece of carving, whieh Nika-
wdalu said he found in one of the ruined houses on the river Kuluigruîa.

Rink, Tales. etc., p.48. See also sane w-ork, msin, among the stories.
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The carving is well executed and really seeins to be old, aithougli it
has evidently been retouched in a good many places. It is made from
an irregularly flattened bit of reindeerantler, 3-6 inches long, blackened
by the weather on the fiat surfaces, anil represents an animal with four
legs, which appear to be
dog's legs, and at each end
what appears to be a dog's
head. One of these is
sTallr than the other and
both have the cars in re-
lief, and tihe eyes;nostrils,
and outlines of the mouth
ihcised.

Fig. 417 (No. 56520 [85]
from Nuwùk) is a fanci- F--. 416.-o anim -ai, carvmi fron autier.
ful object made solely for
the market. It consists of the rudely carved head of some carnivo-
rous animal, made of ivory, and 2-6 inches long, fitted to the.broad
end of a flat-pointed wooden handle, painted red. The.head was called
a "dog ", but it looks more like a bear. Small bits of wood are inlaid
for the eyes, and the outline of the mouth is deeply incised and colored
with red ocher, having bits of white ivory inlaid to represent the canine
teeth. The ears, nostrils, vibrisso, and hairs on the ,muzzle are in-
dicated by blackenied incisions. There is an ornainented collar round

Fio. 417.-vory carving, dog.

the neck, to which is joined a conventional pattern of triangular form on
the throat, and, a sonewhat similar pattern on the top of the head
between the ears.

One of the natives at ,tkiavwlii, in iMay, 1882, conceived the fancy of
smoothiiing off the tip of a walrus tusk into the shape of a pyramid,
surnoiinted by a lit tle conical cap and ornamenting it with iifdised
figures, which lie colored with red ocher. . It appears to have been
purely an individual fancy, as it lias no utility, nîor are such objects
made by the Eskimo elsewhere, as far as I know. Häaving succeeded
in findiug a sale for this object, either lie or one of his friends, I do not
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now.recolleet which, made another, which was brought over for sale
about ten days later. We saw no others afterwards.

a.
Fin. 418.-Engraved itory: (a) piee" engraved with figures; (b) deveopment of pattern.

Fig. 418a (pattern developed in Fig.418b, No. 56530 [220) represents
the first of these. It is made of solid white walrus ivory. The work-

ab
Fra, 419.-Engraved ivory: (a) piece with engraving: (b) developnent of pattern.

manship is quite rude, and the cap lhas -beein broken off and neatly
fastened on with a wooden dowel. 'The other, Fig. 419a, 419b (No. 56529
[254]) is 3-7 inches long.

408
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Fig. 420'(No. 89741 [1012] from Nuwlk) is an ivory cross 15·5 inches
long. The cross is ornamented by incised rings and dots colored
with red ocher. The shaft of the cross is surmounted by a female
human head neatly carved from soapstone, fastèned on by a lashing of
smew braid, which passes -through a transverse liole in the head and
round the crosspiece. No. 89742 11091], also from Nuwtik, closely re-
sembles the preceding, but is slightly shorter
and lias a four-sided shaft. The bead, more-
over, which is made oif bonegepresents a man,
as is shown by the little pits, which indicate the
labrets. The cheeks and crown of the head are
colored slightly red with red ocher.

The ingenious Yöksa, so often mentioned,
made the first image and brought it down for
sale. All he could or would tell us about it
was that it was "tunWktûp kuni'a," "A kuni'a
(jargon for woman) of soapstone." The suc-
cessfal sale of this first cross encouraged him
to make the second, but we saw no others be-
fore or after. Other natives who saw these
objects only laughed. The whole may be simply
a fanciful dol, perhaps meant for a caricature,
the shaft representing the body, and the cross-
piece the outstretched arms. The objëct is
very suggestive of a crucifix, and there is a
bare possibility that the maker may have seen
something of the sort in the possession of some
of the eastern natives who hàve been visited
by a missionary of the Roman Catholic Church
(Father Petitot).

Under the head of works of art may properly
be included No. 89823 [1130], from Utkiavwïiñ.
This is the skeleton of the jaws of a polar bear,
cut off just back of the nose, neatly sewed up
in a piece of sealskin with the hair out, so as
to leave uncovered only the tips of the jaw-
bones and the canine teeth. This specimen
was put up by the. same. quick-witted young
native after his removal from Nuwük to Utki-
avwlïi, evidently in imitation of the work of
preparing specimens of natural history, which
he had seen doue at the station. For the sane Fio. 420.-Ivory doi.

reason lie dried and carefully preserved in a little box whittled out of
a block of wood and tied up with sinew a little fresh-water sculpin
(Cottas quadricornis), whieh lie had caught at Kulugrua (No. 89536
[11451).

w

I
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I regret much that we did not save and bring home any of the pencil
drawings made by these people. The children especially were anxious
to get lead pencils, and made themselves rather a nuisance by covering
the painted walls of the observatory with scrawls of ships and various
other objects, perhaps rather more acurately doue than they would
have been by white children of the same age. Thé style of the figures
on the hunting scores 'already described, however, is very like tlat ofthe.
pencil drawings2TILI.

DOMESTIC LIFE.

Marriage.-As faras we could.learn, the marriage relation was en-
tered upon generally fr-om reasons of interest or convenience, with very
little regard for affection, as we uniderstand it, though there often ap-
peared to be a warm attacliment between married people. A man de
sires to obtain a wife who will perform her household duties well and
faithfully, and will be at the same time an agreeable companion, while
he often plans to marry into a rich or influential family. The woman,
on the other hand, appears to desire a husband who is industrious and
a good hunter. There were, nevertheless, soie indications 4fhat real
love matches sometimîres took place. Marriages are usually arranged by
the parents of the contracting parties, sometimes when the principals
are mere children. We knew of one case whenî a young mai of about
twenty-two offered himself as the prospective husbaud of a girl of eight
or tei, whienî she should reach a marriageable age. This practice of
child betrothal seems to be practically universal among the Eskimo
everywheri

Dr, Simpson, in describing the marriage customs at Point Barrow,
says:

Tie usnal case is, that as soon as the ymug imn desires a partner and is able to
support one, his imiother leects a girl according to her judgment or fancy, arnd invites
her to the but, where she first takes the p0hrt of a "kivgak" or*ervant, having all
le cooking and other kitchen (uties to perfornm dtrinîg the day, a.nd retirns to her
bone at iiglit. If lier conduct proves satisfactory, she is further invited to become
a meiber of the fiunil."

We only knîew this to be done on ie ocasion; and on the contrary
kniew of several cases where the bridegroom becaie a menber of the
wife's filmily.

One youth, who had had his lips pierced for the labrets just previ-
ously to our arrival, was, we soon learned, betrothed to a young girl
at Nuw k. This girl frequently came down from Nuwik and visitedQ
lier lover's' family, staying several days at a tine, but we could ,4

1Cfnupare these with Norduskiild's figlires of "mkch" lrawings, Ve, vol. 2, pp. 1:12, 133. The
latter are onjpletely Esk imoin chiilarater.

2 cornpare Crautz, vol. 1L p. 159 (Greenland) KmnlienjContrihutions. p. 164 (Cnierland Gnlf : Hall,
Arcti e--sarche!s p.56' (naflin Land); Parrv, 2znd Voyage .528 (Fiury ai ieela Straits): Sebwarka,
Science. vol. 4. No. 98, p. 544 (King William's L:md). i hii er,. Schwatka's Search, p. 25 (1ifdsonpl's
lav): Franklin. First Exp., voi. 2, p1. 41 (Chestertfde hlnlet): Hooper, Teuts, etc., p. 209 (Plover ay);
Nerensk iöld, Vega, vol.2, p. 26 (Pitiekaj).

3Op. cit., p. 252.

ît
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discover that she was treated-as a servant. She went with them to
the spring deer haut, but we were distinctly given to understand that
the young couple would not be married till after the return from this
hunt, and that no intercourse would take place between them before
that time. Wheu the season came for catchiug reindeer fawns, the
couple started off together, with sled and dogs and camp equipage in
pursuit of them, and always aftervards were conisidered as man and
wife.

Most of the marriages took place before we heard of thein, so that -
we had no opportunity for learning what ceremony, if any, occurred at
the time. Some of the- party, however, who went over to make a visit
at UTtkiavwlñl one evening, found the house full of people, who were
singing and dancing, and were told that this was to celebrate the mar-

riage of the daughter ofthe house. Marriage ceremonies appear t
be rare among the Eskimo. A pretended abduction, with the consent
of the parents, is spoken of by Bessels at Smith Sound' and Egede in
Greenland (p. 142), and Kuimlien was informed that certain ceremonies
were sonetimes practiced at Cunberlaud Gulf.2 Elsewlhere Ihave not
been able to find any reference to the subject. A man usually selects a
wife of about hisown age, but reasons of interest sometimes lead wto a
great disparity of age between the two. 'I do not recollect any case
where an old man had a wife very nuch'younger than himself, but we
knew of several men who had married widows or divorced wonen old
enough to be their mothers,3 and in one remarkable case the bride was
a girl of sixteen or seventeen, and- the husband a lad apparently not
over thirteen, who could barely have reached the age of puberty.

This couple were married late in the winter of 1882-'83, and immedi-
ately started off to the rivers, deer hunting, where the young husband
was very successfal. This union, however, appeared to have been dis-
sol ved in the summer, as I believe the girl was living with another and
older man when we left the station.' In this case, the husband came
to live with the wife's family.

As is the case with most Eskimo,minost of the men content them-
selves with one wife, though a few ofcthe wealthy n.n have two each.
I do not recolleet over half a dozen 'iei iin the two yillages who had
more than one wife each, and one of these dismissed his younger wife
diring our stay. We never heard of a case of more than two wives.
As well as we could judge, the marriage bond vas regarded simply as
a conttract entercd into by the agreement of the 'contracting par;ties
and, without any formal cerenony of divorc-e, easily dissolved in the
same way, on account of incoipatibility of temper, or even on account
of temporary disagreenu ts.

We knew of one or two cases where wives left their husbands on

à'Naturalist. vol. 18, pt. 9, p.877.
IContributions, p. 16.
3
Copaniîre loli's olservations in East Greenlanm-l idet et ganske ungt Menneske kan væ.re gift

mueden Kone,4uomi kuide væ±re haus Modir." Geogratisk Tidskrift, vol. 8, p.91.
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account of ill treatment. Oàe of-these cases resulted in a permanent
separation, eacl of the couple finally marrying again, thoýfgh the lins-
band for a long time tried his best to get his wife to come back to him.
In another case, where the wife after receiving a beating ran away to
Nuwük, and, as we were told, married another man, ber first husband
followeil her In a day or two and either by violence or persuasion made
her come back with him. They afterwards appeared to live together
on perfectly good terms.

On the other ihand, we know of several cases where men discarded
wives who were unsatisfactory or made themselves disagreeable. For
instance, the younger Tuiüazu, when we first made his acquaintance, was
married to a widow very much bis senior, who seemed to have a disa-
greeable and querulous temper, so that we were not surprised to hear
in the spriug of 1882 that they were separated and Tuiazu married t(
a young girl. His second matrimonial venture was no more successful
than his first, for his young wife proved to be a great talker. As he
told us: "She talked all the time, so that he could not eat and could
not sleep." So be discarded her, and when we left the station he had
been for some time married to another old widow.

In the case above mentioned, where the man with two wives discard-
ed the younger of. them, the reason he assigned was that she was lazy,
would not make ber own clothes, and was disobedient to the older wife,
to whom he was much attached. As he said, Kakaguna (the older wife)
told her, "Give me a drink of water," and she said, "No!" so Kaka-
gana said, "Go!" and she went. He did not show any particular con-
cern about it.

Dr. Simpson says, "A great many changes take place before a per-
manent'choice is made;" and again, "A union once apparently settled
between parties grown up is rarely dissolved."' And this agrees with our
experience. The same appears to have been the case in Greenland.
Crantz2 says, "Such quarrels and separations only happen between
people in their younger years, who have married without due fore-
thought. The older they grow, the more they love one another.

Easy and unceremonions divorce appears to be the usual custom
among Eskimo generally, and the divorced parties are always free to
marry again? The only writér who inentions any ceremony of divorce
is Bessels, who wituessed such amnong the so-called "Arctie Highland-
ers" of Smith Sound (Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p. 877). Dr. Simp

Op. cit., p.-253.
Vol. 1, p. 160.

They often repudiate and put awaytheir wive, if either they do not s4uit their humors, or else if
they are barren, and marry other8." Egede, Greenland, p. 143. Compare also, Crantz, vol. 1,
p.160; Parry, Second Voyage, p. 528 (Fury and Becla Straits); Kumlien. Contributions, p. 17 (Cumber-
land Gulf); and looper, Tents,etc., p. 100-" repùdiation is perfectly recognizod, and in instances of
nmisconduct andi sometines of dislike, put in force iiithout seruple or censure. ***The rejected
wife * » *does not generally wait long for another hiutband ;" (Plover Bay.) Comparealso lolm,
Geogra-isk Tidskrift. vol. 8, pp. 91-92, where lie gives an accout of mnarriage and divorce in east Green.
land, remarkably like what we observedat Point Barrow.

el
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son, in the paragraph referred to above, says that "A man of mature
age chooses a wife for himself and fetches her home, frequently, to all
appearance, mnch against lier will." The only case of the kind which
came to our notice was in 1883 when one of the K lauwitawiñmenù at-
tempted by blows to coerce Adwû'na, an UtkiavWïii girl, to live with
him, but was unsuccessful.

A curious custom, not peculiar to these people, is the habit of ex-
changing wives temporarily. For instance, one man of our acquaint-
ance planned to go to the rivers deer hunting in the summer of 1882,
and borrowed his cousin's.wife for the expeditiôn, as she was a good
shot and a good hand at deer hunting, while his own wife went with

-his-cousin on the trading expedition to the eastward. On their return
the wives went back to their respective husbands.

The couples sometimes find themselves better pleased with their new
mates than with the former association, in which case the exchange is
made permanent. This happened once in UtkiavwlXi to our certain
knowledge.· This custom has been observed at Fury and Hecla Straits,'
Cumberland Gulf,2 and in the region around Repulse Bay, where it
seems to be carried to an extreme.

According to Gilder3 it is a usual thing among friends in that region
to exchange wives for a week or two about every two months. Among
the Greenlanders the only custom of the kind mentioned is the tempo-
.rary exchange ofwives at certain festivals described by Egede.4

Holm also describes "the game of putting out the lamps," or "chang-
ing wives," as a common winter sport in East Greenland. He also,
however, speaks of the temporary exchange of wives among these people
much as described elsewhere.5

I am informed by some of the whalemen who winter in the neighbor-
hood of Repulse Bay, that at certain times there is a general exchange
of wives throughout the village, each woman passing from man.to man
till she has been through thehands of al, and finally returns' to her
husband. Al these cases seem to me to indicate that the Eskimo.
have not wholly emerged from the state called communal marriage, in
which each woman is considered as the wife of every man in the coi-
munity.

Standing and treatment of .women.-The women appear to stand on a
footing of perfect equality with the men both in the family and in the
community. The wife is the constant and trusted· companion of the
man in everything exceptthe hunt, and her opinion is sought in every
bargain or other important undertaking.·

'Parry, 2nd Voyage, p.5 28.
2Kumlien, Contributions, p. 16.
SSchwatka's Search, p. 197.
-Greenland, p. 139.
àGeogr., Tids., voL 8. p. 92.
'Compare Parry, 2d Voyage, pp. 526-528, Nordenskiiöld (Vega, vol. 1. p. 449): Thp womnm are "treated

ra the eqtuals of the men, and the wife was always consulted by the husband who j a more important
bargain than usual was to be mnade." (Pitlekaj.) This statement id applicable, wird for word, to the
women of Point Barrow.
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Dr. Simpson's description' of the standing of the. women at Point
Barrow in his time is so true at the present day that I may be par-
doned for quoting the whole of it:

A rnan seems to bave unlimited authority in his own h1t,, but,t as with few excep-
tions his rie is nild, the domestic and social position of the women is one of con-
fort and enjoynent. As there is no affected ldignity or importance in the men, they
do fnot niake mere slaves and drndges of the wonen; on the contrary, they endure
their full share of fatigue and hardship in the coldest season of the year, only calling
in the assistance of the wonen if too wearied tiernselves to bring in the fruits of their
own industry and patience; and at other seasons the women appear to think.it a pri-
vation not to share the labors of the nen. A woman 's ordinary occupations are sew-
ing, the preparation of skins for mnaking and nending, cooking, and the general care
of the supplies of provisions. Occasionally in the winter she is sent ont on the ice for
a seal which her liushand has taken, to which she is guided by his footnarks; and in
spring and summer she takes her place in the boat if required.

The statement in the first sentence that the husband's rule is mild is
hardly consistent with that on the following page that 4 obedience
seems to be the great virtue required, and is enforced by blows wlhen
nlecessary, until th maui's authority is established." According to our
experience the first statement is nearer the truth. We heard of few
cases of wife-beatiig, and those chiefly among the younger men. Two
brothers, who habitually ill-treated. their wives, were look ed upon with
disfavor' by some. of our friends- at least. We heard of one case where
a stalwart wife turned Uie tables on her husband who attempted to
abuse lier, giving hin a thorough beating and then leaving his house.

Wife-beating was nîot uncommon among the Greenlanders. 2  We
did not learn whether a wonan, brought anything like a dowry,
but Simnpson says: " The wonan's property, consisting of lier beads
and other ornanents, lhei- needlecase, knife, etc., are considered lier
own; and if a separation takes place the clothes and presents are re-
turnied and shei nerely takes away with ler whatever. she brouglht."
According to Crantz a widow iii Greenland had no share of lier has-
band's property, but oins only whîat she brought with lier, and I an
inclined to believe that this is the case at Point Barrow.

One widow of my acquaintance, who appeared to have no relatives
in the village, was reduced almost to beggary, thoughhlier husband had
been quite wellto-do. AIllhis property and even his boy were taken
from lier by some of the other natives. Widows who have well-to-do
relatives, especially grown-up sons, are well taken care of and often
marry again. According to Captain Parry,5 unprotected widows were
robbed at Iglulik.

Children.-From the snall number of hirths whichî occurred during
our stay at Point Barrow, we were able to a;scertain little in regard. to
this subject. When a woman is about to be confined, she is isolated in

1Op. cit., p 152.
2 see Egede, p. 144, "for according to then it signities nothing thata ru beats his wife. >

O P;c.,p2531.
4Vol. 1, p. 165.

àSecond Voyage, p. 522.
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a little snow hut in winter or a little teût in summer, in which she re-
mains for some tire-just how long we were unable'to learn. Captain
Herendeen sawa pregnant woman in Utkiavwïi engaged, on March 31,in
building a little snow house, which she told him was meant for her con-
finement, but she lhad evidently somehow miscalculated her time, as lier
childwas not born till much later, when the people had moved into'the
tents. She and her child lived in a little tent on the beach close to lier
husband's tent, evidently in a sitting position, as the tent was not large
enough for lier to lie down in. Her husband was desirous of going off
on the summer deer hunt, but, under the circuinstances, custom forbade
his leaving the neighborhood.of the village till the'ice at sea broke up.
The sane custom of isolating the women during childbirth lias been
observed by Kumlien and Boas at Cumberland Gulf', and in Greenhînd
the mothler was not allowed to eat.or drink in the open air.2  Lisiansky
describes a similar practice in Kadiak in 18,15,? and Klutschak also
notes it among the Aivillirniiut.4

The custom of-shutting up the-mother and child in a snow house in
winter.inust be very dangerous to the infant, and, in fact, the only
child that was born in winter during our stay lived but a short time.
Capt. lerendeen visited this family at Nuwrik shortly after the death of
the child, and saw the snow house ii which the woman had been con-
fined. He was about to take a drink of water from a dipper whieh he
saw in the iglu, but was prevented by the other people, who told him that
tlhis belonged to theiother and that it was "bad" for anyonîe else to
use it. In Greenland the inother had a separate water pail.5  For a.
tine, our visitors froi Utkiavwlii were very mueli afraid to drink out
of thé tin panmikii iii our wasliroon, for fear it had been used by Niàk-
såra, a woman who lhad reeently suflered a iiscarriage. One man told us
that a sore on his fawe was eaused by lis having inadverteitly done so.
This same woman was forbiddent to go out among the broken ice of the
land floe, (luring tlie spriig sueceeliing lier iisearriage, thougli she
night go out on the smooth shore ice. ler husband also was forbidden

to work with a hanier or adz or to go seal-catching for some time
after the misliap.

Children are nursed unîtil they are 3 or 4 years old(, according to what
appears to be the untiversal habit anong Eskimo, and wlich is proh-
ably due, as generally·supposed, to the fact that the alimal food on
whici the parents subsist is not fit for the nourislhment of young cliii-
(Iren. The chîild is earried naked on the nother's back under lier
clothes,.and held up by the girdle, tied higher tian usual. Wlhenî she
wishies to nurse it, she loosens lier girdle and-slips it. round to the breast

Contributions. p. 28. and"Central Eskiio." p. 610.
*Egede, p. 192; C ntz, vol. 1, p. 215, and Rink. Tales, etc., p1. 54. ~

2 Voyage, p, 200.
-4Ekitino, etc. - 1..199.

' Egeîde, p. 192: Crantz, vol. 1 p. 215. n· no one else nit. drin k ont oftieireip;" and Risnk Talcs and
Traditions, p. 54
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without bringing it out into the air. Children are carried in.this way
until they are able to walk and often later.

A large child sits astride of his mother's back, with one leg under
each of her arms, and has a little suit of clothes in which he is dressed
when the mother wishes to set him down. When the child is awake,
this hood is thrown back and the child raised quite high so that he looks
over his mother's shoulder, who then covers - her head with a cloth or
something of the sort. The woman appears to be very little incon-
venienced by her burden, and goes about her work as usual, and the
child does not seem to be disturbed byher movements. The little girls
often act as nurses and carry the infants around on their backs, in the
same way. ~.It is no unusual sight to see a little girl of ten or twelve
carrying a well g-own, heavy child in this way.

This custom or ayery similar one seems to prevail among the Eskimo
generally. In Greenland, the nurse wears a garment especially de-
signed for carrying the child, an amant, i. e., a garment that is so wide
in the back as to hold a child, which generally tumbles in it quite
naked and is accommodatèd with no other swaddling clothes or cradle.'
In East Greenland, according to Capt. Holm, "Saa længe B¢rnene ere
smaa, bæres de i det fri paa Moderens Ryg."

Petitot's description of the method of carrying the children in the
Mackenzie district is so naïve that it deserves to be quoted entire.3

Les mères qui allaitent portent une jaquette ample et serrée autour des reins par
une ceinture. Elles y enferment leur chère progéniture qu'elles peuvent, par ce moyen,
allaiter sans l'exposer à un froid qui lui serait mortel. Ces jeunes enfants sont sans
aucun. vêtement jusqu'à l'âge d'environ deux ans. Quant aux incongruités que ces
petites créatures peuvent se permettre sur le dos de leur mère, qui leur sert de calo-
rifère, l'amour maternel, le même chez tous les peuples, les endure patiemment et
avec indifférence.

At Fury and Hecla Straits, according to Parry4, the children are
carried.in the hood, which'is made specially large on purpose, but
sometimes also ou the back, as at Point Barrow. The enormous hoods
of the Eskimo women in Labrador also served to hold the child. The
same custom prevails at Cumberland Gulf. - In some localities, for in-
stance the north shore of Hudson's Straits, where the woman wear very
long and loose boots, the children are said to be carried in these.6 Frank-
lin' refers to the same custom "east of the Mackenzie River." The
Siberian children, however, are dressed in regular swaddling clothes
of deerskin, with a sort of diaper of dried moss.8

We never heard of a single case of infanticide, and, indeed, children
'Crantz, vol. 1, p. 138. See also Egede, p. 131, and the picture in Rink's Tales, etc., opposite p. 8.
'Geografisk Tidskrift, vol. 8, p. 91.
sMonographie, etc., p. xv.
4 Second Voyage, p. 495.
& Kumlien, Contributions. p. 24.
4 See Ellis, Voyage, etc., p. 136, and plate opposite p. 132.
'Second Ex., p. 226.
SNordenskild, Vega, vol. 2, p. 101.
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were so scarce and seemed so highly prized that we never even thouglit
of inquiring if infanticide was ever practiced. Never'theless, Simpson
speaks of the occurrence of a case .duriiig the Plover's visit; "but a
child, they say, is destroyed only when affiicted with disease of a fatal
tendency, or, in scarce. seasons, when one or both parents die."' Infan-
ticide, according to Éessels, is frequently practiced among the Eskimo
of Smith Sound, without regard of sex,2 and Schwatka speaks of fe-
male infanticide to a linited extent among the people of King Wil-
lian's Land.3

The affection of parents for their children is extreme, and the chil-
dren seem to be thorotighly worthy of it. They show hardly a traee of
the fretfulness and petulance so common among civilized children, and
though indulged to an extreme extent are renarkably obedient. Corpo-
ral punishment appears to be absolutely unknown and the children are
rarely ciidden or punished in any way. Indeed, they seldom deserve it,
for, in, spite of the freedon which they are allowed, they do not often get
into any mischief, especially of a malicious sort, but attend quietly to
their own affairs and their own amusements.

The older children take very good care of the smaller ones. It is an
amising siglit to see a little boy of six or seven patronizing and pro-
tecting a little toddler of two or three. Children, rarely cry except fron
actual patin or terror, and even then little ones are remarkably patient
and plucky. The young ehildren appear to receive little or no instrue-
tion except what they pick up in their play or from watching their elders.

Boys of six or seven begin to shoot smnall birds and animals and to
huntt for birds' eggs, anxd when they reach the age of twelve or fourteen
are usually intrusted with a gun and seal spëar, and accompany their
fathers to the hunt. Some of them soon learn to be very skillful hunters.
We know one boy not ever thirteen years old who, during the winter of
1881-'82, had his seal nets set like the inen and used to visit them regu-
larly, even. in the roughest weather. . Lads of fourteen or fifteen are
soinetimes regular members of the whaling crews. In the meantimne
the little girls are learning to sew, in imitation of their mothers, and by
the tiu e they are twelve years old they take their share of the cooking
and other housework and assist ii making the clothes for the family.
They still, however, have plenty of leisure to play with the other chil-
dren uîntil they are old enough to' be married.

Affection for their children seems a universal trait among the Eski-
mino and there: is searcely an author who does noi speak in terms of
commendation of the behavior and disposition of the Eskimo children.
Some of these passages are so applicable to the people of Point Barrow
that i can not forbear quoting them. Egede says: 4

They have a very tender Love for their Children, and the Mother always carries the
infant Child about with her upon lier back. * * They suck thein till they are

S p.cit., p. 250. 2 Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9. p. 874.
sciene, vol. 4, p. 544. 'Greenland, p. 146.
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three or four years old or more, because, in their tender Infancy, they cannot digest
the strong Victuals that the rest mîust live upon. The Education of their Children is
what they seem little concerned about, for they never make use of whipping or hard
words to correct thein when they do anything amiss, but leave thei to their own
Discretion. Notwithstanding which, when they are grown, they never seei inclined
to Vice or Roguery, which is to -be admired. It is true, they show no great Respect to
their Parents in, any outward Forms, but always are very willing to do what they
order them, though sonetimes they will bid their Parents do it themnselves.

According to Capt. Holm,' in East Greenland, "De opvoxe i den mest
ubundne Frihed. Forældrene nære en ubeskr ivelig Kjærlighed til dem
og straffe dem derfor aldrig, selv onm de ere nok saa gjenstridige. Man
Imaa imidlertid beundre,.hvor velopdragne de smaa alligevel ere."

Parry speaks still more strongly:
The affection of parents for their childrerIKwas frequentiy displayed by these people,

not only in the mere passive indulgence and abstinence from corporal punishenint
for which Esquimaux have been before remîarked, but by a thousand playful endear-
ments also, such as parents and nurses practice in our own country. Nothing, indeed
canwell exceed the kinidness with which they treattheir children. It must be
confessed, indeed, tfiat the gentleness- and docility of the children are such as4 to
occasion their parents little trouble and. to render severity towardA them quite un-
necessary. . Even fron their earliest in'fancy, they possess that quiet disposition,
gentieness of demieanor,. and uncomnion evenness of temper, for which in more mature
age thev are for the mnost part, distinguished, lisooedience le scarcely ever known;
a word or even a look fron a parent is enough; and I never saw a single instance of
that frowairdness and disposition to mnischief which, in our youth, so often requires
the whole attention of a parent tQ watch over and to correct. They never ery from
trifling accidents, and sometimes not even from very severe hurts, at which an
English child would sob for an hour. It is, indeed, astonishing to.se the indifference
with which, even as tender in fants, they bearthe numerons blows they accidentally
receive when carried at their nmothers' backs.

I should be willing to allow this passage to stand as a description of
the Point Barrow-children. It is interesting to compare with these pas-
sges Nordenskiild's account 3 of the children at Pitlekaj, who, if not as
he and other writers believe, of pure Chukeh blood, are at any rate of
mixed Chukch and Eskimo descent:

The children are neither chastised nor scolded. They are, however, the best be-
havel I have ever seen. Their behavior in the tent is equal to that of the best
bionght up European children in the parlor. They are not plerhaps so wild as ours,
but are addicted to games which closely resemble those cnîmnon among us in the
country. Playthings are also in use. * If the parents get any delicacy they
always give each of their children a bit. and there is never any quarrel as to the size
cf eahi child's portion. If a piece of sugar is given te one of the children iii a crowd
it goes fromi nouth to mouth round the whole company. In the saine way the child
offers its father and mother a taste of the bit of sugar or piece of bread it lias got.
Even in childhood the Chukehs are exceedingly patient. A girl who fell down froin
the ship's stairs head forenmost and thus got so violent a blow that she was almoset de-
prived of hearing scarcely uttered a cry. A boy three or four years of age, much.
rolled up in furs. who fell down into a ditch cut in the ice on the ship's deck, and in
consequence of his inconvenient dress could not get up, lay quietly stili until he was
observed and helped up by one of the crew.

Geogransk Tidskrift, vol s, p. 91.
2Second Voyage, p. 529.
3Vega. vol. 2, p. -140.
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The only extraordinary thing about'the Chukch clildrén is their
large number, mentioned by the same author.' This looks as if the
infusion of new, blood had increased the fertility of.the race. All
authors who have described Eskimo of unmixed descent agree in
regard to the generally sinall number of their offspring. Other accounts
of Eskimo children are to be found in the writings of Bessels,2 Crantz, 3

Schwatka,4 Gilder,5 J. Simpson,6 and Hooper.7
The custom of adoption is as universal at Poigt Barrow as it appears

to be among the Eskimo generally, and the adopted children are
treated by .the parents precisely as if they were their own flesi and
blood. Orphans are readily provided for, as there are always plenty
of families ready and willing to take them, and women who have sev-
eral children frequently give away one or more of them. Families that
have nothing but boys often adopt a girl, and, of course, vice versa,
and we know-of one case where a woman who had lost a young infant
had another given her by orie of her friends.

This very general custom of giving away children, as weil as t4e
habit already mentioned of temporarily exchanging wives, rendered it
quite difficult to ascertain the pareitage of any person, especially as it
seems to be the custom with them to, speak of first cousins as "mlliu
ataúzlk" ("one breast," that is, brothers and sisters). While a boy is
desired in the family, since he will be the support of his father wben
the latter grows too old to hunt, a girl' is almost as highly prized, for
not only will she help hier mother -with the cares of housekeeping when
she grows up, but she is likely to. obtain a good husband who may be
induced to become a member'of bis father-in-law's fanily.8

RIGHTS AND WRONGS.

I have already spoken of the feelings of these people in regard to
offenses against property and crimes of violence. _As to the relations
between the sexes there seems to be the most complete absence of what
we consider moral feelings. Promiscuous sexual intercourse between
married or unmarried people, or even among children, appears to be
looked upon simply as a matter for amusement. As far as we could
learn unchastity in a girl was considered .nothing against her, and in,
fact one girl who was a most abandoned and shameless prostitute among
the sailors, and who, we were told, had had improper relations with
some of her own race, had no difficulty in obtaining an excellent-husband.

Remarks of the most indecent character are freely bandied back and
forth between the sexes in public, and are received with shouts of
laughter by the bystanders. Nevertheless, some of the women, espe

'Vega, vol. 1, p. 449. AScience, vol. 4, No. 98,.p. 544.2 Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p. 874. &Schwutka's Search, p. 2 87.
3 History of Greenland. vol. 1, p. 162. 'Op. cit.,~p. 250.
'Tente, etc., pp. 24, 201.
3Accounts of this custom of adoption are to be found in Crants, vol. 1, p. 165; Parry, Second Voy-

age, p. 531; Kumlien, Contribations, p. 17: Gilder, Schwatka's Search, p. 247, and the passage con-
cerning children quoted above, from Dr. Simpson.
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cially those of the wealtlhier lass, preserve a very tolerable degree of
conjugal fidelity and certainîly do not prostitute them selves to the sail-
ors. I believe that prostitutiolfor gainis unknown amolig theselves,
but% it is carried to a mîost sIaimeless extenit vith the sailors of the
whaling fleet by many of the woien, and is even coinsidered a laudable
thinîg by the husbands and fathers, who are perfectly willing to receive
the price of tlheir wives' or daughters' frailty, especially if it. takes
the fori of liquor. Dr. Simpson' says: " lIt is said by tiemnselves that
the woinen are very continent before inarriage, as well as faithful after-
ward to their husbands; and tis seeis to a certain extent true." But
lie goes on to add: "I tlheir conduct toNvard strangers the elderly
womnenî frequently exhibit a shameless want of modesty, and the men
au equally shaneless iîndifference, except for the .reward.of their part-
ner's frailty." It seems to me that lie must have been deceived by the
natives concerning the first statement, since the immorality of these
people among thenselves, as we witnessed it..seems toPc;purely animal
and natural to ha of recent growth or the result of foreign influence.
Moreover, a similar state of affairs has been observed amîoug- Eskimo
elsewhere, notably at lglulik at the tine of Parry's visit.

SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

vi -Personal habits, clealiness, etc.-Though the idea of cleanliness
aimiong these people differs considerably from oui' ideas, they are as a
rule far frot being as filtliy as they appear at tirst sight. Consideing,
the difficulty of obtaininig water, even for purposes of drinking in tlhe
winter season, the iglu, nless dirty work, like the dressing of, skins,
etc., is going on, is kept renarkably clean. The floor and walls are-ýî'
scrupulously seraped' aid all dirt is irnmediately w-iped up. They>are
particularly careful not to brir.g in any snow or dirt on their feet, and
tie snow and hoar frost is carefully brushed off froim the outer garment,
which is often rejuoved before entering the rooin and left in the passage.
They are also careftil not toi spit on the floor. or iii the passage, but use
for this purpose the large urine tub. This is praetically the only offen-
sive object in the house, as it is freely used by both se-x s-in the presene
of tire rest. This is done. lhowever. with less exposutre ant immînodesty
than one would suppose.

op. cit., p. 252.
2Second Voyage, . 5:2i.

Compare Nordenskiiilhr aecount of the omparative cleanliness of thei Chukeih dwellings at Piti
kaj: "On the other hand it may he stated that in order not tg )niake a stay in the confined tent chamber

toonuncomfortable certain ri iaro strictly observed. 'Thum, for instance, it i nut permitted in the
interior of the tent to spit on the t>or. but t his ruTt he( doueint o a vesse1 which l, in case of necessity,
is nusi .s q night utenil. In everv oute'r tent there lies as pecially curved reindeer iorti, with which

snw us renoved frou the ilothes; i lie onter peLk ix uiually put off hefore une goe ilto the inner tent,
and the shoes are carefully freed from snow. The arpet of' walrus skins which covers the floor of the
inne-r tent isac'ordiingy udry andcan. Even the outer tent is swept clean and free fron i>osei snow,
anid the niow is daily shovelet awav fronm the tent d oors with a spale of whaleibone. Every article
bot h in the outer aninter tent,'is laid in its proper place and so on.' (Vega. vol. 2, p. 104.)
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lThe contents of this vesse], being mixed with feces, is not fit for
tanniing skins, etc., and is conseq1uently thrown out doors. The nen
use a small tub (kuovwlii) as a urinal, and the contents of this is care-
fully saved. Though the interior of the house ik thus kept clean, as
muchi can.not )e said for its surroundings. All maliner of rubbish and
filth is simply thrown out upon the ground, without regard to decency
or comfort, and~this becomes exceedingly offensive when the snîow inelts
in summer. The onlasavengers ethe dogs, who greedily devour old
pieces of skin, refuse mîeat, and even feces.' In regard to 'personal
clean lin ess, there is considerable difference between individuals. Some
people, especiallly the poorer women and children, are niot onlycareless
about their clothes, going about dressed in ragged, greasy, filthy gar-
ments, but seldom wash even their faces and hands, much Iess their
whole persons. One of tiese women, indeed, was described by lier
grown-up daughter as "That womnan with the black on lier nose."

On the other hand most-of the wealthier people appear to take pride
in being neatly clad, and, except wlen actually engaged in sone dirty
work, always have their faces and hands, at least, scrupulously clean
and their hair neatly combed. Even the whole person is sonetimes
washed in spite of the scarcity of water. Many are glad to get soap
(iekålkun) and use it freely. Lieut. Ray says that his two guides,
Miîiialu and Apaidyào, at the end of a day's march would never sit
down to supper without washing.their faces and hands with soap and
water, and combinug tlheir hair, and I recollect that once, wlien I went over
to the village to get a yoing man to start with. Lieut. Ray on a boat
journey, lie would not start intil lie had hunted up a piece of soap and
waslhed his face and hands. These people, of course, practice the
usual Eskimo habit of washing themselves with freshly passed urine.
This custom arises not only from the scarcity of water amd the diffi-

cnlty of heating it, but from the fiact that the ammonia of the urine is
an excellent substitute for soap in removing the grease with which the
skin necessarily becomes soiled.' This fact is well known to our whale-
mien, wlio are in the habit of saving their urine to wash the oily.clothes
with. The saine habit is practiced by the " Chukehes" of easteri Siberia.2

Ail, however, get more or less shabby and dirty in the sunimer, when
tlhey are living iii tents and boats. All are more .or less infested
withi lice, and they are in the habit of searching each others heads for
these, which they eat, after the fashion of si many othersavages. They
have also another filthy habit-that of eating the nucds fron the nos-
trils. A simnilar practice was noticed in Greenland by Egede who
goes on quaintly to say: Thus they inake good the old proverb, 'Wlhat
drips fron the nose faills into the moutht, that nothing iimay be lost.

C nparte Dall. 1 Aaska p. 20.
ee Nordew~kiöld, Vga. vol. 2, p. 104.

Greenland, pi. 127.
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SaluMiNon.-We had no opportunity of witnessinîg any meeting be-
tween these people and strange Eskimo, so that it is impossible to tel]
whether they practice any particular forn of salutation on such occa-
sions. We saw nothing of the kind among thenselves. White men
are saluted with shouts of "Nakurúk!" (good), and sorne Eskimo
have learlied to shake liands. They no longer practice the conmmon
'Eskimo salutation of rubbing noses, but say that they once did. Sergt.
Middleton Smith, of our party, informs me that he once saw a couple
of natives in Capt. lrendeen's trading store give an exhibition of the

way this salutation was foriîerly practiced.
This ustom was perhaps falling into disuse as early as 1837, since

Thonas Simpsoi,' in describing his reception at.Point Barrow, says:
We were not,however, either upon this or anyother occasion, favored

with the kooniks or nose-rubbing salutations that have so annoyed
other travelers." Mr. Elson, however, expressly states that the people,
probably Utkiavwmiiminn, whom lie met at Refuge Inîlet eleven years
before, rubbed noses and cheeks with lihir 2 anîd Miaguire3 niarrates how

*the hîead of the party of visitors from Poinît Hope saluted himn. Hie says:
"le fixed his foreliead against mine and used it as a fulcrumî to ru
noses several ties.

IHealin.-As is the case with Eskimo. generally, these people rely
foir curing disease ehiefly upon the efforts of certain persons who have
the power of exorcising the supernatural beings by whom the disease
is caused. A large number of men and, [ believe, sote women were
supposed to have this power and exercise it fi cases of sickness, in
some instances, at least, upon the paynent of a .fee. These people
correspond closely to the angekut of the Greenlanders and Eastern Es-
kiimo, afd thesu-alled "shamans" of southern Alaska, but, as far as
we conhl .see, dIo not possess the power and influence us.ually else-
where aseribed to this class.

It was excéeedingly dîfficuilt to obtain any deflnite information coni-
cerning these people, and we only discovered casually tha suchi and
such a person was a "doctor" by hearing that lhe had been employed
in a certain case of sickness, or to perfori "some ceremony of incanta-
tion. We did unot even sueceed in learninmg the nailme of this class of
people, who, ii talking with us, would call themselves "tûktè,r as they
did our surgeon. On one occasion some of the party hîappened to visit

*thme liouse of a sick mnan where cone of thiese "doctors" was at work. H-e
sat fiig the entrance of th chouse, beating his druiim at intervals, ald
making a babbling noise witi his lips. followed by long speeches ad-
dressed to something down the trapdoor, bidding it "go !' We were
given to understaipl that these speeches were addressed to a tuefia or
supernatural being. Their only idea of direct treatment of disease is

Narrative, p. 15.
2 feechys aVoyage p. 312.
'N. W. Passage. p. 385.

Dr. Siiupwi mays (op. cit., p. 275 : "Diseaise. are alu considered t h t un'gak.'
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apparently to apply a couinterirritant by scarification of the surface of
the part affected.

We know of one case where a sufferer froin sone liver complaint had
iiflicted ou hinself, or had had inflicted upon huim, quite a conisiderable
cut on the right side with a view of relieving the pain. We also know
of several cases where the patients had themselves cut on the scalp or
back to relieve headache or rheumatism, and one case where the latter
disorder, I believe, had been treated by a severe cut on the side of the
knee. A sinilar practice lias been observed at Plover Bay, Siberia, by
looper,' who also nentions the use of a kind'of seton for the relief of

beadache.
They also practice a sort of rough-and-ready snrgery, as in the case

of the nan already mentioned, whose feet had both been anputated.
One of the men who lost the tip) of his forefinger by the explosion of a
cartridge was left with a stump of bone )otruding at the end of the
finger. Our surgeon attempted to treat tiis, but after two unsuccessful
trials to etherize the patient he was Qbliged to give it up. Wien, how-
ever, the young man's father-in-law, who was a noted "doctor," canie
home he said at once that the stump mrust cone off, and the patient
had to submit to the operation witkout ether. The "doctor' tried to
borrow Dr. Oldnixoni's bone forceps, and wheni these were refused him
eut the bone off, I believe, with a chisel. They appear to have no cure
for blindness. We heard nothing otf the curious process of couchiig"
described by Egede in Greenland, p. 121. We had no opportunity of
observing their methods of treating wouids or other external injuries.
Sufferers were very glad to be treated by our surgeon. and eagerly ae-
cepted his medicines, though he had considerable difficulty in making
themn obey his directions about takiiig. care of themselves.

After they lad been in the habit of receiving the surgeon's medicine
for sone time, one of the ttkiavwliù natives gave Capt. Ilerendeen what
he said was their own iedicine. It is a tiny bit of turf whieli they
called inuna kiriümölq, and which, therefore, probably came fromu the high-
land of the upper Meade River, which region bears the naie of
KFimiilq. We were able to get very little infornation about this sub-
stanee, but my impression is that it was said to be administered in-
te'ally, and I believe was specially recomindeued for bleeding at the
lungs. Possibly tiis is thlu saine as 'tthe black noss that grows on the
imountain." which, according to Crantz2 was eaten by the Greenlanders
to stop bh>od-spitting.

CUSTOMS CONCERNING THE DEAD.

Abstentions.-From the fact that we did not hear of any of the deaths
until after their occurrence, we were able to learn very few of their

rents. etc., p. 185.
2V l , .2i
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customs concerning the dead. The few observations we.were Ible to
make agree ii the mrain with those made elsewhere.. For instance, we
learned witli tolerable certainty tha t the relatives of the dead, at least,
must abstain from workiiig on wood with an ax or hammer for a certairi
period-1 believe, four or five (Lys. According to Dall,' in the region
about Norton Souind the men can not eut wood with an ax for five days
after a death las oceurred. In Greeîîland hle household tf the de-
ceased were obligedto abstaii fori a while fromu, certain kinids of food and
work. 2

A wonan from UtkiarwItl wio came over to the station one day in
the autumn of 1881, declined to sew on clotlhiig, evenï at our bouse
because, as she told Lieut. I ay, there was a dad man in the village
wh'o had inot yet beern carried ont to the. (emetery and "he would see
her." After consulting with her husband, however, slbe concluded she
could protect herself fron him by tracing a circle about lier on the floor
withî a snotw-knife. In this circle shie did thre sewing requiredi, and w-as
careful to keep all her ,work inside of it.

One of the natives informed me that wheni a mi<an died his labrets were
taken out and thrown awa -. 'remueimber, however, seeing a young man
wearing a plug labret of syeite, which lihe said had belonged to aln old
man who died early iii the winter of 1881-'8. It was I)erhaps removed
before lie actually died.

-eanner of disposing of the dead.-.-The corpse is wrapped up in a piece
of sailcloth (deerskin was formerly used), laid upon a flat sled, and
dragged out bya smxall party of people-perhaps theimmediate relatives
of the deceased, thougl we never happened to see one of these funeral
processions except from a distance-to the cenetery, the place W-here
"they sleep oitlie ground. TThis place at itkiavwlii is a rising grouid
about a mile and a half east of the vil]-age, near the head of the south-
west branch of the Isûtkwa lagooi. AtNuwik the main cemetery is
at "Nexeura," betweenl the village and lernyû. iThe bodies are laid out
upon the ground withot atiy regiular arrangement apparently, though
it is dihicult to be sure of this, as most of the reiains have been broken
up anxd scattered by dogs and foxes. With a freslhly wrapped body it is
ahniiost impossible to teil which is the lheid al whichi the feet. 'We
unfortunately never noticed whether the lieals were laid toward any
particular point of the compass, as has beeni observd in other localities.
Dr. Siupson says that the liead is laid to the east at P(oinît Barrow.

Varions implements belouging to the deceased are broke and laid be-
side the corpse, and tlie sled is sometiires broken anid laid over it. Some-
times, however, the latter is withdrawn a short dista rie from the cemetery
and left on the tundra for one moon, after which it is bròught back to
the village. Most peop>le do not seei to be troubled at iaving the

Alaslka. p. 146.
2
Egedie. tn nuditt l. 15i.
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bodies of their relatives distiirbed by the dogs or other animals,' but
we know of one case where the parents of two children who died very
nearly at the saime time, finding that the dogs were getting at the
bodies, raised them on stages of driftwood about 4 or 5 feet higli.
Similar stages were observed by, Hooper at llover Bay; but this nethod
of disposing of the dead appears to have gone out of use at the present
day, since Dall3 describes the ordinary Siberian nethod of laying ont
the dead in ovals.of stone as in use at Plover Bay at the time of his
visit.

The cemetery at Utkiavwlñ is not confined to the spot I have men-
tionîed, though most of the bodies are exposed there. A -few bodies
are also exposed on.the other side of the lagoonandtit one body, that of
a man; was laid ont at the edge of the higher tundra, about a mile due
east fron the station. The body was covered witlh canvas, staked
down all round with broken paddles, and over it was laid a flat sledge
with one runner brokei. 4 At one end of the body lay a wooden dish,
and under the edge of the canvas were broken seal-darts and other
spears. The body lay in ain east and w:est line, but we could not tell
whieh end was the head. AIl sorts of objeets were scattered round the
cemnetery-tools, dishtes, and even a few guns-though we saw none that
appeared to have been serviceable when exposed, except one Snider
rifle. *If, as is the case among Eskino in a good many other places,
all the personal property of the deceased is supposed to become unicean
and mîîust be exposed with him, it is probable that his friends manage
to renove the more valtable artieles before lie is actially dead.-'

'Ilhe nmethod of disposing of the dead varies slightly anong the
Eskimo in different localities, but the weapons or other implements
belonging to the.déceased are always Laid beside the corpse. The eus-
tom tat Smith Sounîd, as described by Bessels. is remarkably like that
at Point Barrow. The corpse was wrapped in furs, placed oi a sledge,
and dragged out and buried in the snow with the fae to the west. The
sledge was laid over the body and the weapons of the deceased were de-
posited beside it. Urnlike the Point Barrow natives. however, they usually
cover tlie body with stones. In the saine passage Dr. Bessels describses
a peculiar symbol .of mourning, not enployed, so far as I can learn,
elsewhere. The male ourners plugged up the right nostril withli hay
and the females the left. and these'plugs were worn for several day-s.

1 Compare Lyon, Journal. p. 269.

2 Tents, etc., p, 8,A

·. Alaska, p. 382.
Conpare Samoyel grave described and tigured Iby Norden1,kid ,p.98), where : brken

sledge was laid tp sile downa iy the grave.

"compare Hoh , Geogratisk Tidskrift, vol.8,. p. 98: -kun Kostbarheder, saasom Kniveeller ligneule

6Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p. t77.
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The custom of covering the body wit h stones appears to be.universally
prevalent east of thé Mackenzie region.1

The bodies seen by Dr. Richardson iu the delta of the Mackenzie
were wrapped iii skins and loosely covered with driftvood,2 and a sim-
ilar arrangement was noticed at' Kotzebue Sounid by Beechey, who fig-
uresl a sort of little wigwaln of driftwood bailt over the dead' main.
At Port Clarence Nordeiskiild 4 saw two corpses n laid on the grotund,
fully clothed, vithout protection of any cotlin, but surrounded by a
close fence consisting of 4. îînmber of tent-poles driven crosswise into the
ground. Alongside one of the corpses lay a kayqak with oars, a loaded
double-barreled gui with locks ait half-cock and caps on, varions other
weapons, clothes, tinider-box, snowshoes, drinkin g-vessels, f'wo masks,
* * aiil straingely shîaped animal figures." On the Siberian coast
the dead are sometilnes burned.

Nordens~kii1d believes tiat the coast Chukehes have perhaps be-
gun to abanidon the cstoîn of burning the dead. but I aim rather iii-
chined to think that is a cutstom of the deermen," which the people of
the coast of pnîre or -nixed Eskimo blood nîever fully adopted. )Dall,
indeed, was explicitly informled that the custon was only used with the
bQdies of "good" men, land at the time of Nordenskiöild's visit he found
it "ait least certain that the people of Pitlekaj exclusively bury their dead
by layinîg thnem <ut^ on the tundra." The body is surrounded by an
oval of stonxes. but apparently not covered with them as in the east.6

The Krause brothers observed by the bodies, besides (lie erwiihnten
Gerithschafteu" [LanzeTi. Bogen und 1Pfeile flir die Miinner, Koch- und
Hlausgerithe fiir die Weiber], "uinter einen kleinen Steinhajufen ein
Hunde-, RUenthier-.Bren- oder Walross-Schädel." This custom shows a
little Children die and are buried, they put the Head of a Dog near the
curions resemblance to that described by Egede in Grenland: " When
Grave, fancying that C(hildren, liaving no Understanding , they can not

i se the pasa protal fromiîjels. for mit h soundii: Egede, Grenland, p. 148: Crantz's fHistorv of

Grceniand. vol. 1, p. 2M7; East Grelan, Hfii, Geogratisk TidskN1rift. vol. 8, p. 98, and scoresby,
Voyage to Nortern whaltisiory, p. 21: :(wlhere le speaks of firig on the east coast of Greeniand
graves dug and coveredI with slab of stone. Digging graves is very unsznai aong the Eskimo, as
the nature of the groundi on wihii they live isuaII lyrbils it. 'arry ,nientions sothtiing minilar at
Iglinlik: " Tihe by wa.s laid in a reguilir, but sha.llow gravi., eovered with flat pieces of lime.

stonie" (secondrî Voyage*. p. :51: Lyo, .Journal, p. 268 (<.; i i : ouli<in, ('oni ribut lion,. p. 44 (enmer-r
landl Gulf); Hail. Aret iuResearubs, p. 124 (hali, Lto: Rie Narratie. pp. 22 :nd 157 (niorthwst shore
of? Hudson Bay). and Ellis, Voyage to uIldson's HIaly, p.N148 ilarble Ishmd110). I lmvself he noticeil the
saie' eî:stom at thée ditI Eskimo rmtrylnethie ni udison, Day pst f Rigolette, Htnilton Inlet,
on the Labralor coast. Chalot-1. however. saw a body "lowly wrapt iin skias and laid in a sort of a
gullv,".[IndsonIs oly. p. 11:1 orth sre,, H dlniii Strait), and Davis's ;ar. nIt of wlat. je saw in

Greenîlrîand is as follows : "we fainnd niii shore three detad ife-at ple. andt t wof uthdemn hado thir stales
lying lby tihemand tleir tolile skins irapped anout t hem." Iakini . Voyages, 1589, p. 78.

2 Frmnklin, s8eîî oI Expelitiin. p. 192.

.'voyage, l. opposite 1). 332.
4 Vega, vol. 2. p 2138, andI ilgre' of grave on p. 2319.

s see Nordenskill. Vega, vol. 2. I.p. mnd lDall, Alaska. p. 382
'See Nordenskild: ega. voL. 2, pp. 88-9 (Pitlekaj), and 225 (St. Lawrence Ray); Krausoe Bros., Geo-

graphiscläo' Blâtter. vol. 5, p. 18 (St. Lawrence Bay. East Caope. ldian l'oint. and Plove-r ayi andi Dall
Alaska, p. 382.

( Greenland. p. 151. See ais, erantz, vol. 1.l p. 2:,7.
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by themselves find the Way, but the Dog must guide them to the Land
of the Souls." The body is usually laid out at full length upon the
ground. Among the ancient Greenlanders,' lhowever, and in the Yukon
region the body was doubled up. li the latter region the body was laid
on its side in a box of planks four feet long and raised on four sup-
ports2 or wrapped up iii mats and covered with rocks or driftwood. 3
The custom of inclosiug the dead in a short coffin, to judge from the
figurés given by the latter writer in Pl. Vi. of bis report, appears also
to prevail at the mouth of the Kuskokwim. 'hi the island of Kaliak,
according to Dall and Lisiansky the dead wère biried.

GOVERNMENT.

In the family.-L can hardly do better than quote Dr. Simpsonî's
words, already referred to (op. cit. page 252), on this subject: "A inan
seems to have unlimited authority in lis own ht." Nevertheless, his
rule seems to be founded on respect andi mutual agreement, rather than
on despotic authority. The wife appears to be consulted, as aiready
stated, ou all important occasions, and, to quote Dr. Simpson again
(ibid.):" Seniority gives precedence when there are several women in
one hut,. and the sway of the elder in the direction of eyerything con-
nected with her duties seeins never, disputed." When more than one
fanily inhabit the saine house the head of each fanily appears tq have
authority over his own relatives, while the relations between the two
are governed solely by imiutual agreement.

In the rillage.-Tiese people have no established formu of government
nor any chiefs in the ordinary sense of the word, but appear to be
ruled by' a strong public opinion, conbined with a certain amount of
respect for the opinions of the elder people, both men and wonen, and
by a large number of traditional observances like those coucerning the
whale fishery, the deceased, etc., already described. lu the ordinary
relations of lite a person, as a rule, avoids doing anything to his neigh-
bor which he wouold not wish to have done to himself, -and affairs
whicl conceri the connunity as a whole, as for instance their relations
with us at the station, are settled by a general and apparently infor-
mal discussion, when the opinion of the ruajority carries·the day. The
majority appears to have no miieais. short of individuail-violence, of en-
forcing obedience to its decisions, but, as far as we conld see, the mat-
ter is left to the good sense of the parties eoncernîed. Respect for the
opinions of elders is so great that the people imay be said to be.practi
cally under what is called simple elder rule Public opinion has

1 gede.,Goreenland, p. 149, and Cranty.- vol. 1. . 7.
'Dall, Alaska. pp. 19, 145, and 227.
Z Petroff, Report, p. 127.
4 Alaska, p. 40:3. and dvoyage, p. 200.
6
Compare, amon:.: other iutances, (Capt. Holm's ou -ervations in Eat Gruezdand: "som ovrhuvi i

Huset whiebl is the village] funger.'r d-en aldeste andm nair han er en god Fanger, te.. (Geogr.
Tids v, vol. . p. 90.>
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forinulated certain rules in regard to some kinds of property and the
division of game, whiich are remarkably like those noticed among Es-
kimo elsewhere, and whichn may be supposed to have grownu up among
the a'ncestors of the Eskimo, before their separation.

For instance, ini Greenilanîd,'."'An[,yone picking up )ieCes ,of driftwood
or goods lost at sea or on hind was considered the rightful ownier of
thein; and to make. good his possessioi ie had only to carry thei up
above high-water mark :and pt stones upon thein. no matter where
bis liomIestçad( inight he Now, at Point Barrow we often saw the
natives dragginîg driftwood up to the migh-water mark, anid the owner
seeied « erfetly able to prove his claim. Lient. .Ray iînhforms me that
he has seen meni iiark suti sticks of timber by cutting theîm with their
adzes and tithat sticks s) iliark(ed were respected by the other natives.
On one occasion. when he was about to have a large piece of drift-
timnber dragged up to the station, a wonuaîî c'amle up andI proved that
the timber belonged to lier by pointing ont the freshly ent mark. 1
have myself seen a native chii a barrel whieîbhad been washed ashore,
hy setting it up n end.

As far ais we cod learn. the snaller animals, as for instance, bird,
the smaller seals, reindeer, etc., are theproperty of the huter, instead'of
being divided as iii somie other locaities, for examuple at Smith Sound. 2

The larger seals-and walruses appeared to be divided among the boat's
crew. the ow-ner of the boat apparently keeping the tusks of the walrus
and(perhaps the skin. A bear, however, both flesh arnd skin, is equally
divided among dl who in, any way had a band in the killing. We
learned this with eertainty fromi having to purchase the skin of a bear
killed at the village, where a numnber of mien had been engaged in the
lint. When a whale is taken, as I -have already said, the whalebone
is eqally divided aimnong the c'rews of allthe boats in sight at the tinme
of killin4g. Ail volers, liowev er, have a right to all the flesh, blubber,
and blackskin' tait they îau cut off.

l)r. Rinlk. in descri bin the social order of the aucient Gr-îeenlamluders, 4

says: ' Looking at wht luis been said regarding'the rights of prop-
erty and the divisioin' f the peopfle inîîto·ertai îî coinniuinities, iii comnec-
tion with the.division of property ilnto tel( <lasses ju st given, we are led
to the conclusionî thait the right of aný individual to hold more than a
certain amiouitt ot of property 'waS. il lot regulIted by iw, at. east

alously 'telled by tie est of tl'ncollnlîllîîmity. aîld tÌiat vilrtUally

R Fink. Tarles nutir Tradiit lins. pr. 2r9. Comprtari also' rt 'tz, voli. t. p. 1a 1. .

2 el's , Naturalist, vio. 2 '3. pt. p. 7:
Compare nik, Tal-s, etc., p. 29 .. 'unit-il anl :iiral tf t he larest siz..ore specially a whaie,

wais captureid, it was tconsibered.i lrir r c n .l'l ry, a l ais ibs criminatly blrnging to rverv o e
whir i ghtî t. come atl assist in fitrnsiniîg it, whatever''. riplrlae h,-ionged to arl whethtierl t r' a n arry
saie iii capturing th animal or tiot.' (Greenlantd. il1-r (shwatka's searci. . I0) says that on
th. niorthwest slor" of H in BayII I al hi arrive a wai rus is berirg eut trip are entited to a
shrair-rofirt, thiouighI the manilr whio struck it ias tie lirst choice f pi tes. A t East. Cape, Siheria. teiv Kranrîso
Brotiers le'arned:i " wirdl rirmiirlib -ein 'Waltisc'h gtefarnge. so.hat jrder ()rt.sb-wohirner das Re t, so
viel ilisci zrt nehmen, als er abzuischrneiten vrmag. (eorgraphtisce Bliitter, vol. 5. pt. 2, r. 120).
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the surplus of any individuial ior >comnulity, fixed by the arbitrary rate
which tradition or eustom had( assignied, was made over to those who
lad less." At Point Barrow, however, the idea of individual owniershipt
appears to be mulch more strongly developed. As fiar as we could
learni, there is no Iiiit to the amount tof )Ioperty wlich1 an individual,
at least thliehad. of family, may accumulate. Evein though the whale
b<me be, as alreaîdy dsribed, divided anong all the boats' erews "iin

at the death," no objection is madeto onemn yg l if lie
has the ieans, for his own private use.

This has given rise to a regular wealthy and aristocratie class, who,
lhovéver. are not yet sufficiently. differentiated froin the poorer people
to refuse to associate on aiy ternis but those of social eqiality. The
men of this elass are the umialiks, a word which appears in many car-
rupte(l forms on the coast of Westerni America and is often supposed
to mean " chief." Dr. Simpson' says: "The chief menî are called O-né-
liks (wealthy)," but " wealthy " is an explanation of the position ofthese
men, and not a translation of the title, which, as we obtained it, is pre-*
cisely the same as the Greenland word for oiner of a boat, umialik
(fron umia(k), and the terminîîation lik or 1l-ii. This is one of the few
cases in whieli the final k is sounded at Point Barrow às in Greenland).

Dr. Rink has already observed 2 that the word used by Simpson "no
doubt miust be the saine as the Greenlandish unialik, signifying owvner
of a boat," and as I heard the title more thai once carefully pronounced
it Point Barrow it was the identical word. The umialiks, as Simpson
says," " have a(quired their position by being more thrifty and intelli-
gent, better traders, and usually better huters, as well as physically
stronger and more dareig."4  They have acquired a certain amiounrt of
influence and respect fromt these reasons, as well as fromn their wealth,
.which .,enables then to purchase the services of others to man their
boats, but appear to have absolutely no authority outside of their own
fiamilies.5  Petroff considers themn as a sor.t of - muiddlenien or spokes-
mien," lwho make themselves '*prominent by superintending all inter-
course and traflie witl visitors."

-This sort of prominence, however, appears to have been conferred
ufrn then by tihe traders, who, ignorant of the very democratic state of
Eskimîo socty, naturally look for " chiefs" to deal with. They pick out
tie best looking and best dressed miain in the village and endeavor to>
win his fatvor by giving him presents, receiving him into the cabin, and
conductilg ail their dealiigs withli te natives tliroigh himi. Thechief,

'Op. cit p. 272.
2 Tales, etc., p. 5.
:OP. cit.

Compare what the Krause Brthers say of the chieff" on the Siberian coast (Geographisehe Blät-
ter., vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 29): Die Autorität, welche die obene'rwihnt-n äMiiiner aingenscheinilich auisi

üben, ist wohlauf Rechnun. ihrei gr'sereu Besitzes' zu setzen. Der "Chief" isjedes Malerreiibste
Mnnut, tin ' big inan.

SSee, alo, Dr. Simpson, op. vit.. .27:.

nZeport, etc., p). 125.
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thus selected, is generally shrewd enonghi to iake the imost of the great-
ness thrust upon in, and no doubt, often pretends to more influence
and powei thani he actually possesses.'

As to the story of the whaleinen, that the 1 chieftainship " is.the re-
ward of the best fighter, who holds it like a "-challenge cup," subject
to being called out at any tinie to defend his rank i a duel, as far as
concerns Point Barrow, this is a sheer fable, perhaps .invented by the
Eskiio to impose upon the strangers, but more likely the result of
nisunderstanvîding and a vivid iiagination on the part of the whites.

Aiîong umialiks, oine or two appear to have more wealth and influence
than the rest. Teniiaura ini Utkiavwlii and the late Katiga at Nttwrik
were said, according to Captain Herendeen, to be " great uniialiks" and
Teiñaura wvas always spoken of as the forenost man in Utkiavwlii. We
knew of one party coming up from Sidarut with presents for Teuñaura,
and 'were inforned that.the other Eskimo never sold to him, but only
gave imjî presents. It was also said that Katiga's infant son would one
day be a "great umialik."

A1l these men are or have been captains of whaling umiaks and the
title umialiks appears to -be applied to thei in this capacity, since
many of the poorer men, who, as far as we eould learn, were not con-
sidered umialiks. own uniaks which they do not fit out for whaling.
but use only to transport their families-fron place to place in thesummer.

RELIGI( N.

General ideas.-It was exceedingly difficult to get any idea of the
religious belief of the people. partly fron our inability to make ourselves
understood in regard to abstract ideas and partly from ignorance on our
partof the proper method of onducting such inquiries. For instance,
in trying to get at their ideas of a future life, we could ouly ask "Where
does a man go when lie dies ?" to which we, of course, received the
obvious answer, 4,To the cemetery!" Moreover, snch a multitude of
other and easier lines of investigation presented theinselves for our at-
tention that we were naturally inclined to.neglect the difficult field of
religion, and lbesides under the eircumstances of our intercourse it was
almost impossible to get the attention of the natives wh1en tieir minds
were not full of other subjects.

Nevertheless, rnany of the fragments of superstition and tradition
that we were able to collect agree remarkably with what has been
observed among the Eskimo elsewhere, so tlht it is' highly probable
that their religion is of the saine general eharacter as that of the Greent-
landers, namely, a belief in a multitude of supernatural beings, who
are to be exorcised or propitiated by various observances, especially by
the performances ofs.éertain specially gifted people, who are something
of the nature of wizards. So mach has been writteni by many authors

Compare thecase of tle alleged "chiefs -of thei eChIlkcels, ii Norudens4kihrilt*s Vega, vol. 1. pp.449
and 495.
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about these wizards- or "doctors," the angekut of the eastern Eskimo
the so-called "shanans " of Alaska and Siberia, that I need make no
special reference to their writings except^wliere they happen to throw
light on our own observations. Dr. Simpson succeeded in- obtaining
more information concerning the religious belief of these people thau
our party was able to do, and his observations,' to which ours are in
some degree supplemrentary, tend to corroborate the conclusion at which
I have arrived.

Our information in regard to the special chss of wizards was rather
vague. We learned that manty men in the village, distinguishable
from the rest by no visible characteristies, were able to haIl the sick,
procure good weather, favorable winds, plenty of gane, aid do other
things by " talkinîg" and beating the druni. We did not learnî the
nuimber of these men in either village, but we heard of very mrany dif-
ferent inen doing onle or the other of these things, while others of our
acquaintance never attempted them. iNeither did we learn that any
one of these. inen was considered superioi to the rest, as appears to be
the case ii somie regions, nor bow a uan could attain this power. Some
of these men,'who appeared to give particular attention to euring the
sick, called theuselves "tù'kte" ("doctor"), but, probably for want -
of properly directed inquiries, we di( not learn the Eskimo name of
these people. We were definitely informed, however, that tlheir " talk,
when treating disease or trying to obtain fair weather, etc., was ad-
dressed to "tîuña," or a supernatural being. This name, of course,
differs only in dialectie form from that applied in other places to the
universal familiar spiîrits of Eskinmo superstition.

We at first supposed that "tuüia" neant somne' particular- individ-
ual deinon, but Dr. Simpson is probably right in saying that the Point
Barrow natives, like the rest- of the Eskimo, recognize a host of
tueñiain, sinée "tuiia" was described to us under a variety of formls.
Most of the natives whom we asked if they had seen tueîia, said that
they had not, but that other ien, nentioning certain " doctors," hiad
seen lhimîî. ,One man, however, said that lie lad seen tueña in the
kûidylgï, when the people "talked" sitting in the dark, with their
heads bowed :and faces covered, aind tu a caime-with a noise like a

great bird.2  He had raised lis head and saw tueiñfa, like a nian with
bloodless cheeks.3  Tueiiña again was called "a bad man, dead " (appar-

1 Op. cit. p. .27 et seq.
2 Compare Graah's account of the ceremony of summoning a torngak in East Greeuland N (Narrattie,

p. 123). "Come h did, hîowever, at last, and his approach was announcetvy a.strange rushing soind,
very like the sond iof a large bird flying beneath the roof." (The italirs are my own.) Tho angektt

evilently have somejuggling contrivance, carefully concealed fron laymen. perhaps of the nature of a
" whizzing.stick."

*Compare Rink's description of the ceremony of summoning a tornak to ask his advice, in Green-
land (Tales, etc., p. 60). This was performed beforea company in a darkenedhouse. The angekok lay
on the floor, beside a suspended skin and druni,.with bis bands tied behind his back and bis head be-
tween his legs. A song was sutng by the audience, and the angekok invoked his tornak, heating on
the skin and the drum. The spirit annouuced his arrivai by a peculiar sound and the appearance of a
lighbt or lire.
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ently a ghost), sometimes as large as a mai ald sometimes dwarfish,
soimetiiiies.a' fleshless skeleton, while ionemil an, to describe hîimîî, made
the saiie griae that a white ilanI wi >onihl use to iidicate a liobgoblin,
with stariing eyes, gaping moutl, aind hads outstretcled like claws.
A pparently tueiia" in coiiversatioii with us was used to designîate all
the various supernîatural o)jects of tlheir belief, ghosts as well as
famtiliar spirits. -For instaiie, in iGreenland, accordiiig to Ritik,' a
glhost "mianifests himtself by whistng-or singing in the ars." Now,
Lieut. Ray wras walkiing rapidly one day iii the wintier witiram Eskimo
aid lhis wifei, and the woman suddenly stopped and said she "heard
tuña "-that lie made a noise like Nin'ging in the ears.

The people geinerally have a great dread of "ttreñla," who they say
would kill them, and are very averse to going out alonie in the dark.
One of each iparty tlhat came over from the village iii th evening usu-
ally carried , drawin knife, preferably one of the large double-edged
kidves, supposed to be Siberian and already described, in his hand as
defense a4gainist tuinia, and a (Irawn knite was soinetimes even carried
in the daylight" nanuumnlu tuñamuu,"-"for bear and demon." Not-
withstanding their apparently genuine dread of "tuiia," they.arebyrno
meanis averse totalking or even jiking about hlim.

The knife als) serves as a protection against the aurora, whichl muost
of themn agree is bad, and when bright likely to kill a person by strik-
ing luhi in the back otthe neck. However, brandishinig the knife at
it will keep it off. Besides, as a woman told me one iight, you cau
drivé off a "bad" aurora by throwinîg at it dog's excrenent and urine. 2

Lient. Ray saw in oiie of the houses iii Utkaiwiù, a contrivance for
frightening away a "tur ña" from the entrance to a house shouihlhe try
to get in. The man had hunig in the traixloor the handle of a seal-drag
by îneans of a thoig spiked to the wall with a large knife, anid told Lieut.
Ray that if "tueiña" tried to get into the bouse lie vould iundoubtedly
catch hold of the handle to help limiiiself up, which would pull down the
knife upon his head anid friglhten imu( off. We niever had an opportu-
nity of witnessinug the cereionuy of suunuoning "tuñia," ior did we ever
hear of the ceremony takiig. place during our stav at the station, but
we were fortunuate enough to observe several other performanees, though
they (do not appear to be frequent. The ceremuony of hbealing the sick
ani tlhe ceremfonies coiected with the wlhale-fishery have already been
de-scribed.

On the21st of February. 1883, Lieut. Ray and Capt. lerenudeenr hap-
pened to be at the village onf time to see the tiiñ, vlo had beenu
asinghle bad , weather, expelled irou the village. Some of the natives
said th(e next day that they had killcd the tueiña. buit tley sauid at the
samn timiie he had gone " a long way off." Whei Lieut. Ray relached

Tale4s, etc.. p. 14.
2compnxare iRink (Tales. etc. p. 56: "several fetid and stinking matters suche as old urine, are excel-

lentumeaus for keepin.r away all kiuds t evil-iuîentioned spirits and thsts.
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the village, women were standing at the doors of the houses armed
with snow-knives and clubs with which they made passes over the en-
trance when the peopleInsidè. called ont. Ho entered one house and
found a woinan vigorously driving the tusila out of every corner with
a knife. They then repaired tthe kûdyïgi, where there were ten or
twelve people, each of whoin, to quote froin Lieut. Ray's note book,
"made a charge against the evil Spirit, telling what injuries they had
received from it." Then they went into the open air, where a fire had
been built in front of the entrance, and formed a half circle aroundl the
fire. Each then went up and made a speech, bending over the fire
(according to Simpson, who describes a similar cëremony at Nuwük on p.
274 of his paper, coaxing the tuv.iia to corne under the fire to warm him-
self).-.Then-they brought. ont a large tub full of urine, to which, Simp-
son says, each man present had&contributed, and held it ready near the
fire, while.two men stood with their rifles in readiness, and a boy stood
near the fire with a large stone in his hands, bracing himself firmly-
with his feet spread apart for a vigorous throw. Then they chanted as
follows (the words of this chant were obtained afterward by the
writer):

Tâk tak tâk tohâ!
Niju'a ha!
He! he! he!
Haiyahe!
Yaiyahe!
Hwi!

And instantly the contents of the tub were dashed- on the fire, the
stone thrown into the embers, and both men discharged their rifles, one
into -the embers, and one into the cloud of steam as it rose. Then all
brushed their clothes violently and shouted, and the tueia was killed.
By a fortunate coincidence, the next day was the finest we had had.
for a long time.

Sacrifices are also occasionally made to'these supernatitral beings as
in Greenland "gifts were offered to the inue of certain rocks, capes and
ice firths, principally when traveling and passing those places."'

Capt. Herendeen, ii the fali of 1882, went to the rivers in company
with one of the "Idoctors." When they arrived at the river Knaru,
where the latter intended to stay for the fishing, he got ont his drum and
"talked" for a long time, and breaking off very small pieces of tobacco
threw them into the air, crying out, "Tufia, tueia, I give you tobacco!
give me plenty of fish." When they passed the dead men at the
cemetery, he gave them tobacco in the sanie way, asking them also for
fish. 2 We noticed but few other superstitions observances which bave
not been already described. As in Greenland and elsewhere, super-
stition requires certain persons to abstain from certain kinds of food.
For instance, Mûiiialu, and apparently many others, were not permitted

i Rink. Tales, etc., p. 56.
WNVhen an Itniit.passes the place where a relitive lias died, he paus.esanddeposits a piece ofmeat

near by." Baffin Lanl, Hall, Artic Researche.s, p. 574.

9 ETH-28
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to eat the burbot, another man was denied ptarmigan, and a woman' at
Nuwùk was noôt allow-ed to eat "earth food," that is, anythinig which
grew upon the ground. Lieut. Ray also mentions a man whé was for-
bidden bear's tiesh.2

We observed some traces of the superstition concerning the heads
of seals and other marine animals taken in the chase, whicl bas been
noticed elsewhiere. Cratitz says:' "The heads of seals must not be
fractured, nor must they be thrown into the sea, but be piled in a heap
before the door, that the souls of the seals may not be enraged and
seaie their brethren from the coast." And Capt. Parry found that at
Winter Island they carefully preserved the heads of all the animals
killed during thebwinter, except two or three of the walrus which hef
obtained with great difliculty. The natives told him that they were to
be thrown into the sea in the summer, but at Iglalik they readily sold
then before the summer arrived.

I trie(l very liard to get a full series of skulls from the seals taken at
tTtkiavwii in the winter of 1882-'83, but though I frequently asked the
natives to brinîg them over for sale, they never did so, till at last one
young woman promised to bring me all I wanted at the price of half a
pound of guntpowder a Skull. Nevertheless, she brought over only two
or three ait that price. We did not observe what was done with the
skulls, but freinenitly observed quantities of the spaller bones of the
seals carefully tucked away in the crevices of the ice at sone distance
from the shore. We had comparatively little difficulty in obtainiing
skulls of the wailrus, but I observed that the bottom of Tûseráru, the
little pond ait the edge of the village, was covered with old walrus skulls,
as if they had been deposited there for years. The superstition appears
to be in fuli force among the Chukches, who live near the place where
the Vega wintered. NordensijöiId was unable to purchase a pair of
fresh walrus ieads at the tirst village he visited, thougli the tusks were
offered for sale the next (lay6 and at Pitlekaj., "Sonie prejudice * * j
prevente(d the Chukelhes fron parting with the heads of the seal, though

we offered a high price- for thei. 'Irgatti' (to-morrow)
was the usual answer. But the promise was never kept.

Amulets.-Like the Greenlanders and other Esakiios, they place
great reliance on -amulets or talismans, which are carried on the person,
in the boat, or ev-en inserted in weapons, each apparently with some

Reoirt Point iBarrow lEx1 -dit ion, p. 46.

Compare Itiik. Tales, etc., p. 14: rantz. oi 1 p. 215. and Parry, 2d voage, p. 548 "s-ais flesh
Îs forbidden, for iistance,. in net:- disease, thaut of t"he walrus in the tb:-r the 1:eart is denied t4 somue,
and the liver tee ot hers.

eV1. 1, p). 216.
4 Uce-chey saw the skulls ft seals and ot her animals kept-t ii pile-s round the houses at IlothamIunlet

e-tond Voyage, p.510.
vega, vol. 1.1p. 435.

7Vega, vol. 2. p. 137.
~Johntl I is escribes the Greelenlers in 156 as fllows:" Tey are idolaters, and lave images

reet ste.. wi h they wee about thbem, aen di in their boiats. whieb we suppose y wr ip." (Hak-
~ luvt, Voyages, etc., 1589, p. 782.)
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specifle purpose, which indeed we learned iii the case of sone of those
in the collection. Like the amulets of the Greenlanders, tliey appear to
be'1 "certain animals or things which had belonged to or been in contact
with certain persons (e. g., the people' of an-
cient times, or fortunate hunters) or supernat-
ural beings," and "objects which merely by their
appetrance recalled the effect expected from the
amulet, such as figures of varions objects." To
the latter class belong the rudely flaked flint
images of whales, already mentioned, and prob-
ably many of the other small images of men
and animals already described, especially those
fitted with holes for strings to hang them up by. ~

The flint whale is a very common amulet, in-
tended, as we understood, to give good luck in
whaling, and is worn habitually. by many of
the men and boys under the clothes, suspended
around the neck by a string. The captain and
harponer of a whaling crew also wear them
as pendants on the flets already described FIG. 421.-whale flaked from

glas.
and on the breast of the jacket. We obtained
five of these objects, all of very nearly the same shape, but of differ
ent materials and varying somewhat in size. Fig. 421 represents one
of these (No. 56703 [208] from Utkiavwïiñ)'made of a piece. of liard
colorless glass, probably a fragment of a ship's "deadlight." It is rather
roughly flaked into.a figure of a '"bowhead" whale, 3-4 inches long, as
seen from above.and very much flattened with exaggerated flukes.
The flippers were rudely indicated in the outline, but the left one is
broken off.

No. 89613 [7711 from Utkiavwlñi is a very similar image, 2·4 inches
long, which perhaps is of the same inaterial, though it may be made of

rock crystal. No. 56707 [159] from
Utkiavwïiñ is a very small whale (1-4
inches long), chipped in large flakes
out of a water-worn pebble of smoky
quartz, while No. 89577 [939] Fig.
422, from the same village, which is
a trille larger (2 inches long), is made
of dark crimson jasper. The large

Fia. 42.-Whmle flaked from redjatsper. black flint whale, No. 56683 [61],
alo from Utkiavwli, whieh is 3-9 inches long, is the, rudest of all the
figures of the whales. It is precisely the shape of the blade of a skin
scraper, except for the roughly indicated flukes.

Fig. 423 (No. $9524 [1299] from Utkiavwlii) is a rude wooden image
of the same animal, 3 inches long, very broad and flat-bellied. It is

Rinik, Tales, etc., p. 52.
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smoothly carved and lias a fragment of sky-blue glass inlaid to repre-
sent the left eye and a bit of iron pyrites for the right. The flukes
have been split wholly off and fastened on witi a lashing of narrow
whalebone passimig through a vertical hole in the l- small" and round
the edge of the flukes: The flukes themselves have been split across
and appear to have been doweled together. This shows that the
owner attached considerable value to the object, or he would not have
taken the trouble to mend it wlhei another could have been so easrly
whittled out. In the middle of the belly is an oblong cavity, contain-
ing something which probably adds greater power to the charm. What
this is eau not be seei, as a band of sealskin with the hair shaved off
has been shrunk on round the hinder half of the body and secured by a
seam on the right side. A. double turn of- sinew braid is knotted

round the middle of
the bodv, leaving
two ends which are
tied together in- a
loop, showing that
this object was
meantto beattached
som'ewhere about
the person.

To this class also
probably belong the

Fig. 423.-Aucieit whale aiulet of wxx.skins or -pieces of
amminals worn as ain-

ulets, probably with a view of obtaining the powers of the particular
animal, as iii so manv cases in the stories related in Rink's Tales and
Traditions. We frequentlv saw men weuring ut the belt buniches of
the claws of the bear or wolveriiie, or the inetacarpal bones of the
wolf.' The head or beak of thiegutll or raven2 is also a common personal
amulet, and one manit wore a small dried fihomndei. 3

We collected a number of these animal amulets to be worn on the
person, but only succeedein lulearnirng the special purpose of one
of them. No. 89532 [1307], from Utkiavwîii, whieh was said to be
intended to give good luck ii deer h1untinîg. - It is a young .unbranched
antler of a reiudeer, 6 incies loig, anid apparently separated fron the
skull at the "bur," with the " vel*et" skin still alhering, thougli most
of theihair is worn off except at th.e tip. A- bit of sinew- is tied round
the base.

No. 89522 [1573], from Utkiavwiii, is n amulet consisting of the last

'Parry mentions bones ofthe wolverine worn as amuil-ts at Fury and H(elas strait (second voyage,

p. 497).
2

Compare the Greenland story told by Rink (Tales, etc., p. 195), when the manu who hae a guil for
his amulet is able to fly home from sea because -ti gulL seks his prey far out at sea, while the one
whose amulet is a raven cati not, beause this bird seeks bis prty hI:nd ward. Suich an amuilet as the
latter woul prbably be chosen with a view to making a man a su.,es-sful eer hsuuter.

3Compare tihe Greeland story, where a salmou aulet makes a an tou slippery tu be caught by
his pursuers. (Rink Tales, etc., p. 182.)
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three joints of the foot of a reindeei- fawn, with the skin and hoof and
abont 14 incihes of tendon attached belinîd, through a hole in the end
of which is knotted about 3 inelies of seal thong. No. 89525 [1314] from
the samne village,is a precisely. similar chaim. No. 89699 [ fron
Utkavwli, is ithe subfossil incisor tooth of Aone, ruminant with a hole
drilled throngh the root for a string to haug>it up by. It was said to
be the tooth of the " ug'ru'nfi," a large animal, long extinet. As the.
natives said, "Here on the land are none, only the bones r•emain." No.
89743 [1110, fron IJtkiavwliù, is a molar tooth of the saine animal,
probably, weathered and old, with a hole freshly drilled through one
root and a long piece of sinew braid with the ends knotted together
looped inîto it. There are also iri the collection two very old teetlh
which probably wereiuclosed in little sacks of skin and worn as amu-
lets.

No.89698 [1580], from Itkiavwlii, is the tusk of a very young*nalrus,
only 2k inehes long, and No. 89452 [1148] froni Utkiavwîii, is the canine
tooth of a polar bear. No. 56547 [656], froit thesame village, is a simi-
lar tooth.'

The only amulet attached to a weapon, which we collected, is the
tern's bill, already alluded to, placed under the whalebone lashing on
the seal-spear, No. 89910 [1694]. Perhaps tieidea of this charm is that
the spear should plunge down upon the seal with as sure an aim as the
tern does upon its prey.2

A number of ainulets of this class are always carried in the whaling-
umiak. T have already mentioned the wolf-skulls, stuffed ravens and
eagles, fox-tails½nd buncies of feathers used for this purpose. Most
of these charms are parts of some rapacious animal or bird, but parts
of other animals seein to have some virtue on these occasions.

For instance, I noticed the axis vertebra of a seal in one whaling-
umiak, and we collected a. ridely stuffeè skin of a godwit (Limnosa
lapponica baueri), which, we were informed, was "for whales." This

specimen (No. 89526 [13281, Fig.~424, froni Utkiavwïi) is soiled and
ragged, and lias a stiek thrust through the neck to hold it out. The
neek is wrapped around with a tarrow strip of whalebone and some
eoarse thread, part of which serýe.to lash on a slip of wood, apparently
to splice the stick inside. A bit of white manî's string is passed arounîd
the body and tied in a loop to hang it up by. This charm is perhaps

to keep the boat froi capsizing, sinice Crantz says that the Greenlanders
"like to fasten to their kajak a iodel of it * or only a dead

compare Kumlien, Contributions, p. 45. "Another charm iof great value to the mother who has a

young babe is the canine tot h of the polar bear. This is used as a kind of clasp to a seal-skin string,

which passes round the body and keeps the breasts up. lier mtilk supply cannot fail while she wears

,this. (Cumberland Gulf.)
2Conpare the story in inks Tales and Traditions (p. 445), where the kaiak, which had a piece of

shelidrake asitened nto ti how for an amuîlet. went faster than the sheldrake lies.
Coipare Crantz, vol. 1, p. 216. "The boat [for wiailingl untst have a fox's head-in front, and the

harpoon bu ftrnished with an agl·s beak." The latter statement is interesting in connection with

the tern's bill on the seal harpoon, from Point Barrow, already referrel to.
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sparrow or snipe, or a bit of wood, stone, soie feathers or hair, that
they may not overset" (vol. 1, p. 216), and perhaps the bone of a marine
animal, like the seal, is to protect the crew fron drowning should the
boat upset, after all.

No. 89529 [1150] fron Utkiavwlii is a bunlih of feathers to be carried
iii the boat. It consists of nine wiing feathers of the golden eagle, four
tied in a bunclih witlh a bit of sienw round the quills, four tied úp with
one end of the short bit of seal thong which serves to tie the whole
bulle together, one of whieh has all the liglt-colored parts of the
featier staiied with red ocher, arid a single feather shaft carefully
wrapped up iii a piece of entrail and wound .spirally with a piece of
sinew braid.

No. 89527-8 [1327j from Utlkiavwïii is the charn whichu will secure
good success in d·eerhuntiiig if it is hung up outside of the snow house
in which the fitniily is encarmped. It consists of two roglily stuffed
sin of the blaek bellied plover (Charadîius squatarola), eaelh with a

Fui. 424.-Amilet of whaling;_stuffed godwit.

stick run through the body so that one end supports the neck and the
other the tail, and the necks wounud with sinew. One bas no head.
A strin g of sinew braid Is tied arournd the body of each, so as to leave
a free end at the back, to whieh is fasteiied a little cross piece of bone, by
which it miay be seeured to a beeket. Like the rest of the amulets iii
the eollection this has evidently seei service, beiing very old, worn, and
faded.

The other class of amiulkts, n.anely objects which have belonged to or
been in contact with certain persons or supernatural beings, or I ma

add apparently certain localities, is. represented
by a miniber- of specimens. To the custom of
using sucb thiUgs as amuulets, we undoubtedly owe
the preservatiWnof most of the ancient weapons and

FIG. 425.-Amulet o other implements, especially those made of wood,
ingofancient jade adz. boue, or other perishable substances, like the an-

cient harpoon ieads already deseribed, oie of whichî, No. 89544 [1419],
is still attached to the belt on which it was worn.

Fig. 425, No. 56668 [308], from Utkiavwliñ is one of the ancient blac-k
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jade adzes 5-1 inches, slung with thong and vhalebone, making a becket
by whieh it can be haung up. We did not learn the history of this
amulet, whieh at the timie of collecting it was supposed to be a net
sinker. There would, however, be ino reason for using so valuable an
object for such a purpose, when\a common beach pebble would do just
as well, uniless it was intended as a charn to insure success in fishing.
It may even have. been .carried as a charm on the pe'rson, since we
afterwards saw a stili more bulky object used for such a purpose.

Sucli an objeet seems rather heavy to be carried on the person, but
a well known man in Utkiavwii always carried with him wlen he went
sealing a large pear-shaped stone, which must
have weighed upwards of two pounds, suspended
somewhere about his person. It is not unlikely
that this stone acquired its virtue as an amulet
from having been a sinker used by some lue4y
fisherman in former time or in a distant coun-
try. Mr.lif.W. Henshaw has already referrel to
the resemblance of this amulet to the plummet- FIG. 420.-Little box containing

amulet for whling.
like "muedicine stones" of somlte of our Indians.'

Fig. 426, (No. 895àt [1306] from Utkiaywliñ) is an ainulet for success
in whaling. • It consists of three little irregular water-worn fragments
of amber carefully wrapped in a bit of parchment and inclosed in a lit-
tle wooden box 14 inches long, made of two semnicylindrieal bits of cot-
tonwood, with the fiat faces hollowed ont and put together and fas-
tened up by three turnis of sinew braid round the middle, tied iin a loose
knot. The box is old and brown from age and hanfdling. We heard
of other pieces of aiber aud earth ("nuna") worn.as amulets, wrapped
up in bits of leather and hung on the belt.

No. 89533 [1247], from UJtkiavwli, is .simply a nearly square peb-
ble, 1-4 inches long, of dark red jasper, slung in a bit of sinew braid

so, that it ean be hung on the belt. Fig. 427
(No. 89525 [1308] fron Utkiavwïiñ) is some small
object, plaéed in the eenter of the grain side of a
square bit of white sealskin,-the edges of whieh
are folded up around it and tied tightly round

-with deer sinew, s« as to make a little round
knob. I collected this aimulet, and was particu-
larly inforned how it was to be used. If it be
fastened on the right shou1der it will insure suc-
eess in taking hieks with the "bolas." Fig. 428

catching fowil wit for (No. 89535 [1244] front Ttkiavwlii) is an ainulet
whose history we did not learn. It is a littie ob-

long box 3-3 incihes long, carved fron a block of cottonwood, with a
-fiat cover tied on with inine turns of sinew braid, and contains tweity-
one dried humble-bees, which it was said came from the river Kulu-

Anorican Journal o ' Archaeology, vol. 1.
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grua. The natives have a great dread, apparently superstitious, of
these bees and the large gadflies (ostens tarandi), one of which I
have seen scatter half a dozen people. A man one day caught one of

these, and whittled out a little
box of wood, in which he shut.
the insect up and tied it up
with a shred of sinew, telling
Capt. Herendeen that it was
"tueiamun," for "tuefia."

A small lump of indurated,
gravel (No. 56725) [273] was

FIG. 428.-Box of dried bee*-amulet one day brought over from
Utkiavwfiñ, with the story that it was a "Imedicine" for driving away
the ice. The man who uses this charm stands on the high bank at the
village, and breaking off grains of the gravel throws thiem seaward.
This will cause the ice to move off from the shore.

The essential identity of the amulets of the Point Barrow natives
with those used by the Eskimo elsewhere is shown by the following
passages from other writers. Egede says:'

A Superstition very common anong them is to load themselves with Amnulets or
Ponianders, dangliug about their Neeks and Arms, which consist in sone Pieces of
old Wood, Stones or Bones, Bills and Claws of Birds, or Anything else which their
Fancy sugges'ts to them.

Crantz says: 2

They are so different iii the anulets or charme they hang on people, that one laughs
at anuther's. These powerful preventives consist in-a bit of old wood hung around
their neeks, or a stone, or a bone, or a beak or claw of a bird, or else a-leather strap-
tied round their forehead, breast, or arm.

Parry speaksa of what lie supposes were amulets at Iglulik, consist-
ing of teeth of the fox, wolf and musk-ox, bones of the "kablëëarioo"
(supposed to be the wolverine), and foxes' noses. Kumlien says that
at Cumberland Gulf, "among the many superstitious notions, the wear-
ing.of charms about the person is one of the most curious. These are
called angoouk or amu8it, and 'may be- nothing but pieces of bone or
wood, birds' bills or claws, or au animal's teeth or skin." A little
girl "ýhad a smalleiivelope of sealskin that was worn on the back of lier
inside jacket" containing two small stones.

Such little pockets of skin séwed to the inner jacket are very com-
mon at Point Barrow, but we did not succeed in any case in learning
their contents. At Kotzebue Sound, Beechey saw ravens' skins on
which the natives set a higli value, while the beaks and claws of thèse
birds were attached to their belts and headbands.5  Petitot describes6

the amulets used in the Mackenzie district,in the passage already quoted,
as "défroques empaillées de corbeau, de faucon ou d'hermine." It is

Greenland, p. 194. 'Contributions, p. 45.
2Ristory of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 216. 6

Voyage,'p. 333.
Second voyage, p. 4D7. . "Monographie, etc., p. xv.
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not likely that the use of these is confined to the women, as his words,
"Ellesyporteit," wouldseem to imply. AmongthesedentaryChukehes
ofSiberia.amulets were seen consistingof wooden forks and woodorivory
carvings.1 Awolf'sskul,hung up by athong; theskin, togetherwith the
whole cartilaginous portion of a wolf's nose, and aflat stone, are also men-
tioned.2 Capt. Holm also found wonderfully similar customs among
the East Greenlanders. He says, "bore alle Folk Amuletter af de
mest forskjelligartede Ting" to guard against sickness and to insure
long life, and also for specifie purposes. The men wear them slung
round the neck or tied round the upper arm, the women in their knot
ofhair or "i Snippen foran paa Pelsen."

1Nordenskiöld, Vega, vol. 2, p. 126;
2Vega, vol. 1, p. 503.
3Gedgrafltik Tidskrift, vol. 8, p. 94.
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